Part 3 - settlements - comments received and council's responses
Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Call for sites

Comment ID

600

Summary

Comment on mixed-use site in SHELAA WS354 - Higham. It is unclear from the consultation
documentation whether the mixed-use site WS354 is being brought forward as it is not
within the Part 3 Settlements document but is retained within the SHEELA which is part of
the evidence part for the local plan. SPS would register its objection to any significant
development of this site beyond a very limited amount immediately adjacent to the A14.

Comment

It is unclear from the consultation documentation whether the mixed-use site WS354 is
being brought forward as it is not within the Part 3 Settlements document but is retained
within the SHEELA which is part of the evidence part for the local plan. SPS would register
its objection to any significant development of this site beyond a very limited amount
immediately adjacent to the A14. The site as indicated encompasses part of the Higham
Conservation Area and a number of listed buildings (30 Pages Lane, Barn associated with
Lodge Farmhouse, Higham War Memorial and Toll House Cottage - all grade II listed) and
many non-designated heritage assets. Moreover, the site surrounds St Stephens Church and
The Vicarage (both also grade II listed). The settings of these designated heritage assets as
remote within an agricultural landscape will be significantly impacted and SPS objects to the
inclusion of this site due to the heritage harm which will result.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Site WS354 is not included as a potential development site in the issues and options
plan. If there is an identified need for a large area of growth in the district it would be
considered alongside other sites submitted during the next stage of plan preparation. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
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sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Burthorpe Green Farm

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Call for sites

Comment ID

875

Summary

Site Submission – Land to the north of Barrow and Burthorpe
The land to the north of the village is being promoted for housing on behalf of our client.

Comment
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Site Submission – Land to the north of Barrow and Burthorpe Site Description The land to
the north of the village which is being promoted for housing on behalf of our client measures
is divided into two parcels (Parcels A and B) for the purposes of the site description and
Photographic Appraisal that accompanies this submission. Parcel A forms the land to the
west of Sharpe’s Hill and measures approximately 41.9ha (103.54 acres). This area is
located predominately to the north of Barrow and includes Hatchery House and its setting to
the north of Mill Lane. This part of the site is well screened and contained by areas of
woodland which also include two large ponds towards the northern boundary with New
Road. The remainder of this parcel is characterised by large agricultural fields interspersed
by hedge and wooded boundaries which provide good screening from the countryside
beyond. The settlement boundary of Barrow abuts the site to the south where the adjoining
area is characterised by residential development. There are a number of access points
around the perimeter of the Parcel including Mill Lane to the south, New Road to the north
and Sharpe’s Lane to the east. Parcel B forms the land to the east of Sharpe’s Hill and
measures approximately 23.84ha (58.92 acres). The site extends to the north of the smaller
area known as Burthorpe, which shares the Barrow settlement boundary and for the
purposes of the Local Plan is seen as one settlement. This Parcel consists of three large
fields and a range of farm buildings at Burthorpe Green Farm. The fields are screened on
their boundaries by mature hedgerows. The Parcels can be developed in phases and it is
proposed that a master planning exercise will be undertaken for the next stage of the Plan to
demonstrate how the site could be brought forward in a way that connects to existing roads
and footpaths, provides an opportunity to improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and

improves junction capacities within the village. A Site Location Plan accompanies this
submission and a Photographic Appraisal at Appendix Three provides a more visual
description of the land being promoted. The topography of Parcel A is fairly flat in the areas
characterised by large agricultural fields. At the northern boundary with New Road, the
land slopes down to the east towards Hatchery House and its associated setting before rising
again towards Sharpe’s Lane. The topography of Parcel B is also relatively flat with little
change in levels. Flood mapping shows the site is located within Flood Zone 1 (the low
probability flood area). However, the flood mapping shows minor areas of surface water
flood risk within the site. This typically represents the presence of dry valleys and dry
channels and indicates the natural/man made land drainage routes by which the fields drain
to the watercourses. A future masterplanning exercise will be informed by a Flood Risk
Assessment and Drainage Strategy designed to take account of the surface water flood risk
to avoid any adverse impact. Opportunities will be investigated to improve the sites
resilience to flood events as well as to improve known issues within the village. The site is
not directly affected by any policy designations. In terms of nearby heritage and
environmental constraints, there is a Scheduled Ancient Monument to the west of Parcel A
and an area of Ancient Woodland to the east of Parcel B. The Special Protection Area to the
north of the A14 includes a buffer area which borders the site to the north. A Site
Constraints Plan accompanies this submission and identifies the nearby Scheduled Ancient
Monument, Ancient Woodland, and a number of Listed Buildings within the village, all of
which will be addressed as part of the ongoing promotion of the site. Suitability and
Availability The site is well located in relation to local services and facilities. The village
convenience store is located within a convenient 10-minute walk, 0.5 miles to the south
along The Street. Barrow CEVC Primary School is also conveniently located 0.5 miles to the
west. The Sustainable Settlements Study appraised the sustainability of the village in terms
of its appropriateness to take further growth and has identified it as a ‘Key Service Centre’
category along with 6 other settlements. This category of settlement contains the largest
villages and recognises there is a strong population benefitting from a good range of
services and facilities. The site is in single ownership, is available immediately and as such,
can be brought forward early in the Local Plan. It is considered this should be given
considerable weight when assessing this site for allocation within the emerging Local Plan.
Furthermore, the allocation of this site represents an opportunity for the village to gain
from a number of benefits including the contribution of much needed housing and the
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potential for the site to provide additional infrastructure needed in the village such as
highways improvements. Part of the site was put forward to the Council’s December 2018
‘Call for Sites’ consultation for consideration. It was subsequently identified as an ‘Included
site’ in the 2020 Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA)
(Site reference WS013) which concluded “There are no significant constraints to
development however further assessment would be required to understand environmental
issues.” With appropriate masterplanning and design, the wider site is capable of delivering
a sensitively designed, but comprehensive and well-connected sustainable development that
could contribute to the local development needs of Barrow, and West Suffolk more widely, in
the early part of their Plan. A future masterplanning exercise will draw together the findings
of targeted technical assessments and will focus on addressing the following constraints and
opportunities as identified in Part 3.1 of the Local Plan consultation: * Masterplanning the
site in such a way as to avoid coalescence between Barrow and Burthorpe. The land
promoted benefits from encompassing the area between the two areas which will allow part
of this site to provide a ‘strategic gap.’ This gap can be used to provide connectivity
between the development parcels with a focus on incorporating landscape and biodiversity
improvements. * A Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy will inform the approach to
draining the site in order to take account of the surface water flood risk to avoid any adverse
impact. Opportunities will be investigated to improve the sites resilience to flood events as
well as opportunities to improve known issues within the village. Provision will be made for
sustainable drainage systems to enable on-site drainage to drain surface water. *
Consideration will be given through a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment to the
impact on views from the west of the settlement around Denham Castle. * A Heritage
Assessment will be prepared in order to assess and mitigate any adverse impact on the
setting of the adjacent Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM) to the south east of Barrow
Hall. * Summary We would welcome your further consideration of the potential to bring this
site forward for residential development as part of the new Local Plan. It is our view that the
site can appropriately accommodate development in a sensitive manner and will provide a
suitable form of development, which is both deliverable and viable. The benefits to be
gained through the comprehensive development of the site should be given careful
consideration, because they would enable the delivery of infrastructure required to support
and sustain the growing local community going forward. Barrow is a well-served settlement,
capable of accommodating additional growth. It is considered the proposed land being
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promoted by the landowner provides a deliverable opportunity to assist with planning for the
identified growth needed in District, in a sustainable location that would also support the
vitality of the existing village, which should be the intention of the current planning system.
This submission represents not only a feasible, but a more sustainable opportunity to assist
with planning growth for West Suffolk and the wider Housing Market Area, a further goal of
the current planning system. We would be pleased to continue to engage with Officers and
Members of the District and County Council in furthering the evolution of these proposals.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the site submission which will be considered during the preparation of
the next draft of the local plan.

Respondent Name

Burthorpe Green Farm

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Call for sites

Comment ID

885

Summary

Site Submission – Land at Hall Farm Lane, Westley
This land is promoted for housing on behalf of our client. Westley, through its close proximity
to the market town of Bury St Edmunds and its abundance of services and facilities, is
capable of accommodating additional growth. It is considered the proposed land being
promoted by the landowner provides a deliverable opportunity to assist with planning for the
identified growth needed in District.

Comment
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Site Submission – Land at Hall Farm Lane, Westley Site Description The land being
promoted for housing on behalf of our client measures approximately 1.97ha (4.86 acres). It
is located to the east of the village and accessed via Hall Farm Lane. The surrounding area
is characterised by detached residential properties set within generous plots. Westley Hall,
a Grade II Listed Building, is located at the junction of Hall Farm Lane with Burrell’s
Orchard and Fornham Lane. A Site Location Plan and Photographic Appraisal accompanies
this submission. The site itself would have previously been in agricultural use and contains a

series of redundant agricultural buildings located in the south west corner. The Grain dryer,
grain store and cart barn are subject to a Prior Approval consent under reference DC/18/
0300/PMBPA for change of use to 3no. dwellings and associated operational development.
This consent establishes residential uses on the site which would be coherent with the wider
allocation of the site for housing. The site benefits from strong borders of mature natural
vegetation along its boundaries (see Photographic Appraisal at Appendix Three). Beyond
this lies agricultural fields to the north, east and south. The built edge of Westley abuts the
site to the west. The site will take its access from Hall Farm Lane where the land ownership
extends to the south of the lane enabling the road to be widened if necessary, to
accommodate two-way vehicle movements and footways. The topography of the site is
relatively flat with no noticeable change in level. Flood mapping shows that the site is
located within Flood Zone 1 (the low probability flood area). A future masterplanning
exercise will be informed by a Flood Risk and Drainage Strategy intended to explore
opportunities to incorporate sustainable drainage features into the scheme. The site is not
affected by any policy designations, nor is it within close proximity to any environmental
features or constraints. A Site Constraints Plan accompanies this submission which
identifies the nearby Listed Building of Westley Hall. A future masterplanning exercise
would be informed by a Heritage Impact Assessment to demonstrate how development
would avoid having an adverse impact on this heritage asset. Suitability and Availability
Westley benefits from a commutable bus service via the 312-service operated by Mulleys,
which provides a regular Monday to Friday service between Bury St Edmunds and
Newmarket. The bus stop is located at St Mary’s Church, a convenient 3-minute walk from
the site. The Sustainable Settlements Study contains an ‘Accessibility Proximity Map’ at
Annex A which illustrates that some settlements are well located or in close proximity to the
main towns and therefore have sustainable transport links through footpaths and cycle ways.
There are proximity maps for the five main towns showing villages located 5km and 2km
from the towns’ services, which in most cases is not the centre of the town, but a defined
neighbourhood centre with a range of shops and services to meet day-to-day needs. These
distances can be used as an indicator in assessing a settlement’s sustainable location.
Westley is within the 2km zone of services associated with Bury St Edmunds, further
demonstrating the villages strong accessibility credentials. The site is in single ownership, is
available immediately, and as such could be brought forward early in the Local Plan. It is
considered that this should be given considerable weight when assessing this site for
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allocation within the emerging Local Plan. Furthermore, the allocation of this site
represents an opportunity for the village to gain from a number of benefits including the
contribution of much needed housing and the potential for the provision of infrastructure
improvements such as highways improvements. With appropriate masterplanning and
design, the site is capable of delivering a sensitively designed, but comprehensive and wellconnected sustainable development that could contribute to the local development needs of
Westley, and West Suffolk more widely, in the early part of the Plan. Summary We would
welcome your further consideration of the potential to bring this site forward for residential
development as part of the new Local Plan. It is our view the site can appropriately
accommodate development in a sensitive manner and would provide a suitable form of
development that is both deliverable and viable. It should also be considered that the
benefits to be gained through the comprehensive development are of significant weight and
would enable the delivery of infrastructure required to support and sustain the growing local
community going forward. Westley, through its close proximity to the market town of Bury St
Edmunds and its abundance of services and facilities, is capable of accommodating
additional growth. It is considered the proposed land being promoted by the landowner
provides a deliverable opportunity to assist with planning for the identified growth needed in
District, in a sustainable location that would also support the vitality of the existing village,
which should be the intention of the current planning system. This submission therefore
presents not only a feasible, but a more sustainable opportunity to assist with delivering
growth for West Suffolk and the wider Housing Market Area, which should also be the
intention of the current planning system. We would be pleased to continue to engage with
Officers and Members of the District and County Council in furthering the evolution of these
proposals.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the site submission which will be logged and considered during the
next stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Introduction > Call for sites

Comment ID

370

Summary

It would be beneficial for the CCG to be made aware of any potential new settlement sites
that could arise as part of this Local Plan process so that we could align with our Integrated
Care System (ICS) Estate Strategy, Primary Care Estates Strategy and Primary Care
Network Estates Strategy which is in production currently.

Comment

It would be beneficial for the CCG to be made aware of any potential new settlement sites
that could arise as part of this Local Plan process so that we could align with our Integrated
Care System (ICS) Estate Strategy, Primary Care Estates Strategy and Primary Care
Network Estates Strategy which is in production currently.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside West Suffolk CCG in the
development of policies/options for future growth.

Respondent Name

Mr P McCalmont

Agent Name

Mr Ian Smith (Cheffins)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Call for sites

Comment ID

774

Summary

We have submitted a site on behalf our client in Gazeley for residential use under the “Call
for Sites” stage.

Comment

We have submitted a site on behalf our client in Gazeley for residential use under the “Call
for Sites” stage. The illustrative masterplan shows that if allocated, it will: * Be of low
density (approximately 20 houses on a 3ha site); * Include affordable, starter homes as well
as bungalows for elderly wishing to downsize; * Include a play area for the community with
potential for a recreation ground; * Provide tree planting to enhance the buffer between the
settlement and the countryside; * Connect Moulton Road to Mill View via tree lined
pedestrian paths through the site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for the site submission which will be logged and considered during the next stage
of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Call for sites

Comment ID

723

Summary

See below. Paragraphs 1.10 to 1.13
I am making these comments in order to contribute to future drafts of the West Suffolk Local
Plan.

Comment

Paragraphs 1.10 to 1.13 I am making these comments in order to contribute to future drafts
of the West Suffolk Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Ms Marion Farrant (Kedington Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Call for sites

Comment ID

869

Summary

In the opinion of Kedington Parish Council the village has no sites which should be put
forward for consideration until infrastructure has been addressed.

Comment

No further sites should be considered or put forward as Kedington does not have the
facilities to cope.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
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district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Call for sites

Comment ID

610

Summary

Find a way to encourage landowners to free land in the places which are most sustainable.

Comment

The only land which I know is available is the deferred sites in the Barrow SHELAA
submission, none of which are satisfactory for development. Nevertheless, there appears to
be potentially suitable land in many places close to the A14 and railway if landowners could
be persuaded to release it.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The call for sites allows developers and landowners to submit sites for development
that are then considered for allocation through the local plan. The next stage of the plan will
set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This
will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Crest Nicholson)

Agent Name

Emma Gladwin (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

384

Summary

Concerns regarding the consideration of Special Landscape Areas within the SHELAA and
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Issues and Options consultation.
Comment

In relation to the assessment of these potential sites, whilst we agree that realistic and
deliverable options should be shown, we question the consideration of Special Landscape
Areas (SLAs) in deriving the potential sites. We raised similar concerns in our
representations to the draft SHELAA as the document was silent on the SLAs. The vision for
the Local Plan makes specific reference to protecting and enhancing the special character of
the built and natural environment, with paragraph 2.1 of Part One similarly referring to this
rich and diverse landscape, mentioning the SLAs as being one mechanism of protecting
these areas. The SA scoping report further identifies that development should minimise
impacts on the most sensitive landscape areas. The Issues and Options documents are clear
that protecting the natural environment is important and that the SLAs are an important
part of this. We understand from the Council that the SLAs have not been reviewed and that
there are no intentions to completely remove this designation. Therefore, the SLAs should
clearly be considered when assessing potential site allocations. Whilst the maps in Part
Three show only ‘the most significant constraints’ and it is not possible to include all the
constraints, we would consider the SLAs to be a significant constraint that should be
included. As a minimum the SHELAA should be clear how SLAs have been considered and
assessed, which there is currently no mention of. We note that sites have been included
within the SHELAA, and subsequently in Part Three of the consultation, despite being within
a SLA. It is unclear how this has been considered and assessed to be suitable, particularly
given that there are sites outside of the SLAs that have not been included. Whilst we
acknowledge that the Local Plan is only at the Issues and Options stage, there is a risk that if
the Council proceed on the basis of looking at only the sites included in Part Three, they
could allocate sites within SLAs that irrevocably harm the special landscape rather than
allocating sites outside of such areas that would not cause such harm. Detailed consideration
should be given to these areas and sites in the SHELAA reassessed to include such
consideration from the outset.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The Environmental Constraints Study sets out significant constraints to development.
SLAs will be considered during the next stage of plan preparation through a landscape
evidence base study to help inform the plan and site allocations.
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Respondent Name

. . (Dencora)

Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1257

Summary

WSE11 should not be deferred. Per our response to Part one, Page 27, Para. 5.19 above, site
WSE11’s deferment is not justified or evidenced
It should not therefore have been deferred
Regardless, there is a strong case of allocation of the site per our response (see above) to
help meet the proposed strategic objectives of the new local plan and to meet existing and
future needs as set out elsewhere in these representations.

Comment

* Per our response to Part one, Page 27, Para. 5.19 above, site WSE11’s deferment is not
justified or evidenced * It should not therefore have been deferred * Regardless, there is a
strong case of allocation of the site per our response (see above) to help meet the proposed
strategic objectives of the new local plan and to meet existing and future needs as set out
elsewhere in these representations * Allocation of site WSE11 for a mix of roadside, leisure
(hotel, pub, restaurant etc) and commercial/employment uses (as detailed in our response to
Part One, page 27, para. 5.19 above) would help to achieve these goals * The activities of the
commercial transport sector have an important part to play in the of cutting vehicle
emissions and the delivery of sustainable transport * The site’s location on the A14 means
that commercial transport accounts for a significant proportion of the passing traffic (this is
noted indirectly at para. 5.17, page 27, Part One of the consultation material) * Allocation of
the site would allow the creation of a new roadside service area fit for the 21st century
which would need to include rapid charging points for commercial vehicles in order meet
emerging demand and in order to future-proof itself * The decarbonisation of commercial
transport is the next major objective for the sustainable transport initiative and good
progress with the development of electric freight vehicles is already being made * Despite
the advances in battery technology, the energy demands of heavy goods vehicles in
particular, and the distances they tend to travel (particularly those travelling from the
continent), means that a network of suitable charging stations will be required to serve this
new technology • Its strategic location means Site WSE11 would be an excellent location for
such a facility * A proportion of lighter commercial vehicles/traffic also travels longer
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distances and would need to rely on such a network also * Per our response to Part One,
page 27, para. 5.19 above therefore, the new Local Plan should therefore allocate the site for
a mix of roadside, leisure (hotel, pub, restaurant etc) and commercial/employment uses to
help meet the objective of tackling climate change in a strategic and forward thinking
manner
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Geo E Gittus and Sons Ltd)

Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1247

Summary

Extension to Saxham Business Park proposed WSE06. The site is an optimal location for the
industrial uses proposed in view of: • it being contained by existing uses and infrastructure;
• the existing local noise environment (which has moderate background noise levels as
result of the proximity of the A14, existing employment uses and railway line); • its location
immediately adjacent to junction 41 of the A14, providing excellent access to the trunk road
network; • its proximity to BSE.

Comment

See attached. The site is an optimal location for the industrial uses proposed in view of: • it
being contained by existing uses and infrastructure; • the existing local noise environment
(which has moderate background noise levels as result of the proximity of the A14, existing
employment uses and railway line); • its location immediately adjacent to junction 41 of the
A14, providing excellent access to the trunk road network; • its proximity to Bury St
Edmunds; • its limited visibility within the local landscape; and • its limited ecological value.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the supplementary information on site WSE06. An employment land
review is being commissioned to help inform the preferred options local plan and the
amount/type of land required for employment uses.

Respondent Name

. . (John Brown and Sons)

Agent Name

Jeevan Thandi (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1048

Summary

Promotion of site WS348 in Hawstead. The sustainability of our more rural communities is
declining • The current planning system is contributing to this decline, not stopping or
reversing it • A complete change in the way we view the sustainability of rural communities
is required • In the rural context we need to start attaching as much weight to the social and
economic arms of sustainability as we do to the environment.

Comment

See attached. In the past 12 years research and review at varying levels has identified and
highlighted the sustainability problem faced by our rural communities. It has attracted the
attention of both Government1 and Parliament2 but, despite this, little by way of effective
action has been taken, at any level. The facts are: • The sustainability of our more rural
communities is declining • The current planning system is contributing to this decline, not
stopping or reversing it • A complete change in the way we view the sustainability of rural
communities is required • In the rural context we need to start attaching as much weight to
the social and economic arms of sustainability as we do to the environment • We need to
start acknowledging and acting on the fact that we have never been better equipped to
deliver sustainable development • Our rural communities need controlled growth – growth is
needed to improve their sustainability This vision document demonstrates that there are no
significant constraints to developing the Site and therefore that it offers a good location for
sensitive new residential development. The concept plan which has been prepared shows
that a small scale development of approximately 10 dwellings with access, landscaping and
open space could be provided at the Site. The plan demonstrates that small scale
development on the site could address the relevant design considerations to deliver a
scheme which preserves the character and quality of the village and the surrounding
landscape. Limited new residential development in Hawstead could deliver numerous
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benefits for the local community, not least the provision of a mix of new housing to meet
identified local needs. Such a development would be sustainable and would make an
important contribution to the sustainability of the village, where new development is
required if the community is to thrive.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Hawstead is proposed as countryside in the new settlement hierarchy and site
WS348 is not considered for allocation in the Issues and Options local plan. The next stage
of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Parsonage Farm Partnership)

Agent Name

Miss Ellie Drozdowska (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1338

Summary

Cowlinge
We consider the site at Cowlinge is suitable for residential development, as it is deliverable
and developable within the next 5 years and achievable due to being in one ownership. Our
client fully supports their inclusion as housing allocations in the emerging local plan. It is
considered that Cowlinge is well connected and in a location that would meet local need for
further rural housing growth.

Comment
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The site is located east of Queen Street, Cowlinge, immediately opposite the existing
residential development at Tillbrooks Hill. Although the site falls just outside the settlement
boundary, it is understood to be a suitable and sustainable location, both by our client and
West Suffolk Council. In terms of constrains, the whole site is located within Flood Zone 1
and is not at risk from flooding. This site is located within the Countryside in the Local Plan
Policy Map. The site is located opposite the Grade II Listed Cowlinge War Memorial. It is

however considered that the impact of residential development at the site would not have
any direct adverse impact on the war memorial or their settings given it is located opposite
to an existing residential development. There would be an opportunity for any development
on the site to celebrate and enhance the setting of the War Memorial which is currently
located in the middle of the access junction into Tillbrooks Hill. This development would
deliver the site with a suitable and safe access from Queen Street. An Access Appraisal has
been prepared to show where the most suitable location would be for the access into the site
which can be achieved without negatively impact on the existing highway. A Preliminary
Ecological Appraisal has also been carried out which demonstrates the site has low ecology
value but recommends further surveys. Also, whilst a small section of the existing hedgerow
would need to be removed to facilitate the access, this could be replaced elsewhere within
the site. There is an opportunity to significantly enhance the biodiversity of the site through
the residential development. The site at Cowlinge was included in the list of ‘included site
proformas’ in the Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA),
published in February 2020. The site was determining to have potential for future infill
development. We have reviewed the above site proforma, which outlines that the site was
confirmed in the December 2018 Call for Sites exercise as being available for development.
Land east of Queen Street has been included within the SHELAA under reference WS077
and is located in the centre of Cowlinge, comprising 1.10 hectares of agricultural land. In
accordance with the policies contained within Forest Heath Core Strategy 2010 and Table 5
of the draft SHELAA, the Site proforma contained within Appendix E of SHELAA has
restricted the sites capacity to 12 dwellings, however, it could accommodate up to 22
dwellings based on 20 dph and 33 dwellings based on 30 dph. The Sustainable Settlement
Study appears to limit development in Category B Villages to 10 dwellings, despite the
Government’s national objective of ‘significantly boosting the supply of homes’, set out on
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Furthermore, the NPPF also identifies land
as a valuable commodity, and the importance that ‘planning policies and decisions should
promote an effective use of land in meeting the need for homes’. Paragraph 122 of the NPPF
requires policies and decisions to support development that makes efficient use of land and
take into account the identified need and availability of suitable land and local market
conditions and viability. Therefore, to develop this large site for only 10 dwellings would
severely impact the efficient and effective use of the site. It could also detract the viability
and attractiveness of the site to a developer. In these terms, therefore, we would encourage
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the use of a higher density for the site of between 20dph or 30dph to ensure the site
maximises its potential for both market and affordable housing. The site is available for
development within the next 5 years, and as with the above, is in a single ownership and is
achievable as there are no complex land ownership or legal issues to compromise its ability
to come forward for development. Prepared alongside these representations is support of
the site allocation at Cowlinge, Ardent consultants have prepared an Access Appraisal,
submitted in support of the site. The access appraisal was carried out in order to
demonstrate that the site benefits from convenient access. The report found that the site
“can be accessed from a simple priority T-junction according to both the Suffolk Design
Guide geometric requirements and visibility splays derived from a 30mph speed limit
according to DMRB standards”. Therefore, it is considered that the site represents a
deliverable residential plot with access able to be secured to the existing highway. A
Preliminary Ecology Appraisal, prepared by MKA Ecology is also submitted alongside these
representations. The appraisal found a presence of wildlife, such as breeding birds, reptiles,
brown hares and hedgehogs. In response to this, the report detailed a range of measures
that can be implemented in order to mitigate any adverse impacts, with the site therefore
being relatively constraint free. Conclusion Paragraph 16 of the NPPF requires plans to be
prepared positively in a way that is aspirational but deliverable. Paragraph 59 reminds Local
Planning Authorities that the Government’s objective is to significantly boost the supply of
homes and that it is therefore important that a sufficient amount and verity of land comes
forward where it is needed. Paragraph 78 of the NPPF indicates that plans should identify
the opportunities for villages to grow and thrive. We consider the site at Cowlinge is suitable
for residential development, as it is deliverable and developable within the next 5 years and
achievable due to being in one ownership. Our client fully supports their inclusion as
housing allocations in the emerging local plan. It is considered that Cowlinge is well
connected and in a location that would meet local need for further rural housing growth.
Rural housing is also important in order to help sustain local businesses. Accordingly, we
would recommend the inclusion of our client’s site as an allocation in the emerging Local
Plan. As outlined within the National Planning Policy Framework 2019, to be considered
‘deliverable’, sites for housing should be ‘available now, offer a suitable location for
development now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will be delivered
on the site within five years.’
Link to comment (for Users)
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View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Cowlinge is proposed as a Type B village in the new settlement hierarchy with only
infill development permitted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred
sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety
of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Parsonage Farm Partnership)

Agent Name

Jeevan Thandi (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1049

Summary

Our vision for the growth of Cowlinge focuses on a parcel of land which features in the
Council’s February 2020 Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment
(SHELAA). The parcel, which carries the reference WS078, was included in the SHELAA for
housing and is further considered, in the context of our vision, below.

Comment

See attached. As employers, farmers, landowners and residents of Cowlinge, securing a
sustainable future for the village is not just a priority for us, we know it is essential. It is our
firm belief that the only way to achieve this sustainable future is through proportionate
growth. Our vision helps to show that carefully planned and designed growth would have
beneficial effects on the composition, vitality and resilience of the community. Our approach
is based on careful assessment of the existing settlement and its environment to ensure that
these benefits would not come at the cost of the village’s character, environment or heritage.
We hope that you share our vision and we look forward to discussing how best to secure a
viable and sustainable future for Cowlinge with you as we progress our assessment work and
develop our thoughts. Our vision for the sustainable growth of Cowlinge over the next 20
years is illustrated in the indicative masterplan opposite. The indicative masterplan has been
informed by our environmental and technical assessment work and is based on our desire to
ensure a vibrant and sustainable future for the village. Our assessment-led proposals
incorporate the following elements: • Circa 12 houses grouped around a communal, central
green, with a formal, equipped play area; • Built form positioned in accordance with the
Site’s topography and historic precedent to protect the local skyline and views out to the
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undulating countryside; • Access from Queen Street, to avoid the need for a new access and
to maintain the rural character of Mill Lane; • The retention of the existing pub car park; • A
pedestrian link between Tillbrooks Hill and the pub cark park, which, in the absence of a
footpath between the two at present, affords a new, safe and convenient route for local
residents; • An informal, green, amenity space for the village (which currently lacks a space
of this kind); • Development which is set back from the adjacent roads (which run along its
eastern and southern frontages), so as to maintain a green buffer around the edge of the
Site; and • New landscape planting to strengthen and enhance the Site’s existing mature
vegetation and biodiversity
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Cowlinge is proposed as a Type B village in the new settlement hierarchy with only
infill development permitted. Site WS078 lies outside of the settlement boundary and is not
considered for allocation in the Issues and Options local plan. The next stage of the plan will
set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This
will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (The Dalham Estate)

Agent Name

Miss Ellie Drozdowska (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1340

Summary

Gazeley - SHELAA sites WS086 and WS087 promoted for development. In summary, we
consider the sites at Gazeley suitable for residential development, available within the next 5
years and achievable due to being in one ownership. Our client would fully support their
inclusion as housing allocations in the emerging local plan.

Comment

In respect of the two sites the subject of these representations more site specific comments
are set out below: WS086 Land at Manor House, Gazeley The site is shown on the Gazeley
settlement map as a SHELAA included site and as such could be a potential site allocation in
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the emerging local plan. The site was confirmed in the December 2018 Call for Sites
exercise as being available for development. The site measures 2.78 hectares and is a
Greenfield site which has a public footpath running through it from Tithe Close. The site is
suitable for development due to its close proximity to existing settlement and so would not
appear out of keeping with the village. The development of the site for housing would infill
this vacant area of land at the southern end of the settlement and would
respond sympathetically to the prevailing pattern of housing development to the north. The
southern boundary represents a robust edge to any future development. The Draft
Sustainability Settlement Study, categorises Gazeley as a Category B Village, with a
residential development cap of 10 dwellings. As set out above, it is our view that Gazeley has
sufficient local services to be re-categorised as a Category A Village. A feasibility study has
been prepared by Fielden & Mawson in support of residential development at the site
at Manor House. Indicative site layouts have been prepared, detailing the dwelling type,
amount and sizes, with a mix of detached and semidetached, ranging from 2 bed dwellings
up to 5 bed dwellings. The proposed access can be seen off The Street, to the south of Manor
House, with the spine road, running from the north west of the site to the north east, with
dwellings on either side. The access would be provided via the new development that has
been approved for four dwellings, adjacent to the Street, which is also under the control of
the landowners. Considerable communal green space and tree planting can be seen on the
indicative plan, in addition to a significant buffer consisting tree planting, separating the site
from Manor house. An access appraisal has been prepared, proposed access to the site off
The Street, a single carriageway road with a speed limit of 30mph. Footpaths will be
provided on either side, in addition to a landscaping strip separating the carriageway from
the footway; plans and layout of the proposed access can be seen in Appendix One of the
Appraisal. This demonstrates that the site is fully deliverable in planning terms. As set out
within the initial feasibility study, prepared by Fielden & Mawson, the site has a capacity
for approximately 35 dwellings, which is consistent with the size of the village. According to
paragraph 68 of the NPPF, small and medium sized sites should not be overlooked
for development, and prove essential to housing supply and deliverability, often with quick
build out rates. “Small and medium sized sites can make an important contribution to
meeting the housing requirement of an area, and are often built-out relatively quickly.”
Furthermore, the Sustainable Settlement Study appears to limit development in Category B
Villages to 10 dwellings, despite the Government’s national objective of ‘significantly
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boosting the supply of homes’, set out on the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
Furthermore, the NPPF also identifies land as a valuable commodity, and the importance
that ‘planning policies and decisions should promote an effective use of land in meeting the
need for homes’. Paragraph 122 of the NPPF requires policies and decisions to
support development that makes efficient use of land and take into account the identified
need and availability of suitable land and local market conditions and viability. Therefore, to
develop this large site for only 10 dwellings would severely impact the efficient and effective
use of the site. It could also detract the viability and attractiveness of the site to a developer.
Our client supports the inclusion of this site within the emerging local plan, as development
at this site would represent a logical extension to the existing settlement of Gazeley. As the
site is in a single ownership, it is achievable as there are no complex land ownerships or
legal issues to compromise its ability to come forward for development. It was confirmed
within the Call for Sites submission (2018) that it is available now and deliverable within the
next 5/10 years. WS087 Land off All Saints Close, Gazeley The site is shown on the Gazeley
settlement map as a SHELAA included site and as such a potential site allocation in the
emerging local plan. The site was confirmed in the December 2018 Call for Sites exercise
as being available for development. The site measures 0.73 hectares and used as pasture
land. The site is suitable for development due to its close proximity to existing settlement. It
is also available and achievable being in single ownership. The redevelopment of the site for
housing would also respond sympathetically to the prevailing pattern of housing
development, particularly the housing development to the north which is in a similar back
land location. Development of this site could deliver approximately up to 9 dwellings and
would contribute to the District’s need to identify at least 10% of their allocations on sites of
less than 1 ha (NPPF paragraph 68); “accommodate at least 10% of their housing
requirement on sites no larger than one hectare”. This site therefore offers the opportunity
to provide much needed housing in a relatively short time period, in keeping with the nature
of the village and meeting housing objectives identified in the Draft Local Plan. The
Sustainable Settlement Study appears to limit development in Category B Villages to 10
dwellings, despite the government’s national objective of ‘significantly boosting the supply of
homes’, set out on the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Furthermore, the NPPF
also identifies land as a valuable commodity, and the importance that ‘planning policies and
decisions should promote an effective use of land in meeting the need for homes’. Paragraph
122 of the NPPF requires policies and decisions to support development that makes efficient
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use of land and take into account the identified need and availability of suitable land and
local market conditions and viability. Whilst, for reasons set out above we are not in
agreement with this approach, the allocation of 9 dwellings on this site, would be fully
consistent with this policy. The feasibility plan details housing, access and layout details for
the second site in Gazeley, also located off The Street. Indicative site layouts have been
prepared, which provides for a low density development in keeping with the existing
character of All Saints Close. The proposed site layout and access can be seen, with access
located off All Saints Close and the spine road running centrally through the site. The site is
shown to consist of relatively large plots with large gardens and open space, with an
attenuation basin in the south west corner. In addition to the feasibility plan, an access
appraisal has been prepared, outlining and presenting proposed access for site WS087. It is
proposed that the site would be accessed as a continuation of All Saints Close, a single
carriageway road with a speed limit of 30mph. The access point for this site would be from
The Street via the existing All Saints Close. Therefore, a new junction would not be created
but All Saints Close extended to provide access to new dwellings; plans and layout of the
proposed access can be seen in Appendix One of the Appraisal. Our client supports the
inclusion of this site within the emerging local plan, as development at this site
would represent a logical extension to the existing settlement of Gazeley. As the site is in a
single ownership, it is achievable as there are no complex land ownerships or legal issues to
compromise its ability to come forward for development. It was confirmed within the Call for
Sites submission (2018) that it is available now and deliverable within the next 5/10 years.
Conclusion Paragraph 16 of the NPPF requires plans to be prepared positively in a way that
is aspirational but deliverable. Paragraph 59 reminds Local Planning Authorities that the
Government’s objective is to significantly boost the supply of homes and that it is therefore
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land comes forward where it is needed.
Paragraph 78 of the NPPF indicates that plans should identify the opportunities for villages
to grow and thrive. In summary, we consider the sites at Gazeley suitable for residential
development, available within the next 5 years and achievable due to being in one
ownership. Our client would fully support their inclusion as housing allocations in the
emerging local plan. It is considered that Gazeley is a well-connected and sustainable
location for further rural housing growth to meet local needs and demand. Accordingly, we
would recommend the inclusion of our clients’ sites as allocations in the emerging local
plan.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. For Type B villages, the village will have a settlement boundary to allow limited infill
development, but no sites will be allocated through the local plan. The number of homes or
residential cap appropriate in Type B Villages is not stated in the Sustainable Settlements
Study - this will be determined by the local plan. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Adrian Wells

Agent Name

Mr Keith Hutchinson (Hutchinsons Planning)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

716

Summary

Please see below. It would seem logical to include for allocation consideration only those
sites which successfully came through the SHELAA process, because their availability and
achievability have already been tested. We strongly support this approach.

Comment

It would seem logical to include for allocation consideration only those sites which
successfully came through the SHELAA process, because their availability and achievability
have already been tested. We strongly support this approach.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Denis and Jane Doyle

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1132

Summary

Chevington. I have been a Chevington Parish Councillor for the past 35 years. I feel it is
important for our Planning Authority to insist on developers building good quality homes for
the private and affordable sector and that the Local Plan includes improving the
infrastructure of the village which is essential for the health and quality of life of the
residents. This presents a rare opportunity for our planners to make a difference so that
modern developments can enhance village life

Comment

The village of Chevington in Suffolk is situated approximately 10 km south west of Bury St.
Edmunds on the A143. It has a good network of public footpaths with connection to the
Ickworth Estate and the adjoining villages of Horringer, Chedburgh, Barrow, Hargrave and
Depden. These footpaths provide access to health Walks and open spaces all accessible on
foot so essential to wellness and good mental and physical health. The residents of the
village are permitted to walk the non-public walks of the Ickworth Estate at an annual cost
of £5 per annum per parishioner. The village has some pavement walks which extend from
Church Road to Chedburgh which is extensively used by residents of surrounding villages.
With the exception of walks the village does not have any other significant amenities for
adults or children other than a very old village hall and the Greyhound public house. We
have a good bus service running through the village between Haverhill and Bury St
Edmunds. It has been noted that large areas of land have been highlighted by our planners
as potential housing development 500 or more??. I am asking that should any or all of the
sites referred in the West Suffolk Development Plan be developed that developers are
committed to signed Obligations to the Planning Authority for the following infrastructure
developments. * Affordable Homes. * Open public space including play area. * Out-door
sports provision. * Early years facilities * Land for a primary school. * Community hall. * GP
surgery. * Village Supermarket. * Planning Authority to discuss with Anglian Water the
affluent disposal from any further development as the present pump station is not fit for
purpose polluting the local stream in the event of any significant rain fall. The steam leads
to the pond at Chevington Hall which leads onto the River Linnet which leads onto the River
Lark. * Cycle track/walk way from the village to Bury St. Edmunds using the Chevington
Way. I have been a Chevington Parish Councillor for the past 35 years. I feel it is important
for our Planning Authority to insist on developers building good quality homes for the private
and affordable sector and that the Local Plan includes improving the infrastructure of the
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village which is essential for the health and quality of life of the residents. This presents a
rare opportunity for our planners to make a difference so that modern developments can
enhance village life and not overwhelm it.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Chevington is proposed as a Type B village in the new settlement hierarchy with only
infill development permitted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred
sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety
of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Grahame Sutton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1370

Summary

Greenfield sites should only be used when there are no small sites or brownfield sites
available, in 50 or 100 years time when the population has risen considerably we will look
back on policy of 2020 and hopefully think it was correct to help our environment.

Comment

my comments relate to culford village where there are several sites that could be used for
new housing, but also the entire st edmundsbury area as well where must be many, probably
hundreds of sites , small individual ones to small groups and brownfield sites that if
implemented could meet a large proportion of the requirement each year could you please
consider the following points on the above, in regard of housing needs and site availability i
think that the current policy of using large green field sites is wrong and in many cases
unnecessary for the following reasons- many small sites are available in many villages across
suffolk some single and some multiple plots , these in most cases could be utilised given
good design to provide quality housing with many benefits- little or no impact on local area,
good for small business in the locality, in some cases would result in less car use, no
additional roads need to be built in most cases unlike major developments, all of this is good
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for the environment and reducing carbon discharge. at present many villages like culford
have settlement areas which prevent any of the above taking place it does not seem to be
logical . if all the small sites were taken up the total could substantial and greatly reduce the
need for greenfield sites , this is very important as is will help reduce carbon and help
climate change. greenfield sites should only be used when there are no small sites or
brownfield sites available, in 50 or 100 years time when the population has risen
considerably we will look back on policy of 2020 and hopefully think it was correct to help
our environment,
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Great Bradley Residents adjoining WS093

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1024

Summary

SHELAA site WS093 Great Bradley objection submitted by eight residents living on The
Street & Evergreen Lane, Great Bradley.

Comment

See attached SHELAA site WS093 Great Bradley objection submitted by eight residents
living on The Street & Evergreen Lane, Great Bradley. Great Bradley has no need for further
development such as proposed. There have been a series of new developments in recent
years, filling in green spaces, and adding population to a village that cannot sustain such an
influx. Should any more housing be needed, it would need to be affordable housing in an
appropriate part of the village, centrally located and with safe access to the centre of the
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village, and close to suitable amenities and facilities. Submitted by Matt Ryan, Margery
Ryan, Salih Eminaga, Sarah Eminaga, Sam Harvey, Lindsey Murray, Jo Elizabeth, Iain
Percival
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Great Bradley is proposed as a category B village in the new settlement hierarchy
with only infill development permitted. Site WS093 lies outside of the settlement boundary
and is not proposed for allocation in the local plan. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Crisell (West Suffolk Clinical Commissioning Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

369

Summary

It is important that Primary care are aware of cumulative growth so that provision of
sufficient healthcare infrastructure (Digital, Physical and Wellbeing initiatives) in particular
rural communities in and around local service centres.

Comment

Health agree that Including only sites detailed in the SHELAA is of benefit when Health are
strategic planning impact on resources around the Local Plan. It is important that Primary
care are aware of cumulative growth so that provision of sufficient healthcare infrastructure
(Digital, Physical and Wellbeing initiatives) in particular rural communities in and around
local service centres.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside West Suffolk CCG in the
development of policies/options for future growth.
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Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

722

Summary

See below. My comments in this section apply to opportunities and constraints for
Wickhambrook, Local Service Centre, section 4.13. I object in the strongest possible terms
to any proposals for mass or large-scale housing development in or around Wickhambrook.

Comment

Paragraphs 1.1 to 1.9 My comments in this section apply to opportunities and constraints for
Wickhambrook, Local Service Centre, section 4.13. I object in the strongest possible terms
to any proposals for mass or large-scale housing development in or around Wickhambrook.
Wickhambrook is designated as a Local Service Centre and therefore as unsuitable for
anything other than ‘a small amount of additional growth’ (Rural Vision 2031, paragraph
25.2). I suggest that this potential for a small amount of additional growth, if a housing
survey demonstrates that it is required, can be realised by continuing the policy of infill and
small-scale development within the village settlement boundary. This policy has provided a
steady stream of new dwellings in the village over recent years and 23 further new homes
are being built on a site on Cemetery Road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Hack (Natural England)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1057

Summary

Natural England is unable to put forward new sites for future development. Our advice is
that the site assessment methodology should be based upon a robust and credible
assessment of deliverability, the suitability of the land and surrounding environment to
accommodate the proposed development, as well as the potential contribution towards
sustainable development.

Comment

Natural England is unable to put forward new sites for future development. Our advice is
that the site assessment methodology should be based upon a robust and credible
assessment of deliverability, the suitability of the land and surrounding environment to
accommodate the proposed development, as well as the potential contribution towards
sustainable development. When assessing Site Allocations we would urge your authority to
use Natural England’s Impact Risk Zones (IRZs), which are available for your authority to
download or through magic.defra.gov.uk, to identify where development may have an impact
on designated sites. We may be able to provide further advice through the use of the Stone
Curlew Planning Tool as individual sites and housing numbers are considered. Impacts and
mitigation requirements should be identified through the Sustainability Appraisal. The
delivery of offsetting measures (including avoidance, mitigation, compensation and
enhancement) will need to be secured through relevant Plan policies. Increased recreational
pressure on international sites and SSSIs is likely to be a key issue which needs to
be addressed for some of the settlements identified. The scale of residential growth is
significant hence the combined effects of proposed development will need to be considered
where relevant. In accordance with paragraph 171 of NPPF, the plan should allocate land
with the least environmental or amenity value. Natural England expects sufficient evidence
to be provided, through the SA and HRA, to justify the site selection process and to ensure
sites of least environmental value are selected, e.g. land allocations should avoid designated
sites and landscapes and significant areas of best and most versatile agricultural land and
should consider the direct and indirect effects of development, including on land outside
designated boundaries and within the setting of protected landscapes. West Suffolk Council
is part of the Natural England District Level Licensing (DLL) strategic approach to great
crested newt (GCN) mitigation. We advise that Local Plan policies and site allocation
assessments are informed by data available through DLL so that impacts of development on
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GCNs are minimised. Risk zone mapping indicates the likely impact of development upon
GCNs. This mapping can be used during Local Plan development to inform site allocation
assessments to help guide development away from key GCN populations. Strategic
Opportunity Area maps, which offer guidance for the delivery of new ponds, or the
restoration of existing ponds, can be incorporated into Local Plan policies to help guide
development away from potential GCN habitat. Further guidance is available by contacting
gcndll@naturalengland.org.uk. Natural England has previously been consulted on the
Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (our ref 298069, dated 22
November 2019). However we would like to make the following updates to the settlement
information presented in this report: ? Barningham – within IRZ of Weston Fen SSSI, part of
Waveney and Little Ouse Valley Fens SAC ? Brandon – Wangford Warren and Carr SSSI is
also located south west of the town. This and Weeting Heath SSSI are part of Breckland SAC
? Bury St Edmunds – The Glen Chalk Caves, Bury St Edmunds SSSI and Horringer Court
Caves SSSI are both located in the town. Both are notified for their bat populations. Parts of
the town are within the 7.5km zone around Breckland SPA ? Exning – the settlement is
within the Cambridgeshire SSSIs recreational pressure IRZ ? Fornham All Saints – there is
no Special Area of Conservation close to the settlement. ? Newmarket – Devil’s Dyke is also
designated as a SSSI and part is a Special Area of Conservation. Most of Newmarket is
within the Cambridgeshire SSSIs recreational pressure IRZ ? The following settlements are
also within the 7.5km zone of Breckland SPA – Barningham, Beck Row, Fornham All Saints,
Fornham St Martin, Fornham St Genevieve, Great Barton, Hopton, Ingham and Worlington.
Bardwell is not within this zone.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside Natural England in the
development of policies/options for future growth.

Respondent Name

Mrs Louise Orme

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

355
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Summary

Objection to the SHELAA housing in Stansfield. We moved to Stansfield village 5 and 1/2
years ago to what is a beautiful rural village with stunning landscape to match. I must object
to the proposed SHELAA housing application. I feel that this could open the door to more
building in the future.

Comment

Stance: Customer objects to the SHELAA - Planning Applications Comment Reasons: - Noise
- Privacy - Parking issues - Traffic or Highways Comment: We moved to Stansfield village 5
and 1/2 years ago to what is a beautiful rural village with stunning landscape to match. I
must object to the proposed SHELAA housing application. I feel that this could open the
door to more building in the future. Not only would it be a huge invasion of privacy and noise
for those whose gardens it backs on to, it will also have a detrimental effect on the ecology
of the wildlife / fauna that live and grow in the environmental strips. These provide crucial
wildlife corridors between already fragmented habitats which provide important feeding/
breeding grounds for declining species (Barn Owls, Hedgehogs). Other species of note,
which rely heavily on these areas, include ground nesting birds (Skylarks), reptiles (grass
snakes), amphibians (Great Crested Newts) and insects. Environmentally, more housing
would also mean more cars on the already pot holed roads.The roads off the main road
through the village only allow space for one cars width. Many of the houses on High St, have
no driveways to park their cars and therefore are parked on the narrow roads. This
combined with the oversized farm machinery and heavy goods vehicles that frequently use
these roads mean that they are not suitable for even more traffic. There is no public
transport nearby so you would need to be able to travel; there are no jobs in the immediate
area so you would have to be able to commute. We've not got the infrastructure or amenities
in the village to support the extra housing. Again, you would need to travel for shops
schools, doctors etc. I do not feel we need more people in the village as it has been proven in
the current climate we have all rallied around and there is a very strong community here.
There are many villagers who are unhappy with all of proposed developments. As for the
young people who would like to remain in the village, unfortunately it's not a given these
days that you will be able to stay in the same village where you grew up in or be able to find
work to stay close to your family. There have been, that I know of, 2 houses and a plot of
land in the village that took at least 18 months to sell, so I don't feel that there is a demand
for any extra housing. As and when we get new residents who buy the current housing they
will invigorate the village as it's is and so the village will continue to be a community. On a
personal note with plots WS164 and WS162 bordering our garden, it would be a massive
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invasion of our privacy, we would not be able to be in our garden (with a pond) without being
overlooked. We are in our garden a lot of the time and it was one of the reasons we moved to
the village. To not be able to to sit out and enjoy the peace and tranquillity would be totally
devastating as our garden wraps around our house, we have no neighbours either side of us.
I would be grateful if you could take my comments into consideration and decline any
proposed SHELAA housing applications.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Stansfield is proposed as a Type B village in the new settlement hierarchy with only
infill development permitted. The sites referred to lie outside of the settlement boundary and
are not considered for allocation in the Issues and Options local plan. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Ms Marion Farrant (Kedington Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

868

Summary

Kedington has been identified as a Key Service Centre, which should really be de-classified.
Kedington already has problems with an out of date sewerage system which struggles to
cope with the housing already in the village and the roads are not adequate to accommodate
more vehicles. More larger housing settlements should not come forward until these issues
and that of infrastructure are addressed. The village cannot sustain further large scale
housing developments.

Comment

One of the sites already identified WS 126 for 40 houses already has outline planning
permission and is going forward, a Section 106 agreement is now in place for this site. The
other site WS 124, land south of Hundon Road has already had a planning application for
140 houses rejected by Planners and this site is outside the settlement boundary; there are
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issues regarding whether the existing road can take such a large development. Kedington
residents set up an opposition group to this development and challenged the planning
application; documentation is with the Planning Department. The site WS 125 lies outside
the housing settlement boundary for Kedington and is predominately in Little Wratting. This
site is already with a flood zone and the adjoining flats at Stonecross House had a major
water leak which led to the B1061 being closed for several days; another indicator that this
site would need detailed flood risk assessments. There is also the setting of a Scheduled
Monument opposite the site which is of historic interest. The question should be raised
about the potential of a further 98 houses so close to Kedington. Kedington already has
problems with an out of date sewerage system which struggles to cope with the housing
already in the village and the roads are not adequate to accommodate more vehicles. More
larger housing settlements should not come forward until these issues and that of
infrastructure are addressed. The village cannot sustain further large scale housing
developments. Kedington has been identified as a Key Service Centre, which should really be
de-classified. There is no longer a Post Office in the village apart from a mobile Post Office
for one hour per week. The G.P. Surgery is now longer used and only open for two hours per
week for the collection of prescriptions. All residents now have to travel into Haverhill or
Clare for Doctor's appointments. The village now has only one Public House and does not
have tennis courts as identified in other documents. Kedington School is full to capacity
with no scope for further intake. Kedington is surrounded by large scale housing
developments only 2 miles away in Little Wratting and Haverhill, which when complete will
provide approximately 5,000 houses and these will all impact on Kedington.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The settlement hierarchy categories are a
factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
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identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.
Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Hargrave Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1042

Summary

Hargrave is content with its definition in the settlement hierarchy. It is also pleased to note
that its neighbourhood plan has discouraged large speculative developments proposals
within the parish, in contrast with surrounding villages. The PC views with concern the
settlement maps showing sites put forward in neighbours such as Chevington, Chedburgh
and Wickhambrook.

Comment

See attached. As commented above, Hargrave is content with its definition in the settlement
hierarchy. It is also pleased to note that its neighbourhood plan has discouraged large
speculative developments proposals within the parish, in contrast with surrounding villages.
The PC views with concern the settlement maps showing sites put forward in neighbours
such as Chevington, Chedburgh and Wickhambrook. In each case the aggregate proposals
appear to offer the doubling in size of the settlement areas and the spectre of swamping
these historic settlements with vastly disproportionate housing estates, drowning the
distinctive character of each and degrading the highly valued image of West Suffolk. For
those parish councils who have not prepared a neighbourhood plan, the “call for sites”
procedure appears an imbalanced approach to identifying new development. Those with the
greatest incentive and financial muscle, the landowners and developers, are invited to “set
the bar”, leaving the unprepared resident population on the back foot, trying to react
effectively to the type of overwhelming scale of proposals evident in this round of planning
review. A more democratic and equitable approach would ensure the views of local residents
were sought before landowners and developers were invited to offer sites within the context
of local opinion. It is appreciated that this is a system set by national government but the
district council are encouraged to take acton to improve the process. The PC supports
growth option 2 and appeals to the district council to robustly assess, scale and select
appropriate expansion plans commensurate with that option. To comfort alarmed residents,
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the adoption of natural growth parameters might offer residents a measure against which to
consider what is reasonable, say 1% per annum growth. Development pressures will
continue to build within West Suffolk and a more equitable and effective approach to
reasonably accommodating appropriate growth needs to be found for the peace of mind of
the residents of this beautiful region.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The parish council's intent to prepare a review of the neighbourhood plan are noted
and we welcome further discussion on aspirations for this and how they can be aligned with
the local plan. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet
the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

607

Summary

Para1.7 Include sites not adjacent if they are more sustainable than those adjacent.

Comment

Para 1.7 Sites outside existing settlement areas which meet the environmental and other
sustainability criteria should be considered in preference to those which are adjacent to a
settlement but are less sustainable . There will be sites which are not adjacent to
settlements and have good transport communications, little potential visual and
environmental impact and within practical range of essential services; these should be
sought out and made available for development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. To be considered for allocation sites must be adjacent to an existing settlement. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
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housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Robert Dennis (H. E. Dennis & Son)

Agent Name

Jeevan Thandi (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1046

Summary

Promotion of sites WS165 and WS167 in Stansfield for development. As fourth generation
residents of the village, securing a sustainable future for Stansfield is not just a priority for
us, we know it is essential. It is our firm belief that the growth of the proportionate nature
we propose will achieve this. Our vision demonstrates that carefully planned and designed
growth would have beneficial effects on the composition, vitality and resilience of the
community.

Comment

See attached. As fourth generation residents of the village, securing a sustainable future for
Stansfield is not just a priority for us, we know it is essential. It is our firm belief that the
growth of the proportionate nature we propose will achieve this. Our vision demonstrates
that carefully planned and designed growth would have beneficial effects on the
composition, vitality and resilience of the community. Our approach is been based on careful
assessment of the existing settlement and its environment to ensure that these benefits
would not come at the cost of the villages character, environment or heritage. We hope that
you share our vision and we look forward to discussing how best to secure a viable and
sustainable future for Stansfield with you as we progress our assessment and develop our
thoughts. Our vision for the sustainable growth of Stansfield over the next 20 years is
illustrated in the indicative masterplan opposite. The indicative masterplan has been
informed by our environmental and technical assessment work and is based on our desire to
ensure a vibrant and sustainable future for the village. Our assessment-led proposals
incorporate the following elements: • Circa 9 houses grouped with other built forms
adjacent to the sites to facilitate their successful assimilation into the surroundings; • The
‘completion’ of Pippin Post Close with some of these new houses; • The remainder forming a
courtyard on the northern edge of Bayments Farm with a central focal point (echoing
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farmyard typologies, minimising development area and creating a social model for living); •
Full regard for the site’s landscape and heritage constraints; • A woodland copse and an
enriched wildflower meadow (‘Compasses Meadow’) to extend the village’s green
infrastructure network, provide an informal public open space and increase biodiversity; • A
new public footpath across Compasses Meadow, with a link from Pippin Post Close; •
Retention of the existing tree belt on the western boundary of Pippin Meadow and
augmentation with new native tree and shrub planting; • A new hedgerow, interspersed with
trees, along the northern boundary of Pippin Meadow/Assington Green Road; and •
improvement of the existing access to the farmyard off Assington Green Road, providing a
separate means of entrance for farm vehicles.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Stansfield is proposed as a Type B village in the new settlement hierarchy with only
infill development permitted. The sites proposed lie outside of the settlement boundary and
are not considered for allocation in the Issues and Options local plan. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Robin Barclay (The Higham Estate)

Agent Name

Mr Jonathan Dixon (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

791

Summary

The Higham Estate wishes that site ref. WS107 be re-considered in light of the
representations submitted by it to the Issues and Options Consultation.

Comment

See also comments in relation to paras. 1.1 to 1.6. Land at Higham 4. Higham is a village
and civil parish. It is located midway between Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket very close
to what was the boundary between the former Boroughs of Forest Heath and St
Edmundsbury, which have now merged to form West Suffolk. The village is formed of three
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parts – Upper Green, Middle Green and Lower Green. 5. Whilst the railway station was
closed in the 1960’s, the railway line still remains in use, connecting Cambridge and
Newmarket to the west with Bury St Edmunds and Ipswich to the west. Just to the north of
the railway line lies the A14, with an existing grade-separated junction providing vehicular
access to Higham and the surrounding area. 6. From an environmental perspective, it is
notable that Higham and the immediate surrounding countryside, extending north to
Junction 40 on the A14, is located outside the following areas: * All Ramsar, SPA and SAC
sites; * SAC 200m Buffer; * Woodlark & Nightjar Urbanisation 400m Buffer; * Stone Curlew
SPA 1.5km Buffer; and * Stone Curlew Urbanisation / Functionally Linked Land 1.5km Buffer.
7. Whilst the land is located within the following areas * Woodlark & Nightjar Recreational
7.5km Buffer; and * Air Pollution 10km Buffer; so is a large part of the district, including
much of Bury St Edmunds. The Housing Site 8. A site on the northern edge of Middle Green
was been submitted to previous call-for sites (SHELAA 2020 site ref. WS107). 9. It is noted
that the SHLAA 2020 assessment states that the site was ‘deferred’ as unsuitable for
development due to not being adjacent to a settlement boundary (there is no settlement
boundary at Higham). 10. However, it is also noted that in relation to considering the
‘suitability’ of sites submitted to such a process, PPG states (ID: 3-018-20190722): “When
assessing sites against the adopted development plan, plan-makers will need to take account
of how up to date the plan policies are and consider the relevance of identified constraints
on sites / broad locations and whether such constraints may be overcome. …” 11. In relation
to site ref. WS107, it has been ‘deferred’ (essentially rejected) on the basis that that the
existing Local Plan does not define a settlement boundary at Higham, irrespective of the
spatial strategy an any other policies that might be developed as part of the new Local Plan.
Its’ ‘deferral’ is thus considered to be premature. 12. The Higham Estate wishes that site ref.
WS107 be re-considered in light of the representations submitted by it to the Issues and
Options Consultation.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Part three of the Issues and Options local plan specifically considers potential sites
for allocation. Sites will not be allocated in the countryside hence the lack of reference to
countryside settlements in this part of the document. Local policies will be prepared for
consultation at the next stage of the plan to set out how development in the countryside will
be considered.
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Respondent Name

Simon and Bettina Smart

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Council assessment of sites for inclusion in Issues and Options Local Plan

Comment ID

1311

Summary

Denham. Although the informal discussions with Denham residents regarding these sites are
encouraging, it would be appreciated if the planning department would formally
acknowledge Denham’s status as a small and independent rural settlement, well in advance
of the final strategy document being published.

Comment

We are relieved to note that the Denham site references WS566, WS564, WS565, WS307
and WS306, referred to as “Deferred Housing” in the original Barrow settlement map, do not
form part of the current consultation. We understand from a fellow resident of Denham
following their discussion with the planning department on Thursday the 17th December
2020, that Denham is classified as countryside for planning purposes, and has been
appropriately identified as “a small rural settlement with few or no services”. We place on
record our formal objection to the development of site reference WS012a, on the grounds
that a significant portion of the site lies within the Denham countryside, although we
understand that the planning department have already confirmed that this site shall not be
considered for development, on this basis. Although the informal discussions with Denham
residents regarding these sites are encouraging, it would be appreciated if the planning
department would formally acknowledge Denham’s status as a small and independent rural
settlement, well in advance of the final strategy document being published. It is imperative
that the unique character of Denham be preserved, and that this rural settlement is
protected from coalescence with Barrow. We trust that our views shall be considered, and
that the planning department shall formally acknowledge the verbal undertaking given to
Denham residents, that the above-mentioned sites shall remain as countryside.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Denham is designated as countryside and the Issues and Options local plan does not
propose growth in the settlement. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
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growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

. . (Suffolk County Council - Archaeology)

Agent Name

Cameron Clow (Suffolk County Council)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

1383

Summary

The county council would welcome the retention of Areas of Archaeological Importance for
those settlements that have them.

Comment

The county council would welcome the retention of Areas of Archaeological Importance for
those settlements that have them.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Suffolk County Council - Health and Wellbeing)

Agent Name

Cameron Clow (Suffolk County Council)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

1384

Summary

While we have not commented on specific sites included in Part 3 of the documents, from a
public health perspective, we would recommend that criteria for selecting sites include the
following. Where applicable we have included references to support the inclusion of these
criteria in the decision-making process.

Comment

While we have not commented on specific sites included in Part 3 of the documents, from a
public health perspective, we would recommend that criteria for selecting sites include the
following. Where applicable we have included references to support the inclusion of these
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criteria in the decision-making process. * Proximity to existing public transport
infrastructure or the ability to create new public transport links. To reduce car reliance, air
pollution and isolation. * Access to green space and/or the potential to create easily
accessible green space close to the development * Access to existing infrastructure,
community facilities, leisure, health and education services The following are important
features to include in new developments to promote the health and wellbeing of residents: *
Features promoting active travel such as cycle storage, well-lit walkways and cycle paths,
and integration of the development with existing active travel infrastructure. * A design that
enables independent living for older residents, including seating, accessible walkways, and
features of a dementia-friendly design * Access to communal gardens and a private garden
or balcony for the majority. Addressing Health Through Planning Policy Addressing the wider
determinants of health will mean viewing a number of policy areas through a health lens. In
January 2020, Public Health Suffolk completed an audit of the West Suffolk Local Plan Joint
Development Management Policies document. The plan was broadly found to align with key
elements of healthy planning, and the following health issues were addressed well by the
plan: * Promotion of physical activity through infrastructure to support walking and cycling,
and enabling access to key services via public transport and/or active travel * Provision of
mixed-tenure housing, and the need for adaptable, accessible housing to meet the lifetime
needs of the population * How the creation of compact, vibrant communities, can promote
community cohesion and enable access to essential services * The importance of improving
air quality to benefit the health of residents * The importance of access to green space for all
residents, enabling exercise outdoors with resulting physical and mental health benefits. *
Improvements in the socio-economic determinants of health through the creation of
employment There were also a few health issues highlighted by our audit that could be
better addressed by the Plan: * The need to provide diverse housing types, that are suitable
and affordable for a range of incomes, ages and household sizes. * The need to ensure access
to healthy food options, and where possible, limit access to unhealthy food options. * The
need to include reduce health inequalities by creating healthy environments via planning. *
The application of Health Impacts Assessments (HIA) * The design of development in
relation to vulnerable groups, such as those with dementia (guidance and examples
referenced above). Some of these areas can be addressed through inclusion in general
policies (such as policies relating to design, transport and access to community facilities),
while some are more likely to need their own policies (such as the application of health
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impact assessments). The County Council would like to work with West Suffolk Council on an
ongoing basis to develop policy that achieves good health outcomes. Health Impact
Assessments To ensure that development takes health into consideration the local plan could
set requirements for applicants to include a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) within planning
applications. This will not be appropriate for all development and the scope of a HIA will
need to be proportionate to the development. As a starting point, policy could set thresholds
at which HIA’s will be required and set expectations as to what such assessments should
cover. Full HIA’s would be appropriate for large development proposals and shorter, more
focussed ‘rapid’ HIA’ would be sufficient for smaller scale developments. It is recommend
that a HIA is undertaken for all developments of over 300 dwellings. This will ensure that
factors impacting on the health and wellbeing of residents are considered early in the
planning process, making it easier to create designs that enable healthy lifestyles and
connected communities. Rapid HIA’s could be undertaken on smaller developments. Tools for
HIAs have been developed by the London Healthy Urban Development Unit11. A useful first
step that is recommended is to include a health checklist with the pre-application form for
developments. This would allow for developers to consider the impacts on health and
wellbeing of development design. An additional useful resource is the Health Impact
Assessments in Planning Toolkit developed by Worcestershire County Council¹.
¹https://www.worcestershire.gov.uk/downloads/file/6948/
health_impact_assessment_in_planning_toolkit
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We look forward to continuing to engage and work alongside Suffolk County
Council in the development of the next draft of the plan.

Respondent Name

Avison Young (National Grid)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

473

Summary

Gas pipeline. Proposed development sites crossed or in close proximity to National Grid
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assets: Following a review of the above Development Plan Document, we have
identified that one or more proposed development sites are crossed or in
close proximity to National Grid assets.
Comment

Proposed development sites crossed or in close proximity to National Grid assets: Following
a review of the above Development Plan Document, we have identified that one or more
proposed development sites are crossed or in close proximity to National Grid assets. Details
of the sites affecting National Grid assets are provided below. Gas Transmission Asset
Description Gas Transmission Pipeline, route: ROUDHAM HEATH TO GREAT WILBRAHAM
A plan showing details of the site locations and details of National Grid’s assets is attached
to this letter. Please note that this plan is illustrative only.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside National Grid in the
development of policies/options for future growth.

Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

501

Summary

Related to various sections across part three. (Reps repeated in Hundon section). These
representations have been prepared on behalf of the Hundon Residents Group in respect of
the West Suffolk Local Plan. We have reviewed the Plan and the associated evidence base
and do not believe it meets the requirements of paragraph 31 of the NPPF.

Comment

See attached statement. These representations have been prepared on behalf of the Hundon
Residents Group in respect of the West Suffolk Local Plan, Regulation 18 Consultation Issues and Options, (“the Plan”) published for consultation from 13 October 2020 to 22
December 2020. We have reviewed the Plan and the associated evidence base and do not
believe it meets the requirements of paragraph 31 of the NPPF that requires the Plan to be
based on up-to-date evidence that is relevant, adequate and proportionate to the policies
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concerned for the following reasons: • We support the principle of a settlement hierarchy.
However, there are fundamental errors in how the evidence base has been produced that has
led to flawed assessments of the settlements within the suggested hierarchy. • The evidence
base for assessing the Village of Hundon is considered to be fundamentally flawed on the
basis of the location of the Village and the facilities available within the Village. • According
to the Plan, the population mid year estimate in 2018 is 1,915. However, in the Core
Strategy in 2009, the population was stated as 1,061. This suggests nearly doubling of the
population in 10 years which does not appear to be correct and should be investigated
further. • Hundon should not be considered a local service centre in relation to the actual
facilities within the Village. • The Village is not situated in a sustainable location. There is no
regular public transport and the Village is accessed by rural, unclassified roads. • There are
no cycleways in the Village and there are restricted width pavements in some areas and no
pavements in other parts of the Village. • The Village is served by a 25sqm community shop
that has limited opening hours and is run by volunteers apart from one part time employee.
• The Village Post Office is only open for limited hours. • The Village Community Shop and
Post Office would not survive without subsidies from the community and are therefore not
commercially viable. • The Village School would not be able to extend to accommodate
additional pupils. • The heritage assets, landscape character, topographical nature of the
area and overall attractiveness of the Village has not been assessed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The background to the new settlement
hierarchy is explained in part three of the local plan and the sustainable settlements study
which supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the
services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take
place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in
October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement
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hierarchy to account for any changes.
Respondent Name

Liz Pickering (Department for Education)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

117

Summary

Site allocations. The next version of the Local Plan should seek to identify specific sites
(existing or new) which can deliver the school places needed to support growth, based on
the latest evidence of identified need and demand in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

Comment

Site Allocations 11. The next version of the Local Plan should seek to identify specific sites
(existing or new) which can deliver the school places needed to support growth, based on
the latest evidence of identified need and demand in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan. The
site allocations and/or associated safeguarding policies should also seek to clarify
requirements for the delivery of new schools, including when they should be delivered to
support housing growth, the minimum site area required, any preferred site characteristics,
and any requirements for safeguarding indicates this might be necessary. 12. Viability
assessment should inform options analysis and site selection, with site typologies reflecting
the type and size of developments that are envisaged in the borough/district. This enables an
informed judgement about which developments would be able to deliver the range of
infrastructure required, including schools, leading to policy requirements that are fair,
realistic and evidence-based. In accordance with Planning Practice Guidance, there should
be an initial assumption that applicable developments will provide both land and funding for
the construction of new schools. The total cumulative cost of complying with all relevant
policies should not undermine deliverability of the plan, so it is important that anticipated
education needs and costs of provision are incorporated at the outset, to inform local
decisions about site selection and infrastructure priorities.6 13. While it is important to
provide this clarity and certainty to developers and the communities affected by
development, retaining a degree of flexibility about site specific requirements for schools is
also necessary given that the need for school places can vary over time due to the many
variables affecting it. DfE therefore recommends the Council consider highlighting in the
next version of the Local Plan that: - specific requirements for developer contributions to
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increasing capacity of existing schools and the provision of new schools for any particular
site will be confirmed at application stage to ensure the latest data on identified need
informs delivery; and that - requirements to deliver schools on some sites could change in
future if it were demonstrated and agreed that the site had become surplus to requirements,
and is therefore no longer required for school use. 6 PPG on viability and planning
obligations: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. A viability study is being commissioned in accordance with planning guidance to
inform options and site selection and ongoing work with Suffolk County Council to plan for
education needs in the district will continue.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

286

Summary

Sites in Type B villages promoted by SCC: Hepworth WS106; Market Weston WS134, 135,
136, 137; Gazeley, Mill Meadow former PRU - not in SHELAA, issues and options or existing
local plan.

Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. I’ve also included comments on a handful of sites
that have been excluded, which we think should be included. Barton Mills in particular is a
site where we believe we have a very good and deliverable proposal. I’d also draw your
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attention in particular to site WS138 where the polygon appears to have altered in
comparison to what is being masterplanned as part of SALP SA4a. Would you review the
attached and let me know if this provides sufficient detail for your current process or
whether you would prefer individual site submissions? I’d be happy to have a call to discuss
further with relevant officers. Note – my response is on behalf of SCC as the land owner and
developer. You will receive further responses from SCC departments in their capacity as
statutory consultees (Highways etc). please see attached for site specific comments
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response. For Type B villages, the village will have a settlement
boundary to allow limited infill development, but no sites will be allocated through the local
plan. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maggie Flint (Lakenheath Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

642

Summary

Only sites within settlements which are sustainable should be considered

Comment

Only sites within settlements which are sustainable should be considered. Until such time as
adequate infrastructure is in place -whether or not they are included in the SHELAA - should
be discounted.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Pat Barnes

Agent Name

Mr Mark Jackson (Mark Jackson Planning)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

1134

Summary

As set out in the answers we gave to Part One of the Plan, the Council’s draft settlement
hierarchy is agreed. We agree that Type B villages should not appear in Part 3 Settlements
Issues and Options. Again we agree that Type B settlements have a very limited range or no
services and poor accessibility to public transport and it is likely that residents will rely on
the private car to travel to meet their day to day needs we strongly agree with this.

Comment

See attached. As set out in the answers we gave to Part One of the Plan, the Council’s draft
settlement hierarchy is agreed. We agree that Type B villages should not appear in Part 3
Settlements Issues and Options. Again we agree that Type B settlements have a very limited
range or no services and poor accessibility to public transport and it is likely that residents
will rely on the private car to travel to meet their day to day needs we strongly agree with
this. We strongly agree that no sites should be allocated for housing through the Local Plan
within or adjoining Type B villages. We also agree that Part 3 Issues and Options should not
include any of the SHEELA sites in the Type B Villages unless they are employment sites.
Strategically and through the future spatial Policies of the District Local Plan, it should be
made absolutely clear that the speculative development of residential development in Type B
villages will be resisted by the District Council and there will be no flexibility in the District
Council approach to ensure that there are no unacceptable precedents being set. In respect
of Stansfield itself, in character it is reflective of many of west Suffolk’s remote rural villages
being within a landscape which should be afforded protection and enhancement. Paragraph
170 of the NPPF refers Part of the village, Lower Street, falls within the designated Special
Landscape Area of the St Edmundsbury Borough Council Local Plan Policies Map 2015.
There are approximately 220 residents. There are 52 houses in the two settlement
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boundaries at present, roughly half in each. Setting aside the current defined settlement
boundaries the village is a collection of several separate ancient hamlets Assington Green,
Purton Green, the Church cluster, then the two distinct areas comprising Upper Street and
High Street, then Lower Street. The village also includes some outlying individual
farmsteads. The settlement pattern is of a linear disparate layout, with narrow depth historic
development with the countryside abutting the residential curtilages and in places washing
through the village. Upper Street in Stansfield occupies an attractive position on the upper
valley side to the south of the River Glem. It has a largely one-sided linear development form
set within open countryside and it forms a low-key settlement incidence in a wide range of
cross-valley and more localised views. It appears as a very rural isolated hamlet. These
combined characteristics mean that the area is highly sensitive to development changes and
even small-scale additions are likely to be notably intrusive. Very few of the ‘SHELAA sites
for Upper Street offer any real scope for development without causing harmful changes that
would be compromising to important attractive aspects of the character and appearance of
the settlement and local area. Site WS163 would perhaps be the worst case, closely followed
by WS166, WS164 & WS162. If a Rural Exception site were to come forward, then a small
development at Bayment’s Farmyard, WS165, designed in a form that would sustain the
appearance of a rural farmyard framework would be most readily assimilated and would
restrict the level of harm to the character and appearance of the area. Call for sites
Paragraph 1.12 My clients strongly agree with option 1: “Focus growth on new settlement(s)
which would be of a sufficient scale to support new community infrastructure and
employment”. They support the Councils wish to accord with the Government advice at
paragraph 72 of the National Planning Policy Framework which states that “the supply of
large numbers of new homes can often be best achieved through planning for larger scale
development, such as new settlements ………….and supported by the necessary
infrastructure and facilities." It is agreed that a new settlement providing wider support and
services located on a primary road and or rail network with good accessibility to one of the
towns is strongly supported. It is strongly recommended that if the Council resolve to
consider this option further, that very carful consideration is afforded to the overall viability
of the scheme which will be carefully considered by the Planning Inspectorate. This response
refers to all seven proposed Key service centres. My clients strongly support the designation
of these settlements in the settlement hierarchy as Key service centres. The Council is asked
to support the existing provisions of services such as the primary schools, public houses,
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shops and play areas from closure and indeed the Council is requested to seek the
enhancement of these services and facilities. Infrastructure improvements are needed to the
capacity of the schools and doctors’ surgeries before more growth is allowed. This will
ensure the residents needs within these key Service Centre villages are met and will support
the small villages and hamlets that sit within the hinterland. This response refers to all
thirteen proposed Local service centres. My clients strongly support the designation of these
settlements in the settlement hierarchy as Local service centres. The Council is asked to
support the existing provisions of services such as the primary schools and shops and play
areas from closure and indeed the Council is requested to seek the enhancement of these
services and facilities. Infrastructure improvements are needed to the capacity of the
schools and doctors’ surgeries before more growth is allowed. This will ensure the residents
needs within these key villages are met and will support the small villages and hamlets that
sit within the hinterland.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Robin Barclay (The Higham Estate)

Agent Name

Mr Jonathan Dixon (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Introduction > Introduction

Comment ID

793

Summary

This part of the document contains sections for those towns, key service centres, local
service centres and villages identified in the draft settlement hierarchy in part one of the
plan. …”
2. As such it does not discuss any potential for development is what is categorised as the
‘countryside’.
3. However, in doing that it simply fails to reflect that there are other ‘settlements’ within
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countryside.
Comment

See also comments in relation to paras. 1.7 to 1.9. 1. This part of the consultation document
opens by stating (para. 1.1): “This part of the document contains sections for those towns,
key service centres, local service centres and villages identified in the draft settlement
hierarchy in part one of the plan. …” 2. As such it does not discuss any potential for
development is what is categorised as the ‘countryside’. 3. However, in doing that it simply
fails to reflect that there are other ‘settlements’ within countryside. We discuss this point in
more detail in relation to both Part One and, in particular, the Sustainable Settlements
Study.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Part three of the Issues and Options local plan specifically considers potential sites
for allocation. Sites will not be allocated in the countryside hence the lack of reference to
countryside settlements in this part of the document. Local policies will be prepared for
consultation at the next stage of the plan to set out how development in the countryside will
be considered.

Respondent Name

Angela Sanders

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1021

Summary

With regard to the inclusion of sites WS304, WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. Why this
latest consultation on the proposed plans have completely ignored the many representations
already put forward by the residents of this beautiful, quiet hamlet of Denham.

Comment

With regard to the inclusion of sites WS304, WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. Why this
latest consultation on the proposed plans have completely ignored the many representations
already put forward by the residents of this beautiful, quiet hamlet of Denham. We are a
separate village from Barrow with our own parish. We don’t have a service area as Barrow
does. Why land nearer the A14 cannot be look at as apposed to Denham with its small lanes
and many walkers,horse riders, pony and trap, runners, and cyclists. We also have a cycle
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route that has continual cyclist peddling through. People from Barrow benefit from out
quieter lane and walking areas. The lane that serves Barrow to Denham to Dalham is already
inadequate for the present traffic volume. Verges, that are deemed as ‘nature reserves’ are
being eroded away with large vehicles that pass and will eventually erase other endangered
wildlife that feed from their rare orchids. WE DO NOT WANT TO BE AN OVERSPILL OF
BARROW! Denham is a peaceful village. Please do not ruin many peoples lives that wish to
live in peace. Ps I would also like to add that we have 2 families of Barn Owls that fly
regularly along our field edges...To destroy this with housing would be catastrophic for them
and those that enjoy watching them.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' None of the sites referred to
in the response are proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan and are deferred
sites in the SHELAA. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that
have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Anne Dunn

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

443

Summary

I find it impossible to understand why the latest consultations on the proposed plans have
completely ignored the many representations already put forward by the residents of the
unique and historic hamlet of Denham with regard to the inclusion of sites WS306, WS307,
WS564, WS565 and WS566.
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Comment

Having received the recent update of information for the proposed development sites for
Barrow, I find it impossible to understand why the latest consultations on the proposed plans
have completely ignored the many representations already put forward by the residents of
the unique and historic hamlet of Denham with regard to the inclusion of sites WS306,
WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. We, the residents of Denham, have already expressed
our collective concern that the inclusion of these areas in the ‘plan for Barrow’ development
would result in the irreversible destruction of Denham as a unique and separate entity to
Barrow, and it simply being absorbed into yet another sprawling estate of new housing
development completely at odds with the much valued character of this historic hamlet and
its surroundings. It was promised at the start of these proposals that Denham and its
surrounding area would be protected from development and from becoming anoverspill of
Barrow. What happened to this promise?? It appears to have been ignored in the pursuit of
yet more ‘profitable’ development! We do understand that additional housing and facilities
will be needed for the increasing population of Barrow, but there is already other land
suitable for development which would not encroach on and destroy the surroundings of a
place so valued for its unique position, ancient history, and careful preservation such as
Denham. There is other land, nearer to and with better access to the A14, surely much more
appropriate for many residents who would be travelling distances to work.
We in
Denham, have already attempted to draw to your attention the fact that the lane which
serves Denham, from Barrow to Dalham, is already inadequate for the present volume of
traffic using the lane, which is not much more than single track in many places, and there is
already a significant danger to the many walkers and cyclists who regularly use the lane,
which, incidentally, is also a popular, officially designated, cycle route and in regular use as
such. The banks and verges are being rapidly eroded and destroyed by the increase in the
number of vehicles of all types, and there is continuing damage and erosion to the officially
‘protected’ sections of the verges. The increased volume of traffic which would result from
the proposed developments of these 5 sites is a dreadful prospect.
It will be very sad for
all the many people who live in and around Denham, to see this place that we all love, being
disregarded and detrimentally changed forever.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' None of the sites referred to
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in the response are proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan, but are deferred
sites in the SHELAA. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that
have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

A W and D E R MacCormick

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1366

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
In summary, the characters of Denham and of Barrow are quite different and should be kept
so, a fact specifically acknowledged by Vision 2031.

Comment
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LATE RESPONSE I am writing to you to express my concern that the objections of the
Denham Parish Council and those of a number of Denham residents (to my certain
knowledge) have been apparently ignored in the latest site plan. I object to the inclusion of
some of the potential Denham development sites for the following reasons: - They are of an
inappropriate scale for a rural parish such as Denham, which is designated as Countryside. They would eliminate the “green gap” currently in existence between the village of Barrow
and the rural parish of Denham. Barrow and Denham would, effectively, merge. - They do not
take into account that Denham is a separate parish from Barrow. The fact that Barrow
has been designated a Key Service Centre does not mean that Denham should be subjected
to large scale development. - Denham, as a rural parish containing only small, widely
separated groups of dwellings, has neither the infrastructure nor the amenities to cope with
the scale of development indicated in the latest site plan. Denham and Barrow have entirely
different characters. The former is a widely dispersed, sparsely populated rural community,
while the latter is a built-up, small conurbation that after recent housebuilding projects is

more of a small town than a village. Importantly, Vision 2031 stated specifically at paragraph
20.4 that the settlement of Denham should be protected from coalescence with Barrow. It
goes on to state that proposals for the growth of Barrow need to be sensitive to the
proximity of Denham. A number of the potential development sites in Denham indicated in
the latest plan directly contradict those Vision 2031 statements, without the
slightest explanation of how or why that should be. My specific objections are: - WS012a.
This potential site lies partly in the Parish of Denham, which has been designated
as Countryside. It should be reduced in size so that it does not impinge upon Denham. WS008. Development on this site would eliminate the “green gap” between Denham and
Barrow in contravention of the Vision 2031 statement. - WS564 & WS566. These sites are in
the parish of Denham, designated as Countryside. Development of these sites would
eliminate the “green gap” between Denham and Barrow in contravention of the Vision 2031
statement. - WS565. The same objection to sites WS564 & WS566 applies. Furthermore, this
potential site is too large and is wholly inappropriate to the dispersed, rural hamlet that is
Denham. In summary, the characters of Denham and of Barrow are quite different and
should be kept so, a fact specifically acknowledged by Vision 2031. Yet, the sites set out
above, that are wholly inappropriate for the rural parish of Denham, remain included in the
latest site plan. I would hope that the Planning Committee would fully recognise the Vision
2031 statement protecting the status of rural Denham as Countryside, as well as the
objections of Denham residents, and act positively to remove sites WS012a, WS008, WS564,
WS565 and WS566 from potential development in the next iteration of the site plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' Some of the site referred to
in the response are not proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan. It is important
to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could
be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular
village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Burthorpe Green Farm

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

865

Summary

The recognition of the important role Barrow has to play in serving the residents of the
village and those who live in the surrounding rural area is welcomed.
Through this ranking, the settlement hierarchy correctly identifies that Barrow is capable of
supporting growth. Given the services and facilities available, we would emphasise that
Barrow, as a ‘Key Service Centre,’ is capable of taking a considerable level of growth for
West Suffolk.

Comment
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Barrow is identified as a large village with a population of 1,889 (2018 mid-year estimate),
one of the highest settlement populations outside of the towns. It is just under 10 kilometres
from Bury St Edmunds and is well served with a good range of day-to-day services and
facilities, including: * A play area * Convenience food shops * Barrow CEVC Primary School *
A post office * Two public houses * A GP Surgery The Council’s recognition that the village
“has a large population and a good range of services and facilities to meet day to day needs,
equivalent to other local service centres in the district,” is supported. The recognition of the
important role Barrow has to play in serving the residents of the village and those who live
in the surrounding rural area is welcomed. Through this ranking, the settlement hierarchy
correctly identifies that Barrow is capable of supporting growth. Given the services and
facilities available, we would emphasise that Barrow, as a ‘Key Service Centre,’ is capable of
taking a considerable level of growth for West Suffolk. The West Suffolk Sustainable
Settlements Study (July 2020) is a welcome inclusion to the Evidence Base for the Local
Plan. Its methodology and a number of the conclusions drawn are supported, including the
following: * The level of growth is dependent on many factors, for example environmental,
landscape, and flooding constraints. Importantly the study states it “does not determine how
much growth should go in each settlement, and if a settlement is at the top of the hierarchy
it does not automatically mean that sites will be identified and allocated for development in
the local plan.” Sites should be reviewed and allocated on merit and housing targets for
settlements based on the combined quantum of development the sites can deliver. We would

also like to see the inclusion of ‘reserve’ sites for each settlement which can come forward
after 5 years if other sites have not been able to deliver as expected. This will build
flexibility into the Plan which will provide a more robust and responsive housing strategy to
enable the Plan to meet the key soundness tests as it progresses towards Examination. * The
characteristics of sustainability derived from the NPPF set out in Table 1 is helpful and
provides an appropriate starting point to develop the final set of indicators used to assess
settlements in West Suffolk. The review of these indicators, the resulting exclusion of some
as a measure of sustainability and the reasons provided is supported. * The position of
Barrow in the settlement hierarchy is supported. The village has seven of the sustainability
indicators, a large population and a good range of services and facilities to meet day-to-day
needs. Overall, the Sustainable Settlements Study is an important piece of evidence to assist
the Council in accurately targeting the three overarching objectives of sustainable
development: economic, social, and environmental, as laid down in the NPPF. The land to the
north of Barrow and Burthorpe can appropriately accommodate development in a sensitive
manner and will provide a suitable form of development, which is both deliverable,
sustainable, and viable. To achieve sustainable development in line with the NPPF’s social
objective, new housing development must provide “the supply of housing required to meet
the needs of present and future generations; and by creating a high-quality built
environment, with accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs and support
its health, social and cultural well-being” (NPPF, Paragraph 8). The land to the north of
Barrow and Burthorpe meets this objective. It is also appropriate that the growth identified
for the plan period should be distributed across settlements in a proportional manner based
on an objective assessment of the provision of (or potential for) services and facilities and
the suitability of the settlement to accommodate growth in environmental terms. Paragraph
72 of the NPPF (2019) goes on to state, when identifying suitable locations for such
development “where this can help to meet identified needs in a sustainable way,” strategic
policy making authorities should: * Consider the opportunities presented by existing or
planned investment in infrastructure, the area’s economic potential and the scope for net
environmental gains. * Ensure that their size and location will support a sustainable
community, with sufficient access to services and employment opportunities within the
development itself (without expecting an unrealistic level of self-containment), or in larger
towns to which there is good access. * Set clear expectations for the quality of the
development and how this can be maintained (such as by following Garden City principals)
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and ensure that a variety of homes to meet the needs of different groups in the community
will be provided. * Make a realistic assessment of likely rates of delivery, given the lead-in
times for large scale sites, and identify opportunities for supporting rapid implementation
(such as through joint ventures or locally-led development corporations).”
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Burthorpe Green Farm

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1194

Summary

WS013. Inclusion of this site as a housing allocation is supported. The site is in single
ownership, is available immediately and as such, can be brought forward early in the Local
Plan.

Comment

Inclusion of this site as a housing allocation is supported. The site is in single ownership, is
available immediately and as such, can be brought forward early in the Local Plan. It is
considered this should be given considerable weight when assessing this site for allocation
within the emerging Local Plan. Furthermore, the allocation of this site represents an
opportunity for the village to gain from a number of benefits including the contribution of
much needed housing, both private and affordable. It is understood that the is an Option
with a developer on this site which further enhances the sites deliverability credentials early
in the Plan period. Further supporting information relating to this site and the wider area to
the north of Barrow has been submitted in the above sections.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Christopher Houlder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1038

Summary

I think you should sort out the current state of the village before even considering to set
aside land to build new homes.

Comment

I think you should sort out the current state of the village before even considering to set
aside land to build new homes. * The roads or in a terrible state, this has not been helped by
recent building works. There are hundreds of pot holes, damaged pavements and
disintegrating man hole and cable covers. Moreover the roads are uneven and we see that
there is much lying water which only exacerbates the issues. * Water leaks all over the
village, whilst not your responsibility you need to make sure the works are carried out and
that roads put back correctly. * The school is too small and has a distinct lack a facilities (IT,
Art and Crafts, Science labs, Languages), if you are going to extend the village you need to
extend the school and I do not mean add extra years (5&6). I mean more teachers, the ability
to group children according to ability and provide facilities to teach subjects that will
actually be useful in life. * Public Transport….distinct lack of! * Village Hall that is well past
it sell by date and needs a complete rebuild to cater for Fitness, Entertainment, Meetings
and Events. * And if you are going to build family houses , they need to be affordable…..very
few people can afford 500K for a house (this is the cost of majority of the new builds 3 to 4
beds) * You also need to sort out the parking in the village, it has gone from bad to worst
with double parking making roads impossible to navigate. * If you bring in more
people…you need to bring in more policing… this just doesn’t happen. Please note all this
points and address them before setting further land aside for development
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

David Cousins

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1354

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
I now find myself compelled to writing to you again as it doesn’t appear that my views, or the
views of the Parish Council have been taken into account as they are still included in the
latest site plan. To reiterate my concerns, I strongly feel that some of the potential Denham
development sites should not be included.

Comment
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LATE RESPONSE I wrote to you last year as part of your first consultation with my concerns
regarding the potential development sites included in the SHELAA consultation. I now find
myself compelled to writing to you again as it doesn’t appear that my views, or the views of
the Parish Council have been taken into account as they are still included in the latest site
plan. To reiterate my concerns, I strongly feel that some of the potential Denham
development sites should not be included as they:- * Are inappropriate in scale to a small
rural hamlet such as Denham which is designated as Countryside * Would destroy the ‘green
gap’ that presently exists between the village of Barrow and the hamlet of Denham. If
developed they would join the villages of Barrow and Denham together * Don’t take into
account that Denham is a separate Parish from Barrow and just because Barrow has been
designated a Key Service Centre doesn’t mean that Denham should be subject to large scale
development * Denham has no infrastructure or amenities and is completely unable to cope

with anything other than small development Vision 2031 specifically stated (Under
paragraph 20.4) that the settlement of Denham should be protected from coalescence with
Barrow. It then states that the proposals for growth needs to be sensitive to the proximity of
Denham. Why is this being ignored? Denham is a small hamlet and of totally different
character to Barrow and this separation needs to be protected otherwise Denham (and all its
unique character) will be lost. My specific concerns are as follows:- WS012a – This site is
partly in the Parish of Denham which has been designated as Countryside. Therefore this
potential site should be reduced in size so that it doesn’t spill over into Denham. WS008 Building on this site would destroy the green gap between Denham and Barrow and as a
result Denham would become coalesced with Barrow. WS564 – This site is in the Parish of
Denham which has been designated as Countryside. Also building on this site would destroy
the green gap between Denham and Barrow and as a result Denham would become
coalesced with Barrow. WS566 - This site is in the Parish of Denham which has been
designated as Countryside. Also building on this site would destroy the green gap between
Denham and Barrow and as a result Denham would become coalesced with Barrow. WS565 –
This site is in the Parish of Denham which has been designated as Countryside. Also this site
is too large and totally inappropriate to a small hamlet like Denham I trust that you will take
my concerns seriously and these sites will be removed from any development plans.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' Some of the sites referred to
in the response are not proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan, but are
deferred sites in the SHELAA. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites
that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not
mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of
the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

David Grainger

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

796

Summary

I wish to comment on the local plan for Barrow village near Bury St Edmunds.
The village has grown disproportionally and this cannot be sustained. The services available
are under considerable strain already (eg the local school)
And the largest of the sites are not even completed yet!
I object to any more housing being proposed until beyond 2031 at the earliest.

Comment

I wish to comment on the local plan for Barrow village near Bury St Edmunds. The village
has suffered with large housing developments being built over the last 5 years. Some of
these developments were not due to be started until several years hence (2031 Plan!) The
village has grown disproportionally and this cannot be sustained. The services available are
under considerable strain already (eg the local school) And the largest of the sites are not
even completed yet! I object to any more housing being proposed until beyond 2031 at the
earliest.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Dr Andrew Pearce

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

775

Summary

I do think that it is a mistake to over develop Suffolk villages because they are an integral
part of what makes Suffolk special. Barrow has already had its share of new housing. So, no
more.

Comment

I am writing regarding the options for housing development in and around Barrow. I have a
copy of the map where the potential sites are outlined. There are many reasons why Barrow
should not be subjected to more development and they are as follows:- 1) Increased traffic.
This must be the number one reason, Although the roads are twin track, they are narrow,
and, since the last developments and the current ones there has been an increase in traffic
to a point where the roads are virtually saturated. There seems to be an increase in heavy
lorries along all 3 approach roads to the centre of the village, and also an increase in
domestic traffic. 2) There is every reason to suppose that the level of services would not be
able to keep pace with further development. I refer in particular to the the GP practice. 3)
Any large scale development along the 3 main roads would seriously impact the character of
the village which has already changed from a traditional Suffolk village with the
development that has taken place along Barrow Hill. 4) It would appear that the
government is changing advice slightly and suggesting that new housing development
should be located, as a preference to brownfield sites, where impact on the character of
larger towns would be lesser, and could in fact improve the character of the surroundings.
More specifically. I would refer to the WS013 site (my own patch) with potential, I believe,
for 75 houses. This site has been considered before for planning and been rejected,
primarily believe because of poor access. I believe that nothing has changed in this respect.
Maybe the demolition of the bungalow at the end of Mill lane would help access, but that
would do nothing to help the significant increase in traffic along Mill Lane. Fundamental
problems remain with this access route - most important of which is, that Mill Lane simply is
not wide enough to take what could be an extra 100 cars a day is each direction. This is my
guestimate though for the traffic likely from 75 working houses. There has been a steady
increase in delivery traffic especially this year. There is nowhere to easily turn round at the
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moment. (I know this could be rectified of course) I do think that it is a mistake to over
develop Suffolk villages because they are an integral part of what makes Suffolk special.
Barrow has already had its share of new housing. So, no more. Enough is enough
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Dr Anthony France

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

415

Summary

WS225. A poor choice in all respects. It is a long way from the village centre, the school and
many facilities. The site will not suit pedestrians, particularly those with children, because it
will be an uphill walk to the village centre. This will encourage car use.

Comment

This comment refers to site WS228 on your diagram. A poor choice in all respects. It is a
long way from the village centre, the school and many facilities. The site will not suit
pedestrians, particularly those with children, because it will be an uphill walk to the village
centre. This will encourage car use. Any development on this site will increase commuter
and day time car traffic in the village. * Railway station to the North where Coal Pit lane
joins A14. Barrow has already attracted many people who commute West to Cambridge and
London, also East to Bury, Stowmarket and London. This commuter population will increase.
The new station should include the following three essential features to shift commuting
from private cars to public transport: * Car parking. * Electric Vehicle charging points. *
Cycle path to Barrow centre, and onward to housing areas. * Pavement upgrades * The
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current pavements are too narrow, poorly maintained, prone to flooding and, in many
locations - overgrown by hedges. * Some roads in the village have no pavement at all. * The
current state encourages car use and is hazardous to anyone brave enough to walk into the
village. * Street lighting. The current provision is woefully inadequate. * Bus services to
match normal working hours. The current service is good for shopping only. It does not suit
travel to work.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Dr Anthony France

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

299

Summary

Comments on sites: WS008 This site is well positioned to maintain the core of the village.
WS009 Building on this site will make the village even more spread out and fragmented.
WS010 This site keeps the village well centred and avoids it become a long fragmented
single street. WS011 This site has easy access to the village facilities. WS012a A poor choice
in all respects. WS013 A good location.

Comment

WS008 This site is well positioned to maintain the core of the village. It is a short walk from
the village centre. This will not encourage extra car use during the day. It is a modest size so
it will not contribute greatly to commuter traffic. WS009 Housing on this site is a long uphill
walk to the village centre. This will encourage car use in the village. The access road is a
narrow one way street not suited to any additional traffic. Building on this site will make the
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village even more spread out and fragmented. WS010 This site keeps the village well
centred and avoids it become a long fragmented single street. The site is in easy walking
distance of all facilities. Access points need careful selection to minimise commuter traffic
through the centre of the village. WS011 This site has easy access to the village facilities.
Commuter traffic to Bury would not go through the village but traffic to the A14 would have
an adverse impact on the village centre. WS012a A poor choice in all respects. It is a long
way from the village centre, the school and many facilities. The site will not suit pedestrians,
particularly those with children, because it will be an uphill walk to the village centre. This
will encourage car use. An earlier offer to relocate the Village Hall to a leasehold building on
this site was ill conceived. It would have been a bad financial move and might breach the
Equality Act on grounds of indirect discrimination. Any development on this site will
increase commuter and day time car traffic in the village. WS013 A good location with easy
access to the village centre and all its facilities. Commuter traffic to Bury and to A14 from
this site would not go through the village centre. This maintains a compact centre to the
village. Unlike other sites in Barrow, this site will not increase car use during the day. This is
the best site for development in Barrow. Additional comments against all sites * Railway
station to the North where Coal Pit lane joins A14. Barrow has already attracted many
people who commute West to Cambridge and London, also East to Bury, Stowmarket and
London. This commuter population will increase. The new station should include the
following three essential features to shift commuting from private cars to public transport: *
Car parking. * Electric Vehicle charging points. * Cycle path to Barrow centre, and onward
to housing areas. * Pavement upgrades * The current pavements are too narrow, poorly
maintained, prone to flooding and, in many locations - overgrown by hedges. * Some roads in
the village have no pavement at all. * The current state encourages car use and is hazardous
to anyone brave enough to walk into the village. * Street lighting. The current provision is
woefully inadequate. * Bus services to match normal working hours. The current service is
good for shopping only. It does not suit travel to work.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Gary Woodland

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1364

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
I would like to express to you my concerns regarding the proposed development land in the
Barrow and Denham area, with regard to the inclusion of sites WS306, WS307, WS564,
WS565 and WS566.

Comment
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LATE RESPONSE I would like to express to you my concerns regarding the proposed
development land in the Barrow and Denham area, with regard to the inclusion of sites
WS306, WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. In particular I have huge reservations about
the proposed land in Denham. I am aware that there have been many representations
already put forward by the residents of the unique and historic hamlet of Denham in
opposition to these plans. I am also aware that there was a covenant to protect sprawling
developments merging settlements together by maintaining greenbelt land between
established villages and hamlets. The proposed site in Denham will contravene this
agreement and in turn merge the two settlements. We, the residents of Denham, have
already expressed our collective concern that the inclusion of these areas in the ‘plan for
Barrow’ development would result in the irreversible destruction of Denham as a unique and
separate entity to Barrow, and it simply being absorbed into yet another sprawling estate of
new housing development completely at odds with the much valued character of this historic
hamlet and its surroundings. It was promised at the start of these proposals that Denham
and its surrounding area would be protected from development and from becoming
anoverspill of Barrow. What happened to this promise?? It appears to have been ignored in
the pursuit of yet more ‘profitable’ development! We do understand that additional housing
and facilities will be needed for the increasing population of Barrow, but there is already

other land suitable for development which would not encroach on and destroy the
surroundings of a place so valued for its unique position, ancient history, and careful
preservation such as Denham. There is other land, nearer to and with better access to the
A14, surely much more appropriate for many residents who would be travelling distances to
work.
We in Denham, have already attempted to draw to your attention the fact that
the lane which serves Denham, from Barrow to Dalham, is already inadequate for the
present volume of traffic using the lane, in actual fact twice a Mulley’s local service bus has
gotten it’s wheels stuck in the side of the road where the tarmac is insufficiently covering
the width of the road as well as a delivery artic lorry of which was stuck for over 4 hours as
the road stuck is not much more than single track in many places. There is already a
significant danger to the many walkers and cyclists who regularly use the lane, which,
incidentally, is also a popular, officially designated, cycle route and in regular use as such.
The banks and verges are being rapidly eroded and destroyed by the increase in the number
of vehicles of all types, and there is continuing damage and erosion to the officially
‘protected’ sections of the verges. The increased volume of traffic which would result from
the proposed developments of these 5 sites is a dreadful prospect.
When there was a
water leak along Denham Lane in the summer of 2019, Anglian Water we interested to hear
about the proposed planning ideas along our lane as he informed me the local reservoir was
already at service capacity and would not be able to provide water for anymore residential
estates without compromising the service the existing homes already receive. It will be very
sad for all the many people who live in and around Denham, to see this place that we all
love, being disregarded and detrimentally changed forever.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' None of the sites referred to
in the response are proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
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capacity issues.
Respondent Name

George Howard

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1245

Summary

SHELAA Consultation – Feedback for Barrow. Any further development in Barrow should be
considered in light of the disproportionate and rapid development that has already taken
place (in the centre and south of the settlement) and the inflammatory effect that further
large-scale development will cause.

Comment

SHELAA Consultation – Feedback for Barrow My comments on the above are as follows:Disproportionate development. The current Local Plan, includes the allocation of 179
houses +1Ha of business land at 3 sites in Barrow – The Green, Land West of Barrow
Hill and Land East of Barrow Hill – to be built by 2031. In the UK Planning
Inspector’s Review of Rural Vision 2031, it states: “……I find no reason to allocate either
Church Farm or Bury Road site instead of the land at Barrow Hill. There is no need to
allocate them in addition: indeed to do so would compromise the proportionate growth of the
village which the Rural Vison intends.” In other words, UK Planning Inspectorate considered
that development of more than 179 houses + 1 Ha of business land use would be
disproportionate. The actual number, either built or being built or with planning approval, is
197 houses + 2Ha of business land. The majority of houses are already built. Not only has
the number of houses been exceeded, but the rate at which development has occurred
has also been exceeded. The current Local Plan is based on a time frame of 2031 but Barrow
will exceed these disproportionate levels 10 years ahead of time. This has caused tension in
the community. Many houses in the village show garden signs stating ‘No New Town’ or
‘Enough is Enough’. Residents have formed an action group, Barrow Ducks, to oppose
further development which has increased tension with Barrow Parish Council. Any further
development in Barrow should be considered in light of the disproportionate and rapid
development that has already taken place (in the centre and south of the settlement) and the
inflammatory effect that further large-scale development will cause. Infrastructure &
services. St Edmundsbury Borough Council’s document ‘Infrastructure & Environmental
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Capacity Appraisal Final Report’ states:- “The key infrastructure constraints for Barrow are
the provision of GPs which is nearing a tipping point and the comment of improving public
transport accessibility to ensure sustainable travel patterns where possible. As identified in
the SFRA and Water Cycle Study, Barrow wastewater treatment works has very little
headroom to accommodate growth, which is a critical constraint that will need to be
overcome. Without upgrades to the wastewater treatment works only around 140 new
homes could be accommodated in Barrow. Approximately 175 new homes would also lead to
additional primary school places being required, suggesting Barrow could only take
comparatively small levels of growth without significant infrastructure investment.” The
Report is silent on the problem of drainage but it is nevertheless an important issue. Barrow
has heavy clay soil and drainage problems have become more acute given the level of new
development at the south of the settlement. Poor drainage causes flooding of pavements,
especially at the centre and south of the village. This results in pedestrians walking on the
road because pavements are flooded. The road safety implications are obvious. Since
the Report was published, 197 houses and roughly 2Ha of business land have been built, are
being built or planning permission granted. There has been no expansion to GP services,
public transport has been reduced and there has been noexpansion of wastewater treatment.
That means any further development in Barrow should not take place without expansion of
infrastructure, especially sewerage and drainage. Constraints on development. St.
Edmundsbury Borough Council document Rural Vision 2031 Opportunities & Constraints
states, “Growth in this village is fundamentally constrained to the north by the setting of the
adjacent Scheduled Ancient Monument. Buffers between Barrow and surrounding
settlements create fundamental constraints to development to the east and south west. With
additional comment being given to the impact on views from the west of the village around
Denham Castle. Although a buffer is required to the County Wildlife Site to the south there
may be potential to extend the village in this direction, providing suitable mitigation can be
achieved and a defensible boundary to further development formed.” Since the report was
published, a housing estate has been built in the centre of the village (The Green) and two
large housing developments to the south (Barrow Hill East & Barrow Hill West) have
been built or are nearly built. The buffer to County Wildlife Site at Wilsummer Wood has
already been breached by Barrow Hill East. That means there are now constraints at all
points of the compass around the settlement. Further development in Barrow must be
considered as heavily constrained. Provided any new development can be spaced from the
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Scheduled Ancient Monument, the weakest constraints are to the north of the main
settlement. Transport. The only public transport in Barrow is an infrequent bus service and
the nearest train station is at Kennet. Barrow is a short distance south of the A14 with traffic
to/from the A14 junction travelling along Colethorpe Lane in to the main village. Much of the
traffic in the village is car journeys to Bury, Newmarket or
Cambridge. This traffic passes Barrow school, causing safety problems at school drop-off or
pick-up times when parking heightens the problems. Most of the recent development has
been to the south of the village, which increases traffic through the village as well as total
miles travelled. Any further development to the east, west or south of the village would
exacerbate the traffic conditions and reduce sustainability. Settlement boundary & position
of local services. The SHELAA currently includes sites that are inside or adjacent to
Barrow’s Settlement Boundary. The Boundary at the north of the settlement does not reflect
the reality of the built environment with a significant number of houses and many of
the village’s services are outside and to the north of the village Boundary i.e. the school,
church, post office, community café and main employment area. The irrationality of
this situation will increase with the recent planning permission for more housing and offices
outside and to the north west of the village boundary. Further, the land allocated forBarrow
Business Park in Rural Vison 2031 is to the north and outside the Settlement
Boundary. The location of any further development in Barrow should be considered in light
of the location of services and employment areas many of which are north of and outside the
settlement boundary. Neighbourhood Plan Public Consultation. Barrow PC recently held a
public consultation for their Neighbourhood Plan. One part of the
consultation askedresidents in which sector of the parish they would prefer to see
any new development. For purposes of the consultation the parish was divided in to 4 sectors
– North East, South East, South West and North West. 55% of the respondents felt that if
development had to occur in Barrow it should be located to the north west of the main
village and the most frequent reason for this preference was that traffic to/from the A14
would not need to pass by the school and through the village. Sincethis consultation is a
public document it will be available to West Suffolk Council. Any new Local Plan should
consider the results of the Barrow PC public consultation in its future assessment of sites.
WS012a Unsuitability. This site is south of the village and so would be the most
unsustainable since traffic to/from the A14 would pass through the full length of the
settlement, past the school to/from the A14. Any access points would be from a country lane.
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The site erodes the green space between Denham and Barrow and would impact
the protected views of its attractive south facing slope from the west and south.
Development at this site would imbalance the village since most of itsrecent heavy
development has been this area. It is close to County Wildlife Site, Wilsummer Wood, and
Denham Thicks thus impacting flora and fauna. The site is away from the centre of the
settlement and many of Barrow’s services are located north of Barrow’s village boundary.
Previously, this site was the location of a joint proposal between Barrow PC and the
landowner. A consultation was carried out with the local community and the site was shown
to be extremely unpopular with 97% negative feedback. Selection of this site in the new
Local Plan is likely to be extremely unpopular with the community and this site should be
consideredunsuitable. WS229 Opportunity. If any further development in Barrow were
necessary, then selection of WS229 would bring the opportunity to: • expand the school
• solve traffic problems near the school during drop-off and pick-up times • locate housing
close to the village’s services • locate housing close to the A14 • avoid traffic passing the
school and through the main settlement • locate new housing with minimal impact on
protected views • minimise environmental impact due to its distance from natural areas.
Policy RV4 of Rural Vison 2031 already allocates WS229 for Barrow Business Park (Class B1
- for office, lab or light industrial use) and school expansion. This part of West Suffolk is
already well-served with business land, and Barrow already has more than twice the land
allocated for business use in Rural Vision 2031. Post-Covid, Barrow and the surrounding
area is unlikely to need more B1 business land. Presumably, WS229 has not been selected as
a residential site in the currentSHELAA as it does not adjoin the settlement boundary.
However, it is close to the settlement boundary and adjoins the
school with some houses along two of its three sides. Practically, it does adjoin the actual
settlement. The site is close to local services – school, post office, church, community café,
one of the village’s two pubs and the main employment area. Expansion of the school is
needed and if this site could make some favourable provision for school parking, this would
also bring an opportunity to eradicate traffic problems near the school at school drop-off and
pick-up times. The location is such that it is away from the protected views to the south and
west of the village from Denham Castle. Rural Vision 2031 already includes the possibility
for Barrow Business Park to become residential housing. Notably, any housing on this site
would be able to access the A14 from a (new) junction on Colethorpe Lane, without going
past the school or through the village. Inclusion of this site would match
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the preferences expressed by residents in Barrow PC’s recent public consultation. If further
development in Barrow is necessary then WS229 seems like the most suitable site.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Ian Malyon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1362

Summary

LATE RESPONSE. strongly feel that some of the potential Denham development sites should
not be included as they:1) Are inappropriate in scale to a small linear village such as Denham
2) Would destroy the ‘green gap’ that presently exists between the village of Barrow and the
linear village of Denham. If developed they would join the villages of Barrow and Denham
together.

Comment

LATE RESPONSE I strongly feel that some of the potential Denham development sites
should not be included as they:- 1) Are inappropriate in scale to a small linear village such as
Denham 2) Would destroy the ‘green gap’ that presently exists between the village of Barrow
and the linear village of Denham. If developed they would join the villages of Barrow and
Denham together. Vision 2031 specifically stated (Under paragraph 20.4) that the settlement
of Denham should be protected from coalescence with Barrow. It then states that the
proposals for growth needs to be sensitive to the proximity of Denham. Why is this being
ignored? Denham is a small linear village and of totally different character to Barrow and
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this separation needs to be protected otherwise Denham (and all its unique character) will
be lost. Denham has no school, no doctor’s surgery, no public house, no post office, no shop,
no food outlet, no village hall, no street lighting and no pavements. Indeed, it has nothing to
support an enlarged community. Traffic serving the above mentioned sites would have to be
routed via Denham Lane which is entirely inadequate for the present traffic levels and in its
present state will be unable to support the traffic from the already approved developments
in Barrow, never mind any from the proposed deferred sites. In order to reach the A14, the
nearest trunk road and commuter route, all traffic will need to pass through the bottleneck
in central Barrow. My specific concerns are as follows:- WS008 - Building on this site would
destroy the green gap between Denham and Barrow WS564 - Building on this site would
destroy the green gap between Denham and Barrow WS566 - Building on this site would
destroy the green gap between Denham and Barrow WS565 – This site is too large and
totally inappropriate to a small linear village like Denham I therefore strongly object to these
developments and would like my concerns to be included in the consultation.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' Some of the sites referred to
in the response are not proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan (64,65,66). It
is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us
which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a
particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1107
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Summary

WS009, WS011, WS013 - see specific comments.
Detailed surveys should be undertaken to assess the potential impacts of development on
protected species/Priority species.
WS013 No development should be considered at this site unless it can be demonstrated
there will be no loss of any Priority habitat and no fragmentation of the ecological network.

Comment

WS009: The site has both boundary and internal hedgerows connecting to the wider
hedgerow network and appears to include an orchard. Detailed surveys should be
undertaken to assess the potential impacts of development on protected species/Priority
species. Hedgerows and any other important features should be retained as part of any
development, with enhancement measures provided along with a wildlife friendly lighting
scheme to maintain dark corridors. WS011: The site has connectivity to Wilsummer Wood
CWS through its hedgerows. These features should be retained, with enhancement measures
provided and also a wildlife friendly lighting scheme to maintain the dark corridors. There
appears to be a section of woodland in the north-eastern corner of the site. Which should be
retained. Detailed surveys should be undertaken to assess the potential impacts of
development on protected species/Priority species. WS013: The northern section of the site
appears to offer good ecological connectivity, with the hedgerows and block of woodland
connecting to offsite habitats including other areas of woodland and ponds. These habitats
should be retained throughout any development, with enhancement measures provided and
a wildlife friendly lighting scheme delivered to retain the hedgerows as dark corridors. The
site is likely to contain protected/Priority species, so detailed surveys are required to inform
the suitability of this site for any future development proposals. No development should be
considered at this site unless it can be demonstrated there will be no loss of any Priority
habitat and no fragmentation of the ecological network.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside Suffolk Wildlife Trust in the
development of policies/options for future growth.

Respondent Name

Jo Woodland

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1365

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
I find it upsetting that more land in the Barrow and Denham area have been proposed for
even more residential housing sites, with regard to the inclusion of sites WS306, WS307,
WS564, WS565 and WS566. Considering the large number of sites that have been allocated
and developed in recent years, I find this difficult to agree with. In particular I have huge
reservations about the proposed land in Denham.

Comment
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LATE RESPONSE I find it upsetting that more land in the Barrow and Denham area have
been proposed for even more residential housing sites, with regard to the inclusion of sites
WS306, WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. Considering the large number of sites that
have been allocated and developed in recent years, I find this difficult to agree with. In
particular I have huge reservations about the proposed land in Denham. I am aware that
there have been many representations already put forward by the residents of the unique
and historic hamlet of Denham in opposition to these plans. We, the residents of Denham,
have already expressed our collective concern that the inclusion of these areas in the ‘plan
for Barrow’ development would result in the irreversible destruction of Denham as a unique
and separate entity to Barrow, and it simply being absorbed into yet another sprawling
estate of new housing development completely at odds with the much valued character of
this historic hamlet and its surroundings. It was promised at the start of these proposals that
Denham and its surrounding area would be protected from development and from becoming
anoverspill of Barrow. What happened to this promise?? It appears to have been ignored in
the pursuit of yet more ‘profitable’ development! We do understand that additional housing
and facilities will be needed for the increasing population of Barrow, but there is already
other land suitable for development which would not encroach on and destroy the
surroundings of a place so valued for its unique position, ancient history, and careful
preservation such as Denham. There is other land, nearer to and with better access to the
A14, surely much more appropriate for many residents who would be travelling distances to
work.
We in Denham, have already attempted to draw to your attention the fact that
the lane which serves Denham, from Barrow to Dalham, is already inadequate for the
present volume of traffic using the lane, in actual fact twice a Mulley’s local service bus has

gotten it’s wheels stuck in the side of the road where the tarmac is insufficiently covering
the width of the road as well as a delivery artic lorry of which was stuck for over 4 hours as
the road stuck is not much more than single track in many places. There is already a
significant danger to the many walkers and cyclists who regularly use the lane, which,
incidentally, is also a popular, officially designated, cycle route and in regular use as such.
The banks and verges are being rapidly eroded and destroyed by the increase in the number
of vehicles of all types, and there is continuing damage and erosion to the officially
‘protected’ sections of the verges. The increased volume of traffic which would result from
the proposed developments of these 5 sites is a dreadful prospect.
It will be very sad for
all the many people who live in and around Denham, to see this place that we all love, being
disregarded and detrimentally changed forever.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' None of the sites referred to
in the response are proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Kat Bowe (Barrow cum Denham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1181

Summary

Barrow cum Denham Parish Council response. In 2021, Barrow-cum-Denham will exceed the
2031 housing target from Rural Vision 2031 (RV2031). In other words, the parish is ahead of
its planned growth. The parish’s constraints remain substantially the same as when RV2031
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was drafted. Accordingly, the current SHELAA’s consideration of 7 new sites with the
potential for 790 houses is illogical and disproportionate given the constraints, size of
settlement and the scale and speed of recent development.
Comment
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see attached. Thank you for your invitation to comment on the above. I write as Chairman on
behalf of Barrow-cum-Denham Parish Council; this letter having been approved by the Parish
Council. Our comments are structured as follows:- 1. Neighbourhood Plan 2. Constraints &
housing numbers 3. Generally applicable issues & options:- 3.1 Community sensitivity 3.2
Prosperity, employment & transport 3.3 Local geography 3.4 Sewerage 3.5 Heritage 1.
Neighbourhood Plan The Barrow-cum-Denham Neighbourhood Plan began in June 2019 and
is on-track for completion in 2021. A Housing Need Assessment, Heritage Assessment and
First Consultation are underway. The Neighbourhood Plan aims to carry out its own call for
sites and evaluation. This work is yet to begin and the Parish Council’s opinion will only be
formed at the conclusion of such work. Any comments provided in this letter must not be
taken as the Parish Council’s definitive views on any sites but merely a timely response to
the information requested by West Suffolk, based on information available to the Parish
Council at the time of the request. Efforts on the emerging Local Plan should be cognisant of
the Barrow-cum-Denham Neighbourhood Plan. 2. Constraints & housing numbers In 2021,
Barrow-cum-Denham will exceed the 2031 housing target from Rural Vision 2031 (RV2031).
In other words, the parish is ahead of its planned growth. The parish’s constraints remain
substantially the same as when RV2031 was drafted. Accordingly, the current SHELAA’s
consideration of 7 new sites with the potential for 790 houses is illogical and
disproportionate given the constraints, size of settlement and the scale and speed of recent
development. We understand that housing needs gradually evolve, but this would not explain
the significant mismatch between RV2031’s targets and a new Local Plan with targets for
additional largescale development in Barrow before 2031. Given this, we respectfully
request West Suffolk Council to review Barrow’s particular circumstances before the next
revision of the SHELAA. The following paragraphs in this section provide the relevant
information for West Suffolk Council’s consideration in such a review:- RV2031 is based on
site allocations from 2010 and SHELAA 2016. These found various constraints, summarised
as :- “Growth in Barrow is fundamentally constrained to the north by the setting of the
adjacent Scheduled Ancient Monument. Buffers between Barrow and the surrounding
settlements of Denham and Burthorpe create constraints to developments to the east and
south west.” Further, paragraph 20.4 of RV2031 states that: " ...the close proximity of the

small settlements of Denham and Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with
Barrow." The Parish Council strongly supports this element of the policy and notes with
concern that some of the proposed sites in the draft SHELAA erode the green gap between
Barrow, Denham and Burthorpe. During development of RV2031, UK Planning Inspectorate
reviewed 5 potential sites:- The Green (29 houses); Land East of Barrow Hill ((WS014) 75
houses + 1 Ha business use); Land West of Barrow Hill (75 houses); Church Farm (135-190
houses) and Bury Road (75 houses). Sites at The Green and Land West of Barrow Hill are
built and occupied. A third site was considered at either Church Farm, Bury Road or Barrow
Hill. (Barrow Hill (WS014) is now being built and scheduled for completion in 2020).
Paragraph 198 of the Inspectorate’s Report on RV2031 states: “……I find no reason to
allocate either Church Farm or Bury Road site instead of the land at Barrow Hill. There is no
need to allocate them in addition: indeed to do so would compromise the proportionate
growth of the village which the Rural Vison intends.” In other words, UK Planning
Inspectorate felt that only 3 sites were necessary to meet Barrow cum-Denham’s
proportionate share of new housing by 2031:– The Green (29 houses), Land East of Barrow
Hill (WS014 =75 houses + 1 Ha of business use) and Land West of Barrow Hill (75 houses).
This totals 179 houses + 1 Ha of business use. The actual number, either built or being built,
is greater than the Planning Inspectorate had considered:- The Green (40 houses), Land East
of Barrow Hill (75 houses + 1 Ha of business use) and Land West of Barrow Hill (80 houses).
Moreover, planning permission has been granted for change of use and development of a
roughly 1Ha agricultural site on Barrow Hill for business use + 2 houses. Hence the actual
total of allowed development under RV2031 in Barrow is 197 houses + approx. 2Ha of
business use. RV2031 requires housing developments to be completed by 2031. The bulk of
Barrow-cumDenham’s new housing is either already complete or due for completion in 2020.
Clearly, The Planning Inspectorate believed that development over and above 179 houses +
1 Ha of business by 2031 would be disproportionate and hence counter to RV2031’s intent.
The Parish Council is concerned to note that West Suffolk Council does not seem to share the
same logic. In the interests of sustainability, viability of infrastructure and popular
acceptance, our strong preference is that any future development is phased over the
appropriate time-scales. We expect our Neighbourhood Plan to develop this theme in more
detail. 3. Generally applicable issues & options:- 3.1 Community sensitivity Barrow’s recent
rapid growth has caused sensitivity to further large-scale development within the
community. This has been highlighted at various parish council meetings during 2019. Some
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villagers have formed an action group - Barrow Ducks – aimed at fighting overdevelopment
and some residents have erected Barrow Ducks signs regarding “No New Town” etc. around
the village. This has caused further friction within the community, particularly with those
trying to sell their homes as potential purchasers are put off by the perception of looming
large-scale development and implied hostility to newcomers. 3.2 Prosperity, Employment &
Transport Barrow-cum-Denham is a reasonably prosperous parish with low levels of
unemployment and deprivation. However, there are no large employers in the village and
many residents work in Bury, Newmarket or Cambridge. Given the paucity of public
transport, this typically requires commuting by car along the A14. The A14’s importance is
also the link to nearby rail stations, Felixstowe/Harwich ports and Stanstead airport. In turn,
this means that the key traffic route within the village is the main north-south road (The
Street & Colethorpe Lane) which joins the A14 north of the village. The Street & Colethorpe
Lane suffer from traffic congestion at the north of the village near the school when parents
drop off or pick up their children. Cars parked along The Street and Colethorpe Lane reduce
the main through road to a single lane. Occasionally, the road becomes congested if large
lorries or agricultural vehicles, travelling in opposite directions, arrive at the start or end of
the school day. Some residents complain about congestion and some have questioned
whether emergency vehicles could make sufficiently speedy progress when congestion is at
its peak. 3.3 Local geography – terrain The parish is unusually hilly for Suffolk and the
surrounding landscape is beautiful. There are various scenic views across the valleys and
fields particularly to the south, east and west of the village. To the east, scenic beauty is
amplified with Wilsummer Wood - a large, natural wood with diverse and plentiful wildlife.
The soil is typically heavy clay, evidenced by numerous ponds around the parish. It is also
evidenced by drainage problems on the village’s roads when it rains. Current rainwater
drainage is insufficient or problematic and any additional development should be planned so
as not to exacerbate the drainage issues. 3.4 Sewerage On completion of the current
construction site at Barrow Hill (WS014), the sewage works in Barrow will be at full
capacity. 3.5 Heritage Barrow has a surprisingly large number of listed buildings and ancient
monuments including:- • Church of All Saints - Grade I listed building • Church Farmhouse,
Church Lane - Grade II listed • Barrow Hall - Grade II listed • Barrow School - Grade II
listed • Town Estate Rooms and No 34 The Street - Grade II listed • Barrow House, No 8,
The Green - Grade II listed • Nos 12, 16, 20, 26, 29 & 30 The Green - Grade II listed •
Weeping Willow Public House, 39 Bury Road - Grade II listed • Feltons Cottage, No 18 Bury
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Road - Grade II listed • Gables Cottage, No 19 Bury Road - Grade II listed • Old Lamb House
& Lamb Cottage, Burthorpe Green - Grade II listed • The Lodge, Colethorpe Lane - Grade II
listed • Frog Hall, Colethorpe Lane - Grade II listed • War Memorial - Grade II listed • K6
telephone kiosk, Brittons Road car park - Grade II listed Wolfe Hall, Barrow Hill - Grade II
listed. • St Mary’s Church, Denham - Grade II listed • Denham Hall - Grade II listed • Fish
Ponds and Moat, Barrow Hall – Scheduled Ancient Monument • Denham Hall Moat. There is
a further Scheduled Ancient Monument – Denham Castle – which lies just outside the parish
boundary to the west of Barrow. We are obliged for your consideration of the above prior to
the next revision of the SHELAA.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. We look forward to continuing to work
with the Barrow Cum Denham Neighbourhood Plan group in the preparation of the
neighbourhood plan and local plan.

Respondent Name

Kate Burt

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1133

Summary

I do appreciate that development Is required in terms of some housing/school/doctor
surgeries in this local area but you must urgently apply a more comprehensive thought
process to your proposals rather than use this scatter gun approach.

Comment

I would like to register my strong opposition to the number of homes that are outlined to be
built in the village of Barrow. You must ensure that plans that you think suitable in one area
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are realised in practice in the long term avoiding issues such as underestimating drainage,
environmental problems, isolation of elderly and over capacity of local schools. I live in the
village of Little Saxham and whatever decision you make on planning for Barrow will
certainly have a severe detrimental impact on the through put of traffic coming past this
village. So you must incorporate in your planning some ideas for how to mitigate this. No
traffic census has been carried out in recent years in Little Saxham where the narrow and
severe bends in the roads(last accident 4 weeks ago) have seen road signs knocked down or
damaged with cars and lorries driving on the grass banks narrowly missing listed Cottages
and other residential homes. I do appreciate that development Is required in terms of some
housing/school/doctor surgeries in this local area but you must urgently apply a more
comprehensive thought process to your proposals rather than use this scatter gun approach.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Maree Malyon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1363

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
Objection to WS306, WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. Completely disproportionate in
scale and shape for a small linear village such as Denham; the green space between Barrow
and Denham would disappear, and Denham would become ‘absorbed’ by Barrow rather than
retaining its separate identity and distinct boundary.
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Comment

LATE RESPONSE I am writing to strongly object to some of the sites being included,
specifically: WS306, WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. My main reasons are: 1)
Completely disproportionate in scale and shape for a small linear village such as Denham; 2)
They would mean the green space between Barrow and Denham would disappear, and
Denham would become ‘absorbed’ by Barrow rather than retaining its separate identity and
distinct boundary. 3) The further away from the A14 you get, the more rural and quiet the
countryside here is. Any development on this scale stretching south, south-east or southwest of the centre of Barrow would therefore be more noticeable, would increase traffic
volumes, noise and reduce habitat for local wildlife (some of it protected species). Vision
2031 specifically stated (under paragraph 20.4) that the settlement of Denham should be
protected from coalescence with Barrow. It then states that the proposals for growth need to
be sensitive to the proximity of Denham. The above sites would go against these important
principles. Traffic serving the above mentioned sites would have to be routed via Denham
Lane which is entirely inadequate for the present traffic levels and in its present state will be
unable to support the traffic from the already approved developments in Barrow, never mind
any from the proposed deferred sites. In order to reach the A14, the nearest trunk road and
commuter route, all traffic will need to pass through the bottleneck in central Barrow. My
additional concerns are as follows: * WS008, WS564, WS566 – Building on this site would
destroy the green gap between Denham and Barrow * WS565 – This site is too large and
totally inappropriate to a small linear village like Denham * WS306, WS307 – Building here
could set a precedent and make further development more likely, with all the negative
associations outlined earlier in this letter. I therefore strongly object to these developments.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' Some of the sites referred to
in the response are not proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan
(64,65,66,306,307). It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have
been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that
all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will
set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This
will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Marguerite Nice

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

383

Summary

The village of Barrow has had 3 very large developments in a very short space of time and
the additional people, cars have not had much chance to assimilate.

Comment

The village of Barrow has had 3 very large developments in a very short space of time and
the additional people, cars have not had much chance to assimilate. The village should be
given a chance to settle down, before any more extensive planning is enforced. With the
recent rain there has been serious flooding in the centre of the village and the drains have
not coped. The new housing and its impact on the water has not had a chance to be assessed
yet, but it is likely to make matters worse. The ponds in the centre of the village are at very
high levels and whereas they have not broken the banks in the past, there is a threat if more
attention is not paid on this issue, which is being exacerbated by more concrete in the area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Marguerite Nice

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

959

Summary

Barrow has been selected as a key site and therefore it seems the village will be subjected to
excessive development regardless of whether it is appropriate or suitable.

Comment

Barrow has been selected as a key site and therefore it seems the village will be subjected to
excessive development regardless of whether it is appropriate or suitable. There has been
extensive development in a very short period of time and these new properties have not yet
been assimilated into the community. It is unreasonable that because these projects are
ahead of time Barrow should suddenly be overdeveloped. There is a serious issue with
flooding in the village and this cannot be helped with more concrete that forces water into
new routes. The drains are blocked and the ponds close to overflowing. Further development
and more concrete will make this a disaster for those in houses built on meadows. The road
it a busy route and extra traffic will ruin the centre of the village. Barrow is a village and the
plans are trying to turn it into a small town, which it is not and nor should it be made to be.
Destroying the few green spaces that are left in and around the village is unfair to everyone
how live here apart from the greedy one or two who seek to make substantial personal
profits. Barrow needs its serious flooding issues resolved, both by dredging the ponds and
clearing the drains. The overflow of surplus water is dangerous, both to drivers and
pedestrians. To slow traffic driving through there should be further calming measures. The
existing Village Hall should be protected and modernised, rumours for a new one way out of
the village should be abandoned.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
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Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

979

Summary

WS011 Allocation of the site to the south of Bury Road, Barrow for up to 200 homes not only
provides much needed market and affordable housing within Barrow and across West
Suffolk, but also provides the right infrastructure which will be informed by discussions, and
promotes sustainable communities for the plan period and beyond.

Comment

Allocation of the site to the south of Bury Road, Barrow for up to 200 homes not only
provides much needed market and affordable housing within Barrow and across West
Suffolk, but also provides the right infrastructure which will be informed by discussions, and
promotes sustainable communities for the plan period and beyond. Delivery of the site would
also result in a number of benefits, including: * Up to 200 dwellings with policy compliant
affordable housing provision; * New adopted T junction onto Bury Road, located towards the
centre in order to respect existing houses and trees covered by a Tree Preservation Order; *
Pedestrian and cycle connections providing sustainable links to the variety of services and
facilities within Barrow, including from Dale Tree Road and Bury Road; * Provision of
pedestrian crossing across Bury Road; * Investigation of potential improvements to the
existing footway on Bury Road, along with any necessary improvements along key pedestrian
desire lines such as the route to the local primary school; * Incorporation of the existing
woodland area in the north eastern corner of the site as an ecological feature which could
also be maintained as a community asset; * Provision of public open space (POS) within the
site, including a dog walking and cycling route around the perimeter of the site; * Creation
of Village Green creating a focal space for community gatherings and amenity; opportunity
for a duck pond with seating and tree planting; * Children’s equipped play area; * Ecological
enhancements including native planting and bird and bat boxes; * Installation of electric
vehicle charging infrastructure; and ? Delivery of a Car Club. A Desk-Based Assessment
and Built Heritage Statement has been prepared by RPS, which highlights the relationship
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between the site and the surrounding historic environment and indicates that any impact
can be mitigated through a design and landscape led approach which respects the local
character. We are aware of the Grade II Listed “Gables Cottage”, “Felton’s” and “18 Bury
Road” in proximity to the site. The proposals for the site have therefore been designed to
respond to and respect these properties.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the supporting information to the site submission which will be
considered during the next stage of plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr and Mrs Cobain

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

771

Summary

Denham and Barrow concerns. I’m writing to express my concern of potential buildings
projects in are area. We live on XXX, Denham Lane IP29 and heard that property developers
are looking to build on the surrounding areas.

Comment

I’m writing to express my concern of potential buildings projects in are area. We live on XXX,
Denham lane IP29 and heard that property developers are looking to build on the
surrounding areas. We have recently moved in to our lovely home this November just gone
and the main reason for moving here was to escape the city life and move to a beautiful
village with lovely views and safe environment for our children. The surrounding areas that
have been highlighted would severely effect are current lane and entrance to our home. We
love our walks down the lane during the day and evening with our children and dogs but
with potential new homes that lane would become very dangerous for us to do our walks
safely, as there are no pedestrian paths and new developments would highly increase the
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amount of vehicles using the lane. We have also noticed already a lot of flooding in the area
and more plumbing and sewage installed would put pressure on the already over flowing
concern. The views are beautiful here and especially Denham lane and would be such a
shame to make it a more built up area. One of the highlighted fields WS565 would have to
gain access through the field directly behind our house which I believe the farmer Mr
Cromwell has already tried to get planning permission on this land and it was denied. But
the concern is the field that is highlighted WS565 if granted planning permission could
strike a deal with Mr Cromwell to allow him to build on his land, so they can gain access
through his field to access the field behind which is WS565. If potential properties were built
on the field that gives access behind our house this would block our views and possibly see
into our garden which we would definitely not be happy with. We have spent a lot of money
and a lot of emotional upheaval to move to this beautiful home and would be very
disappointed if a development was built in the surrounding area.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1163

Summary

WS228 & WS012a. This Delivery Statement (the ‘Statement’) has
been prepared by Hopkins Homes and Pigeon Investment Management Ltd (‘Pigeon’) on
behalf of ‘William & Sophie Stanton’ and Nigel & Jane Steer (‘the Landowners’), who are
promoting Land off Barrow Hill, Barrow (the ‘Site’). The land has the potential to deliver
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new homes including affordable homes together with areas of formal
and informal Public Open Space, which will provide a high-quality landscape-led mixed-use
scheme.
Comment

See attached. There is no WS228 on the drop down menu but is shown on the list of SHELAA
sites and on the settlement map. It is assumed this is an error. To confirm this representation
is in relation to WS228 - Land at Barrow Hill, Barrow

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the site submission which will be considered during the next stage of
plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Smith (Eastern Planning Services)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

417

Summary

WS009.As recently submitted to the Barrow Neighbourhood Plan Call for Sites Consultation,
on behalf of the existing landowners, Site WS009 is supported for Allocation for Residential
Development. As detailed within the attached Documents, the Site has the potential to be
developed either in-part or as a whole. As detailed upon the above 'Barrow Settlement
Constraints Map' Site WS009 lies in a wholly sustainable location with no undue
environmental, ecological, landscape or heritage constraints.

Comment

As recently submitted to the Barrow Neighbourhood Plan Call for Sites Consultation, on
behalf of the existing landowners, Site WS009 is supported for Allocation for Residential
Development. As detailed within the attached Documents, the Site has the potential to be
developed either in-part or as a whole. As detailed upon the above 'Barrow Settlement
Constraints Map' Site WS009 lies in a wholly sustainable location with no undue
environmental, ecological, landscape or heritage constraints.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information to support the site submission which will be
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considered during the next stage of plan preparation.
Respondent Name

Mr Dale Marsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

794

Summary

I feel that Option 4 however would provide the fairest solution to the development problem
and the most suitable. Barrow could probably accept up to but no more than a further 40 50 properties but that would be all up to 2040. They would be best positioned to the North of
the village as well to save the centre from yet more traffic. You must remember that a
settlement village also provides facilties for other villages around it. This adds further to the
traffic.

Comment

I live in Barrow and have done so for many years. My first 23 years were spent there and I
have now been a resident for another 11 years following a while away from the village. You
will appreciate that I've seen many changes in my 56 years. I note that the village is a key
settlement under the categories that you use. That I can understand. However, the village
has been subjected to many new houses within few years and it is now suffering badly from
over development. The village is being swallowed. The infrastructure simply is not there for
any more large scale development. The drainage system is utterly innadaquate, the roads
innundated and are crumbling under the additional traffic. Public transport is very poor and
whatever you look at it the car will always be the main mode of transport available to the
occupants of the village. The A14 is reletively near but is separated by nothing more than a
country lane that was never designed to take anything like as much traffic. My own daughter
recently had a serious accident near Colthorpe Lane partly due to high traffic volumes. She
came off her cycle and broke her arm. Barrow could probably accept up to but no more than
a further 40 - 50 properties but that would be all up to 2040. They would be best positioned
to the North of the village as well to save the centre from yet more traffic. You must
remember that a settlement village also provides facilties for other villages around it. This
adds further to the traffic. The village also suffers alot more with surface water and flooding
more than it ever did, another feature of over development. If West Suffolk is forced to
accept more houses then I would look at where the new people would be most likely be
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employed. Cambridge is the obvious one but so are areas further south including London
itself. Surely it would be more prudent to concentrate any further large scale development to
the south or this part of the county towards Haverhill. There are good links to Cambridge
and London from there. I feel that Option 4 however would provide the fairest solution to
the development problem and the most suitable. It isn't only Barrow that is becoming
overwhelmed by development. The whole identity of our village is under severe threat and I
dare say some other settlements feel the same way. Lastly I would encourage a different mix
of homes across the area. What we need are 1, 2 and 3 bedroom properties and not the 4
bed plus detached ones that developers prefer the most as it is those that provide them with
the most profit. Always remember the Developers make two things, poor built homes and
money. Social housing must also return in large numbers. I think that is enough from me
for now. I feel strongly for my home village, I feel strongly for West Suffolk and I really don't
want to see them overrun by more large, awfully designed housing estates.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Graham Higgins

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1261

Summary

I wish to oppose the planning application for Barrow which now has crept to the area where
I live Denham. Denham is not Barrow and Barrow is not Denham.

Comment

I wish to oppose the planning application for Barrow which now has crept to the area where
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I live Denham. Denham is not Barrow and Barrow is not Denham. Since earlier this year, for
a health condition, I have needed to use a mobility scooter and my husband has walked with
me, and on most days, we have walked to Barrow from my home near the Church in
Denham. We were like everyone, locked down and needed the exercise but also to visit
Barrow Hill Surgery and pharmacy. In the initial phase in March through to early June the
traffic was limited, and I felt relatively safe but since then the traffic has continued to
increase on Barrow Road and Denham Lane, as for crossing the road to the surgery I have
had to take my life in my hands. There has been over the last few years a massive increase in
traffic from the housing developments you have already permitted. The roads cannot cope.
As we go back towards Denham the sign clearly indicates “No footpath for half a mile” but
we struggle on with the horrendous potholes made by sugar beet and other vehicles which
have turned the road into a quagmire with a terrible damaged road surface. In the Vision
2031, which I accepted if not wholeheartedly supported it was promised development
foreseen in the report would only be permitted if the car park at our Barrow Hill surgery was
increased – this has not happened and cannot now happen because the already permitted
development has abutted the back of the surgery – cars are parking on the road making the
situation worse and some vehicles are forced to park on the pavement, there is no pavement
on the surgery side of the road so I am forced into the roadway. The pharmacy attached to
the surgery, was having difficulties coping serving not just Barrow, but all the local
communities in the area certainly as far as Risby. However, COVID 19 has so exacerbated
the problem, even though the pharmacy has done its best, with only one person allowed in
the facility for social distancing reasons, queues are always present with usually 5 or more
people waiting at many times of the day. Vision 2031 also indicated the authority would put
pressure on the developers to contribute a dentist’s surgery, but this has never materialised
and seems to have just been a tempter to get Vision 2031 accepted. It has become obvious
that Barrow just cannot cope with whatever is already built let alone the extra proposed. I
therefore oppose this application.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' It is important to seek the
views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable
for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town
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will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet
the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Graham Higgins

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1290

Summary

I have completed it to the best of my ability but without the accurate definitive map of
Denham or it’s boundary clearly marked it is not possible to properly link it to the West
Suffolk Vision 2031, which clearly outlines Denham and puts it outside any Barrow
development to prevent coalescence of the open countryside and overwhelm Denham.

Comment

I write as a resident of Denham, West Suffolk to strongly object to the plans you purport to
put forward for Barrow. I find the objection difficult to make because you have legally failed
to identify in the map you put forward as Barrow any delineation of the parish boundary of
Denham. Reference is made on your map to “settlement boundaries” and then you have
quite plainly missed the settlement boundary of Denham. Without a definitive map the whole
proposal could be subject to legal challenge. Denham is a separate parish and your earlier
planning documents from Vision 2031 and any definitive mapping clearly shows this
boundary to have existed prior to the 11th century and predates the Domesday book. In the
St Edmundsbury Local Plan Vision 2031 Policies Map Book September 2014 Barrow inset
plan Barrow is clearly delineated and Denham for the reasons described in the vision is not
included. I refer specifically to the text Rural Vision 2031 plan itself under the heading
Barrow at page 57 paragraph 20.4 “However the close proximity of the small settlements of
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Burthorpe and Denham should be protected from coalescence with Barrow”. Without an
accurate map of the parish boundary of Denham you cannot start to meet this requirement.
One of the sites WS 012A, actually straddles, the boundary of both parishes. Site, WS 008
(whilst in Barrow), abuts the boundary of proposed site WS 566 site which should fail on two
grounds as it is in Denham and these sites adjoin so there is an immediate coalescence with
the Barrow. Site WS 564 should fail equally on two grounds it is in Denham and coalesces
with Barrow. The 2031 Vision clearly says under Local constraints and opportunities - at e
“Buffers between Barrow and surrounding settlements create fundamental constraints to the
East and South West” at f “consideration needs to be given to the views from the West of the
settlement around Denham Castle”. I would add to this constraint an issue not previously
addressed in the Vision or current proposals which is the view from Barrow Road Denham to
the South West to Ely Cathedral (a site of National importance) some 18.5 miles away across
the fens a unique view in the landscape resulting in properties in Denham to reference this
view in old house names, I attach as proof an image I took September 2020. see attached for
image If Vision 2031 as approved by the council means anything the following sites should
be struck out of the document WS 012A a single site crossing the parish boundary of
Denham. WS 008 for abutting WS 566 in Denham WS564 (1) for coalescing with Barrow and
(2) being in Denham WS 566 in Denham WS 566 in Denham WS 306 in Denham WS 307 in
Denham The current plans (SHEELA) seek to merge the two settlements. It was never the
policy with the expansion of Barrow as part of the Rural Vision plan 2031 on which we were
consulted. In that plan that unlike Barrow, “Denham is not a Key Service Centre but is
classified as countryside.” I await your confirmation that * A definitive map is provided
showing the separate parishes of Barrow and Denham. * That the sites are do not meet the
Vison plan in keeping Denham countryside and are removed not just left to linger or fester
as “Deferred – Housing”
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' It is important to seek the
views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable
for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town
will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet
the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
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including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Jonathan Lieberman (Hopkins Homes)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1128

Summary

WS012a This submission demonstrate that the site is available, suitable and viable for a
scheme of circa 70 dwellings. These dwellings could be delivered early in the Local Plan
period and would assist in helping to address local housing needs, whilst providing suitable
levels of open space and landscaping.

Comment

SEE ATTACHED. I am writing on behalf of Hopkins Homes to provide supporting information
in respect of land to the west of Barrow Hill Road, Barrow, which is included in the West
Suffolk Issues and Options Local Plan (Part Three) as a potential housing site (forming part
of SHELAA Site Ref: WS012a). These representations should be read alongside Hopkins
Homes’ separate submission relating to Parts One and Two of the Issues and Options Local
Plan. Background It forms part of SHELAA Site Ref WS012a which has been assessed by the
Council as suitable for housing. The site lies immediately to the south of Hopkins Homes’
current development, forming a broadly rectangular parcel of land extending to
approximately 3.5Ha in area, to the west of the C659 Barrow Hill. The site has recently been
submitted to the Barrow Cum Denham Neighbourhood Plan ‘Call for Sites’ consultation, with
evidence provided to demonstrate how the site is suitable to accommodate circa 70
dwellings. The Council may be aware that Pigeon Investment Management Ltd (Pigeon) is
promoting a larger site comprising land to the west and east of Barrow Hill (including
SHELAA Site Ref: WS012a. and WS228). The Hopkins Homes land is included within this
larger site and could be brought forward as part of a comprehensive development or as a
separate parcel. This submission is focussed on the 3.5HA site and the representation is
supported by the following documents: • Site Location Plan • Site Plan • Concept Layout •
SHELAA Extract for Site Ref: WS012a Availability/Achievability The landowner (Mr W.
Stanton and Mrs S. Stanton) has entered into a partnership with Hopkins Homes such that
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there are no legal or ownership constraints to delivery. Hopkins Homes has a proven track
record in delivering high quality residential developments including recent schemes in
Barrow. The company is therefore well placed to bring forward a high-quality residential
development on this site within five years. Suitability As has been recognised by the Issues
and Options Local Plan and its evidence base, Barrow is a highly sustainable settlement for
new growth. Its classification as a ‘Key Service Centre’ is therefore fully supported by
Hopkins Homes. The site is sustainably located within easy walking and cycling distance of
all the services and facilities within the village, which could be safely accessed by
pedestrians via an extension of the existing footpath to the north of the site. The SHELAA of
February 2020 confirms that there are no significant constraints to the development of the
site, whilst it is notable that the site scores well within the Sustainability Appraisal of
October 2020 supporting the Plan. To demonstrate the way in which this site could be
developed, this submission is supported by a Concept Masterplan which identifies land for
residential development, to include significant areas of open space and landscape buffers.
The proposals as detailed identifies how the site could deliver approximately 70 residential
dwellings, incorporating the requisite provision of affordable housing, together with 0.7Ha of
associated new public open space on this 3.5Ha parcel, served via a new vehicular access
from Barrow Hill, with a new footway extending northwards to adjoin the extent of that
currently existing. The scheme could provide significant benefits including the provision of
affordable housing, a mixture of housetypes, areas of new open space/play areas and highquality design that respects the character and appearance of the surrounding area. Access is
achievable via Barrow Hill Road, whilst pedestrian connectivity is available via an extension
of the existing footpath north of the site. The proposal presents the opportunity to
incorporate sustainable construction measures and biodiversity enhancements through new
planting and the use of sustainable urban drainage systems. A number of technical studies
have been carried out to assess the baseline conditions and these are summarised below.
Preliminary Ecological Assessment A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal was undertaken by
Hopkins Ecology in July 2019. On-site habitat consists of arable and improved grassland, loss
to these can be mitigated and enhanced through new on-site greenspaces and areas of
landscaping. The proposal will seek to achieve net biodiversity gain by incorporating
biodiversity improvements to include inter alia the provision of landscaping areas with new
native planting and the use of sustainable urban drainage systems. Any off-site recreational
disturbance, in relation to the Breckland Special Protection Area that is 3.3km to the north
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(north of the A14), will be mitigated through on-site greenspace and nearby off-site footpaths
which would offer alternative areas for recreation. Site Access The site access could be
taken directly from Barrow Hill. 5.5m wide Minor/Major Access Roads with 2 x 2m footways
will be constructed to serve the proposed scheme. Pedestrian footways could be extended to
the existing provision north of the site. Barrow Hill forms part of National Cycle Route 51
which extends from Colchester/Harwich to Oxford (via Bury St Edmunds and Cambridge).
Archaeological Geophysical Survey A Geophysical Survey Report was produced by SUMO
Survey in September 2019. The survey did not identify any definitive archaeological
anomalies. Further archaeological investigation in the form of trial trenching could be
undertaken prior to any commencement on the site, if required. Tree Survey A Tree Survey
was undertaken and Arboricultural Constraints Report produced by Corsican Associates in
June 2019. The existing trees are to the perimeter of the development. Localised removal of
sections of the hedgerow to the eastern boundary with Barrow Hill would be required to
enable an access road to be constructed but any loss of vegetation could be mitigated
through replacement planting throughout the site. Utility Enquiries Investigations have been
undertaken and discussions had with utility providers to confirm the presence of existing
utilities within and in close proximity of the site and to produce a strategy to supply the site
with the requisite supplies. Utility record plans have been reviewed to confirm the presence
of existing apparatus. Electricity, Potable Water and Telecom infrastructure extend to the
existing residential development directly to the north of the site, these could be extended to
serve the proposed scheme. It is envisaged that off-site potable water reinforcements may be
required but a scheme for undertaking these works has been identified by Anglian Water.
They would be funded through Anglian Water Standard Charging Regime. There is not
currently gas within Barrow, any proposed scheme on this site could therefore be heated and
hot water provided through electricity. This is in line with the emerging ‘Future Homes
Standards’ which encourage the use of electricity over gas. Electrical sub-stations could be
provided on-site to enable sufficient capacity to serve the scheme. Sustainable Design and
Construction It is proposed that the scheme could address the sustainable design and
construction considerations through the adoption of several measures which could include: Reduced reliance on fossil fuels through the incorporation of energy efficient building fabric
and very efficient heating systems; - Incorporation of renewable technology appropriate for
the site (PV panels); - Good thermal performance of building envelope; - Sustainable
construction practices, local sourcing of materials and the use of materials with low life
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cycle impacts; - Reduce construction waste and provide facilities to enhance recycling rates;
- Water efficient measures to reduce the internal potable water consumption; and Management of surface water run-off through sustainable drainage measures. Surface and
Foul Water Drainage The underlying soils are unsuitable for infiltration and as such surface
water run-off from the proposed scheme could discharge into the existing watercourse
located to the south of the site. This watercourse is entirely within the developer’s control.
Run-off would be restricted to pre-development rates with an allowance made for climate
change. Due to the site topography (falling to the south-eastern corner) it is expected that a
foul water pumping station may be required to discharge flows from the site. This would
discharge into the existing Anglian Water network in Barrow Hill (north of the site). It is
anticipated that the Pumping Station would be adopted by Anglian Water and in excess of 24
hours emergency storage would be provided. Landscape The site is not covered by any
statutory landscape designations. The wider local area can be generally described as a flat
landscape with a rectilinear field pattern and a network of hedgerows and woodlands, the
closest woodland being Wilsummer Wood County Wildlife Site, which lies along the eastern
boundary of the site. The character of the site is typical of arable fields with clearly defined
tree and hedge planting to the principal boundaries. The site is contained along most of the
southern boundary by hedgerows and trees. A sensitively designed landscaping scheme,
including new tree and hedgerow planting along all principal boundaries would help
integrate the development into the wider local landscape. The proposed landscape buffers
are shown on the enclosed Concept Masterplan. Heritage The site is not located within or
close to a Conservation Area and nor are there any listed buildings on, or adjoining the site.
Summary This submission demonstrate that the site is available, suitable and viable for a
scheme of circa 70 dwellings. These dwellings could be delivered early in the Local Plan
period and would assist in helping to address local housing needs, whilst providing suitable
levels of open space and landscaping. The site is considered to be a suitable for residential
development and located in an accessible location, being adjacent to recent development to
the north. A number of significant benefits could be provided as part of the development to
include the provision of affordable housing, a mixture of housetypes to help address local
housing needs, areas of new public open space and high quality design that respects the
character and appearance of the surrounding area. Access is achievable via Barrow Hill
Road, whilst pedestrian connectivity is available via an extension of the existing footpath
north of the site. The proposal presents the opportunity to incorporate sustainable
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construction measures and create biodiversity enhancements through new planting and the
use of sustainable urban drainage systems. We would welcome the opportunity to meet to
further discuss the site and its potential for development and should you have any queries
then please do not hesitate to contact me.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the supporting information to the site submission which will be
considered during the next stages of plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Lee Melin (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

863

Summary

School expansion. The Primary School will need to be expanded in order to provide
additional accommodation to support the desire of the school to move from a 4 – 9 to 4 – 11
age range primary school, regardless of any potential additional capacity required in
response to new housing in the village. Some of this work has been undertaken, but further
expansion is required. Capacity to achieve this within the school's current landholding is
limited and additional land will be required.

Comment

The Primary School will need to be expanded in order to provide additional accommodation
to support the desire of the school to move from a 4 – 9 to 4 – 11 age range primary school,
regardless of any potential additional capacity required in response to new housing in the
village. Some of this work has been undertaken, but further expansion is required. Capacity
to achieve this within the school's current landholding is limited and additional land will be
required.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mr Mark Holme (Yellow Tomato Homes Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Rob Hopwood (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

296

Summary

YTH Ltd agrees that Barrow is correctly identified as having the right level of services and
facilities to be classified with the Key Service Centre category being one of the largest
settlements outside of the main towns, and these would also meet the services needs of
nearby smaller settlements. It is noted that Barrow Parish Council has confirmed the
settlements profile of Barrow (as of September 2019).

Comment

Yellow Tomato Homes Ltd welcomes this draft evidence base relating a ‘new proposed
settlement hierarchy’. This seeks to assess and arrive at an equitable basis to consider to
right locations in West Suffolk to support growth of development. The evidence has correctly
included assessment of economic, social, and environmental factors as per the NPPF. YTH
Ltd notes that potential site allocations for development will be explored via the local plan
process. YTH Ltd agrees that Barrow is correctly identified as having the right level of
services and facilities to be classified with the Key Service Centre category being one of the
largest settlements outside of the main towns, and these would also meet the services needs
of nearby smaller settlements. It is noted that Barrow Parish Council has confirmed the
settlements profile of Barrow (as of September 2019). YTH Ltd has used the site parameters
set out in paragraphs 1.7 – 1.9 to consider the appropriateness of a potential new
residential development on land to the West of Barrow. Site proposal details have been
submitted under Questionnaire 4 -Call for Sites.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Mark Howard

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1146

Summary

WS012a. A consultation was carried out with the local community and the site was shown to
be extremely unpopular with 97% negative feedback. Selection of this site in the new Local
Plan is likely to be extremely unpopular with the community and this site should be
considered unsuitable.

Comment

This site is south of the village and so would be the most unsustainable since traffic to/from
the A14 would pass through the full length of the settlement, past the school to/from the
A14. Any access points would be from a country lane. The site erodes the green space
between Denham and Barrow and would impact the protected views of its attractive south
facing slope from the west and south. Development at this site would imbalance the village
since most of its recent heavy development has been this area. It is close to County Wildlife
Site, Wilsummer Wood, and Denham Thicks thus impacting flora and fauna. The site is away
from the centre of the settlement and many of Barrow’s services are located north of
Barrow’s village boundary. Previously, this site was the location of a joint proposal between
Barrow PC and the landowner. A consultation was carried out with the local community and
the site was shown to be extremely unpopular with 97% negative feedback. Selection of this
site in the new Local Plan is likely to be extremely unpopular with the community and this
site should be considered unsuitable. Transport. The only public transport in Barrow is an
infrequent bus service and the nearest train station is at Kennet. Barrow is a short distance
south of the A14 with traffic to/from the A14 junction travelling along Colethorpe Lane in to
the main village. Much of the traffic in the village is car journeys to Bury, Newmarket or
Cambridge. This traffic passes Barrow school, causing safety problems at school drop-off or
pick-up times when parking heightens the problems. Most of the recent development has
been to the south of the village, which increases traffic through the village as well as total
miles travelled. Any further development to the east, west or south of the village would
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exacerbate the traffic conditions and reduce sustainability. Infrastructure & services. St
Edmundsbury Borough Council’s document ‘Infrastructure & Environmental Capacity
Appraisal Final Report’ states:- “The key infrastructure constraints for Barrow are the
provision of GPs which is nearing a tipping point and the comment of improving public
transport accessibility to ensure sustainable travel patterns where possible. As identified in
the SFRA and Water Cycle Study, Barrow wastewater treatment works has very little
headroom to accommodate growth, which is a critical constraint that will need to be
overcome. Without upgrades to the wastewater treatment works only around 140 new
homes could be accommodated in Barrow. Approximately 175 new homes would also lead to
additional primary school places being required, suggesting Barrow could only take
comparatively small levels of growth without significant infrastructure investment.” The
Report is silent on the problem of drainage but it is nevertheless an important issue. Barrow
has heavy clay soil and drainage problems have become more acute given the level of new
development at the south of the settlement. Poor drainage causes flooding of pavements,
especially at the centre and south of the village. This results in pedestrians walking on the
road because pavements are flooded. The road safety implications are obvious. Since the
Report was published, 197 houses and roughly 2Ha of business land have been built, are
being built or planning permission granted. There has been no expansion to GP services,
public transport has been reduced and there has been no expansion of wastewater
treatment. That means any further development in Barrow should not take place without
expansion of infrastructure, especially sewerage and drainage. WS229 Opportunity. If any
further development in Barrow were necessary, then selection of WS229 would bring the
opportunity to: * expand the school * solve traffic problems near the school during drop-off
and pick-up times * locate housing close to the village’s services * locate housing close to the
A14 * avoid traffic passing the school and through the main settlement * locate new housing
with minimal impact on protected views * minimise environmental impact due to its distance
from natural areas. Policy RV4 of Rural Vison 2031 already allocates WS229 for Barrow
Business Park (Class B1 - for office, lab or light industrial use) and school expansion. This
part of West Suffolk is already well-served with business land, and Barrow already has more
than twice the land allocated for business use in Rural Vision 2031. Post-Covid, Barrow and
the surrounding area is unlikely to need more B1 business land. Presumably, WS229 has not
been selected as a residential site in the current SHELAA as it does not adjoin the settlement
boundary. However, it is close to the settlement boundary and adjoins the school with some
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houses along two of its three sides. Practically, it does adjoin the actual settlement. The site
is close to local services – school, post office, church, community café, one of the village’s
two pubs and the main employment area. Expansion of the school is needed and if this site
could make some favourable provision for school parking, this would also bring an
opportunity to eradicate traffic problems near the school at school drop-off and pick-up
times. The location is such that it is away from the protected views to the south and west of
the village from Denham Castle. Rural Vision 2031 already includes the possibility for
Barrow Business Park to become residential housing. Notably, any housing on this site would
be able to access the A14 from a (new) junction on Colethorpe Lane, without going past the
school or through the village. Inclusion of this site would match the preferences expressed
by residents in Barrow PC’s recent public consultation. If further development in Barrow is
necessary then WS229 seems like the most suitable site.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Mark Howard

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1182

Summary

WS012a. A consultation was carried out with the local community and the site was shown to
be extremely unpopular with 97% negative feedback. Selection of this site in the new Local
Plan is likely to be extremely unpopular with the community and this site should be
considered unsuitable.
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Comment

This site is south of the village and so would be the most unsustainable since traffic to/from
the A14 would pass through the full length of the settlement, past the school to/from the
A14. Any access points would be from a country lane. The site erodes the green space
between Denham and Barrow and would impact the protected views of its attractive south
facing slope from the west and south. Development at this site would imbalance the village
since most of its recent heavy development has been this area. It is close to County Wildlife
Site, Wilsummer Wood, and Denham Thicks thus impacting flora and fauna. The site is away
from the centre of the settlement and many of Barrow’s services are located north of
Barrow’s village boundary. Previously, this site was the location of a joint proposal between
Barrow PC and the landowner. A consultation was carried out with the local community and
the site was shown to be extremely unpopular with 97% negative feedback. Selection of this
site in the new Local Plan is likely to be extremely unpopular with the community and this
site should be considered unsuitable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Martin Elsey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

958

Summary

WS011: By allowing this large housing development would disregard the council's Strategic
Objectives set out in Part 1.4.

Comment

By allowing this large housing development would disreregard the council's Stategic
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Objectives set out in Part 1.4; e.g. Support Agriculture - this site is currently productive
agriculture land; Sustain and Support Rural Areas - this site, along with others, would
destroy the rural aspect of Barrow and change it from a village into a town; Conserve and
Enhance Natural Landscape - this number of houses would be very detrimental to this aim;
Reduce need for Travel and Access to Jobs - all people living in these houses would use cars
to either travel on the already inadequate Bury Road to Bury St Edmunds or travel through
the village to get to the A14 and Cambridge; Also part of the proposed development is for
large, high density two (or some three?) story houses backing onto low bugalows giving no
consideration to support the existing community. A regular and reliable bus service to Bury
St Edmunds. An upgrade to existing access roads - they are not suitable for the current
population and would be even more inadequate for an expanded number of cars.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Michael Dunn

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

442

Summary

I refer to sites WS306, WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. The fact that the hamlet of
Denham is of a quite different character and style to Barrow was noted in the Plan and the
preservation of Denham in its present nature was confirmed. It seems these carefully
considered conclusions are now treated with contempt.

Comment

In the 2014 Development Plan, Barrow was identified as a Key Centre as it had some of the
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essential infrastructure to support residential development. Denham was specifically
excluded as it had and still has none of the essential infrastructure. The fact that the hamlet
of Denham is of a quite different character and style to Barrow was noted in the Plan and the
preservation of Denham in its present nature was confirmed. It seems these carefully
considered conclusions are now treated with contempt. Denham has no school, no doctor’s
surgery, no public house, no post office, no shop, no food outlet, no village hall, no street
lighting and no pavements. Indeed it has nothing to support an enlarged community. The
development of some of these sites will have a significant detrimental impact on the
Scheduled Monument Number 1019803 – Moated Site at Denham Hall. Traffic serving the
above mentioned sites would have to be routed via Denham Lane which is entirely
inadequate for the present traffic levels and in its present state will be unable to support the
traffic from the already approved developments in Barrow, never mind any from the
proposed deferred sites. In order to reach the A14, the nearest trunk road and commuter
route, all traffic will need to pass through the bottleneck in central Barrow. Denham Lane/
Barrow Road supports wild-flower conservation sites on both road-side verges. Bank erosion
through traffic passing in opposite directions is already an issue. These sites will be
destroyed if further traffic is routed via this narrow rural lane. Barrow has almost no local
employment. So, it follows that the occupiers of all new houses constructed there will have
to commute to work. If further development of Barrow beyond the already approved sites is
unavoidable, it should be concentrated to the north-west so as to provide easier, direct,
access to the A14 trunk road rather than escalate an existing traffic problem in central
Barrow. To support global and national environmental policies, the defunct station on the
active rail line at Higham could be reopened as Barrow Halt. This would eliminate many
commuter road journeys otherwise arising from the Barrow development and surrounding
residential areas. The risk of rural ‘creep’ was identified by the Planning authorities in the
previous Development Plan as needing to be avoided, yet here it is showing as deferred
development. I object most strongly to any development impacting further on Denham and
wish you to take my views into account.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' None of the sites referred to
in the response are proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan, but are deferred
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sites in the SHELAA. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that
have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Mr Peter FitzGerald
Name
Agent
Name
Document
Section
Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment
ID

1288

Summary

Barrow should not be allowed to coalesce with Denham.

Comment

Looking at the Barrow settlement plan
(https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.westsuffolk.gov.uk%2Fplanning%2FPlanning_Polici
one would hardly know that the area straddles two very different parishes, Barrow which is classified as a Key Service Centre an
Included_Housing despite the fact that it encroaches into Denham, which leads many of us to worry that the policy of non-coales

Link to
comment
(for Users)

View Comment

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and Burthorpe should be protected from c
Council
Comments consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as inf
(plain text)
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Respondent Name

Mrs Joanne Howard

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1243

Summary

If any further development in Barrow is necessary then WS229 (together with WS225 if
necessary) would seem like an opportune site.

Comment

See attached. If any further development in Barrow is necessary then WS229 (together with
WS225 if necessary) would seem like an opportune site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sharon Witton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

912

Summary

The primary school is a 1FE school that is at maximum capacity for current residents. The
school site is restricted. Any further development within the village will mean children
travelling to school as they can’t get a place in the village school where they live.

Comment

The primary school is a 1FE school that is at maximum capacity for current residents. The
school site is restricted. Any further development within the village will mean children
travelling to school as they can’t get a place in the village school where they live.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Ursula FitzGerald

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1264

Summary

The Parish boundary dividing Barrow and Denham runs right through the middle of
WSO12a, a site specified as 'Included Housing'. This could set a precedent for Barrow being
allowed to merge with Denham. Rural Vision

Comment

The Parish boundary dividing Barrow and Denham runs right through the middle of
WSO12a, a site specified as 'Included Housing'. This could set a precedent for Barrow being
allowed to merge with Denham. Rural Vision 2031 clearly stated that Barrow should not be
allowed to coalesce with Denham. Much needed council funds were spent on formulating the
extensive document RV2031 so why are the planning department already disregarding it?
Barrow and Denham have very different characteristics and allowing any kind of merger
would eradicate the peace and tranquility of Denham which is enjoyed by both Denham and
Barrow residents. The freedom of walking the footpaths through the Denham countryside is
important for both the physical and mental well being of residents and visitors alike. The
'Included Housing' proposal would more than double the size of Barrow and with little local
employment the village could effectively become a dormitory village. Industrial/Business
units could be constructed at the northern ended of the village with easy access to the A14.
It would be beneficial if the council could construct cycleways in their planning so that local
travel need not be by car.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' It is important to seek the
views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable
for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town
will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet
the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr William Phizacklea

Agent Name

Mr William Nichols (WN Planning & Research)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1283

Summary

We welcome the acknowledgment of Barrow as a ‘large village’ with a population of almost
2,000, making it one of the largest in West Suffolk. Site WS010 proposed for 120 units.

Comment

See attached. It is proposed that the site could accommodate a mixed-use commercial and
residential scheme (incorporating both market and affordable housing), of approximately
120 residential units, with associated public open space and possible community facilities.
The proposed development would provide a natural extension to the Hopkins Homes scheme
nearing completion immediately west of the site and would sit well in the context of the
village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The site submission will be considered during the next stage of plan preparation. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Nicola Cousins

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1356

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
Denham is a completely separate Parish from Barrow, is a small rural hamlet and is
designated as Countryside. Therefore it should be protected from large scale development
and that the Parishes of Denham and Barrow should not be allowed to become coalesced.

Comment

LATE RESPONSE Re: West Suffolk Council – Strategic Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment SHELAA 2020 Stakeholder consultation Further to the above, I can
see there are a number of sites which have been put forward for consideration which would
join Denham to Barrow. The Vision 2031 specifically stated (Under paragraph 20.4) that the
settlement of Denham should be protected from coalescence with Barrow. It then states that
the proposals for growth needs to be sensitive to the proximity of Denham. Denham is a
completely separate Parish from Barrow, is a small rural hamlet and is designated as
Countryside. Therefore it should be protected from large scale development and that the
Parishes of Denham and Barrow should not be allowed to become coalesced. With the above
in mind, I cannot understand why sites WS012a, WS307, WS306, WS008, WS565, WS564
and WS566 are included as potential development sites and would ask for them to be
removed from the list of SHELAA Sites. Please can these sites be rejected to protect the
future of Denham to allow it to keep its identity.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' Some of the sites referred to
in the response are not proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan, but are
deferred sites in the SHELAA. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites
that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not
mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of
the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
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requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1011

Summary

In summary, development in Barrow should be modest, avoid damage to the essential
character of the village and make best use of the potentially good transport connections to
the North.

Comment

Comments specific to each piece of land under review are:- WS008 This would reduce the
necessary gap between Barrow and Denham, though it appears to be within the Barrow
settlement boundary. Avoid if possible WS009 The site has the closest access to Bury St
Edmunds. WS010 This is a large site outside the Barrow settlement area on the South side,
with poor connection with the main transport routes. It should not be developed. WS011
Another large site outside the Barrow settlement area on the South side, which also
significantly reduces the gap required between Burthorpe and Barrow. It should not be
developed. WS012a Another large site in countryside outside the Barrow settlement area
and has the worst connection of the sites with main transport routes and it represents creep
towards the gap between Barrow and Denham. A scheme on this site was rejected last year.
It should not be developed. WS 013 This is on the North side of the village nearest to the
School and main transport routes, but at present only via the village centre. WS014 Building
is in progress.here. WS228 A small site – comments similar to WS012a. It should not be
developed. If traffic increases much more, it will be essential to improve the pavements in
Barrow Hill (not yet done) and narrows in Bury Road. Parking near the school at peak times
is still a problem. Improved bus service. Consideration of use of the railway to reduce car
travel to work

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Rachel Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1361

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
I find it impossible to understand why the latest consultations on the proposed plans have
completely ignored the many representations already put forward by the residents of the
unique and historic hamlet of Denham with regard to the inclusion of sites WS306, WS307,
WS564, WS565 and WS566.

Comment
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LATE RESPONSE Having received the recent update of information for the proposed
development sites for Barrow, I find it impossible to understand why the latest consultations
on the proposed plans have completely ignored the many representations already put
forward by the residents of the unique and historic hamlet of Denham with regard to the
inclusion of sites WS306, WS307, WS564, WS565 and WS566. We, the residents of Denham,
have already expressed our collective concern that the inclusion of these areas in the ‘Plan
for Barrow’ development would result in the irreversible destruction of Denham as a unique
and separate entity to Barrow. It being absorbed into yet another sprawling estate of new
housing development is completely at odds with the much valued character of this historic
hamlet and its surroundings. It was promised at the start of these proposals that Denham
and its surrounding area would be protected from development and from being an overspill
of Barrow. This promise appears to have been completely ignored in the pursuit of yet more
‘profitable’ development. We do understand that additional housing and facilitates will be

needed for the increasing population of Barrow but there is already other land more suitable
for development which would not encroach on and destroy the surroundings of a place so
valued for its unique position, ancient history and careful preservation such as Denham.
There is other land, nearer to and with better access to the A14 which would be much more
appropriate for many residents. We in Denham have already attempted to draw your
attention to the fact the lane which serves Denham, from Barrow to Dalham, is already
inadequate for the present volume of traffic using the lane, which is not much more than
single track in many places. There is already a significant danger to the many walkers,
horse riders and cyclists who regularly use the lane, which incidentally is a popular, officially
designated cycle route and in regular use as such. The banks and verges are rapidly being
eroded and destroyed by the increase in the number of vehicles of all types and there is
continuing damage and erosion to the officially ‘protected’ sections of these verges. The
increased volume of traffic which would result from the proposed development of these five
sites is a dreadful prospect. It will be very sad for all the many people who live in and around
Denham to see the hamlet we all love being disregarded and detrimentally changed forever.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' None of the sites referred to
in the response are proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Richard Brown (Blandford Bloodstock Ltd)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1130
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Summary

All Barrow sites. Any further development in Barrow should be considered in light of the
rapid rate of development that has already taken place.

Comment

a) Infrastructure and Environmental Capacity The report by St Edmundsbury Borough
Council regarding The Infrastructure and Environmental Capacity Appraisal Final Report (in
preparation for Rural Vision 2031) comments as follows : “The key infrastructure constraints
for Barrow are the provision of GPs which is nearing a tipping point and the comment of
improving public transport accessibility to ensure sustainable travel patterns where
possible. As identified in the SFRA and Water Cycle Study, Barrow wastewater treatment
works has very little headroom to accommodate growth, which is a critical constraint that
will need to be overcome. Without upgrades to the wastewater treatment works only around
140 new homes could be accommodated in Barrow. Approximately 175 new homes would
also lead to additional primary school places being required, suggesting Barrow could only
take comparatively small levels of growth without significant infrastructure investment.”
Since the publication of this report, around 2 hectares of business land and 197 houses have
been built, are in the process of being built, or have planning permission granted. GP
provision and services have remained the same and the limited public transport service has
been further reduced. Likewise, there has been NO expansion or upgrade to wastewater
treatment. Therefore any further development in Barrow should not take place unless the
infrastructure of village facilities is expanded to meet the inevitable increase in demand most notably for waste water treatment. b) Disproportionate level of development In 2014, a
total of 1 hectare of business land and 179 houses were allocated in the current Local Plan
(Rural Vision 2031) – these were on 3 sites, namely The Green, land east of Barrow Hill and
land west of Barrow Hill. In the UK Planning Inspectorate’s document Review of Rural
Vision 2031, it states: “……I find no reason to allocate either Church Farm or Bury Road site
instead of the land at Barrow Hill. There is no need to allocate them in addition: indeed to do
so would compromise the proportionate growth of the settlement which the Rural Vison
intends.” In other words, the UK Planning Inspectorate considered the development of 179
houses and the use of 1 hectare of business land to be disproportionate. The total number of
houses that have already been built, are currently being built, or have accepted planning is
already 197 houses and 2 hectares of business land. The vast majority of these houses have
already been built. Therefore any further development in Barrow should take into serious
consideration the disproportionate development that has already taken place. c)
Disproportionate rate of development As discussed above, not only has the level of
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development already been exceeded, but also the rate of the development and the speed at
which new houses have been built. The current Local Plan is based on a timeframe of 2031.
The (disproportionate) levels of development in Barrow will be exceeded 10 years earlier
than this. Whilst the report was written 6 years ago and some planning data may have
altered, surely the Rural Vision for 2031 cannot have altered so dramatically to warrant any
more houses being built. Therefore any further development in Barrow should be
considered in light of the rapid rate of development that has already taken place. d) The
effect of disproportionate on the community There is significant unrest and tension amongst
Barrow’s community as a direct result of the rapid and disproportionate development in the
village. Many gardens display signs saying ‘No New Town’ and ‘Enough is Enough’.
Residents have also formed an action group called Barrow Ducks, to oppose any further
development and this has increased tension with Barrow Parish Council. Therefore any
further development in Barrow should be considered in the light of the likely inflammatory
effect on an already sensitive community. e) Transport Barrow’s only form of public transport
is a limited bus service. The nearest train station is to the north west at Kennet. Barrow lies
to the south of the A14 and traffic going to and from this route must pass Barrow School,
causing issues with safety especially at drop off and pick up times when problems with
parking cause added congestion. The primary road traffic in the village is locals driving to
nearby Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds and Cambridge. Most of the recent development has
been to the south of the village, which has greatly increased traffic through the village.
Therefore any further development to the east, west or south of Barrow would only
exacerbate the traffic congestion and reduce sustainability. f) Barrow Nursery and School
Barrow is officially a Key Service Centre but is the smallest of all Key Service Centres within
West Suffolk Council. The Preschool nursery in Barrow recently closed and the Primary
School is at capacity. Due to the school’s location, the surrounding roads become dangerous
and very congested at drop off and pick up times. Therefore in conjunction with comment on
infrastructure and school capacity, the designation of Barrow as a Key Service Centre should
also be reviewed. g) Wildlife/Protected Species The presence of Great Crested Newts was
mentioned in a recent Parish Council report. These are a protected species in the UK under
the Wildlife and Countryside Act of 1981, a Priority Species under the UK Post-2010
Biodiversity Framework and listed as a European Protected Species under Annex IV of the
European Habitats Directive. There is a possibility of some parts of Barrow being classified
as a Special Area of Conservation or Site of Special Scientific Interest. Much of Barrow also
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lies within the buffer zone for the Stone Curlew Special Protection Area. Therefore any
emerging Local Plan should consider the potential impact of development on the habitat of a
protected species. h) Settlement boundary and location of services/employment areas The
current SHELAA has chosen sites that are within or adjacent to Barrow’s settlement
boundary. However the current settlement boundary is not a true reflection of what actually
exists, with a significant number of houses and many of the key services such as the school,
church, post office, community café and main employment area outside and to the north of
the settlement boundary. The situation will be aggravated further with the recently granted
planning applications for more housing and offices outside and to the north west of the
settlement boundary and the allocation of Barrow Business Park under Policy RV4 of Rural
Vision 2031. Therefore the location of further development in Barrow must be considered in
light of the location of services and employment areas which are predominately north of and
outside the settlement boundary. i) Balancing new development and ribbon development The
majority of new development in Barrow has been to the south of the settlement along
Barrow Hill. Prior to the construction of the sites east and west of Barrow Hill, St
Edmundsbury Borough Council’s document Rural Vision 2031 Opportunities & Constraints
noted the potential for problematic ribbon development to the south of the settlement “….
major growth has the potential to create a ribbon of development away from the existing
centre. Development should therefore be sited as close as possible to the existing facilities
within the settlement”. Therefore any further development in Barrow should take into
consideration distance from the centre of the village and further development to the south
along Barrow Hill would cause an unsustainable ribbon effect which is distant from the
village centre. j) Neighbourhood Plan Barrow Parish Council is currently forming a
Neighbourhood Plan and this is likely to be complete before West Suffolk Council’s emerging
Local Plan. Therefore any new Local Plan should recognise any such Neighbourhood Plan for
Barrow. k) Public Consultation Barrow Parish Council’s Neighbourhood Plan recently held a
public consultation. One part of the consultation was to ask residents where they would
prefer to see any development. For purposes of the consultation the parish was divided in to
4 sectors – North East, South East, South West and North West – centred at the village war
memorial. I understand that 55% of respondents felt that if development had to occur in
Barrow it should be located to the north west of the main settlement. The most frequent
reason for their selection was that traffic to/from the A14 would not need to pass by the
school and through the village. This consultation will be available to West Suffolk Council
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and any new Local Plan should take into account the results of the public consultation in its
future assessments of potential sites to develop. l) Unsuitability of WS008 This site erodes
the green space between Denham and Barrow. This site’s location would be unsustainable
since traffic to/from the A14 would pass through the village and past the school to access the
A14. Any access points would be from a narrow country lane. Therefore this site should be
considered unsuitable for further development. m) Unsuitability of WS013 This site is
unsuitable due to its close proximity to the Scheduled Ancient Monument. It has a single
point of access via a narrow road which is often congested with resident parking. Any traffic
between the site and the A14 will need to come past the school and through the centre of the
village. The site’s location adjacent to the community’s recreation area is undesirable.
Development on this site will have a negative impact on views to north of the settlement,
notably from nearby footpaths which are popular with walkers. Therefore this site should
be considered unsuitable for further development. n) Unsuitability of WS009 Whilst this site
adjoins the settlement boundary, it only adjoins it at a very small section of its boundary. This
site is unsuitable due to its remoteness from the main village services. The site is accessed
by a narrow country lane and its location would cause traffic to/from the A14 to go past the
school and through the centre of the village. The site has failed planning applications for 6
houses and so it would seem unlikely that future planning applications would be successful
for 60+ houses. It will have a potentially negative impact on the environment due to its
proximity to countryside to the north and east. Development of the site would require
destruction of community allotments and would have a detrimental effect on the scenic
views to the north and east, notably from the footpath which adjoins the site. Therefore this
site should be considered unsuitable for further development. o) Unsuitability of WS010 This
site crosses the buffer zone to County Wildlife Site, Wilsummer Wood and would therefore
negatively impact flora and fauna. This site is one of the more southerly of the Included Sites
and so would be unsustainable since traffic to/from the A14 would need to pass through
nearly the full length of the settlement, past the school to/from the A14. Any access points
would be from a single country lane. Development of the site would affect local village views
– notably to Wilsummer Wood – and there is potential impact on Listed buildings. Therefore
this site should be considered unsuitable for further development. p) WS014 – is either built
or nearing completion. q) Unsuitability of WS228 This site is the second most southerly of
the Included Sites and so would be the second most unsustainable since traffic to/from the
A14 would pass through the full length of the village and past the school. Any access points
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would be from a country lane. The site would impact the Protected Views shown in Figure 1,
as well as the views of the south facing slope from the south, along Barrow Hill. Further
development at this site would further imbalance the settlement’s recent heavy development
in this area, causing an unsustainable ribbon effect. It is very close to County Wildlife Site,
Wilsummer Wood, and would thus impact flora and fauna. Of the Included Sites, this is one
of the furthest from the centre of the settlement. Previously, this site was considered as part
of a co-operation between Barrow PC and the landowner and a consultation was carried out
with the local community. The choice was extremely unpopular with over 95% of all feedback
being negative or highly negative about the prospect of developing this site. Therefore this
site should be considered as unsuitable. r) Unsuitability of WS012a This large site is the
most southerly of the Included Sites and so would be the most unsustainable since traffic to/
from the A14 would pass through the full length of the village and past the school to the A14.
Any access points would be from a country lane. The site erodes the green space between
Denham and Barrow and would impact the Protected Views shown in Figure 1 as well as the
views of the south facing slope from the other side of a valley along Barrow Hill.
Development at this site would further imbalance the settlement since most of its recent
heavy development has been this area. It is close to County Wildlife Site, Wilsummer Wood,
and Denham Thicks, thus impacting flora and fauna. The site is distant from the centre of the
village. Furthermore, most of the village’s services are located north of Barrow’s settlement
boundary. Previously, this site was the location of a joint proposal between Barrow PC and
the landowner and a consultation was carried out with the local community. The site
selection was extremely unpopular with over 95% of all feedback being negative or highly
negative and led to the formation of the action group, Barrow Ducks. Therefore this site
should again be considered as unsuitable for any further development. s) Opportunity of
WS229 This site is already allocated for Barrow Business Park and school expansion In Rural
Vison 2031 under Policy RV4. I would surmise that it has not been selected as a residential
site in the recent SHELAA as it does not adjoin the settlement boundary. However, it is close
to the settlement boundary and adjoins the school and some houses along two of its three
sides. Although it does not adjoin the actual settlement, the site is close to many of the local
services – school, post office, church, community café, one of the village’s two pubs and the
main employment area. Expansion of the school is needed and this site could perhaps make
some favourable provision for school parking. In turn, this would also bring an opportunity
to eradicate traffic problems near the school at school drop-off and pick-up times. This part
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of West Suffolk is already well-served with business land, most notably at Rougham
Industrial Park, and Barrow already has more than twice the land allocated for business use,
located at the site east of Barrow Hill and the planned business land towards the south of
Barrow Hill. Recently, planning permission has also been granted for the construction of
offices at Barrow Hall farm near to WS229. Barrow and the surrounding area does not need
further business land. Rural Vision already includes the possibility for Barrow Business Park
to become residential housing. Importantly, any housing on this site would be able to access
the A14 from a (new) junction on Colethorpe Lane, without going past the school or through
the village. Inclusion of this site would tie in with the views expressed by residents in Barrow
PC’s recent public consultation. The location is such that it is away from the protected views
to the south and west of the settlement from Denham Castle. If any further development in
Barrow were necessary, then selection of WS229 would bring the opportunity to: * expand
the school * alleviate traffic problems at the school during drop-off and pick-up periods *
locate housing close to the settlement’s services * avoid traffic from the site passing the
school or through the main village * locate new housing with minimal impact on protected
views * minimise environmental impact due to its distance from natural areas. Therefore, if
any further development in Barrow is necessary then this (together with WS225 if
necessary) would seem like an opportune site.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Sean and Beatrice Mackenzie

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1295
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Summary

You will be aware that there has been extensive local resistance to the prospective sites that
have been put forward in Barrow, which are being collectively challenged by the community
action group Barrow Ducks https://www.barrowducks.com. To avoid repetition it is not our
intention to repeat the arguments put forward by Barrow Ducks in terms of the wider threat
to Barrow village through insensitive and disproportionate new development, specifically via
site WS012a.

Comment

See attached

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' Some of the sites referred to
in the response are not proposed as potential site allocations in the local plan and are
deferred SHELAA sites. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that
have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Simon and Bettina Smart

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow

Comment ID

1312

Summary

We place on record our formal objection to the development of site reference WS012a, on
the grounds that a significant portion of the site lies within the Denham countryside,
although we understand that the planning department have already confirmed that this site
shall not be considered for development, on this basis.

Comment

We are relieved to note that the Denham site references WS566, WS564, WS565, WS307
and WS306, referred to as “Deferred Housing” in the original Barrow settlement map, do not
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form part of the current consultation. We understand from a fellow resident of Denham
following their discussion with the planning department on Thursday the 17th December
2020, that Denham is classified as countryside for planning purposes, and has been
appropriately identified as “a small rural settlement with few or no services”. We place on
record our formal objection to the development of site reference WS012a, on the grounds
that a significant portion of the site lies within the Denham countryside, although we
understand that the planning department have already confirmed that this site shall not be
considered for development, on this basis. Although the informal discussions with Denham
residents regarding these sites are encouraging, it would be appreciated if the planning
department would formally acknowledge Denham’s status as a small and independent rural
settlement, well in advance of the final strategy document being published. It is imperative
that the unique character of Denham be preserved, and that this rural settlement is
protected from coalescence with Barrow. We trust that our views shall be considered, and
that the planning department shall formally acknowledge the verbal undertaking given to
Denham residents, that the above-mentioned sites shall remain as countryside.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow'. The next stage of the plan
will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement.
This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received,
the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

J W Roberts and Partners (J W Roberts and Partners)

Agent Name

Mrs Lydia Pravin (Brown & Co Barfords)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

121

Summary

Brown & Co have been instructed to submit the following representation on behalf of JW
Roberts & Partners in respect of Land south of Haysborder Road, Barrow (site WS226) in
light of the current Issues & Options consultation. We previously set out in a response on
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behalf of our client to the Council’s Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability
Assessment (SHELAA) consultation that the site should not be deferred and it is suitable,
available and can achieve 300-400 dwellings.
Comment
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Brown & Co have been instructed to submit the following representation on behalf of JW
Roberts & Partners in respect of Land south of Haysborder Road, Barrow (site WS226) in
light of the current Issues & Options consultation. We previously set out in a response on
behalf of our client to the Council’s Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability
Assessment (SHELAA) consultation that the site should not be deferred and it is suitable,
available and can achieve 300-400 dwellings as a well located expansion of Barrow or a well
related new garden village settlement which we reiterate. This representation sets out the
site should have been set out on the Barrow settlement map in the Issues and Options
consultation which at present only shows included SHELAA sites and is an important site to
achieve West Suffolk’s housing requirement. The SHELAA involves a review of all the land
that is known to be available for development, along with new plots of land that that are
proposed through the ‘call for sites’ process. Each site is reviewed by exploring: How
suitable is the site – does it comply with national and local planning policy? How available is
the site – has the landowner confirmed intention to develop the site? How achievable is the
site – are there ownership or legal complexities, and how certain are the predicted
timescales The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) paragraph 018 sets out that
when assessing the suitability of sites/ broad locations for development that a site can be
considered suitable if it would provide an appropriate location for development when
considered against relevant constraints and their potential to be mitigated. It also sets out
the importance of considering the National Planning Policy Framework 2019. Paragraph 021
of the NPPG sets out that when constraints are identified the assessment will need to
consider what action could be taken to overcome them. In Section 4 Assessment of Sites of
the SHELAA, paragraph 4.4 sets out that firstly the sites that had significant constraints
were identified. Sites that were not considered to be policy compliant based on the St
Edmundsbury Core Strategy (adopted Dec 2010) and had no potential for constraints to be
mitigated, such as the location (sites in the open countryside not adjacent to a sustainable
settlement) are deferred. However, there is no consideration of any action that could be
taken to overcome this, and how this constraint could be mitigated. The Council consider
that there is no potential but set out no basis for coming to this conclusion which is not
consistent with the NPPG. No consideration has been given to the specific benefits the

development could bring to compliment the services and facilities in Barrow to inform this
assessment. Therefore, deferring the site because it’s not adjacent to the settlement
boundary is not a robust assessment. The National Planning Policy Framework 2019 sets out
in paragraph 78 that to promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing should be
located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities. Planning policies
should identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially where this will
support local services. Where there are groups of smaller settlements, development in one
village may support services in a nearby village. The St Edmundsbury Core Strategy
(Adopted Dec 2010), policy CS4 Settlement Hierarchy and Identity, sets out Barrow is a Key
Service Centre which is located in close proximity to Bury St Edmunds for access to
employment and a wide range of services. The village of Barrow has a good range of services
and is located in close proximity to the adjacent settlement of Denham, with the small
settlement of Burthorpe Green attached to Barrow. It is important to note that it is
acknowledged within the Core Strategy 2010 that planned growth in Barrow will require
additional or enhanced and expanded services such as GPs, a dentist, and expanded (or new)
primary school, sports pitches and open spaces which it is deficient in. Therefore, the site at
Barrow offers the unique opportunity to deliver 300-400 dwellings as a well
located expansion of Barrow or a well related new garden village settlement, which, given its
proximity to Barrow, will assist in supporting the existing facilities and services, with
complimentary facilities to Barrow and Burthorpe Green which are currently lacking, as well
as providing services of its own. The development could assist with providing additional car
parking for the School to ease these pressures which would be a significant benefit. In the
Issues and Options consultation Part 3 – Settlements, Introduction paragraph 1.5 sets out “
It is important to note that no decisions have been made on whether the sites in this
document will necessarily be taken forward to the next stage of the local plan as a preferred
allocation to meet the district’s housing requirement. We are seeking your views at this
stage to assist with making these decisions.” In paragraph 1.7 it states that only included
sites in or adjacent to towns, key service centers, local service centers and type A villages
(unless it is proposed for employment uses where all included sites are shown)
and paragraph 1.8 goes on to set out the Council have only included sites identified in the
SHELAA. This is contradictory as in paragraph 1.5 the Council set out no decision have been
made on whether sites in the Issues and Options will be taken forward whereas paragraph
1.7 and 1.8 sets out only ‘included’ sites have been shown. Site WS226 has not been shown
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at all on the Barrow settlement map Issues and Options consultation and there is no basis for
this. When considering Barrow, in paragraph 3..6 sets out “It is important to note that at
this stage these sites have not been selected as preferred sites for development, but we are
seeking views on them to assist with the preparation of the next draft of the plan, where
decision will be made on which, if any, sites would be suitable for allocation.” In paragraphs
3.1.7 and 3.1.8 its sets out a table of the ‘included’ sites and comments are allowed on the
‘included’ sites only in helping draw up the next draft of the West Suffolk Local Plan for
consultation in 2021. Therefore, the mapping does not show an accurate representation of
the sites that could be considered for housing. If no decisions have been made there is no
justification for not showing site WS226 which we argue should be an ‘included’ site for
residential development. In Part One – Developing a Spatial Strategy, Local Plan Options
West Suffolk Council in paragraph 5.30 have identified six potential types of place for West
Suffolk according to their sustainability. Paragraph 5.33 sets out a Key Service Centre “As a
minimum will have a primary school, a public house, a convenience shop and a place area.
These are the largest settlements, in terms of population outside of the towns and provide a
number of key services and facilities that meet the settlements’ own needs, and the needs of
other nearby smaller settlements. The opportunity for site allocation will be explored
through the local plan.” We concur with this approach and that Barrow is proposed to be
retained as a Key Service Centre in paragraph 3.1.3 in recognition of the important role it
has to play in serving the residents of the village and those who live in the surrounding rural
area. Barrow provides a number of key services and facilities that meet the villages own
needs, and the needs of other nearby smaller settlements. It is proposed that the village
maintains its status and is designated as a key service centre in the new West Suffolk
settlement hierarchy. When considering the mitigation and benefits of developing the land
south of Haysborder Road site will provide this accords with the opportunity set out in the
constraints and opportunity section on Barrow with additional or expanded service and
facilities. The site is a suitable location for development, is immediately available and
deliverable as well as being economically viable, thus complying with the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019. Therefore, there is no justification for deferring the site as set out
by West Suffolk Council. The site offers the opportunity to focus growth as a new garden
village or extension to Barrow which is supported by paragraph 72 of the NPPF 2019 which
sets out that the supply of large numbers of new homes can be best achieved through this
form of growth as the site is well located and can be sensitively designed as well as
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supported by necessary infrastructure and facilities. The SHELAA sets out in Paragraph 5.3
the yield calculations are based on the policies in the existing local plan documents. Stage
four: development trajectory sets out in paragraph 5.15 that it is estimated that the included
sites provide enough land to deliver 1,816 new dwellings per year (excluding windfall
developments). Whereas in Part One – Developing a Spatial Strategy, Strategic Issue 2: The
right homes for our communities sets out in paragraph 5.10 “Notwithstanding the need to
undertake further work to inform the assessment of a housing need figure, there are some
8,100 homes in the pipeline (sites with planning permission at 1 April 2020) and if the 5,300
homes allocated in existing local plans are taken forward into the plan review they would
reduce the number of new homes that need to be planned for to a minimum of 2,600 homes.”
Therefore, the included sites won’t provide enough homes given the need. Our clients site
which is immediately available and deliverable as well as being economically viable in
accordance with the NPPF 2019 would assist with providing much needed housing in Barrow
and across West Suffolk and should be allocated for housing in the Local Plan. We would be
grateful if you could keep us updated as to the progress of the emerging Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The criteria for selecting Issues and Options sites is
set out in paragraph 1.8 of part three of the plan. Once the housing requirement and
distribution strategy have been established a further review of sites will be undertaken to
ensure there are sufficient deliverable and suitable sites in the right locations.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Smith (Eastern Planning Services)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

180

Summary

Support the proposed allocation of site WS009 for residential development.

Comment

The site identified as WS009 is confirmed as available, suitable and deliverable for
residential development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Graham Judge

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

169

Summary

Objection to the inclusion of site reference WS009. To suggest that a site that was
considered inappropriate for 6 dwellings, is suitable for 68 dwellings is beyond
comprehension. The site is at the end of a very narrow lane that is, at one end, one way only.
To provide access for 68 dwellings would, at the very least, require significant highways
infrastructure, and a new access on to the Bury Road at a point where visibility is limited.

Comment

I wish to object to the inclusion of site reference WS009 in the new local plan. This site has
previously been the subject of a failed planning application for 6 dwellings. The applicant,
and site owner, appealed against the decision to refuse planning permission, but the
inspector turned down their appeal. To suggest that a site that was considered inappropriate
for 6 dwellings, is suitable for 68 dwellings is beyond comprehension. The site is at the end
of a very narrow lane that is, at one end, one way only. To provide access for 68 dwellings
would, at the very least, require significant highways infrastructure, and a new access on to
the Bury Road at a point where visibility is limited. There would also be a requirement for
pedestrians to access the site which would also be problematic. Most importantly, the site is
outside of the current settlement boundary. It is also a significant distance from the facilities
that have caused Barrow to be designated a 'key service' centre. Given the lack of pedestrian
access to Barrow centre, both to and from the site, its inclusion in the local plan would make
no sense.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
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housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Lee Melin (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Barrow settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

884

Summary

5.4ha of land between Colethorpe Lane and Church Road should be allocated for the
provision of new homes and expansion of the Primary School.

Comment

Land west of Church Road and east of Colethorpe Lane was assessed as two separate land
parcels (Reference WS225 and WS229) in the West Suffolk Strategic Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA). The two parcels of land are in a single ownership
and are suitable, available, and achievable, with no constraints that would prejudice the site
coming forward for development. The Council’s decision to defer the site on the basis that it
is not adjacent to the settlement boundary is an erroneous one and one which fails to
acknowledge that part of the site is allocated for the employment allocation, or the adjacent
primary school development in the current local plan (Rural Vision 2031, policy RV4). This is
a significant omission and calls in to question the veracity of the SHEELA assessment
methodology. It is clear that the land is well-related to the settlement and immediately
adjacent to its built form. The site extends to 5.4ha and is located approximately 800
metres from the centre of Barrow. A one-hectare portion of the site, which abuts the
southern boundary of the school playing field, is allocated as a General Employment Area
(RV4a) in the adopted Proposal Map (2015). The site is located in a sustainable location on
the edge of the village and within walking distance of the main centre of Barrow which
benefits from all essential day to day services. It is approximately 10 kilometres from Bury St
Edmunds which is a town that benefits from a railway station and significantly more service,
retail and leisure options/opportunity. The site’s location on the northern edge of the village
means that traffic movements through the village will be limited. The principal traffic
movements will be to the north away from the village, which is just a couple of kilometres
from the A14 Trunk Road, which provides excellent connectivity to the nearby towns/
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employment centres of Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket. The site (WS225 and WS229)
could accommodate up to 100 dwellings and provide approximately 1ha of land to facilitate
expansion of the primary school. It is an important site that provides the most viable
opportunity for school to expand, without new buildings potentially impinging upon the
existing playing field and green spaces.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the site submission which will be considered during the next stage of
plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet
the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Smith (Eastern Planning Services)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

63

Summary

Burthorpe is part of Barrow.

Comment

Burthorpe is part of the village of Barrow - as such, there is not an issue of 'coalescence' at
stake. Historically, previous Local Plans have sought to allocate the land at Feltons, north of
Bury Road, between Orchard Way and Sharpes Hill, for residential development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The plan does seek at paragraph 3.1.1 to prevent
coalescence of Barrow and Burthorpe. A development opportunity study is being undertaken
for the district which will consider settlement constraints and issues of coalescence to help
inform the preparation of the preferred options local plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Smith (Eastern Planning Services)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

178

Summary

Burthorpe is not a seperate settlement, but is part of Barrow. By distinction, Denham is a
seperate village.

Comment

The suggested desire to retain Burthorpe as a seperate settlement from the main village of
Barrow is unnecessary - previous Local Plans have sought to Allocate the area between the
two for residential development, whilst single-depth existing residential development
already exists along the northern side of the Bury Road between the two parts of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The plan does seek at paragraph 3.1.1 to prevent
coalescence of Barrow and Burthorpe. A development opportunity study is being undertaken
for the district which will consider settlement constraints and issues of coalescence to help
inform the preparation of the preferred options local plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Jakes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

835

Summary

B Roads. If all proposed developments were to go ahead this would double the village
population with a similar increase in road movements into and out of Barrow. The Bury road
via The Saxhams is totally unsuitable for an increase in traffic of this magnitude, with the
road out to the A14 being a similar problem.

Comment

If all proposed developments were to go ahead this would double the village population with
a similar increase in road movements into and out of Barrow. The Bury road via The
Saxhams is totally unsuitable for an increase in traffic of this magnitude, with the road out to
the A14 being a similar problem.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Jon Knight (Axis Land Partnerships Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

724

Summary

There is land on the edge of Barrow that has no or limited constraints and could be allocated
for development, including land off Ley Road promoted by Axis Land. It is considered that
additional development in Barrow could support the existing services and facilities in the
village, including the convenience stores, public houses and school. Therefore, Barrow is a
suitable location for additional development.

Comment

Barrow Barrow contains a good range of services and facilities, reflecting its status as a Key
Service Centre in the draft settlement hierarchy. It is also well related to the higher order
facilities and employment opportunities provided in Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket.
There is land on the edge of Barrow that has no or limited constraints and could be allocated
for development, including land off Ley Road promoted by Axis Land. It is considered that
additional development in Barrow could support the existing services and facilities in the
village, including the convenience stores, public houses and school. Therefore, Barrow is a
suitable location for additional development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Sharon Witton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

914

Summary

There needs to be a proper coalescence between barrow and the smaller settlements of Burt
horse and Denhm

Comment

See above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraph 3.1.1 of the document states that 'The small settlements of Denham and
Burthorpe should be protected from coalescence with Barrow.' The next stage of the plan
will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement.
This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received,
the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Settlement status

Comment ID

166

Summary

Support the continued identification of Barrow as a Key Service Centre.

Comment

Hopkins Homes supports the continued identification of Barrow as a Key Service Centre and
a focus for further growth through the forthcoming West Suffolk Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Smith (Eastern Planning Services)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Settlement status

Comment ID

165

Summary

Support the continued identification of Barrow as a Key Service Centre.

Comment

We would support the continued identification of Barrow as a Key Service Centre and one of
the main focuses for growth within the District.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Smith (Eastern Planning Services)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Settlement status

Comment ID

179

Summary

The identification of Barrow as a Key Service Centre and one of the main focuses for
additional growth within the Plan is supported.

Comment

The identification of Barrow as a Key Service Centre and one of the main focuses for
additional growth within the Plan is supported. Barrow benefits from a good range of
services and facilities for a village, and additional growth will enable such services and
facilities to be maintained and enhanced.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Lee Melin (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Settlement status

Comment ID

864

Summary

Agree that Barrow should maintain its status as a Key Service Centre.

Comment

Agree that Barrow should maintain its status as a Key Service Centre.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Peter Chrisp

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Settlement status

Comment ID

626

Summary

Barrow can remain as an effective Key Service Centre without the need for further rapid
expansion.

Comment

There are several other villages which could provide similar viable services to their
surrounding areas if enough new houses were built there. Opportunities to do this should be
sought. Barrow does not now need many more houses either to meet its internal needs or to
make its services viable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement
in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Jon Knight (Axis Land Partnerships Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Barrow > Site options
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Comment ID

727

Summary

Site Options - Land off Ley Road, Barow (SHELAA Ref. WS013). It is requested that land off
Ley Road in Barrow is allocated in WSLP for up to 100 dwellings based on the design
principles set out in the Concept Masterplan contained in the Vision Document.

Comment

Site Options - Land off Ley Road, Barow (SHELAA Ref. WS013) The land off Ley Road in
Barrow (SHELAA Ref. WS013) is promoted on behalf of Axis Land. Axis Land support the
decision to identify this land as an ‘included’ site. A Vision Document for the site is
submitted with these representations, which includes a Concept Masterplan (see Figure 18
at pg.22). The key design principles are as follows: * Creating a strong sense of place by
respecting the landscape and heritage in this part of Barrow and carefully integrating new
development with these natural and man-made features. * Ensuring new housing respects
existing residents and doesn’t impose itself upon the village. * Providing a highly connected,
permeable place with an accessible network of routes. * Creating a development, based on a
flexible masterplan layout, of up to 100 homes to suit local need and future market
conditions. * Facilitating a sustainable approach to development through a site design which
encourages walking and cycling and integrates existing and new areas of landscape for
sustainable drainage, wildlife, play and relaxation. The initial assessment of the site in the
Sustainability Assessment Interim Report provides an initial scoring of the site across a
number of categories. It is clear that the site scores well in most respects, however there are
some limited areas where a ‘red’ or ‘dark amber’ score is given. These areas are;
agricultural land, SPA, and grade I listed Building. The Sustainability Assessment scores the
site as ‘red’ because of impacts on Grades 1 and 2 agricultural land. It is noted that all of the
land around Barrow is classified as Grade 2 agricultural land, and that all of the promoted
sites on the edge of the village also scored ‘red’ for this agricultural land criteria. It is
considered that the loss of a small proportion of Grade 2 agricultural land would have a
limited overall effect on the supply of such land overall, and a substantial amount of
agricultural land would remain available in the surrounding area for agricultural use and
farm businesses. The loss of a small amount of agricultural land at the site would not
significantly affect the overall supply of such land in the village or material affect any farm
business. A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal has been undertaken for the site. The site is not
covered by any wildlife designations, and is outside of the 1,500m stone curlew impact
buffer for the Breckland SPA. The majority of the habitats at the site are of low relative
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conservation or biodiversity importance. It is requested that the score for impacts on SPA is
amended from ‘amber’ to ‘green’. A Heritage Impact Assessment has been undertaken for
the site. There is a moat complex to the north west associated with a former manor house,
which is designated as a Scheduled Ancient Monument. There are listed buildings located off
Church Road. The site is not within a conservation area. There are non-designated heritage
assets in areas adjacent to the site. The initial assessment of the site in the Sustainability
Assessment Interim Report scores the site as ‘amber’ because of impacts on Grade 1 and
Grade 2 Listed Buildings. The assessment for heritage criteria is based on a calculation of
distance between promoted sites and identified heritage assets. It is considered that this
approach is very limited and does not take into account whether the promoted site falls
within the setting of the heritage asset or affects its significance. A more detailed
assessment is required for the heritage criteria. It is concluded in the Heritage Impact
Assessment for the land off Ley Road in Barrow that the site is not within the historic setting
of the moat complex and there are established hedgerows separating the two areas, and
development at the site would not affect the setting of any listed buildings. Therefore, it is
requested that the score for impacts on Grade 1 and Grade 2 listed buildings is amended
from ‘amber’ to ‘green’. It is requested that land off Ley Road in Barrow is allocated in WSLP
for up to 100 dwellings based on the design principles set out in the Concept Masterplan
contained in the Vision Document.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the site submission supporting documentation which will be
considered during the next stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

. . (Bloor Homes Eastern)

Agent Name

Miss Lynsey Rigg (Armstrong Rigg Planning)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

1188

Summary

WS073 – Fields known as Cricketers and Lutus-Daneum, north of Stoke Road, Clare. Clare
warrants being categorised as a Town (Tier 1) rather than a Key Service Centre (Tier 2). This
is based not least on the fact that it is a town, but also the range of services and facilities it
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offers its residents
Comment
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The conclusions drawn by the Part 3: Settlements document and accompanying Sustainable
Settlements Study are noted and the recognition of Clare’s relative sustainability is
welcomed. However, as referred to earlier, Bloor Homes Eastern consider that Clare
warrants being categorised as a Town (Tier 1) rather than a Key Service Centre (Tier 2). This
is based not least on the fact that it is a town, but also the range of services and facilities it
offers its residents and those who live in the surrounding rural area and the capacity it offers
to accommodate growth. Regardless, as a Tier 2 settlement, and one that the evidence base
work undertaken by the Council shows to score highest of the KSCs (alongside Kedington)
against the sustainability criteria, and which has so far delivered only one of its two
allocated sites, it should be expected to take a sizeable share of growth, subject to
environmental constraints and the availability of suitable and deliverable land. Reference is
made at paragraph 3.2.5 to the fact that the St Edmundsbury Area Rural Vision 2031 (2014)
allocated two sites in Clare for a total of 124 dwellings – 60 dwellings at Park Way and
Maxim Lane and 64 dwellings at Cavendish Street. While the former site has been delivered,
the latter has not, and even though a development brief has been produced for the site, a
planning application submitted in July 20178 remains undetermined. It is evident therefore
that there are issues regarding its deliverability, and it cannot be relied on. Any decisions
regarding the allocation of sites through the new plan must take these issues into account
and the Council must not in the interests of positively preparing a plan that is justified and
effective simply carry over existing allocations but must pursue those options that are the
most deliverable. Bloor Homes Eastern welcomes the identification of the ‘included’ sites
identified by the SHELAA and the invitation to comment on these. Bloor Homes has an
interest in one of the included sites - Site Ref. WS073 – Fields known as Cricketers and
Lutus-Daneum, north of Stoke Road, Clare, about which the SHELAA states “there are no
significant constraints to development, however further assessment would be required to
understand other environmental issues”. It concludes that the site is capable of delivering
circa 416 dwellings in years 1-5 of the plan period. This dwelling yield was not a figure put
forward by Bloor Homes Eastern but was a ‘rule of thumb’ figure generated by the Council
applying a standard yield of 30dph to 60% of the total site area (23.10ha). As Bloor Homes
Eastern’s response in November 2019 to the draft SHELAA clarified, the site under option
extends to 23.10ha but flexibility existed to bring it forward either in whole or part
depending on the conclusions of further technical work and the final identified growth needs

of Clare moving forward. The Part 3 report identifies what it considers to be the keys
constraints and opportunities for development in Clare. These are that: * Any large-scale
development has the potential to impact negatively on the character of the settlement.
However, small scale peripheral extension may be possible. * Development is further limited
to the east through a rise in the land and to the west from the requirement to protect the
character of the conservation area and historic landscape setting of the medieval settlement.
* Additional growth should consolidate and enhance existing community services and
facilities. * The scale of growth will be dependent on local environmental and infrastructure
capacity and will need to respect the landscape setting and historic qualities of Clare. * The
linear pattern of development and flood risk areas along the two river corridors will
influence the possible locations for growth. * The alignment of the A1092 through the centre
of the town can give rise to congestion. * Clare is a medieval town that lies within the rich
archaeological landscape of the Stour Valley, as recorded in the county Historic Environment
Record (HER). The prehistoric Clare Camp and medieval castle are scheduled ancient
monuments. As a general list of constraints and opportunities, these are considered to be
reasonable and to capture the key characteristics of Clare. In order though to determine the
extent to which these would influence and/ or constrain the level of growth that can be
accommodated there, and the contribution their land to the north of Stoke Road could make
as part of this, Bloor Homes Eastern has appointed a development team to undertake a
series of technical assessments. The results of this work have reaffirmed the site to be a
suitable and deliverable location for new development and has served usefully to better
define the developable extent of the site, which would enable the development of the site to
be realised in a manner that would not cause harm to the landscape and heritage assets for
which Clare is notable. A revised Red Line Plan has been produced and can be found
at Enclosure 1. Further, by reason of scale it offers the opportunity to secure the provision of
local infrastructure improvements, which would in the absence of growth not be
forthcoming. Land to the North of Stoke Road, Clare Bloor Homes Eastern’s site is located
on the south-western extent of Clare to the north of Stoke Road (A1092). The land within
their control comprises two large agricultural fields that extend in total to 23.10 hectares.
However, as explained above, a much smaller area of the land in the south eastern part of
the site extending to 7.5ha is proposed for development. To the north and west the site is
bordered by further arable land, to the south by the A1092 Stoke Road, beyond which is
residential development, the Clare Park Lake Golf Course and the River Stour beyond it; and
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to the east by houses on Westfield and Lutus Close, which form the western extent of the
existing built-up area of Clare. The southern section of Stoke Road in the vicinity of the site
is characterised by post-war ribbon development which ends to the east of the western site
boundary, while the northern side on which the site is located, is more built up with cul-desac forms of residential development. The field boundaries are well formed with mature
hedgerows and trees, including the boundary which separates the two parcels. The
topography is rolling with the land rising to the north away from the River Stour. Landscape
A Landscape and Visual Appraisal (LVA) has been undertaken by Barton Willmore LLP, which
is contained at Enclosure 2. This assessment has been used to identify the opportunities and
constraints to future development in landscape terms, leading to the recommendation of a
series of guidelines that should be embedded within any future development proposals for
the site. The LVA notes that the site is situated on the northern side of the Stour Valley and
its southern, lower lying parts are set within the more vegetated lower valley slopes whereas
the highest areas of the site, mainly in the north-eastern part of the western field, are more
open and in the context of the adjacent arable fields. The south-western corner is more
detached from th e existing settlement edge, both due to lack of adjacent development at
present, and the south-west facing nature of the slope. The LVA concludes that the site has
the capacity to take residential development from a landscape and visual perspective and
based upon the opportunities and constraints identified as part of the appraisal process,
recommends a series of development principles. These indicate that the south-eastern and
southern areas of the site are more suitable for higher density development, similar to that
which exists to the east. This should provide a positive frontage to Stoke Road, even if set
back behind a vegetated edge comprising a hedgerow with trees. The higher slopes and the
westernmost areas are more visually sensitive and would benefit from lower densities with
even greater tree cover to break up the roofscape in views. The highest slopes should be
kept free of development to reduce instances of intrusion into views where there is currently
no development present. Further details on the development suitability of each part of the
site are provided on the Landscape and Visual Constraints and Opportunities Plan at Figure
6 of the LVA (Enclosure 2). The LVA further advises that any development should reflect the
distinctive character of Clare through typologies, massing, relationship to streets, scale and
materials. Space should be created for the planting of canopy scale trees, with more trees on
the higher slopes. The hedgerows around and within the Site should be protected and
enhanced, and opportunities sought to replace removed hedgerows and hedgerow trees.
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Opportunities should also be sought to create new native hedgerows with trees in suitable
locations and to plant small blocks of woodland in agreement with the ecology and heritage
consultants. Heritage A Heritage Baseline Assessment has been produced by Barton
Willmore LLP (Enclosure 3). Building upon the observations of paragraph 3.2.3 of the Part 3
– Settlements document, the Heritage Assessment explains that Clare has a rich history with
designated heritage assets clustered in the core of the town within Clare Conservation Area.
The Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan (CAAMP) denotes 175 listed
buildings within the conservation area which reflects its high value. The historic centre is
dominated by Clare Castle (Grade II* listed and Scheduled Monument), which acts as a focal
point within the town, set high above the village on the Saxon motte. The motte and bailey
were the focus of the original settlement and the curved street pattern evolved from this.
Areas around the castle are more built up, yet the castle has remained a key feature within
the town which forms an integral part of its setting. Due to the height of the castle, there are
views looking outwards, beyond the village towards the agricultural fields. The Heritage
Assessment explains that the majority of identified assets are located within the historic core
of Clare and so far, as they are some distance away, they share no visual, physical or
associative relationship with the site. Where assets are in closer proximity, by the virtue of
their distance from the site, the topography, intervening built form and screening, it is not
considered that development on the site would affect the special interest of these assets.
Accordingly, they are unlikely to be impacted by the introduction of residential development
on the site. The key heritage sensitivities relevant to the site have been identified as Clare
Castle and Clare Conservation Area. The analysis has identified that the site makes some
contribution to the setting of the conservation area so far as it forms part of the rural
hinterland and the character of the approach to the town from the southwest. The context of
this part of the setting has however already changed with the introduction of 20th and 21st
century residential development along Stoke Road. Indeed, the ribbon development along
Stoke Road has changed the approach into the conservation area from the southwest such
that the historic core no longer gives way to open land to the west but rather recent housing
development. Any development of the site would form part of this existing context. The site
survey work undertaken has determined that there are no clear views along Stoke Road to
the site from the conservation area due to the curve of the road and intervening vegetation
and built form. This reduces the sensitivity of the site in the context of the historic core of
the town and its heritage assets. For these reasons, the scope for heritage impact is limited.
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In views outwards from the castle, a limited proportion of the roofscape might be visible
albeit filtered by vegetation and intervening development and seen at some distance. While
any change to the view would be modest, the effects would be capable of being mitigated
through sensitive design to ensure that the development sits comfortably within the existing
roofscape along the valley that forms part of the character of the view. The assessment
recommends a series of measures, which if followed would enable the development of the
site to take place in a manner that would sustain the heritage significance of built heritage
assets within Clare and meet the objectives of Chapter 16 of the NPPF. These measures
include limiting development to the lower portion of the site fronting Stoke Road to follow
the prevailing settlement pattern such that the development would fit comfortably within the
existing wider setting of the conservation area, with a green landscape setting maintained to
the rear in the northern parts of the site on higher ground. Restricting development to the
southern, lower parts of the site would also minimise the potential visibility in views from
the castle. Other measures that can be integrated into any scheme, including a sensitive
layout, use of traditional roof forms that would complement the prevailing character, and a
landscaping scheme to green the development in the view. Access and Highways Robert
Jackson Transport Consultants have been engaged by Bloor Homes Eastern to consider
matters of accessibility and traffic impact. Clare provides a number of key services and
facilities that meet the town’s own needs, and the needs of other nearby smaller settlements,
and this is reflected in the decision that it should retain its Key Service Centre status. These
facilities are within convenient reach of the site by foot, cycle and public transport. Clare is
well served by regular bus services, which provide connections to Bury St Edmunds,
Sudbury and Haverhill. The nearest bus stops are located a short distance to the east of the
site on Stoke Road. Beyond the existing network of pavements, there an extensive public
right of way network (PRoW) extending beyond and through Clare, connecting the site to the
town centre and neighbouring settlements and countryside. Access to the site is currently
from Stoke Road. It is proposed that the site would be accessed from a new junction on
Stoke Road. While the exact location of this is yet to be selected, it is envisaged that this
would best be set the eastern portion of the site where it would be closest to existing built
form, achieve adequate visibility to the east and west and avoid existing accesses on the
south side of Stoke Road. A new footway connection linking to the existing footways to the
east would allow pedestrian access to the town centre with its range of facilities. A new
development of circa 160 homes would produce around 80 vehicle trips in the morning and
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evening peak hours. Many of these trips would be to or from the west and therefore will not
pass through the town centre. Publicly published traffic count data (2017) suggests that 54%
of traffic passing this site is westbound and 46% eastbound. Therefore 37 additional trips
through (or to) the town centre can be expected in the peak hours. When compared with the
total daily traffic flow passing the site of 3641, this increase would be de minimis. The site is
well located for many trips to be made by sustainable travels modes such as walking, cycling
and public transport and any development would be subject to a travel plan that would
impose measures to encourage residents to make sustainable travel choices at this site.
Flooding and Drainage According to the Environment Agency’s Flood Maps, the site lies in
Flood Zone 1 wherein there is a low risk of flooding (less than 1 in 1000 year fluvial flooding
event) and residential development is acceptable. Initial investigation reveals that the
ground conditions at this site are not suited to infiltration drainage and therefore surface
water from the site would need to outfall to one or more of the ditches that flow through or
adjacent to the site. To ensure that flood risk on and offsite is not increased, the outfall rate
would be restricted to the Greenfield equivalent rate for all rainfall events up to the 1 in 100
year event with an allowance for climate change. This would require water to be stored
within the site in Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS). This SuDS could include a
wide range of features such as rainwater harvesting, rain gardens, permeable paving,
swales, detention basins and potentially wetlands. These would be designed so that they
hold water when required but can be used as public open space when they are dry. Foul
water would be pumped to an adopted sewer in Stoke Road to the east of the site, with a
final solution to be agreed with Anglian Water. Location and Extent of Development Based
upon the opportunities and constraints identified by the landscape and heritage
assessments, Landscape, Visual and Heritage Opportunities and Constraints Plan has been
produced and is contained at Figure 6 of Enclosure 2. This has been used to define the part
of the site where development could take place without causing unacceptable harm to the
landscape and heritage assets of Clare. This shows that an area focussed on the lower lying
land in the southern/ south eastern part of the site and extending to around 7.5ha could be
developed with little mitigation. Building upon this, an Illustrative Concept Masterplan has
been produced. This is contained within the Vision Document produced by JB Planning
Associates Limited at Enclosure 4, which through a combination of text, sketches and
photographs shows how the site might be developed having particular regard to the
development principles established by the landscape and heritage appraisals. It shows a
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landscape led and pedestrian and cycle friendly development set back behind a vegetated
edge that provides a positive frontage to Stoke Road, with a landscape setting to the rear,
which together would continue the linear pattern of development that already exists. While
the exact capacity would be subject to further work, the site could accommodate in the
region of 160 new homes, together with supporting infrastructure and open space, in a form
that would be consistent with the historic character of Clare. It shows how a sensitively
designed environment, well connected with its wider landscape could be achieved, which
allows nature and the landscape to form an integral part of the development. Conclusions
and Recommendations With reference to the constraints and opportunities identified by the
Part 3: Settlements document, the further technical work undertaken by Bloor Homes
Eastern shows that: * Following the principles established by the landscape and heritage
appraisals, their site on the western periphery of Clare could be developed without
negatively impacting on the character of the town or causing unacceptable harm to the
character and setting of its conservation area or historic landscape setting, including Clare
Camp and Clare Castle ancient scheduled monuments. * The site offers the opportunity to
achieve a development of a scale that would be able to assist in securing enhancements to
existing community services and facilities via S106 monies. Bloor Homes Eastern are always
keen to work with Parish and District Council’s to ensure that their developments offer the
opportunity not only to secure the infrastructure required by their proposals, but also
respond positively to other identified shortfalls in provision. As a privately owned
housebuilder, Bloor Homes Eastern have more flexibility to offer such benefits to new and
existing residents, than their competitors. * There exists local environmental and
infrastructure capacity to accommodate development. * There are existing issues of
congestion on the A1092, but by reason of its location to the west of the town, only a
proportion of future residents would be expected to access the site from the east.
Accordingly, the extent to which existing congestion problems would be exacerbated would
be marginal. * Growth to the west of Clare would secure growth in a location that is
consistent with the established linear pattern of development, would respect the landscape
setting and historic qualities of the town, avoid areas affected by flood risk issues and would
not result in significant additional traffic movements or congestion on the local highway
network. Having regard to the above, Bloor Homes Eastern’s land to the north of Stoke
Road, is capable of accommodating around 160 dwellings and there are no significant
environmental, physical, or legal constraints to its development. Given this and its location
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on the edge of Clare, the most sustainable of the existing key service centres where a good
range of services and facilities are available to meet the needs of their communities and
support substantial growth, the site represents an entirely suitable source of housing land
capable of delivering new homes early in the plan period alongside supporting
infrastructure. It is requested therefore that it be positively considered for allocation in the
emerging local plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

A F Hurrell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

270

Summary

WS073 Land north of Stoke Road and WS074 Land north of Cavendish Road
I wish to oppose the above planning policy. The very fabric of an ancient Norman wool town
will be totally ruined by the above two large developments.
The Clare town infrastructure is very fragile and currently overloaded, it will not be able to
cope with a large influx of new residents an example of this is the local sewage works which
are already struggling to cope.

Comment

* The very fabric of an ancient Norman wool town will be totally ruined by the above two
large developments * The Clare town infrastructure is very fragile and currently overloaded,
it will not be able to cope with a large influx of new residents an example of this is the local
sewage works which are already struggling to cope. * There is now only one fully operational
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Doctor’s surgery which was shown to be over-subscribed a couple of years ago when there
were two such surgeries in Clare. * The schools may not be able to handle a large influx of
new children. * The public transport system that serves Clare is very fragile and will not be
up to coping and there is no rail link. * The road system through Clare is also fragile due to
the existing ‘pinch points’ where the road is a mere14 feet wide so any large increase in
vehicular traffic would have an adverse effect on the town centre which has approximately
over 100 listed houses near the roadside. * The town centre itself is in a conservation area
and would be impacted upon by large developments. * Clare and its surrounds are historic
landscapes which cannot remain intact in the face of large developments. * The A1092 which
comes directly through Clare is designated as a ‘scenic route’, this would be adversely
affected by large developments. * Clare sits in the ‘Upper Stour Valley’ and as such is an
area of outstanding natural beauty’, again large developments would impact on this. * The
A1092 is heavily used by not only the Clare area fire engine but also by many ambulances on
route to Addenbrookes (serious cases) a significant increase in vehicle use on this stretch of
road would be highly detrimental. * Due to the narrow town centre footways pedestrians
would be put at risk by a large increase in traffic flow caused by large new housing
development. * Clare traders and the town depends on tourism to survive large housing
developments would most certainly adversely impact on this trade. * The irreparable damage
to highly productive arable farming land * The loss of green belt land and damage to the
flora and fauna * These developments would have a detrimental impact on green issues. * As
these developments would be in the Stour Valley there would be very serious flooding risks
due to drainage issues caused by development roads, concrete surfaces and new buildings
as has been already seen in Clare. WS073 Land north of Stoke Road and WS074 Land north
of Cavendish Road I wish to oppose the above planning policy
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
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including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

967

Summary

WS073. The site is extensive and will result in a significant intrusion into the countryside
surrounding Clare within the Stour Valley Project Area. It is on rising ground and any
development on the higher levels will be visually prominent. A much smaller site restricted
to the lower part of the site and adjacent to existing development would result in a lower
level of heritage harm.

Comment

the site is extensive and will result in a significant intrusion into the countryside surrounding
Clare within the Stour Valley Project Area. It is on rising ground and any development on the
higher levels will be visually prominent. A much smaller site restricted to the lower part of
the site and adjacent to existing development would result in a lower level of heritage harm.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

974

Summary

WS074. the indicated site is excessive and is within the Stour Valley Project Area, on rising
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ground and will be highly prominent on the approach to the village from the East. The site
surrounds an historic barn complex, including Clare Hall Barn which is currently in an
isolated position on the East edge of Clare. Development of the site will result in coalescence
of the barns with the built-up edge of the village.
Comment

the indicated site is excessive and is within the Stour Valley Project Area, on rising ground
and will be highly prominent on the approach to the village from the East. The site
surrounds an historic barn complex, including Clare Hall Barn which is currently in an
isolated position on the East edge of Clare. Development of the site will result in coalescence
of the barns with the built-up edge of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

987

Summary

Constraints on the site WS071. The indicated site is within the Stour Valley Project Area and
will be very prominent in landscape views of the Stour valley when approaching village from
the East and also from the dismantled railway footpath walk to the south of the site.

Comment

the indicated site is within the Stour Valley Project Area and will be very prominent in
landscape views of the Stour valley when approaching village from the East and also from
the dismantled railway footpath walk to the south of the site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Christopher Judd

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

386

Summary

WS071, WS072, WS073, WS074, WS075. I am extremely concerned by flooding issues as
some of the potential developments as per Clare settlement map showing SHELAA includes
sites are very close to the flood zone and will merely increase the flood risk to housing near
the river Stour.

Comment

I understand that Clare Town Council (CTC) are planning to provide West Suffolk County
Council with a single response to the above. I am extremely concerned by flooding issues as
some of the potential developments as per Clare settlement map showing SHELAA includes
sites are very close to the flood zone and will merely increase the flood risk to housing near
the river Stour. I read the submission from CTC to West Suffolk regarding potential further
development sites in Clare (CTC SHELAA 2019) and I agree with all the points and concerns
raised. However, I do feel that a much stronger message needs to imparted on the subject of
flooding, thereby supporting the interests of those members of the community potentially at
risk from it. A number of properties in Clare are in a flood zone and the more buildings we
have, then the more concrete/rooves are put down, thus increasing water run-off. This, of
course, increases the risk of flooding to these houses, some of which have already badly
flooded early in the 21st Century. We cannot do anything about potential significant
development in Haverhill which could pose a significant threat, but CTC should be voicing
their concern of really bad flooding from additional housing, whether on Stoke Road or
Cavendish Road. Additional building downstream also affects properties due to the sheer
volume of water created at key moments slowing down the run-off, which leads to higher
river levels. On this note, you might be aware that the Environment Agency no longer
dredges the Stour (and most rivers), which of course adds to the problem. Due to their huge
cut backs in resources, the EA also no longer clear trees that have fallen in, nor cut
overhangs. This is now the responsibility of landowners, most of whom do nothing. So,
again, flooding risk is enhanced. Furthermore, we are regularly seeing the effects of global
warming, not just around the world but over the past 10 years or so in various parts of the
UK. I know human beings do not learn from history but surely the recent past renders it
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utterly idiotic to permit development in or near flood zones. Some houses in flood zones
have flooded in a matter of months of their build. Houses built in flood zones since 2009 are
extremely difficult to insure as insurers cannot obtain reinsurance cover from the
government backed Flood Re. Are we so arrogant that we feel we can defy nature by
working a way round it? The people in the Doncaster area a year ago must find it galling to
say the least that they have endured such flooding due to flood prevention methods further
north. I feel CTC should be telling West Suffolk that if there really is such a demand for more
housing in this part of the world (which I actually doubt), they must find land well away from
flood zones. I suspect CTC won’t be as they are more concerned by congestion and lack of
parking, and that is why I wanted to submit my comments on each site direct to you. My
brief comments are as follows: Site – WS 071. This could increase the already slow run-off of
water downstream from Clare, causing higher water in Clare. WS 071 is very close to the
flood plain and incidence of flooding to certain Clare properties has increased in recent
years, no doubt due to a combination of the change in climate patterns due to global
warming, the Environment Agency no longer being responsible for managing the river
(removing silt, removing fallen trees, cutting back overhang, build-up of debris etc.), and
recent developments in Haverhill and Clare. Owners of these ribbon development homes
are unlikely to use Clare amenities due to the lack of parking and will only add to the
increasing congestion problem. Site – WS 072. I don’t see this small development as a
problem, even though we were told about 2 years ago that additional housing needs had
been met. It will, of course, give a mild traffic increase and will do nothing for existing
parking problems in the centre of the town. Site – WS 073. I vehemently object to this large
development as it will quickly send much more water to the river Stour in times of flood.
The situation is already bad insofar as flooding to properties alongside/near the river are
concerned. WS 073 is very close to the flood plain and incidence of flooding to certain Clare
properties has increased in recent years, no doubt due to a combination of the change in
climate patterns due to global warming, the Environment Agency no longer being
responsible for managing the river (removing silt, removing fallen trees, cutting back
overhang, build-up of debris etc.), and recent developments in Haverhill and Clare. Owners
of these ribbon development properties will go to Haverhill to shop due to there being no
parking available in Clare. Driving the other way through Clare for school runs or to/from
work will just add to the congestion. Site - WS 074. This is very likely to hinder run-off of
water downstream of Clare and could well cause backing up of water into Clare. WS 074 is
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close to the flood plain and incidence of flooding to certain Clare properties has increased in
recent years, no doubt due to a combination of the change in climate patterns due to global
warming, the Environment Agency no longer being responsible for managing the river
(removing silt, removing fallen trees, cutting back overhang, build-up of debris etc.), and
recent developments in Haverhill and Clare. Again, people will not walk into the centre of
Clare to shop. They will drive and quickly learn that they cannot park anywhere. Clare will
be a place they will just pass through for amenities elsewhere, for work etc. Re amenities,
one should also mention the car will be needed for sporting activities as there is no cricket
ground, tennis courts, badminton, basketball, gymnastics etc. Site – WS 075. I have
objections to this over additional congestion and, again, it is too far for people to walk to the
Co-Op and other shops and then carry back their purchases. I hope my submission will be
considered carefully and responsibly by Council officers.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Darren Dixon (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

1176

Summary

Parking in Clare. Based on the data we have available, it should be concluded that demand
exists in the town for a greater supply of parking bays.
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Comment

We enforce the parking restrictions in the town and in doing so, review occupancy of parking
bays as well as illegal parking on double and single yellow lines and loading bays. Surveys
were conducted last year and in recent months. COVID restrictions has impacted on the use
of bays slightly given the change in shopping habits, services open for business and people
working in the town. Therefore the recent data sets must be viewed as temporary and
demand will return as to 2019 levels as we restrictions reduce and ‘life’ gets back to normal.
Set out below are the data sets relevant to the appraisal of parking demand in the town. July
2019
Average % of Occupied Bays High Street (49 bays)
92% Market Hill area (44 bays)
90% Station Road (7 bays)
100% Church Rd
(14)
70% September 2020
Average % of Occupied
Bays High Street (49 bays)
84% Market Hill area (44 bays)
82% Station Road
(7 bays)
100% Church Rd (14)
93% December 2020 High Street (49
bays)
86% Market Hill area (44 bays)
90% Station Road (7 bays)
100%
Church Rd (14)
95% British Parking Association guidance suggests that where
parking occupancy is 90% or more, plans should be developed to either review parking
restrictions to maximise the number of parking events each day or provide additional
parking capacity. This will reduce the number of vehicles parked illegally, congestion and
highway safety. In Clare, over 80% of on street bays are restricted to short stay parking
restrictions (30mins – 2hrs) and therefore limited scope to reduce them further without
implications to the local businesses. Therefore an additional supply of bays may be required.
Since April when West Suffolk Council were handed Civil Parking Enforcement powers from
the police, fines have been issued to illegally on street parked vehicles in the town. Outside
of lockdown periods, the total number of fines issued have averaged at 17 per month. Whilst
the figure appears low, when compared to other small market towns with greater on street
parking capacity, this is high – for example, fines issued in Brandon are at a comparable
level. This either means that when bays are fully occupied, more vehicles park on double
yellow lines; and insufficient supply of longer stay parking options result in users
overstaying in the short stay bays. The town has one off street car park at Clare Country
Park with capacity for 89 vehicles and the ability to park all day. This year peak occupancy
has consistently averaged above 95% and has seen 3,600 monthly payment transactions – an
increase of 200 on 2019 data. Based on the data we have available, it should be concluded
that demand exists in the town for a greater supply of parking bays.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments have been noted and welcomed. We look forward to working closely and
collaboratively with you to address existing and future public parking services and
development needs of residents and businesses within Clare. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with preparation of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will
be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Geoff Bray (Clare Town Council Traffic Working Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

1175

Summary

Parking in Clare. It is our view insufficient account has been taken to date by West Suffolk
Council of the major benefits to Clare of such development to improve parking. Unless the
parking problem is resolved there will be serious damage to the quality
of life for residents, there will be major negative effects on the local
economy, and visitors will be discouraged from enjoying a visit to a town
with a wide range of historic features.

Comment

see attached. It is our view insufficient account has been taken to date by West Suffolk
Council of the major benefits to Clare of such development to improve parking. Unless the
parking problem is resolved there will be serious damage to the quality of life for residents,
there will be major negative effects on the local economy, and visitors will be discouraged
from enjoying a visit to a town with a wide range of historic features.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ivor Brooks

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

242

Summary

Having looked at the Clare community consultation on the SHELAA, I can accept that there
is a need for future developments but for the following reasons I would object to any large
scale developments such as SITE –
WS - 071; 86 possible units.
WS - 073; 416 possible units.
WS - 074; 254 possible units

Comment

Having looked at the Clare community consultation on the SHELAA, I can accept that there
is a need for future developments but for the following reasons I would object to any large
scale developments such as SITE – WS - 071; 86 possible units.
WS - 073; 416 possible units.
WS - 074; 254 possible units The Clare town
infrastructure is very fragile and currently overloaded, it will not be able to cope with a large
influx of new residents. There is now only one fully operational Doctor’s surgery which was
shown to be over-subscribed a couple of years ago when there were two such surgeries in
Clare. The schools may not be able to handle a large influx of new children. The public
transport system that serves Clare is very fragile and will not be up to coping and there is no
rail link. The road system through Clare is also fragile due to the existing ‘pinch points’
where the road is a mere 14 feet wide so any large increase in vehicular traffic would have
an adverse effect on the town centre which has approximately over 100 listed houses near
the roadside. The town centre itself is in a conservation area and would be impacted upon by
large developments. Clare and its surrounds are historic landscapes which cannot remain
intact in the face of large developments. The A1092 which comes directly through Clare is
designated as a ‘scenic route’, this would be adversely affected by large developments. Clare
sits in the ‘Upper Stour Valley’ and as such is an area of outstanding natural beauty’, again
large developments would impact on this. The A1092 is heavily used by not only the Clare
area fire engine but also by many ambulances on route to Addenbrookes (serious cases) a
significant increase in vehicle use on this stretch of road would be highly detrimental. Due to
the narrow town centre footways pedestrians would be put at risk by a large increase in
traffic flow caused by large new housing development. Small Developments like WS 072 &
WS 075 may well be able to blend into Clare without seriously affecting the infrastructure
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and social well being of the existing population and local environment.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

1109

Summary

WS071. The site borders Clare Castle Country Park CWS at the southern boundary and in
order to safeguard the CWS and maintain ecological connectivity, the southern boundary
should be buffered and enhanced during any future development. Species located within the
CWS, including some protected/Priority species, may also use the site, so detailed surveys
are required to further inform the suitability of this site for future development proposals.

Comment

WS071: The site borders Clare Castle Country Park CWS at the southern boundary and in
order to safeguard the CWS and maintain ecological connectivity, the southern boundary
should be buffered and enhanced during any future development. Species located within the
CWS, including some protected/Priority species, may also use the site, so detailed surveys
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are required to further inform the suitability of this site for future development proposals.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

K E Hurrell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

269

Summary

WS073 Land north of Stoke Road and WS074 Land north of Cavendish Road. The very fabric
of an ancient Norman wool town will be totally ruined by the above two large developments.
The Clare town infrastructure is very fragile and currently overloaded, it will not be able to
cope with a large influx of new residents an example of this is the local sewage works which
are already struggling to cope.

Comment

* The very fabric of an ancient Norman wool town will be totally ruined by the above two
large developments * The Clare town infrastructure is very fragile and currently overloaded,
it will not be able to cope with a large influx of new residents an example of this is the local
sewage works which are already struggling to cope. * There is now only one fully operational
Doctor’s surgery which was shown to be over-subscribed a couple of years ago when there
were two such surgeries in Clare. * The schools may not be able to handle a large influx of
new children. * The public transport system that serves Clare is very fragile and will not be
up to coping and there is no rail link. * The road system through Clare is also fragile due to
the existing ‘pinch points’ where the road is a mere14 feet wide so any large increase in
vehicular traffic would have an adverse effect on the town centre which has approximately
over 100 listed houses near the roadside. * The town centre itself is in a conservation area
and would be impacted upon by large developments. * Clare and its surrounds are historic
landscapes which cannot remain intact in the face of large developments. * The A1092 which
comes directly through Clare is designated as a ‘scenic route’, this would be adversely
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affected by large developments. * Clare sits in the ‘Upper Stour Valley’ and as such is an
area of outstanding natural beauty’, again large developments would impact on this. * The
A1092 is heavily used by not only the Clare area fire engine but also by many ambulances on
route to Addenbrookes (serious cases) a significant increase in vehicle use on this stretch of
road would be highly detrimental. * Due to the narrow town centre footways pedestrians
would be put at risk by a large increase in traffic flow caused by large new housing
development. * Clare traders and the town depends on tourism to survive large housing
developments would most certainly adversely impact on this trade. * The irreparable damage
to highly productive arable farming land * The loss of green belt land and damage to the
flora and fauna * These developments would have a detrimental impact on green issues. * As
these developments would be in the Stour Valley there would be very serious flooding risks
due to drainage issues caused by development roads, concrete surfaces and new buildings
as has been already seen in Clare.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Beenham

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

1258

Summary

I fully support West Suffolk’s decision to classify WS699 and WS660 (the areas known as
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Back Field) as “deferred development” in the recent SHELAA proposals.
Comment
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These are my comments on the above consultation paper. I fully support West Suffolk’s
decision to classify WS699 and WS660 (the areas known as Back Field) as “deferred
development” in the recent SHELAA proposals. Back Field has been considered as a
potential housing site several times in the past and has always been rejected due to its
cultural significance and amenity value. In 2013/14 this was tested yet again, culminating in
the appointment of an independent Government Inspector to examine the issue. Whilst
recognising its convenient location close to the centre of the town he concluded that the
development of Back Field was not justified and that such development would cause
“overriding harm”. Nothing has changed in the interim that would justify any change in
these conclusions. I appreciate that there are pressure groups in Clare which are lobbying
for the development of the Back Field site. Their justification is mainly centred on the
perceived need for more parking in Clare, for which they can provide no objective
evidence. The vast majority of the time there are free spaces in and around Market Hill and
High Street and any pressures that do exist would be greatly alleviated by stricter
enforcement of the existing parking restrictions, as most of the problems are caused by
selfish parkers who ignore the current time limits. In addition, many of those who complain
about the lack of parking next to the shops are not prepared to use the CCCP park where
they have to pay and walk a short distance; more parking on Back Field would not solve this
problem as it would have exactly the same characteristics. The CCCP car park is very rarely
completely full and then mainly at peak weekends in the Summer or at times when there are
special events taking place. I believe that, even if enforced more rigorously, the existing
parking arrangements could be further improved by the introduction of pay-and-display
controls. Sensibly structured this would free up spaces for genuine shoppers and would
provide more spaces for those who live in the town centre. The imposition of charges for
longer stays and annual permits would provide some revenue and give WSDC the incentive
to police the system properly. I think this would also increase the use of the current car park
and provide additional revenue for CCCP. Other local towns with similar parking pressures
have introduced pay-and-display parking with apparent success; Clare should do likewise. In
addition, more parking capacity could be made available by expanding the parking areas in
the CCCP, or by moving the Clare Bowls Club to the nearby sports field or by moving the Fire
Station site (do we really need a fire station in Clare?). The development of Back Field would
be an irreversible action and if this turned out to be a mistake it could never be rectified.

<span ">Once built over it would never revert to its original state. All other possible
solutions are reversible and they should all be implemented before Back Field is even
considered.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments . The council will be carefully considered and will
assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will
be consulted on in early 2022. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to
ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/
provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This
ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)
which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on
infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

953

Summary

WS075. Hopkins Homes supports the continued identification of Site WS075 as a potential
allocation for residential development, as further detailed within the attached
documentation.

Comment

Hopkins Homes supports the continued identification of Site WS075 as a potential allocation
for residential development, as further detailed within the attached documentation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

1220

Summary

WS075 Support the Allocation of Site WS075 for Residential Development.

Comment

WS075 Support the Allocation of Site WS075 for Residential Development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for submitting supporting information for the site WS075. All responses will be
carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

MR John Judson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

319

Summary

Please note large developments would be a disaster for Clare hub or no hub as you keep on
referring to.

Comment

Site WS071 LAND SOUTH OF CAVENDISH ROAD OBJECT Ribbon development once again
with little or no infrastructure to cope with extra traffic, sewage,parking.water, schools ,
surgery etc SITE WS072 LAND EAST OF BRIDEWELL ST APPROVE Brownfield site. Run off
important as site on top of hill and Snowhill could be flooded after heavy rain. Houses should
surround a green like all the other developments in Clare to cope with above. SITE WS073
LAND NORTH OF STOKE ROAD OBJECT Ribbon development This is ridiculous too many
houses for all systems e.g. water, sewage, roads,parking school etc SITE WS074 NORTH OF
CAVENDISH ROAD OBJECT And again for the same comments for the above WS073 SITE
WS075 LAND OPPOSITE POSLINGFORD CORNER Ribbon development again. Snowhill
unable to cope with extra traffic that this will generate in the town. ALSO OBJECT FOR ALL
THE REASONS ABOVE. Snow hill is continuously being dug up for water leaks and for a
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start needs a new water main. Resident parking down the whole of Bridewell and Callis
Street on left hand side causing mammoth normal traffic hold ups most of the day. Additional
comments Please note large developments would be a disaster for Clare hub or no hub as
you keep on referring to. There is no infrastructure to cope with all these houses Don’t
expect a 106 will pay for it, it will not nor will the developers if given a chance. No parking
in Clare, extra vehicles, sewage system unable to cope so run-off sewage sent down the river
Stour in times of flood A ribbon development not acceptable as roads cannot cope also for all
the reasons above e.g. flooding water, sewage, schools, parking ,surgery to name a few.
Perhaps planning might take notice particularly car parking which is a major problem for
The town which you are all too aware and seem to want to do as usual nothing about it.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

510

Summary

WS072. Townsend Nurseries has been designated as a possible development site for some
years. It is in the heart of the area known as Clare Heights. The density of this site should be
similar to the area around with open space and retention of trees included. It could be an
opportunity to do something a bit special. It is the closest site to the town centre at about
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600m to the Church from the road side. A development of homes for retired people or
possibly flats as starter homes.
Comment

Townsend Nurseries has been designated as a possible development site for some years. It is
in the heart of the area known as Clare Heights. The density of this site should be similar to
the area around with open space and retention of trees included. It could be an opportunity
to do something a bit special. It is the closest site to the town centre at about 600m to the
Church from the road side. A development of homes for retired people or possibly flats as
starter homes. Avoidance of overlooking the existing houses surrounding the site will be
essential in any design. Snowhill has current issues with flooding, burst mains, parking and
traffic congestion, this infrastructure needs to be improved first. Improvements Car park for
people who work in the shops, businesses and residents with no parking to clear the street
parking for visitors and shoppers.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

453

Summary

Clare would benefit from additional car parking particularly to provide all day space for
traders and employees cars which block the street side spaces for shoppers etc.
There should be no development on the extremities of Clare unless there is better in town
parking. The Controversial “Backfield” site is in my opinion, the most obvious place for a
carefully designed addition to Clare with a car park close to the high street, but this is for
the future.

Comment

I have lived in Clare since 1984 so know the town well and care for its future. I am not
against appropriate scale development to enable the town and its services to prosper but
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the scale of some of the suggested sites are frankly preposterous. Clare would benefit from
additional car parking particularly to provide all day space for traders and employees cars
which block the street side spaces for shoppers etc.
There should be no development on
the extremities of Clare unless there is better in town parking.
The Controversial
“Backfield” site is in my opinion, the most obvious place for a carefully designed addition to
Clare with a car park close to the high street, but this is for the future. WS071 Land South
Of Cavendish Road next to Highfield. There is no indication of the grade of agricultural land.
This 4.8 hectares once lost will never be used for agriculture again. A block of up to 86
dwellings is inappropriate to the historic character of the settlement which has grown by
smaller increments. This extra would be unsustainable. The sewage works to the SE of the
site is convenient but can the works cope with more? The area at this end of Clare present is
frequently blighted by Smell pollution from the sewage works. The site is outside the
settlement boundary and at least half a mile from the centre at its nearest. As with the other
sites on the extremities of the town this would encourage car use, and will either exacerbate
the congestion and lack of parking at peak times or encourage shopping out of town so the
services in Clare will have no benefit. Future development should be concentrated in small
areas as close to the town centre as possible to support the local economy. Flood risk will be
increased by runoff from the site even with a Suds system in place. One small advantage of
the site is that the southern edge abuts the railway walk of Clare castle Country Park which
would provide a safe foot route to the heart of the town. WS072; Old Townsend Nurseries.
Townsend Nurseries has been designated as possible development site for some years. It is
at the heart of the area known as Clare Heights. The developed density of this site should be
comparable to the surrounding area with open space and retention of trees included. 24
units is probably too many. It could be an opportunity to create something special. It is the
closest site to the town centre at about 600m to the parish church from the roadside. It
could be a site for retirement homes or flats as starter units. Avoidance of overlooking the
existing houses surrounding the site will be essential in any design. Snowhill has current
issues with flooding, burst mains, parking and congestion in the narrow road. The
infrastructure needs to be improved first. WS073; Land North of Stoke Road A development
this large, 416 units, is completely out of scale with the character of the historic settlement
of Clare. It will over power the existing fragile infrastructure and environment and be
unsustainable.
For example, the sewage pumping station at the junction of Stoke road
and Nethergate Street already struggles at times with the present loads. Rainwater runoff
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from the new hard surfaces would end up in the river Stour even with "SUDS" system in
place. The Stour is no longer managed by the Environment Agency. The river is not cleared
of reeds and fallen trees as the EA wishes to slow up the flow during foods to avoid flooding
towns down stream. This results in more frequent flooding of the water meadows. There
are several vulnerable properties and businesses along the river in Clare which would be
severely affected by increased flooding. At present a local group of residents manages the
sluice gates and clears the debris from them in order to try to protect their properties as
best they can. Over the years Clare has grown by much smaller increments which are
gradually integrated into the historic fabric and society of the town. This site is totally
inappropriate. It is too far from the town centre. Very few will walk or cycle the mile or
more. Stretching Clare outwards will increase car usage and will either exacerbate the
congestion and lack of parking at peak times or encourage shopping out of town so the
services in Clare will have no benefit. Future development should be concentrated in small
areas as close to the town centre as possible to support the local economy. There is no
indication of the grade of the agricultural land of the site; once lost from farming the land,
23 hectares, will never return to it.
No to this site. WS074; Land North of Cavendish
Road. There is no indication of the grade of the agricultural land of the site; once lost from
farming the land, 14 hectares, will never return to it. A development this large, 254 units, is
completely out of scale with the character of the historic settlement of Clare. It will over
power the existing fragile infrastructure and environment and be unsustainable. The sewage
works to the SE of the site across the A1092 is convenient but can the works cope with
more? The area at this end of Clare present is frequently blighted by Smell pollution from
the sewage works. The site is outside the settlement boundary and at least 3/4 mile from the
centre at its nearest. As with the other sites on the extremities of the town this would
encourage car use, and will either exacerbate the congestion and lack of parking at peak
times or encourage shopping out of town so the services in Clare will have no benefit. The
site rises 20m from the narrow road frontage up the hill behind. Development will be visible
from across the Stour Valley and encroach on an area of outstanding scenery. The site
wraps around the school which is at present set in an environment of open field and wild
life, an important bonus for the school. Increase in traffic will increase the dangers
especially at school start and finish times. Site WS076 adjacent to the school to the East is
having great difficulty coming to agreement with the school over footpaths, safety, noise
disruption during construction etc. No to this site. WS075 Land Opposite Poslingford
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Corner. Site area 3.5 hectares proposed 63 units. This is a more sustainable size of
development but too dense. It is nearly a mile from the road frontage to the town centre so it
will encourage car use with the same problems as the other sites on the outer extremities of
the town. Very few will walk or cycle. Stretching Clare outwards will increase car usage and
will either exacerbate the congestion and lack of parking at peak times or encourage
shopping out of town so the services in Clare will have no benefit. Future development
should be concentrated in small areas as close to the town centre as possible to support the
local economy.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Marian Merch-Chammon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

938

Summary

WS074. If this development was to be given permission infrastructure of schools and doctors
surgeries would have to increase along with parking in the centre of town to allow local
trade to benefit from the new residents shopping. At present there is not enough parking for
Clare residents / visitors which causes stress on facilities.

Comment

If this development was to be given permission infrastructure of schools and doctors
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surgeries would have to increase along with parking in the centre of town to allow local
trade to benefit from the new residents shopping. At present there is not enough parking for
Clare residents / visitors which causes stress on facilities. To facilitate growth in Clare extra
parking is essential along with Doctors / Dentists and school places, both at primary and
secondary phases. Policing would have to be a consideration should all planning applications
be given permission as we do not have a resident officer in the local area.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Ruth King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

289

Summary

We sadly have to accept that some development will happen in Clare, but it should be
restricted in size, take into account the needs and reasons why the current residents live
here in the first place and take note of the impact of increased traffic along the A1092 and
the B1063 particularly. The A1092 which comes directly through Clare is designated as a
‘scenic route’, this would be adversely affected by large developments.

Comment

Clare Community Consultation on The New West Suffolk Local Plan We have been asked to
comment on the SHELAA sites in Clare. The Town Council has asked us to respond to them,
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but I am appalled to learn that if we do that – all comments submitted to the council, when
forwarded to the West Suffolk Council will only count as ONE comment! I am therefore
writing to you directly and advising anybody I know in Clare to do the same. Site – WS 071
This site appears to be opposite a site already earmarked for development next the Stour
Valley School. This approach into Clare offers a free and clear route to the Town Centre,
apart from half a dozen cars parked on the left on Cavendish Road as you approach the Bell
Corner on the A1092. Also, people from this site would be more likely to walk into the Town
Centre than drive. As there is very little parking available in the Town Centre currently. This
is an important issue that needs addressing. There could also be a pedestrian footpath away
from the road along the old railway line to avoid walking near to the roadside with children/
buggies, dogs, elderly people. Site – WS 072 This site will encounter the same problem as
site WS 075 opposite Poslingford Corner. The traffic flow along the B1063 is extreme and
fast. The Poslingford Corner floods and has recently done so in the last two weeks. The River
burst its banks and flooded the road. This has happened more and more frequently in recent
years. There are parked cars from the bottom of the Heights estate to the Bell Corner and I
recently counted 62 parked cars on the left hand side. There is only enough room for one car
to pass the parked cars, so the other route has to sit and wait until they have a clear
thoroughfare - which is not for long. Any development on this site would cause untold
problems with traffic and air pollution with queuing traffic. Site – WS 073 This site is on an
acceptable access road to the town centre. However, it is far too large a development for
Clare Town to cope with let alone the schools and doctor’s surgery and local Co-op. The
schools have limited spaces and the Stour Valley School also transports pupils from outlying
villages to the school. With any development on WS 073 it is fairly safe to say that the
residents would certainly not walk to the town centre, or the school. Therefore , there would
be huge congestion on the “S” bend of the town centre and along Cavendish Road to Stour
Valley School and also parking problems for pupils at the junior school and nursery school.
Clare cannot support a development of that scale – perhaps you should look to doing
something that size at Haverhill? Site - WS 074 This would be the most suitable site
considering access into Clare Town Centre. However, the development is far too large for
Clare to cope with. As said previously , the Doctor, shops, access through Clare, schools
could not cope with a development of this size. Site – WS 075 This site will encounter the
same problem as site WS 072 opposite Poslingford Corner. The traffic flow along the B1063
is extreme and very fast. The Poslingford Corner floods and has recently done so in the last
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two weeks. The River burst its banks and flooded the road causing problems with traffic
entering and leaving Clare. This has happened more and more frequently in recent years and
with global warming is going to do so in the future. There are parked cars from the bottom
of the Clare Heights estate on Snow Hill all the way to the Bell Corner and I recently
counted 62 parked cars on the left hand side on the way to the Bell Corner. There is only
enough room for one car to pass these parked cars, so the other route has to sit and wait
until they have a clear thoroughfare - which trust me is not clear for long, especially at
school times and Dustbin collection days. Any development on this site would cause untold
problems with traffic and air pollution with queuing traffic and children crossing the road to
go home up Sheepgate Lane onto the Heights development. Parked cars block their view of
the oncoming speeding traffic. People from this site will certainly not walk to the town
centre, and the resultant increase in traffic flow will cause more congestion, air pollution
and unwantetd traffic heading for the already congested and junction problem with the Bell
Corner A 1092. There has been increase in traffic flow along the B1063for some time – the
majority of which are certainly not driving at 30 mph as they approach Clare –ignoring the
30 mph sign at you approach Snow Hill and onwards to the town centre. This site has been
dismissed at least twice before as unsuitable and both those times there was certainly
nowhere near the volume of traffic travelling on the B1063 and Poslingford Corner where
people are now using satnav’s which will direct them the shortest route so the traffic has
increased on this road 10 fold since we moved here in 1982!! The Town Centre itself is a
conservation area and would be adversely impacted by large scale developments. Clare is
the smallest Market Town in England – well it was – but certainly as plans are developing,
won’t be the case for much longer. We sadly have to accept that some development will
happen in Clare, but it should be restricted in size, take into account the needs and reasons
why the current residents live here in the first place and take note of the impact of increased
traffic along the A1092 and the B1063 particularly. The A1092 which comes directly through
Clare is designated as a ‘scenic route’, this would be adversely affected by large
developments. Due to the narrow town centre footways pedestrians would be put at risk by a
large increase in traffic flow caused by large new housing development. Clare sits in the
‘Upper Stour Valley’ and as such is an area of outstanding natural beauty’, again large
developments would impact on this. The A1092 is heavily used by not only the Clare area fire
engine but also by many ambulances on route to Addenbrookes (serious cases) a significant
increase in vehicle use on this stretch of road would be highly detrimental. The need for
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housing for people who were born in Clare and cannot afford to buy here when they marry to
need a home has always been the case. When we married some 50 years ago. We could not
afford to live where our parent’s home was. We had to move some 30 miles away. But after
10 years away we did manage to come “home” and buy a property where we were bought
up. Being able to find a home where you were born is not a given thing – so don’t expect it to
be given to you. Thank you for your time and please, please read and take notice of my
response as this affects the rest of my life and that of my very good friends who live in Clare
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Sandra Salter

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

243

Summary

I wish to raise an objection regarding sites WS073 Land north of Stoke Road and WS074
Land north of Cavendish Road. he very fabric of an ancient Norman wool town will be totally
ruined by the above two large developments
The Clare town infrastructure is very fragile and currently overloaded, it will not be able to
cope with a large influx of new residents an example of this is the local sewage works which
are already struggling to cope.There is now only one fully operational Doctor’s surgery.
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Comment

I wish to raise an objection regarding sites WS073 Land north of Stoke Road and WS074
Land north of Cavendish Road * The very fabric of an ancient Norman wool town will be
totally ruined by the above two large developments * The Clare town infrastructure is very
fragile and currently overloaded, it will not be able to cope with a large influx of new
residents an example of this is the local sewage works which are already struggling to cope.
* There is now only one fully operational Doctor’s surgery which was shown to be oversubscribed a couple of years ago when there were two such surgeries in Clare. * The schools
may not be able to handle a large influx of new children. * The public transport system that
serves Clare is very fragile and will not be up to coping and there is no rail link. * The road
system through Clare is also fragile due to the existing ‘pinch points’ where the road is a
mere14 feet wide so any large increase in vehicular traffic would have an adverse effect on
the town centre which has approximately over 100 listed houses near the roadside. * The
town centre itself is in a conservation area and would be impacted upon by large
developments. * Clare and its surrounds are historic landscapes which cannot remain intact
in the face of large developments. * The A1092 which comes directly through Clare is
designated as a ‘scenic route’, this would be adversely affected by large developments. *
Clare sits in the ‘Upper Stour Valley’ and as such is an area of outstanding natural beauty’,
again large developments would impact on this. * The A1092 is heavily used by not only the
Clare area fire engine but also by many ambulances on route to Addenbrookes (serious
cases) a significant increase in vehicle use on this stretch of road would be highly
detrimental. * Due to the narrow town centre footways pedestrians would be put at risk by a
large increase in traffic flow caused by large new housing development. * Clare traders and
the town depends on tourism to survive large housing developments would most certainly
adversely impact on this trade. * The irreparable damage to highly productive arable
farming land * The loss of green belt land and damage to the flora and fauna * These
developments would have a detrimental impact on green issues. * As these developments
would be in the Stour Valley there would be very serious flooding risks due to drainage
issues caused by development roads, concrete surfaces and new buildings as has been
already seen in Clare.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Stephen Eastgate

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare

Comment ID

441

Summary

Although some infill development is essential, especially to provide low cost housing
opportunity for the younger inhabitants, the current proposals cumulatively:do not respect the current depths of adjoining existing development, and are thus excessive
in scale and impact, will adversely and unacceptably encroach onto agricultural land,
impede and spoil public enjoyment of the surrounding agricultural environment and the
published walks surrounding Clare, are not sustainable.

Comment

I wish to register my comments on the current proposal for Clare in your new Local Plan.
Firstly, I detail my general comments and observation which impact on all the sites detailed,
followed by brief points on the specific sites. Clare currently has a relatively small
population, estimated at 2173 persons in 2019. The town is poorly served by public transport
and its restricted road access. The latter is further complicated by the amount of through
traffic and significant level of on-street parking 24/7. Also in many places pedestrian access
is of limited width, in fact in various locations it’s virtually non-existent. The result of these
issues is that car movements and traffic flow is restricted. Additionally, large vehicles have
extreme difficulty actually negotiating junctions and general access. This difficult situation
also makes pedestrian movements difficult to safely undertake, especially when young
children are involved. The present proposals if approved and implemented would if agreed
provide an additional 860 dwellings. Assuming an average occupancy rate of just 3 per
dwelling means an additional 2580 persons. This would mean that the population would then
be 118% larger than the current figure, and might well be far larger depending on the size
of properties actually constructed and the actual occupancy rate.. As the current highway
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infrastructure is clearly inadequate then it certainly will be unable to cope satisfactorily with
such an influx of new residents and their vehicular movement requirements. Additionally,
given the over doubling of the population how could the local services such as schools, the
one doctor’s surgery and the general infrastructure cope. Put simply it couldn’t, it would be
overwhelmed. The cumulative result this expansion would be that Clare unique character
and charm, enjoyed by its many visitors and residents, would be permanently and adversely
affected. A further major and obvious consideration is that the A1092 and the Upper Stour
Valley are clarified as a “Scenic Route” and an “Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty”
respectively. So whatever is built in the future should be of a scale and design to enhance
the quality of those areas, and not be the normal bog-standard houses constructed by many
National House builders. It is also of great concern that the loss of so much open land to
development will further exacerbate existing flooding problems around the river Stour.
Already in the last month the river has burst its banks twice and currently gardens in Clare
are flooded as are many of the fields to the south of the A1092, with some local road
impassable. It is self-evident that any further development in this area must be preceded by
major works to river Stour and its tributaries, so as to ameliorate this continuing problem
and deal with the runoff from any new development. Finally, although some infill
development is essential, especially to provide low cost housing opportunity for the younger
inhabitants, the current proposals cumulatively:- * do not respect the current depths of
adjoining existing development, and are thus excessive in scale and impact, * will adversely
and unacceptably encroach onto agricultural land, * impede and spoil public enjoyment of
the surrounding agricultural environment and the published walks surrounding Clare, * are
not sustainable without substantial infrastructure investment, which would * further
negatively impact on the character of the settlement Thus and without question the current
proposals fail to address the “Issues and Options” described by West Suffolk Council. Brief
additional comments of the individual specified sites are below. WS 071 As this proposal
respects the existing pattern of development, both to the east, west and south, it appears to
be reasonable. However, there would need to be a landscaped barrier between it and public
walk along the former railway line to the south WS072 Would appear reasonable. But the
amenities of the surrounding housing must be respected. Also this might be a good location
for affordable housing. WS 073 At the scale proposed this is wholly inappropriate, in that it
will dominate the eastern approach to the settlement, being totally out of scale with its
surroundings WS 076 As it is purely an infill it would appear reasonable. WS 074 This
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proposal is wholly unacceptable. It would dominate and extend the approach to settlement to
the detriment of Clare as a whole. Additionally as it sits immediately to the west and on
higher ground to an adjoining meadows water meadow, it will significantly worsen the
regular flooding that occurs annually for that area and the houses in Callis and Brideswell
Streets which are then also affected WS 075 As it respects the adjoining developments, and
is thus effectively an infill it would appear reasonable.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Catherine Hibbert (Clare Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare settlement constraints map

Comment ID

1253

Summary

CTC does not support the principle of any large-scale development on the sites unless the
existing infrastructure is upgraded/improved by provision of a new central car park, traffic
alleviation measures, increased sewerage capacity, and increased provision for education,
doctor’s surgeries and public transport links.

Comment

Site WS071 Land along Cavendish Road. Maximum homes 86 If developed to its maximum
potential capacity, CTC considers this to be a large-scale development which would impact
negatively on the character of the town; the site lies outside the eastern settlement
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boundary and any development has the potential to impact negatively on the landscape of
the Stour Valley and the adjacent Clare Castle Country Park Railway Walk. Development on
this site would neither consolidate nor enhance existing community facilities. The local
environmental and infrastructure capacity could not currently support development of this
size. The A1092 Cavendish Road is subject to flooding and regular traffic congestion; the
carriageway is habitually reduced in places to single lane as a result of increased on-street
parking. CTC does not support the principle of any large-scale development on this site
unless the existing infrastructure is upgraded/improved by provision of a new central car
park, traffic alleviation measures, increased sewerage capacity, and increased provision for
education, doctor’s surgeries and public transport links. Site WS072 Townsend Nurseries.
Maximum homes 24 This is a brownfield site within the settlement boundary. CTC
acknowledges that whilst a small development here could potentially be integrated within
the existing community services and facilities, investment in the town’s infrastructure would
nonetheless be necessary to support further homes. There are regular flooding events in the
area and additional vehicle trips will add to the congestion already being experienced on
Snow Hill, Bridewell Street and Callis Street with the road habitually reduced to a single
lane by an increase in on-street parking. CTC does not support the principle of any largescale development on this site unless the existing infrastructure is upgraded/improved by
provision of a new central car park, traffic alleviation measures, increased sewerage
capacity, and increased provision for education, doctor’s surgeries and public transport
links. Site WS073 Fields known as Cricketers and Lutus-Daneum, north of Stoke Road,
Clare. Maximum homes 416 If developed to its maximum potential capacity, CTC considers
this to be a large-scale development, outside and to the west of the settlement boundary
which would impact negatively on the character of the medieval settlement as a whole but
also potentially on the Clare Conservation Area too. The scale of growth could not be
supported by the town’s existing infrastructure; the site is close to an existing flood area and
access to the town via the A1092 Nethergate Street is regularly congested due to an
increase in on-street parking. CTC does not support the principle of any large-scale
development on this site unless the existing infrastructure is upgraded/improved by
provision of a new central car park, traffic alleviation measures, increased sewerage
capacity, and increased provision for education, doctor’s surgeries and public transport
links. Site WS074 Land North of Cavendish Road Maximum homes 254 If developed to its
maximum potential capacity, CTC considers this to be a large-scale development outside of
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the settlement boundary; this site is identified in the relevant WSC constraints as towards
the east on rising land with the potential to impact on the medieval settlement. The
proposed development would neither consolidate nor enhance existing community facilities.
The local environmental and infrastructure capacity could not currently support a
development of this size. The A1092 Cavendish Road is subject to flooding and regular traffic
congestion on a road habitually reduced in places to single lane as a result of increased onstreet parking. CTC does not support the principle of any large-scale development on this
site unless the existing infrastructure is upgraded/improved by provision of a new central
car park, traffic alleviation measures, increased sewerage capacity, and increased provision
for education, doctor’s surgeries and public transport links. Site WS075 Land to the southeast of Chilton Street Business Park, Clare (resubmitted as land at Snow Hill) Maximum
homes 80 If developed to its maximum potential capacity, CTC considers this to be a largescale development, outside the settlement boundary and on rising land which would impact
negatively on the character of the town. The local environmental and infrastructure capacity
could not support this scale of growth. It is in an area which floods, and vehicle access to the
town via the B1063 will add to the congestion already being experienced on Snow Hill,
Bridewell Street and Callis Street with the road habitually reduced to a single lane in places
by an increase in on-street parking. CTC does not support the principle of any large-scale
development on this site unless the existing infrastructure is upgraded/improved by
provision of a new central car park, traffic alleviation measures, increased sewerage
capacity, and increased provision for education, doctor’s surgeries and public transport
links.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This
ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)
which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on
infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important
in delivering sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local
design, access, climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies. This Issues and
Options draft is not allocating sites for growth. Part One sets out a new draft hierarchy of
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settlements. Clare is included in the Key Service Centre category. Part Three sets out a short
description for each of the settlements in the draft hierarchy and notes the constraints and
opportunities for development. Clare is proposed to retain the current status of key service
centre (in the former St Edmundsbury Core Strategy and Vision 2031). There are a number
of site options shown. These have been submitted to the council by landowners and
developers for possible inclusion in the plan as part of the Strategic Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA). It is important to note that at this stage these
SHELAA sites have not been selected as preferred sites for development. We are seeking
views on them through this Issues and Options consultation to assist with the preparation of
the next draft of the plan, which will be consulted on in early 2022, where decisions will be
made on which, sites would be suitable for allocation.
Respondent Name

Mr Ian Pritchard Witts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

466

Summary

Insufficient infrastructure for proposed developments in Clare.

Comment

All proposed sites suffer radically from the same drawback. The three roads feeding into
Clare cannot cope with the curre to level of traffic. The road surfaces are constantly
damaged, especially in Bridewell and Callis Streets and traffic jams are a daily occurrence in
the town.centre. The narrow streets simply cannot cope with the heavy traffic. This poses a
constant danger to pedestrians and the fabric of adjacent buildings. The Bell Inn corner is a
graphic example of a current pinch point which is beyond resolution. The proposed
developments would hugely exacerbate what is already a chronic and dangerous situation.
Added to this, Clare town centre is in a conservation area and the A1092 is designated a
scenic route. The large increase in traffic flow caused by these developments would
inevitably threaten the amenity which this status seeks to protect. For all practical purposes
the only site which would provide some further accommodation plus the much-needed car
park would be the field behind the Swan Inn locally known as Back Field.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr James Eaton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

139

Summary

Concern about housing developments. Development of significant numbers of new housing
in Clare would completely change the nature of this small settlement in a negative way. The
roads are already congested, there is a problem with parking, with illegal parking and with
air quality.

Comment

Development of significant numbers of new housing in Clare would completely change the
nature of this small settlement in a negative way. The roads are already congested, there is a
problem with parking, with illegal parking and with air quality. There are existing health and
safety problems caused by traffic for pedestrians trying to cross roads at key points in the
town centre. Each of the selected sites for housing would add significantly to the traffic
problems, this is especially true of those sites that would put more regular traffic passing
along Bridewell Street. There are also problems with poor water infrastructure (which is
damaged by heavy traffic, causing frequent mains water leaks). Services (such as the GP
surgeries) are already stretched. If each of these sites were to be to be developed it would
mean over 900 new homes. Clare cannot support anything like the population increase this
would lead to.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Lhoyd-Owen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

368

Summary

The comments below cover all 6 sites. Clare is a medieval town with a road layout which is
already very congested. Potentially if all the sites in Blue were developed it could increase
the number of housing units by 935. With the possibility of 1.5 vehicles per unit this would
increase the number of vehicles in Clare to a conservative 1402. Additionally there would be
an unknown number of vehicles (deliveries, tradesmen etc) servicing these new residences.

Comment

WS 071. 86 units would add to the already severe existing traffic congestion as there would
be an increased number of vehicles using Cavendish Road/Market Hill/Church
st./Nethergate St. WS 072. 24 units would add to the already severe existing traffic
congestion as there would be an increased number of vehicles on Bridewell St./Callis
St./Church St./ Market Hill/Nethergate St. WS 073. 416 units would add to the already
severe existing traffic congestion on Nethergate St./High St./Market Hill/Church St./
Cavendish Road as there would be an increased number of vehicles passing through Clare.
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WS 074. 254 units would add to the already severe existing traffic congestion as there
would be an increased number of vehicles using Cavendish Road/Market Hill/Church
St./Nethergate St. WS 075. 80 units would add to the already severe existing traffic
congestion as there would be an increased number of vehicles using Bridewell St./Callis
St./Church St./Market Hill/ Nethergate St. WS 076. 75 units would add to the already
severe existing traffic congestion as there would be an increased number of vehicles using
Cavendish Road/Market Hill/Church T./Nethergate St. Clare is a medieval town with a road
layout which is already very congested. Potentially if all the sites in Blue were developed it
could increase the number of housing units by 935. With the possibility of 1.5 vehicles per
unit this would increase the number of vehicles in Clare to a conservative 1402. Additionally
there would be an unknown number of vehicles (deliveries, tradesmen etc) servicing these
new residences.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Ms Beverley McClean (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

615

Summary

Refer to the Valued Landscape Assessment for the Stour Valley Project Area if sites WS071,
WS073, WS074, WS075 and WS076 if these are taken forward as allocations in the Local
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Plan. This is necessary to ensure that the special qualities around Clare are conserved and
opportunities taken to enhance the landscape in this part of the Project Area.
Comment

Clare lies within the Stour Valley Project Area. The AONB team commissioned a Valued
Landscape Assessment for the Stour Valley Project Area(SVPA) to understand what makes
the area valued. This study assessed the special qualities to the Project Area, the special
qualities of the settlements in the Project Area and the close relationship between the valley
landscapes and settlements within it. Section 4.4. of the Valued Landscape Report includes
information about Clare and sets out some guiding principles for future development around
the settlement. The AONB team request that the principles in the Valued Landscape Report
are integrated into any future development polices and plans for sites WS071, WS073,
WS074, WS075 and ws076 if these are taken forward as allocations in the Local Plan. This
is requested to ensure that the special qualities around Clare are conserved and
opportunities taken to enhance the landscape in this part of the Project Area. The Valued
Landscape Assessment was attached to the AONB representation for Haverhill so I have not
not attached it again

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Robert Verguson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Clare settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

222

Summary

Objection regarding sites WS073 Land north of Stoke Road and WS074 Land north of
Cavendish Road. The very fabric of an ancient Norman wool town will be totally ruined by
the above two large developments
The Clare town infrastructure is very fragile and currently overloaded, it will not be able to
cope with a large influx of new residents.
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There is now only one fully operational Doctor’s surgery which was shown to be oversubscribed a couple of years ago.
Comment

* The very fabric of an ancient Norman wool town will be totally ruined by the above two
large developments * The Clare town infrastructure is very fragile and currently overloaded,
it will not be able to cope with a large influx of new residents. * There is now only one fully
operational Doctor’s surgery which was shown to be over-subscribed a couple of years ago
when there were two such surgeries in Clare. * The schools may not be able to handle a
large influx of new children. * The public transport system that serves Clare is very fragile
and will not be up to coping and there is no rail link. * The road system through Clare is also
fragile due to the existing ‘pinch points’ where the road is a mere14 feet wide so any large
increase in vehicular traffic would have an adverse effect on the town centre which has
approximately over 100 listed houses near the roadside. * The town centre itself is in a
conservation area and would be impacted upon by large developments. * Clare and its
surrounds are historic landscapes which cannot remain intact in the face of large
developments. * The A1092 which comes directly through Clare is designated as a ‘scenic
route’, this would be adversely affected by large developments. * Clare sits in the ‘Upper
Stour Valley’ and as such is an area of outstanding natural beauty’, again large
developments would impact on this. * The A1092 is heavily used by not only the Clare area
fire engine but also by many ambulances on route to Addenbrookes (serious cases) a
significant increase in vehicle use on this stretch of road would be highly detrimental. * Due
to the narrow town centre footways pedestrians would be put at risk by a large increase in
traffic flow caused by large new housing development. * Clare traders and the town depends
on tourism to survive large housing developments would most certainly adversely impact on
this trade.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
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infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Catherine Hibbert (Clare Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

1252

Summary

Most local respondents have highlighted to CTC the following problems with the existing
infrastructure in Clare: traffic congestion; lack of adequate car parking; pressure on school
capacity and doctor’s surgeries; minimal public transport; sewage problems. Respondents’
comments are set out in Appendix 1.

Comment

These constraints are almost identical to those identified in previous consultations for the
current WSC Local Plan: Vision 2031, but with an acknowledgement of the town’s inclusion
in the County Historic Environment Record. In the current Local Plan, WSC determined that
the Clare housing allocation would be 120 additional homes on two sites: 63 homes have
since been built; a planning application for a further 53 homes on Cavendish Road, identified
as the current allocated site WS 076, (Ref DC/17/1252), remains pending. In addition, during
the current Local Plan period, WSC has approved planning permissions for an additional
50+ homes in Clare. During this time there has been no investment in the town’s
infrastructure to make sure that the existing facilities are adequate to serve the town’s
expanding population. Most local respondents have highlighted to CTC the following
problems with the existing infrastructure in Clare: traffic congestion; lack of adequate car
parking; pressure on school capacity and doctor’s surgeries; minimal public transport;
sewage problems. Respondents’ comments are set out in Appendix 1. As regards the second
constraint noted in the bullet points above, WSC is aware that the Town Council has resolved
to explore the possibility of housing development on the Backfield Site as a means of
delivering a much-needed car park for central Clare and will be consulting with its
community in this regard in the early part of 2021. If there is community support for such a
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proposal, then CTC will lobby for an amendment to this constraint/ appropriate policy
wording in the new Local Plan to support such a proposal.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This
ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)
which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on
infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important
in delivering sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local
design, access, climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies. This Issues and
Options draft is not allocating sites for growth. Part One sets out a new draft hierarchy of
settlements. Clare is included in the Key Service Centre category. Part Three sets out a short
description for each of the settlements in the draft hierarchy and notes the constraints and
opportunities for development. Clare is proposed to retain the current status of key service
centre (in the former St Edmundsbury Core Strategy and Vision 2031). There are a number
of site options shown. These have been submitted to the council by landowners and
developers for possible inclusion in the plan as part of the Strategic Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA). It is important to note that at this stage these
SHELAA sites have not been selected as preferred sites for development. We are seeking
views on them through this Issues and Options consultation to assist with the preparation of
the next draft of the plan, which will be consulted on in early 2022, where decisions will be
made on which, sites would be suitable for allocation.

Respondent Name

Mr Jake Nugent (Endurance Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

788

Summary

It is considered that additional development in Clare could support the existing services and
facilities in the village, including the convenience stores, public houses and schools.
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Therefore, Clare is a suitable location for additional development.
Comment

Clare Clare contains a good range of services and facilities, reflecting its status as a Key
Service Centre in the draft settlement hierarchy. It is well related to the higher order centres
of Haverhill and Sudbury and the employment opportunities provided in these towns. The
constraints map for Clare identifies Listed Buildings within the existing village boundary, a
Conservation Area covering most of the village and land to the west, and flood risk areas to
the south and eastern edge of the village. It is considered that these constraints will reduce
the potential future directions for growth of the village through the emerging WSLP. As
demonstrated in the Site Submission Document submitted with these representations, the
promoted development at land north of Cavendish Road in Clare takes into account
potential constraints, and directs built development to less sensitive parts of the site with
the remainder identified for open space and landscape areas. It is considered that additional
development in Clare could support the existing services and facilities in the village,
including the convenience stores, public houses and schools. Therefore, Clare is a suitable
location for additional development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rachel Musgrove

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

206

Summary

Poslingford corner flooding and ancient building of significant historical interest

Comment

I want to draw your attention to the fact that Poslingford Corner regularly floods. A new
housing development on the hill opposite Poslingford Corner (which I gather is called Chapel
Field) would naturally encourage more rainwater to to flow down the hill rather than being
soaked away, and possibly lead to problematic further flooding on the corner. Old Chapel
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stands directly opposite Chapel Field on Poslingford Corner and is a building of significant
historical interest, being a Norman era building and one of only a handful of leper chapels in
the country. For this reason, it is Grade II* listed. To the back of Old Chapel the floodwater
comes up as far as the back of the garden and to the right of Old Chapel at the bridge on
Poslingford Corner. Any more floodwater could be disasterous. It is therefore a very poor
suggestion to build on Chapel Field.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. An updated Strategic Flood Risk Assessment will also provide evidence to assist in
making decisions on appropriate allocations.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Settlement status

Comment ID

167

Summary

Support the continued identification of Clare as a Key Service Centre.

Comment

Hopkins Homes supports the continued identification of Clare as a Key Service Centre and a
focus for further residential growth through the forthcoming West Suffolk Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response.

Respondent Name

Mr Ivan Tuhill

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Site options

Comment ID

38

Summary

Traffic congestion on B1063 Clare Road

Comment

WS075 has already been rejected a number of times due amongst other reasons because of
serious existing traffic congestion on the B1063 into Clare and poor visibility at the exit. A
large development would seriously increase these problems. Rural Vision 2031 already
rejected this site and nothing has changed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Jake Nugent (Endurance Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Site options

Comment ID

790

Summary

The land north of Cavendish Road in Clare (SHELAA Ref. WS074) is promoted on behalf of
EELP. EELP support the decision to identify this land as an ‘included’ site.

Comment

Site Options - Land north of Cavendish Road, Clare (SHELAA Ref. WS074) The land north of
Cavendish Road in Clare (SHELAA Ref. WS074) is promoted on behalf of EELP. EELP
support the decision to identify this land as an ‘included’ site. A Site Submission Document
for the site is submitted with these representations. The key design principles for the
promoted development at the site would be: * Working within and making best use of the
Site’s existing natural features. * Ensuring the green/wooded skyline in views from Clare is
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retained. * Single storey development and low pitched/flat roofs above 55m contour on
parcel C. * 2 storey development elsewhere with the possibility for an element of 3 storey
development within a retirement village. * Substantial buffer planting provided along the
eastern edge of parcel C. * Ensuring development density respects and reflects the
surroundings. * Design and materials which reflect the best aspects of the surrounding area.
* Creation of a tree lined main route through the development to incorporate existing trees
and hedges where possible. * Main route to run along southern boundary of parcel C to help
retain green valley side backdrop in views from within the conservation area and the town. *
Maximising pedestrian and cycle connectivity through the site. * Incorporation of the latest
sustainable construction methods and renewable energy generation. The initial assessment
of the site in the Sustainability Assessment Interim Report scores the site as ‘red’ because of
impacts on wildlife sites (CWS), heritage assets (Listed Buildings and Conservation Area)
and agricultural land (Grade 1 and Grade 2). An alternative Sustainability Assessment for
the land north of Cavendish Road in Clare is submitted with these representations. A
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal has been undertaken for the site and was submitted with
the call for sites response. The site is not covered by any statutory or non-statutory wildlife
site designations, and is not in close proximity to any statutory designations. The nearest
designated site is Clare Castle and Country Park County Wildlife Site, a non-statutory
wildlife site located 150 m to the south. It is a country park and therefore designed to attract
visitors for recreational purposes, and therefore residential development at land north of
Cavendish Road would not be a significant threat to the integrity of the CWS. The existing
arable fields are a habitat of negligible ecological and biodiversity value. The hedgerows at
the site have ecological value. The site will be of value for breeding birds and some farmland
bird species. The promoted development would retain the badger sett, retain the hedgerows
and trees, provide bird and bat boxes, and incorporate ecological enhancements within the
drainage and landscape areas. It is concluded in the Ecological Appraisal that the site could
accommodate the promoted development with the recommended ecological mitigation and
enhancement measures. In addition, the promoted development would include open space
and landscape areas to enable residents to undertake information recreation. It is requested
that the score for impacts on CWS is amended from ‘red’ to ‘green’. It is noted that the
assessment for heritage criteria in the Sustainability Assessment Interim Report is based on
a calculation of distance between promoted sites and identified heritage assets. It is
considered that this approach is very limited and does not take into account whether the
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promoted site falls within the setting of the heritage asset or affects its significance. A more
detailed assessment is required for the heritage criteria, which takes into account the
promoted development. A Baseline Heritage Assessment has been undertaken for the site
and is submitted with these representations. The designated heritage assets within a one
kilometre radius of the site include the Parish Church of Saint Peter and Saint Paul (Grade I),
Clare Castle (Grade II* and Scheduled Monument), Earthwork on Lower Common
(Scheduled Monument), Clare Hall (Grade II) and Clare Conservation Area. The promoted
development should avoid or minimise conflict with the conservation of the identified high
value and important assets. As such, it is recommended in the Baseline Heritage Assessment
that that built development should be directed to the lower slopes of the site to be
acceptable in heritage terms – see Section 2.2 of Site Submission Document. The promoted
development would also provide appropriate design measures such as maintaining a reduced
scale, using suitable material finishes and introducing trees to screen buildings. It is
requested that the score for impacts on Conservation Areas and Grade I Listed Buildings is
amended from ‘red’ to ‘amber’. It is noted that all of the land around Clare is classified as
Grade 2 agricultural land, and that all of the promoted sites on the edge of the village also
scored ‘red’ for this agricultural land criteria. It is considered that the loss of a small
proportion of Grade 2 agricultural land around Clare would have a limited overall effect on
the supply of such land overall, and a substantial amount of agricultural land would remain
available in the surrounding area for agricultural use and farm businesses. The landowner
would continue to farm the remaining agricultural land and the farm business would not be
materially affected. It is requested that land north of Cavendish Road in Clare is allocated in
WSLP for up to 160 dwellings or a lesser number of dwellings together with a care home or
a retirement village. The concept plans for the site show three suitable development options,
which are as follows: * An entirely residential development of up to 160 dwellings; * A
development of up to 150 dwellings and a 35 place care home; or * A development of up to
95 dwellings and a 160 place retirement village. As set out in the Site Submission Document,
all three options could allow for an extension of the school site to the south, subject to school
needs and requirements.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
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Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Keith Haisman (Stour Valley Educational Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Site options

Comment ID

590

Summary

General comments re developments in Clare and specific comments re site WS074. The open
land on the school site to the west of the school buildings has a gradient sufficient to limit
development except to a restricted area and school facilities extend up to the boundaries on
the other sides of the school complex.

Comment

The Board supports housing development in Clare which is measured and appropriate. Any
development must, however, be accompanied by enhancements to infrastructure including
expansion of education facilities at Clare Community Primary School and Stour Valley
Community School. Site WS074 is a possible residential development on the land
immediately to the north of Stour Valley Community School which will effectively prevent the
expansion of the School site. The open land on the school site to the west of the school
buildings has a gradient sufficient to limit development except to a restricted area and
school facilities extend up to the boundaries on the other sides of the school complex. It is
recognised that the school is currently limited by virtue of the boundaries of the leasehold
area, but a strategic view of the School’s needs in the future could reasonably consider that
the School has potential to expand and will need more land to do so. The School was
repurposed from a Middle School at a time of austerity. Space standards were reduced by
the Department for Education to meet tight financial limits. The School has proven to be a
success, not least due to the considerable efforts made by its dedicated teaching team. The
boundary to the north of Stour Valley Community School is to an arable field and is not
enclosed with security fencing. Such fencing would be needed if a residential development
abutted the boundary. The provision of suitable fencing along the north boundary of the site
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would be a considerable expense. If the expense fell to the School it would have a significant
impact on the resources available for education in that year. The School would certainly
benefit from a Sports Hall and other sporting provision. The existing sports pitches are on
sloping land, which is not ideal, whereas part of the land to the north is sufficiently level to
enable level pitches to be created. A Sports Hall would also provide exam space, crucial to
School expansion. Land around Clare is being taken for residential development and this is
welcomed given the need for more housing of a variety of types and affordability, but
thought also needs to be given to the facilities of the growing town. At present travel to
Haverhill is required to use a Sports Hall. That facility is popular. We foresee that the
sustainable choice will be that Clare has its own Sports Hall in the future. The expansion of
the School site for such a facility could be planned and aspirations created, but if all the
viable land for such a facility is taken for housing then a decision today on residential land
allocation will affect the generations of Clare in the future and may not be capable of being
reversed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ross Barbour-Andrews

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Clare > Site options

Comment ID

238

Summary

WS071, WS072, WS073, WS074, WS075. On the whole I feel Clare is pretty much 'full' as it
stands. The road system running through the middle of the Town would struggle under the
proposal of some of the sites in this plan. Doctors and schooling would be a huge
consideration for any further development in Clare Town as I don't think there is currently
enough to go round let alone to add further 'major' housing development.

Comment

I wish to lodge the following in response to the recent SHELAA of Clare Town. WS071 I do
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not perceive any major problems with a development of this size in this location. A 'small'
expansion to the west of Clare next to a residential area should not impact too majorly on
the Town in my opinion. This development along with the ongoing plans to build on a site on
the other side of the road should provide the necessary extension/provision of housing, if
indeed we need any further housing at all. WS072 To infill an area of land currently unused
with housing I do not see a major problem with. My only question would be about access to
the site?? A development here would not impact 'visually' on Clare as it would already be
surrounded by housing and from the look of the site none of the new dwellings would front
the highway. Perfect use for an area of land to be developed in my opinion. WS073 I believe
a development of this size is completely overbearing and an un necessary over development
of Clare Town. To add this many houses to the smallest town in Suffolk would I feel have a
highly detrimental effect on the look and feel of the Town and put un necessary strain on
services for Doctors and schooling. I would also question as to whether the road system
through Clare would be able to cope with the addition of this many houses. It would also
dramatically change the visual appearance on arrival into Clare from the East. With a small
and struggling public transport system servicing the town would it be able to cope with the
addition of this many dwellings. I suspect not. If as a conservative estimate, three quarters
of the dwellings having at least one car this i feel would overload an already busy local road
system. I would oppose development of this site strongly. WS074 I believe this site is an un
necessary over bearing development of Clare Town for the same reasons os described in
WS073. I would oppose development of this site strongly. WS075 Development of this site
would again make reasonable sense with there already being a substantial housing
development of the heights immediately to its south. I do not feel it would alter the entry
landscape into Clare from the North in any major way and the number of dwellings proposed
would be the absolute maximum I would like to see in any housing development in Clare
Town. Due to already struggling demand for Doctors and schooling being on the verge of
being full I'm not sure development any bigger than this would be sustainable for the Town
and its infrastructure. any other comments on the whole I feel Clare is pretty much 'full' as it
stands. The road system running through the middle of the Town would struggle under the
proposal of some of the sites in this plan. Doctors and schooling would be a huge
consideration for any further development in Clare Town as I dont think there is currently
enough to go round let alone to add further 'major' housing development. Development of a
few of the smaller sites could be a valid proposal but the larger sites of WS074, WS073 are
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completely over sized for the facilities and transport infrastructure required to service them.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

. . (Bypass Farm Partnership)

Agent Name

C/O Rebecca Smith (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Ixworth > Ixworth

Comment ID

963

Summary

WS123. It is noted that the summary Ixworth table in the current Local Plan consultation
papers denotes the Site as having an indicative capacity of 80. Whilst it is recognised that
this is a number copied from the adopted RV12(c) policy, it fails to be informed by the more
up to date position now established for the Site.

Comment

The following response is made on behalf of the Bypass Farm Partnership (BFP) as the
landowners and long-term promoters of the “Site” “Land West of A143 and South of A1088
Ixworth” as identified as WS123 under the 2020 SHELAA Reference and as site allocation
RV12(c) in the adopted Rural Vision. The Site benefits from an extant and adopted Concept
Statement as the first necessary step pursuant to the allocation of the Site in the adopted
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Rural Vision. The next step in the planning process, as required by the Rural Vision, is to
create and have adopted a Masterplan Document that adds a layer of detail above the
Concept Statement. A planning application can then be submitted pursuant to the
Masterplan Document. The BFP has been actively progressing the delivery of the Site since
the adoption of the Rural Vision, with a substantive advanced draft version of the Masterplan
Document in final discussions with West Suffolk Planning Officers, prior to the document
progressing to public consultation as the next required stage by the Rural Vision procedural
policy. It is wholly expected that public consultation will progress in the first half of 2021 and
an adopted Masterplan Document in place before the end of July 2021, with a planning
application for the whole site then to follow on. To further establish the Site as a committed
housing site, as part of the scheme delivery the spine road that runs north-south through the
Site, as depicted in the approved Concept Statement, has received planning consent from
West Suffolk Council (ref: DC/19/1146/FUL) and works have commenced on its T-junction
access to the A1088. It is noted that the summary Ixworth table in the current Local Plan
consultation papers denotes the Site as having an indicative capacity of 80. Whilst it is
recognised that this is a number copied from the adopted RV12(c) policy, it fails to be
informed by the more up to date position now established for the Site. RV12(c) of the Rural
Vision allocates the southern part of the site with an indicative 80 dwellings; the southern
part is not defined in the text or supporting policy maps, it has however been common
ground that this refers to the land south of the ‘ridge’, which is the high point of the Site to
the east of the Seckford School playing fields. The northern part of the site is to be first
considered for future educational purposes. The relevant text of adopted RV12(c) says:
Policy RV12C (Land West of A143 and South of A1088) states that: The southern part of site
(c) (land to the west of the A143 and south of the A1088) is allocated for 80 dwellings. The
residual part of the site to the north is protected for future educational needs. Residential
use on the residual land to the north can come forward in the medium term subject to the
consideration of educational requirements on this land. This should be determined through
the concept statement and masterplan process, which should also identify the amount of
land available for development, location of uses, access arrangements and design and
landscaping. The supporting text adds that: 22.17 The northern part of the site has been
reserved for future educational use in view of the potential need for the future relocation of
the primary school. A reassessment of this area against the adopted masterplan for the site
at Crown Lane has demonstrated that some additional residential development could be
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provided without prejudicing any future educational requirements on the northern part of
the site 22.18 A concept plan and a masterplan will be required for the site to determine
such issues as the amount of land available for development, the location of uses, site access
and design, public and recreational open space, and landscaping. The connectivity of this
site to the east should be enhanced and the provision of, or contributions to, a suitable and
feasible crossing across the A143 will be sought as part of any planning proposals for the
site. In summary, the existing adopted policy position is clear in that it establishes that the
northern part of the site is to be first considered for education purposes; if such an
education provision is required then any residual land to the north can be used for
residential-led purposes, where the design can appropriately accommodate it. If an
education use is ultimately not needed, then the whole of the northern part of the site could
be used for residential-led purposes. This was a very clear discussion with the Local Plan
Inspector at the Apex Centre during the Examination in Public for the Rural Vision and led to
the final policy wording. Through the current and advanced masterplanning process, the
northern part of the Site protects a 2.2 ha area of land, which is the maximum site area
requested by the County Education Authority to provide for a Primary School, if such a new
school is found to be necessary. Even with the protection of a 2.2 ha education site, the
residual land to the northern part can deliver approximately 65 dwellings in addition to the
80 earmarked for the southern part. Furthermore, applying 30 dwellings per hectare, as a
broad guide, to the 2.2ha protected land (if it is found not to be needed for education
purposes) could deliver a further 66 dwellings. The whole WS123 Site could provide for 145
dwellings with the 2.2ha of protected land for education uses, this number would rise to
some 210 dwellings if the protected land was used for residential-led development. The
Masterplan Document and planning application process will determine the precise number
of dwellings that the Site will deliver. It is requested that these higher Site capacity numbers
are lodged against the Site and for the further iteration of the emerging Local Plan to be
informed by this established policy position and the Masterplan Document, which is highly
likely to be adopted in time to fully inform the emerging Local Plan and the continued
allocation of Site WS123/ RV12(c).
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
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Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Ixworth > Ixworth

Comment ID

1199

Summary

WS121. In conclusion, Land west of Bardwell Road and South of A1088 Thetford Road,
Ixworth will be a high quality, landscape-led scheme, providing much needed housing for the
District. The proposed scheme will provide new homes in close proximity to the village
centre, constituting a coherent expansion to Ixworth. The Site is available, achievable and
deliverable and should be considered for a housing allocation in the emerging Local Plan.

Comment

See Delivery Statement. This Delivery Statement (the ‘Statement’) has been prepared by
Turley for Pigeon Investment Management Ltd on behalf of Pigeon Land 2 Ltd (‘Pigeon’) and
SW Cross & Sons Ltd (‘the Landowners’), who are promoting Land west of Bardwell Road
and South of A1088 Thetford Road, Ixworth (the ‘Site’) to deliver around 220 new homes
including affordable homes, economic/community uses, a high quality landscaping scheme
with a green corridor along The Langridge, and areas of public open space. As a Key Service
Centre in West Suffolk, Ixworth is a sustainable location well suited to providing new
housing for the District. The village has a good range of services and facilities including a
primary school, secondary school, a range of shops, Public Houses, doctor’s surgery, village
hall and a library. The Regulation 18 Issues and Options Consultation documents propose for
Ixworth to remain as a Local Service Centre on the settlement hierarchy, continuing to be
identified as a sustainable location for new growth. Ixworth is therefore clearly capable of
accommodating a substantial level of growth. The Concept Plan illustrates how the Site can
provide a new high quality, landscape-led scheme to the north of Ixworth comprising: •
Public Open Space including a green corridor along The Langridge and strategic
landscaping which will contribute to enhanced green infrastructure and biodiversity; •
Around 220 new homes (including affordable); • Economic/community/residential uses along
Bardwell Road facilitating the delivery of a village hall or contributing to improvements to
the existing village hall; • Highways improvements for the local area through footway
provision; and • Green infrastructure throughout the scheme linking into the countryside.
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This Delivery Statement confirms that this Site is immediately available, achievable and
suitable for the development identified within the SHELAA. We confirm that the landowners
have entered into a partnership with Pigeon to progress this Site through the planning
process and that as set out in Section 3 of this Statement, the Site can deliver homes earlier
than currently identified in the Council’s assessment. The comprehensive set of technical
studies that have been undertaken to date demonstrate that there are no significant
constraints to development and that in producing a Concept Plan for the scheme, all of the
necessary policy requirements have either been accommodated or exceeded in the capacity
of the Site. Consequently, this Statement demonstrates that the Site is achievable for
approximately 220 homes and that Pigeon have undertaken due diligence to ensure that the
scheme that they are promoting to the Council is both policy compliant and deliverable as
per the definition in the National Planning Policy Framework. In conclusion, Land west of
Bardwell Road and South of A1088 Thetford Road, Ixworth will be a highquality, landscapeled scheme, providing much needed housing for the District. The proposed scheme will
provide new homes in close proximity to the village centre, constituting a coherent
expansion to Ixworth. The Site is available, achievable and deliverable and should be
considered for a housing allocation in the emerging Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Mandy Adlington (Ixworth & Ixworth Thorpe Parish council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Ixworth > Ixworth

Comment ID

852
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Summary

As well as the services and facilities listed Ixworth also has the following - 2 Cafes, a GP
surgery, a dress shop, 2 takeaways and an upholstery/sewing shop. Ixworth no longer has a
hotel however there are two public houses in the village

Comment

Please could you alter the facilities and services as reflected above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Mandy Adlington (Ixworth & Ixworth Thorpe Parish council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Ixworth > Ixworth

Comment ID

1189

Summary

WS123. The Parish Council are concerned that a small section of land North of the current
Cemetery has been included. In Rural 2031 this area is not included.
The Parish Council are currently speaking with the landowner to obtain this land for the
future extension of the Cemetery. As mentioned previously, an important infrastructure
requirement for a growing village.

Comment

The Parish Council are concerned that a small section of land North of the current Cemetery
has been included. In Rural 2031 this area is not included. The Parish Council are currently
speaking with the landowner to obtain this land for the future extension of the Cemetery. As
mentioned previously, an important infrastructure requirement for a growing village. The
Parish Council wish to develop more walks in and around the village. Currently, and with the
help of Suffolk County Council, there is a circular walk around the village which crosses the
by-pass (A1088). The Parish Council have had discussions with Suffolk County Council and
West Suffolk District Council on installing a footbridge over the by-pass, and initial plans
have been drawn up. The Parish Council wish this important requirement is included in the
plan for the safety of current, and future residents of the village. The current GP Surgery
will not be able to accommodate the growth so measures will need to be put in place for
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future residents to access health care. If the land off Crown Lane is developed the Parish
Council feel there should be additional land set aside recreational development such as an
additional play area, football pitch or any other requirement suggested by residents. As the
village grows transport links will also need to be increased such as bus services to Bury St
Edmunds and further afield.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Rev Tony Redman (St Bartholomews church Ingham)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Ixworth > Ixworth

Comment ID

493

Summary

The presence of parish churches in each of the venues is not represented.

Comment

In each case they provide a key community focus, often the oldest heritage building and
treasure house of community memory (cf ICCOMOS charters and HE documents on
spirituality of place). In the case of Ixworth and no doubt other towns, they are also key
providers of community resources especially to those in deepest need. (cf "Hidden Suffolk"
report), and providers of pastoral support to local schools

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Mandy Adlington (Ixworth & Ixworth Thorpe Parish council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Ixworth > Settlement status

Comment ID

856

Summary

Adjustment of information supplied. The comment re RV12b, 'Land Off Crown Lane is
currently subject of a planning application' is incorrect. The Parish Council has been
informed that this application has been withdrawn.
The Parish Council also has concerns that the map showing the area of RV12c (WS123) has
now been extended to include the small section of land north of the Cemetery.

Comment

The comment re RV12b, 'Land Off Crown Lane is currently subject of a planning application'
is incorrect. The Parish Council has been informed that this application has been
withdrawn. The Parish Council also has concerns that the map showing the area of RV12c
(WS123) has now been extended to include the small section of land north of the Cemetery.
In Rural 2031 this land is not included. The Parish Council are currently speaking with the
land owner to obtain this as an extension to the Cemetery. This is a vital infrastructure
requirement for a growing village. The Parish Council feel strongly that this area of
land MUST stay out of this designated area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Kevin Betts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

917

Summary

Infrastructure capacity. Any future development of more than a few dwellings would have an
adverse impact on the community. Mains sewerage regularly backs up and overflows into my
property and others in School Road . The proposed area at the Little Wratting end would
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exacerbate this problem. Our Primary school is at capacity.
Comment

Any future development of more than a few dwellings would have an adverse impact on the
community. Mains sewerage regularly backs up and overflows into my property and others in
School Road . The proposed area at the Little Wratting end would exacerbate this problem.
Our Primary school is at capacity. With regard to the Stonebridge area , there is already a
recognised issue with flooding to the Dash End area which would be further affected by run
off from any new housing in this area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Joanna Nicholas

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

847

Summary

Nature and habitat designations. The Risbridge Meadow and Stour around the Great
Meadow are significant sites for diversity and wildlife. The environment agency does not
allow a licence for fishing/crayfish capture, as although there are American Signal Crayfish
present, there are also colonies of native Crayfish present. To say that there are no
designations active is not technically true. The designations may not impact planning, but
the information is incorrect.

Comment

The Risbridge Meadow and Stour around the Great Meadow are significant sites for
diversity and wildlife. The environment agency does not allow a licence for fishing/crayfish
capture, as although there are American Signal Crayfish present, there are also colonies of
native Crayfish present. To say that there are no designations active is not technically true.
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The designations may not impact planning, but the information is incorrect.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. Section eight in part two of the West Suffolk Local
Plan Issues and Options sets out how the local plan aims to protect and enhance biodiversity
across the district in line with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

Respondent Name

Ms Marion Farrant (Kedington Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

872

Summary

Constraints within Kedington. The historic Church and many listed buildings give the village
its unique character, which is often overlooked by Planners when considering further
housing. Risbridge Meadow situated on Mill Road is a Nature Reserve and does provide
habitat designations. The River Stour flowing though the heart of the village does cause a
flood risk to houses in School Road and there has also been flooding in Silver Street Park.

Comment

Kedington is a village with a lot of character and dates back to the 12th century and is
mentioned in the Doomsday Book. The historic Church and many listed buildings give the
village its unique character, which is often overlooked by Planners when considering further
housing. Risbridge Meadow situated on Mill Road is a Nature Reserve and does provide
habitat designations. The River Stour flowing though the heart of the village does cause a
flood risk to houses in School Road and there has also been flooding in Silver Street Park.
Many vehicles already use the B1061 which runs from Sturmer Road to Haverhill Road as a
"rat run". The B1061 is also used by HGVs and larger lorries as a route from the A143
through Kedington and Calford Green to get to the industrial areas in Haverhill. This road is
very narrow in places and with parking for houses on Haverhill Road at a premium, this
causes concern for the safety of residents. The road is not wide enough for these large
vehicles and one house in particular on Sturmer Road has had its fencing damaged on
several occasions when large HGVs try to turn into Dane Close, as their Sat Navs erronously
take them to this location.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Bart Shirm

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington

Comment ID

394

Summary

The deliverability of WS126 and infrastructure within Kedington. An application at site
WS126 was submitted in 2014 and is yet to be determined. The access and heritage
constraints of the site suggest that it is undeliverable and cannot be relied upon for new
homes in the village.

Comment

An application at site WS126 was submitted in 2014 and is yet to be determined. The access
and heritage constraints of the site suggest that it is undeliverable and cannot be relied
upon for new homes in the village The existing bus routes through the village need to be
maintained and frequency increased. It has been a lifeline as a young person to have direct
bus access to Cambridge. I think a surfaced cycle / pedestrian connection to the Great
Walsey scheme in Haverhill will help residents of Kedington make sustainable transport
choices to access schools / employment. The Community Centre is in need of significant
investment. Financial contributions from development should be used to help support the
Community Centre.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. The council will be working closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr James Stringer
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington

Comment ID

7

Summary

Misleading information about the level of services within the village. Kedington no longer
has a Post Office and the GP surgery acts has a prescription drop off point for one hour a
week only. No other services are provided from this surgery and therefore it is very
misleading to suggest the village has a GP Surgery. This has an impact on the hierarchy of
Kedington within the Local Plan.

Comment

Misleading information about the level of services within the village Kedington no longer has
a Post Office and the GP surgery acts has a prescription drop off point for one hour a week
only. No other services are provided from this surgery and therefore it is very misleading to
suggest the village has a GP Surgery. This has an impact on the hierarchy of Kedington
within the Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr Kevin Betts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington

Comment ID

913

Summary

Services. Kedington no longer has a post office or a doctor's surgery so this should be
updated and considered.

Comment

Kedington no longer has a post office or a doctor's surgery so this should be updated and
considered

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. We will be reviewing the level of facilities within Kedington
and updating the Sustainable Settlements Study and the summary of facilities and services
accordingly.

Respondent Name

Mr Kevin Betts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington

Comment ID

1231

Summary

Any future medium or large scale developments in the Parish are potentially damaging to the
fabric and character of the village.

Comment

Kedington has consistently provided more than adequately in terms of housing for the local
plan for a number of decades and has recently provided a large sector of land to the Wilsey
Park development. Any future medium or large scale developments in the Parish are
potentially damaging to the fabric and character of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a
housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance
with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mrs Joanna Nicholas

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington

Comment ID

846

Summary

Post office and school inaccuracies. Kedington does not have a post office. This service is
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provided intermittently for one hour a week (at best) by a mobile post office from
Finchingfield. This service should be removed from the list. Furthermore, there are already
year groups where children from the village are not accepted in the primary school due to
oversubscription.
Comment

Kedington does not have a post office. This service is provided intermittently for one hour a
week (at best) by a mobile post office from Finchingfield. This service should be removed
from the list. Furthermore, there are already year groups where children from the village
are not accepted in the primary school due to oversubscription. This will be aggravated by
having more houses in the village. The expansion of the school is not addressed in the plans
at all.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes. The council
also works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Joanna Nicholas

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington

Comment ID

1184

Summary

WS125. This land was used as an approach from a developer, speculatively. The issues
surrounding access to services, the junctions with the roads and increased flood risk for
other parts of the village as a result are raised again.

Comment

This land was used as an approach from a developer, speculatively. The issues surrounding
access to services, the junctions with the roads and increased flood risk for other parts of the
village as a result are raised again. Infrastructure - roads, services (water and sewerage, as
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well as improved telephony) Services - a surgery which is manned, and not just used for
prescription delivery; support to keep the existing services open; expansion of the primary
school, along the expansion of secondary school provision in the locality. Facilities Encouragement for businesses, e.g. reduced rates for businesses in the village compared to
the town's, otherwise all businesses will leave and re-establish in the town's.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. We are seeking the views on all included SHELAA sites that
have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Ms Marion Farrant (Kedington Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington

Comment ID

871

Summary

Challenge to status of Key Service Centre. Kedington Parish Council believes that Kedington
should be de-classified to a Local Service Centre as many of the facilities previously had
have disappeared. The village now has only one public house, the full time Post Office has
closed, the primary school is full to capacity with no room for further expansion. The GP
surgery only opens for two hours per week.

Comment

Kedington Parish Council believes that Kedington should be de-classified to a Local Service
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Centre as many of the facilities previously had have disappeared. The village now has only
one public house, the full time Post Office has closed, the primary school is full to capacity
with no room for further expansion. The GP surgery only opens for two hours per week for
collection of prescriptions and residents now have to travel to Haverhill or Clare for GP
appointments. The GP surgery in Haverhill is severely under pressure and do not have the
staff to open fully the village surgery.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Phill Bamford (Gladman)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington

Comment ID

1131

Summary

W126. This site is being promoted by Gladman and was subject to an outline planning
application submitted in March 2019 (DC/19/0547/OUT). A Vision Document has been
submitted alongside these representations which demonstrates that there are no technical
impediments or environmental constraints that would preclude the development of the land,
and its ability to make a welcome contribution to the future housing requirement of the West
Suffolk Local Plan Review.

Comment

Kedington lies approximately 3km to the north east of Haverhill and 24km to the south east
of Cambridge. The settlement is supported by a range of services and facilities including a
public house; a post office; library and community hall; a primary school; shop; GP surgery;
and play area and recreation ground. The settlement is served with bus services into
Haverhill and Cambridge from which onward journeys are available by rail. It is a
sustainable settlement suitably placed to accommodate further housing growth that can
contribute to the supply of housing in West Suffolk as a whole. At this stage, the Council are
consulting on 3 potential options for future growth in Kedington, these sites will be looked at
in turn below: WS126 This site is subject to a pending planning application for 40 dwellings.
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Whilst this site was allocated through the Rural Vision 2031 DPD we are aware of access
issues in developing this site. It is our understanding that at this time, a suitable access
cannot be demonstrated which may merit the reconsideration of the allocation of this.
WS125 Gladman suggest that this site has the potential to impact on the adjacent SAM. If
this site were to be preferred, evidence would be required to demonstrate that developing
the site would not have an unacceptable impact on this heritage asset. Gladman suggest that
W126 may be better placed to come forward instead. W126 This site is being promoted by
Gladman and was subject to an outline planning application submitted in March 2019 (DC/
19/0547/OUT). A Vision Document has been submitted alongside these representations
which demonstrates that there are no technical impediments or environmental constraints
that would preclude the development of the land, and its ability to make a welcome
contribution to the future housing requirement of the West Suffolk Local Plan Review. We
would welcome the opportunity for further discussions with the Council regarding this site
as we shape our proposals.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr James Stringer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

8

Summary

WS124 Refused. The recent planning application for WS124 was refused by WSC on various
grounds and is not suitable for development due to its harmful nature of the village of
Kedington.

Comment

The recent planning application for WS124 was refused by WSC on various grounds and is
not suitable for development due to its harmful nature of the village of Kedington.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The Issues and Options consultation has sought views on all included SHELAA sites
that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not
mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of
the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including issues raised during the
site's planning history, comments received from the consultation, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Joanna Nicholas

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Kedington settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

848

Summary

Community. All of the sites identified are at the edges of the village, and would struggle to
connect with the services in the village. This is contrary to the premise that the services in
the village would be used by the people who would take up housing in such developments.

Comment

All of the sites identified are at the edges of the village, and would struggle to connect with
the services in the village. This is contrary to the premise that the services in the village
would be used by the people who would take up housing in such developments. There are
also no considerations relating to the run-off from such developments to the existing
infrastructure and whether there may be issues with such services. The ditches for drainage
of agricultural land currently run alongside the Hundon Road site, and may affect the run off
into the Stour.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
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development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Kevin Betts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Settlement status

Comment ID

919

Summary

Key service. As we now longer have a post office or a working surgery (key service ) may no
longer be applicable to the parish.

Comment

As we now longer have a post office or a working surgery (key service ) may no longer be
applicable to the parish.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Ms Marion Farrant (Kedington Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Settlement status

Comment ID

873

Summary

Settlement status. Kedington does not have the key services it needs to serve residents and
those who live in the surrounding area. Kedington should now have the status of a Local
Service Centre.

Comment

Kedington does not have the key services it needs to serve residents and those who live in
the surrounding area. Kedington should now have the status of a Local Service Centre.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
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undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.
Respondent Name

Mr James Stringer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Kedington > Site options

Comment ID

9

Summary

Allocation of sites. The 2014 Local Plan allocated 105 dwellings for Kedington. Only 65 of
those have been delivered. The site at near Limes Cottage has had online permission for
many years but has not been brought forward. It would be reasonable for this site to be
rolled over into the next Local Plan.

Comment

The 2014 Local Plan allocated 105 dwellings for Kedington. Only 65 of those have been
delivered. The site at near Limes Cottage has had online permission for many years but has
not been brought forward for development. It would be reasonable for this site to be rolled
over into the next Local Plan to meet any revised allocation for Kedington. Assuming a
similar allocation of circa 100 dwellings in the next Local Plan, the two remaining site would
significantly exceed any reasonable allocation for Kedington. The site east of Haverhill Road
(WS125) if brought forward should include an extension and connection to the Risbridge
Nature Reserve which would set aside sufficient land to reduce the indicative capacity of the
site. The site south of Hundon Road (WS124) was recently refused by WSC on various group
and is fundamentally unsuitable for residential development. This site cannot be delivered
without significant harm to the character of the village, visual impact, road safety impact,
lack of connectively with the existing settlement and flood risk issues. The indicative
capacity is also significantly disproportionate for the level of allocation to be expected in
Kedington.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
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the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy. The next stage of the plan will use this use this housing distribution strategy to
set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This
will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr. Garth Tolmie

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Lakenheath > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

866

Summary

Bank has closed

Comment

To my knowledge, lloyds bank has closed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. A further survey of village services and facilities will be undertaken to help inform
the next draft of the plan.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maggie Flint (Lakenheath Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Lakenheath > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

644

Summary

There are inaccuracies. It is quite ridiculous to state that the school is at capacity when it is
actually not, rather “going to be” according to some, yet at the same time ignore hard
evidence of the impact of the impending arrival of the F35s.
The road network is inadequate for the existing, let alone the approved increase in housing
and the expansion at the USAF base. This must be recognised as a Constraint.
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Comment

About half the village is already in the 72dB contour published by the Ministry of Defence.
The scale and extent of noise will increase considerably with the introduction of F35 aircraft,
which generate twice the noise of the existing F15 fighters. It is quite ridiculous to state that
the school is at capacity when it is actually not, rather “going to be” according to some, yet
at the same time ignore hard evidence of the impact of the impending arrival of the F35s.
The road network is inadequate for the existing, let alone the approved increase in housing
and the expansion at the USAF base. This must be recognised as a Constraint.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered at the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maggie Flint (Lakenheath Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Lakenheath > Lakenheath

Comment ID

643

Summary

There are errors in the description There is no bank in Lakenheath and it does not have
several Public Houses.

Comment

There is no bank in Lakenheath and it does not have several Public Houses.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. A review of services and facilities will be undertaken to help inform the next draft of
the plan.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maggie Flint (Lakenheath Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Lakenheath > Lakenheath settlement constraints map

Comment ID

646
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Summary

There is important detail missing. This does not include the RAF Lakenheath ABET detail.
This indicates clearly there should be no further development to the south of Lakenheath
The noise contour map has been "updated" but only to the extent of merging the information
with that of RAF Mildenhall. The data used is still old and does not take account of the
introduction of F35s later in the year.

Comment

This does not include the RAF Lakenheath ABET detail (Town & Country Planning Direction
2004 -Safeguarded aerodromes, technical sites and military explosives storage) This
indicates clearly there should be no further development to the south of Lakenheath The
noise contour map has been "updated" but only to the extent of merging the information
with that of RAF Mildenhall. The data used is still old and does not take account of the
introduction of F35s later in the year.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

. . (Bennet Homes)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Lakenheath > Site options

Comment ID

905

Summary

Please see submission documents. Site WS604 is ideally placed to accommodate housing in
close proximity to the new school and within walking distance of Lakenheath’s other key
services and facilities.

Comment

Please see submission documents. Site WS604 is ideally placed to accommodate housing in
close proximity to the new school and within walking distance of Lakenheath’s other key
services and facilities. It is one of the last easily deliverable parcels of unallocated
development land in the village, enclosed by existing housing to the south, allocated
residential development land to the east and the watercourse to the north-west that provides
a logical and defensible northern development boundary for the village. It also offers easy
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access to Lakenheath Station, which is a short distance to the north.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the additional information. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maggie Flint (Lakenheath Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Lakenheath > Site options

Comment ID

645

Summary

There is a need to ensure sustainability. It is important that the village is not merely treated
as somewhere to build yet more houses; that is the anathema to sustainability. Of the sites
not yet granted planning permission – particularly WS604 and WS605- these sites should be
considered for employment opportunities.

Comment

It is important that the village is not merely treated as somewhere to build yet more houses;
that is the anathema to sustainability. Of the sites not yet granted planning permission –
particularly WS604 and WS605- these sites should be considered for employment
opportunities. Consent for W605 is under discussion. The new owners of W605 have
provided WSDC with a non-viability statement for Affordable Homes and the current
suggestion is for 31 new houses and a small retail unit. With very limited and potentially
dangerous access to the High Street this is inappropriate and not sustainable. Given the
profile of the village, consideration should also be given to Elderly Care facilities; the only
sheltered accommodation has lost its warden and there is now no provision for keeping
those who require full time care within the community

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered at the next stage of plan
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preparation.
Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

809

Summary

A key challenge for the plan is to ensure delivery is acheived. Anumber of schemes in parts
of the district have been slow to deliver and have delivered non-policy compliant schemes.
Haverhill and Mildenhall in particular are locations where the market is weak and deliervy
has been sow. Conversely, Red Lodge has an excellent record on delivery and that should be
recognised as an opportunity and evidence that development happens.

Comment

A key challenge for the plan is to ensure delivery is acheived. Anumber of schemes in parts
of the district have been slow to deliver and have delivered non-policy compliant schemes.
Haverhill and Mildenhall in particular are locations where the market is weak and deliervy
has been sow. Conversely, Red Lodge has an excellent record on delivery and that should be
recognised as an opportunity and evidence that development happens.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Matt Stannard

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

43

Summary

Infrastructure. Potentially one of the biggest constraints in Red Lodge is the lack of
connectivity to Public Transport, so whilst it has grown rapidly, so to have the number of
cars (the new estates have inadequate parking).
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I'm concerned not to see anything jump out that explains what could be done to add cycle
routes to Kennett station, upgrade Kennett station to connect Red Lodge to other areas
therefore reducing the dependency on cars, and helping build a sustainable environment.
Comment

Potentially one of the biggest constraints in Red Lodge is the lack of connectivity to Public
Transport, so whilst it has grown rapidly, so to have the number of cars (the new estates
have inadequate parking). I'm concerned not to see anything jump out that explains what
could be done to add cycle routes to Kennett station, upgrade Kennett station to connect Red
Lodge to other areas therefore reducing the dependancy on cars, and helping build a
sustainable environment for the future.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

. . (Crest Nicholson)

Agent Name

Mrs Kath Slater (Eclipse Planning Services)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge

Comment ID

1135

Summary

Crest Nicholson supports the identification of Red Lodge as a Key Service Centre. In terms
of population and housing stock it is the largest of the seven.

Comment

see attached. Section 3.6: Red Lodge As already indicated in relation to Part 1 and the
settlement hierarchy, Crest Nicholson supports the identification of Red Lodge as a Key
Service Centre. In terms of population and housing stock it is the largest of the seven. Site
WS207 is allocated in the SALP as Site SA9(c) and has planning permission for 384
dwellings and is under construction. Site WS206 is also allocated in the SALP as Site SA9(b)
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and is subject to a current planning application (DC/19/2347/FUL) for 141 dwellings. Both
sites have made much more progress towards implementation than sites normally included
in a SHELAA or similar document. They should be regarded at the very least as firm
commitments. Crest Nicholson therefore considers it unnecessary to provide any supporting
information as it is all available in the sets of documents which accompanied the planning
applications. We disagree with the sixth of the seven bullet points under the heading
Constraints and Opportunities in (or following) paragraph 3.6.2. This is presented as a
potential constraint. In our view it is not a question of the rate at which new development
can be absorbed; rather, it is a question of the need for affordable housing and the demand
for market housing. Affordable housing will continue to be provided where need is shown to
exist and the resources of the provider are sufficient. The rate of development of market
housing will fluctuate according to demand. These two characteristics are universal. This is
therefore not a particular constraint affecting Red Lodge. The Red Lodge constraints map on
page 60 incorrectly shows the settlement boundary. This was amended in the 2019 SALP to
include SALP site SA10 and exclude Red Lodge SSSI. It should match the red line boundary
on the map showing the SHELAA included sites. What improvements to infrastructure,
services and facilities do you think are needed to facilitate growth in Red Lodge? Crest
Nicholson consider that much of the necessary infrastructure to facilitate growth in Red
Lodge is already in place. In particular, reference has already been made to the primary
school on part of site WS208 with its ultimate capacity for 630 pupils. This is an essential
service to support the continued growth of housing and one of the means by which a genuine
community can develop. Whilst not exhaustive this demonstrates that additional
infrastructure can be provided without vast expenditure, thus reinforcing the case that
appropriate use of opportunities for development at Red Lodge should be made as part of
the overall strategy for the District.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
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Respondent Name

. . (RJ Upton 1987 Settlement Trust)

Agent Name

Mrs Kath Slater (Eclipse Planning Services)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge

Comment ID

1136

Summary

Various sites in Red Lodge. As already indicated in relation to Part 1 and the settlement
hierarchy, the Trust supports the identification of Red Lodge as a Key Service Centre. In
terms of population and housing stock it is the largest of the seven.

Comment

As already indicated in relation to Part 1 and the settlement hierarchy, the Trust supports
the identification of Red Lodge as a Key Service Centre. In terms of population and housing
stock it is the largest of the seven. Site WS208 is allocated in the 2019 SALP, reference SA10
(a), for mixed use development: 300 dwellings, 8 hectares for employment, and 3 hectares
for a 3 form entry primary school. The school and associated playing field have been
provided and land will be safeguarded to allow expansion to its full capacity of 630 pupils to
serve growth in Red Lodge and to meets needs in the hinterland. There have been no
changes to the site or its constraints since the adoption of the SALP and it is suitable,
available and deliverable site for mixed-use development. SALP Policy SA10 requires a
Masterplan which is currently being prepared. Site WS156 is located within the settlement
boundary. It is in single ownership, available, and there are no significant constraints to
development. Site WSE04 is a site for employment uses put forward by the Trust in response
to the call for sites in December 2018. We disagree with the sixth of the seven bullet points
under the heading Constraints and Opportunities in (or following) paragraph 3.6.2. This is
presented as a potential constraint. In our view it is not a question of the rate at which new
development can be absorbed; rather, it is a question of the need for affordable housing and
the demand for market housing. Affordable housing will continue to be provided where need
is shown to exist and the resources of the provider are sufficient. The rate of development of
market housing will fluctuate according to demand. These two characteristics are universal.
This is therefore not a particular constraint affecting Red Lodge. The Red Lodge constraints
map on page 60 incorrectly shows the settlement boundary. This was amended in the 2019
SALP to include SALP site SA10 and exclude Red Lodge SSSI. It should match the red line
boundary on the map showing the SHELAA included sites. What improvements to
infrastructure, services and facilities do you think are needed to facilitate growth in Red
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Lodge? The Trust consider that much of the necessary infrastructure to facilitate growth in
Red Lodge is already in place. In particular, reference has already been made to the primary
school (The Pines) on part of site WS208 which has already been provided and has an
ultimate capacity for 630 pupils. It is the second primary school in Red Lodge and an
essential service to support the continued growth of housing and one of the means by which
a genuine community can develop. Secondly, the maps below paragraph 3.6.8 clearly show
that access to site WSE04 from the A11 is already available. When further access for the
development of this site is required it can be achieved without difficulty. These two items of
infrastructure do not necessarily represent an exhaustive list, but nevertheless show that
additional infrastructure can be provided without vast expenditure, thus reinforcing the case
that appropriate use of opportunities for development at Red Lodge should be made as part
of the overall strategy for the District
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge

Comment ID

806

Summary

Red Lodge has a good range of services and facilities and is less constrained than many
settlements, especially the Towns. It should feature more strongly in the settlement
heirarchy.

Comment

Red Lodge has a good range of services and facilities and is less constrained than many
settlements, especially the Towns. It should feature more strongly in the settlement
heirarchy.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the
local plan and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy
categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and
does not automatically mean growth will take place.

Respondent Name

Gareth Mears (Persimmon Homes Ltd)

Agent Name

Nicky Parsons (Pegasus Group)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge

Comment ID

1330

Summary

PHL notes the comment regarding the ability of the settlement to absorb further large-scale
growth given housing growth in the recent past. Clearly, the definition of large is subjective
but PHL is keen to point out that it, as a major housebuilder, is very keen to deliver further
housing in this settlement. It does not consider that this is a valid constraint to be listed
without clear evidence from the market that this is the case.

Comment

PHL notes the comment regarding the ability of the settlement to absorb further large-scale
growth given housing growth in the recent past. Clearly, the definition of large is subjective
but PHL is keen to point out that it, as a major housebuilder, is very keen to deliver further
housing in this settlement. It does not consider that this is a valid constraint to be listed
without clear evidence from the market that this is the case.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge

Comment ID

1110

Summary

WS155. The site appears to have a mosaic of habitats that may support protected species/
Priority species, so detailed surveys are required. Given the proximity of the site to the A11,
future development proposals should seek to protect and enhance the ecological network
along this boundary.

Comment

WS155: The site appears to have a mosaic of habitats that may support protected species/
Priority species, so detailed surveys are required. Given the proximity of the site to the A11,
future development proposals should seek to protect and enhance the ecological network
along this boundary.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Andy Drummond

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge

Comment ID

1223

Summary

WS208 Red Lodge needs more social infrastructure before it can sustain these large
developments - shops, pubs, restaurants and activities.

Comment

WS208 Red Lodge needs more social infrastructure before it can sustain these large
developments - shops, pubs, restaurants and activities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
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district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Mugova (Environment Agency)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge

Comment ID

1378

Summary

The full quantum of growth identified can likely be accommodated within the permitted flow
headroom within the local Water Recycling Centre, however it is essential that detailed
assessments are carried out in the Water Cycle Study to confirm that scale of growth
proposed in the Local Plan will not lead to a breach of Water Framework Directive
obligations.

Comment

see attached. Part 3 – Settlements Unidentified Potential environmental constraint The
quantum of growth proposed at each of the settlements needs to be assessed in the WCS to
ensure that sufficient water supply and wastewater services can be provided within any local
environmental constraints. From a wastewater/river water quality perspective this is
particularly important where the proposed new growth and development will cause the WRC
flow permit to be exceeded. There is, however, a very specific wastewater/water quality issue
that needs particular scrutiny and assessment: Both Haverhill and Tuddenham WRCs have
current ‘quality’ permit limits that are set at the TAL. (Technically Achievable Limit) New
development connecting into these two WRCs will likely need to be restricted to ensure the
permitted DWF is not exceeded. Failure to do so is likely to result in a breach of the WFD
‘No Deterioration’ obligation. A detailed assessment within the WCS will need to
demonstrate whether, and if so how, foul drainage from proposed new growth/development
in those locations can be accommodated to avoid a breach of WFD obligations. 3.6 Red
Lodge ? As above, the quality permit limit at Tuddenham WRC is set at TAL. ? The full
quantum of growth identified can likely be accommodated within the permitted flow
headroom within the local WRC, however it is essential that detailed assessments are carried
out in the WCS to confirm that scale of growth proposed in the Local Plan will not lead to a
breach of WFD obligations.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside The Environment Agency in the
development of policies/options for future growth.

Respondent Name

Planning East of England (Highways England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge

Comment ID

1299

Summary

Another cluster for development that could impact the SRN is around Mildenhall and Red
Lodge, which could impact junctions on the A11.

Comment

Another cluster for development that could impact the SRN is around Mildenhall and Red
Lodge, which could impact junctions on the A11. The Local Plan acknowledges that road
junction capacity in Mildenhall is constrained and future growth beyond that already
planned in the former Forest Heath area Site Allocations Local Plan (2019) will affect
capacity at the Fiveways A11/A1101/A1065 roundabout which may require mitigation.
Although Mildenhall is not a small town, and therefore hosting some local employment,
retail, leisure and education facilities, it is not served by a railway line therefore for longer
distance interurban travel more reliance will be placed upon the SRN. The Fiveways junction
is in a fairly constrained location, and whilst it has benefited from some improvements in
recent years, the scope for further enhancement may be more limited without considering
more expensive and complex solutions should these exist or be determined as being
necessary. The potential scale of growth in Mildenhall alone may not be sufficient to help
support a more significant intervention, whilst opportunities to manage traffic demand for
example through mode shift measures, could be more limited given the town’s size, location
and lack of a railway service.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside Highways England in the
development of policies/options for future growth.
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Respondent Name

Sandra Dwan (Herringswell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge settlement constraints map

Comment ID

307

Summary

Sites which have not already gained planning permission should not be included for
development in the next plan period.

Comment

Over a 7 year period Red Lodge has experienced 49% growth and as many of the sites shown
in the SHEELA already have gained planning permission, other sites including all the
environmentally sensitive sites should be discounted. (Those that are within 7.5km of SPA
habitat designated for woodlark and nightjar as they could cause a likely significant effect
with respect to recreational pressure, or sites within 10km of SPA/SAC or sites within 1.5km
of stone curlew Breckland SPA habitat)

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Sandra Dwan (Herringswell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge settlement constraints map

Comment ID

308

Summary

This map of Red Lodge also shows the village of Herringswell which has been drawn with a
settlement boundary around the village.
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Countryside
5.37. Will contain small rural settlements with few or no services. Settlements will have no
boundary and no sites will be allocated through the local plan.
Herringswell is a small rural settlement with no services and so the boundary line on the
Red Lodge settlement constraints map should be removed to prevent confusion.
Comment

This map of Red Lodge also shows the village of Herringswell which has been drawn with a
settlement boundary around the village. Part one, “Developing a Spatial Strategy”, states;
Countryside 5.37. Will contain small rural settlements with few or no services. Settlements
will have no boundary and no sites will be allocated through the local plan. Herringswell is a
small rural settlement with no services and so the boundary line on the Red Lodge
settlement constraints map should be removed to prevent confusion.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for drawing this error to our attention which will be amended during the
next stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

782

Summary

Site WS452 The White Star Stables, Warren Road, Red Lodge is "Deferred" in SHELAA on
grounds of "suitability: site is within a SAC or SPA location or associated buffer zones." As
shown above, the Environmental Constraints study shows that the site is not within the SAC/
SPA buffer zones. Accordingly, the site should be included in the SHEELA and assessed
again for an allocation.

Comment

Site WS452 The White Star Stables, Warren Road, Red Lodge is "Deferred" in SHELAA on
grounds of "suitability: site is within a SAC or SPA location or associated buffer zones." As
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shown above, the Environmental Constraints study shows that the site is not within the SAC/
SPA buffer zones. Accordingly, the site should be included in the SHEELA and assessed
again for an allocation. Natural Engalnd had no objection to the recent planning application
on grounds of direct impact on the SPA/SAC.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Luke Murray (Sunnica Limited)

Agent Name

Motunrayo Bello (AECOM)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

617

Summary

Deferred housing WS455. We support this site being deferred for housing and enclose a plan
illustrating the application boundary for the proposed Sunnica Energy Farm which is being
brought forward as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project under the Planning Act
2008. An application for a Development Consent Order for this development is expected to
be submitted in Q2 2020.

Comment

We note in the appendices of the West Suffolk Strategic Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment 2020 (SHELAA) - February 2020, which identifies site options for
Red Lodge, that Appendix L shows site WS455 which has been deferred for housing due to
it not being available as listed in Appendix C of the SHELAA. We support this site being
deferred for housing and enclose a plan illustrating the application boundary for the
proposed Sunnica Energy Farm which is being brought forward as a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Project under the Planning Act 2008. An application for a Development
Consent Order for this development is expected to be submitted in Q2 2020.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Luke Murray (Sunnica Limited)

Agent Name

Motunrayo Bello (AECOM)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

618

Summary

WSE04. The application boundary for the proposed Sunnica Energy Farm (SEF) is adjacent
to the west of WSE04. The types of uses to be proposed at this employment site as part of
any future allocation in the local plan should be complementary to the proposed operation of
the SEF. Please find attached the proposed scheme boundary for Sunnica Energy Farm.

Comment

WSE04 is proposed for employment uses but no further detail at this stage is provided with
the SHELAA about how and when this will come forward and the B use classes considered
appropriate. The Sunnica Energy Farm is Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project under
the Planning Act 2008. An application for a Development Consent Order for this
development is expected to be submitted in Q2 2020. An application for a Development
Consent Order for this development is expected to be submitted in Q2 2020. The application
boundary for the proposed Sunnica Energy Farm (SEF) is adjacent to the west of WSE04.
The types of uses to be proposed at this employment site as part of any future allocation in
the local plan should be complementary to the proposed operation of the SEF. Please find
attached the proposed scheme boundary for Sunnica Energy Farm.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Matt Stannard

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Red Lodge settlement map showing SHELAA included

sites
Comment ID

44

Summary

Confused. Are the blue and green areas showing where you'd like to expand? Given the
liklihood of Sunnica, does it make sense to further blot the landscape with yet more
development?
It concerns me the issues that have been raised with potential flooding that taking away
large amounts of ground soil and thus to water table could impact flooding in the future.

Comment

Are the blue and green areas showing where you'd like to expand? Given the liklihood of
Sunnica, does it make sense to further blot the landscape with yet more development? It
concerns me the issues that have been raised with potential flooding that taking away large
amounts of ground soil and thus to water table could impact flooding in the future. In the
plan, I read about expansion a lot, but not regeneration. Surely COVID has shown cramming
lots of people into a housing estate is not sensible. What about regenerating existing empty
properties? Sorry if I've missed something but the messaging of keeping the area beautiful
but then trying to build build build confuses me.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. This Issues and Options draft is not allocating sites for growth but is consulting on
sites (housing in blue and economic land in green) submitted by landowners that could be
suitable for allocation in the local plan. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a
housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance
with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Settlement status

Comment ID

811

Summary

A key challenge for the plan is to ensure delivery is acheived. Anumber of schemes in parts
of the district have been slow to deliver and have delivered non-policy compliant schemes.
Haverhill and Mildenhall in particular are locations where the market is weak and deliervy
has been sow. Conversely, Red Lodge has an excellent record on delivery and that should be
recognised as an opportunity and evidence that development happens.

Comment

We support the need for a settlement hierarchy. A significant issue with the hierarchy as
proposed is that a number of locations towards the top of the hierarchy are significantly
constrained, and therefore there is a risk that the distribution of development in the
hierarchy does not accord with the hierarchy. Brandon, for example is designated as a town,
but its environmental constraints, particularly in terms of ecology and flooding, severely
limit the ability to deliver any significant additional development. Likewise, the approach to
development needs to take into account the ability to deliver. Locations such as Haverhill
and Mildenhall have been slow to come forward and have not always delivered policy
compliant schemes owing to viability challenges. That is a reflection of the strength of the
market and attractiveness to house builders as deliverers of new homes. The settlement
hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services. A finer grain
approach should be taken to the categorisation of settlements, including the proximity to
services and employment, rather than their presence in the settlement. We consider that
access to employment should be a significant factor in any assessment, as it is a major
generator of travel. We also question the approach which ranks all sustainability criteria as
equal. For example, access to a library is not equivalent to a commutable bus service, yet in
the methodology scores equally. A key challenge for the plan is to ensure delivery is
acheived. Anumber of schemes in parts of the district have been slow to deliver and
have delivered non-policy compliant schemes. Haverhill and Mildenhall in particular are
locations where the market is weak and deliervy has been sow. Conversely, Red Lodge has
an excellent record on delivery and that should be recognised as an
opportunity and evidence that development happens.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the
local plan and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy
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categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and
does not automatically mean growth will take place. Constraints and opportunities will be
considered separately in the site selection process.
Respondent Name

Sandra Dwan (Herringswell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Red Lodge > Site options

Comment ID

306

Summary

Further large scale development at Red Lodge should not be promoted.

Comment

Red Lodge has experienced massive inappropriate, unsustainable housing development for
many years. Further continued development in this location is not appropriate. The village
should be allowed a period of time to absorb the growth before commencing any further
house building in this area. Over a 7 year period Red Lodge has experienced 49% growth
and as many of the sites shown in the SHEELA already have gained planning permission,
other sites including all the environmentally sensitive sites should be discounted. (Those that
are within 7.5km of SPA habitat designated for woodlark and nightjar as they could cause a
likely significant effect with respect to recreational pressure, or sites within 10km of SPA/
SAC or sites within 1.5km of stone curlew Breckland SPA habitat) Only sites which have
planning permissions should be included at Red Lodge for development in the next
development plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Dominic Grixti (Stanton Windmill)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

58

Summary

Stanton Windmill - enhancement of its constraint in paragraph is needed.

Comment

The following paragraph needs to be expanded from: Stanton Post Mill is a designated
scheduled ancient monument (SAM) and listed building. Any potential growth in this location
should be sensitive to the SAM designation and avoid a negative impact on its wider setting.
to Stanton Post Mill is a designated scheduled ancient monument (SAM) and listed building.
Any potential growth in this location should be sensitive to the SAM designation and avoid a
negative impact on its wider setting. In addition, the windmill’s ability to work and
structural integrity should not be compromised by any development which affects wind flow
on the mill, such that the wind speed is reduced or destructive turbulence created.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. Paragraph 3.7.4 is a list of constraints and
opportunities and if necessary any development impacts on the windmill would be mitigated
in a future planning policy rather than in supporting text.

Respondent Name

Mr Jim Thorndyke

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

843

Summary

Where to put any infrastructure/houses. All infrastructure needs seriously looking at before
any more building is allowed - this includes the A143 which already gets long queues at rush
hours. Looking at your constraints in all directions it appears there is no room anywhere to
build yet Stanton is designated a key service centre.

Comment

You say no development North of the A143 but there are already two settlement boundaries
and facilities that are ignored in that area. Constraint to the East is surely also the sewage
works which may well need improving with development in Stanton and Ixworth, both feed
into this facility .All infrastructure needs seriously looking at before any more building is
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allowed - this includes the A143 which already gets long queues at rush hours. Looking at
your constraints in all directions it appears there is no room anywhere to build yet Stanton is
designated a key service centre. Any housing built on the industrial estate will need to be
considered as a new village as it is at a distance from surrounding villages nomally
considered to make development unsustainable.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Barker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

351

Summary

Rural Settlement. This is a village and people enjoy living here as it is a village- not a town.
Please keep any housing increases to towns which have enough facilities to cope. All that
would happen here is that all services will be strained and not able to cope.

Comment

This is a village and people enjoy living here as it is a village- not a town. Please keep any
housing increases to towns which have enough facilities to cope. All that would happen here
is that all services will be strained and not able to cope.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
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including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Settlement status

Comment ID

168

Summary

Support continued identification of Stanton as a Key Service Centre.

Comment

Hopkins Homes supports the continued identification of Stanton as a Key Service Centre and
a focus for residential growth through the forthcoming West Suffolk Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Jim Thorndyke

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Site options

Comment ID

844

Summary

Process takes too long. 3.7.10 One of these SHELAA sites already has a very advanced
planning application on it, It seems that if is refused as a non approved site the ensuing
appeal will have a better chance of approval the longer this process drags on.

Comment

3.7.10 One of these SHELAA sites already has a very advanced planning application on it, It
seems that if is refused as a non approved site the ensuing appeal will have a better chance
of approval the longer this process drags on.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
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considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Barker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Site options

Comment ID

352

Summary

Unsuitable for expansion. We do not have enough facilities for a larger population. Please
keep expansion to the edge of towns only.

Comment

We do not have enough facilities for a larger population. Please keep expansion to the edge
of towns only.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

1111

Summary

WS172 and WS173: These sites lie adjacent to each other and include areas of woodland and
ponds. WS173 is mapped as broad-leaved woodland Priority habitat on the DEFRA website
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‘MAGIC’ however, the section of woodland mapped on the same website within WS172
appears to have now been cleared. No development should be considered on these sites
unless it can be demonstrated there will be no loss of any Priority habitat. Both these sites
may support protected/Priority species
Comment

WS172 and WS173: These sites lie adjacent to each other and include areas of woodland and
ponds. WS173 is mapped as broad-leaved woodland Priority habitat on the DEFRA website
‘MAGIC’ however, the section of woodland mapped on the same website within WS172
appears to have now been cleared. No development should be considered on these sites
unless it can be demonstrated there will be no loss of any Priority habitat. Both these sites
may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the
suitability of the site for development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Miss Sophie Waggett (Bloor Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Chloe Parmenter (Boyer Planning)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

966

Summary

The Site has passed the SHELAA tests of being suitable, available and achievable (Ref
WS0168) and is a logical extension to the existing settlement, abutting the recreation
ground along its northern edge. The Site would bring with it significant contributions to the
community infrastructure within the local area and a number of benefits, including:

Comment

The Site has passed the SHELAA tests of being suitable, available and achievable (Ref
WS0168) and is a logical extension to the existing settlement, abutting the recreation
ground along its northern edge. The Site would bring with it significant contributions to the
community infrastructure within the local area and a number of benefits, including: *
Pedestrian and cycle links from the site, connecting with the existing services and facilities
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within Stanton; * The two proposed crossing points along Bury Road connect with existing
residential properties and the petrol filling station to the west; * Provision of new areas of
public open space including the circular walking and cycling route; * Allotments and
associated car parking which will also be available for users of the Recreation Ground; * A
proposed vehicular link into the recreation ground to the north; * Extensive landscaping
including tree planting and a landscaping corridor to the south * A new section of footway
along the eastern side of Bury Road, connecting with the existing footway to the north; *
Installation of electric vehicle charging infrastructure; and * Delivery of a Car Club The
current application on land to the east of Bury Road, Stanton, is supported by a Built
Heritage Statement which identifies that the site forms part of the immediate setting of the
Grade II listed Rose and Crown Inn and part of the extended setting of the Stanton
Conservation Area. However, the Site makes a very minor contribution to the significance of
the Rose and Crown Inn as part of the semi-rural village fringe character space in which the
significance of this built heritage asset is best appreciated. It is considered that the
proposed development represents an erosion of the village fringe immediate setting of the
Rose and Crown Inn. This constitutes a low level of harm at the lowest end of the spectrum
of less than substantial harm. The Site does not notably contribute to the character or
appearance of the Stanton Conservation Area. The site also has no relationship with them
Conservation Areas component built heritage assets which have been scoped out of this
assessment. West Suffolk Local Plan Review (Regulation 18) | Land East of Bury Road,
Stanton 28 The proposed development will not alter the experience of being within the
conservation area, its character or appearance, or the architectural or historic interest of its
component built heritage assets. The proposed development is considered to have no impact
on the significance of the Stanton Conservation Area.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr Alfred Carr

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

109

Summary

You tell us that Stanton: Has a good range of services and facilities which serve the resident
population and surrounding settlements, these include:
convenience food shop
public house
health centre and GP surgery
a primary and pre-school
post office
petrol filling station
recreation ground.

Comment
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* convenience food shop. ( Is far to small to cope with 100s Of new residents, and is well
overpriced on the products it sells ) * public house. ( I don’t know anyone who uses the pub,
most people say they have tried it, but would not go back ) * health centre and GP surgery. (
Is already over subscribed and stretched with patients, and could not, currently, cope with
the possibility of the potential of another 600/1000 New patients ) * a primary and preschool. ( Is as I told already stretched, and could not cope with the possibility of the
potential of another 100/300 new children ) * post office. ( The post Office is fantastic, but
would need to expand in It premises size and staffing levels to cope with the potential of an
additional 600/1000 New Homes ) * petrol filling station. ( Is very busy most of the time and
getting in it can be difficult at certain times with vehicles cueing out in the road trying to get
in to fill up ) * recreation ground. ( Was this good money spent? when you see how often it is
ever in full use ) * You the Council need to look at the “Infrastructure” in regards to the
additional heavy traffic load that the these new homes will bring. You need to make sure that
all this new traffic goes in and out using the A143, and must not be aloud to come in and out
of the Tiny Village Of Stanton..... All the traffic for the New Homes must be made to Enter
and Exist their properties via the A143, and must not be allowed to enter the tiny village of
Stanton. Possible and potentially 300/600 new homes, with likelihood of 2 Cars per

household, gives a potential of another 600/1200 cars of which the village can’t cope with.
Use the A143 to Enter and Exist any future new homes that are to be built...
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

1221

Summary

WS171 Support the Allocation of Site WS171 for Residential Development.

Comment

WS171 Support the Allocation of Site WS171 for Residential Development. As previously
outlined, the totality of the 2.6Ha of available site area remains suitable for residential
development, as was previously advocated through the Rural Vision Examination process,
and as was further shown upon the attached conceptual layout. The site remains eminently
suitable to accommodate a residential development of 75 - 80 dwellings, which would
provide both affordable housing and new open space, without detriment to the character and
appearance of the surrounding area. The SHELAA of February 2020 confirms that there are
no significant constraints to the development of the site, whilst it is notable that the site
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scores as well if not better than the other identified options for the growth of Stanton within
the Sustainability Appraisal of October 2020 supporting the Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Jim Thorndyke

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

841

Summary

3.7.2 The correct terminology for these units is 'park homes', they are certainly not 'mobile'.

Comment

3.7.2 The correct terminology for these units is 'park homes', they are certainly not 'mobile'.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Jim Thorndyke

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

842

Summary

Incomplete list. t would be better if you had a universal list for each facility across the board
and then list all that apply to each village.
apart from your list Stanton has: a play area, outside exercise equipment area, community
centre, allotments, nurseries, children's centre,
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There appears no consistency in what you list for each village.
Comment

It would be better if you had a universal list for each facility across the board and then list
all that apply to each village. apart from your list Stanton has: a play area, outside exercise
equipment area, community centre, allotments, nurseries, children's centre, There appears
no consistency in what you list for each village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Robert Barker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

353

Summary

Stanton village is just that, a village, it does not want additional housing !

Comment

Stanton has a good infrastructure, coping as it does, with the residential needs of the
villagers. History has shown that developers make all manner of promises regarding
essential services such as schools, surgeries, recreational facilities etc. to secure permission
to build. A cash donation to some pet project maybe to appease councillors. An increase in
vehicular traffic would be unsustainable in this village, it is not an option. At peak times the
A143 is particularly busy making access from the adjoining roads particularly hazardous.
Increase the housing capacity of towns if necessary but do not desecrate our villages with ill
conceived housing !

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
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development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Robert Barker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

511

Summary

WS169. This land is agricultural and on a flood plain, it is totally unsuitable for any form of
housing, access would an insurmountable problem being constrained by the A143.
No growth is needed in Stanton, potential developers have only one aim, profit and will
attempt to build anywhere, the benefit being for them, not the village.

Comment

This land is agricultural and on a flood plain, it is totally unsuitable for any form of housing,
access would an insurmountable problem being constrained by the A143. No growth is
needed in Stanton, potential developers have only one aim, profit and will attempt to build
anywhere, the benefit being for them, not the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
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settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Barker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

350

Summary

This is a busy road (A143), hard to cross.

Comment

This is a busy road (A143) , especially at peak times, is very hard to cross safely as a
pedestrian, and extra traffic will not be beneficial to anyone. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

T & A Webber

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton

Comment ID

440

Summary

WS169 and WS170
This representation proposes a residential allocation on an area of agricultural land
to the West of Duke Street in Stanton.
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Comment

Please see attached for full representation. This representation proposes a residential
allocation on an area of agricultural land to the West of Duke Street in Stanton. The site is
an included site in the SHELAA with the reference WS170. The site is in Stanton which is a
Key Service Centre providing local services and large scale employment areas. This site is in
the same ownership as the nearby SHELAA included site reference WS169. The land
between the two sites is in our client’s ownership, however, it has not been put forward as
an allocation as it is a flood risk area as set out by Environment Agency mapping.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton and Shepherds Grove settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

1113

Summary

Shepherds Grove WSE21 and WS467. These sites may support protected/Priority species so
detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for development.

Comment

WSE21 and WS467: Site WSE21 encompasses WS467, with the latter located in the
southern half of the larger site. This very large site appears to consist of grassland, with a
block of woodland in the south of the site. The sites boundaries consist of hedgerows and
further blocks of woodland, all of which should be retained and buffered from any future
development, as they form part of a wider ecological network encompassing more habitats of
a similar type in areas such as to the south of the site. These sites may support protected/
Priority species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Palmer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton and Shepherds Grove settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

907

Summary

Future housing and local traffic problems.
The A143 congestion.
House road parking eg 3.7.6 development 101 homes.
Public transport.
Community needs.

Comment

1. Future housing requires more than the standard parking places to stop parking on the
roads and pathways. Siblings remain longer at home and need vehicles to get to work
places, public transport is insufficient and at inconvenient times for a rural community. 2.
Local Village traffic is congested at key points, surgery, school, post office, The Street and
soon to be Co-Op. Additional housing, the WS168/WS171/WS172 proposals will cause
greater problems especially WS168 which will egress onto the A143 to re-enter the village
via the Bury Road to drive to Village key points, believe me walking does not seem to be an
option these days. 3. The A143 especially at peak times is congested to BSE, again
proposed new homes at Ixworth and 1400 at Great Barton will make matters worse in trying
to reach the A14. 4. Building new houses is necessary requirement but so is the village
community. Apart from a few allotments at WS168 there is no offer to provide water to the
existing allotments. There is no offer of additional community amenities or facilities i.e. a
restaurant or coffee shop building or a decent new public inn or a gymnasium. A place for
mothers and children or older single people to meet on a casual basis etc. Might reduce
traffic going out of the village to seek such amenities. 5, Building boxes to get a tick in the
box is all very well however, consideration of the existing village community and its future
growth needs are even more important.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Ann-Marie Thomas

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Key Service Centres > Stanton > Stanton and Shepherds Grove settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

894

Summary

Hepworth village - Impact of development from Shepherds Grove Ind Est on Hepworth. This
development is not just in Stanton. It overlaps in to Hepworth and directly impacts
Hepworth Parish residents as well. We'll have the roundabout and traffic congestion, light
industrial / commercial noise as well as potential excess water drainage issues in our village,
our parish. I am concerned how the growth of Stanton and Shepherds Grove Development is
going to impact our village status.

Comment

Dear West Suffolk Planning Committee, I am dismayed that Hepworth village is continuously
not mentioned in the impact of the Shepherds Grove Development. This development is not
just in Stanton. It overlaps in to Hepworth and directly impacts Hepworth Parish residents
as well. We'll have the roundabout and traffic congestion, light industrial / commercial noise
as well as potential excess water drainage issues in our village, our parish. I am concerned
how the growth of Stanton and Shepherds Grove Development is going to impact our village
status as an Infill village. As this development is also in Hepworth boundaries we should be
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approached as well about the design and impact not just Stanton. Best regards, Ann-Marie
Thomas
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Dominic Jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

1296

Summary

I also think the proposal to develop Moat Plantation is not a good one either for similar
reasons to those given above.

Comment

I have now lived on the Bardwell Road for just over two years but have known it very well for
twenty-five more. It’s a narrow country lane that is very popular with villagers and visitors
for dog walking, jogging and cycling. It has a particular special atmosphere of countryside
peace and I am therefore really concerned about the proposal to develop the farmland field
opposite College Heath Farm and Caius Cottage, because I feel that this country feel and
peace would be shattered. I worry that this proposal will endanger the many users of
Bardwell Road with greatly increased traffic levels. There is no pavement and there are
already too many episodes of congestion at the end near the school and shop so any increase
in volumes of traffic is not welcome to keep everyone safe. The Bardwell Road is our
footpath and for at least six months of the year, there is often a great deal of surface water
as the drainage is bad and the ditches full. I can only think that increasing the amount of
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housing will increase run-off and worsen the issue. I am also concerned about the
environment. The amount of carbon building from new takes is huge and feel that we should
be looking at ways to renovate and re-purpose existing buildings and brown sites in
order to preserve the rural landscape, productive farmland and the environment for the local
wildlife (of which there is plentysuch as owls and bats), for future generations. These
developments will increase pollution in many ways including light and noise and as the
school cannot cope with increased numbers on this scale, more people will be driving their
children to other village schools which seems most unhelpful emissions-wise. The lack of
public transport means these developments would see its residents driving to Bury, Thetford
and further daily for work when perhaps developing/re-developing nearer the towns would
be better. I also think the proposal to develop Moat Plantation is not a good one either for
similar reasons to those given above.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

1114

Summary

WS218: The site is adjacent to Bardwell Meadows CWS on the eastern boundary and so
offers good connectivity to the wider ecological network. The CWS should be safeguarded
from any potential development, with buffering and enhancement measures proposed.
Unless it can be demonstrated that any proposed development does not negatively impact
upon the CWS, then this site should not be considered for inclusion.
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Comment

WS218: The site is adjacent to Bardwell Meadows CWS on the eastern boundary and so
offers good connectivity to the wider ecological network. The CWS should be safeguarded
from any potential development, with buffering and enhancement measures proposed.
Unless it can be demonstrated that any proposed development does not negatively impact
upon the CWS, then this site should not be considered for inclusion.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered at the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Arthur Gooch

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

1371

Summary

Planning development of 70 houses in bardwell. I would strongly OBJECT to allow planning
of any housing at the proposed site. Due to the nature of the site being outside the village
also its on top of a hill with a single track road and would not be able to cope with 140 plus
cars, also water run off is a big issue as low street is prone to flooding now and properties
have been flooded.

Comment

I would strongly OBJECT to allow planning of any housing at the proposed site. Due to the
nature of the site being outside the village also its on top of a hill with a single track road
and would not be able to cope with 140 plus cars, also water run off is a big issue as low
street is prone to flooding now and properties have been flooded. there is No infrastructure
there for such a development. Every Road from this development is a single track road, if
there is an accident between Stanton and Ixworth Bardwell becomes a complete stand still
with vehicles and totally grid locked due to single track roads. when deliveries are made at
knox lane the road is either closed or blocked and have to wait or find another root. the road
is not suitable for heavy good vehicles and there is a sign stating this at the top and bottom
of knox lane. Over the years there has been several developments in the village and there
has been little or none for local villagers to rent via council or part buy part rent , it has
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always gone to people outside the village of Bardwell
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Barry Felton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

745

Summary

Incorrectly categorised as a Local Service Centre.

Comment

Bardwell has been placed in the LSC category based on the fact that we have a Post Office
and Shop. These services are both provided by the Post Office and, while the Post Office does
provide Post and some banking services, it cannot realistically be described as a convenience
store. Even calling it a shop is stretching it. It sells a very limited number of small items,
e.g., cans of drink, cards. It doesn't sell anything substantial and certainly nothing to sustain
a families needs for even a simple meal. Village residents still have to travel to a Key Service
Centre, or local town, just to shop for basic shopping needs. Bardwell should never have
been placed in the LSC category and should be downgraded to a Type A Village. The Local
Plan claims that no provision was made in West Suffolk's original Rural Vision 2031. I would
like to challenge that statement. If I recall correctly, West Suffolk sought to include at least 2
sites on farmland around Bardwell Village Green. These sites were removed after our Parish
Council pointed out that there were numerous plans to build housing in Bardwell, all of
which came to fruition and exceeded the requirement stated in the Vision 2031 document.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities
within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All parish
councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019 and
this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account
for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr Barry Felton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

1143

Summary

WS002. Describing the land at Hillside as "Garden Land" is misleading. This land has always
been agricultural land and, as far as I understand, has not had a change of use approved.
The land consists of a number of paddocks, used for grazing horses and, up until recently
these have been rented out to other users to stable and graze their horses. Building on this
plot will create an unsustainable burden on the surrounding highways.

Comment

Describing the land at Hillside as "Garden Land" is misleading. This land has always been
agricultural land and, as far as I understand, has not had a change of use approved. The land
consists of a number of paddocks, used for grazing horses and, up until recently these have
been rented out to other users to stable and graze their horses. Building on this plot will
create an unsustainable burden on the surrounding highways.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr Graham Colthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

434

Summary

WS001 there could be a case for including part of this site ie a strip of housing to mirror that
on the other side of the road the road access from Church Road and School Road is poor and
not possible to widen or improve
WS002 his site is the least desirable of all the proposed sites. It certainly is not currently a
garden and is used as a paddock for horses in the main. The only access is via Knox lane and
this is a one track road with no passing places.

Comment

WS001 Surely this site address is School Road.Whilst there could be a case for including
part of this site ie a strip of housing to mirror that on the other side of the road the road
access from Church Road and School Road is poor and not possible to widen or improve
WS002 This site is the least desirable of all the proposed sites. It certainly is not currently a
garden and is used as a paddock for horses in the main. The only access is via Knox lane and
this is a one track road with no passing places. As previously stated this lane currently
discharges floodwater down all the way into Low Street where there is a history of flooding
to the gardens opposite the junction and beyond any increase in hard paving could
exasperate the situation. I can only comment on the road structure as sewage power and
water is a matter for the relevant authorities. There is not an access road into Bardwell
capable of two way traffic for all of its length. In addition there are properties in Low Street,
Up Street and Quaker Lane that have no alternative to on street parking adding to the
general difficulties of access. Buses regularly have to mount the footpath in Low Street to
pass parked vehicles.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr James Jackson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

578

Summary

WS001 and WS002. This site is described as a garden, while it is actually paddocks. It is
situated on a narrow lane, Knox Lane, which has no passing places. The prospect of 70
dwellings here beggars belief!. There is no access to it other than from Knox Lane, which in
turn is served by single track lanes, also with no passing places.

Comment

This site is described as a garden, while it is actually paddocks. It is situated on a narrow
lane, Knox Lane, which has no passing places. The prospect of 70 dwellings here beggars
belief!. There is no access to it other than from Knox Lane, which in turn is served by single
track lanes, also with no passing places . So apart from the extra strain on an already
overworked village infrastructure, the prospect of upwards of another 100 odd cars trying to
negotiate these lanes is frightening. I feel that either of these developments (WS001 or this
one) would ruin this lovely village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Nick Wells

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

506

Summary

Bardwell is too rural for development.

Comment

The village of Bardwell is not suitable for large developments. All the roads in and out are
narrow country roads. Mostly single file.There have been numerous accidents and even a
death in recent years. The increase in traffic would be dangerous to say the least. Pluse a lot
of equestrian activity making more traffic dangerous as well. Plus theres the effects on
wildlife. Surrounding Bardwell is open countryside and home to a diverse wildlife structure
that has been relatively untouched including bats, owls, deer and many other species. Maybe
a small settlement of social housing, by bardwell school would be appropriate as it’s within
the village and would have a small impact.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Sanderson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

211

Summary

Bardwell should be allocated to Type A Villages.

Comment

The description of a convenience shop overstates the situation. The Post Office is extremely
tiny approx. 2 x 3 metres. It does sell a few items for emergency purposes but it cannot be
compared with Barningham where the shop carries a very comprehensive range of
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groceries, wines spirits and other goods. The shop in Bardwell does not provide a range or
quantity of goods that can provide for a population of over 850 residents. Bardwell should be
re-allocated to the lower category of Type A Villages.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The services and facilities in each settlement will be reassessed before the preferred
settlement hierarchy is established. The key criteria for a local service centre are a primary
school and village shop selling basic provisions.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Sanderson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

366

Summary

WS001. School Lane. Some development on this land is quite reasonable for which there is
not any objection.
WS002. Knox Lane. Any additional development would be unsustainable from this access
and hence is unacceptable.
WS218 Low Street. 3 dwellings would be completely inappropriate, unacceptable and that
this should be excluded as an exception site.

Comment

WS001. School Lane This site is not on Stanton Road, it is accessed from School Lane. Some
development on this land is quite reasonable for which there is not any objection. However,
for the time period of this plan a small number of properties, perhaps including some single
storey units, adjacent to School Lane would be appropriate. Alternatively these could be
arranged adjacent to Skinners Lane. 97 or even 20 houses would be completely
unacceptable. WS002. Knox Lane This site is accessed from an extremely narrow road, Knox
Lane. This road is already unsuitable for traffic other than access to the existing number of
properties. The lane is limited in width to 3 m, with no passing places. Similarly, other access
roads to the site, Daveys Lane, Glassfield Road, and Wyken Road, are subject to the same
width restriction, with either limited or no passing places. This site is sufficiently far from
the village amenities, along lanes unsuitable for pedestrians, that the use of motor vehicles
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would be essential, rather than discouraged (SO18) Any additional development would be
unsustainable from this access and hence is unacceptable. The site is on the highest ground
and overlooks the village. Development on this site would be intrusive in the landscape, and
would not meet the objectives of SO7, SO11, SO12, and SO15, in producing a safe, inclusive,
accessible, development, that conserves, enhances, and protects the natural and historical
environment, and distinct landscape of Bardwell. WS218 Low Street Part of this site is
within a designated flood zone (wetland area). Earlier this year much of the area was
severely flooded from the River Blackbourne. In recent times a number of applications have
been submitted for development on the site. Permission has been granted for two dwelling
and this is considered acceptable. Earlier this year a proposal for four dwellings was refused
by West Suffolk Council due to potential flooding and access on the highway. Inappropriate
development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by directing development away
from areas at highest risk (whether existing or future) 13 dwellings would be completely
inappropriate, unacceptable and that this should be excluded as an exception site.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Combes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

312

Summary

Whilst Bardwell has a post office the shop element is very minimal.

Comment

The shop within the village post office has extremely limited provisions ( cards sweets ice
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creams) and in no sense can it be considered a convenience store, which is apparent upon
inspection. Even basic food and provisions have to be obtained outside the village by
travelling by car to either neighbouring villages or the petrol station on the A143
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Combes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

313

Summary

It is difficult to see how Bardwell can be considered a local service centre in the context of
there being an inadequate shop within the post office, no general convenience store unlike
Barningham and an infrequent bus service. Residents rely upon private cars for all of their
daily needs .

Comment

Bardwell does not have a convenience store like Barningham and all shopping therefore has
to take place outside the village

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services and
facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All
parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019
and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to
account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Combes

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

517

Summary

WS002. Knox lane is a single track road unsuitable for HGV's, with no passing places linking
to a network of adjacent single track lanes, which become easily blocked by delivery
vehicles.The site is very prominent in the surrounding landscape, overlooking the remainder
of the village. Development in this location would be both unsafe from a highway perspective
and detract from the visual amenity.

Comment

Knox lane is a single track road unsuitable for HGV's, with no passing places linking to a
network of adjacent single track lanes, which become easily blocked by delivery vehicles. It
is used extensively by the local riding school, dog walkers, cyclists and pedestrians. The site
is very prominent in the surrounding landscape, overlooking the remainder of the village.
Development in this location would be both unsafe from a highway perspective and detract
from the visual amenity of the village . Bardwell has inadequate local shopping facilities and
no convenience store, necessitating travel by car to neighbouring villages.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

277

Summary

Bardwell WS001. Land is available to bring forward. We look forward to working with the
District and Parish with regards to any future allocation.
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Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective • Land is available to bring forward. We look
forward to working with the District and Parish with regards to any future allocation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Delyse Ray

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

291

Summary

Where is there a shop in Bardwell? The Post office sells sweets and biscuits. It is in no way a
local general store with a good supply of food.

Comment

The Post office sells sweets and biscuits. It is in no way a local general store with a good
supply of food.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October
2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to
account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Delyse Ray

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

304

Summary

Objections to WS001, WS002 and WS218. The roads in Bardwell are already congested with
local and through traffic. The roads are narrow and there are no proper passing places. This
number of houses is ridiculous because there would be an average of at least 2 cars per
household.

Comment

WS001 Incorrect road name is confusing. This is School Lane. When we walked the village
years ago to find a place for affordable housing we were told this is out of the settlement
area because of School Lane and Skinners Lane so not a possible site for development.
There is a gas pipeline going to houses at the end of Mill Road, I am not certain which side
of the road it is. This could be an ancient historical site as there are rumours of an Iron Age
or Iceni village being investigated by archaeologists. The roads in Bardwell are already
congested with local and through traffic. The roads are narrow and there are no proper
passing places. This number of houses is ridiculous because there would be an average of at
least 2 cars per household WS002 This land was paddock until a year or so ago when play
equipment was placed on it. It does not look like a garden and may not have change of use to
garden. The number of houses proposed will mean a large increase in traffic going along
Knox lane, a totally unsuited road to have any increase in traffic. The exit routes out of the
village are 1. using the roads to join the A143 at Stanton but only if heading north. 2. Traffic
does not go to this junction to head for Bury St Edmunds. The majority of traffic either
Bardwell local or through traffic from surrounding villages joins the A143 at Ixworth
because the roundabout makes this easy compared with Alcock's Grave which cannot cope
with lots of traffic try to join the A143 going south, it is surprising that there has not been a
nasty accident here. Apart from creating a new roundabout at Alcock's grave and providing
a new road to this roundabout from the village I do not see that any infrastructure will
resolve the problem of narrow roads choked with traffic and unsuitable for the large vehicles
that use it. Any increasing in housing in Bardwell will mean too much traffic for the mostly
single track roads with no white middle line. All traffic heads out of the village towards the
Ixworth roundabout because the exit onto the A143 at Alcock's Grave is too dangerous.
Getting out safely can be very slow. All traffic from this development will go out of the village
via Knox Lane, a totally unsuitable road for any more traffic. The description of garden is
incorrect as it was paddock until recently when some play equipment has been erected.
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WS218 There have been repeated applications to build a larger number of houses on this
site and each time they have been refused. The reasons are still valid. More houses will
mean problems with the flood plain and flooding. Despite permission being granted to build
a small number of houses there has been no further development. In the present climate it
would be foolish to allow further building here. Additionally there is a problem with the
infrastructure the roads being narrow and already busy because all traffic exits via Low St to
use the Ixworth roundabouts. There have been several attempts to build more houses on this
site which has agreement for a much lower number of houses. There has been no
development taking place The reasons for refusing the higher number previously should still
stand and in the present climate it is important not to build on the flood plain. Some years
the meadows along the side of the river in Bardwell flood badly and most of the houses on
the west side of Low Street have long gardens or fields that are very wet and in the flood
plain. In the past these were the willow beds and only used for grazing in the summer
months.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jacqueline Burns

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

326

Summary

You can’t really count the post office as a shop. It’s good to have a post office but there isn’t
much more.
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Comment

See above.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

MRS Janice Cavell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

364

Summary

Bardwell Post Office is a valuable service, however it is not a convenience shop. The shop
element consists of a couple of shelves with limited supplies. Things like sweets, long life
products and a chiller with drinks. I have to drive to one of the neighbouring villages to
access supplies especially if you work.

Comment

Bardwell Post Office is a valuable service, however it is not a convenience shop. The shop
element consists of a couple of shelves with limited supplies. Things like sweets, long life
products and a chiller with drinks. I have to drive to one of the neighbouring villages to
access supplies especially if you work. The roads in and out of the village are very narrow.
Driving is become increasingly difficult as greener cars does not translate to smaller cars..
The road used most to the north and south have a number of very narrow places which
makes passing difficult and prevents cycling, walking and places horses and riders at risk.
Waste collection days are tricky and on occasions the village gridlocks when there is an
accident on the A143 as traffic in both directions diverts through the village. A lack of
reliable mo I've phone signal means that drivers cannot even make a call when stuck in
stationary traffic. Given climate change obligations it would be beneficial to consider the
provision of a safe pedestrian route to both stanton and Ixworth. I am approaching
retirement and maintaining my independence means I may have to move from what has been
my ho e for a very long time and where I have many friends. I want to be able to use a
mobility scooter and access my dr, shops, library and services in Ixworth.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be taken into consideration during the next
stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Susan-Jayne Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

1174

Summary

WS002. The site is inappropriate for the following reasons: No suitable access routes;
Outside of the existing settlement; change the character of the existing settlement; Open
Countryside and habitats and species to be protected; pollution and traffic generation;
Covenants on the site; the site is Not garden as listed on consultation; Historical and
ecological impact; Flooding issues

Comment

Hillside, Knox Lane, Bardwell The site is inappropriate for the following reasons No suitable
access routes Outside of the existing settlement change the character of the existing
settlement Open Countryside and habitats and species to be protected pollution and traffic
generation Covenants on the site the site is Not garden as listed on consultation Historical
and ecological impact Flooding issues Elevated site (dominant of existing settlement) noise
and disturbance Bardwell is a rural, distinctive open countryside small settlement. All roads
leading in and out of Bardwell are not suitable for any more traffic. Growth in Bardwell has
already been facilitated for the 2031 consultation - Spring Road Housing, Social Housing,
Legion Rise, Low Street, Quaker Lane.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Susan-Jayne Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

902

Summary

No shop. Bardwell is not Type A village or local service centre.
Should re categorise as Open Countryside tier

Comment

Bardwell is not Type A village or local service centre.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities
within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All parish
councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019 and
this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account
for any changes.

Respondent Name

Pauline Smith (Bardwell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

1323

Summary

Bardwell therefore does not meet the minimum requirement set for a Local Service Centre,
and should be re-allocated to the lower category of Type A Villages.

Comment

4.1.1Bardwell is a village with a population of 867 (2019 mid-year estimate), located
approximately 18 kilometres north-east from Bury St Edmunds and 13 kilometres from
Thetford. It has an historic core centred on the village church with a number of flint work
buildings throughout the settlement. It has a reasonable range of services and facilities
including: * village hall * two Public Houses * a primary school * a Post Office and shop * a
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play area/recreation space. Response: Report definition of a Convenience shop: Provides an
essential outlet for food and drink convenience shopping, reducing the need to travel.
Convenience shop definition: Offers a wide variety of goods including; bakery goods, cereals,
fruit and vegetables, canned and packed grocery items, chilled and frozen foods, meat, fish,
milk and dairy produce, alcohol, soft drinks, tobacco, and newspapers. They are usually open
evenings, and weekends, and must not be subject to restricted hours of opening regulations.
The description of a convenience shop overstates the situation. The Post Office is extremely
tiny approx. 2 x 3 metres. It does sell a few items for emergency purposes, for perhaps one
or two people only, but it cannot be compared with Barningham where it sells all the
products listed above. The shop in Bardwell does not provide a range or quantity of goods
that can provide for a population of over 850 residents, or reduce the need to travel.
Bardwell therefore does not meet the minimum requirement set for a Local Service Centre,
and should be re-allocated to the lower category of Type A Villages.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the local plan
and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Rev Tony Redman (St Bartholomews church Ingham)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

496

Summary

Parish church missing. The parish church is at the heart of the community. It is the oldest
heritage building within the community, a store house of community memory, and a
depository for the remains of loved ones who have died within the community.

Comment

The parish church is at the heart of the community. It is the oldest heritage building within
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the community, a store house of community memory, and a depository for the remains of
loved ones who have died within the community. it is visually an important focal point, if not
the most. It remains the largest indoor community facility within the community and is fully
serviced for community activities. The church community is also very active amongst the
wider community, working in the primary school and the community centre
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments regarding the church which will be considered during
the next stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Sarah Allman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

518

Summary

WS218. This land appears to be either part of or directly adjacent to Flood Zone 2. I would
like to see provision of hard-surfaced paths to our nearby Key Service Centres. I would
support the implementation of a one-way system in and out of the village to free up some
road space so that a 'safe travel' lane could be created for cyclists and pedestrians.

Comment

This land appears to be either part of or directly adjacent to Flood Zone 2. With the flood
risk rising due to the climate emergency I don't think any land this close to, or within, a
designated Flood Zone should be developed. I would like to see provision of hard-surfaced
paths to our nearby Key Service Centres. At present, the only way to travel safely to Ixworth
and Stanton is by car and this is not in line with the Council's aims on sustainability and
climate emergency mitigation. Alternatively, I would support the implementation of a oneway system in and out of the village to free up some road space so that a 'safe travel' lane
could be created for cyclists and pedestrians.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
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level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.
Respondent Name

Tom Hoblyn (Thomas Hoblyn Garden Design Ltd)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell

Comment ID

539

Summary

WS218. Not within the village boundary line, flood risk zone, within 50 metres of a water
course. We don't need growth

Comment

Not within the village boundary line, flood risk zone, within 50 metres of a water course
None - we don't need growth

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Pauline Smith (Bardwell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement constraints map

Comment ID

1326

Summary

WS001. School Lane. Some development on this land is quite reasonable for which there is
not any objection.
WS002. Knox Lane. The Parish Council considers this exception site to be totally unsuitable
for development.
WS218. Low Street. Part of this site is within a designated flood zone (wetland area).
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Comment
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WS001.School Lane Response: This site is not on Stanton Road, it is accessed from School
Lane. Some development on this land is quite reasonable for which there is not any
objection. However, for the time period of this plan a small number of properties, perhaps
including some single storey units, adjacent to School Lane would be appropriate.
Alternatively these could be arranged adjacent to Skinners Lane. 97 or even 20 houses
would be completely unacceptable. WS002. Knox Lane Response: This site is accessed from
an extremely narrow road, Knox Lane. This road is already unsuitable for traffic other than
access to the existing number of properties. The lane is limited in width to 3m, with no
passing places. Similarly, other access roads to the site, Davey’s Lane, Glassfield Road, and
Wyken Road, are subject to the same width restriction, with either limited or no passing
places. This site is sufficiently far from the village amenities, along lanes unsuitable for
pedestrians, that the use of motor vehicles would be essential, rather than discouraged
(SO18).
Any additional development would be unsustainable from this access and hence is
unacceptable. The site is on the highest ground and overlooks the village. Development on
this site would be intrusive in the landscape, and would not meet the objectives of SO7,
SO11, SO12, and SO15, in producing a safe, inclusive, accessible, development, that
conserves, enhances, and protects the natural and historical environment, and distinct
landscape of Bardwell. Residents raised the following concerns with the Parish Council in
regard to Knox Lane: current traffic levels, speeding, inappropriate HGV vehicles, safety
issues for pedestrians, horses, and children, sewer and surface water drainage issues at the
junction of Low Street, and flooding of some gardens at this junction.
The Parish Council
considers this exception site to be totally unsuitable for development. With alternative sites
within the village able to meet the future housing needs, we ask that this is not included in
the Local Plan as an exception site. WS218. Low Street Response: Part of this site is within a
designated flood zone (wetland area). The site also “marginally intersects Bardwell
Meadows, a Country Wildlife Site” (CWS) (ref SA report) Earlier this year much of the area
was severely flooded from the River Blackbourne. In recent times a number of applications
have been submitted for development on the site. Permission has been granted for two
dwellings and this is considered acceptable by Bardwell Parish Council. Earlier this year a
proposal for four dwellings was refused by West Suffolk Council, due to potential flooding
and access on the highway. The further development of 13 properties here would be contrary
to the objectives set out in section SO5 of the consultation, and to paragraph 155 of the
NPPF which states: Inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided

by directing development away from areas at highest risk (whether existing or future) The
site is one of the most constrained non-committed sites for flooding in the SA report, (ref SA
9.3.25) With its intersection on the CWS, this site was also classified as one of the “worst
performing sites” in this respect. (ref SA 8.3.23) Bardwell Parish Council successfully
opposed the development of four dwellings on this site, and considers that 13 dwellings
would be completely inappropriate, unacceptable and that this should be excluded as an
exception site.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Combes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

315

Summary

Impact of Site WS002 on the landscape character of the village. This site sits at the highest
point of the village and would constitute settlement expansion which would impact on the
landscape character of the village detracting from its visual amenity . Access is via single
track lanes, unsuitable for HGV's, in all directions.

Comment

This site sits at the highest point of the village and would constitute settlement expansion
which would impact on the landscape character of the village detracting from its visual
amenity . Access is via single track lanes, unsuitable for HGV's , in all directions.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Edge

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

171

Summary

Inappropriate site for development. Knox Lane Bardwell. The Lane Iis extremely narrow and
it runs through a conservation area. Any further development will have a big effect on the
existing infrastructure.
The Lane is a single very narrow track with no passing spaces. Vehicles frequently have to
reverse the entire length back down the Lane or into the private drives of residents.

Comment

My wife a I as residents of Knox Lane would like to object to the Hillside site proposed in
the draft plan. The Lane Iis extremely narrow and it runs through a conservation area. Any
further development will have a big effect on the existing infrastructure. The Lane is a single
very narrow track with no passing spaces. Vehicles frequently have to reverse the entire
length back down the Lane or into the private drives of residents. Many of the properties
have listings.The other roads into the village are similar, but Knox Lane is extremely narrow.
The access roads at this end of the village including the lanes to Stanton and Wyken are only
single lanes which frequently cause problems for agricultural vehicles, delivery vans, cars
etc. Pedestrians have to climb on the banks at the side of the road or walk in the field. So
access to the Diss/ Bury road is a problem. Knox Lane is frequently used by walkers,
runners, children, horses as traffic tends to avoid Knox Lane because it is so narrow. There
are no passing places and few places for pedestrians to get out of the way particularly from
delivery vans etc. It is a beautiful, unspoilt quiet country Lane in a conservation area! This
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really popular and generally safe recreational area this would surely be ruined by any
sizeable development! Knox Lane has a number of listed properties which would certainly
be impacted upon by further development in this conservation area.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Woolls

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

172

Summary

Objection to the construction of 70 houses on WS002. Where WS002 to go ahead with the
subsequent increase in volume of vehicles; cars belonging to home owner (probable two per
house), delivery vans (ever increasing with online shopping) and services vans/lorries the
potential for road traffic accident, vehicle on vehicle, vehicle on cyclist or pedestrian or
horse rider would increase considerably, putting all road users at a much higher risk.

Comment

WS002 Knox Lane, Glassfield Road, Davey's Lane and Wyken Road are all single carriage
roads with no pavements and no passing places. The volume of traffic generated by proposal
WS002 would potentially create an increased danger to all these who use these single
carriageways. This is particularly acute along Knox Lane where WS002 is proposed. At
present there are 11 houses along approx 300m of Knox Lane and 4 houses that use Knox
Lane to access the lane leading to their properties. There are approx 30 vehicles that
routinely require access in Knox Lane (residence), a number more (precise number
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unknown) use it for deliveries (to the lane and beyond) and other purposes (farm vehicles, a
rat run from Ixworth to Stanton). Other daily lane users include; cyclists, upwards of 30
walkers and dog walkers and horse riders. Even with this modest volume of traffic, there
are frequently issues; vehicles can be seen routinely struggling to pass in opposite directions
often mounting private property along the lane, the lane is often blocked due to deliveries.
When vehicles meet other lane users (mentioned in the para above), concerns can be
greater. Where WS002 to go ahead with the subsequent increase in volume of vehicles;
cars belonging to home owner (probable two per house), delivery vans (ever increasing with
online shopping) and services vans/lorries the potential for road traffic accident, vehicle on
vehicle, vehicle on cyclist or pedestrian or horse rider would increase considerably, putting
all road users at a much higher risk.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Delyse Ray

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

292

Summary

Incorrect name for site WS001. This confuses people and should be corrected.

Comment

This confuses people and should be corrected.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Delyse Ray

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

294

Summary

Infrastructure. Any increasing in housing in Bardwell will mean too much traffic for the
mostly single track roads with no white middle line. All traffic heads out of the village
towards the Ixworth roundabout because the exit onto the A143 at Alcock's Grave is too
dangerous. Getting out safely can be very slow.

Comment

Any increasing in housing in Bardwell will mean too much traffic for the mostly single track
roads with no white middle line. All traffic heads out of the village towards the Ixworth
roundabout because the exit onto the A143 at Alcock's Grave is too dangerous. Getting out
safely can be very slow.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Delyse Ray

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included

sites
Comment ID

295

Summary

Infrastructure not good enough for increase in housing.

Comment

Any increasing in housing in Bardwell will mean too much traffic for the mostly single track
roads with no white middle line. All traffic heads out of the village towards the Ixworth
roundabout because the exit onto the A143 at Alcock's Grave is too dangerous. Getting out
safely can be very slow.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

MRS Janice Cavell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

367

Summary

Knox Lane and surrounding access. Knox Lane has no provision for a pedestrian footpath
and is used by the many dogwalkers, school children and others going to the bus stop on this
junction and horse riders. There is no space to widen the road. I would also add that these
areas all attract owls, bats, deer along with numbers of birds.

Comment

Knox Lane is a single track lane. Knox Lane is also a hill and during wet weather water
congregates trying to reach the water meadow beyond the houses at the junction. This area
is also prone to freezing in winter condition. Knox Lane has no provision for a pedestrian
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footpath and is used by the many dogwalkers, school children and others going to the bus
stop on this junction and horse riders. There is no space to widen the road. In fact I have
found knox lane difficult to social distance in as if a number of dog walkers, cars and other
vehicles meet you are forced together. Days lane is a single track lane as are the two other
lanes leading to the A143. In the event of an accident this part of the village cannot cope
with the diverted traffic and becomes blocked. I also note the land on Low Street is very
close if not on the water meadow . This is a vital and natural flood storage area. I would
also add that these areas all attract owls, bats, deer along with numbers of birds. Knox lane
is a common location for nesting skylarks. The river is home to kingfishers and I have seen
signs of otter activities. We also have colonies of grass snake and adder. I have seen what I
believe to be stotes, mice and of course rats. We are beginning to see more butterflies. I
have had orange tipped butterflies amongst others. Occasionally I see a humming bird hawk
moth. Given that our adjacent land is used to grow crop our bees, wasps and other
pollinators need protection. We also have bids of prey calling over the river course and
following the water meadows in search of food.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Joanne King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

332

Summary

Suitability of sites for residential use. The site at Knox Lane is unsuitable for any
development because both Knox Lane and Davey Lane are extremely narrow with no
pavement and no passing places for cars. The site adjacent to the school would appear to be
suitable for development in terms of ease of construction and access to the school for
residents.
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Comment

The site at Knox Lane is unsuitable for any development because both Knox Lane and Davey
Lane are extremely narrow with no pavement and no passing places for cars. The character
of Knox Lane is of a steeply sloping country lane with high banks and overhanging trees and
wild hedgerows. Knox Lane cannot be widened as it is closely lined with traditional homes. It
is already used as a "rat run" on mornings and evenings for traffic on the A134 to avoid hold
ups at the Ixworth roundabout. Any increase in vehicular use of this narrow and pretty lane
would be highly unsafe and undesireable. The site adjacent to the school would appear to be
suitable for development in terms of ease of construction and access to the school for
residents however it is one of the few open vistas remaining in the centre of the village and
its loss would change the character of Bardwell forever. It is opposite the historic windmill
which operates as an artisan bakery and is very close to the hearts of Bardwell residents.
Sheep are often grazed there and a traditional ploughing competition takes place every year
on these fields. The site would also adversely affect the rural nature of the nearby watermill
and rural walks adjacent to the river Blackbourne. Parking is currently an issue along
School Lane with cars visiting the Artisan Bakery and dropping off at School competing for
space. If any residential development is to take place in Bardwell I would like to put in a
strong plea for the design to reflect the scale and materials used in nearby buildings with
flint facings, black bargeboard, reclaimed bricks and roof tiles in local colours and
thoughtful window treatments. The estate built on the former British Legion club site is a
good example to emulate. The imposition of generic magnolia faced estate housing would be
extremely unwelcome. Affordable accommodation for young single people, couples and
young families and the elderly with a local connection to Bardwell would be desireable as at
present there are few opportunities for these groups to return to or to remain in the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered at the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Fordham

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

188

Summary

Re Hillside, Knox lane development. For anyone that travels along Knox lane regularly, you
will be aware of the extreme difficulty when meeting oncoming traffic due to to the narrow
lane with minimal safe passing points. Any increase in traffic would make the situation
ridiculous and incredibly unsafe both for traffic and the frequent walkers as there is no
footpath.

Comment

As a direct neighbour of the proposed Hillside development, this would have a severe
negative impact on our personal and village lifestyle. For anyone that travels along Knox
lane regularly, you will be aware of the extreme difficulty when meeting oncoming traffic due
to to the narrow lane with minimal safe passing points. Any increase in traffic would make
the situation ridiculous and incredibly unsafe both for traffic and the frequent walkers as
there is no footpath (This is also the route my young son takes to school). It appears from the
plans that OUR private drive is included in the development, how would this impact our
access to our house? We are very concerned regarding the volume of proposed houses and
the impact it will have on our privacy as it appears that the development boundary is our
garden wall. Bardwell is a small village with limited facilities, poor and narrow access roads
and very few footpaths. Will it even cope with the absurd number of new properties
proposed?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Duffety

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

170

Summary

Hillside, Knox lane - Bardwell. Building 70 houses on Knox Lane is a blatant over
development for an area poorly served by roads/pavements. Such a development would be
bigger than any other historical development in the village and there is a danger that it
could alter the quality of life and road safety for a significant number of existing residents
and overwhelm local services.

Comment

I am specifically commenting on the possible development of 70 new houses at Hillside,
Knox Lane, Bardwell. I am a resident of Knox Lane. This proposal should not proceed on the
basis that Knox Lane is currently used as a "rat run" into the village with cars driving too
quickly up and down the lane - at times making it dangerous for locals to leave their houses.
Building 70 new homes on this very narrow Lane will compound this issue and cause danger
to locals. As a parent of young children (one of whom is disabled and uses the lane in a
wheelchair) and a pet owner this concerns me greatly. Bardwell is a small village and 70 new
families joining the community will undermine local services such as the local school - it
could not accommodate such an increase in children. Other access to the proposed site from
Stanton and from the main village of Bardwell is by narrow roads in all directions - this road
access is fundamentally surfaced farm tracks and is not sufficient to accommodate the traffic
that will result in 70 new homes - this will cause danger and inconvenience. Residents on
Knox Lane purchased quiet rural properties on a quiet lane for a reason. The enjoyment of
their homes and quality of life will be negatively impacted by such a development. The
houses on Knox Lane are a mixture of individual period properties and a few built over the
past forty years. A development of 70 houses that all are built on a modern estate will be
totally out of character with the rest of the lane and indeed the wider village of Bardwell. An
influx of people will result in reduced privacy and will detract from the enjoyment of the
existing homeowners of their houses - many of whose properties will be overlooked either
from the new houses or on the lane as people travel to and from these new houses. Building
70 houses on Knox Lane is a blatant over development for an area poorly served by roads/
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pavements. Such a development would be bigger than any other historical development in
the village and there is a danger that it could alter the quality of life and road safety for a
significant number of existing residents and overwhelm local services. The local character of
the village would be lost both architecturally and culturally. Including Hillside in West
Suffolk's local plan is ill conceived - there are far too many houses without the infrastructure
to support these extra houses.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Sarah Allman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

250

Summary

Comments on the 3 sites put forward in Bardwell. WS001 Of the three sites put forward in
Bardwell, this is the only one that I believe has any potential. Any development on this site
should be done in full consultation with those residents most affected (those in houses
opposite on School Lane and the residents of the house on Skinners Lane) to ensure their
opinions are taken into account.

Comment

I have attempted to submit 3 separate comments - one for each site, but can only see the
most recent one that I submitted. This is the full text I had hoped to submit: WS001 Of the
three sites put forward in Bardwell, this is the only one that I believe has any potential. Any
development on this site should be done in full consultation with those residents most
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affected (those in houses opposite on School Lane and the residents of the house on Skinners
Lane) to ensure their opinions are taken into account. I don't believe that the full SHELAA
formula of 30 houses per ha should be added here though. I would like to see a consultation
take place with village residents, perhaps organised by the Parish Council/Community Action
Suffolk to establish what level of population increase in this village people think is
acceptable. We currently have a listed population (from West Suffolk's Sustainable
Settlements Study, July 2020) of 867 people in 289 properties. I would suggest population
growth of around 10% should be aimed for. All development should be affordable housing
only. House price average in Bardwell is far higher than in surrounding villages and in our
nearby Key Service Centres. This means that young people leave the village in order to buy/
rent their first home. They are only likely to be able to buy in Bardwell when they are well
into middle age with a higher disposable income. Over time, this will have an impact on the
vibrancy of the village and the viability of its services, e.g. the primary school, which could
lead to it dropping to a Type A village. WS002 This land appears to be around 50% Grade 2
agricultural land. With the twin challenges of Brexit and the climate emergency on Britain's
food supply chain, I believe that all agricultural land needs to be protected and not built on.
WS218 This land appears to be either part of or directly adjacent to Flood Zone 2. With the
flood risk rising due to the climate emergency I don't think any land this close to, or within, a
designated Flood Zone should be developed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Sarah Coe

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included

sites
Comment ID

185

Summary

WS002. Very concerned that the proposed development at the top of Knox Lane cannot be
supported by the road infrastructure, particularly increased track using the lane itself. Also
concerned about increased water run off and increased flooding risk in Low street as a result
which struggles now with heavy downpours. Also the lack of amenities in the village such as
the school being too small to accommodate the increased numbers potentially needing
education is a concern.

Comment

Very concerned that the proposed development at the top of Knox Lane cannot be supported
by the road infrastructure, particularly increased track using the lane itself. Also concerned
about increased water run off and increased flooding risk in Low street as a result which
struggles now with heavy downpours. Also the lack of amenities in the village such as the
school being too small to accommodate the increased numbers potentially needing education
is a concern.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Sarka Thomson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

845

Summary

Re: SHELAA Sites in Bardwell. Any new development should be only on a small scale in
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order not to a have a detrimental impact on the charm and character of the village.
Comment

Herein are our comments and objections relating to the three proposed SHELAA sites in
Bardwell. WS002: Knox Lane and Glassfield Road are both narrow single track lanes and
road users already suffer from a lack of passing points. Even a slight increase in traffic
volume could potentially render the roads virtually impassable during peak times. Knox
Lane is a popular spot used by many dog walkers in the village who tend to access it from
Low Street. It is currently already difficult to walk there when a car is passing due to the
lane being so narrow and steep. Even a slight increase in traffic would have a worrying
impact on the safety of pedestrians. I would also be extremely concerned as to the impact
any sizeable development on this site would have on the character of the village and its
neighbourhood. A high density development would be overbearing and out of scale in terms
of its appearance compared with the existing development in the vicinity. A large number of
new dwellings clustered together would also be out of character as all the houses here are of
an individual appearance. WS218: The position is on Flood Zone 2 WS001: A substantial
development on this site would in my opinion have an "adverse impact" on the special
character, landscape and appearance of this historic village. Any new development should be
only on a small scale in order not to a have a detrimental impact on the charm and character
of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Tom Hoblyn (Thomas Hoblyn Garden Design Ltd)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Bardwell settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

328

Summary

Housing estates. We do not need any more housing developments in Bardwell. The increased
traffic from recent developments is already causing problems and to introduce large housing
estates will destroy the village - as indeed Ixworth and Thurston have been.

Comment

We do not need any more housing developments in Bardwell. The increased traffic from
recent developments is already causing problems and to introduce large housing estates will
destroy the village - as indeed Ixworth and Thurston have been.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Barry Felton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

743

Summary

Very Limited Bus Service. To describe Bardwell as having a fair bus service is a complete
overstatement. There is little or no work in the village or surrounding areas and therefore
residents are required to travel to local towns, either by car or public transport. The current
bus service is very, very limited and the timetable will not support a commuter service. This
will force more vehicles onto the roads, through the village and onto the already congested A
Roads.

Comment

To describe Bardwell as having a fair bus service is a complete overstatement. There is little
or no work in the village or surrounding areas and therefore residents are required to travel
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to local towns, either by car or public transport. The current bus service is very, very limited
and the timetable will not support a commuter service. This will force more vehicles onto the
roads, through the village and onto the already congested A Roads.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The public transport opportunities have been assessed across the district and 'fair'
reflects the current service provision, however this will be reviewed and updated if
necessary in the next draft of the plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Graham Colthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

155

Summary

No mention is made of the poor access roads into Bardwell. Additional Houses means more
cars etc. Low St is the main access and is narrow particularly where the old cottages are.
Knox lane and Davey Lane are both single track.

Comment

There is no scope to improve Low street or Knox Lane due to the close proximity of existing
houses..Flood water is a big problem in Knox Lane and results in a discharge into Low Street
which at times causes localised flooding despite some drainage improvements being made.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The avoidance of land in flood zone is a key consideration in the selection of suitable
sites for allocation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to
meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Sanderson

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

212

Summary

Bus service constraint. The service through Bardwell could not be classified as “Fair”.
Many buses travel through Ixworth but the majority bypass Bardwell. During weekdays
there are four buses passing through Bardwell to BSE. The last service from BSE is 18.45 in
the week and 17.45 on Saturdays. It is therefore impossible to use public transport to travel
to and from BSE during the evening.

Comment

The service through Bardwell could not be classified as “Fair”. Many buses travel through
Ixworth but the majority bypass Bardwell. During weekdays there are four buses passing
through Bardwell to BSE. The last service from BSE is 18.45 in the week and 17.45 on
Saturdays. It is therefore impossible to use public transport to travel to and from BSE during
the evening.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The public transport opportunities have been assessed across the district and 'fair'
reflects the current service provision, however this will be reviewed and updated if
necessary in the next draft of the plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Sanderson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

218

Summary

Recent history of Development in Bardwell. here is not any objection for small scale
developments in the village. However, the road infrastructure cannot accommodate larger
volumes of traffic and certainly not the level generated by the potential increase of 180
properties suggested in this proposal. Such an increase would adversely impact on the
environment.

Comment

One of the constraints listed above is "The scale of growth will be dependent on local
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environmental and infrastructure capacity." There is not any objection for small scale
developments in the village. In recent years small infill developments have occurred with
general support by residents. These have been in small numbers of one to eight properties
including a proportion of "affordable" homes. A total of 42 properties have been built during
the last ten years. Development in this manner over a significant period has not changed the
character of the settlement and in many ways has improved the general environment. This
clearly illustrates that the village is not against development. However, the road
infrastructure cannot accommodate larger volumes of traffic and certainly not the level
generated by the potential increase of 180 properties suggested in this proposal. Such an
increase would adversely impact on the environment.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Susan-Jayne Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

903

Summary

Proposed site at Hillside will be too close to Stanton.

Comment

Settlement gap will be too close if the proposed site at Hillside is developed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Ms Carole Baker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

311

Summary

I feel the Road Infrastructure is unable to support many more dwellings. Specifically Knox
Lane and Church Road/School Lane and Low Street.

Comment

Whilst I am not against development of new affordable houses in Bardwell, I feel the Road
Infrastructure is unable to support many more dwellings. Specifically Knox Lane and Church
Road/School Lane and Low Street - lots of the houses do not have off street parking and it is
very dangerous driving through the parked cars on either side - there are not pavements
either on all village roads so children playing and dog walkers are at risk from the current
volume of cars before any more are added. Knox Lane is very narrow and both top and
bottom are very hard to access and only one car at a time can drive down it. All the roads to
Bardwell from Stanton are extremely narrow and some have passing places only. The village
does NOT have a proper shop - the post office sells nothing!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Pauline Smith (Bardwell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

1324

Summary

The bus service through Bardwell could not be classified as “Fair”.
Bardwell is not in the process of producing a neighbourhood plan.

Comment

4.1.2. Bardwell has a fair bus service to Bury St Edmunds and nearby key service centres
Response: The service through Bardwell could not be classified as “Fair”. Many buses travel
through Ixworth but the majority bypass Bardwell. During weekdays there are four buses
passing through Bardwell to Bury St Edmunds. The last service from Bury St Edmunds is
18.45 in the week and 17.45 on Saturdays. It is therefore impossible to use public transport
to travel to and from Bury St Edmunds during the evening. Amenity open space is provided
centrally and to the north-east of the village. Sloping land to the west and south-east limits
development in both these directions. There are no prospects of coalescence with nearby
hamlets but it will be important to maintain a settlement gap with Stanton to the east,
Ixworth to the south and Sapiston to the north-west. The scale of growth will be dependent
on local environmental and infrastructure capacity Response: There is not any objection to
small-scale developments in the village, as has occurred in recent years. These have been in
small numbers of one to eight properties mostly on infill sites. The road infrastructure
cannot accommodate larger volumes of traffic and certainly not the level generated by the
potential increase of 180 properties suggested in this proposal. Such an increase would
adversely impact on the environment. Such an increase would be 50% of the number of
properties in the existing settlement. Specific comments for each of the proposed Exception
Sites illustrate this. 4.1.3 “The parish council have embarked on the process of preparing a
neighbourhood plan.” Response: This statement is incorrect. Bardwell is not in the process
of producing a neighbourhood plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The services and facilities information will
be updated prior to the publication of the next draft plan. The reference to the
neighbourhood plan will be removed.
Respondent Name

Mr Peter Sanderson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Settlement status

Comment ID

213

Summary

Allocation to Centre Category. The current status for Bardwell does not reflect the services
available. See also previous comments for 4.1.1.

Comment

The current status for Bardwell does not reflect the services available. See also previous
comments for 4.1.1

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The services and facilities in each settlement will be reassessed before the preferred
settlement hierarchy is established. The key criteria for a local service centre are a primary
school and village shop selling basic provisions.

Respondent Name

MRS Janice Cavell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Settlement status

Comment ID

365

Summary

Service centre designation. Bardwell does not have a convenience shop. The designation
suggests we can buy food and other essentials 7 days a week from early morning till dusk.
We do not have this.
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Comment

Bardwell does not have a convenience shop. The designation suggests we can buy food and
other essentials 7 days a week from early morning till dusk. We do not have this

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in
October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement
hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Pauline Smith (Bardwell Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Settlement status

Comment ID

1325

Summary

See above 4.1.1. The current status for Bardwell does not reflect the services available, and
it is therefore unable to support its residents, or those in the surrounding area.
It should be noted that Bardwell Parish Council fully engaged with St Edmundsbury Borough
Council Officers during the consultation period for Rural Vision 2031. On conclusion,
Officers agreed with Bardwell Parish Council that there was no need to allocate any further
sites in Bardwell through the local plan process.

Comment

4.1.4 The village is designated as a local service centre in the current local plan in
recognition of the role it has to play in serving the residents of the village and those who live
in the surrounding rural area. It is proposed that its status is retained as a local service
centre in the new West Suffolk settlement hierarchy. Response: See above 4.1.1. The current
status for Bardwell does not reflect the services available, and it is therefore unable to
support its residents, or those in the surrounding area. Bardwell did submit the details on its
services, and its views on being classed as a Local Service Centre. However, we note that
our response has been omitted from your Sustainable Settlement Study. We request that
those views, and the comments outlined here are taken into account, and that Bardwell is
reclassified as a Type A village, which is a more accurate representation for Bardwell.
4.1.5 “No sites are allocated in Bardwell in the former St Edmundsbury area Rural Vision
2031 document”. Response: It should be noted that Bardwell Parish Council fully engaged
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with St Edmundsbury Borough Council Officers during the consultation period for Rural
Vision 2031. On conclusion, Officers agreed with Bardwell Parish Council that there was no
need to allocate any further sites in Bardwell through the local plan process because a
significant number of homes, on small sites, were already planned for Bardwell. The actual
housing growth is illustrated as follows:2001: 311 dwellings
2011: 328 +
5.5%
2020: 357 + 8.8%
The additional 46 dwellings represents a 14.8% increase
since 2001
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Sarah Allman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Settlement status

Comment ID

249

Summary

Bardwell's status as a Local Service Centre. In order to retain its status as a LSC I believe it
is essential that Bardwell carries out some, moderate, housing development to supply
affordable housing in order to attract younger residents to this village. Without this, the
village risks becoming more unaffordable for those about to start their family and this will
have a negative impact on the viability of the primary school.

Comment

I note that West Suffolk Council recognises the need for non-car methods of travel. In
Bardwell, a Local Service Centre, we have close proximity to Stanton & Ixworth (both Key
Service Centres) however there is no safe pedestrian/cycle access to either of these villages,
so cars are essential in order to access their services. The provision of hard-
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surfaced pathways or alternative road provision such as adding a pedestrian/cycle lane and
making routes in/out of Bardwell one way for cars would improve this. I note that Bardwell
has been designated a Local Service Centre and would agree with this designation. West
Suffolk Council states that to be a LSC a settlement has "As a minimum, will have a primary
school and a convenience shop". In order to retain its status as a LSC I believe it is essential
that Bardwell carries out some, moderate, housing development to supply affordable housing
in order to attract younger residents to this village. Without this, the village risks becoming
more unaffordable for those about to start their family and this will have a negative impact
on the viability of the primary school.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The delivery of sustainable transport routes is a priority for the local plan and will be
considered as the next draft of the plan is prepared.

Respondent Name

Mr Barry Felton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Site options

Comment ID

748

Summary

The site in Knox Lane cannot possibly be considered as suitable.

Comment

All of the roads that surround the proposed site in Knox Lane are single carriageway, i.e.
Daveys Lane, Glassfield Road and Wyken Road, with limited passing, no
footways(pavements) and no surface water drainage. When it rains, Knox Lane, being on a
gradient, acts as a drain and turns into a river. The surface water flows down Knox Lane,
across Low Street and cascades onto the properties on the opposite side of the road, causing
flooding at times. When the A143 between Stanton and Great Barton is congested, and not
just during commuting hours, Glassfield Road and Knox Lane are used as a Rat Run to avoid
the A143. Residents of any new development will also seek to travel down Knox Lane and
through the village in order to avoid the A143, from Stanton into Bury . Furthermore, the
close proximity of existing housing in Knox Lane precludes any plans to widen the highway,
introduce surface drainage or include a footway. Without footways the roads would not be
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safe for children attempting to travel to school on foot. This would create even more traffic
on the roads as parents will be forced to drive their children to and from school each day.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Combes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Site options

Comment ID

314

Summary

Sites defined as suitable within the Shelaa. Does the initial test of suitability in the SHELAA
take account of existing infrastructure such as the road and drainage network?

Comment

Does the initial test of suitability in the SHELAA take account of existing infrastructure such
as the road and drainage network?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The SHELAA is a bank of sites that have passed initial tests of availability, suitability
and achievability. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have
been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that
all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will
set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This
will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr Robert Bowman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Site options

Comment ID

839

Summary

Regarding the West Suffolk Local Plan (Regulation 18) Issues and Options October 2020, I
have commented on the unsuitability of SHELAA Included Sites WS218 and WS002 for
development.

Comment

Site OptionsSHELAA Included Site WS218 The Constraints and Opportunities section
identifies the extensive flood zone surrounding the River Blackbourne, yet SHELAA included
site WS218, is placed right alongside the flood plain according to the Bardwell Settlement
Constraints Map, if not directly on it. We recall the River Blackbourne rise to its highest level
in March 1979, roughly coinciding with the extremity of Flood Zone 2 as shown on the
Bardwell Constraints Map, which appears to encroach on a substantial proportion of site
WS218, known as Street Farm. What hope is there of obtaining insurance for houses on this
development now or in the future when we are told, due to climate change, we must expect
more severe weather extremes? SHELAA Included Site WS002 All access routes to & from
Site WS002, i.e., Knox Lane, Glassfield Road, Davey’s Lane and Wyken Road, are single-track
lanes with no provision of passing places. All of these routes suffer damage to the road
shoulder and verges as the result of vehicles trying to pass. Together with potholes, these
cause tyre and suspension damage to vehicles. Private driveways and field access points
used for passing also suffer damage as a result. In the latter case, at times, several of these
are deliberately obstructed by landowners to deter illegal entry for hare-coursing. In
addition, a major route through the village is effectively limited to single track in places, due
to on-road parking for older houses that front directly on to the section of Low Street
between the junction with Knox Lane and Ixworth Road. Occasionally, the A143 is blocked by
an RTA and the village roads, i.e., Knox Lane, Glassfield Road, Davey’s Lane and Wyken
Road, are used as a diversion and the village becomes gridlocked. The location of Site
WS002 places it on high ground above Bardwell village. When it rains, the run-off from
properties on Knox Lane cascades down Knox Lane into Low Street, carrying leaf litter and
other debris that blocks the drains and floods into lower-lying properties on the north-west
side of Low Street where there is a dip. There is a high risk of flooding whenever heavy rain
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is forecast unless local residents turn out to clear this debris from drain gratings.
Development of Site WS002 will only increase the run-off, making flooding in Low Street
more likely.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Catherine Harding

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Site options

Comment ID

309

Summary

Appealing against planning for large scale development in Bardwell.

Comment

I would like to appeal against large scale development in Bardwell. Bardwell is a small
village with few public amenities (a post office, a bakers, 3 pubs and a school) and is
unsuitable for a large scale development. I would particularly like to appeal against using
the land on Knox Lane which would back onto a single track lane, there is no capacity for the
level of traffic which would come with this development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Jacqueline Burns

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Site options

Comment ID

327

Summary

Proposed numbers are very high. What about other locations? The numbers of households
proposed for the various locations in the plan seems extremely high for the infrastructure
available in and around the village especially the roads. Why haven’t small plots that have
previously had planning permission granted but not been developed been considered in this
plan?

Comment

The numbers of households proposed for the various locations in the plan seems extremely
high for the infrastructure available in and around the village especially the roads. These are
narrow and already difficult to pass in periods of bad weather or if other roads have to be
diverted, or when large vehicles such as the bus or lorries and tractors are passing. This is
already a regular occurrence requiring drivers to reverse or manoeuvre. In addition, there
are no continuous paths for walkers, school children etc, or space for cyclists. Why haven’t
small plots that have previously had planning permission granted but not been developed
been considered in this plan? Small development is much more in keeping with the village
size and amenities, and make excellent spaces for affordable housing. The owners of these
plots should be approached. Residents are aware of where they exist.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Marjorie Hodge

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Bardwell > Site options

Comment ID

325

Summary

Government review of future planning. Elevation, highest in village paddocks not garden,
narrow lanes, no passing places already restrictions for heavy traffic.

Comment

1)The government is to review the plans for urban/rural development, in view of the
environmental impact 2) the lanes Knox, Davies , Glassfield Road ,and Bardwell Road have
no passing places and and supposed to restrict heavyweight lorries etc. 3) the elevation of
the proposed development in Knox Lane ( paddocks ,not garden) is the highest point in the
village. 4) the infrastructure is incapable of coping with this proposed development. People
living in Bardwell enjoy leisure activities , walking, walking their dogs, runners, cyclists
there are two equine establishments and these lanes are used constantly used by clients
and horses ,enjoying the peace and quiet which in this day and age is vital for our physical
and mental health. These are my main objections to the proposed development Bardwell
boasts a post office with a shelf , not a shop.7

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Brigid Martineau

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1053

Summary

WS007. This site is one of the last green spaces left within the village and has remained
unploughed as grazing land for nearly a century. At present it provides a haven for a number
of wild creatures, some of them on the endangered list, including bats, tree sparrows and
barn owls, while otters frequent the adjacent ditches. Its loss would be a tragedy and once
built over, it would be gone forever.

Comment

We write with regard to Site No: WS 007 in the West Suffolk Local Plan - Land to the North
of Field Cottage in the Bardwell Road Barningham. We have considered this site carefully
and believe strongly that any development there would prove unviable for the following
reasons:- 1 Access: Both the roads giving access to the site (the Bardwell Road and the
B1111 Stanton Road) are narrow at this point and any extra traffic would cause either
dangerous congestion or involve the distinct risk of an accident. The nearby Primary School
in the Bardwell Road, which has recently increased in size, gives rise to a great deal of car
parking there, particulalaly at peak times, which impedes the free flow of traffic and results
in a serious threat to pedestrians, since there are no foot paths. Similarly on the B1111, any
traffic coming from the Stanton direction could easily be involved in collision with cars
coming out of the site. Traffic from that direction tends to come fast and there is a left-ward
bend in the road by The Lodge, which obstructs the sight line. 2 Drainage: Drainage has
always been a problem in Barningham and the Bardwell Road, which frequently floods quite
badly in winter, is certainly no exception. The site in question slopes towards it, so any run
off from extra building would only make matters worse. We also note that this site is shown
on the plan as being in Flood Zone 2 3 Conservation - last but very definitely no least: This
site is one of the last green spaces left within the village and has remained
unploughed as grazing land for nearly a century. At present it provides a haven for a number
of wild creatures, some of them on the endangered list, including bats, tree sparrows and
barn owls, while otters frequent the adjacent ditches. Its loss would be a tragedy and once
built over, it would be gone forever. For all these reasons we would argue strongly that this
sight is unsuitable for development. Instead, we would urge that less emphasis be placed on
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expanding villages which only increase the pressure on already congested roads and
more on building on brown field sites, in line with Government thinking, which at present
represent lost opportunities.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Cynthia Patel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1284

Summary

Objection to WS007. Over the years, I've tried so hard to prevent habitats like this from
destruction but my efforts have always been in vain. No one cares. Only money talks.

Comment

It's heartbreaking to watch migrating birds returning to their winter habitats only to find it
gone... tired and hungry, they wander aimlessly looking for an alternative. I've seen mature
trees felled without any thought to the wildlife they support, with their abundance of insects
and safe nesting. Large bramble bushes are spayed to the detriment of butterflies and bees.
Waterway and ditches filled in... and why... because of Man's greed. Apparently, nothing in
our beautiful World matters, apart from the money gained by the annihilation of all the birds,
mammals that seek shelter and pasture in these very few pockets. (The fields around are
sterile, nothing can live on them.) Just 20 years ago, the butterflies and bees were abundant,
I was able to be a 'counter' for the "Butterflies of Suffolk" - sadly, no more - they are
seriously in decline. The Turtle Doves and Yellow Hammers were here - they are now on the
extinction list. Over the years, I've tried so hard to prevent habitats like this from
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destruction but my efforts have always been in vain. No one cares. Only money talks.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Dr Alison Yeatman
Name
Agent
Name
Document
Section
Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment
ID

577

Summary

WS007 Conclusion - Our objections to the Proposed Site WS007
Irreversible loss of open countryside and a negative environmental social and ecological impact
Greater use of rural roads and utility networks that are working at or near capacity.
Reduction in pervious surfaces that supports natural drainage and loss of an area contributing towards climate change mitigatio
Non compliance with building near to job opportunities or significant rail links.

Comment

WS007 LAND TO THE NORTH OF FIELD COTTAGE, BARDWELL ROAD, BARNINGHAM We would like to formally document the
the west and Field Cottage to the east. Environmental Issues The proposed land is established pasture land and has been for mo
permanent loss of the habit and the species in this area. As significant harm to biodiversity from development of the proposed si
There was a pedestrian fatality on the B1111 directly opposite the proposed site demonstrating the inherent danger of the road
of the water absorbing qualities of established pasture land and hedgerows will increase flooding events. The electric power sup
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(https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fgov.uk%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cplanning.policy%40wests
states developments should occur close to jobs and existing physical and social infrastructure. The proposal is not compliant wi
area contributing towards climate change mitigation and flood prevention * Non compliance with building near to job opportuni
land and a significant flood mitigation area.
Link to
comment
(for Users)

View Comment

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
Council
Comments growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
(plain text)
Respondent Dr Calum Hart
Name
Agent
Name
Document
Section
Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment
ID

570

Summary

WS007. Conclusion - Our objections to the Proposed Site WS007
Irreversible loss of open countryside and a negative environmental social and ecological impact
Greater use of rural roads and utility networks that are working at or near capacity.
Reduction in pervious surfaces that supports natural drainage and loss of an area contributing towards climate change mitigatio
Non compliance with building near to job opportunities or significant rail links.

Comment

WS007 LAND TO THE NORTH OF FIELD COTTAGE, BARDWELL ROAD, BARNINGHAM We would like to formally document the
the west and Field Cottage to the east. Environmental Issues The proposed land is established pasture land and has been for mo
permanent loss of the habit and the species in this area. As significant harm to biodiversity from development of the proposed si
There was a pedestrian fatality on the B1111 directly opposite the proposed site demonstrating the inherent danger of the road
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of the water absorbing qualities of established pasture land and hedgerows will increase flooding events. The electric power sup
(https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fgov.uk%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cplanning.policy%40wests
states developments should occur close to jobs and existing physical and social infrastructure. The proposal is not compliant wi
area contributing towards climate change mitigation and flood prevention * Non compliance with building near to job opportuni
land and a significant flood mitigation area.
Link to
comment
(for Users)

View Comment

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
Council
Comments growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
(plain text)
Respondent Name

Emma White

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

348

Summary

Objective to further residential development.

Comment

Barningham is only a small village with a small school that would not be able to cope with
the demands of more school children. It also has limited public transport. Stanton and
Hopton Roads are the main roads in to the village and are country roads that already have
cars driving too fast. There is limited access to walk along the roads making it dangerous.
Hepworth Road frequently floods. Further development would cause too much traffic coming
through the village. There has already been the Hopkins development 5 years ago and
houses are often up for sale and property is slow to sell in the village because it is quite rural
with limited facilities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Ian Holland

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

450

Summary

WS007 Land north of Field Cottage. Please be advised that I wish to register my Objection to
any change of use of the Land as above referenced.
There are several reasons for my Objection, the main being that the village of Barningham is
a Village and that New Developments other than single infill should not be allowed to
proceed!
The Village is a Village and now at its saturation point, in so many areas of everyday life!

Comment

Please be advised that I wish to register my Objection to any change of use of the Land as
above referenced. There are several reasons for my Objection, the main being that the
village of Barningham is a Village and that New Developments other than single infill should
not be allowed to proceed! The Village is a Village and now at its saturation point, in so
many areas of everyday life!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Ivan and Lindsay Sams

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

783

Summary

I am not aware there is an established need for further development in the village but if this
is the case the site previously proposed along Hepworth road would seem more acceptable
as it would link in with the relatively modern developments on Hopton and Millfield road.

Comment

Access to the site along Bardwell road is unacceptable. Currently this narrow road is already
to busy especially at pick up times for the school and even during the day as there is
insufficient on site parking for all staff cars resulting in parking in this road. There are no
pavements and no opportunity to introduce one. Cars when parked down one side force
parents and children into the road and in my opinion this is an accident waiting to happen.
Introducing a further development in this area would only exacerbate the situation. The
School currently relies on the goodwill of the adjacent pub for temporary use of their car
park at these times but this cannot be guaranteed into the future especially as I know there
have been investigations into the possibility of development on the car park. I accept that
access could be made from the B1111 but this is a very busy road already and again
relatively narrow. The loss of this one green belt area within the boundary of the village
would be significant not only to us as residents but also to the wildlife (barn owls, deer,
pheasants and our cat!) I am not aware there is an established need for further development
in the village but if this is the case the site previously proposed along Hepworth road would
seem more acceptable as it would link in with the relatively modern developments on
Hopton and Millfield road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1116

Summary

WS003. The site appears to border an area of woodland on the northern boundary which
also contains a pond. There is a stream shown on the northern boundary and there may be
hydrological connectivity to Weston Fen SSSI (part of the Waveney and Little Ouse Valley
Fens SAC) to the north. No development should be considered unless it can demonstrate
that it would not result in an impact upon the designated sites.

Comment

WS003: The site appears to border an area of woodland on the northern boundary which
also contains a pond. There is a stream shown on the northern boundary and there may be
hydrological connectivity to Weston Fen SSSI (part of the Waveney and Little Ouse Valley
Fens SAC) to the north. No development should be considered unless it can demonstrate
that it would not result in an impact upon the designated sites.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered at the next stage of plan
preparation.
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Respondent Name

Jacqueline D Humfrey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1300

Summary

WS007 Land to the North of Field Cottage, Bardwell Road, Barningham. Objections on the
basis of access, conservation and drainage.

Comment

I refer to the above regarding potential future housing development in Barningham and feel
there are serious reasons why this parcel of land WS007 should not be included in any local
plan as follows: Access - the B1111 is narrow entering the village from Stanton and has
many heavy vehicle movements currently destroying the verges. Traffic speeds into the
village with total disregard for the 30mph speed limit, therefore any access onto the B1111
will contribute to "an accident waiting to happen". The minor Bardwell Road is narrow and
extra vehicular movements will contribute to dangerous vehicular congestion. This will occur
particularly around the school at the end of Bardwell Road where it is already used as a
carpark. Conservation - This parcel of land is probably the last remaining green meadow site
in Barningham and is used for haymaking and farm animal grazing. Of particular importance
is the fact that this parcel of land is also currently the habitat for a pair of Barn Owls. If it
were used for housing development that would contribute to further threaten an already
endangered species. Bardwell Road is also much enjoyed by walkers and leisure cyclists,
adding further vehicular traffic movements will hinder this leisure activity. Drainage
- Currently Bardwell Road suffers flooding during the winter period so hard landscaping
from any new housing development will have an impact on this. I feel these are important
points that should be considered when making decisions on the Local Plan for Barningham.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

John Hale

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

777

Summary

Land to the North of Field Cottage in the Bardwell Road. t is really depressing to think that
yet another small parcel of sanctuary for many of our wild species who some of us are lucky
enough to have seen, could be concreted over with new houses and yet more light pollution,
and congestion on country roads that can barely cope with the existing traffic.

Comment

As a resident of Barningham I am writing regarding the proposed development of the above
site namely, the Land to the North of Field Cottage in the Bardwell Road. The Bardwell Road
is a country lane which already suffers from speeding traffic and regular flooding despite
efforts by the Council and residents. The nearby Primary School, which has already been
expanded, has a severe problem with car parking at pick up and drop off times and those
that cannot fit into the pub car park tend to park along the Bardwell Road. This is a hazard
in itself to pedestrians since there are no footpaths. Similarly, on the B1111 coming from
Stanton, traffic which is constant, increases speed as it travels towards Barningham and if
cars were to emerge from the proposed new development onto this road, there would
undoubtedly be accidents. Also there is difficulty in seeing the road clearly towards the
village as the road bends leftwards. From a conservation point of view, this proposed site has
been unploughed and used for grazing for approximately a 100 years or more. As a result it
has become a safe haven for Owls, bats, tree sparrows and many others, including I am
reliably informed, Otters who have been seen in the ditches. It is really depressing to think
that yet another small parcel of sanctuary for many of our wild species who some of us are
lucky enough to have seen, could be concreted over with new houses and yet more light
pollution, and congestion on country roads that can barely cope with the existing traffic. I do
hope the above will be considered fairly and in the context in which it is submitted.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Judith Jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1329

Summary

I have recently been made aware of a proposal to develop good farm land into housing areas
in Barningham village such as on the Bardwell Road. Although I understand there is need for
some housing development nationwide, I have genuine concerns about some of the proposed
sites for a number of reasons.

Comment

I have recently been made aware of a proposal to develop good farm land into housing areas
in Barningham village such as on the Bardwell Road. Although I understand there is need
for some housing development nationwide, I have genuine concerns about some of the
proposed sites for a number of reasons. The meadow WS007 proposal concerns me most
because the Bardwell Road is already congested at times and there are speeding issues
along it and no pavement at any point. It is a narrow country lane which is regularly blocked
by delivery vans e.g. food orders, oil tankers filling tanks and others and with school traffic
during school drop-off and collection times. If a housing development was placed here with
entry/exit on to the Bardwell Road it would cause chaos, especially at certain times of the
day. Access to the main road via Drout's Lane is not ideal as it is very narrow with limited
visibility for pulling on to the main road safely. Access to the main road through the village
centre past the shop is also narrow and very congested most of the time due to shop
customers. I therefore feel that any exit/entry into a housing development on the Bardwell
Road would pose a great danger to the many who live on it and regularly walk to the shop/
pub/school/post-box etc. The Bardwell Road is a very popular lane for a great many who use
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it for recreational/keep-fit purposes including dog-walking, running, cycling and general
leisure walking. Bardwell Road is part of the 'Stanton Rides' circuit and as such has walkers
regularly enjoying the route. It is very busy with a wide variety of leisure users all day long
but especially at the weekends and early mornings and evenings. Children walk along in
small groups to go to the shop or the park, and this is enough of a concern without the fear
of greatly increased traffic. I have regularly seen walkers stop and look into the
meadowland at the birds there and enjoy the sunrises. Having a bit of 'green' farm land in
the village is such a bonus for a sense of wellbeing and peace for the people who live and
visit here. The Bardwell Road is an historic rural country lane with a quiet and special
country feel. It's hedges are full of wildlife and I have regularly watched and listened to the
barn and tawny owls who live along it or stopped on my way home from the shop on
evenings to watch the bats flying opposite College Heath Farm. I am therefore really
concerned about the impact the proposal will have on the wildlife along Bardwell Road at
and near the meadow development site. I am also concerned about this at the proposed site
WS003 'Moat Plantation' too. WS003 is very wet in winter and often flooded in parts. It is
also full of wildlife, peace and tranquillity all year round. People really appreciate the views
over the field to the trees beyond and it is on a very popular walking/cycling/running country
lane route which hooks up with footpaths locally. The Bardwell Road area around the
WS007 proposal is also often waterlogged too and has poor road and field drainage and
sometimes a lot of road flooding. The ditches are often completely full. I believe that
development will just increase run-off and the problem will worsen. It also concerns me that
there will be increased air, noise and light pollution in what are traditionally two quieter,
darker areas of the village. Another concern is about how such a small village will cope with
such great additions to its housing stock should all areas proposed be developed. Children
should be able to attend their village school for the sense of belonging and community it
grows. Also important is that it can be walked to, giving the children fresh air and exercise
and taking 'school run' traffic off the roads, therefore reducing carbon emissions. The
village school, although excellent, is small and has no room to expand to serve such numbers
as would require places, should all the development go ahead. The village hall is also not
adequate for such numbers. The development proposal along the Hepworth Road and at the
back of Millfields is also a concern to me in terms of increased traffic, noise and light
pollution, wildlife impact and loss of quality farmland. However, I can see that this is a more
logical and sensible place to develop if there were really no choice, since there is better,
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safer access on to the main road, good pavements, and a sense that it would be tucked away
behind existing newer development and would therefore not be altering the look and feel of
the more historic, rural parts of the village in the same way. I trust that you are able to take
my views and concerns into consideration and I look forward to hearing the outcome.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

K and G M Walsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

567

Summary

Objection to this development for following reasons: children's health, agriculture,
environment, access.

Comment

Objection to this development for following reasons: Children's Health - Whilst using our
front garden on Bardwell Rd we have noticed fumes from traffic.The school playground runs
alongside this road and also the majority of classroom windows face this road. We would be
putting the health of our children at greater risk {now officially recognised}, by increasing
traffic along Bardwell Rd. Agriculture - Many counties protect villages for their distinct
identities. Suffolk villages should not be built out of existence and over development with the
loss of agricultural land, no matter what size or grade, when a rising population needs
feeding and Suffolk land has that responsibility and identity. Environment - If pockets of land
are to be redesignated then it should be to aid our environment and health. Perhaps used for
planting trees to help our villages carbon footprint. Or as allotment and community facilities
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to aid the mental health of local people. Not concreted over and lost to future generations to
enjoy. Access - Traffic on the B1111 is already extremely busy with heavy goods, and haulage
along with general traffic. Development along this road would increase danger to the public.
Access - Bardwell Road is a very busy narrow road carrying a lot of through traffic from
neighbouring villages. It also has to deal with school traffic, children entering and leaving
school with no footpath and parked cars. Please consider our objections.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Karen Brunton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1358

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
I am writing to voice my objections against the development in Barningham.I do object to
these houses being Built in the middle of our village and in rural and quite surroundings. I
think it will be too much traffic for these country roads and just too many people relying on
the too few resources that we have ..

Comment

LATE RESPONSE I am writing to voice my objections against the development in
Barningham.. the reasons being.. I think it will be a strain on the village resources..
including our chool .. we only have a village school ... and you cannot get up Bardwell Road
when it is school dropping off or collecting times .. we have one small shop with very little
parking which congests the top of church lane at the best of times .. Also through traffic
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down the lanes which becomes a rat run .. doctors .. we have a surgery at Stanton and a
sister one in Hopton.. And it is difficult at times to get an appointment.. I have lived in
Barningham for 14 years and still cannot get on the waiting list to the local dentist in the
next village .. I do object to these houses being Built in the middle of our village and in rural
and quite surroundings .. I think it will be too much traffic for these country roads and just
too many people relying on the too few resources that we have .. I hope my objection will be
taken into account ..
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Lionel Hickman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

456

Summary

I am writing to you to voice my objections to the proposed development in the village
between the B1111 and the Bardwell Road.

Comment

I am writing to you to voice my objections to the proposed development in the village
between the B1111 and the Bardwell Road. I list below for your consideration a list of my
objections * Any additional access onto Bardwell Road would create further problems to
those that already exist due to the traffic congestion that occurs along a narrow road twice
every day when parents are dropping off children to attend the village school. * Bardwell
Road has an existing problem with serious flooding during the winter months and any
additional housing would place further pressure on an existing problem. * Linked to 2 above,
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there is an existing high water table along that runs along Bardwell Road that causes the
flooding, and a natural pond on my property to overflow onto the the proposed development
site every winter. My pond is frequented by mallards during the spring and summer * The
proposed development site is a wildlife haven for deer, pheasants, and in particular owls.
There are a pair of Barn Owls using a nest box in a garden immediately alongside the
proposed site. They, can be seen quartering the proposed site most summer evenings in
search of prey. Tawny Owls also frequent the site. Further proof of the existing natural
diversity of the site that would be ruined by the proposed development. * The bend in the
B1111 immediately prior to the proposed site would make any entry and exit points a
potentially dangerous situation for motorists
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mark Harris and Stina Karlsson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

469

Summary

WS007 Land to the North of Field Cottage. The area to the west 007 is small, surrounded by
listed buildings, liable to flood as well and most importantly a huge area previously labelled
as a BAP, which by definition requires conservation.

Comment

Just a short note to the powers that be to add my voice to those that either have or should
have done so already. The population of the country continues to grow and life goes on, the
village must be expanded at some point and that point may well be upon us. However. There
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is only one direction. The flood plain to the north is out of the question. The area to the
west 007 is small, surrounded by listed buildings, liable to flood as well and most
importantly a huge area previously labelled as a BAP, which by definition requires
conservation. UK BAP priority habitats cover a wide range of semi-natural habitat types, and
were those that were identified as being the most threatened and requiring conservation
action under the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP). Access to the site 007 would need to
be either from the Bardwell Road side or B1111 or both. Both are already dangerous roads
with blind bends and pinch points. The site on Hepworth Road has numerous potential
access options including the A143 and is also the biggest increase in housing. It also falls
outside the constraints of flooding and the conservation of both the habitat and the heritage
of the village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Maureen Burns

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1137

Summary

Barningham does not need anymore houses. The current services are unable to cope with
current population.

Comment

Barningham does not need anymore houses. The current services are unable to cope with
current population. The school is overloaded as is Doctors surgery. Not to mention things
like the drains. That cannot cope. DISEASE comes to mind. Contamination In fact a major
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Health issue. Which have been a problem for over 40years. This was a major problem when
Millfield was proposed and subsequently built, the issue was raised with the council over 40
years ago , plus road access to a more major road. But still the plans granted. I wonder
why????? Even the water board, men working on site were very concerned and expressed
their concerns to the powers concerned, But everything pushed under the carpet. Why is it
that the planners never make sure that the infrastructure can cope with the existing services
before granting plans???? It doesn’t take much working out as to why plans granted!!!!!!! Do
the planners really have their heads buried in the sand, or is it that it doesn’t affect them.?
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr and Mrs J Gibbs

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1055

Summary

Although we are not completely against development in the village periphery, we believe that
there are better and more suitable places for development to take place. Namely, Hepworth
Road proposed development.

Comment

We are writing to voice our concerns to the above proposal of a housing development. We
have lived on Bardwell Road for the past 10 years and have noticed the increase of traffic
generally especially during school hours and a more noticeable increase in delivery vehicles
as more people are using online services. We strongly believe that this proposal for
development on this road would cause more congestion as most households have more than
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one vehicle and the junction of Church Road and Bardwell Road can particularly hazardous
as it is well used with tight corners. Furthermore, there are frequent dog walkers along this
road and there is no footpath, so an increase of car parking and traffic down this road could
potentially be dangerous to pedestrians. The Bardwell Road, Drouts lane junction is a single
vehicle lane which would be unable to take high volumes of incoming traffic in both
directions, the junction at the end of this lane leading onto the B111 is a very sharp corner
onto a national speed road, therefore would be a dangerous corner for high volume traffic.
Although we are not completely against development in the village periphery, we believe that
there are better and more suitable places for development to take place. Namely, Hepworth
Road proposed development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1154

Summary

WS004 & WS006. The Concept Plan illustrates how the Site can provide a new high quality,
landscape-led, mixed-use scheme to the south west of Barningham, including new public
open space and strategic landscaping which will contribute to enhanced green
infrastructure, ecology habitat benefits and increased biodiversity. Relocation of Barningham
Village Hall, including a new footpath link and the provision of land for associated car
parking and amenity space.
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Comment

See attached Delivery Statement. The range of technical studies that have been undertaken
to date demonstrate that there are no significant constraints to development and that in
producing a Concept Plan for the scheme, all of the necessary policy requirements have
either been accommodated or allowed for in the capacity of the Site. Therefore, this
Statement demonstrates that the Site is achievable for a scheme of approximately 49 new
homes and that the scheme that Pigeon has promoted to the Council is deliverable as per the
definition in the National Planning Policy Framework. The Concept Plan illustrates how the
Site can provide a new high quality, landscape-led, mixed-use scheme to the south west of
Barningham, including new public open space and strategic landscaping which will
contribute to enhanced green infrastructure, ecology habitat benefits and increased
biodiversity. The Concept Plan also provides land for the relocation of Barningham Village
Hall, including a new footpath link and the provision of land for associated car parking and
amenity space. The scheme makes provision for a range of new homes including smaller
homes for those looking to buy their first home through to larger family homes. In addition
to this, the Concept Plan includes homes for older people and those seeking to design and
build their own homes. In conclusion, Land off Hepworth Road, Barningham will be a highquality, mixed-use, landscape-led scheme, providing much needed housing for the District.
The proposed scheme will provide high quality new homes in close proximity to the village
core, land for the relocation of the Village Hall, and new publicly accessible open space in an
area which provides a coherent expansion to Barningham, consistent with the established
pattern of settlement in the village. The Site is available, achievable and deliverable and
should be considered for a housing allocation in the emerging Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Clifford Lodge

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

525

Summary

Is prone to flooding, currently heavily flooded. It also has a public footpath across it.
Vehicular access to any estate built there would be limited.

Comment

Is prone to flooding, currently heavily flooded. It also has a public footpath across it.
Vehicular access to any estate built there would be limited.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr David Hetherington

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

266

Summary

WS003. I believe this village does not have the infrastructure to accommodate a large estate
and the thought of living opposite a building site fills me with dread.

Comment

I want to register my objections to building a housing estate opposite my home which I
bought for my retirement along with other people in the lane. I believe this village does not
have the infrastructure to accommodate a large estate . and the thought of living opposite a
building site fills me with dread The document no is WS003

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr E Bidwell (Manor Investments Ltd.)

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

961

Summary

WS005. These representations support the allocation of the site WS005 for housing in the
Local Plan. The site is suitable for development and is available with a willing landowner and
is therefore achievable and viable.

Comment

Please see the uploaded report (E711.C1.Rep03) for full details of this representation. These
representations support the allocation of the site WS005 for housing in the Local Plan. The
site is suitable for development and is available with a willing landowner and is therefore
achievable and viable. This site can provide: • A range of market house types to meet local
needs, including bungalows which local people demonstrated they wanted in the
consultation responses on the planning application for the nearby allocation. • Affordable
housing to meet local Policy requirements. • Development in a sustainable location that will
support local services such as the local shop and primary school. • A site that is free from
constraints to development, with space to create well landscaped boundaries and to provide
an ecological net gain. • Good infrastructure connections. Infrastructure is in place to serve
the development. A road and foul water pumping station has been installed which has the
capacity for 20-25 more homes.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr Ian Perinton-Powell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

778

Summary

The village shop is too small to accommodate additional people in the shop at the same time,
also lacks sufficient parking facilities.

Comment

The village shop is too small to accommodate additional people in the shop at the same time,
also lacks sufficient parking facilities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Ian Perinton-Powell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1158

Summary

WS006. I do not believe that any sites would be suitable for development in the Barningham
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village.
Barningham village is not suitable to facilitate a further housing development.
Locations nearer to Bury St Edmunds that have existing improved roads for access to
schools,shopping, public transport, leisure amenities and work opportunities would be a
better proposition .
Comment

I do not believe that any sites would be suitable for development in the Barningham village.
Barningham village is not suitable to facilitate a further housing development. Locations
nearer to Bury St Edmunds that have existing improved roads for access to
schools,shopping, public transport, leisure amenities and work opportunities would be a
better proposition .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr John Leek

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

330

Summary

We would like to no what is going on in our village. We have Just been told about what is
being put forward in our village regarding development if a friend hadn’t told us we wouldn’t
have known anything a bout it which is not nice as we have lived around here for over sixty
years but in Barningham for thirty two years and when we ask our parish council we don’t
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get any feed back this is not acceptable.
Comment

We have Just been told about what is being put forward in our village regarding development
if a friend hadn’t told us we wouldn’t have known anything a bout it which is not nice as we
have lived around here for over sixty years but in Barningham for thirty two years and
when we ask our parish council we don’t get any feed back this is not acceptable Mr x Mrs J
Leek

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The consultation was advertised
widely online, in the press and with parish councils who were invited to put up posters to
advertise it locally. There will be two further rounds of consultation and an opportunity to
engage before the plan is examined by an independent planning inspector.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Wilkinson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

514

Summary

The additional housing , traffic, required services can not surely be considered without
considerable infrastructure investment.

Comment

The additional housing , traffic, required services can not surely be considered without
considerable infrastructure investment. Mostly roads. Possibly relocate the shop to provide
potentially space for more but also parking. Away from the school. It is chaos and an
accident waiting to happen.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Robert Milton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

986

Summary

Reliable sensible timed bus services

Comment

reliable sensible timed bus services

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Gill Elliston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

535
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Summary

This site should not be considered suitable for development because:
Existing drainage, surface water issues
Flood Risk zone.
Increased traffic damage to roadside verges,noise light pollution.
Destroy edge of village appeal.
Loss of prime agricultural land (in use)
Loss of wildlife habitat.
Negative impact to historic value.
Loss of open space and countryside.
An area much enjoyed and appreciated.

Comment

Please find my comments/concerns . Landscape. Any development in this area will have a
negative impact and totally alter the village scene. Traffic/Roads The roads are already
struggling to cope with existing traffic,any development would greatly increase the problem
and cannot support increased traffic. Surface water/Flood risk The site itself suffers from
regular flooding. The roads in this area also suffer with flooding and ,poor drainage Parts
Sandy lane,the bend by aggies piece,Old Hall bend Coney weston Road often flood after
heavy rain. Pollution. Little or no industry,employment,leisure ,amenities and limited public
transport Would therefore increase the need to travel by car on country roads already
struggling as previously mentioned . Access on to the B1111 from church road already
causing safety concerns,at times practically impassable. Any further development would only
add to further congestion. To conclude. This site should not be considered suitable for
development because: Existing drainage,surface water issues Flood Risk zone. Increased
traffic damage to roadside verges,noise light pollution. Destroy edge of village appeal. Loss
of prime agricultural land (in use) Loss of wildlife habitat. Negative impact to historic value.
Loss of open space and countryside. An area much enjoyed and appreciated. Attached
photos show flooding in February 2020 and December 2020

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Gill Elliston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1225

Summary

All of the sites put forward in Barningham are too big and outside the settlement boundary.

Comment

All of the sites put forward in Barningham are too big and outside the settlement boundary. i
do question as to whether further housing is necessary in the village.the village is just about
coping with existing numbers although traffic on the country roads is an issue. Also looking
at other potential sites in the general area this will put additional pressure on all local
services and ,roads ie A143 already problematic through to Ixworth and Gt Barton having a
negative impact on those already living along that route into Bury. Suffolk villages require
protection from urban sprawl,great swathes of countryside are disappearing at alarming
rate and this at a time when we really do need agriculture and farming to provide for us.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs L Faulkner

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

344

Summary

Increased footfall to shop, parking hazards and school consideration.

Comment

Increase in traffic should be considered to shop if more houses built locally. Especially
around thr junction by the shop. Currently parking for the shopis a danger to pedestrians
and a school children trying to use shop or cross road. Has the capacity at the local school
been considered? Our children are in a full class, the site is not large enough for any more
children.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Nicola Martineau

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1129

Summary

WS007. Of primary concern is the traffic onto the Bardwell Road. This is a narrow country
lane used by pedestrians and dog walkers with no room for pavement. There is a primary
school at the end of this road, which cars currently obstruct due to there being insufficient
parking space for the school.

Comment

We write to you with regard to Site No: WS 007 in the West Suffolk Local Plan - Land to the
North of Field Cottage in the Bardwell Road Barningham. We have considered this carefully
and believe that there are fundamental reasons why this site (WS 007) should not be
considered for development. Bardwell Road. Of primary concern is the traffic onto the
Bardwell Road. This is a narrow country lane used by pedestrians and dog walkers with no
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room for pavement. There is a primary school at the end of this road, which cars currently
obstruct due to there being insufficient parking space for the school. The Bardwell Road is
prone to flooding and this would be further exacerbated by the development of additional
houses and water run off from driveways. B1111 Stanton Road The current traffic flow on
the B1111 Stanton Road is fast on approach into the village and will make vehicle access on
and off it dangerous. There is a crossroads at the junction of the B1111 and Church Road
where a SPAR village shop is located, with an already overly congested amount of traffic.
Traffic travelling from the direction of the village is fast and there is poor visibility due to a
bend in the road adjacent to the proposed development site (WS 007). I understand that
there have been fatalities along this stretch of road in the past. Wildlife The proposed site
(WS 007) is a haven for wildlife including barn owls and bats and has remained untouched
grazing land for the last 75+ years. In the current climate much emphasis is put on the
conservation of wildlife, especially endangered species and, if this land were to be
developed, these important habitats would be lost forever. Furthermore, much wildlife is to
be found in the hedges and ditches surrounding this area. We also know that this land has
poor drainage and is prone to flooding and appears in your plan to be on Flood Zone 2. To
conclude, we feel that development on this site (WS 007) is unsuitable due to the reasons
cited and would be of detriment to the village. We urge you to reconsider this proposal.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sandra Kingswell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

537
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Summary

To build such an amount of housing on this site would necessitate the surrounding access
roads to be improved.

Comment

To build such an amount of housing on this site would necessitate the surrounding access
roads to be improved. The space required to improve the access roads exceeds what is
available. Any expansion would need to be nearer the A1111 side of the village where the
access is already available.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mr Steven trigg

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1207

Summary

WS003 I object to the proposed planning development ref WS003 off Sandy Lane,
Barningham. Whilst I feel that Proposed planning sites in West Suffolk is something that has
to be done, maybe it should be looked at that other open spaced areas should potentially be
developed on with all infrastructure set up from the very beginning so people still have the
choice of moving to larger communities or smaller and more rural ones.
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Comment

I object to the proposed planning development ref WS003 off Sandy Lane, Barningham . The
area in question is very close to a Moat Plantation and a Flood zone 3 , having lived in
Barningham 16 yrs the water has gradually covered a larger area as the years have gone on
, to the point that this year we have seen a quarter of the proposed area under water . The
wildlife habitat that the proposed area has is diverse and a joy to watch , from Deer ,
Muntjack , Hares , Rabbits , Barn owls numerous birds and birds of prey , all permanently
using this and the surrounding cover of the Moat plantation , Aggie’s Piece , trees and
hedgerows . Agricultural vehicles and others use Sandy Lane heading in and out of
Barningham , currently it’s the safer and only road to walk or cycle to Aggie’s Piece leading
to the Street , leading to a crossroads to Coney Weston , Knettishall Heath and Fen St to
Hopton Fen , bringing more traffic to this area would make it unsafe for current and future
residents to use and enjoy these open spaces . Coney Weston Rd is not the safest route to
walk or cycle due to a much larger volume of traffic coming in and going out of Barningham
on a narrow road with countless bends . Developing the proposed area will only bring larger
volumes of traffic , noise and light pollution on to Sandy Lane , Church Rd passing the
church to an already congested village centre , up to the junction of the B111, and Hepworth
Road .The Primary School , Local Pub , and shop are on or close to this Junction. Hepworth
Speed analysis done on the Hepworth Rd leading to Barningham from 24th August to 28th
October 2020 was on average 30,000 vehicles over a 14 week period , considering this is
only one road leading to the village and with Covid 19 a large proportion of the population
either not wanting to travel or working from home this is an excessive number of vehicles
entering Barningham . Services such as the Primary School , local doctors , Sewage ,
electricity , water and drainage would be put under immense pressure on an already
straining service and would be disruptive to the village of which elderly , professional and
young families live or have moved here to enjoy the rural aspect of village life . Whilst I feel
that Proposed planning sites in West Suffolk is something that has to be done , maybe it
should be looked at that other open spaced areas should potentially be developed on with all
infrastructure set up from the very beginning so people still have the choice of moving to
larger communities or smaller and more rural ones .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Will Buckles

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

540

Summary

WS003. The land and surrounding area is not suitable for development, the land constantly
floods, and also floods on to Sandy Lane. Deer and birds of pray, Owls, Buzzards and other
wildlife will also be forced out of the area. Other services into the village may also have to be
upgraded meaning additional disruption to the village. No gas in the village.

Comment

Barningham is a quiet village and friendly. Additional housing would create unwanted stress
to the village. The agricultural land Sandy lane is an example of what someone plans from
looking at maps online. The land and surrounding area is not suitable for development, the
land constantly floods, and also floods on to Sandy Lane. Deer and birds of pray, Owls,
Buzzards and other wildlife will also be forced out of the area. The infrastructure is not
capable of carrying the traffic that uses the area now, constant HGV causing damage to the
verges, the roads are lanes hence the name Sandy Lane. The roads in and out of the village
are narrow especially past the Pud and Church, the junction at the shop is also tight and at
times difficult to get in and out of the junction. Sewage is also a problem as the area of
Bishops Croft is pumped, this often fails. Other services into the village may also have to be
upgraded meaning additional disruption to the village. No gas in the village The School is
also not capable of additional places and no room for expansion. We are living in the village
as it is quiet, and not for the village to become overpopulated for its size. Our back door is
metres away from Sandy Lane how would the land owner like it if housing was build meters
from his big white house back door. Barningham has to use the local doctor surgery in
Stanton, with all the additional housing being constructed in Stanton getting an appointment
is difficult now, be even worse with additional housing. No regular bus service for those that
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depend on it. Nothing, please leave the village as it is. It serves the village as it is. Roads in
and out of the village need to be improved, currently some roads are in suffering from lack of
maintenance. All services into the village will need to be upgraded to take the additional
consumption required.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

ms michelle barber

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

323

Summary

village size. The village may have a village school but it is full, the roads are narrow through
the village and cannot bear more traffic, pot holes are everywhere. The local doctors is full
and cannot take any more patients, the difficulty of getting an appointment even before
Covid was extreme.

Comment

The village may have a village school but it is full, the roads are narrow through the village
and cannot bear more traffic, pot holes are everywhere. The local doctors is full and cannot
take any more patients, the difficulty of getting an appointment even before Covid was
extreme.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

ms michelle barber

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

536

Summary

This land is subject to flooding every year, should building be allowed on the field the water
would have to find another track to take, probably the pastures behind, with the well used
local footpath, and the road by the Old Hall. The village does have a local school but it is
close to full. The local doctors cannot take on anymore patients, it is difficult to get an
appointment with their patient list now.

Comment

This land is subject to flooding every year, should building be allowed on the field the water
would have to find another track to take, probably the pastures behind, with the well used
local footpath, and the road by the Old Hall. The village does have a local school but it is
close to full. The local doctors cannot take on anymore patients, it is difficult to get an
appointment with their patient list now. The village roads are small often full of pot holes
that take forever to be repaired, more houses would be a significant rise in traffic. The
village is a small local community but building another 72 plus houses will almost double the
size, there are many villages around that have a large community already and many more
facilities for a large building developement. With the developements in Bury St Edmunds
,Thurston Fornham and many others the rise in population for this area should be well
covered without changing the character of a small village. Should more properties be
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required the building of a new village just off the A14 with a doctors surgery, school, hospital
etc should be considered.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Barningham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

488

Summary

Neighbourhood Plan. Barningham Parish council are currently carrying out a
Neighbourhood Plan. Barningham Parish Council think that a Parish, carrying out a
Neighbourhood Plan, as we are, should be responsible for allocating their own sites.

Comment

Barningham Parish council are currently carrying out a Neighbourhood Plan. Barningham
Parish Council think that a Parish, carrying out a Neighbourhood Plan, as we are, should be
responsible for allocating their own sites. As such, unless strategic to the overall Local Plan,
West Suffolk should not allocate any sites in our area. They should allow us to continue our
work in identifying sites and consulting with the Parish, with the end result being that the
sites chosen in the Neighbourhood Plan are done so through a thorough local consultation
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and that it is these sites that are brought forward for development. We are planning on
carrying out our own consultation early in 2021 and would urge you to wait until we have
the results of this before allocating any sites.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. We look forward to continuing to engage with the parish council over the
development of the neighbourhood plan and the local plan to ensure the plans can be
aligned as far as possible.

Respondent Name

Pauline Ansell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

331

Summary

Planning ws 004 ws005 ws006. The infrastructure of so much development on this road will
be catastrophic to residents and the local community. Also the local Doctors are swamped
now without more people. We all know about the needs of houses but what about our wildlife
and l thought East Anglia was a farming community ???

Comment

Hepworth road is not suited to this amount of development. Where l live on this road two
cars have a job to pass let alone the lorrys it is dangerous now exiting my drive . During
sugar beet season it is even worse and children using this road would be at risk. Anybody
that lives here needs a vehicle and if you actually try at peak times to get into Bury Good
Luck. The land around us has a diverse occupation of wildlife we have only just seen our
hare population grow without the deer and owls also we have stoats and snakes.Skylarks
and Fieldfares habit the fields.Barningham is a lovely village with dog walks and paths we
have watched Stanton be ruined why Barningham as well.The infrastructure of so much
development on this road will be catastrophic to residents and the local community. Also the
local Doctors are swamped now without more people. We all know about the needs of houses
but what about our wildlife and l thought East Anglia was a farming community ??? Regards
Pauline Ansell

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Piers Holland

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

516

Summary

Wildlife impacts. If this is selected for development is it the intent to compulsory purchase it
or does it require the consent to sell of the owner? I am also concerned over the impacts on
wildlife of the development of this field - what assessment has or will be conducted
regarding this aspect? Finally there are a number of surrounding properties which will be
significantly adversely impacted by any development. How, what and when will these
impacts be assessed?

Comment

Dear Sir, As I understand it, this piece of land is privately owned. If this is selected for
development is it the intent to compulsory purchase it or does it require the consent to sell
of the owner? I am also concerned over the impacts on wildlife of the development of this
field - what assessment has or will be conducted regarding this aspect? Finally there are a
number of surrounding properties which will be significantly adversely impacted by any
development. How, what and when will these impacts be assessed? Significant investment in
village infrastructure is required merely to support the current let alone planned village
population. School parking is non existent; pavements and road lighting is lacking or
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inadequate; surrounding road network is already overloaded, particularly the route to/from
bury st Edmunds; walking and recreational areas are already insufficient and any/all
development in Barningham will only compound this further.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The sites in the document are all available for development and are promoted by
landowners/developers. Wildlife surveys have been carried out for all sites in the plan which
will be made public later this year and will help inform the selection of sites. The council
works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Piers Holland

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

1041

Summary

The manner of the consultation process is totally inadequate. It is apparent that the web site
is not an effective tool for the generation of debate and public opinion regarding this
important matter.
WS007: Would ruin the outlook from the house, would cause my property to be overlooked
and all the main rooms lose their privacy and fundamentally devalue my property.

Comment

* I write in strong objection regarding the proposal to build new houses in Barningham
generally, but specifically at the site designated ‘WS007’. * Before dealing with the
substance of my objections, I would like to first raise serious concerns over the consultation
process that is being followed. While the web site proports to want to hear the public’s views
and opinions, the realities are far from this and in fact this consultation process is a sham.
From information gleaned during an on-line chat through the consultation web site, clearly
the public notification of the commencement of the consultation period (13 Oct 20) was
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completely inadequate. I am informed by your staff that notification was across a wide
variety of means, although the full detail of this has not arrived as promised. Regardless, I
personally received absolutely no notification and nor has anyone in Barningham who I have
spoken to – and I have spoken to a lot of residents. I find this unacceptable; it belies the
claims of public engagement. * When word of mouth did finally reach me, it was right at the
end of the consultation period (1 week before the 22 Dec 20 deadline) and thus I have not
been afforded sufficient time to enable a properly considered and researched response. I
opine that this is a common issue for Barningham residents and thus request in the
strongest terms possible a full repeat of this initial public consultation period, this time with
an appropriate notification process. This will therefore permit the open dialogue, questions
and consultation that the web site claims is currently being conducted. * The manner of the
consultation process is totally inadequate. It is apparent that the web site is not an effective
tool for the generation of debate and public opinion regarding this important matter. I have
been informed by your staff that questions posed through the web site are neither
promulgated for others to see, nor answered until after the end of the consultation period.
This policy belies your claims of transparency and makes a sham of claims of a proper, open
and transparent debate about these important issues. I cannot understand why these
questions are not answered at the time of their submission, nor can I understand why they
are not published on the web site for others to view and contribute to. I can only deduce that
this is an overt attempt to stifle debate. * I am also informed by your staff that there are an
undisclosed number of ‘evidence-based studies’ being conducted which I know to include a
wildlife/habitat study, and which are not being made public at this time (although I am told
this will occur later, but outside of this consultation window); however, regardless of their
non-availability to the public, the Council intend to use these studies to aid in the downselection from the sites currently shown on the web site to those to be shortlisted in the
‘Preferred Options’ stage. I find this lack of transparency deeply disturbing and have asked
for, but received no satisfactory explanation as to why this is the case. Information which is
to be used by the Council to move from this initial consultancy process (such as it is) to the
Preferred Options stage should be made public within and ahead of this key down-selection
process. I call for the recommencement of the entire consultation process from the
beginning, to commence afresh when all of these evidence-based studies are complete,
published and available to the public for due consideration and public debate. I have been
promised the complete list of evidence-based studies, but once again this has not
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materialised. * I would now like to turn to my material objections. Barningham village has
been the subject of not-insignificant development already which (together with the impact of
similar developments in the surrounding villages) has already had significant negative
impact on the infrastructure and the environment. Considering the almost complete absence
of any jobs/industry in Barningham, there is no realistic employment within the village or the
immediate surrounds and thus a decision to develop in Barningham will inevitably have a
disproportionate impact of the volume of traffic moving to Bury St Edmunds / the A14
corridor and beyond – with consequential environmental impacts. Considering the abysmal
state of public transport from the village, cars remain the only viable commuting option. The
road network is already overloaded, a fact obvious to anyone commuting to/from Bury St
Edmunds across much of the working week and Saturdays. Within the village the road
infrastructure is degraded from over-use and numerous key choke points already exist, most
noteworthy being the roads around the school and shop. This proposal therefore contradicts
one of your own strategic aims being the reduction in the need for travel and to increase
alternative transportation methods. * Regarding Barningham School, let us first not forget
that it was only a few years ago that the move from a 3 to 2 tier school system seriously
adversely impacted Barningham school, with an approx one-third size increase. Additional
temporary buildings were required, but it also heavily compounded the pre-existing problem
of parental parking – for which there was (and remains) none. This issue is apparent 5 days a
week at school assembly and dispersal times, where cars are parked an extended distance
along Bardwell Road and around the front aspect of the School and Pub – all of which causes
significant disruption. This is an on-going road safety issue (there are no pavements
whatsoever and lighting remains sporadic) and an issue which damages the verges and
surrounds. The parking issue is so acute that it extends far enough up the Bardwell Road to
be alongside the proposed WS007 development, the traffic from which will simply provide a
twice-daily grid-lock for school parents, for those transiting, for existing village residents
and for the new WS007 residents. It is simply not a viable proposition. * It is also important
to consider Bardwell Road more generally. The road lacks any pavements whatsoever, is
narrow and already easily becomes congested; it already cannot cope with the volume of
cars / delivery vans / lorries / large farm machinery. This situation will inevitably
compounded by the building of houses on WS007, and more broadly within Barningham.
Bardwell Road also has an acute and long-standing standing water issue as it has no proper
functioning drainage whatsoever and therefore floods frequently, quickly and for prolonged
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periods; a development on WS007 will undoubtedly significantly compound this pre-existing
road safety problem. * Local amenities are already at saturation; the Council’s recent
decision to deny an extension to the already over-subscribed Doctor’s surgery at Stanton
clearly runs contrary to the intent to build yet more houses in this area. Your own strategic
objectives (“Access to community and health facilities including green spaces”, and “social
care and community facilities needed for our aging population”) are irreconcilable with the
intent to develop further in this area generally and Barningham specifically. * It is also
important to note the impact on the natural habitat of the proposed development on WS007.
This is an established piece of pastureland and has been so since records began; it currently
supports a wide variety of rare species, including it being a hunting ground for barn owls
and bats, as well as supporting foxes, deer and otters. Indeed we have already found dead
fledgling barn owls in our garden clearly as a result of collisions with cars. These facts make
the lack of visibility of your wildlife/habitat evidence-based study ahead of the downselection to the Preferred Options stage deeply unsatisfactory. My understanding from opensource media reporting is that the Government wants development in brown-field sites of
which there are many – but none of the identified Barningham sites fall into this category. *
Finally, and very personally, I wish to highlight the impact on my own property – at the above
address. This is a ~300-year-old Grade 2 listed house which sites on a ~4-acre curtilage. The
Property is set right at the front of the plot extremely close to Bardwell Road and directly
overlooking WS007; the design of the house (which clearly cannot be changed) is exclusively
front-aspect facing – ie all the major rooms have windows which only look out across the
Bardwell Road and the lush green pasture land which you refer to as WS007. This would
ruin the outlook from the house, would cause my property to be overlooked and all the main
rooms lose their privacy and fundamentally devalue my property. * Previous planning
permissions and developmental works on my property have been heavily constrained by the
Council to rightly preserve the character and historical importance of the property. It is
therefore an anathema to me for the Council to be now considering a high-density modern
build closer to my listed property than previous development work denied to me simply
because it was on the curtilage of my listed property. One case in point was the installation
of solar panels – envisaged on an outbuilding some 60m from the main house but denied
because they would be visible from the road and thus somehow detract from the historic
impact and relevance of the listed house. However, your proposal would seek to establish
high density modern housing (one would hope with solar designed in) within 20m of my
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listed house – how is this justifiable? * In sum. I have serious reservation as to the process
and substance of these developmental proposals. While I absolutely concur with the need for
more housing, it is brownfield sites close to employment and transportation links that should
be the focus and in order to achieve your strategic objectives. Indeed, within your own plan,
under option 2, you state that the intent is to focus growth in towns and larger villages; yet
Barningham has already had a level of development which has likely already exceeded the
‘carrying-capacity’ of the infrastructure and limited village amenities. Further development
in the village generally, and in WS007 specifically, is therefore unviable, and for which I will
be objecting, if it is taken forward, throughout the planning application process. I hope
sensible decision at this stage can avoid this prolonged and difficult process.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The consultation was undertaken in accordance with the council's adopted Statement
of Community Involvement and was widely advertised online, in the press and with parish
councils. There will be two further periods of public consultation prior to the Examination of
the plan by an independent planning inspector. It is important to seek the views on all
included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Rachael Hooper

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

455

Summary

Infrastructure. I am local resident and my children attend Barningham Primary School. I
would like to raise my concerns about the new housing development as infrastructure will
not be developed or improved to cope with the impact of the new homes. I am concerned
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about traffic, parking, safety of children on roads, pollution, waste, inconvenience of the
developers, school being over subscribed, impact on health services and more.
Comment

I am local resident and my children attend Barningham Primary School. I would like to raise
my concerns about the new housing development as infrastructure will not be developed or
improved to cope with the impact of the new homes. I am concerned about traffic, parking,
safety of children on roads, pollution, waste, inconvenience of the developers, school being
over subscribed, impact on health services and more. This is a formal objection to the
proposals.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Rebecca Farncombe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

498

Summary

I am emailing with regards to the land to the North of Field Cottage, Bardwell Road,
Barningham. I feel very strongly against the housing development that is being proposed.
The tiny road through Bardwell is already very busy with traffic and I feel that a large
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development will bring so many more cars.
Comment

I am emailing with regards to the land to the North of Field Cottage, Bardwell Road,
Barningham. I would like to say I feel very strongly against the housing development that is
being proposed. The tiny road through Bardwell is already very busy with traffic and I feel
that a large development will bring so many more cars. As a local person I find it completely
devastating to see our beautiful countryside being destroyed by endless housing
developments. And I would like to ask, are the houses that are proposed to be built
affordable homes for local people to buy? Or are they 4 and 5 bedroom luxury homes that
only wealthy people can afford? Thank you for your time and please consider my thoughts.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Robert Elers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

807

Summary

I would like to raise my objection to the development of the land between Bardwell Road,
Barningham and the B1111. Bardwell Road’s drains cannot currently cope. The sewage
system is also at maximum capacity. The volume of traffic on the B1111 and Bardwell Road
has also increased substantially over the past two decades and additional traffic would cause
extreme congestion.

Comment

I would like to raise my objection to the development of the land between Bardwell Road,
Barningham and the B1111. I have lived with my wife at 2 Bardwell Road in excess of 50
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years and I list my concerns as follows:- * Bardwell Road’s drains cannot currently cope, the
road outside my house constantly floods after heavy rainfall (the volume of which seems to
be increasing every year). The road also floods at other various points and standing puddles
are also a common feature. Additional houses will only add to this already significant
problem. * The sewage system is also at maximum capacity and therefore more houses
would only compound this problem. * The volume of traffic on the B1111 and Bardwell Road
has also increased substantially over the past two decades and additional traffic would cause
extreme congestion both near the school, shop and the access points to the proposed site.
The amount of parked cars around the school is already a matter of great concern. * The
proposed site is also the only green field site left within the village centre and as such should
remain as green field space.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Tim and Kate Read

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham

Comment ID

449

Summary

WS007. I wish to object to building proposal WS007 land to the north of Field Cottage,
Bardwell Rd Barningham. Any increase in traffic will have a major impact at the area around
the school, pub and shop which is already a problem to those on foot.

Comment

I wish to object to building proposal WS007 land to the north of Field Cottage, Bardwell Rd
Barningham. Anyone like myself who uses Bardwell Rd every day, especially when people are
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going to and from work or when dropping off or collecting children from the school knows
that the narrowness of it causes severe problems. Any increase in traffic will have a major
impact at the area around the school, pub and shop which is already a problem to those on
foot. The field in question is an asset to the village, a small diverse ecosystem, something to
be treasured and kept for future generations to enjoy, not lost to yet another ‘development’.
Bardwell Rd is also very prone to flooding, unless a very large amount of money is invested
in improving the situation then the proposed development will only add to the problem. I
have had to stand in Bardwell road during flooding to slow cars down so any ‘bow waves’
created didn’t enter some old cottages. Any future development in/near Barningham should
be an asset to everyone and not cause major issues to those who already live here. There are
more suitable areas to choose, closer to major roads and towns where transport will be less
of a problem, people are being encouraged to ditch the car but public transport to and from
the village is poor at best.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Dr. Anthony Russell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham settlement map showing SHELAA
included sites

Comment ID

339

Summary

Objection. Please add my name to those objecting to this proposal.
This will simply add to the traffic on local roads, creating more congestion, pollution & an
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irreversible change to the very character of the country, making it just another a suburb.
Comment

Please add my name to those objecting to this proposal. This will simply add to the traffic on
local roads, creating more congestion, pollution & an irreversible change to the very
character of the country, making it just another a suburb.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Janice Chalmers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham settlement map showing SHELAA
included sites

Comment ID

322

Summary

Re WS003 reasons why this area is unsuitable. he map shows a flood zone on this site and
there is is often flooding along the roads bordering it; with climate change bringing more
heavy rain changing the surface from open land to hard landscaping will lead to increased
runoff and even more flooding. Sandy Lane north provides a natural boundary to the village;
development here could lead to the merging of Barningham and Coney Weston thus
changing the character of both villages.

Comment

Site WS003. The map shows a flood zone on this site and there is is often flooding along the
roads bordering it; with climate change bringing more heavy rain changing the surface from
open land to hard landscaping will lead to increased runoff and even more flooding. Sandy
Lane north provides a natural boundary to the village; development here could lead to the
merging of Barningham and Coney Weston thus changing the character of both villages. The
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village does not have the road infrastructure to support increased traffic. There are narrow
roads and no pavements for pedestrians in smoe parts of the village. The buses are limited
and people living in the village would need their own transport. This is agricultural land; the
pandemic has shown us the value of our local produce and it should be protected. The
environmental impact of changing agricultural land to residential is huge, not only for flora
and fauna but the increased carbon emissions from traffic and homes.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Barbara Wilcox

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham settlement map showing SHELAA
included sites

Comment ID

245

Summary

Site reference no WS003 I do not agree with this site being used for housing development.

Comment

I object to this site being used for future housing development due to fact that it is on a
flood plain. and taking it away would cause environmental issues. road access is extremely
restricted. the size of the area would double the village and there is no infer structure in
place. All the houses on the edge of the village have at present septic tanks.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues, such as flooding.
Respondent Name

Mrs L Faulkner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Barningham settlement map showing SHELAA
included sites

Comment ID

343

Summary

Access to WS005 site via Lingwood Close. Road is not suitable for increased traffic, design of
road is curved to slow traffic, no full pavements, excess cars parking on street. All do not
make this a good access route for increased traffic and pedestrians if building on site
WS005.

Comment

Access to WS005 - I live on Lingwood Close which maybe a potential entrance. Road is not
suitable for increased traffic, design of road is curved to slow traffic, no full pavements,
excess cars parking on street. All do not make this a good access route for increased traffic
and pedestrians if building on site WS005.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Ian Perinton-Powell
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

795

Summary

B1111 and village side roads. The B1111 which runs through the village is already a busy B
road as it not only serves the other villages between Stanton and upto the A1066.

Comment

The B1111 which runs through the village is already a busy B road as it not only serves the
other villages between Stanton and upto the A1066. it also is used as a route for numerous
HGV lorries between the A143 and the A1066. The access between the B1111 and the A143
can be a particularly busy junction which will only be exasperated by additional traffic. The
other village roads, Church Road, Mill Road and Bardwell Road are also busy with the
present traffic levels and are not suitable for any increase in traffic by the construction of
additional housing in Barningham. Access from Church road to the B1111 can also be
hazardous at the best of times without increasing the current traffic.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Wilkinson

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

267

Summary

Flooding and roads. This development considering the additional traffic, road size/type,
access through the village and flooding potential is crazy to even consider.

Comment

Currently Mill Road floods by the pond on one of the bends at pound corner. An absolute ice
ring in the winter. The roads from the field being discussed is not suitable to accommodate
an additional housing estate. The junction by the shop where most traffic goes through is
completely unsuitable and the junction trying to reach the A143 is regularly overloaded in
rush hour as it is. This development considering the additional traffic, road size/type, access
through the village and flooding potential is crazy to even consider.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Gill Elliston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

682

Summary

The B1111 is becoming increasingly difficult to access safely from Church Road/Coney
Weston Road side of village.
Increase in vehicles and size of vehicles causing a bottleneck. Then mill road is being used
as an alternative route,also unsuitable for heavy traffic.
The problem then moves along to the a143 junction at Stanton where at certain times it's
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slow moving and grinds to a halt at langham crossroads.
More development in the rural villages just keeps adding to the problem.
Comment

Thd B1111 is becoming increasingly difficult to access safely from church road, /Coney
Weston Road side of village.increase in number of vehicles and size of vehicles causing a
bottleneck, Then Mill road is used as an alternative route,also u suitable for two way traffic.
The problem then moves along to the a143 junction at Stanton where at certain times it's
slow moving and grinds to a halt at langham crossroads all the way to Ixworth.More
development in these rural communities just keeps adding to the problem

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Rawling

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

345

Summary

No further developments in Barningham.

Comment

Having had a look at the neighbourhood plan for Barningham, the village would not be able
to cope with additional residential developments. There is already a significant amount of
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traffic that goes through the village, often at high speed. The roads around here are nothing
more than village lanes which would not be able to cope with further mass residential
developments. Further developments may also damage the community spirit of this village
as well as harm the beautiful scenery and surrounding natural habitat.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

ms michelle barber

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

324

Summary

Flood area. The proposal of developing the land off Sandy lane. It should be noted that this
land floods every year, building on it would only make the flooding take another direction as
the concrete displaces the water. The Moat as it is known, has numerous species of aquatic
life some quite rare, any building on this land could disturb the life there as the water levels
change.

Comment

The proposal of developing the land off Sandy lane. It should be noted that this land floods
every year, building on it would only make the flooding take another direction as the
concrete displaces the water. The Moat as it is known, has numerous species of aquatic life
some quite rare, any building on this land could disturb the life there as the water levels
change.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss Karen Luton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Site options

Comment ID

627

Summary

I do not support WS003 being used for future development. Firstly the area of land floods
regularly. In addition I cannot see how the infrastructure, roads particularly can support a
significant increase in cars.

Comment

As above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Rick Martin

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Site options

Comment ID

470

Summary

We would like to add our comments to the consultation for the proposed north site WS003
off Sandy Lane.
We object to the selection of this site fo a large residential area, for reasons of: Access,
Existing Site Use and Habitat, Infrastructure

Comment

We would like to add our comments to the consultation for the proposed north site WS003
off Sandy Lane. We object to the selection of this site fo a large residential area. Our
reasons are as follows: Access – There is not a safe feasible access to the site that for the
heavy the machinery and LGV’s needed during the construction of the development. The
roads to the site are from Coney Western and Market Western, both of which are narrow
unclassified country roads that are unsuitable for the heavy machinery and LGV’s that will
be constantly coming to and from the building site. The other route is from the A134 via the
B1111 Hepworth road and then onto Church road. Church road is already a safety concern
because at times it is not possible for traffic to pass each other in the opposite direction.
There is also a primary school located on church road which is again of great concern for the
safety of the children and parents at dropping off and picking up times. It would be totally
impracticable and dangerous for the heavy LGV’s and heavy machinery traffic to come to the
site via this route. If this site were to be chosen for residential development again the access
routes mentioned above would have to accommodate the constant traffic for approximately
72 houses. The increased traffic on these routes would cause safety concerns because the
three access routes are unsuitable for the high increase in regular traffic, particularly
through church road. It would also cause a large amount of noise and light pollution and
damage to the roadside verge and habitat. Existing Site Use – The WS003 site is at present
prime agricultural land which is in constant use producing crops. If this site were to be
turned into a residential development a large part of natural habitat would be lost. There
are sparrow hawks nesting in the trees on the site plus numerous other wildlife species
which would lose their natural habitat. The site is unsuitable for building as it appears to be
part of the village flood plains as it constantly floods during the rainy periods throughout the
year. The roads around the site also flood at the same time. The village would lose part of
its open space which is enjoyed by a vast majority of the population of the village. The
increased pollution from the development and its traffic would spoil the rural environment
and have a detrimental effect on the residents of Barningham If this site were to be
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selected for the residential development it would contravene the key issues for the natural
environment and natural resources, as quoted in the ‘Your Future Your Say’ document (page
9) Infrastructure – currently there is not any suitable utilities infrastructure at this end of
the village to accommodate a large residential development. This would cause a great deal
of extra work and expense to prepare the site for the development. The existing public
transport is not sufficient to meet the requirements of a residential development of the size
proposed. Employment prospects would be minimal due to the location and distance from
industrial locations and rail stations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Barningham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Barningham > Site options

Comment ID

489

Summary

Allocation of sites. As mentioned previously Barningham Parish council are currently
carrying out a Neighbourhood Plan. Barningham Parish Council think that a Parish, carrying
out a Neighbourhood Plan, as we are, should be responsible for allocating their own sites. As
such, unless strategic to the overall Local Plan, West Suffolk should not allocate any sites in
our area.

Comment

As mentioned previously Barningham Parish council are currently carrying out a
Neighbourhood Plan. Barningham Parish Council think that a Parish, carrying out a
Neighbourhood Plan, as we are, should be responsible for allocating their own sites. As such,
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unless strategic to the overall Local Plan, West Suffolk should not allocate any sites in our
area. They should allow us to continue our work in identifying sites and consulting with the
Parish, with the end result being that the sites chosen in the Neighbourhood Plan are done
so through a thorough local consultation and that it is these sites that are brought forward
for development. We are planning on carrying out our own consultation early in 2021 and
would urge you to wait until we have the results of this before allocating any sites. The sites
we are consulting on are indicated on the map in the attachment. Further details can be
provided if required.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. We look forward to continuing to
engage with the parish council over the development of the neighbourhood plan and the
local plan to ensure the plans can be aligned as far as possible.

Respondent Name

Gareth Mears (Persimmon Homes Ltd)

Agent Name

Nicky Parsons (Pegasus Group)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row

Comment ID

1334

Summary

It is noted that Beck Row is proposed to retain its current position in the settlement
hierarchy albeit with a name change from primary village to local service centre. This puts
the settlement on the third tier of the hierarchy behind key service centres, which includes
settlements like Ixworth. PHL refers you to its earlier comments on the Part 1 document in
relation to the settlement hierarchy. Promotes site WS022.

Comment

Beck Row - Paragraph 4.3.2 4.4 PHL notes the list of facilities identified in Beck Row and
having reviewed these considers that the list is too short and does not accurately reflect
service provision. There are more facilities, and these should be noted to provide the full
picture of the characteristics of this settlement. Beck Row - Paragraph 4.3.3: Constraints and
Opportunities 4.5 The constraints and opportunities of the settlement are listed at paragraph
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4.3.3 of the document. It refers to the uncertainty of the nearby airbases but this uncertainty
is not explained anywhere else in the Regulation 18 documents and as such the extent to
which this is a constraint or an opportunity cannot be assessed or commented on. PHL
requests that this be addressed prior to the publication of the next version of the Plan. 4.6
The constraints also refer to the existence of airbase safeguarding zones to the south and
west of Beck Row. These areas are not identified on the documents or explained so it is not
possible to assess the impact of these on development potential. PHL requests that this
information be provided ahead of the next stage of the Plan. Finally, the constraints state
that coalescence with Holywell Row be avoided. It does not explain why coalescence is
undesirable. This is important as Holywell Row is within easy walking distance of Beck Row
being under 200m from the current settlement edge. The extent of separation and
justification for this should be provided given the proximity of this settlement. It is noted
that Beck Row is proposed to retain its current position in the settlement hierarchy albeit
with a name change from primary village to local service centre. This puts the settlement on
the third tier of the hierarchy behind key service centres, which includes settlements like
Ixworth. PHL refers you to its earlier comments on the Part 1 document in relation to the
settlement hierarchy. It is notable that several sites have been proposed through the
SHELAA process and Table 1 identifies an indicative capacity of almost 1400 new homes.
PHL appreciates that these sites are not selected by the Council for proposed allocation but
they clearly indicate a level of development potential that, if taken forward, would double
the size of the settlement². Given the level of development potential identified, PHL
considers that it is appropriate to consider that a generous scale of development can be
delivered in Beck Row to assist in meeting the needs of the district. This will assist with the
distribution of infrastructure and contribute to the need to reduce the need to travel by
private car. PHL suggests that the settlement should be repositioned in the hierarchy to a
key service centre to reflect this development potential and the existing and proposed
facilities to support this growth. This view is in addition to the comments made earlier in
relation to the settlement hierarchy in Part 1. ²based on the settlement size identified at
Appendix 2 of Part 1
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for the supporting information. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
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dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row

Comment ID

1117

Summary

WS025. This site appears to contain grassland and lies south-west of Aspal Close CWS,
designated for its parkland and Breckland flora. This site may support protected/Priority
species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development.

Comment

WS025: This site appears to contain grassland and lies south-west of Aspal Close CWS,
designated for its parkland and Breckland flora. This site may support protected/Priority
species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside Suffolk Wildlife Trust in the
development of policies/options for future growth.

Respondent Name

Kat Mitchell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row

Comment ID

298

Summary

Beck Row not suitable for more development at all.

Comment

Beck Row not suitable for more development at all Traffic issues dangerous Lack of
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schooling Overwhelmed police force Anti social behaviour growth Ground movement
conditions Unavailable medical care NHS dentistry unavailable- been waiting almost two
years now for emergency care Primary schooling atrocious anti social behaviour on the rise
leading to destruction of local parks and private property so need something to occupy the
mini thugs! Some resources to deal with the growing drugs problems- police don’t have
resources to do anything about our drug dealing neighbours selling drugs in front of our
house
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Martin Allsop

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row

Comment ID

1386

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
I am deeply concerned about even more possible housing developments in the village of
Beck Row, near Mildenhall.

Comment

I am deeply concerned about even more possible housing developments in the village of
Beck Row, near Mildenhall. Land drainage problems aside ( see 2nd photo below, plus
attached copy with horses ) the latest housing area around the LONDIS village stores was
badly thought out and creates additional traffic problems. The A.1101 carries all the R.A.F.
Mildenhall base traffic, in addition to HGV's heading for Ely or Wisbech.
All new housing
has to offload its cars & vans onto this very busy main road. WS030 has already got
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Developers putting in Residential Mobile Homes ( adjacent to WS023 ). The new occupants
will add to those from the Willow Park + Sandy Park Traveller Sites, where most vehicles
are Commercial. More chaos for the A.1101.
Please act in the interests of us existing
village residents when these optional schemes are being considered. Green - belt land shown
on Map Location WS023. Just inside this field, close to the parallel lines ( Black + Red ) is
the area prone to flooding. This would not seem to be ideal for a further Housing Estate
development. (see attached) view clearly shows flooded land adjacent to Rookery Drove.
Access via A.1101 just past Tolly Cobbold Street ( U.S.A.F. Officers Housing area ).
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Brian Rutterford

Agent Name

Mr Cecil Elliston Ball

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row

Comment ID

1001

Summary

We envisage site WS021 as a walkable neighbourhood, with pedestrian and cycling links to
the village. Two vehicular access points are proposed, one from Skeltons Drove towards the
southern end of the site, the other at the junction between Skeltons and Rookery Droves. In
addition to housing, the overall concept for this site includes reserving space for business
uses and community facilities.

Comment

We envisage site WS021 as a walkable neighbourhood, with pedestrian and cycling links to
the village. Two vehicular access points are proposed, one from Skeltons Drove towards the
southern end of the site, the other at the junction between Skeltons and Rookery Droves. In
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addition to housing, the overall concept for this site includes reserving space for business
uses and community facilities. The site has an area of 26.7 hectares. One possible land use
budget is:- • net residential - 15 ha, capacity 450 at 30dph • infrastructure, public realm and
landscaping - 4.7ha • open space - 3ha • community facility - 2ha • business uses - 2ha Beck
Row is an assembly of different development styles, ranging from a loosely set historic
ribbon development to bungalow based estates from the 1960s and 1970s and more recent
suburban cul-de-sac development. As such, it has no strong building style or village identity.
There is an excellent opportunity therefore to provide more homes of a more attractive
“Suffolk” style in harmony with the traditional vernacular of Mildenhall and its surrounding
villages. There is also the opportunity to masterplan for walkable neighbourhoods, with
buildings that are truly “eco” in design and construction. The site provides an opportunity
for Beck Row to use a new extension consolidating and connecting its disparate parts and
bringing new amenities to the village. This new development has the opportunity to freely
explore different types of layout and design style as long as it respects the village and
landscape context and accords with good design principles for a new rural neighbourhood.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Brian Rutterford

Agent Name

Mr Cecil Elliston Ball

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row

Comment ID

1069

Summary

WS022. Any of the sites along the eastern edge of the village should be discounted on the
grounds of coalescence with Holywell Row, in particular WS022, and WS029. The gap has
already been significantly narrowed by the inclusion of sites WS025 and Ws026 in
Allocations SA11 a and b of the West Suffolk Site Allocations Local Plan 2019. Any further
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narrowing will effectively destroy any sense of separation between the two settlements.
Comment

Any of the sites along the eastern edge of the village should be discounted on the grounds of
coalescence with Holywell Row, in particular WS022, and WS029. The gap has already been
significantly narrowed by the inclusion of sites WS025 and Ws026 in Allocations SA11 a and
b of the West Suffolk Site Allocations Local Plan 2019. Any further narrowing will effectively
destroy any sense of separation between the two settlements.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Jake Nugent (Endurance Estates)

Agent Name

Adam Tuck (PlanSurv Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row

Comment ID

1098

Summary

WS020. The site presents an opportunity for sustainable residential development on the
edge of a sustainable settlement, which will assist the Council in meeting its objectively
assessed housing needs. The new housing would be closely related to the main built-up area
and would establish a new logical and defensible settlement boundary. The site is available
now, offers a suitable location for development and housing can be delivered within five
years

Comment

See attached. WS020. The site presents an opportunity for sustainable residential
development on the edge of a sustainable settlement, which will assist the Council in
meeting its objectively assessed housing needs. The new housing would be closely related to
the main built-up area and would establish a new logical and defensible settlement
boundary. The site is available now, offers a suitable location for development and housing
can be delivered within five years

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the supporting information. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Beck Row, Holywell Row and Kenny Hill Pa)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row

Comment ID

1388

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
The Parish Council cannot support any further larger developments in our Parish at this
time.

Comment
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LATE RESPONSE We recently had presentations from Cocksedge Builders (Mildenhall
Drove- car boot sale site) and Land Allocations Ltd (Rookery Drove) regarding proposed new
housing. Whilst no application has been made, the Rookery Drove site is already being dug
up to allow for the necessary site surveys. The Parish Council cannot support any further
larger developments in our Parish at this time. * The Parish has suffered continually with
sewage problems for some years due to the current system unable to sustain the housing we
already have. Some of this is due to the new developments already in place not providing
soakaways and overloading the sewage system with excess water. * There is no doctor’s
surgery in our Parish and residents rely on doctors in Mildenhall which are currently at
capacity. * The local school is full. * There is little commercial infrastructure with the Parish
being served by only one small village store and several fast food outlets. * Public transport
is very poor forcing residents to use their cars on our already overcrowded streets which
were never intended for the volumes of traffic we now have. * There are no facilities for
young people. Because of our concerns as listed we believe that the above two proposals for
Beck Row are not sustainable. We would draw your attention to the comments made by your
department regarding future development in Beck Row, where you clearly identify the
constraints that must be overcome to enable higher growth. We have copied below those

comments taken from SALP 2019: The environmental and infrastructure constraints around
Beck Row place a limit on the extent of development that can take place in the village.
Higher growth in the village can only be considered if these constraints can be overcome.
Further, a relatively high level of growth has already taken place in recent years, putting
pressure on existing infrastructure and facilities. 5.9.6. A number of planning permissions
have been granted in Beck Row in recent years, and these five residential sites have been
identified as being suitable for allocation in Beck Row to meet the distribution needs set out
in the Single Issue Review, as outlined in the text and policy below. All of these sites have
planning permission, and are allocated in Policy SA11 to enable a total of 206 dwellings to
be delivered in the plan period up to 2031. Policy SA11: Housing allocations in Beck Row
The following sites are allocated for residential development in Beck Row: Reference
Location Area (hectares) Indicative capacity SA11(a) Land adjacent to St Johns Street 2.3
60* SA11(b) Land adjacent to and south of caravan park, Aspal Lane 4.1 117* SA11(c) Land
east of Aspal Lane 0.5 5* SA11(d) Land adjacent to Beck Lodge 0.6 24* We can confirm that
there has been no improvement to the infrastructure and we are having significant problems
with the sewage system. We also feel we have had enough development to help satisfy your
housing requirement and we need time to allow for the infrastructure improvements to be
made and for the relevant authorities to address our genuine concerns. We would be grateful
to receive your comments and confirmation that you will refuse any large scale planning
applications in our Parish.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your views are important to us. The sites you refer to are sites submitted to the local
authority and were consulted upon within the West Suffolk Local Plan Issues and Options
consultation which took place from October to December 2020. The next stage is for the
council to review all the representations received and prepare a preferred options document
which will be consulted in January 2022. We look forward to your engagement through the
local plan process.

Respondent Name

Mr Conrad Van Helmond

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Beck Row settlement map showing SHELAA included

sites
Comment ID

6

Summary

Lark rise. I know that the land at lark rise has been designated as a deferred Option for
housing during the SHELAA consultation however it is in a prime location near to other new
developments and could provide suitable accommodation for amenities to improve the
village without congesting it. As well as housing that doesn’t crowd the already busy centre
of the village.

Comment

I know that the land at lark rise has been designated as a deferred Option for housing during
the SHELAA consultation however it is in a prime location near to other new
developments and could provide suitable accommodation for amenities to improve the
village without congesting it. As well as housing that doesn’t crowd the already busy centre
of the village. WS242 and WS236 on the map

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. Sites WS242 and WS236 do not lie adjacent to the
settlement boundary which is one of the requirements for inclusion in the Issues and Options
local plan. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Brian Rutterford

Agent Name

Mr Cecil Elliston Ball

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

598

Summary

We note the Issues and Options Document's consideration of constraints and opportunities
that identifies northwards as being the only acceptable direction for future development in
Beck Row. There is also a need to take into account the uncertainties surrounding the future
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of the Mildenhall Air Base and the capacity of Beck Row's primary school.
Comment

The Issues and Options Document clearly identifies significant constraints on further
development as follows:- * to the west land liable to flooding * to the east potential
coalescence with Beck Row’s smaller neighbour, Holywell Row * to the south, the busy A
1101 that lies between the village and the Mildenhall Air Base This effectively leaves
northwards as the only direction for significant further growth of the village, which is where
site WS021 lies. We note the comments relating to the local primary school and the future of
the Mildenhall Air Base. There have been concerns about the primary school’s capacity for a
number of years. We became aware of this issue in 2014 in discussions with the then Forest
Heath Council on site WS021’s potential development. The alternative’s then were
expanding capacity on the existing site or building a new school elsewhere. The post 2027
withdrawal of the USAF from the air base is another longstanding uncertainty. There would
be obvious opportunities for some form of redevelopment on those parts of the air base
currently occupied by buildings. However, the open runway area form an open, largely
green, wedge between Mildenhall town and “The Rows”, which should be preserved,
preferably as a form of country park. The airbase’s main buildings complex adjoins Beck
Row to the south on the other side of the A1101. This potential redevelopment area would
increase Beck Row’s status in the long term as a sustainable development location.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The constraints to development will be further assessed through an opportunities and
constraints study which will help inform the next stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Brian Rutterford

Agent Name

Mr Cecil Elliston Ball

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Beck Row > Settlement status

Comment ID

599

Summary

We broadly agree with the settlement’s proposed status as a local service centre. However,
long term change on the air base must have consequences that will boost its status within
the Plan’s overall settlement hierarchy.
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Comment

We broadly agree with the settlement’s proposed status as a local service centre, but it is a
settlement with a substantial existing population. Long term change on the air base must
have consequences that will boost its status within the Plan’s overall settlement hierarchy.
We have set out in our comments on Part of the Regulation 18 document that we consider
Beck Row is one of a number of settlements around the town of Mildenhall, that are closely
linked. In the longer term the reuse of the airfield would provide an opportunity to reinforce
this group of settlements as an integrated sustainable location for future growth.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Turner (Cavendish Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Cavendish > Cavendish

Comment ID

1081

Summary

CPC support an appropriate level of growth in order to contribute to District-wide as well as
local housing needs and acknowledge that such growth is able to help sustain existing
village services and facilities.

Comment

Part 3 Settlements CPC support an appropriate level of growth in order to contribute to
District-wide as well as local housing needs and acknowledge that such growth is able to
help sustain existing village services and facilities - including public transport. The
requirement that the scale of growth should be governed by infrastructure and
environmental constraints is nevertheless key and hence to the forefront of CPC’s mind
when considering the two draft allocations put forward at Cavendish. WS057 : Blacklands
Field CPC strongly object to this draft allocation on the following grounds:- Scale : A
housing development of this magnitude - 82 dwellings - is regarded as excessive and
disproportionate to the existing size of the village. It is substantially larger than the
village’s largest housing estate (Peacocks Close) and alone would give rise to an estimated
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increase in village population of nearly 20%. Housing developments of this scale are
regarded as more appropriately directed to the Towns and Key Service Villages. Landscape
Impact : The site is located on higher ground on the northern edge of the village and in an
exposed position on the side of the Stour Valley. A large housing estate here would be
prominent and intrusive in the valley landscape and difficult to integrate into the open
countryside through landscaping. The rural setting of the village would be materially
harmed. Highways & Traffic : Access to this site is substandard - Peacocks Road at this point
being a narrow country lane whilst further south the roadside pavements are not connected.
All traffic generated by this development would be funnelled through the village centre
whilst exacerbating highway dangers en route. In particular, there would be increased
highway danger at Nether Hall crossroads which suffer serious visibility splay deficiencies
and in the vicinity of the church – where there are already parking difficulties and highway
hazards associated with picking-up and dropping-off children attending the village primary
school. The increased traffic flows would also be detrimental to the Conservation Area and
add to the existing heavy traffic flows passing through the centre of the village along the
A1092. Infrastructure : There are concerns that development of this scale would require
major upgrading of the villages drainage system and would otherwise exacerbate existing
problems. CPC consider that large scale development on this site constitutes the least
favourable location for any edge-of-village growth and, if permitted, would be of a
disproportionate scale and have a major detrimental impact on the character and
environmental quality of the village as well as on highway safety and existing infrastructure.
WS058 : Land at the end of Nether Road CPC note that this site already lies within the
Housing Settlement Boundary of the currently adopted Local Plan and is shown as Site RV16
(a) on the Local Plan Policies Map and within the Cavendish Conservation Area.
Notwithstanding its longstanding allocation, the site has not come forward for development.
Prior to its allocation, CPC registered concerns that the erection of up to 10 houses on this
site would exacerbate highway hazards at the Nether Hall crossroads and that access to the
site was restricted for a standard estate road. Also, that the line of a definitive footpath
crosses the site albeit that alternative footpath routes were now used. Concerns were also
expressed by other parties relating to the need to exclude the Nether Road - Bowling Green
footpath from the development area and that there would be a loss of views towards the
church. All in all, therefore, having regard to the constraints referred to above, CPC consider
a site capacity of 10 dwellings would be excessive and the capacity of this site should be
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restricted to a maximum of 5 dwellings served by a private drive. Further Comments CPC
note that the capacity of the draft allocations under consideration for Local Service Centres
amount to 4929 dwellings – almost double the minimum target of 2,600 additional dwellings
for the entire District. Clearly the overall quantum of growth currently under consideration
for Local Service Centres is excessive – especially under any strategy that envisages the
lion’s share of growth being directed towards the Towns and Key Service Centres. Inevitably,
therefore, there will need to be a severe reduction in the number and capacity of draft
allocations in the Local Service Centres and a detailed re-assessment of the sustainability
credentials of all such sites will need to be undertaken. As part of that re-assessment, we
would expect WS057 : Blacklands Field s in particular to fail the sustainability objectives
found in the National Planning Policy Framework and thus be deleted from the draft Local
Plan. CPC is not opposed to growth as long as it is proportionate to the scale and needs of
the village, it can be integrated into the form of the village without harm to its character
and setting, and it does not place undue strain on village infrastructure or significantly
increase existing traffic-associated problems. There are currently some opportunities for
infilling and the release of small brownfield sites within the village and such “windfall” sites
are able to make some contribution to local housing provision. In the event that some
contribution is required on greenfield land, CPC consider, without prejudice, that the
western approach to the village on land north of the A1092 possibly represents the most
appropriate location for a limited number of additional market and affordable village houses.
The A1092 at this point, however, lies within a flood risk area and it would need to be
ascertained that access can be provided safely. A small cluster of new village houses here
could nevertheless be designed to present an attractive entrance to the village and create an
improved interface between the edge of the village and the countryside. CPC would be
grateful if the above representations could be taken into account in formulating the West
Suffolk Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
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issues.
Respondent Name

Mr P Maddever (PH Maddever Farm)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Cavendish > Cavendish

Comment ID

712

Summary

WS057. There is sufficient land available at the site promoted by PH Maddever Farms at
Blacklands Fields in Cavendish to avoid significant impacts on heritage assets, to provide
landscaping at the site boundary to address visual impacts, and to include a sustainable
drainage system to manage surface water drainage. The promoted site could provide
housing and affordable housing for Cavendish.

Comment

Cavendish contains a range of services and facilities, which reflects its status as a Local
Service Centre in the draft settlement hierarchy. Cavendish has a primary school, public
houses and shops. There are bus services from Cavendish to Clare, Sudbury and Haverhill.
The constraints map for Cavendish identifies Listed Buildings within the existing village
boundary, a Conservation Area covering most of the village, and flood risk areas to the
southern edge and central part of the village. It is considered that these constraints will
reduce the potential future directions for growth of the village through the emerging WSLP.
There is sufficient land available at the site promoted by PH Maddever Farms at Blacklands
Fields in Cavendish to avoid significant impacts on heritage assets, to provide landscaping at
the site boundary to address visual impacts, and to include a sustainable drainage system to
manage surface water drainage. The promoted site could provide housing and affordable
housing for Cavendish. It is considered that additional development in Cavendish could
support the existing services and facilities in the village, including the public houses and
school. Therefore, Cavendish is a suitable location for additional development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
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settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Ms Beverley McClean (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Cavendish > Cavendish settlement map showing SHELAA
included sites

Comment ID

616

Summary

Refer to the Valued Landscape Assessment for the Stour Valley Project Area if sites WS057
and WS058 if these are taken forward as allocations in the Local Plan. This is necessary to
ensure that the special qualities around Cavendish are conserved and opportunities taken to
enhance the landscape in this part of the Project Area.

Comment

Cavendish lies within the Stour Valley Project Area. The AONB team commissioned a Valued
Landscape Assessment for the Stour Valley Project Area(SVPA) to understand what makes
the area valued. This study assessed the special qualities to the Project Area, the special
qualities of the settlements in the Project Area and the close relationship between the valley
landscapes and settlements within it. Section 4.5 of the Valued Landscape Report includes
information about Cavendish and sets out some guiding principles for future development
around the settlement. The AONB team request that the principles in the Valued Landscape
Report for Cavendish are integrated into any future development polices and plans for sites
WS057 and WS058 if these are taken forward as allocations in the Local Plan. This is
requested to ensure that the special qualities around Cavendish are conserved and
opportunities taken to enhance the landscape in this part of the Project Area. The Valued
Landscape Assessment was attached to the AONB representation for Haverhill therefore it
has not been attached again to this representation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.
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Respondent Name

Cllr Jim Meikle (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Cavendish > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

80

Summary

There is no evidence of demand for the scale of development as proposed for Cavendish. it
would unsustainably impact upon the village and surrounding country side and habitat.
When linked with proposed development along the A1092 to Stoke by Clare it creates linear
development of a scale totally unacceptable to the combined communities.

Comment

Cavendish is a proportionately sized village consisting of a mix of historic, period and social
housing the fit well together within the village boundary. There is no evidence of need for a
large scale development such as that proposed by the land developer for site WS-057 as
identified in the SHELLA process. The development of WS07 would have significant impact
upon the character of the village and the surrounding countryside and habitats within. It
would also significantly impact upon countryside views that can be observed from the higher
regions of Peacocks Rd. Peacocks Rd itself struggles to accommodate the traffic volume it is
currently required to do. An additional 100 or thereabouts cars travelling from the above
development down to the junction with the A1092 is simply impossible. In addition to the
constraints of the road it is frequently congested with both school and church traffic and has
a number of pinch points where drivers cannot see the road ahead. The utility infrastructure
as it exists struggles to service current demand. Particularly in the case of run off rainwater
from the higher land above which frequently exceeds the capacity of the drains. The A1092
Road is in fact highly congested throughout the village centre due to the need for off street
parking which has no alternative but to park in the road. This significantly reduces the road
width for large vehicles and buses. A significant proportion of those large vehicles are
agricultural and local industry related and therefore require through passage. The A1092 to
the West of the village approaching Clare will struggle to accommodate anymore traffic
Undeveloped site WS058 however dovetails into the village envelop perfectly and would be
an ideal site upon which to expand the social housing stock with a development constructed
in keeping with surrounding properties. Therefore, it would be my recommendation that site
WS-057 is not selected for development as it would significantly impact upon the character
and sustainability of the settlement, Furthermore such a development as WS057 would
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contradict WSC’s declared climate change emergency correction policies and further reduce
the sir quality in the village and expand the pollution damage already evident in the village.
As a matter of correction there are two pubs in the village under 2 bus routes one of which is
a frequent daily service to Bury St Edmunds.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. Thank you for pointing out the change to
the number of pubs in the village. A review of all services and facilities will be undertaken to
help inform the next iteration of the plan.

Respondent Name

Mr P Maddever (PH Maddever Farm)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Cavendish > Site options

Comment ID

713

Summary

WS057. The indicative capacity for the site is identified by the Council as 82 dwellings,
based on a density of 30 dwellings per hectare. The indicative capacity is supported, but
could be adjusted once the heritage, ecology and landscape assessment work has been
completed and open space and other community uses are included if required.
It is requested that land at Blacklands Fields in Cavendish (SHELAA Ref. WS057) is
allocated for residential development in draft WSLP.

Comment

Site Options - Land at Blacklands Fields, Cavendish (SHELAA Ref. WS057) The land at
Blacklands Fields in Cavendish (SHELAA Ref. WS057) is promoted on behalf of PH
Maddever Farms. PH Maddever Farms support the decision to identify this land as an
‘included’ site. The initial assessment of the site in the Sustainability Assessment Interim
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Report scores the site as ‘red’ because of impacts on heritage assets (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Area) and agricultural land (Grade 1 and Grade 2). It is noted that the
assessment for heritage criteria in the Sustainability Assessment Interim Report is based on
a calculation of distance between promoted sites and identified heritage assets. It is
considered that this approach is very limited and does not take into account whether the
promoted site falls within the setting of the heritage asset or affects its significance. A more
detailed assessment is required for the heritage criteria, which is related to potential
impacts and not simply proximity. A heritage assessment will need to be undertaken for the
land at Blacklands Fields. Peacocks Farmhouse, a Grade II Listed Building, is located on the
eastern side of Peacocks Road and would be visible from the site at Blacklands Fields. It will
be possible for the promoted development at Blacklands Fields to avoid built development
within the setting of Peacocks Farmhouse. The other listed buildings on the western side of
Peacocks Road are not visible from the site. There are buildings between the site at
Blacklands Fields and Cavendish Conservation Area and the listed buildings in the vicinity of
the High Street, and it is unlikely that the site is visible from or within the setting of these
heritage assets. It is requested that the score for impacts on Conservation Areas and Listed
Buildings is amended from ‘red’ to ‘amber’. It is noted that all of the land around Cavendish
is classified as Grade 2 agricultural land, and that all of the promoted sites on the edge of
the village also scored ‘red’ for this agricultural land criteria. It is considered that the loss of
a small proportion of Grade 2 agricultural land would have a limited overall effect on the
supply of such land overall, and a substantial amount of agricultural land would remain
available in the surrounding area for agricultural use and farm businesses. The land at
Blacklands Fields is farmed by PH Maddever Farms, who would continue to farm other land
around the village and the farm business would be unaffected. It is noted that the initial
assessment of the site in the Sustainability Assessment Interim Report identifies no other
constraints, and the score for most criteria is ‘green’. An ecological assessment will need to
be undertaken for the land at Blacklands Fields. It is anticipated that the existing arable
fields are of negligible ecological and biodiversity value, and that the promoted development
at the site would provide ecological mitigation and biodiversity net gain. It is anticipated that
the promoted development at Blacklands Field would include public open space and play
areas. There may be an opportunity to provide other community facilities at the site, subject
to demand from the local community and the Parish Council. As set out above, the site could
deliver housing and affordable housing for Cavendish. The housing affordable housing needs
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of households in Cavendish would not be met by the current site size threshold of 10
dwellings. Additional housing in Cavendish would support the existing services and facilities
in the village. The indicative capacity for the site is identified by the Council as 82 dwellings,
based on a density of 30 dwellings per hectare. The indicative capacity is supported, but
could be adjusted once the heritage, ecology and landscape assessment work has been
completed and open space and other community uses are included if required. It is
requested that land at Blacklands Fields in Cavendish (SHELAA Ref. WS057) is allocated for
residential development in draft WSLP.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Daniella Kilsby-Steele

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Exning > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

40

Summary

Concerns about the capacity issues at junction 37. Of particular concern is the queuing on
the slip road from Cambridge which overspills onto the carriageway. This is very dangerous
and more housing in Exning will exasperate this issue adding to the health and safety
concerns for those using the junction.

Comment

Junction 27 is already under pressure, and it is often congested. Of particular concern is the
queuing on the slip road from Cambridge which overspills onto the carriageway. This is very
dangerous and more housing in Exning will exasperate this issue adding to the health and
safety concerns for those using the junction.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the Highways
Agency and Highways Authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure
and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of
housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Daniella Kilsby-Steele

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Exning > Exning

Comment ID

399

Summary

WS080. The development of this site will also increase traffic in the village and will add to
the issues already present at J37, especially getting out on to the A142, but most importantly
the queuing on the A14 slip road in the evenings. There isn't suitable infrastructure for this
site to be serviced, especially in conjunction with the allocated site on Burwell Road.

Comment

Lacey's Lane already has issues due to its width and the number of vehicles parked on the
road; it could not be used for access to the site. Ducks Lane and Chapel Lane are also
narrow and have existing issues with access and narrow points. The development of this site
will also increase traffic in the village and will add to the issues already present at J37,
especially getting out on to the A142, but most importantly the queuing on the A14 slip road
in the evenings. There isn't suitable infrastructure for this site to be serviced, especially in
conjunction with the allocated site on Burwell Road. The site is also located in proximity to
the Church and the conservation area; a housing development on this land would be
detrimental to both of these heritage assets. With the recent development on Burwell Road
and the already allocated site at Burwell Road, Exning has already taken its fair share of
new housing. The construction works would be detrimental to the horse racing industry as
horses use Lacey's Lane daily to access the training grounds. Additional housing at this site
will merge Exning with Newmarket and dilute the characteristics of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Exning > Exning

Comment ID

1179

Summary

WS080. Land east of Heath Road, Exning is available now and is in the single ownership of
JCFC. The Site identified in the SHELAA, under reference WS080, extends to 12.14 hectares
and the SHLAA estimates an indicative capacity of 219 dwellings (based on 30 dph).

Comment

Land east of Heath Road, Exning is available now and is in the single ownership of JCFC. The
Site identified in the SHELAA, under reference WS080, extends to 12.14 hectares and the
SHLAA estimates an indicative capacity of 219 dwellings (based on 30 dph). JCFC also own
all of the land south of the site identified in the SHELAA, extending to the boundary with the
A14. When taking into account this additional land, the Site would extend to 19 hectares and
it is estimated the site capacity could increase up to 300 dwellings, subject to further, more
detailed assessments. The SHELAA confirms that Site WS080 has no significant constraints
to development but that there are a number of environmental and biodiversity issues that
may require further assessment. It also states that the site has high archaeological potential
and further assessment is required. Finally, the SHLAA identifies that the site is located in
an area of agricultural land and allotments and that the allotment land would need to be
retained as a result of any development. JCFC supports the identification of Land east of
Heath Road, Exning as an ‘included’ site in the SHELAA and the Issues and Options Local
Plan and consider it should be selected as a preferred site in the next draft of the Plan. The
additional land owned by JCFC, to the south, should also be considered as part of any future
drafting of the policies map. In planning policy terms, the site comprises a greenfield site
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immediately adjoining the defined existing urban boundary of Exning. The site is not subject
to any specific ecological or heritage designations and does not lie within an Environment
Agency defined flood plain. A series of technical assessments have also been undertaken
which directly respond to the Council’s comments in the SHELAA, as detailed below. A
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) has been undertaken by Applied Ecology Ltd in
support of these representations and is included below. The PEA confirmed that there are no
statutory or non-statutory wildlife site designations on the Site and the majority of habitats
at the Site are of low conservation or biodiversity importance. Accordingly, there are no
overriding ecological constraints to redevelopment of the Site. Furthermore, the site
presents opportunities to achieve biodiversity net gain through a sensitively designed,
landscape-led scheme which would incorporate, wherever possible, native species of local
provenance and those of known value to native wildlife to offer biodiversity gains post
development. A Desk Based Archaeological Assessment has been prepared by Andrew
Josephs Associates in support of these representations and is included below. The
Assessment confirms that, based on current evidence (and in particular due to truncation by
ploughing) it is considered unlikely that archaeological remains would be of sufficient
significance to warrant their preservation in situ and therefore constrain the allocation and
development of the Site. Furthermore, it is considered likely that the loss of archaeological
remains could appropriately be mitigated by a programme of archaeological excavation,
recording and publication. Such works would be secured by through a planning condition on
any planning permission. The nearest scheduled monument is The Devil’s Ditch, a linear
monument that passes at its nearest point about 2.3km south-west of the Site. Burwell
Castle is situated 2.9km north west of the Site. Neither would experience any adverse
impacts upon their setting. The Assessment therefore concludes that, whilst the site has high
archaeological potential, due to ploughing the significance of the archaeology is unlikely to
be of national importance. As such, there are no overriding constraints to the allocation of
the Site for development. The allotments on the site are non-statutory but are occupied on a
long lease arrangement with the allotment association. This arrangement provides the
allotment association with longer term security but it also maintains flexibility to allow the
allotments to be relocated within the Site at a future date should that be required. However,
the allocation of Land east of Heath Road would not result in an overall loss of the
allotments. JCFC would be happy to provide the necessary flexibility within any future
development proposal to relocate the allotments elsewhere within the Site to serve the
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village and the occupiers of new homes. In addition to the above, previous assessments have
been undertaken in support of the potential residential development of the site in respect of
noise impact, air quality impact and transport impact and submitted to the Council as part of
representations on the Forest Heath Site Allocations Local Plan (SALP). These assessments
can be re-provided to the Council if required. The key conclusions from the assessments are
outlined below. Noise Acceptable internal noise levels could be achieved in habitable rooms,
subject to the adoption of acoustically upgraded glazing and ventilation. Noise levels in the
majority of potential gardens at the site will also achieve the BS8233 recommendations and
close-boarded timber fencing, at 1.8 metres in height, can be used to bound those gardens
where levels are higher to reduce noise to acceptable levels. Air Quality Previous modelling
undertaken at the Site indicated that predicted pollution levels were within the relevant
standard, with the exception of a small part of the site adjacent to the A14. In light of this,
the assessment recommends that the closest residential unit façade is positioned at least 10
metres from the south-east boundary of the A14. This level of separation can be achieved in
any future masterplanning of the site. Furthermore, a significant tree buffer planted by JCFC
is in situ adjacent to the A14 which contributes to helping reduce pollution and noise levels.
Updated assessment and modelling work can be undertaken in support of the Site as part of
the consultation on the next stage of the WSLP. Transport Initial transport assessment work
has confirmed that an appropriate new vehicular access could be created from Heath Road
to accommodate up to 300 homes. This would need to be confirmed in due course by
undertaking detailed junction capacity assessments with the use of up to date traffic surveys.
A previous transport assessment for the Site confirmed that any future traffic generated by
the residential development of the Site for up to 150 homes could be accommodated within
the local highway network, subject to a proposed signalisation solution at the Swan Lane /
Windmill Hill / Church Street / Cotton End Road junction. The scope of an updated transport
assessment that will be required to support a development of up to 300 units is being
prepared and will be discussed with the Local Highways Authority and Highways England in
due course.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
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settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Fenton

Agent Name

Ella Murfet (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Exning > Exning

Comment ID

1374

Summary

Marsh Stables. The site offers the opportunity to provide in the region of 24 dwellings, based
on a density of 30dph, at Marsh Stables, Exning. In summary the site is considered to be of
limited value as an equine site, and of very little value to the horse racing industry.

Comment

see attached. The site offers the opportunity to provide in the region of 24 dwellings, based
on a density of 30dph, at Marsh Stables, Exning. In summary the site is considered to be of
limited value as an equine site, and of very little value to the horse racing industry. The
impacts of COVID-19 and Brexit have had and will have a significant impact on Ms Fenton’s
horse transit business. Furthermore, the site is not considered to be suitable for the existing
use, in terms of the amenity and highways impact of horse transit boxes travelling to and
from the site. The site is partly previously developed land and sits amongst the context of
existing residential development, being best placed for residential use. The site offers the
opportunity for a small logical development within Exning that could be delivered quickly
and that accords with the settlement strategy suggested in the consultation documentation.
Exning is regarded as a sustainable village with a number of services and facilities to meet
the day to day needs of residents. Exning also benefits from very close proximity to
Newmarket, which is a highly sustainable town located at the top of the settlement
hierarchy. The site would also benefit from access to alternative modes of travel to the
private car, including the ability to access services and facilities by foot, bicycle and public
transport. The development of the site could provide an enhancement to the area through a
welldesigned new development at one of the main routes into the village. Heritage assets on
the site could be retained as part of a scheme resulting in a public benefit by ensuring a
sustainable long term use that would secure them in perpetuity. The combination of
retention and reuse of existing under-utilised land and buildings and new development could
provide a high quality and attractive scheme that would be an asset to the village. The
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Council are therefore encouraged to give serious consideration to the opportunity for the
proposed development of the site as an allocation in the emerging Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Tim Deacon (Turnstone Estates Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Exning > Settlement status

Comment ID

908

Summary

The promoted site south of Duck's Lane could provide housing and affordable housing for
Exning. It is considered that additional development in Exning could support the existing
services and facilities in the village, including the school, convenience store, and public
houses.

Comment

Exning Exning contains a range of services and facilities, which reflects its status as a Local
Service Centre in the draft Settlement hierarchy. Exning has a convenience store, primary
school, public houses and an employment area. Exning is located adjacent to Newmarket,
and it is easily accessible to all the services and facilities, including the supermarket and
other shops, and employment opportunities available in Newmarket. There are bus services
from Exning to Newmarket and Cambridge, and rail services from Newmarket Station to
Bury St Edmunds, Ipswich and Cambridge. Therefore, it is considered that Exning is a
suitable and sustainable village for additional development. The constraints map for Exning
identifies a small number of Listed Buildings within the existing village boundary, a
Conservation Area covering most of the village, and land protected for the horse racing
industry adjacent to the boundary for most of the village. It is considered that the policy
designation protecting land for horse racing industry uses will reduce the potential future
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directions for growth of Exning through the emerging WSLP. A call for sites submission has
been made on behalf of Turnstone Estates for residential development at land south of
Ducks Lane in Exning, and it is requested in these representations that this site is allocated
in the draft WSLP. A Concept Plan for the promoted development is submitted with the call
for sites submission and shows the indicative design and layout. A Transport Note is also
submitted to demonstrate that the highway network can accommodate residential
development at the site, and that a safe and suitable access can be created for the promoted
development. The promoted site could provide housing and affordable housing for Exning. It
is considered that additional development in Exning could support the existing services and
facilities in the village, including the school, convenience store, and public houses. It is
noted that two sites in Exning have been assessed through the Strategic Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) process: Land south of Burwell Road and
west of Queen View (Ref. WS079); and, Land east of Heath Road (Ref. WS080). It is noted
that WS079 is an allocated site in the adopted Forest Heath Site Allocations Plan 2019 (Ref.
SA12a), but it is not clear why a planning application has not yet been submitted for this
site. As set out below, WS080 is identified as an ‘included’ site in emerging WSLP, but is not
clear whether a suitable access to the site can be provided from Lacey’s Lane or Frogmore;
it is understood that there may be concerns about both these access routes from Suffolk
County Council as Highway Authority. The land south of Ducks Lane could provide a suitable
highway access for the WS080 site, if required.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Jonathan Ascroft (Jockey Club Farming Company Limited)

Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Exning > Site options

Comment ID

779
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Summary

Land east of Heath Road, Exning (WS080) is available now and within single ownership.
JCFC support the identification of the Site as an ‘included’ site in the SHELAA and the WSLP
and consider it should be selected as a preferred site in the next draft of the Plan. The
additional land owned by JCFC, to the south, should also be considered as part of any future
drafting of the Plan.

Comment

Land east of Heath Road * Land east of Heath Road, Exning is available now and is in the
single ownership of JCFC. The Site identified in the SHELAA, under reference WS080,
extends to 12.14 hectares and the SHLAA estimates an indicative capacity of 219 dwellings
(based on 30 dph). (see attached site location plan) * JCFC also own all of the land south of
the site identified in the SHELAA, extending to the boundary with the A14. When taking into
account this additional land, the Site would extend to 19 hectares and it is estimated the site
capacity could increase up to 300 dwellings, subject to further, more detailed assessments. *
The SHELAA confirms that Site WS080 has no significant constraints to development but
that there are a number of environmental and biodiversity issues that may require further
assessment. It also states that the site has high archaeological potential and further
assessment is required. Finally, the SHLAA identifies that the site is located in an area of
agricultural land and allotments and that the allotment land would need to be retained as a
result of any development. * JCFC supports the identification of Land east of Heath Road,
Exning as an ‘included’ site in the SHELAA and the Issues and Options Local Plan and
consider it should be selected as a preferred site in the next draft of the Plan. The additional
land owned by JCFC, to the south, should also be considered as part of any future drafting of
the policies map. * In planning policy terms, the site comprises a greenfield site immediately
adjoining the defined existing urban boundary of Exning. The site is not subject to any
specific ecological or heritage designations and does not lie within an Environment Agency
defined flood plain. * A series of technical assessments have also been undertaken which
directly respond to the Council’s comments in the SHELAA, as detailed below.
Environmental and Biodiversity Issues * A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) has been
undertaken by Applied Ecology Ltd in support of these representations and is
included below. * The PEA confirmed that there are no statutory or non-statutory wildlife site
designations on the Site and the majority of habitats at the Site are of low conservation or
biodiversity importance. * Accordingly, there are no overriding ecological constraints to
redevelopment of the Site. Furthermore, the site presents opportunities to achieve
biodiversity net gain through a sensitively designed, landscape-led scheme which would
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incorporate, wherever possible, native species of local provenance and those of known value
to native wildlife to offer biodiversity gains post-development. Archaeology Impact * A Desk
Based Archaeological Assessment has been prepared by Andrew Josephs Associates in
support of these representations and is included below. * The Assessment confirms that,
based on current evidence (and in particular due to truncation by ploughing) it is considered
unlikely that archaeological remains would be of sufficient significance to warrant their
preservation in situ and therefore constrain the allocation and development of the Site.
Furthermore, it is considered likely that the loss of archaeological remains could
appropriately be mitigated by a programme of archaeological excavation, recording and
publication. Such works would be secured by through a planning condition on any planning
permission. * The nearest scheduled monument is The Devil’s Ditch, a linear monument that
passes at its nearest point about 2.3km south-west of the Site. Burwell Castle is situated
2.9km north west of the Site. Neither would experience any adverse impacts upon their
setting. * The Assessment therefore concludes that, whilst the site has high archaeological
potential, due to ploughing the significance of the archaeology is unlikely to be of national
importance. As such, there are no overriding constraints to the allocation of the Site for
development. Relocation of Existing Allotments * The allotments on the site are nonstatutory but are occupied on a long lease arrangement with the allotment association. This
arrangement provides the allotment association with longer term security but it also
maintains flexibility to allow the allotments to be relocated within the Site at a future date
should that be required. * However, the allocation of Land east of Heath Road would not
result in an overall loss of the allotments. JCFC would be happy to provide the necessary
flexibility within any future development proposal to relocate the allotments elsewhere
within the Site to serve the village and the occupiers of new homes. Technical Assessments
relating to Noise, Air Quality and Transport * In addition to the above, previous assessments
have been undertaken in support of the potential residential development of the site in
respect of noise impact, air quality impact and transport impact and submitted to the
Council as part of representations on the Forest Heath Site Allocations Local Plan (SALP).
These assessments can be re-provided to the Council if required. The key conclusions from
the assessments are outlined below. Noise * Acceptable internal noise levels could be
achieved in habitable rooms, subject to the adoption of acoustically upgraded glazing and
ventilation. Noise levels in the majority of potential gardens at the site will also achieve the
BS8233 recommendations and close-boarded timber fencing, at 1.8 metres in height, can be
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used to bound those gardens where levels are higher to reduce noise to acceptable levels.
Air Quality * Previous modelling undertaken at the Site indicated that predicted pollution
levels were within the relevant standard, with the exception of a small part of the site
adjacent to the A14. In light of this, the assessment recommends that the closest residential
unit façade is positioned at least 10 metres from the south-east boundary of the A14. This
level of separation can be achieved in any future masterplanning of the site. Furthermore, a
significant tree buffer planted by JCFC is in situ adjacent to the A14 which contributes to
helping reduce pollution and noise levels. * Updated assessment and modelling work can be
undertaken in support of the Site as part of the consultation on the next stage of the WSLP.
Transport * Initial transport assessment work has confirmed that an appropriate new
vehicular access could be created from Heath Road to accommodate up to 300 homes. This
would need to be confirmed in due course by undertaking detailed junction capacity
assessments with the use of up to date traffic surveys. * A previous transport assessment for
the Site confirmed that any future traffic generated by the residential development of the
Site for up to 150 homes could be accommodated within the local highway network, subject
to a proposed signalisation solution at the Swan Lane / Windmill Hill / Church Street / Cotton
End Road junction. The scope of an updated transport assessment that will be required to
support a development of up to 300 units is being prepared and will be discussed with the
Local Highways Authority and Highways England in due course.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Tim Deacon (Turnstone Estates Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Exning > Site options

Comment ID

909
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Summary

Site Options - Land east of Heath Road, Exning (Ref. WS080). f it is determined that the
Heath Road site should be allocated in draft WSLP, then the land south of Ducks Lane
promoted by Turnstone Estates could provide a suitable highway access for the site as an
alternative to Lacey’s Lane or Frogmore. If not required, the land south of Duck’s Lane
represents a suitable site for residential development.

Comment

WS080 is identified as an ‘included’ site in emerging WSLP. Turnstone Estates has no
involvement with the Heath Road site, but the promoted site at land south of Ducks Lane is
located immediately adjacent to the north east boundary of this site. The assessment of the
Heath Road site in the SHELAA identifies no significant constraints to development.
However, it is noted that there is no reference to the proposed means of highway access for
the Heath Road site. Lacey’s Lane is a narrow residential street, with cars typically parked
on both sides of the road and on the pavements. Frogmore is a public bridleway and a horse
walk. Therefore, it is not clear whether a suitable access to the Heath Road site can be
provided from Lacey’s Lane or Frogmore. It is understood that the Highway Authority would
be concerned about a vehicular access from the Heath Road site via Lacey’s Lane or
Frogmore. If it is determined that the Heath Road site should be allocated in draft WSLP,
then the land south of Ducks Lane promoted by Turnstone Estates could provide a suitable
highway access for the site as an alternative to Lacey’s Lane or Frogmore. If not required,
the land south of Duck’s Lane represents a suitable site for residential development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Tim Deacon (Turnstone Estates Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Exning > Site options

Comment ID

910
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Summary

It is requested that land south of Duck’s Lane in Exning is allocated for residential
development in draft WSLP, for up to 30 dwellings.

Comment

Alternative or Additional Site Option – Land south of Duck’s Lane, Exning A separate call for
sites submission has been made on behalf of Turnstone Estates for residential development
at land south of Ducks Lane in Exning. In due course this site will need to be assessed
against the suitability criteria in the SHELAA and against the sustainability criteria in the
Sustainability Assessment. In summary, it is considered that this site would score well in
terms of suitability and sustainability, and there are no significant constraints to the
promoted development. A Considerations Plan is submitted with these representations to
identify the existing features on the site. The eastern edge of the site south of Ducks Lane in
Exning falls within Flood Zones 2 and 3. As shown on the Concept Plan submitted with the
call for sites submission for this site, the pond and watercourse would be retained and no
built development would be located within Flood Zones 2 and 3. The dwellings and access
road for the promoted development at the site would be within Flood Zone 1. The promoted
development would include a sustainable drainage system to manage surface water
drainage. An ecological assessment will need to be undertaken for the land south of Ducks
Lane in Exning. The existing trees at the site boundary and the existing pond and
watercourse would be retained as part of the promoted development, which should mean
that habitats and species at the site would be protected and enhanced. It is anticipated that
the promoted development at the site would provide ecological mitigation and biodiversity
net gain. It is noted that the assessment for heritage criteria in the Sustainability
Assessment Interim Report is based on a calculation of distance between promoted sites and
identified heritage assets. It is considered that this approach is very limited and does not
take into account whether the promoted site falls within the setting of the heritage asset or
affects its significance. A more detailed assessment is required for the heritage criteria,
which is related to potential impacts and not simply proximity. It is unlikely that
development at the site would affect the setting of any listed buildings, and the design and
layout of the promoted development would seek to respect the character of the Exning
Conservation Area and the surrounding area. An initial archaeological assessment has been
undertaken, which recommended a geophysical survey and further archaeological
evaluation. It is likely that a programme of archaeological investigation, recording and
publication would provide mitigation for any archaeological remains at the site. An
assessment of the access arrangements and suitability of the site in transport terms has
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been undertaken. A Transport Technical Note is submitted with this response. Vehicular
access can be achieved to serve the Turnstone Land and can incorporate a carriageway
width of 5.5m and visibility splays of 2.4m x 43m. The access arrangement would be able to
be delivered in accordance with the Suffolk design guidance for a development of up to 30
dwellings in accordance with guidance set out within Manual for Streets 1 and 2. Pedestrian
footways would be provided along both sides. The quantum of traffic that is predicted to be
generated by and attracted to the proposed development will not result in any material
impact in local traffic levels or movements with good connections to the strategic highway
network to the east of the site. The site is well served by local services and amenities in
addition to being connected to the local highway infrastructure and Public Right of Way
network, and the site is located in a sustainable location where the day to day needs of
future residents are met locally without the need to travel by car. A Concept Plan has been
prepared for the promoted development, and is submitted with the call for sites submission.
The Concept Plan shows the indicative design and layout. A new access provided off Duck’s
Lane. Duck’s Lane is realigned to provide a more suitable junction arrangement with Chapel
Street and Lacey’s Lane. The public bridleway on Frogmore has been realigned. It is
anticipated that the maximum building heights would be two storeys, to reflect the character
of neighbouring buildings and the surrounding area. It is requested that land south of Duck’s
Lane in Exning is allocated for residential development in draft WSLP, for up to 30 dwellings.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Royce

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great and Little Whelnetham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

46
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Summary

1) Erskine Lodge no longer exists
There are two rivers that converge at the bridge by the Rushrooke Arms.
The River Lark which rises in Whepstead area flows from the direction of Hawstead Lane,
another smaller river that flows alongside the Sicklesmere Road from Water Lane.
Flooding concerns have grown due to increased surface runoff created by Phase 1 and Phase
two developments at the former Erskine Lodge site.

Comment

Some consider the increase in hard surfaces on the new development site may have of had a
significant contribution to recent flooding events experienced on Sicklesmere Road. During
the summer the River Lark than runs alone the bottom of Phase 2 site is often mistaken for a
ditch. It isn't a ditch!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The council will be undertaking a series of studies to review
environmental constraints which will include the risk of flooding.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Royce

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great and Little Whelnetham > Settlement status

Comment ID

47

Summary

Phase 1 has been completed, Phase 2 is nearly complete, Fenton Farm development
complete.
The Parish Council would not support any further developments in the village at this time.
Fenton Farm site was originally intend for longer term development but was brought
forward, and development completed. There are currently insufficient services to support
further development. All sites must be considered as completed

Comment

Phase 1 has been completed, Phase 2 is nearly complete, Fenton Farm development
complete. The Parish Council would not support any further developments in the village at
this time. Fenton Farm site was originally intend for longer term development but was
brought forward, and development since completed. There are currently insufficient services
to support further development. All sites must be considered as completed. A local
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Connections policy to ensure people with direct family connections within village must be
established to ensure preservation of local communities and families within the parish
should any future developments be considered.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy and
preferred list of sites to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the
spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Royce

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great and Little Whelnetham > Site options

Comment ID

48

Summary

The Parish Council. Any Parish council should be actively engaged in the planning decision
process

Comment

The views of a Parish Council should be valued and observed and not dismissed, ignored, or
over ridden, is it possible, as a Parish Council is a government body , for a member or
members of a parish council, as an elected representative of the Parish they serve to be
participant, representative and an inclusive part of planning meetings and meetings that
discuss changes to any previously agreed policies and documents related to strategies,
developments, and development briefs,

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The council has set out how we consult on local plan
documents and planning applications through the West Suffolk Statement of Community
Involvement which include engaging with Parish Councils at various stages throughout the
local plan process. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to
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meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the comments from parish councils when considering the overall
distribution of growth set out within the preferred housing distribution strategy, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

. . (Peterhouse)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great Barton > Great Barton

Comment ID

1351

Summary

Following positive dialogue with the other site promoters and landowners, Peterhouse
consider that collectively the sites identified in the West Suffolk SHELAA as WS552, WS543,
and WS035 present a unique opportunity to provide a range of planning and community
benefits and facilities across a comprehensively planned and logical extension to Bury St
Edmunds that would create a strong sense of place and increase the sustainability of the
area to support existing local communities.

Comment

See attached. The following sites have been identified within the Strategic Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA). These have passed the initial tests of
being suitable, available and achievable, with the exception of WS330. ● WS573 – Included
● WS543 – Included ● WS570 – Included ● WS330 – Deferred (not adjacent to settlement
boundary) 1.2 The above sites with the exception of WS570 all form part of separate
representations made in respect of site WS327 which was identified in the SHEELA as a
potential large mixed-use development of a standalone settlement. The benefits of a largescale self-contained settlement are set out fully in those representations. We also
acknowledge the need to test a series of options and it is a likely outcome that a hybrid
approach will be taken by the planning authority to the delivery of homes and jobs. Having
regard to this, additional representations are being submitted in respect of four additional
standalone parcels that can be viewed in the context of the larger standalone settlement or
individual parcels in their own right; these representations are made in respect of the
second option. 1.3 A red- line plan is included to show these individual parcels (Appendix 1).
Following positive dialogue with the other site promoters and landowners, Peterhouse
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consider that collectively the sites identified in the West Suffolk SHELAA as WS552, WS543,
and WS035 present a unique opportunity to provide a range of planning and community
benefits and facilities across a comprehensively planned and logical extension to Bury St
Edmunds that would create a strong sense of place and increase the sustainability of the
area to support existing local communities.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

. . (West Suffolk Council and Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name

Nadine James (Montagu Evans)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great Barton > Great Barton

Comment ID

1177

Summary

Mill Road and School Road, Great Barton. To accurately reflect the updated housing figures
in the soon to be made Neighbourhood Plan, we recommend the allocation for the Site is
revised to reflect the minimum base position of number of units established by the
Neighbourhood Plan. Therefore we suggest the allocation should acknowledge that the Site
is capable of delivering a minimum of 150 units with a higher quantum to be established
through an adopted development brief.

Comment

See attached. As set out above, the Site falls within the Local Service Centre of Great
Barton. Section 4.6 of Part 3 of the Issues and Option Report identifies that Great Barton is
located towards the north-east of the district and has a range of facilities including a pub,
two food stores, a primary and pre-school, a post office, a petrol filing station and a village
hall and playing field. The Issues and Options exercise acknowledges that Great Barton are
producing a neighbourhood development plan, which upon adoption would be the latest
policy position for our clients Site. The production of the Neighbourhood Plan is fully
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supported by our client and the client has actively engaged with the Neighbourhood Plan
preparation process to ensure that the allocation for the Site within the Plan is reflective of
both the needs of the Great Barton population and in accordance with the requirements of
the NPPF in meeting the required ‘Basic Conditions’. The Clients are also continuing to
engage with the Great Barton Neighbourhood Plan Group along with a number of
stakeholders within the Village during the development of the Development Brief for the
Site. The Report identifies that a number of settlements have been idenfitied within the
SHEELA that are located in Great Barton, including the Site subject to these
representations. It should be noted that whilst the SHEELA extract within the Issues and
Option Report identifies that 40 units are to be delivered on the Site, the West Suffolk
Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (February 2020) further
identifies that the Site would be capable of delivering 239 units with a density of 20
dwellings per hectare, 358 with a density of 30 dwellings per hectare, 477 dwellings with a
density of 40 dwellings per hectare and 597 with 50 dwellings per hectare. As set out above,
initial capacity exercises which have been undertaken have demonstrated that the Site could
accommodate 240 units however in line with the policy requirements, the exact figure will
be established through the submission and ‘determination’ of a Development Brief in 2021.
Notwithstanding this, it is clear that this Site can play an important role in ensuring that
housing in both delivered in Great Barton but also West Suffolk Council, and the density of
the Site should continue to be carefully explored to ensure that the Site’s full potential is
achieved. Notwithstanding this, the Site provides an excellent opportunity to deliver a
suitable quantum of houses within a sustainable location and on a Site that already benefits
from an allocation within both the adopted Local Plan and the emerging Neighbourhood
Plan. The Site should therefore be considered within the next round of Local Plan review and
should continue to remain allocated. To accurately reflect the updated housing figures in the
soon to be made Neighbourhood Plan, we recommend the allocation for the Site is revised to
reflect the minimum base position of number of units established by the Neighbourhood
Plan. Therefore we suggest the allocation should acknowledge that the Site is capable of
delivering a minimum of 150 units with a higher quantum to be established through an
adopted development brief. This would ensure consistency throughout the plans.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The neighbourhood plan and its policies will be considered during the next stage of
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plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet
the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great Barton > Great Barton

Comment ID

899

Summary

Great Barton has several small business areas at Manor Park, Manor Barns, Barton Hamlet
and East Barton Barns as identified in Policy GB6 of our Neighbourhood Plan

Comment

Great Barton has several small business for retention and intensification of employment at
Manor Park, Manor Barns, Barton Hamlet and East Barton Barns as identified in Policy GB6
of our Neighbourhood Plan

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for this information.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Reeve (Gt Barton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great Barton > Great Barton

Comment ID

1228

Summary

Observations about Great Barton. Please reference the Gt Barton Neighbourhood Plan
section 6, Housing, for the village response to housing growth. Air quality. Development can
only be considered once there is categoric evidence that the AQMA in Gt Barton has been
mitigated.

Comment

The above sections cannot be recalled once saved so they are all produced here with
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references Sect 4.6.1 to 4.6.5 addition Summary: Great Barton has several small business
areas at Manor Park, Manor Barns, Barton Hamlet and East Barton Barns as identified in
Policy GB6 of our Neighbourhood Plan Great Barton has several small business for retention
and intensification of employment at Manor Park, Manor Barns, Barton Hamlet and East
Barton Barns as identified in Policy GB6 of our Neighbourhood Plan Sect 4.6.6 to 4.6.11
addition Summary: Please reference the Gt Barton Neighbourhood Plan section 6, Housing,
for the village response to housing growth. The whole of section 6 of the village
Neighbourhood Plan details the housing for Great Barton from the calculated need at 2019,
studies by AECOM and consultations with residents on the SHELAA sites to a high level
"concept statement" of site WS092 "The Triangle". which became the preferred site for
development. Supporting Housing development in Great Barton are Policies GB2 through to
GB5 inclusive and GB12 on Development Design Considerations Constraints to
development * Air quality. Development can only be considered once there is categoric
evidence that the AQMA in Gt Barton has been mitigated. Therefore, developments further
north (Ixworth, Stanton as Key Service Centres its neighbouring villages plus Thurston in
Mid Suffolk) serviced by the A143 has to be conditional on Great Barton’s AQMA provision
being proven and the congestion and over capacity at the Bunbury Arms junc resolved.
Infrastructure development required in Great Barton * The A143/B1106 junc developed to
provide a southerly junc which would link up with Thurston Road. This 1km road would
relieve the bottleneck at the Bunbury Arms. This junc and subsequent road change priority
at the Bunbury Arms junction would unlock development at: Ixworth, Bardwell, Ixworth
Thorpe, Stanton, Barningham, Hepworth, and Wattisfield in Mid Suffolk Thurston in Mid
Suffolk Pakenham, and Stowlangtoft, Hunston, Langham, Badwell Ash, all in Mid Suffolk. All
the above settlements have linkages for employment/leisure of its residents with Bury St
Edmunds. Further reference to transport is under section 10 of Great Barton’s
Neighbourhood Plan Other observations from Great Barton * Driving down CO2 in short
term is only possible with development in urban areas to make best use of sustainable
walking/cycle and bus routes. * Preserving best agricultural land points the way to regeneration of brown field sites as a priority. * Neglected and empty brown field sites must
have a time limit to provide timely re-development, use of business taxes to encourage redevelopment. * Local significant buildings, away from those listed on the National List of
buildings of special architectural or historic interest should be complied to protect and
enhance the quality of the built environment by protecting these heritage Buildings? * the
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following criteria to determine if the building should be included, * Age * Rarity * Aesthetic
Interest * Archival Interest * Historical Association * Designed Landscape Interest *
Landmark Status * Social & Community Value Please refer to Policy GB14 Buildings of Local
Significance within the Great Barton Neighbourhood Plan For more details surrounding the
community, sport and recreational facilities for Great Barton please refer to our
Neighbourhood Plan Policies; GB7 to GB8 inclusive. Great Barton has distinctive character
areas which are captured in our Neighbourhood Plan under policies GB10, The Park Special
Character Area and GB11 Hall Park Special Character Area
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. A reference to the neighbourhood plan will be inserted in the preferred options of the
plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great Barton > Great Barton

Comment ID

279

Summary

Great Barton WS092. Land is available to bring forward and a project mobilised, as per
allocation
Land is available to bring forward and a project mobilised, as per allocation
RV18.
• WSC are purchasing this land to develop through Barley Homes.
• SCC and WSC have jointly appointed Montagu Evans to deliver a
Development Brief and Planning application for this site during 2021.
• Ongoing consultation is taking place with the Parish and Neighbourhood Plan
Working Group.

Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. Note – my response is on behalf of SCC as the
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land owner and developer. You will receive further responses from SCC departments in their
capacity as statutory consultees (Highways etc). Please see attached for site specific
comments RV18. • WSC are purchasing this land to develop through Barley Homes. • SCC
and WSC have jointly appointed Montagu Evans to deliver a Development Brief and Planning
application for this site during 2021. • Ongoing consultation is taking place with the Parish
and Neighbourhood Plan Working Group.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the supplementary information which will be considered during the
next stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Russell Holden

Agent Name

Phil Cobbold (Phil Cobbold Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Great Barton > Great Barton settlement map showing SHELAA
included sites

Comment ID

487

Summary

Additional land for inclusion within the settlement boundary for Great Barton. The land in
question could accommodate a single dwelling without causing any material harm to
residential amenity, highway safety, visual amenity or any other environmental concerns.

Comment

The attached plan illustrates a small parcel of land which adjoins the current settlement
boundary for the village. Although outside of the settlement boundary, the site is not open
countryside, it is enclosed by existing landscaping along it boundaries having previously
been part of the garden of White Rose Cottage to the north. The land in question could
accommodate a single dwelling without causing any material harm to residential amenity,
highway safety, visual amenity or any other environmental concerns. The expansion of the
settlement boundary to include the site and other similar small sites would provide a more
organic form of housing growth than large-scale housing estates currently being considered.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the site submission which will be considered during the next stage of
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plan preparation.
Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hopton > Hopton

Comment ID

1195

Summary

See Delivery Statement.RV21/WS110. This Statement demonstrates that the Site is both
sustainable and capable of delivering a high-quality residential scheme comprising up to 37
new homes on Land at Bury Road, Hopton. This is confirmed through the Site being
allocated through Policy RV21 of the Rural Vision for residential, community and/or village
hall facilities and open space, and the subsequent full planning consent granted in 2019 for
the Site.

Comment

See Delivery Statement. This Statement demonstrates that the Site is both sustainable and
capable of delivering a high-quality residential scheme comprising up to 37 new homes on
Land at Bury Road, Hopton. This is confirmed through the Site being allocated through
Policy RV21 of the Rural Vision for residential, community and/or village hall facilities and
open space, and the subsequent full planning consent granted in 2019 for the Site. Land at
Bury Road, Hopton will be a high-quality design and landscape-led development. The
proposed scheme will provide much needed new homes (including 11 Affordable Homes
significantly in excess of Council policy) together with open space and associated
infrastructure for the village and the scheme can be brought forward to deliver new homes
within the next five years.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred
sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety
of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Hopton cum Knettishall Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hopton > Hopton

Comment ID

935

Summary

WS110. * We continue to support the inclusion of SHELAA site WS110 in the local plan.
Whilst the draft plan notes the limited amenity open space in the village, this will be
addressed through the provision of a recreation area to be incorporated into the WS110
development site for which planning authority has already been granted.

Comment

* We continue to support the inclusion of SHELAA site WS110 in the local plan. Whilst the
draft plan notes the limited amenity open space in the village, this will be addressed through
the provision of a recreation area to be incorporated into the WS110 development site for
which planning authority has already been granted.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Hopton cum Knettishall Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hopton > Settlement status

Comment ID

407

Summary

Hopton still meets the criteria for the retention of Local Service Centre status. Although
since the publication of Rural Vision 2031 we have lost the provision of a GP surgery in the
village we agree that Hopton still meets the criteria for the retention of Local Service Centre
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status.
Comment

Although since the publication of Rural Vision 2031 we have lost the provision of a GP
surgery in the village we agree that Hopton still meets the criteria for the retention of Local
Service Centre status.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

J M and J A Chinery

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

380

Summary

The road to Bury St Edmunds is reasonable, but routes to Haverhill and Clare are a network
of very narrow roads, as are the roads within Hundon. These are quite unsuitable for heavy
traffic, especially the large vehicles needed to service the building work, and the increased
traffic generated by a large housing estate would be a nightmare. There would be a
considerable increase in the cost of maintaining these roads. Flooding problems already
exist in Lower Road, and these would be exacerbated

Comment

The road to Bury St Edmunds is reasonable, but routes to Haverhill and Clare are a network
of very narrow roads, as are the roads within Hundon. These are quite unsuitable for heavy
traffic, especially the large vehicles needed to service the building work, and the increased
traffic generated by a large housing estate would be a nightmare. There would be a
considerable increase in the cost of maintaining these roads. Flooding problems already
exist in Lower Road, and these would be exacerbated by any large development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
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housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the constraints
you have highlighted, other consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues. The council will also be working closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Alan Weston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

377

Summary

Comments on Road Access to Hundon

Comment

The vast majority of traffic to and through the village is via the road access to the A143
towards Haverhill through Barnardistan via Barnardistan Road and Hundon Road. In
addition to traffic from the village and surrounding areas there is further traffic during
school hours for people accessing Barnardistan School. The road in question is neither
reasonable nor good. The road is already insufficient for the current volume of traffic or
larger vehicles such as lorries or large vans. It contains many blind bends and S Bends and
is too narrow for 2 normal size passenger vehicles to pass in a number of places and the long
stretch of road from Barnardistan village to the A143 junction. Many pedestrians and horses
use this and the adjoining roads as there are no footpaths or bridleways and hence any
increase in volume of traffic both during construction and after would greatly increase the
likelihood of serious injury and accidents.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
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for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Alan Weston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

378

Summary

Limited Bus Services within Hundon. There is no or very limited bus service to the village
which makes commuting to Haverhill or Bury St Edmunds for work or school not feasible.

Comment

There is no or very limited bus service to the village which makes commuting to Haverhill or
Bury St Edmunds for work or school not feasible.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained
in part three of the local plan and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The
settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities
within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All parish
councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019. The
Council will be reviewing the levels of services and facilities within each settlement before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

651

Summary

Growth in Hundon should be limited due to flooding and road constraints

Comment

The comments suggest the southern boundary of the village is a flood zone and therefore
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riightly states that further development in that direction is not possible but it should also be
noted that all but one of the proposed possible development areas slope significantly
towards this flood zone. This area ,including the roads, regularly floods and any
development potentially significantly increases the potential run off into these areas. The
statement "reasonably good road access" can only really be descibed as subjective at best.
Hundon has access that is adequate, at best, for the current levels of traffic. The proposed
SHELLA included sites could potentially double the size of the village (419 additional
dwellings) , the vehicular traffice associated with this would definitely render the road
connections totally inadequate and defintiely create unsafe "pinch points" both within the
village and on the access roads. Upgarading roads to a suitable extent would completely
change the character of the area. public transport would need to improve adding to the
burden on the road infrastructure. Hundon is a relatively poorly serviced rural village and
therefore is constained as such.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the constraints
you have highlighted, other consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues. The council will also be working closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

254

Summary

Roads. I cannot see how the roads from Hundon can be classed as reasonable, particularly
when one considers the potential size of the developments and excess domestic and
commercial traffic that would result.

Comment

IT IS SAID ABOVE THAT HUNDON HAS REASONABLY GOOD ROAD ACCESS TO THE
A143. THE ROADS FROM HUNDON TO HAVERHILL, KEDINGTON AND CLARE ARE
ALWAYS IN AN EXTREMELY BAD CONDITION WITH VERGES SEVERELY DAMAGED BY
PASSING VEHICLES. SEVERAL AREAS OF THESE ROADS AND WITHIN THE VILLAGE
SUFFER GREATLY FROM GROUND WATER RUN-OFF WHICH OFTEN FEELS LIKE
DRIVING THROUGH RIVERS. THESE ROADS ALSO SUFFER FROM MULTIPLE POT
HOLES EVERY YEAR DUE TO THE POOR STRUCTURE OF THE ROADS. I CANNOT SEE
HOW THE ROADS FROM HUNDON CAN BE CLASSED AS REASONABLE, PARTICULARY
WHEN ONE CONSIDERS THE POTENTIAL SIZE OF THE DEVELOPMENTS AND EXCESS
DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC THAT WOULD RESULT.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a
housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance
with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy. The council will also be working closely
with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure
and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of
housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr James Garnham

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

853

Summary

Road Access to Hundon. Road access to Hundon from the A143 is very poor. Over the last
ten years traffic on this road has increased significantly and it currently operates way
beyond any envisaged traffic volumes.

Comment

Road access to Hundon from the A143 is very poor. Over the last ten years traffic on this
road has increased significantly and it currently operates way beyond any envisaged traffic
volumes.. Heading to Haverhill (closest major town and transport links) from Hundon
requires a journey of about two miles to the A143 along what is little more than a rural lane.
The road is not de-lineated, or lit, features numerous blind bends and in places is too narrow
for two vehicles to pass safely. The road is used by walkers and horse riders and features no
pavements necessitating individuals to walk in the road. The proposed development scale
would not be supported by the village infrastructure or employement. There is no public
transport of any significance so this development would create numerous repeat car
journeys along this road increasing traffic volume significantly. Already, quality of life for
those who live alongside this road is being affected by traffic noise, speeding vehicles and
damage to verges as vehicles struggle to pass one another. miles

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for you comment. The council will be working closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr John Massey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

808

Summary

Limited road access. Hundon has limited road access towards Haverhill and Keddington due
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to the carriageway widths and sharp bends.
Comment

Hundon has limited road access towards Haverhill and Keddington due to the carriageway
widths and sharp bends.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for you comment. The council will be working closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Paul Smith

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

173

Summary

I live in windmill rise and I love the view I don’t want houses built behind me putting my
house price down and it’s to much for the drains Hundon is just the right size now

Comment

I live in windmill rise and I love the view I don’t want houses built behind me putting my
house price down and it’s to much for the drains Hundon is just the right size now. Please
don't build near us.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Angela Price

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

477

Summary

THERE IS NOT EASY ACCESS TO 143 SAFETY OF VILLAGERS A CONCERN AND
EXISTING ROADS DO NOT COPE WITH CURRENT USAGE. The roads are quite narrow and
with wider lorries difficult to pass. The village does not lend itself to additional traffic
especially through the village centre which has houses either side of the fairly narrow main
street. The school is also on the main street and safety issues arise at drop of / pickup time.

Comment

Hundon is some way from the A143and there are many places on the road to Haverhill that if
when a car meets anything wider such as lorries agricultural vehicles it is not possible to
pass safely without stopping.. the village does not lend itself to additional traffic , the school
and village shop are on north Street "main road" through the village and increased traffic
would lead to higher risk to pedestrian and school pupil safety. The current condition of the
roads shows that they are unable to cope with exisiting usage and further increase would
exasperate this.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the constraints
you have highlighted, other consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues. The council will also be working closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Malyon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

175

Summary

Flooding. Growth in Hundon is constrained by Lower Road which is an active flood zone.
There is a stream that runs along the main road between Barnadiston & Clare which reaches
Hundon at Lower Road, on the 15th November 2020 after days and nights of heavy rain I
was walking along this road and witnessed the near bursting of the banks of this stream. The
proposed building of houses on land opposite this stream would be a foolhardy thing to carry
out.

Comment

Growth in Hundon is constrained by Lower Road which is an active flood zone. There is a
stream that runs along the main road between Barnadiston & Clare which reaches Hundon
at Lower Road, on the 15th November 2020 after days and nights of heavy rain I was
walking along this road and witnessed the near bursting of the banks of this stream. The
proposed building of houses on land opposite this stream would be a foolhardy thing to carry
out. Building on this land would gravely add to the flood risk with all the consequences that
brings. I.E Property loosing value and Insurance companies refusing to cover properties in
this zone. The road from Hundon to Haverhill could become impassable with the advent of
extra flooding due to extra housing on this scale.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites
selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial
objectives and settlement hierarchy.
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Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lansdown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

557

Summary

Narrow road access. Existing access to the village is currently difficult as cars often have to
pull in to let oncoming vehicles pass before moving on. Overdevelopment would make this
much worse and cause damage to verges and driveways the exit onto the roads.

Comment

Existing access to the village is currently difficult as cars often have to pull in to let
oncoming vehicles pass before moving on. Overdevelopment would make this much worse
and cause damage to verges and driveways the exit onto the roads.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will be working closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jill Weston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

373

Summary

. Hundon has important archaeological sites which need to be preserved and building could
compromise this.
. Run offs would increase problems with the flood zone which surrounds half of the village.
Access to A143 and Haverhill is on narrow lanes without footpaths and used by pedestrians
and horses.
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Comment

. Hundon has important archaeological sites which need to be preserved and building could
compromise this. . Run offs would increase problems with the flood zone which surrounds
half of the village. Access to A143 and Haverhill is on narrow lanes without footpaths and
used by pedestrians and horses.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the constraints
you have highlighted, other consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rae Cutts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

768

Summary

Surface water and flooding, erosion of banks, ditches and brooks. The north end of the
village is on a significant slope and already generates large volumes of surface water and
flooding at Lower road and Clare road. The road surface along from Hall road right through
the village to Lower road and Clare road are constantly in need of repair from water
damage.

Comment

The north end of the village is on a significant slope and already generates large volumes of
surface water and flooding at Lower road and Clare road. The road surface along from Hall
road right through the village to Lower road and Clare road are constantly in need of repair
from water damage. A large scale development would have a major impact on the
environment causing erosion of the banks of the Brook , flooding and road and property
damage and safety issues.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites
selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial
objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rebecca Saveall-Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

816

Summary

Roads and junctions would absolutely need upgrading if more housing were to be built in the
area

Comment

The small country roads leading out of Hundon towards Haverhill, Clare, and Stradishall, are
all narrow, windy, and unlit. Most are in quite poor condition with potholes, and no kerbs or
white lines. If further development were to occur in the area these roads would not be able
to cope in their current condition - not least because many of them are in places not wide
enough for two vehicles to pass.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will be working closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
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which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Rita Simmons

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

241

Summary

I am concerned on two points. Firstly access. I has been assumed that Hundon has good
road access to the A143 trunk road but there are no pavements or pedestrian access to
either of the routes in and in some places it is difficult to pass. I do think doubling the size of
the village and therefore doubling the amount of road traffic is an ill thoughtout and
dangerous option. Secondly, the southern part of the village floods regularly and more
development would increase the problem.

Comment

I am concerned on two points. Firstly access: It has been assumed that Hundon has a good
road access to the A143 trunk road but there are no pavements or pedestrian access to
either of the routes in and in some places it is difficult to pass. I do think doubling the size of
the village and therefore the amount of road traffic is an ill thought out and dangerous
option. Secondly, the southern part of the village floods regularly as it is at the bottom of a
valley. Once again any large development with the associated water runoff would only
exasperate the problem.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the constraints
you have highlighted, other consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues. The council will also be working closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
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maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Barthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

195

Summary

there is not "reasonably good access to the A143" . The route to Haverhill contains many
places where it is not possible for 2 cars to pass safely , let alone anything bigger.

Comment

There is not reasonably good access from the village on the haverhill route to A143

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will also be working closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr William Barthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

229

Summary

Hundon does not have "reasonably good road access to the A143 for Bury St Edmunds and
Haverhill." The Road to the A143 to Haverhill is dangerous and there are places where two
cars cannot pass at the same time and many places including at least three blind bends
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where anything wider than two cars cannot pass. Whoever surveyed this road is wrong.
Increased traffic on this road will result in fatalities without significant road improvements
which will be limited by adjacent properties
Comment

Hundon does not have "reasonably good road access to the A143 for Bury St Edmunds and
Haverhill." The Road to the A143 to Haverhill is dangerous and there are places where two
cars cannot pass at the same time and many places including at least three blind bends
where anything wider than two cars cannot pass. Whoever surveyed this road is wrong.
Increased traffic on this road will result in fatalities without significant road improvements
which will be limited by adjacent properties

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will be working closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

458

Summary

Local roads and junctions within the village may require upgrading in order to cope with
additional development.” This is a ridiculous understatement. See my detailed note on the
roads in the annex at the end of this document. Come to have a look at them!

Comment

Roads “Hundon has reasonably good road access to the A143 for Bury St Edmunds and
Haverhill” Definitely not for access via Barnardiston (to go to Haverhill or Cambridge).
Where did you get this information? Was it a paper exercise only – even so, why is it so
wrong? See my detailed note attached on roads around Hundon. “Local roads and junctions
within the village may require upgrading in order to cope with additional development.”This
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is a ridiculous understatement. See my detailed note on the roads in the annex at the end of
this document. Come to have a look at them! The Sustainability Appraisal section para 9.3.1
(page 28) notes the need, under Option 3, for road infrastructure improvements to avoid
negative effects in relation to congestion and problematic levels of air pollution for Hundon
(and 5 other settlements). 38-40 above relate to SO2, SO4, SO5, SO7, SO14, SO15, SO16,
SO18. Public transport Why is no mention made of the poor public transport available for
Hundon (contrast same section for other villages eg Wickhambrook, which mentions its
limited bus service)? If public transport is not available to take people where they want to
go, when they need/want to go, then they will continue to use a private car. This para.
relates to SO18. Character of village/landscape setting/green infrastructure Why is no
mention made that any large-scale house building has the potential to impact negatively on
the character of Hundon? Nor that any development will need to respect the landscape
setting and attractive nature of the village? Contrast the same section for Kedington, a key
service centre and so presumably thought by WS Council as more “appropriate to deliver
sustainable growth” (para 1.1 Sustainable Settlements Study). In the section on Kedington,
none of the SHELAA sites is as large as WS115 for Hundon and the total of all the SHELAA
sites is less than the total for Hundon (less than 300 in Kedington vs. more than 400 in
Hundon). For Hundon, no mention is made that “additional growth should consolidate and
enhance existing community services and facilities” – contrast with Kedington. The WSLP
documentation mentions, in very many places, the need to support good access to “green
infrastructure” and similar phrases – the comment is far too frequent to cite all the
references. So why is no mention made of avoiding the impact of house building on
Hundon’s existing green infrastructure, that is already well used by villagers? Paras 42, 43
and 44 relate to SO6, SO9, SO11, SO12, SO14, SO16 and SO18.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will review the transport links in and
around Hundon and work closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. This consultation is seeking views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Sarah Barrington

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

402

Summary

Road access is actually very poor & increasing traffic within the village would endanger
pedestrians

Comment

Hundon does not have ‘reasonably good road access to the A143’ or indeed to anywhere. The
roads accessing Hundon in all directions are best described as country lanes – they are
narrow (too narrow in many places for cars to pass without stopping or driving over the
verge), frequently flooded, always potholed, icy in winter and are accident prone with a
number of dangerous bends. Any significant housing development in Hundon would
unavoidably increase the traffic on these lanes as there are no employment opportunities in
the village, only minimal facilities and no viable public transport. Upgrading the lanes to
cope with this would be disproportionately expensive (Hundon is some distance from the
A143!) and would also destroy the rural character of the area. More traffic on the roads
within the village would endanger pedestrians as there are few footpaths so it is usually
necessary to walk in the road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will review the transport links in and
around Hundon and work closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
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the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. This consultations is seeking views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

. . (Thomas Rogerons Estate Charity)

Agent Name

Mr David Smith (Percival & Company)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1350

Summary

Support for the site WS116 and Option 3 of the growth distribution options

Comment

I act on behalf of Thomas Rogerons Estate Charity; a Hundon based charity dating from the
late Victorian period who provide help and assistance to the residents of the Parish of
Hundon. On behalf of my clients, I put forward the above site (WS116) as part of your "call
for sites" and I am please that it has been identified by you as being suitable, available and
achievable for residential development. Within your proposed Settlement Hierarchy, Hundon
falls within the category of "Local Service Centres". From Appendix 2: Sustainable
Settlements Matrix - Hundon has a good range of facilities/amenities which are capable of
supporting additional residential development. Of the 4 options being considered we are
supportive of Option 3 which would give balanced growth across the District. With regard to
Option 4, I am mindful of the problems Braintree District Council have experienced with
their Garden Community proposals and the continuing delays and uncertainties this has
caused with the progress of their Local Plan review. I would, therefore, strongly suggest that
Option 4 is omitted. With regards to my client's site (WS116 I confirm that the site is
available and we are not aware of any constraints which would prevent development. The
site extends to about 2.75ha and is currently partly used for allotments and part vacant land.
You have indicated an indicative capacity of 83 units. However, we are mindful that within
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any development scheme, provision will have to be made for the existing allotments. On this
basis, we propose that development should be to the top half of the site with a mixed scheme
of 35/40 units with a balanced mix of houses and bungalows, to match and compliment the
existing developments either side, together with affordable housing in accordance with you
Council's affordable housing policy, and a retirement almshouse scheme with priority for
people having local connections. This would then able the lower half of the site to be
developed with serviced allotment plots. In addition, the income generated would enable the
Charity to increase the help and assistance it gives for the greater good of the Parish. On
this basis, I do hope that my client's site will be carried forward to the next draft of your
Local Plan and allocated for residential development along the lines as set out above.
Needless to say, should you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to let
me know and I would be grateful if you would kindly keep me advised of developments.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. All responses will be carefully considered and will
assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will
be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

968

Summary

Objection to WS200. development of this site will harm the significance designated heritage
assets on Mary Lane which currently retains their rural setting remote from the village
(White Horse, Tranters, Clare House and barn to Clare House, all grade II listed). Their
setting will be impacted by the development of this site, as the assets will be incorporated
into the built-up part of the village, thereby harming their significance.

Comment

development of this site will harm the significance designated heritage assets on Mary Lane
which currently retains their rural setting remote from the village (White Horse, Tranters,
Clare House and barn to Clare House, all grade II listed). Their setting will be impacted by
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the development of this site, as the assets will be incorporated into the built-up part of the
village, thereby harming their significance. Moreover, it is a rising site and any development
on the higher parts of the site will be prominent within the landscape.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. This consultations is seeking views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

975

Summary

Objection to the site WS115. his is a very large site on rising land. It would form an
incongruous intrusion into the countryside and would be prominent within the landscape.
Any development of this site must be very limited and restricted to the southern portion of
the site.

Comment

this is a very large site on rising land. It would form an incongruous intrusion into the
countryside and would be prominent within the landscape. Any development of this site must
be very limited and restricted to the southern portion of the site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. This consultations is seeking views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
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housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

988

Summary

Objection to the site WS116. this site is an open space in the heart of the Hundon
Conservation Area. Whilst a limited amount of development may be appropriate, any
development should preserve and enhance the character of the conservation area including
its open feel and the retention of allotments. The site also forms part of the setting of The
Croft (grade II listed) which must be taken into account.

Comment

this site is an open space in the heart of the Hundon Conservation Area. Whilst a limited
amount of development may be appropriate, any development should preserve and enhance
the character of the conservation area including its open feel and the retention of
allotments. The site also forms part of the setting of The Croft (grade II listed) which must
be taken into account.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. This consultations is seeking views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

991

Summary

Objection to the site WS117. this is an open site in the heart of the Hundon Conservation
Area next to the village hall. Any development should preserve and enhance the character of
the conservation area including its open feel. The site also forms part of the setting of The
Croft (grade II listed) which must be taken into account.

Comment

this is an open site in the heart of the Hundon Conservation Area next to the village hall. Any
development should preserve and enhance the character of the conservation area including
its open feel. The site also forms part of the setting of The Croft (grade II listed) which must
be taken into account. Thatchers Hall (grade II* listed) is located to the west of the site and
whilst its garden and trees create a separation from the site and impact on its setting needs
to be carefully considered.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. This consultations is seeking views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Clare Howard

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1339

Summary

Development in Hundon. Conclusion I believe that apart from a small amount of infill, all
further planning applications for housing in or around Hundon should be refused. More
houses equates to more cars. Far too many cars on sub-standard roads is courting disaster.
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Comment
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1) Roads The 5 obvious routes through Hundon: - North Street, Lower Road, Church Street,
Mill Road and Mount Pleasant appear on maps as fit for purpose for reaching the 'A' roads.
In practice they are mostly too narrow, many without pavements and some with soft edges,
closely adjacent to drainage ditches. 4 out of the 5 roads named have areas where they are
single track without passing places and all vehicles larger than standard cars can cause hold
up. Pavements are mostly lacking, even North street is not fully covered. Mill Road, Lower
Road and Mount Pleasant have none. 2) Drainage All areas above i.e North of the Lower
Road drain onto this road and flooding is a frequent and regular occurrence. Consequently
the road surface is terrible, requiring frequent maintenance. More houses built to the north
(allotments) would seriously exacerbate the problems. Main drains are well known to be
overflowing, with detriment to health. 3 Hundon Shop (with Post Office incorporated within
the exact same area as the shop) The post office is open mornings only. The shop is manned
by volunteer staff only, with a part time manager. Both open 0900-1300 is run on a not for
profit basis. (Mornings only during COVID 19 restrictions) Bus Routes There are no public
service bus routes into or out of Hundon, nor have there been for many years. The nearest
stop is in Clare, 3 mile away, and Haverhill, approx 5 miles away. An incongruous double
decker school bus picks up some secondary children attending school in Haverhill. A private
taxi service delivers children to Clare, Stour Valley Academy, from Hundon. Allotment/
Exercise Walking is the best sustainable exercise for young and old - closely followed by
gardening! The allotment gardens and field is a special green area and resource in the
centre of Hundon. It is bordered on 2 sides by the densest areas of housing in this village.
On the west side is a public footpath and across the centre are two footpaths East-West, all
used by many. Dogs on leads are welcome. 46 allotments are used and there is space for
walkers to walk all around without interference from one to the other. An orchard and
wildflower meadow is now set up. Sadly bicycles are too hazardous to supply exercise in this
area due to narrow roads. The resource of the allotment area in the centre of the village is
too valuable an asset to be passed on to line the pockets of others who have little or no
interest in the welfare of current and future residents. In the past pigs and small animals
were reared to supplement meagre rations during and after WW2. Green land lost to
development on fertile sites is productive land lost forever, with no chance of food
production usage. Conclusion I believe that apart from a small amount of infill, all further
planning applications for housing in or around Hundon should be refused. More houses
equates to more cars. Far too many cars on sub-standard roads is courting disaster.

Apologies for my rather poorly written letter. I am 77yrs old, living alone, with minimal
computer skill, and was really pleased to read that a written letter is acceptable.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to
meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Dr Richard Jennaway

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

762

Summary

Hundon Settlement Map showing SHELAA sites. We are particularly concerned about the
proposal WS 115 for a possible 254 houses. This seems to be a potentially large development
for a village the current size of Hundon. The access and infrastructure for a development on
this scale is totally inadequate, in particular considering the current road access and known
drainage issues.

Comment

We are particularly concerned about the proposal WS 115 for a possible 254 houses. This
seems to be a potentially large development for a village the current size of Hundon. The
access and infrastructure for a development on this scale is totally inadequate, in particular
considering the current road access and known drainage issues. We feel that a development
of this scale would have a very significant negative impact on the nature of the village. We
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would urge you to reconsider the size of this suggested development. Dr R W and Mrs J
Jennaway
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Fiona and David Gould

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1065

Summary

Firstly, the roads in and around Hundon would struggle to cope with any significant increase
in traffic usage. Although access to the A143 northwards towards Bury St Edmunds is mostly
reasonable, additional traffic is likely to cause problems through the bends in Stradishall.
The drainage system in Hundon cannot cope now, so any additional housing is going to
stress the situation further.

Comment

With regard to the potential development of 4 sites around Hundon, we would like to express
a couple of general concerns: Additional traffic on local roads Firstly, the roads in and
around Hundon would struggle to cope with any significant increase in traffic usage. In the
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centre of Hundon, the junction of Church Street and North Street has poor visibility in both
directions. Parked cars render Church Street and sometimes North Street single lane,
especially during school time. Although access to the A143 northwards towards Bury St
Edmunds is mostly reasonable, additional traffic is likely to cause problems through the
bends in Stradishall. Access to the A143 towards Haverhill via Barnadiston or Kedington is
along very minor roads that are effectively single lane, especially if one of the vehicles is a
lorry or agricultural vehicle. Access to Clare suffers similar problems, especially via the
lower road. Drainage and flooding The drainage system in Hundon cannot cope now, so any
additional housing is going to stress the situation further. In heavy rain, water pushes up the
manhole covers all the way down North Street, causing damage to the area surrounding the
manhole. Lower Road floods frequently, as does Valley Wash. When it is also icy, these roads
and the lower road to Clare are extremely dangerous. With regard to specific sites: WS115
The sheer number of houses the developer appears to want to build here is horrifying, and
there has to be a real concern that if the site is included in the new Local Plan, even if there
is a reasonable initial cap on the number of houses, we would have to worry that it could be
the thin end of the wedge. Profit driven development pushing for use of the whole site could
double the size of the village. The negative impact on traffic and drainage would be
horrendous. WS116 The current inclusion of the allotment field in the proposals is an
incredible disappointment. The field is right in the middle of Hundon. Much used by dog
walkers and people exercising, it is a green thoroughfare for anyone moving from one side of
the village to the other. There are now over 50 active allotments. For many villagers, the
field has been a particular blessing during the isolation and distancing of Covid 19. The field
is in the Conservation Area and the southern part of the site is flood zone. The impact of a
housing development here would be extremely negative for the neighbouring households
who surround the site as well as all the other regular users. In addition, Hundon Allotment
Tenants’ Association (HATA) floated the idea of creating a Community Orchard and
Wildflower Meadow before it became aware of the potential housing development. Please
consider the project’s objectives and the progress made to date, and do not include this field
in the new Local Plan. See attached
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. This consultations is seeking views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
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this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Helen Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

529

Summary

Objection to WS116. Any development on this area would destroy the nature of the village.
The allotment area is a place for the community to meet and is being further developed with
a range of exciting ventures.

Comment

Any development on this area would destroy the nature of the village. The allotment area is a
place for the community to meet and is being further developed with a range of exciting
ventures.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. This consultations is seeking views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Hundon Residents Group (Hundon Residents Group)

Agent Name

Mrs Lisa Skinner (Phase 2 Planning)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

952

Summary

We support the principle of a settlement hierarchy. However, there are fundamental errors in
how the evidence base has been produced that has led to flawed assessments of the
settlements within the suggested hierarchy.

Comment

(See attached) We support the principle of a settlement hierarchy. However, there are
fundamental errors in how the evidence base has been produced that has led to flawed
assessments of the settlements within the suggested hierarchy. • The evidence base for
assessing the Village of Hundon is considered to be fundamentally flawed on the basis of the
location of the Village and the facilities available within the Village. • According to the Plan,
the population mid year estimate in 2018 is 1,915. However, in the Core Strategy in 2009,
the population was stated as 1,061. This suggests nearly doubling of the population in 10
years which does not appear to be correct and should be investigated further. • Hundon
should not be considered a local service centre in relation to the actual facilities within the
Village. • The Village is not situated in a sustainable location. There is no regular public
transport and the Village is accessed by rural, unclassified roads. • There are no cycleways
in the Village and there are restricted width pavements in some areas and no pavements in
other parts of the Village. • The Village is served by a 25sqm community shop that has
limited opening hours and is run by volunteers apart from one part time employee. • The
Village Post Office is only open for limited hours. • The Village Community Shop and Post
Office would not survive without subsidies from the community and are therefore not
commercially viable. • The Village School would not be able to extend to accommodate
additional pupils. • The heritage assets, landscape character, topographical nature of the
area and overall attractiveness of the Village has not been assessed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The background to the new settlement
hierarchy is explained in part three of the local plan and the sustainable settlements study
which supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the
services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take
place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in
October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement
hierarchy to account for any changes.
Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1119

Summary

Constraints on the site WS116. The site appears to be grassland with a stream running
through the south of the site. The stream and its associated habitats should be buffered from
development and additional enhancement measures proposed. This site may support
protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of
the site for development.

Comment

WS116: The site appears to be grassland with a stream running through the south of the
site. The stream and its associated habitats should be buffered from development and
additional enhancement measures proposed. This site may support protected/Priority
species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
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growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

J M and J A Chinery

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

379

Summary

1.The village school is already very full and any increase in the village population could
cause major problems.
2. Many villagers have put a lot of time, energy, and hard cash into obtaining, running and
maintaining our shop and post office. If this has made Hundon a more attractive proposition
for developers, then we may wish we had not bothered.
3.We have no regular transport links to any neighbouring towns or villages.

Comment

* 1.The village school is already very full and any increase in the village population could
cause major problems. * Many villagers have put a lot of time, energy, and hard cash into
obtaining, running and maintaining our shop and post office. If this has made Hundon a
more attractive proposition for developers, then we may wish we had not bothered. * 3.We
have no regular transport links to any neighbouring towns or villages.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.

Respondent Name

Miss Ann Brummitt

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

840

Summary

Hundon rapidly developed in the 1960s 70s and 80s when the planning restrictions were
reduced without the consideration of improving the infrastructure for the local residents.
We are now faced with a village shop that is run by volunteers sometimes having to close
because a lack of assistance with limited hours. Many of the volunteers are over normal
retirement age..
The post office is an essential requirement of the village however also requires subsidies to
allow it to remain open.

Comment

Hundon is extremely poorly service by Road... many of the roads requiring passing places for
cars to pass which causes extreme difficulty if there are pedestrians. it is not safe to walk a
dog along the main road approaching Hundon The roads in the centre of Hundon Frequently
flood ... I have been drenched several times when cars are passing me... The water just runs
off the fields and my road Mary Lane has become impossible to walk through when there are
heavy rains... there is also often a smell of foul water when this occurs this is usually
followed up within the next few months of potholes in the road however nothing ever seems
to be done about it until they become really bad... The thoughts of the village expending
further for the sake of profiteering on existing land that has become the home place of bats
owls and small field rodents that we should be protecting. As well as the stream that runs
along lower road that three years ago we walked along with fishing nets to see what we
could find. We founds many toads common newts and one great crested newt... As you are
aware there are signs as you come into the village warning about Toads crossing the road ,,,
which they normally do every March and April with members of the Hundon community
going out on toad patrol to help them cross the road..... to devastate this natural
environment would be of criminal intent And not in interest of the creatures that have been
here for hundreds of years for the sake of financial profit that would simply suit a few
people....

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
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settlement. All sites in Part Three are being considered but it is important to note that not all
the sites may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution
strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in
accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr Alan Weston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

371

Summary

Observations on statements re Convenience shop and Playground and Artificial Sports pitch.
onvenience Shop is a charity run organisation which only exists due to the help of volunteers
and donations from other villages organisations and individuals.
Both Playground and Artificial Sports pitch are small and only suitable for small group
activities and again rely solely on voluntary contributions for running costs and
maintenance.

Comment

Convenience Shop is a charity run organisation which only exists due to the help of
volunteers and donations from other villages organisations and individuals. Both Playground
and Artificial Sports pitch are small and only suitable for small group activities and again
rely solely on voluntary contributions for running costs and maintenance.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The council will consider your comments when
reviewing the services and facilities within Hundon before the finalisation of the settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr and Mrs L Mallion

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

310

Summary

Objection to overdevelopment within Hundon through sites, WS114, WS115, WS116,
WS117, WS366, WS367, WS368. We certainly hope our beautiful village doesn't grow
anymore.

Comment

I am writing on behalf of my husband and myself with regards to the proposed planning for
Hundon, due to perhaps go ahead in the next few years. Although we would love there to be
a few more homes in the village for people who would love to return, one being my
husband's daughter and family who was born in the village and lived here almost 30 years.
Also my husbands sister and husband who was also born in the village and lived here several
years of her married life. Both families would love to return but don't seem to stand a
chance. The houses do not seem to go to previous Hundon residents by random people, so
unfair. With regards to the allotments which have been there my husbands whole life and he
is 70! We have two allotments and they have certainly been a lifeline, more so during this
pandemic. To be able to get out in the fresh air, speak to people safely and to be able to pick
fresh veg when it's difficult to go shopping. The allotments we use were taken over from my
sisters in laws, father in law who had attended them for over 40 years.At his request when
he could no longer manage the work he asked Len to look after it. My husband has lived
through many changes in the village, from pubs and shops closing to new houses being built.
The shop we have at the moment as you may well know is mainly voluntary run by village
people, would they still want to help if the village gets too big? The post office was only
saved by Mrs Meg Brett who kindly took over the charge for five years. This has now been
substituted by a charity to keep it for now. The roads are not in great condition so extra
traffic it does not need and especially plant machinery. today we have snow, only last year we
were stuck in the village because of snow, the roads are no longer treated. In fact we had my
young grandaughter for the day and was unable to get her back to Haverhill as the roads we
blocked and she had to stay 2 days! For doctors we have to travel either to Clare, where
there is only one surgery now or Haverhill Surgery which seem to be full. Our small school
would be unable to take an influx of children, more travel. There is no public transport
anymore so each household will need at least one car, possibly two or three. Our roads can
not take anymore! Then there is the problem with flooding again yesterday with the constant
rain the roads were flooded. With more homes the problem can only get worse. A larger
village could also incur employment issues, people will have to travel for work. My husband
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works on a local farm for over 40 years. Originally it employed over 100 people, now it
employs 3. We certainly hope our beautiful village doesn't grow anymore.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1198

Summary

WS115. The Concept Plan illustrates how the Site can provide a new high quality, landscapeled scheme to the north of Hundon comprising: • Significant areas of Public Open Space
including strategic landscaping which will contribute to enhanced green infrastructure and
biodiversity net gain; • Around 48 new homes (including affordable and self-build); •
Economic/Community use at the junction of Mill Road and Hall Road; • Highways
improvements for the local area.

Comment

See Delivery Statement. The Concept Plan illustrates how the Site can provide a new high
quality, landscape-led scheme to the north of Hundon comprising: • Significant areas of
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Public Open Space including strategic landscaping which will contribute to enhanced green
infrastructure and biodiversity net gain; • Around 48 new homes (including affordable and
self-build); • Economic/Community use at the junction of Mill Road and Hall Road; •
Highways improvements for the local area through footway provision and traffic calming
measures; and • Green infrastructure throughout the scheme linking into the countryside.
The Delivery Statement confirms that this Site is immediately available, achievable and
suitable for the development identified within the SHELAA. We confirm that the landowners
have entered into a partnership with Pigeon to progress this Site through the planning
process. The comprehensive set of technical studies that have been undertaken to date
demonstrate that there are no constraints to development and that in producing a Concept
Plan for the scheme, all of the necessary policy requirements have either been
accommodated or exceeded. Consequently, this Statement demonstrates that the Site is
achievable for approximately 48 homes and that Pigeon have undertaken due diligence to
ensure that the scheme that they are promoting to the Council is both policy compliant and
deliverable as per the definition in the National Planning Policy Framework. In conclusion,
Land North of Mill Road, Hundon will be a high-quality, landscape-led scheme, providing
much needed housing for the District. The proposed scheme will provide new homes in close
proximity to the village centre, constituting a coherent expansion to Hundon. The Site is
available, achievable and deliverable and should be considered for a housing allocation in
the emerging Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district
housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and
environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered
but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites
may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and
the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with
the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Anthony Leek

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

426

Summary

Constraints to the site WS115. Growth in Hundon should be as organic as possible and
primarily cater for residents, and their children, who wish to remain in the village. This
could be accommodated by small scale development, with an element of low cost housing, or
possibly a rural exception site. There is next to no engineering or minor industry in the
village so little scope for growth in the commercial sector (other than existing farming
operations).

Comment

1. This very large site is Grade 1 agricultural land (I believe) and for more than 10 years the
owner and his agent have been floating this site for what, objectively, can only be described
as speculative development. It would be wholly inappropriate, given the size of the existing
village of Hundon, to accept this as a "preferred site for development" given that even on the
conservative metrics used by WSC the site could eventually produce 254 dwellings - almost a
doubling of the size of the village as it is today. This in itself would seem to go against the
WSC vision and aims for the rural parts of the county. Regardless of any "restrained"
schemes mooted now by the landowner/agent, clearly, if this site were to become
"preferred", plans will change and the principle of development established. 2. Were this site
to be approved, the existence of such a large development site would considerably erode the
distance between town and country. The closest town to Hundon is Haverhill and the nearest
part of Haverhill (north-east) is already subject to huge development schemes. It would seem
to make no sense to replicate that in a village some 5 miles away. 3. Lower Road, which
forms the southern boundary to the main village, is within a flood zone. The village slopes
fairly steeply down from the north to Lower Road, which is invariably under water after
heavy rain. The surface water system from a northerly direction down North Street is
already strained and cannot cope with heavy or prolonged rain. Granting "preferred" status
to this site WS115 would severely exacerbate the ongoing drainage problems in the village.
4. Mill Road and Church Street (two of the three roads on which the site abuts) are very
narrow and for a lot of their length incapable of widening. In general, the current roads
within the village are unsuitable for an almost doubling of the size of the village. 5. There
must be concern that, if preferred status were granted for this site, an unacceptable
precedent would be set for all and any of the agricultural land surrounding Hundon. 6.
Finally, Hundon does not need such extensive development. It may be appropriate that
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consent is given for a site elsewhere in or adjoining the village for a small number of houses
or for a rural exception site, but not for this wholly unacceptable and unwanted site.
Improvement Growth in Hundon should be as organic as possible and primarily cater for
residents, and their children, who wish to remain in the village. This could be accommodated
by small scale development, with an element of low cost housing, or possibly a rural
exception site. There is next to no engineering or minor industry in the village so little scope
for growth in the commercial sector (other than existing farming operations).
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Anthony Leek

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

508

Summary

Objection to WS116. The original charitable purpose of this site was to provide an open
space for the benefit of the village. It is currently a "green lung" at the centre of the village.
It has previously been underused for allotments, but now a very active group has plans
underway to maximise the use of the site for, inter alia, allotments, orchard and wildflower
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meadow for the benefit of the village and villagers.
Comment

The original charitable purpose of this site was to provide an open space for the benefit of
the village. It is currently a "green lung" at the centre of the village. It has previously been
underused for allotments, but now a very active group has plans underway to maximise the
use of the site for, inter alia, allotments, orchard and wildflower meadow for the benefit of
the village and villagers. The site is within a conservation area. At its southern end the site
abuts a flood zone, so additional surface water run off will exacerbate that situation. Church
Street, onto which any new traffic would come, is narrow and incapable of widening at that
stretch. Development on this site would have a greater adverse impact on existing adjoining
houses than modest development on site WS200.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Ben Smith

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

408
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Summary

Hundon WS116. My grandad has owned an allotment in Hundon for 70 years, he goes down
there almost every day and to see houses being put there, will ruin it and not too mention his
mental health towards it too. Hundon is fine as it is

Comment

My grandad has owned an allotment in hundon for 70 years, he goes down there almost
every day and to see houses being put there, will ruin it and not too mention his mental
health towards it too. Hundon is fine as it is

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

649

Summary

Facilities. The School is on a totally enclosed site and cannot be developed. Whilst it is at
80% capacity the 20% available would not support any large development of the village. The
village shop is a community shop run by volunteers and to some extent, historically, partially
funded by the the community. Small increases in the village may prove beneficial to footfall
but the shop could not be expanded to provide further services.

Comment

Whilst Hundon does have facilities it should be noted The School is on a totally enclosed site
and cannot be developed. Whilst it is at 80% capacity the 20% available would not support
any large development of the village. Small developments , which should predominantly
comprise of low cost shousing, are likely to attract younger families with resultant higher
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proportions of children, could,of course, be supported but the larger potential developments
would overwhelm the school. The village shop is a community shop run by volunteers and to
some extent, historically, partially funded by the the community. Small increases in the
village may prove beneficial to footfall but the shop could not be expanded to provide further
services. Overwhelming the school and or shop would inevitably create more need for out of
village travel putting more burden on the poor road infrastructure , the near non existant
public transport and also the environment.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council will be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1073

Summary

Objection to overdevelopment through WS115. This area of land is very large and has an
indicative capacity of 254 houses This would be both excessive and unsustainable. Church
street and Mill road would definitely not provide suitable access to the site although it could,
of course, be accessed from Hall Road.

Comment

land at mill road. this area of land is very large and has an indicative capacity of 254 houses
This would be both excessive and unsustainable. Church street and Mill road would
definitely not provide suitable access to the site although it could, of course, be accessed
from Hall Road. I note that the land owners agent has a suggestion for a development just
below the point where 40% would be set aside for infrastructure. This size of development
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would not be sustainable in the village "landscape" and would clealry be a calculated plan to
avoid the responsibilites of providing mitigations. Having said that 40% land being set aside
for infrastructure does not necessarily mean any infrastructure will prevail. A small
development <20 houses may possibly be in keeping with the nature , serices and facilities
of the village but this development should be toward the north east of the site and accessed
from hall road if it is to be considered. Even a small development should be low density and
be "future proof" i.e. have firm and enforcible requirements for green measures (trees , self
generation, parking with electric charging provision etc.)
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1077

Summary

Objection to WS116. This area does provide amenities to the village (allotments , tree
planting, wild space). It is also likely to affect the flood zone.
Retaining green areas within the village should be seen as a priority. The pandemic and the
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lockdowns have made people very aware of how improtant this is and its positive effect on
well being.
Comment

This area does provide amenities to the village (allotments , tree planting, wild space). It is
also likely to affect the flood zone. Retaining green areas within the village should be seen as
a priority. The pandemic and the lockdowns have made people very aware of how improtant
this is and its positive effect on well being.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Callow

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1292

Summary

I have reviewed the Plan and the associated evidence base and do not believe it meets the
requirements of paragraph 31 of the NPPF that requires the Plan to be based on up-to-date
evidence that is relevant, adequate and proportionate to the policies.

Comment

This representation and statement have been prepared in respect of the West Suffolk Local
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Plan, Regulation 18 Consultation - Issues and Options, (“the Plan”) published for
consultation from 13 October 2020 to 22 December 2020. Summary I have reviewed the
Plan and the associated evidence base and do not believe it meets the requirements of
paragraph 31 of the NPPF that requires the Plan to be based on up-to-date evidence that is
relevant, adequate and proportionate to the policies. There are fundamental errors in how
the evidence base has been produced that has led to flawed assessments of the settlements
within the suggested hierarchy. The evidence base for assessing the Village of Hundon is
considered to be fundamentally flawed on the basis of the location of the Village and the
facilities available within the Village, and Hundon should not be considered a local service
centre in relation to the actual facilities within the Village. In summary these flaws are: *
According to the Plan, the population mid year estimate in 2018 is 1,915. However, in the
Core Strategy in 2009, the population was stated as 1,061. This suggests nearly doubling of
the population in 10 years which does not appear to be correct and should be investigated
further. * The Village is not situated in a sustainable location. There is no public transport
and the Village is accessed by rural, unclassified roads which are restricted in width, subject
to regular flooding and blockage by snow and ice and not able to sustain public transport
vehicle movements without additional risk. * There are no cycleways in the Village and there
are restricted width pavements in some areas and no pavements in other parts of the
Village. * The Village is served by a 25sqm community shop that has limited opening hours
and is run by volunteers apart from one part time employee. * The Village Community Shop
and Post Office are only open for very limited hours staffed on a voluntary basis by villagers,
and neither would survive without subsidies from the community – they are therefore not
commercially viable. * The Village School would not be able to extend to accommodate
additional pupils. * The heritage assets, landscape character, topographical nature of the
area and overall attractiveness of the Village has not been assessed. I therefore object to the
methodology and the assessments within the Plan and associated evidence base for the
reasons identified in these representations. In summary, the key issues that are being
considered by the Plan relate to the options for growth that have been informed by this
background evidence. As we object to the evidence base, we therefore also object to how
this has then been used to inform subsequent proposals in the Plan, in particular with regard
to the settlement hierarchy and the sustainability assessment for sites referred to as
“included” as part of the SHELAA. The current approach within the Plan will not lead to
growth taking place in the most sustainable areas and will increase the reliance and use of
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the private car and will not therefore lead to sustainable development and is contrary to the
Strategic objectives of the Plan itself. I do not therefore believe that the Plan has been
positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy that seeks to enable
the delivery of sustainable development. The Plan is not therefore considered to be sound in
accordance with the requirements of paragraph 35 of the NPPF. I therefore request the
Council considers these objections in relation to the accessibility of the Village, the services
and facilities available, the suggested position within the settlement hierarchy and the
current sites registered as “included” within the SHELAA to address these deficiencies
Further Information Hundon is classified as a Local Service Centre within this assessment
and paragraph 4.5 states: “These settlements tend to have fewer dwellings than the category
above and a smaller range of services but will have as a minimum a school and convenience
shop.” However, as mentioned above I object to the methodology of the assessment and
believe that the evidence base is flawed. I do not believe that Hundon is a settlement that
meets the criteria for being classified as local service centre and is not a sustainable village
as defined within the NPPF or the definitions for the settlement hierarchy within the Plan for
the following reasons: * The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) includes key
principles which are relevant when considering a new hierarchy for West Suffolk and this
includes focusing new development in the most sustainable locations, with a range of
services, shops, public transport and employment. Hundon is noted at not being within 5km
of the nearest town and public transport services are considered to be extremely poor. The
quality of services available within the Village in relation to the community shop and post
office are restricted and not commercially viable. The Village is therefore not in a
sustainable location or able to offer suitable services. * There are no employment areas
within Hundon and this therefore leads to the need to travel to work. There is was previously
a bus service, number 344 that operated to Haverhill and this no longer operates. There are
no longer any bus services serving the village. The lack of employment means commuting by
private car or taxi services. * The primary school has been extended in the past and there is
no further scope to provide additional accommodation. The playing fields for the school are
also separate and involve the children walking to other sites within the Village as referred to
in section 3 of this Statement. * There are limited footpaths within the village and even
children within the Village are driven to school. * The scoring system is incorrect. The
Village does not contain a permanent post office. As stated above the Village shop was not
financially self-sustaining for the 5 years prior to 2019 and the Post Mistress left in 2017 as
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the business was not viable and Post Office Limited intended to close the facility
permanently. These facilities only operate on a part-time basis and the shop is staffed by
volunteers and run by a committee of volunteers. Neither the shop nor the post office is
commercially viable. * I also query the population estimate of 1915 for the mid-year estimate
2018. The previous population estimate was 1061 in 2009 (CS page 77, paragraph 7.34).
With an approximate dwelling stock of 338 dwellings, the new population figure implies on
average 5.67 people per dwelling which can not be accurate. Accessibility and location Part
3-4. Local Service Centres 4.9 This section refers to the detailed assessment of Hundon.
Paragraph 4.9.1 identifies the Village site as 9km north-east of Haverhill and approximately
18 km south-east of Newmarket. The location of Hundon in relation to the main towns
demonstrates the remoteness of the Village in relation to the key areas where the main
services and facilities will be available. In Section 3 of this Statement, paragraphs 3.4 to
3.14 provide details on accessibility to and within the Village in relation to road/footpaths. I
believe this evidence demonstrates that Hundon is not situated in a sustainable location and
does not fulfil the essential criteria for the settlement to be considered as a local service
centre in relation to the range of permanent and commercially viable facilities in the Village.
The following paragraph in the Plan identifies the constraints and opportunities within the
Village. The last bullet point that states: “Hundon has reasonably good road access to the
A143 for Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill. Local roads and junctions within the village may
require upgrading in order to cope with additional development.” There are two points to
this statement. Firstly, I do not agree that there is “reasonably good access to the A143.”
When the Village is considered in the wider context it is remotely located, only accessed by
unclassified roads which are single carriageway width in some locations as stated in
paragraphs 3.7 to 3.14 of this Statement. All four access roads to the village are often
subject to flooding, blockage by snow and ice during inclement weather, and have many tight
bends and restricted widths which will not be able to sustain public transport vehicle
movements without additional risk. These routes and conditions have been the cause of
many minor and some major collisions over the years with at least two in the last few
months. If the Council wishes to affirm its statement it should inspect the roads. Secondly,
the general statement that local roads and junctions within the Village may require
upgrading is a significant matter and cannot be considered in isolation. There should be a
detailed assessment of the implication of any transport improvements that may be required
to or from and within the Village prior to any allocations being made. This would ensure the
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character of the Village is not adversely affected. In addition, any growth should be
supported by the necessary infrastructure at the start to avoid development taking place
with no improvements to the detriment of existing residents. Conclusion Paragraph 4.9.2
refers to settlement status and that in the current adopted Local Plan Hundon was classified
as a local service centre and it appears that this is the main reason for the current
designation. It is pertinent that at paragraph 4.9.3 that the St Edmundsbury area Rural
Vision 2031 (2014) did not allocate any sites for development in the Village. I support the
comments at paragraph 4.9.4 that state the level of development will be influenced by the
distribution across the district and the existing environmental and physical constraints that
would affect the capacity for growth in the settlement. Paragraph 4.9.5 refers to sites that
have been submitted for potential inclusion and that they “passed the initial tests of being
suitable, available and achievable, and so are more likely to be sites that could be suitable
for allocation in the local plan.” I object to this on the basis of the information within this
Statement that challenges the background evidence that has informed the Plan and that the
current assessments are based on desk top assessment and information from a developer’s
perspective. The statement within paragraph 4.9.6 is of critical importance that confirms the
included sites have not been selected as preferred sites for development. The
representations within this Statement should be considered in respect of the settlement
hierarchy and the facilities within the Village prior to any housing allocations being made.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is
explained in part three of the local plan and the sustainable settlements study which
supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services
and facilities within a settlement however the position of Hundon within the settlement
hierarchy does not automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were
consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise
will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any
changes. The council will also be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure
that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided
at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing
dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
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delivery across the district. All responses to the Issues and Options draft of the West Suffolk
local plan will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of
the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

253

Summary

HUNDON. In a previous rural vision 2031 (2014) Hundon was not allocated any major sites
for development - what has changed?
The village has all the original constraints yet we are designated as a local service centre,
measured by criteria which is mostly volunteer based or not necessarily capable of
substantial major growth, such as the school, sewage, surface drainage and roads.

Comment

IN A PREVIOUS RURAL VISION 2031 (2014) HUNDON WAS NOT ALLOCATED ANY MAJOR
SITES FOR DEVELOPMENT - WHAT HAS CHANGED? THE VILLAGE HAS ALL THE
ORIGINAL CONSTRAINTS YET WE ARE DESIGNATED AS A LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE,
MEASURED BY CRITERIA WHICH IS MOSTLY VOLUNTEER BASED OR NOT
NECESSARILY CAPABLE OF SUBSTANTIAL MAJOR GROWTH, SUCH AS THE SCHOOL,
SEWAGE, SURFACE DRAINAGE AND ROADS. IN PART 1, HUNDON IS INCLUDED IN ALL
PLANS FOR MAJOR GROWTH IN DEVELOPMENTS - THIS CANNOT BE RIGHT IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE ABOVE CONSTRAINTS.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

This Issues and Options draft is not allocating sites for growth. Part One sets out a new draft
hierarchy of settlements. Hundon is included in the Local Service Centre category. Part
Three sets out a short description for each of the settlements in the draft hierarchy and
notes the constraints and opportunities for development. Hundon is proposed to retain the
current status of local service centre (in the former St Edmundsbury Core Strategy and
Vision 2031). There are a number of site options shown. These have been submitted to the
council by landowners and developers for possible inclusion in the plan as part of the
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Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA). It is important to
note that at this stage these SHELAA sites have not been selected as preferred sites for
development. We are seeking views on them through this Issues and Options consultation to
assist with the preparation of the next draft of the plan, which will be consulted on in early
2022, where decisions will be made on which, if any, sites would be suitable for allocation.
This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received,
the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Ian Steel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

420

Summary

Objection to WS116. Of the sites identified within Hundon, this is the one that would have
the most adverse impact on existing properties. This land has an active group with plans in
hand to maximise use of the site by planting orchards, wild flower meadow and improving
the existing allotments. This will maintain the space as a green lung at the heart of the
village, in keeping with the original charitable purpose of the site.

Comment

Of the sites identified within Hundon, this is the one that would have the most adverse
impact on existing properties. This land has an active group with plans in hand to maximise
use of the site by planting orchards, wild flower meadow and improving the existing
allotments. This will maintain the space as a green lung at the heart of the village, in
keeping with the original charitable purpose of the site. improvements Significant drainage
improvements, road widening, improved lighting, permanent shops.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr John Massey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1159

Summary

Objection to WS115. The addition of properties within this area would jeapordise the nature
of the village and would lead to a significant increase in traffic on already busy local roads
with limited passing along most of the routes towards Haverhill and Kedington.

Comment

The addition of properties within this area would jeapordise the nature of the village and
would lead to a significant increase in traffic on already busy local roads with limited passing
along most of the routes towards Haverhill and Keddington. Highways, drainage, sewerage
treatment utilities an communications require upgrading. Currently the shop and post office
are run by volunteers and cannot be relied on to remain open throughout the day in future
due to the nature of the business model.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr John Noel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

422

Summary

Objection to WS200. For the village this is a substantial development. Although Hundon is
classified as a Local Service Centre, the facilities it has are insecure: the shop is staffed by
volunteers; the post office relies on financial input (charity) from the village; the pub is
barely holding its own; the school is on a wholly unsuitable site with inadequate outside
space and it is incapable of expansion. There is no public transport and linking roads are
narrow and winding.

Comment

For the village this is a substantial development. Although Hundon is classified as a Local
Service Centre, the facilities it has are insecure: the shop is staffed by volunteers; the post
office relies on financial input (charity) from the village; the pub is barely holding its own;
the school is on a wholly unsuitable site with inadequate outside space and it is incapable of
expansion. There is no public transport and linking roads are narrow and winding with no
pedestrian pavements. Drainage along Valley Wash and Lower Road is a real issue and this
development would make these problems worse. Such development would require road
widening and improvement and probably a new school. The land is currently re-wilding and
the wildlife and biodiversity value is potentially significant, to mention one species only, the
Marbled White Butterfly which is rare in Suffolk. Improvements Extensive road
improvements - from Hundon to Barnardiston and from Hundon to Clare in particular. A
new school on a new site - to provide the outside space and facilities not currently available.
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Widening and straightening of connecting roads to Barnardiston and Clare. A new school
(on a new site). Bus route.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr John Noel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1097

Summary

Objection to WS115. his would be a huge development which would double the size of the
village and change its character completely. It would require the upgrading of roads in the
area which are currently narrow and winding and mostly without any pedestrian footpaths
and would not be capable of of taking the additional traffic.

Comment

This would be a huge development which would double the size of the village and change its
character completely. It would require the upgrading of roads in the area which are
currently narrow and winding and mostly without any pedestrian footpaths and would not be
capable of of taking the additional traffic. The local school is in a very restricted site and
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could not be expanded to take additional children, so a new school would have to be part of
the development. The Valley Wash and Lower Roads currently flood in times of high rainfall
and this site would inevitably increase run-off and make this problem much worse. This is
grade 1 agricultural land.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr John Noel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1102

Summary

Objection to WS116. This allotment land is owned by a trust for the benefit of the village - it
provides a green heart to the village and is much used - there are now 50 allotments and the
so called 'vacant' land is used by walkers. Any move by the trust to sell this land would
certainly be challenged.

Comment

This allotment land is owned by a trust for the benefit of the village - it provides a green
heart to the village and is much used - there are now 50 allotments and the so called 'vacant'
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land is used by walkers. Any move by the trust to sell this land would certainly be
challenged. A community group has recently had permission from the trust to use some of
this land (which already has high biodiversity) for a community orchard and to enhance the
meadow area for wildflowers by instituting an appropriate mowing regime, planting seeds
etc. with the intention of increasing the biodiversity of the area. It should be noted that runoff from this site into the Chilton Brook would exacerbate the already existing flooding
problems in Lower Road. Any development of this size in the village would require work on
the road network and the school on its restricted site could not cope with an increased
population.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr John Noel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1105

Summary

Support for WS117 subject to constraints. This size of this proposed development, of all
those suggested, makes it realistic for a village of this size. The location too, surrounded as
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it is by residential areas, is not inappropriate.
Comment

This size of this proposed development, of all those suggested, makes it realistic for a village
of this size. The location too, surrounded as it is by residential areas, is not inappropriate.
The area is currently little used - in part because it is very marshy in places. It is understood
that the land is held by the County Council and was intended at one time for a new school
(which is actually much needed) but this site is probably inappropriate anyway. Concerns
about transport links and the school's ability to cope with additional numbers are clearly
reduced for a development of this size.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mr John Noel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1112

Summary

Constraints relating to WS200. The proposed number of properties is large for a village of
this size and raises problems of the ability of the road network to cope with the additional
traffic, and the school to take any more children on its very restricted and entirely unsuitable
site.
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Comment

This land is not in agricultural use, nor has it been for over 10 years. It has been allowed by
the owners to 're-wild' and it now supports a wide range of interesting species, for example
the Marbled White butterfly, which is rare in Suffolk. The land is outside the village
development area. The proposed number of properties is large for a village of this size and
raises problems of the ability of the road network to cope with the additional traffic, and the
school to take any more children on its very restricted and entirely unsuitable site. A major
concern is whether additional run-off from the site would make the flooding problems on
Valley Wash and Lower Road much worse.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Michael Whitbread

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1018

Summary

Objection to WS115. 54 new homes on this land will massively reduce our property market
values. Much of our value is held in the property location on the edge of the village and the
views this provides from the rear of our property.
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-This amount of new homes will overwhelm our roads and services. Our local school where
my children attend cannot cope with this number of new families.
Comment

-254 new homes on this land will massively reduce our property market values. Much of our
value is held in the property location on the edge of the village and the views this provides
from the rear of our property. -This amount of new homes will overwhelm our roads and
services. Our local school where my children attend cannot cope with this number of new
families. Local roads are already poor in size and quality and often flood in winter months.
Developing this land will further the flooding problem on Valley Wash. - We have a strong
wildlife population in this area (hedgehogs, foxes, owls etc.) Developing this land will
displace many of these creatures. - This amount of new homes will completely spoil the
villages character. The sheer amount of proposed homes here will surely nearly double our
population. Light, noise and air pollution will surely rise. I short. I strongly object to this
development proposal (WS115) and will be extremely disappointed in my local council
should this development gain approval. I do not know anyone in the village who would
welcome this development- as some of our residents are elderly I am guessing they will not
even be aware this proposal is in place (as it all seems to be online based). Council approval
will prove that the council only cares about targets and not about its residents wellbeing.
Large developments such as this should be kept to the towns and cities where residents
expect to live in an urban environment. I do however understand that the village has a part
to play in providing new, affordable housing. With this in mind I would not object to smaller
developments on WS200 (although 66 houses still seems a lot) or on part of WS 116 (again
83 still seems a lot). Improved road access particularly to/ from Haverhill. The roads require
widening and resurfacing.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Mike Hall

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1004

Summary

The expansion plans for more houses in Hundon is not a good idea. The roads flood and in
heavy downpours the manhole covers lift. There is no Infrastructure setup to cope with more
houses in this village.

Comment

The expansion plans for more houses in Hundon is not a good idea. The roads flood and in
heavy downpours the manhole covers lift. There is no Infrastructure setup to cope with more
houses in this village. The traffic on the narrow roads is excessive a lot of the time and the
vehicles are speeding through the village most of the time making it dangerous to walk or
cycle at anytime. A lot of the drivers do not care about pedestrians or cyclists and drive as if
they are the only ones on the road in total ignorance. They do'nt slow down when passing
horses and just scare them. If you challenge them they just give you abuse. Expanding the
village with more housing will only increase this problem. There also seems to be a lot of
rubbish discarded from passing vehicles on our country roads which is also unacceptable but
is becoming more common place. I do not know why these awful people think it's ok to litter
like this and why they do not take their rubbish home with them. All of these plans will only
make it far worse and make Hundon a less peaceful place to live. The lower roads are
constantly underwater during prolonged wet weather and some houses at the lower end of
the village flood. This is just the greedy property developers again treading on the normal
villagers just to make themselves richer at any cost. It is unacceptable. The green belt land
also has a covenant on it as i understand it and it should not be ignored. I strongly disagree
with these plans and hope they are refused. This is a small village and it should remain that
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way. Please refuse planning permission for all of this. Sewers and road repairs
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Mike Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

530

Summary

Objection to development on WS116. The land use is in the process of being transformed by
a very active tenants allotment group. They have planted an orchard, developing a wild life
area, linking in with the local school to create an outdoor classroom. Creating facilities for
evening bat walks, owl boxes and natural wildlife habitats, building and maintaining
hedgerows.
It looks like it will become a real open space centre for the village.

Comment

The land use is in the process of being transformed by a very active tenants allotment group.
They have planted an orchard, developing a wild life area, linking in with the local school to
create an outdoor classroom. Creating facilities for evening bat walks, owl boxes and natural
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wildlife habitats, building and maintaining hedgerows. It looks like it will become a real open
space centre for the village. Together with information signs and managed walking
pathways. This wild park and the allotment area will become a real asset to the village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. All responses will be carefully considered and will
assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will
be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Mike Smith

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1178

Summary

Support for some small growth in Hundon WS200

Comment

There would be some advantage to a relatively small increase in residential housing in this
area to support the current local services (school, shop/post office, church, pub). They type
of housing would be key to (1) ensuring affordable housing for the current youth of the
village so they do not feel they have to leave (2) attract families with children to ensure the
sustainability of the village school. The village utilities infrastructure (foul and water
drainage) and roads and pavements would need to be upgraded to support the extra housing
and increase use of the village amenities. Pavements, Roads, Foul and surface drainage

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district and local housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a
housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance
with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
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services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Richard Langridge

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1367

Summary

SHELAA included sites. Concerned that the plans are making it easier for LPAs and
developers to push through planning applications.

Comment

See attached

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. Thank you for
your comments regarding the four broad options for distributing growth within West Suffolk.
We will carefully consider them through the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Mr Robert Shepstone

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

792

Summary

I have lived in Hundon for 30 years and during that time I have seen modest but
advantageous growth in the village. Whilst I feel there is room for further modest growth
this should be very limited and on the sites under consideration any development should
only be on the land marked WS117 on the plan.

Comment

I have lived in Hundon for 30 years and during that time I have seen modest but
advantageous growth in the village. Whilst I feel there is room for further modest growth
this should be very limited and on the sites under consideration any development should
only be on the land marked WS117 on the plan. There are other areas under consideration
and some show a substantial number of houses which the village cannot sustain for the
following reasons: 1.The quality of roads which generally are in poor condition and could
not sustain large growth in the village. * Very poor drainage which already cannot cope
when there are large volumes of rain. The problem would only increase with further
substantial housing and drainage. * Very poor pubic transport which at present is one bus
morning and afternoon doubling up as a school bus to and from Haverhill. 4.The village
school, a very important facility, could not take a large increase in numbers with its present
size. * In the wider area doctors’ surgeries are under pressure and some cannot take any
further patients. * It is important for villages such as Hundon to retain their character
including allotment land, recreational facilities such as walking and sport which are very
good and active in the village. In parts of the plan some of these facilities could be taken
away if large developments were to go ahead.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Robert Steel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

609

Summary

The points allocation system for Hundon gives a misleading impression.

Comment

Although school buildings not at capacity, access route to playing field is already hazardous
for chidren as multiple raod crossings necessary. Parkinga t school time already blocks the
road down to single lane and impedes all other traffic Village hall is at capacity and fully
booked up. Convenience shop, as a volunteer run operation, paying no rent and only
breaking even, does not compare with commercial shop(s) in other local service centres.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The plan must be prepared in line with the aims of sustainable development
which is summarised in the NPPF as 'meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs'. Three overarching
objectives are set out in the NPPF which are interdependent and need to be pursued in
mutually supportive ways. These can be summarised as: economic - ensuring sufficient land
is available to support growth; social - supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities,
including ensuring sufficient numbers of homes are provided; and environmental - protecting
and enhancing the natural, built and historic environment. It is important to seek the views
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on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.
Respondent Name

Mr Robert Steel

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

992

Summary

Significant upgrade to roads to Barnardiston (for A143 connection to Haverhill, Cambridge,
London, Midlands, North),

Comment

Significant upgrade to roads to Barnardiston (for A143 connection to Haverhill, Cambridge,
London, Midlands, North), making it full width throughout so 2 cars (or one car and a
commercial vehicle) can pass without stopping, widening bridges and improving visibility at
dangerous corners, removing kerb and built up gulley hazards, etc.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will review the transport links in and
around Hundon and work closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
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draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.
Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

284

Summary

Hundon WS117. Land is available to bring forward. We look forward to working with the
District and Parish with regards to any future allocation.

Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. Note – my response is on behalf of SCC as the
land owner and developer. You will receive further responses from SCC departments in their
capacity as statutory consultees (Highways etc). please see attached for site specific
comments

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the supplementary information which will be considered during the
next stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Alison Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1251

Summary

Any further development in Hundon is considered highly inappropriate.

Comment

I am contacting you by e mail as despite a number of attempts to use the planning portal, it
remains unreliable and we are unable to send comments via the portal at all. Please
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therefore bear this in mind as a substantial number of local people face the same issue and
may therefore be unable to make their comments. Any further development in Hundon is
considered highly inappropriate. Road networks to larger commuting roads are dreadful- 2
cars can barely pass safely or at all, the roads are frequently flooded, there are a number of
dangerous blind bends, and the roads , especially the Barnadiston road to the A143, is
already too busy for what the road can safely cope with. In addition there are barely any
pavements, or good verges, such that dog walkers etc have to walk in the roads. This
frequently creates a highly dangerous situation. The Lower road is subject to frequent and
deep flooding after very little rainfall. The land between valley wash and mill road is an
important wildlife area. Barn and other owls are frequently seen hunting there, and we
should not remove their hunting ground for housing when many brownfield sites are
available elsewhere. I personally watch barnowls hunting there. I also am a volunteer in the
village shop which is a volunteer led facility in the village, but otherwise commercially
unviable. Please take our comments seriously. This is not a suitable location for any further
development, nor could it in any way be seen as sustainable.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites may be selected. The next
draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected
to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and
settlement hierarchy. The council will also be working closely with infrastructure providers
to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/
provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This
ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)
which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on
infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs A M Knight

Agent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1372

Summary

In accordance with the constraints map, allocation of land for residential use should be
located to the north of the village (with potential to expand) on unconstrained land.

Comment

In accordance with the constraints map, allocation of land for residential use should be
located to the north of the village (with potential to expand) on unconstrained land. It's
important to note that the flow of water heads mainly to the southeast of the village and
collects on Lower Road with ditches taking the water east and further residential
developments along Lower Road would further add to the flooding issues. The proposed
allocation site to the east of Hall Road, Hundon, submitted under the "Call for Sites" will
outfall to the ditch to the east of the site, flow down to the bottom road but then away from
the village so it should not contribute to the current flooding problems. We have submitted a
site, for proposed residential use, in land to the east of Hall Road, Hundon, under the "Call
for Sites" on behalf our client. This site is not impacted by the constraints shown on the
"Hundon settlement constraints map". Allocation of this site for residential use would have
the following positive attributes: * The site is immediately adjacent and very well related to
settlement boundary of Hundon; * There are numerous access points along Hall Road which
could facilitate the site and allow suitable visibility * The site is located to the north of
Hundon - a preferred part of the village due to distance away from the recognised * The site
is not within nor adjacent to a conservation area; * The site lies wholly within Flood Zone 1 whereas parts of the southern part of the village lies within Flood Zone * Allocation of this
site for residential use would not result in a loss of existing green space in the village; * Due
to the northern position of the site, will result in good access to Bury St Edmunds without
the need to go via the village; and * The development would have very little impact on
existing houses and would be and proportionate to the size of the In accordance with the
constraints map, allocation of land for residential use should be located to the north of the
village (with potential to expand) on unconstrained land. It's important to note that the flow
of water heads mainly to the southeast of the village and collects on Lower Road with
ditches taking the water east and further residential developments along Lower Road would
will further add to the flooding issues. The proposed allocation site to the east of Hall Road,
Hundon, submitted under the "Call for Sites" will outfall to the ditch to the east of the site,
flow down to the bottom road but then away from the village so it should not contribute to
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the current flooding problems. Housing allocations on unconstrained sites in villages such as
Hundon should be prioritised and encouraged in order to benefit from the significant
economic growth of Cambridge and proximity to investment and employment locations i.e.
Haverhill Research Park.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the site submission which will be considered during the next stage of
plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Ana Paula Leek

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

520

Summary

WS115 The landowner and his agent have for many years been trying to establish the need
for speculative development on the site (WS115). They have had negotiations and
discussions with the Parish Council, the school, the early learning facility (Hedgehogs), the
cricket club, the football club etc. As far as I am aware none of these (bar possibly
Hedgehogs) has shown any interest in their blandishments.
WS116 Left on trust as a green space for the benefit of the village.

Comment

WS115 The landowner and his agent have for many years been trying to establish the need
for speculative development on the site (WS115). They have had negotiations and
discussions with the Parish Council, the school, the early learning facility (Hedgehogs), the
cricket club, the football club etc. As far as I am aware none of these (bar possibly
Hedgehogs) has shown any interest in their blandishments. The fact is that development on
this site is both unwelcome, unnecessary and inappropriate. Even with the current generous
area discount of 40% being built in by WSC, this site if allocated "preferred" status could
produce 254 dwellings - almost double the current size of the village. This would, over time,
completely change the nature of Hundon and the reason most of its inhabitants enjoy living
in the village. Whatever initial proposals the landowner/agent may come up with, these
would no doubt be subject to amendment in time to maximise profitability by erecting the
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most dwellings possible. I believe the land forming this site is grade 1 agricultural. The
precedent of change of use on this scale would create the forbidding prospect for all
villagers (and not only in Hundon) that they could easily find their rural living destroyed.
Large development on this site would render much worse the already problematic drainage
problems, where the natural flow from north to south often causes the drain to overflow,
adding to the issues with the floodzone along Lower Road. Two roads which border the
southern part of the site (Church Street and Mill Road) are narrow with limited widening
potential and would seem unsuitable for the inevitable increase in traffic. I understand the
need for modest growth in Hundon, but that should be proportionate and should be
concentrated in occasional infill and in a small number of affordable dwellings ideally, in my
view, on site WS200, where adjoining land has already supplied such accommodation via a
Housing Association. WS116 This site WS116 was, I believe, left on trust as a green space
for the benefit of the village, particularly for use as allotments. Previously the site has been
poorly managed with relatively little take up, but now a community group has injected new
life into the use of this land. It has secured funding for an orchard, and has received consent
from the landowner to start planting trees. There has been more interest in taking new
allotments (although the time of year mitigates against growing) and arrangements are in
hand to increase the rental return from allotment holders. This site is in the heart of the
village, is overlooked by many dwellings and provides a "green lung". In practical terms, the
land slopes sharply down to Lower Street which is, together with the bottom of the site,
within a flood zone. Increased surface water run off from any new development on this site
would exacerbate that ongoing problem. Growth in Hundon should be proportionate to its
current size. Currently the drainage systems, particularly from the north of the village down
North Street to Lower Road (itself a flood zone), struggle to cope and with any significant
rain the drains overflow and add to the flooding - and as a side effect cause continuing
damage to the road surface in Lower North Street. Faster broadband would help working
from home, but currently the cost to non workers is too high.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
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development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Angela Price

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

942

Summary

WS117. Would totally ruin the village perhaps land owner could sell a portion of the land
with a legal agreement so that some of it will never be used to build on and keep green
space between existing housing and any new small project so existing residents can continue
to enjoy open village and space in keeping with existing space and character as the planning
document currently states. This is so important that we do not loose our village character.

Comment

Would totally ruin the village perhaps land owner could sell a portion of the land with a legal
agreement so that some of it will never be used to build on and keep green space between
existing housing and any new small project so existing residents can continue to enjoy open
village and space in keeping with existing space and character as the planning document
currently states. This is so important that we do not loose our village character - once this
has gone it can never be brought back.!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA
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sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does
not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage
of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Angela Price

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

480

Summary

Hundon is a village settlement please leave it that way. Primary school has good Ofsted with
outstanding features of pupil behaviour and welfare. Public transport is neglible

Comment

Hundon should be left as a village with green land around it. Small low cost housing projects
should be allowed for village residents with low income families so that people can choose to
remain in the village close to family. Village amenties serve present numbers of residents A
large scale housing development would destroy the village and impersonalise the
atmosphere and village spirit we all hold dear. The school currently has 69 pupils and has a
PAN of 105 a big development would mean the school could not cope with a big influx of
pupils. There is very little public transport available in the village and so new houses would
mean higher CO2 emissions which is not ecologically beneficial.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. Climate change is both a strategic priority
and objective for West Suffolk and policies will be developed in the local plan that will allow
us to respond effectively to this complex issue. and the council will be working closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs C Hunt

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1267

Summary

I am writing to inform you of my objection to the building of a large development on land
adjacent to Mill Road Hundon. The village can not sustain and is not suitable for a large
development of this kind. We do not have the infrastructure to accommodate the additional
traffic on the narrow roads around the village. We do not have adequate facilities and
services in the village to support a development of this size and the negative and damaging
impact this would have on the surrounding natural

Comment

I am writing to inform you of my objection to the building of a large development on land
adjacent to Mill Road Hundon. The village can not sustain and is not suitable for a large
development of this kind. We do not have the infrastructure to accommodate the additional
traffic on the narrow roads around the village. We do not have adequate facilities and
services in the village to support a development of this size and the negative and damaging
impact this would have on the surrounding natural habitat and wildlife will be immense. The
road through the village always runs with surface water which floods at the lower end of the
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village and this proposed development is at the higher end of the village sloping down , this
will cause immense problems , water already pools in large amounts on mill road and runs
down the main street . It would also cause further flooding to the Valley wash area of the
village. A large development of this size would nearly double the size of the village and have
a negative impact on the village and surrounding environment.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Malyon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

174

Summary

Infrastructure. It has been reported that the village of Hundon has 'reasonable facilities', I
would state that the building of approx 400 further houses would put an intolerable strain on
the existing village resources. I would estimate that if at least 50% of famalies moving into
the village had 2 children the school would have to facilitate the education of an extra 400
children.
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Comment

It has been reported that the village of Hundon has 'reasonable facilities', I would state that
the building of approx 400 further houses would put an intolerable strain on the existing
village resources. I would estimate that if at least 50% of famalies moving into the village
had 2 children the school would have to facilitate the education of an extra 400 children. The
average household in 2020 usually run a total of 2 cars each. This would put an extra 800
vehicles onto the roads of Hundon. As a villager I would say that building a large scale Town
style development in a Rural Village would not be sustainable. I object to this large scale
planning.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Hickes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

812

Summary

Objection to large scale development in Hundon and comments on the sites WS200, WS115,
WS116 and WS117

Comment

Reasons for not having a large scale development in Hundon: 4.9.1 States that ‘Hundon has
reasonably good access to the A143’.This is not true. The lanes that lead to Hundon from
Barnardiston and the A143 are narrow, windy, often flooded – surface water remains on the
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road for most of the winter, pot holed, often icy and are always blocked by snow drifts in
snowy conditions. I commuted to Cambridge for 9 years and whenever it snowed I had
difficulty getting out of the village and onto the A143. Our lanes which go from Clare to
Barnardiston via Hundon and onto the A143 are never gritted. In many places they are
narrow and you have to pull in if a vehicle larger than a car is approaching. North Street and
the road leading beyond this are better but still narrow and this leads to the B1063 which
heads to the A143 through Stradishall. This is not the road someone working in Haverhill or
beyond would take. In the other direction the road to Clare is often so flooded and icy in the
winter that it is impassable. The roads as they are cannot take any more traffic. To say that
the ‘local roads and junctions may require upgrading in order to cope with additional
development’ is an understatement. The whole road system around the village would need to
be improved. The road leading alongside site WS200 and on to Church Street is narrow as is
Church Street itself especially in the Conservation area where parked cars make it only
passable for one vehicle at a time. The Mill Road is a single track. There is also an issue re
the sewerage system in the village. So often in a heavy storm the drains cannot cope with
the excess water and sewage comes up the man hole cover in North Street. The system
could not cope with extra houses without being upgraded. The other problem we have is the
electricity supply. I have lived in 10 other homes all over the country and have never had as
many power cuts as we do in Hundon. Presumably this is due to the overhead power cables
and possibly branches falling on them. If there was a large scale development here then this
supply would also need to be renewed and cables put underground. There is also frequently
a problem with the broadband service – it is often intermittent. The school is on a small site
with limited space for children inside and out. It is almost full at the moment so if more
young families came into the village, they may not be able to be educated in Hundon. There
is no bus service so any new residents would need to use cars and add to the danger at the
junction of Church St and North St at school drop off and collection times, where there is an
accident waiting to happen. We do not have a Doctor’s Surgery in Hundon. The nearest ones
are in Clare, 4 miles away. However Stonehall Surgery in Clare is part of the Hardwick
House group in Sudbury and just before the pandemic it was only open 2 days a week owing
to staff shortage. It has been closed since March. All patients have to drive to Sudbury which
is about 16m away and in order not to miss an appointment, you have to allow 1 hour to get
there. Many patients are extremely unhappy and worried about this but are unable to move
to the other Practice as the Guildhall Surgery in Clare is not taking on any new patients. This
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is without any new housing developments in Clare or Hundon! The document also states that
Hundon is a local service centre and has a convenience food store – yes it does but this is a
small, local community shop, run by a part time paid worker and volunteers. It has limited
opening hours, especially in the pandemic and generally runs at a loss so has to be
subsidised by the Village Hall and Playing Fields Charity. There is a small post office within
the shop and the post mistress’s salary is subsidised by voluntary contributions from
villagers. Comments on the 4 proposed sites: WS200 : Land between Valley Wash and
Church Street This field is next to some low cost housing. It would be suitable for a few more
low cost houses but the field is high up above Valley Wash and as this road floods badly – the
stream is added to by water draining off this land, my concern is that building on this land
would take away some of the natural soak away and would cause much more severe flooding
along Valley Wash and Lower Road which could easily affect the houses along this road. As
access to the site would be along Church St, which is in part a single track road, this would
need to be upgraded as would the junction between the two roads. WS115: Land at Mill
Road This is potentially a huge site which would totally alter the community in Hundon if the
proposed number of houses were built there. If the roads, drainage, electricity supply and
broadband were all improved then it could potentially be a site for a few low cost houses
specifically for villagers, but my concern is that this would be the thin edge of a wedge and
the developers would then get permission to build up to 254 dwellings on the rest of the field
which would spoil the character of Hundon. The infra structure is just not there and the soak
off from this land could cause horrendous flooding issues for houses on the flood plain, some
of which already have difficulty getting house insurance. WS116 : Land between Church St
and Lower Road ( the allotment field) This is a Conservation Area. The allotment field, along
with some other land in and around Hundon, was left by Thomas Rogeron to ‘provide an
open space for the benefit of the village.’ It has been ‘run’ by the Rogeron Trust for many
years during which time it has been underused in terms of number of allotments but has
been a focal point in the village for dog walking, general exercise and socialising – it is the
green lung of the village. Over the years villagers have tried to form allotment associations
but have become frustrated when their plans and ideas were not accepted by the Trust and
by the lack of water supply. A water supply was finally installed in 2016 after years of
negotiations and more people have since signed up. There are now 46 allotment holders
which is above the national average for a village of this size. We formed the Hundon
Allotment Tenants’ Association (HATA) in August 2019 and have many ideas of how we’d like
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to develop the space in line with the Rogeron Trust’s charitable objectives. During and since
the lockdown this field has used constantly by villagers and a real sense of community
prevails on it. Many more people have taken on allotments. Working outdoors with the
wonderful views has really helped the mental health of many people. There is always
someone either walking, working or chatting on this field. The field slopes down to Lower
Road and from about half the way down it becomes very boggy during the autumn and
winter. At present, due to the amount of rainfall we have had recently, even the top part has
surface water lying on it. The field drains down to a brook at the bottom and onto Lower
Road which as a result is often flooded. Some new people have moved into a brand new
chalet bungalow at the entrance from Farmerie Road and have had difficulty getting
insurance because according to the companies they asked, the whole area is classed as
being on a flood plain. This implies that getting insurance for any new home built anywhere
on the field would be an issue. HATA recently planted a Community Orchard and are
developing a wildflower meadow on the unused lower part of this field for which they had
funding from the Broxted Solar Farm Community Fund. Sixty volunteers turned up to help
them including many families, who have adopted their own trees. We have many plans which
we have submitted to the Rogeron Trust to make this field the ‘Green Heart ‘of the village. I
have attached the HATA proposal to this document. There are plans for nature trails for
children and HATA are hoping the school will become involved and possibly use part of the
space for a Forest School and outdoor classroom. They want to encourage wildlife and
Suffolk Wildlife Trust have done a survey of the field to advise us how they can improve the
biodiversity of the site and manage the land better to provide more habitats for owls, bats,
hedgehogs, bees and insects. This is an important green space in the centre of the village
and building on this particular site would cause much controversy amongst the residents of
Hundon. WS117 : Land at Mill Lane This is also a green space in the centre of the village. It
is very boggy and wet for most of the year and again building on it would add to the flooding
problems in Lower Road. It is owned by SCC and originally it was suggested it was to be the
site of a new school. What improvements to infrastructure, services and facilities do you
think are needed to facilitate growth in Hundon? * A new drainage system – wherever they
build it will add to the flooding problems along Lower Road. * Better roads - the roads
leading to Barnardiston and Clare will need to be improved and upgraded so they are wider,
have better drainage and surfaces. * The sewerage system needs to be overhauled so the
man holes do not lift in very wet weather allowing sewage to go down Lower North Street. *
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There are no pavements along Lower Road, Mill Road and part of Church Street, so if the
population increases and the traffic ,these will need to be provided. * Cycle tracks to the
nearest shops in Clare would help encourage people to cycle and lower our carbon footprint.
Without a bus service, villagers are completely reliant on their cars. * A new school would
have to be built to cater for extra children. * A doctor’s surgery would need to be established
either in Hundon or Clare to cater for extra patients and those of us who are already
registered at Hardwick House in Sudbury but find driving 16 m to see a doctor is too far!
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of
plan preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have
been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that
all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will
set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This
will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs JANICE MCLARDY

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

993

Summary

WS200. Potential further development sloping down into this valley without MAJOR FLOOD
DEFENCE WORK, which can guarantee the safety of the many residents of he valley area,
cannot be justified given the Government warnings re future climate changes.
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Comment

This field slopes down into the valley which is Valley Wash and Lower Road area and plays a
major part in providing natural flood management as required by Government. From the top
of the field you can see only the roof of our houses on the opposite side of the road. 11
affordable dwellings have already been built on this field and a further 5 immediately above
them. A planning officer assured me that when built, with a slow release tank at the bottom,
there would be no more water run off and 'probably improved' drainage would result . THIS
IS NOT SO. Standing water and so ice lays on the road below for far longer than other parts
of the road. Also on that bend , opposite the flood field, planning permission has already
been granted for a further 4 large houses on the Old Pumping Station site adjacent to
Mizons Field . In heavy rain, which forecaster say will increase in frequency the water
draining from land on both sides becomes a fast flowing river having overwhelmed the
stream running along the road . Potential further development sloping down into this valley
without MAJOR FLOOD DEFENCE WORK , which can guarantee the safety of the many
residents of he valley area, cannot be justified given the Government warnings re future
climate changes.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. This consultations is seeking views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council will be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. All responses to the Issues and Options draft of the West Suffolk local plan will be
carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the
Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Mrs JANICE MCLARDY

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1095

Summary

Objection to WS116. This land was left in trust by Thomas Rogeron for the whole of the
village. The use as allotments deteriorated because of the lack of water, leaving only
allotments around the side of the field where people could access water from their homes.

Comment

1. This land was left in trust by Thomas Rogeron for the whole of the village. The use as
allotments deteriorated because of the lack of water, leaving only allotments around the side
of the field where people could access water from their homes. Following the installation of a
water pipe in the middle of the field a couple of years ago allotment take up has been
gradually increasing. An active allotment association formed culminating this year in a plan
to open up the site to include a communal area with a variety of fruit trees being planted and
an area for a wild flower meadow being prepared for the Spring . A lovely community
atmosphere together with the joining up of the Hundon Allotment Assoc. and the Hundon
Wildspace org. is resulting in both allotments and a free space for older people, parents with
children , dog walkers and schoolchildren to enjoy at the heart of the village. 30 trees
planted this year with plans for more. It is the green heart of the village linking Lower Road ,
the Village Hall, community shop and school above. 2. This site also plays a vital role in the
natural flood defence of Valley Wash and Lower Road , both for the 5 houses immediately
below the site on Lower Road and for all residents of property along the valley which is
Lower Road.. Government has pledged to continue to enforce and develop natural flood
defences. If you stand at the top of this site a view of the land sloping down to the Lower
Road valley and the rising of the fields opposite show the need for this. A stream runs
alongside the road which can quickly be overwhelmed, rising onto the road and resembling a
fast flowing river in bad times . This overflow is currently manageable but any further
development could not take place without MAJOR FLOOD DEFENCE WORK to protect the
people along Lower Road below.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
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preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Laura Masters-Stonehouse

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1192

Summary

Objection to WS200. I object to this site being developed for housing. This would create
significant traffic on Mill Lane and Church Street.

Comment

I object to this site being developed for housing. This would create significant traffic on Mill
Lane and Church Street. This is also an important landscape area of the village. The views
across this field are an important landscape feature to the village and the loss of this would
have a negative affect on the character of the area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Laura Masters-Stonehouse

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1197

Summary

Objection to WS115. I would like to object to this site being included within the local plan.
This site is extremely large and would be unsuitable for a village the size of Hundon. The
local road network is make up of many single track roads, which would not be able to handle
the vehicles associated with over 250 houses.

Comment

I would like to object to this site being included within the local plan. This site is extremely
large and would be unsuitable for a village the size of Hundon. The local road network is
make up of many single track roads, which would not be able to handle the vehicles
associated with over 250 houses. The village has only 338 houses at present, to add over 250
houses would change the village dramatically and make it unrecognisable. There is not
sufficient public transport to support this many new residents. The village only has three
main roads through and around it, lower road does not have footpaths and vehicles already
travel along this road too fast. The junction between Church Street and North Street is
already a choke point as cars park on the street so it is effectively a single carriageway
junction. The primary school play area is also on this junction so any increase in vehicle
traffic could cause a danger to the children at the school and a pollution risk to their health.
I would suggest the village could only reasonably be expected to take up to 20 houses
without serious highways improvements being delivered. Any more than this and the
character of the village will be irrevocable changed. The indicative capacity of this site is
ridiculous.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
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preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

702

Summary

Better facilities needed. While Hundon does have a shop, a pub etc none of the facilities are
particularly good. Shop opening hours are minimal. The playground is tiny. the village hall is
a great asset. the lack of public transport and decent broadband are killing the village.
Young people will not stay unless these are addressed.

Comment

While Hundon does have a shop, a pub etc none of the facilities are particularly good. Shop
opening hours are minimal. The playground is tiny. the village hall is a great asset. the lack
of public transport and decent broadband are killing the village. Young people will not stay
unless these aer addressed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council will be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
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the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1091

Summary

WS117 s a small site but some houses here, of a social nature, would be useful to the village.

Comment

WS117 is a small site but some houses here, of a social nature, would be useful to the
village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. All responses will be carefully considered and will
assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will
be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Liz Hickes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1060

Summary

Reasons for not having a large scale development in Hundon: To say that the ‘local roads and
junctions may require upgrading in order to cope with additional development’ is an
understatement. The whole road system around the village would need to be improved. The
road leading alongside site WS200 and on to Church Street is narrow as is Church Street
itself especially in the Conservation area where parked cars make it only passable for one
vehicle at a time. The Mill Road is a single track.
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Comment
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Part 3 Settlements – Hundon Reasons for not having a large scale development in Hundon:
4.9.1 States that ‘Hundon has reasonably good access to the A143’.This is not true. The
lanes that lead to Hundon from Barnardiston and the A143 are narrow, windy, often flooded –
surface water remains on the road for most of the winter, pot holed, often icy and are always
blocked by snow drifts in snowy conditions. I commuted to Cambridge for 9 years and
whenever it snowed I had difficulty getting out of the village and onto the A143. Our lanes
which go from Clare to Barnardiston via Hundon and onto the A143 are never gritted. In
many places they are narrow and you have to pull in if a vehicle larger than a car is
approaching. North Street and the road leading beyond this are better but still narrow and
this leads to the B1063 which heads to the A143 through Stradishall. This is not the road
someone working in Haverhill or beyond would take. In the other direction the road to Clare
is often so flooded and icy in the winter that it is impassable. The roads as they are cannot
take any more traffic. To say that the ‘local roads and junctions may require upgrading in
order to cope with additional development’ is an understatement. The whole road system
around the village would need to be improved. The road leading alongside site WS200 and
on to Church Street is narrow as is Church Street itself especially in the Conservation area
where parked cars make it only passable for one vehicle at a time. The Mill Road is a single
track. There is also an issue re the sewerage system in the village. So often in a heavy storm
the drains cannot cope with the excess water and sewage comes up the man hole cover in
North Street. The system could not cope with extra houses without being upgraded. The
other problem we have is the electricity supply. I have lived in 10 other homes all over the
country and have never had as many power cuts as we do in Hundon. Presumably this is due
to the overhead power cables and possibly branches falling on them. If there was a large
scale development here then this supply would also need to be renewed and cables put
underground. There is also frequently a problem with the broadband service – it is often
intermittent. The school is on a small site with limited space for children inside and out. It is
almost full at the moment so if more young families came into the village, they may not be
able to be educated in Hundon. There is no bus service so any new residents would need to
use cars and add to the danger at the junction of Church St and North St at school drop off
and collection times, where there is an accident waiting to happen. We do not have a
Doctor’s Surgery in Hundon. The nearest ones are in Clare, 4 miles away. However Stonehall
Surgery in Clare is part of the Hardwick House group in Sudbury and just before the
pandemic it was only open 2 days a week owing to staff shortage. It has been closed since

March. All patients have to drive to Sudbury which is about 16m away and in order not to
miss an appointment, you have to allow 1 hour to get there. Many patients are extremely
unhappy and worried about this but are unable to move to the other Practice as the Guildhall
Surgery in Clare is not taking on any new patients. This is without any new housing
developments in Clare or Hundon! The document also states that Hundon is a local service
centre and has a convenience food store – yes it does but this is a small, local community
shop, run by a part time paid worker and volunteers. It has limited opening hours, especially
in the pandemic and generally runs at a loss so has to be subsidised by the Village Hall and
Playing Fields Charity. There is a small post office within the shop and the post mistress’s
salary is subsidised by voluntary contributions from villagers. Comments on the 4 proposed
sites: * WS200 : Land between Valley Wash and Church Street This field is next to some low
cost housing. It would be suitable for a few more low cost houses but the field is high up
above Valley Wash and as this road floods badly – the stream is added to by water draining
off this land, my concern is that building on this land would take away some of the natural
soak away and would cause much more severe flooding along Valley Wash and Lower Road
which could easily affect the houses along this road. As access to the site would be along
Church St, which is in part a single track road, this would need to be upgraded as would the
junction between the two roads. * WS115: Land at Mill Road This is potentially a huge site
which would totally alter the community in Hundon if the proposed number of houses were
built there. If the roads, drainage, electricity supply and broadband were all improved then
it could potentially be a site for a few low cost houses specifically for villagers, but my
concern is that this would be the thin edge of a wedge and the developers would then get
permission to build up to 254 dwellings on the rest of the field which would spoil the
character of Hundon. The infra structure is just not there and the soak off from this land
could cause horrendous flooding issues for houses on the flood plain, some of which already
have difficulty getting house insurance. * WS116 : Land between Church St and Lower Road
( the allotment field) This is a Conservation Area. The allotment field, along with some other
land in and around Hundon, was left by Thomas Rogeron to ‘provide an open space for the
benefit of the village.’ It has been ‘run’ by the Rogeron Trust for many years during which
time it has been underused in terms of number of allotments but has been a focal point in
the village for dog walking, general exercise and socialising – it is the green lung of the
village. Over the years villagers have tried to form allotment associations but have become
frustrated when their plans and ideas were not accepted by the Trust and by the lack of
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water supply. A water supply was finally installed in 2016 after years of negotiations and
more people have since signed up. There are now 46 allotment holders which is above the
national average for a village of this size. We formed the Hundon Allotment Tenants’
Association (HATA) in August 2019 and have many ideas of how we’d like to develop the
space in line with the Rogeron Trust’s charitable objectives. During and since the lockdown
this field has used constantly by villagers and a real sense of community prevails on it. Many
more people have taken on allotments. Working outdoors with the wonderful views has really
helped the mental health of many people. There is always someone either walking, working
or chatting on this field. The field slopes down to Lower Road and from about half the way
down it becomes very boggy during the autumn and winter. At present, due to the amount of
rainfall we have had recently, even the top part has surface water lying on it. The field drains
down to a brook at the bottom and onto Lower Road which as a result is often flooded. Some
new people have moved into a brand new chalet bungalow at the entrance from Farmerie
Road and have had difficulty getting insurance because according to the companies they
asked, the whole area is classed as being on a flood plain. This implies that getting insurance
for any new home built anywhere on the field would be an issue. HATA recently planted a
Community Orchard and are developing a wildflower meadow on the unused lower part of
this field for which they had funding from the Broxted Solar Farm Community Fund. Sixty
volunteers turned up to help them including many families, who have adopted their own
trees. We have many plans which we have submitted to the Rogeron Trust to make this field
the ‘Green Heart ‘of the village. I have attached the HATA proposal to this document. There
are plans for nature trails for children and HATA are hoping the school will become involved
and possibly use part of the space for a Forest School and outdoor classroom. They want to
encourage wildlife and Suffolk Wildlife Trust have done a survey of the field to advise us how
they can improve the biodiversity of the site and manage the land better to provide more
habitats for owls, bats, hedgehogs, bees and insects. This is an important green space in the
centre of the village and building on this particular site would cause much controversy
amongst the residents of Hundon. * WS117 : Land at Mill Lane This is also a green space in
the centre of the village. It is very boggy and wet for most of the year and again building on
it would add to the flooding problems in Lower Road. It is owned by SCC and originally it
was suggested it was to be the site of a new school. What improvements to infrastructure,
services and facilities do you think are needed to facilitate growth in Hundon? * A new
drainage system – wherever they build it will add to the flooding problems along Lower
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Road. * Better roads - the roads leading to Barnardiston and Clare will need to be improved
and upgraded so they are wider, have better drainage and surfaces. * The sewerage system
needs to be overhauled so the man holes do not lift in very wet weather allowing sewage to
go down Lower North Street. * There are no pavements along Lower Road, Mill Road and
part of Church Street, so if the population increases and the traffic ,these will need to be
provided. * Cycle tracks to the nearest shops in Clare would help encourage people to cycle
and lower our carbon footprint. Without a bus service, villagers are completely reliant on
their cars. * A new school would have to be built to cater for extra children. * A doctor’s
surgery would need to be established either in Hundon or Clare to cater for extra patients
and those of us who are already registered at Hardwick House in Sudbury but find driving
16 m to see a doctor is too far!
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will review the transport links in and
around Hundon and work closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is supported by the sustainable
settlements study. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the
services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take
place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in
October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement
hierarchy to account for any changes. This consultation is seeking views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rae Cutts
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

765

Summary

The facilities are limited. Hundon does not have the facilities to accommodate a large scale
housing development. The village shop is run by volunteers and only opens in the morning.
The village school has extended on to the the original Victorian building and is limited with
options for any further expansion because of its position in the centre of the village.

Comment

Hundon does not have the facilities to accommodate a large scale housing development .
The village shop is run by volunteers and only opens in the morning. The village school has
extended on to the the original victorian building and is limited with options for any further
expansion because of its position in the centre of the village , There is also safety and
parking concerns at the start and end of the school day already. The preschool is located in
the village hall which is a charity run hall. The infrastructure in and around the village is
made up of very narrow often single lane and roads and the enviromental impact of a big
increase in traffic due a large housing development would be detrimental to the surrounding
enviroment and cause safety issues. The playing fields and artificial surface do not have
changing facilities and are charity run.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
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which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Rae Cutts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1156

Summary

WS115. This site is on a natural significant slope which already causes a lot of surface water
to run from Hall road through the village to Lower and Clare road. These areas currently
flood and this problem will be exacerbated by large scale development at the highest area of
the village.

Comment

This site is on a natural significant slope which already causes a lot of surface water to run
from Hall road through the village to Lower and Clare road. These areas currently flood and
this problem will be exacerbated by large scale development at the highest area of the
village. The road surface along Hall road right through the village to Lower / Clare road is
constantly in need of repair from water damage and this is becoming a safety issue as well
as the threat to property and the erosion of the banks of the brook and ditches. The
infrastructure of the village is not suitable for the huge increase in traffic that would
accompany such a large development. The facilities in the village are limited with a small
school in the centre on the village limited within its site for expansion and already causing
traffic and safety issues at the start and end of the school day. The village shop is run by
volunteers and open for mornings only, the astro turf and playing fields do not have changing
and WC facilities. Such a large scale development will practically double the size of the
village which is hugely damaging to both the very fundamental core of the village and huge
environmental issues of pollution , damage to a very large area of natural habitat , light and
nocturnal pollution to wildlife. Mill road already suffers from large areas of standing water ,
large areas of erosion of the grass verges especially on the very narrow lane that joins mill
road to the start of Whitings hill . This area will also exacerbate the flooding at Valley wash
as the fields natural gradient also flows towards this area. This site is beyond the natural
border of the village settlement and environment. A development of this size is unsuitable
for Hundon taking into account all the environmental social and historical factors.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rae Cutts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1167

Summary

Objection to WS115. Hundon is only suitable for a small development, within the limits the of
the school and infrastructure , good road maintenance and that of grass verges and ditches
and green spaces for natural drainage.

Comment

This site is on natural significant slope at the highest end of the village and already causes a
lot of surface water to run from Hall road through the village to Lower road and Clare
road.These areas currently flood and this problem will be exacerbated by large scale
development at this site. The road surface along Hall road tight through the village to Lower
and Clare road is constantly in need of repair from water damage and this is becoming a
safety issue as well as the threat to property and the erosion of the banks of the brook and
ditches and grass verges. The infrastructure of the village is nor suitable for the huge
increase in traffic that would accompany such a large development. The facilities in the
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village are limited with a small school in the centre of the village limited within its site for
expansion and already causing traffic and safety issues at the start and end of the school day.
The village shop is run and staffed by volunteers and only open in the mornings. The astro
turf and playing fields do not have changing or WC facilities. Such a large scale development
will practically double the size of the village which is hugely damaging to both the very
fundamental core of the village and essence of a village and the huge environmental issues
of pollution, irreversible damage to a very large area of natural habitat, light and nocturnal
pollution to wildlife and the ecosystem. Mill road already suffers from large areas of
standing water , large areas of erosion of the grass verges especially on the very narrow part
of mill road that joins up with the top of Whitings hill. This site will also exacerbate the
flooding at Valley wash as the fields natural gradient also flows towards that area . The site
is beyond the natural border of the village settlement and environment. A development of
this size is unsuitable for Hundon taking into account all the environmental , social and
historical factors. Hundon is only suitable for a small development, within the limits the of
the school and infrastructure , good road maintenance and that of grass verges and ditches
and green spaces for natural drainage.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rebecca Saveall-Green
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1040

Summary

additional material submitted in relation to Hundon and specifically
WS115 and WS116

Comment

see attached

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rebecca Saveall-Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1168

Summary

Objection to WS116. The site WS116 between Church Street and Lower Road is currently a
busy community space used by allotment owners, dog walkers, joggers, families, and as a
pleasant thoroughfare from one side of the village to the other. It is land gifted to the village
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by the Rogeron family, and held in trust.
Comment
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The site WS116 between Church Street and Lower Road is currently a busy community
space used by allotment owners, dog walkers, joggers, families, and as a pleasant
thoroughfare from one side of the village to the other. It is land gifted to the village by the
Rogeron family, and held in trust. The village community were led to believe that as gifted
land it could not be sold or built upon, as it is an essential green space within the village and
suggestion that it could be sold for development by the Trust has come as a shock to all.
Many are looking into the legality of selling land that was meant to be kept for those living in
the village. The lower half of the space is part of the flood plain (Flood Zone 3 on the map),
and the entire field is prone to bogging in rainy conditions. Any loss of the open space to
houses and roads is likely to lead to increased run off and flooding in Lower Road, which
already becomes impassable in rainy conditions. The upper half of the space is used as
allotments, many of which have decades of work put into them. The allotments are now
being managed by the Hundon Allotment Tenants Association (HATA), who have signed up
multiple new tenants during lockdown and since taking over management of the allotments
have been working to increase the revenue and reduce costs of the allotment, to the
betterment of the village. These allotments were essential for mental and physical health
during the COVID lockdowns in 2020, both as an open area for walking and exercise, and as
a gardening space for those furloughed or locked down due to COVID. There is an active
community amongst the allotment tenants, and socially distanced chats and celebrations for
VE Day made the long lockdown summer bearable. The impact to the mental and physical
health of the residents of Hundon, should they lose this essential space, should be kept in
consideration. There has been considerable community engagement recently in the space,
organised by HATA and Hundon Green Heart, and recently 60 volunteers came out on a
rainy Sunday morning to plant the community orchard. Many more expressed interest in
assisting but were unable, leading us to believe that there is a lot of emotional investment in
the space as a benefit to the community. According to the map above the WS116 site is part
of a conservation area, and I'm curious why this hasn't been included as a constraint. All
houses on Church Street are considered part of the conservation area, and so any new
buildings behind them would surely be subject to extensive rules and conditions, if permitted
at all. The field is home to lots of wildlife, recently encouraged by the development of a
wildflower meadow and community orchard, organised by HATA and Hundon Green Heart.
There are bats living near to Church Street who fly across the field when feeding, and

hedgehogs, owls, and foxes have all been sighted. There is a plan to encourage owls and bats
to nest in the large conifer tree at the centre of the field, and any building work would
undoubtedly ruin their habitat and current nests and feeding sites.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rita Simmons

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

531

Summary

WS116. WS116 is the site of the allotments situated in the heart of Hundon. Although it is
not all set out as allotments this area is used by most villagers and is part of the Rogeron
Trust.
I believe this is unique to the village of Hundon, is and always has been an integral part of
the village and should not be used as an infill site.

Comment

WS116 is the site of the allotments situated in the heart of Hundon. Although it is not all set
out as allotments this area is used by most villagers and is part of the Rogeron Trust. I
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believe this is unique to the village of Hundon, is and always has been an integral part of the
village and should not be used as an infill site.With regard to access to this site there are two
ways in - one from Farmerie Road and one from Church Street. Neither of which are ideal.
Also the southern most edge of the allotment borders directly onto the flood area so water
run off from this site will again increase the yearly problem of flooding.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Mrs Sarah Barthorpe
Name
Agent
Name
Document
Section
Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment
ID

1023

Summary

WS200
WS115
Hundon is not a suitable village for further development, the facilities have been exaggerated in your report to make it sound rig
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Comment

Hundon is not a suitable village for further development, the facilities have been exaggerated in your report to make it sound rig
everyone uses a car to get in and out. The school site isn't big enough for the existing number of children outside. Children are
the villagers years ago for their use and enjoyment (the allotments field). WS200 - already built on , thoughtless design (clapboa
locally. WS115 - any building here would dominate the outlook of the village and rather than blend in would just be an eyesore.
do not live here and will never feel the effect of building on their doorsteps.... Nine years ago a detailed village plan was put tog
village.co.uk%2Fparishplan%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7Cplanning.policy%40westsuffolk.gov.uk%7C1ad013a9245540ca3

Link to
comment
(for Users)

View Comment

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the production o
Council
Comments will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requir
(plain text)
Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Barthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

433

Summary

WS115 large scale development (anything above 10 houses) will destroy the character of the
village. the houses need to be affordable so that hundon families and communities can afford
to stay here/return here/retire here.

Comment

large scale development (anything above 10 houses) will destroy the character of the village.
the houses need to be affordable so that hundon families and communities can afford to stay
here/return here/retire here. The existing affordable homes (3 developments) Lower road,
Mill road and Mizon Close. Have all been acceptable although very little green space has
been included between the existing village and the new houses. Rather than maximising
profit by squeezing houses into tiny spaces. Keep green space between the village and the
new site. Reflecting the existing style and layout of the village. The landowner makes less
money as not all his land is builton, but he doesnt live here. It will cost the developer more
but he's the one to gain massive profits - its the people who live here that pay the highest
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price by losing what they moved here to enjoy. The brook at the bottom of this area (valley
Wash) isd a flood zone so willjust get worse. Mill Road itself is mainly single track, with a
very dangerous blind bend. Please see attached Hundon Development Plan - which details
village views from 9 years ago. http://www.hundon-village.co.uk/parishplan/ (WSC note - no
attachment submitted) Improvements a complete re working of the drainage system to
eliminate the flood plain on Lower road, road widening of ALL the route from the village to
Haverhill, (2-3 miles) a regular, even if its just twice a day - bus service
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Barthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

532

Summary

WS200 This site already has a small development on it. Since it was built the flooding in
lower road has got worse. Any more building will only accentuate the problem.

Comment

This site already has a small development on it. Since it was built the flooding in lower road
has got worse. Any more building will only accentuate the problem. Please read the
document produced by the village in 2011. the link is attached www.hundon-village.co.uk/
parishplan (http://www.hundon-village.co.uk/parishplan) 80% of households completed the
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questionnaire and views havent changed. a regular bus service. widening of roads all the
way to the main A143, in both directions (i/e. through stradishall and barnardiston. better
roads/pavements - but that changes the whole nature of the village and turns it into a town.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Vaughan Goldsborough

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

789

Summary

Hundon allotments. I know we need to have more houses in or around the village, but there
is a lot of land around the village that is not being used, the land owners are just leaving it to
stand derelict, couldn't this be used instead of the land the allotments are on?

Comment

Im writing to you today as I'm /we are not to imprest on the decision that you would like to
build on the land that are allotments are on, We have been working really hard this last year
or so, as we have taken over the running of the land from the Rogeron's trust, who seemed
to have lost interest in the running of the land. In the past year, we have made a community
orchard with 30 fruit trees and hopefully more next year, we have also planted a
wildflower meadow to attract insects to pollinate the trees. Having been a slow start and
new with new members on the Allotment committee we have a lot more interest in people
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having a patch on the allotment. which is now looking good. I know we need to have more
houses in or around the village, but there is a lot of land around the village that is not being
used, the land owners are just leaving it to stand derelict, couldn't this be used instead of
the land the allotments are on ?
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr William Barthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

228

Summary

The village shop is run on a voluntary basis and is not a viable going concern. We have the
power in the village to close this shop for the purpose of Hundon not being classified as a
local service centre.

Comment

The village shop is run on a voluntary basis and is not a viable going concern. We have the
power in the village to close this shop for the purpose of Hundon not being classified as a
local service centre. When and how long would this need to be to reclassify Hundon?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The settlement hierarchy categories
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are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.
Respondent Name

Mr William Barthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

534

Summary

WS115. anything more than 10 house on these sites will significantly increase
A) flooding
b) Road traffic accidents on the Haverhill Road
Widening of the road to Haverhill in at least 5 places where it is not possible for two cars to
pass safely.
A nasty one way system making two way roads one way for safety reasons: this will not be
tolerated by residents living on these roads.
Significant and expensive on going improvements to the culverts and drainage along the
lower road

Comment

anything more than 10 house on these sites will significantly increase A) flooding b) Road
traffic accidents on the Haverhill Road Widening of the road to Haverhill in at least 5 places
where it is not possible for two cars to pass safely. A nasty one way system making two way
roads one way for safety reasons: this will not be tolerated by residents living on these
roads. Significant and expensive on going improvements to the culverts and drainage along
the lower road

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
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considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Ms Ailsa JOBSON

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

1201

Summary

WS115 I completely disagree with a large development in Hundon and in particular the
impact on local roads. While there is good access from Hundon to Bury St. Edmunds there is
not to Haverhill. The roads through and out of Hundon to Barnardiston are very narrow in
places (and liable to flooding) and the increased traffic will negatively impact the residents
of Barnardiston. Water Lane to the A143 is a single track road.

Comment

WS115 I completely disagree with a large development in Hundon and in particular the
impact on local roads. While there is good access from Hundon to Bury St. Edmunds there is
not to Haverhill. The roads through and out of Hundon to Barnardiston are very narrow in
places (and liable to flooding) and the increased traffic will negatively impact the residents
of Barnardiston. Water Lane to the A143 is a single track road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
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assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.
Respondent Name

Ms Annie Gregson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

118

Summary

Village Shop/ Post Office is run on a volunteer basis and has limited opening times.

Comment

It is not a convenience food shop like the Co operative stores in Clare and Wickhambrook
for example which have extended hours.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Annie Gregson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

414

Summary

WS115. As well as development outside of the village boundary, this site location has
insufficient and inadequate infrastructure to cope with significant development, additional
housing better located elsewhere within villages with better infrastructure (roads and
drainage) and facilities eg school, shop, transport.

Comment

As well as development outside of the village boundary, this site location has insufficient and
inadequate infrastructure to cope with significant development, additional housing better
located elsewhere within villages with better infrastructure (roads and drainage) and
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facilities eg school, shop, transport;
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

459

Summary

The poor road infrastructure, the nature of the existing community services (tiny, part time,
volunteer run community shop, subsidised part time post office, limited school site, village
hall at capacity) poor access to health services and the poor public transport mean, in my
opinion, that any substantial building (more than 12 houses?) in Hundon would overwhelm
the existing infrastructure and facilities and require enormous expenditure to enable them to
cope. Development in Hundon should b

Comment

The poor road infrastructure, the nature of the existing community services (tiny, part time,
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volunteer run community shop, subsidised part time post office, limited school site, village
hall at capacity) poor access to health services and the poor public transport mean, in my
opinion, that any substantial building (more than 12 houses?) in Hundon would overwhelm
the existing infrastructure and facilities and require enormous expenditure to enable them to
cope. Development in Hundon should be appropriate to Hundon’s needs, carefully and
correctly ascertained (SO11).
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council will review the transport links in and
around Hundon and work closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is supported by the sustainable
settlements study. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the
services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take
place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in
October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement
hierarchy to account for any changes. The council will be working closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. All responses to the Issues and
Options draft of the West Suffolk local plan will be carefully considered and will assist in the
production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Deborah Cross

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

603

Summary

I think that the assessment of Hundon in para 4.9.1 (and the Sustainable Settlements Study)
is poor and needs substantially redoing, based on Hundon’s real life characteristics. A
realistic assessment would show that Hundon should not be classed as a local service centre
but as a Type A village, only capable of supporting some house building strictly in
accordance with a carefully applied SO11.

Comment

See attachment. * I think that the assessment of Hundon in para 4.9.1 (and the Sustainable
Settlements Study) is poor and needs substantially redoing, based on Hundon’s real life
characteristics. A realistic assessment would show that Hundon should not be classed as a
local service centre but as a Type A village, only capable of supporting some house building
strictly in accordance with a carefully applied SO11. I therefore think that the WSLP risks
being in breach of para 31 NPPF (which says that the preparation and review of all policies
should be underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence) and many of the strategic plan
priorities and strategic objectives set out in the WSLP. My evidence: * Para 4.9.1 - Hundon is
not 18km SE of Newmarket, according to Google Maps. “Hundon to Newmarket” is shown as
22.1 km and “Hundon village hall to Newmarket clocktower” is shown as 21.8 km. * Para
4.9.1 – you say the population is “1,915 (2018 mid year estimate)” and this is repeated in
Appendix 2 (sustainable settlements matrix) and Annex C Sustainable Settlements Study.
The number of houses in the latter two documents is given as 338 which gives an average of
5.7 people per house – implying that at least one number is wrong. Also contrast para 7.34
of the St Edmundsbury Core Strategy 2010 which says Hundon has a population of 1061.
This near doubling of the population in 8 years appears completely wrong. Inconsistencies
like this cast doubt on the quality of your other evidence. * I do not think that Hundon’s tiny,
volunteer run, part time, community village shop should be counted as equivalent to a
commercially run village shop (as in other local service centres) in assessing whether
Hundon is a local service centre – see Appendix 2 to the WSLP (the sustainable settlements
matrix) and Annex C to the Sustainable Settlements Study. It was set up by villagers as a
community benefit society, to support the needs of the village community, many of whom are
not mobile. Apart from one part time, paid manager it is both directed (by a village shop
committee) and run entirely by volunteers. The chairman of the committee tells me that the
shop occupies land owned by the village hall under an agreement that part of any profits is
paid to the village hall. The aim is to achieve a balanced profit and loss that provides
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working capital to ensure that the shop is sustainable. In the past six years it has hovered
around break even. The accounts can be seen by going to The Hundon Village Sop
Association 28848R at the Mutuals’ Public Register on the Finance Conduct Authority’s
website https://mutuals.fca.org.uk/ The shop is open Monday to Saturday 8am to 1pm and
Sunday 10am to noon (source: Hundon Herald). This para. relates to SO7 (focusing homes in
sustainable locations). * I think that Hundon’spart time, village subsidised, community post
office should not be counted as equivalent to a commercially run post office (as in other local
service centres) in assessing whether Hundon is a local service centre - see Appendix 2 to
the WSLP (the sustainable settlements matrix) and Annex C to the Sustainable Settlements
Study. The post office is open part time Monday to Saturday 9am to 1pm (source: Hundon
Herald). The village shop allows it space. When the previous post mistress handed in her
resignation in 2017, Post Office Limited wanted to close the post office. A group of villagers
realised that the post mistress was paid at less than the equivalent of minimum wage (as it
then was) and this made it difficult to recruit a new post mistress. So they set up a village
subsidy scheme to pay the post mistress more each month. Post Office Ltd told the villager
who negotiated with them that without this subsidy scheme they would have closed the post
office. This para. relates to SO7 (focusing homes in sustainable locations). * I disagree that
there is no benefit in further consideration of [Hundon] village hall as an indicator of
sustainability (para 3.4 of the Sustainable Settlements Study). Even now, in this time of
Covid, the chairman of the Hundon Village Hall Committee tells me that they are having
difficulty finding space for new bookings. Prior to Covid, the hall was fully booked. The
village hall car park cannot now accommodate all the cars that bring people to the village
hall, so people park on North Street from the junction with Armstrong Close down to south
of the junction with Church Street. This makes using North Street difficult, but possible
with tolerance and good manners. If the village increased substantially in size, I do not think
the village hall would cope with the additional demand nor would the parking or roads. See
also the annex at the end of this document. This relates to SO2 (infrastructure) and SO7
(focusing homes in sustainable locations). * Whilst the village school can take more children,
I do not think that it could safely cope with a large increase in pupil numbers, that would
probably be caused by substantial building in the village. Since enlargement, the primary
school can take 105 pupils and currently has 69. I think there is no room for building to
expand the school. There is no playing field attached to the school. Children use the small
school playground for playtimes and lunchtimes; there is also a small adventure playground
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on site. The village astro turf is also used at lunchtimes for school sports clubs and outdoor
PE sessions. The playing field, adjacent to the village hall, and cricket meadow, on Lower
North Street are also used. To get to the astro turf/playing field, the children leave the
school premises and cross North Street twice (no pavement on the east side of North Street
here). To get to the cricket meadow they cross over Church Street and then cross North
Street. Staff drive to school. Approximately 33% of children walk/cycle and the majority are
brought by car. (Source: the school). This relates to SO2 (infrastructure) and SO7 (focusing
homes in sustainable locations). * If there is substantial building in the village, it will be
more dangerous for the children to walk to the astro turf, the playing field and the cricket
meadow. I think that there would be a serious worsening of the existing congestion in the
village at school drop off/collection times (and other times when parents visit the school)
that would take substantial road, junction, footpath and cycle path creation and
improvement to overcome. So although the Sustainability Appraisal para 8.3.27 notes the
proximity of the sites to an educational facility, and this is also a factor in the Sustainable
Settlements Study classification of settlements, I think that should be disregarded when
assessing whether Hundon is correctly classified as a local service centre and so can sustain
substantial development. This para. relates to SO7 and SO16. * Health services – the
Sustainability Appraisal para 8.3.31 notes that Hundon is “noticeably distant from a health
facility”. Why was this not picked up in WSLP para 4.9.1? There is no doctors’ surgery in the
village. Villagers either go to Wickhambrook surgery or to Clare. Wickhambrook surgery is
8.1km (Google Maps). Wickhambrook surgery is already busy and patients have trouble
parking. I’m sure many Wickhambrook villagers will make this point in response to this
consultation. I understand that the only full-time surgery in Clare (Guildhall) is situated in
the High Street, so again parking will not be easy. The website of the GP practice that
recently went part time (the Stonehall Surgery) now says it is closed until further notice.
This para. relates to SO7 and SO16. Constraints and opportunities section Roads * “Hundon
has reasonably good road access to the A143 for Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill” Definitely
not for access via Barnardiston (to go to Haverhill or Cambridge). Where did you get this
information? Was it a paper exercise only – even so, why is it so wrong? See my detailed
note attached on roads around Hundon. * “Local roads and junctions within the village may
require upgrading in order to cope with additional development.”This is a ridiculous
understatement. See my detailed note on the roads in the annex at the end of this
document. Come to have a look at them! * The Sustainability Appraisal section para 9.3.1
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(page 28) notes the need, under Option 3, for road infrastructure improvements to avoid
negative effects in relation to congestion and problematic levels of air pollution for Hundon
(and 5 other settlements). * 38-40 above relate to SO2, SO4, SO5, SO7, SO14, SO15, SO16,
SO18. Public transport * Why is no mention made of the poor public transport available for
Hundon (contrast same section for other villages eg Wickhambrook, which mentions its
limited bus service)? If public transport is not available to take people where they want to
go, when they need/want to go, then they will continue to use a private car. This para.
relates to SO18. Character of village/landscape setting/green infrastructure * Why is no
mention made that any large-scale house building has the potential to impact negatively on
the character of Hundon? Nor that any development will need to respect the landscape
setting and attractive nature of the village? Contrast the same section for Kedington, a key
service centre and so presumably thought by WS Council as more “appropriate to deliver
sustainable growth” (para 1.1 Sustainable Settlements Study). In the section on Kedington,
none of the SHELAA sites is as large as WS115 for Hundon and the total of all the SHELAA
sites is less than the total for Hundon (less than 300 in Kedington vs. more than 400 in
Hundon). For Hundon, no mention is made that “additional growth should consolidate and
enhance existing community services and facilities” – contrast with Kedington. * The WSLP
documentation mentions, in very many places, the need to support good access to “green
infrastructure” and similar phrases – the comment is far too frequent to cite all the
references. So why is no mention made of avoiding the impact of house building on
Hundon’s existing green infrastructure, that is already well used by villagers? * Paras 42, 43
and 44 relate to SO6, SO9, SO11, SO12, SO14, SO16 and SO18.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
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issues.
Respondent Name

Nick and Melinda Statham

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

268

Summary

WS200 (land between Valley Wash and Church Street), WS115 (land at Mill Road), WS116
(land between Church street and Lower Road) and finally WS117 We are writing to lodge an
objection to the proposed housing development within the environs of Hundon. We do not
normally object to proposed development, and have not done so before, however this
intended plan is seriously flawed and would have detrimental consequences, both
environmental and social.

Comment

We are writing to lodge an objection to the proposed housing development within the
environs of Hundon. We do not normally object to proposed development, and have not done
so before, however this intended plan is seriously flawed and would have detrimental
consequences, both environmental and social. We will set out our concerns in this email. The
main access road to this new development would be through the village of Barnardiston
(which is only 1.5 miles away), via Greys Lane and Hundon Road from the A143 if coming
from the direction of Haverhill. This road is effectively a country lane, narrow in places and
with sharp bends restricting visibility, which has already had to take more traffic in recent
years than it was originally intended to carry. In the 26 years since we have been residents
in Barnardiston, the steady increase in traffic along this lane has included an increasing
number of larger lorries, including horse boxes from surrounding farms. Many of the banks
which run along the edge of the lane have gradually been destroyed, including the verges
which run along the exterior of our property, as a result of this increase in such lorries
alongside a greater increase in cars and vans all attempting to pass one another along this
narrow road. Taken together with the regular passage of large agricultural vehicles and
increasing numbers of cyclists and walkers using the road, the risks associated with adding
further traffic volume must be taken seriously if accident, injury or risk to life are to be
avoided. The council has a responsibility to recognise and act on this risk. To put this added
risk in context, the extra volume of traffic that would potentially be generated by the
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building of some 300 new homes (likely to have at least one vehicle, if not two or even three
per household) would, on this rural lane already unsuited to the vehicular use it bears, be of
the order of another 600+ car journeys per day. This would be nothing short of a travesty of
common sense and road safety. The council would be acting recklessly to ignore warnings of
the dangers this represents. The council should also be aware that the lane between
Barnardiston and Hundon has a number of horse riders who use it regularly, and any
increase in traffic using the road through Barnardiston towards Hundon would only increase
risk of accident or injury in relation to these users. The proposed development is also
unsound and unsustainable from an environmental standpoint. It would add 300 further
houses to a village without any bus service or local train station (which is why the increase
in vehicular traffic will be so acute). It is surely a requirement for the council to place such
considerations high on the list of significant factors in considering the viability of any new
planning application? It must be evident that all new residents will be reliant on their cars to
access amenities such as grocery shopping, jobs, medical services etc, and as mentioned
earlier in this letter, most of the journeys necessary to access these and other facilities will
be through the village of Barnardiston to the town of Haverhill, some four miles away. The
village of Hundon and surrounding small villages were never meant to serve large new
housing developments and therefore have none of the infrastructure or general services
necessary to support modern living within such a scheme. We are also concerned at the
extra burden 300 new homes would place on the small village school. It is incumbent on the
council to protect the rural environment for which it is responsible, whilst also allowing
necessary development within the area that it serves. It is clearly sensible, in this context,
for new housing developments of this scale to be built nearer to a larger urban area with
better existing transport links and where access to amenities is either served by available
public transport or is potentially within walking distance. Where car journeys are necessary,
they would be shorter on appropriate roads. Such development has already been happening
widely within the environs of Haverhill, which is currently expanding due to some
substantial housing development already in train, which will add c.3700 houses when
finished. This large town should clearly be the focus for any further sizeable housing
requirement as it is the better option in terms of sustainable, safe development. In
conclusion, we would ask Suffolk County Council to reconsider and reject the proposal for
this seemingly unnecessary additional development of 300 houses within a rural part of its
borough – carrying with it the problems and risks outlined in this email. Please could you
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ensure that this email is forwarded to the appropriate planning official and we look forward
to receiving an acknowledgement in due course.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Sarah Barrington

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

401

Summary

The facilities list doesn't tell the full story. he school has already outgrown its restricted site
with limited open space and no playing fields. The children are regularly walked to other
sites within the village for sports activities
The village shop is a mornings only community shop, run by (mostly elderly) volunteers
The Post Office within the village shop only exists because it is subsidised by a generous
group of villagers.

Comment

The tick box list of facilities in Hundon needs to be tempered by the following: * The school
has already outgrown its restricted site with limited open space and no playing fields. The
children are regularly walked to other sites within the village for sports activities * The
village shop is a mornings only community shop, run by (mostly elderly) volunteers * The
Post Office within the village shop only exists because it is subsidised by a generous group of
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villagers who don’t want to lose this facility from our rather remote village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council will also be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure
that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided
at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing
dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Sarah Barrington

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon

Comment ID

934

Summary

WS116. t’s hard to fathom why this site is even being considered. The allotments and this
open area in the centre of the village is an important amenity used by many. It became more
important than ever in the recent lockdown. It is also the site of the community orchard –
where just recently 60 volunteers turned out to plant the first 30 trees.

Comment

It’s hard to fathom why this site is even being considered. The allotments and this open area
in the centre of the village is an important amenity used by many. It became more important
than ever in the recent lockdown. It is also the site of the community orchard – where just
recently 60 volunteers turned out to plant the first 30 trees. I don’t believe there is any
particular need to facilitate growth in Hundon. It is never going to be any sort of
commercial centre, therefore ‘growth’ would only be in the form of dormitory housing with
the occupants travelling by car to work, shop and access main services elsewhere. It seems
illogical to significantly increase the population in this rural location at a time when we are
being encouraged to use our cars less. Hundon’s rural and poorly connected location does
not feel like an obvious place to build a significant number of houses and it seems likely the
village is only being considered as landowners have speculatively put sites forward for
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consideration.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement constraints map

Comment ID

661

Summary

Flood zone. With the possible exception of WS117 all of the considered options would have a
detrimental effect on the flood zone without significant mitigations.

Comment

with the possible exception of WS117 all of the considered options would have a detrimental
effect on the flood zone without significant mitigations. Most of the areas under
consideration are outside the current settlement constraints and would result in significant
green space reductions in an effectively completely rural area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
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distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not all
the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement constraints map

Comment ID

257

Summary

Hundon's settlement boundaries. The proposed developments are largely outside the
existing settlement boundaries and would mean that the current village would grow
disproportionately and should be rejected and future development limited to small infill
developments and low cost housing as has happened in the past.

Comment

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS ARE LARGELY OUTSIDE THE EXISTING SETTLEMENT
BOUNDARIES AND WOULD MEAN THAT THE CURRENT VILLAGE WOULD GROW
DISPROPORTIONATELY AND SHOULD BE REJECTED AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
LIMITED TO SMALL INFILL DEVELOPMENTS AND LOW COST HOUSING AS HAS
HAPPENED IN THE PAST.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
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including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Jeremy Barker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement constraints map

Comment ID

158

Summary

Site options. An extensive development in Hundon would fundamentally change the
character and nature of the village as a rural and relatively isolated location within reach of
Haverhill. The internal amenity spaces within the village boundary should be preserved as
they provide an important social & wellbeing component to the fabric of the village,
particularly on the allotments where a large increase in use and uptake of plots has been
seen during the pandemic.

Comment

An extensive development in Hundon would fundamentally change the character and nature
of the village as a rural and relatively isolated location within reach of Haverhill. The
internal amenity spaces within the village boundary should be preserved as they provide an
important social & wellbeing component to the fabric of the village, particularly on the
allotments where a large increase in use and uptake of plots has been seen during the
pandemic. The larger development would be catastrophic in every way for the village,
occupying a prominent elevated position, increasing pressure on an infrastructure that
currently could not support it and fundamentally changing the balance of the village. I am at
a loss as to how Hundon passed passed the Settlement status to allow these sort of numbers
to be considered in the first place.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
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development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Mike Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement constraints map

Comment ID

335

Summary

Any development on WS116 would increase flood plane on Lower Road which is currently
unable to cope with the rain water. As climate change takes its toll, increasing rain water
will have further effects on this flood area.

Comment

Housing in the WS116 area would increase the amount of water in this flood area. The road
is also prone to ice in the winter months together with the increase in water and traffic
would make this a real danger area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
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Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Ben Sainsbury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

14

Summary

This comment is made in relation to the allotment land off Church Street - site WS116. The
site in question forms a key area of local green space for the village community and should
be designated as such so that it can be preserved for future generations of the village.

Comment

As mentioned in the summary above, this site (being the allotment land off Church Street,
reference number WS116) holds special significance to the local community of Hundon, both
in terms of its current and past uses and should be designated as local green space, not
allocated for housing in the new local plan. This is a key area of local green space for the
village community and is used for a variety of recreational activities by villagers on a daily
basis. For example, the site plays host to a large number of dog walkers each day. It is also
used for other recreational activities, including as allotment land, for bike riding, walking
and general socialising amongst villagers. The local people of Hundon have also been
looking at other ways the site can continue to be used for the benefit of the local community
in a way that preserves its natural beauty and enhances wildlife and have been liaising with
the local charity that owns this land for these purposes. Due to its location between two
existing housing estates within the village, it forms a green buffer between built-up parts of
the village. It holds a special place in the heart of the village, which makes it very accessible
to all. Not only does this land have continued significance to the local community as green
space today, it also has historical significance to the village. Long-term residents testify to
the fact that this land has been enjoyed by villagers for many decades, and is even
mentioned in certain literature relating to the village as having been utilised by the local
community during the "Dig for Victory" campaign during the world wars. I have been told
that villagers have used this land for a myriad of different uses in the past, including for the
keeping of bees and livestock such as pigs. The majority of the residents in Hundon that I
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have spoken to about this area of green space are extremely passionate about preserving
this space for the continued use and enjoyment of the village and as such, I would urge the
Council to designate this land as local green space and not include it as an area designated
for housing in the new local plan. If this land is built upon, the village of Hundon will lose a
key piece of its green infrastructure that forms part of the character of the village, and
which is enjoyed by many for recreational purposes.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Helen Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

337

Summary

WS 116 is unsuitable for development. It is the heart of the village and would destroy a
major asset, changing the whole nature of the village.

Comment

WS116 is the heart of the village. Over 50 allotments, developing a managed orchard, wild
life meadow, natural habitats, outdoor classrooms and a real asset to the whole community.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

J M and J A Chinery

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

381

Summary

We agree that green spaces are important 'lungs' for the centre of the village, implying that
areas WS116 and WS117 should certainly not be built on, so it would appear that site
WS200 is the only possible site for a small development, but it is far from ideal because of
run-off problems in Lower Road.

Comment

If Mill Road forms a boundary to development on the north side of the village, why is the
land there even being considered for building? Has the council changed its views on this?
The land in question (site WS115) is Grade 1 agricultural land and it seems unwise to take
this out of production permanently. Our main concern is that even a small development on
this site would open the proverbial floodgates and eventually lead to large scale building
which would completely destroy the character of our village permanently and affect
everyone living here, not just those residing in and around Mill Road. Sitting on high
ground, any residential development here would ruin what is a currently a very attractive
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approach to the village, which nestles cosily in its valley. There is also the very real problem
of flooding in Mill Road and further afield by run-off from an estate with its new roads and
the inevitable hard-standing around the houses. We would also like to point out that the
south-eastern boundary of this site abuts onto a conservation area with strict planning
regulations. We approve of such regulations and are very happy to conform to them, but how
could this zone still be considered a conservation area if new and possibly environmentally
damaging developments are allowed in the immediate vicinity? We understand that a copy of
the site plan has been refused. What don't the developers want us to see? We agree that
green spaces are important 'lungs' for the centre of the village, implying that areas WS116
and WS117 should certainly not be built on, so it would appear that site WS200 is the only
possible site for a small development, but it is far from ideal because of run-off problems in
Lower Road. In conclusion, we beg you not to let large-scale development destroy our
beautiful and tranquil village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

John Christophers

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included

sites
Comment ID

205

Summary

Site WS116 is an existing public amenity for the villagers of Hundon, and a sanctuary for
nature. It should remain so.

Comment

I wish to express my objection to Hundon site WS116 being an included housing site in the
SHELAA plan for West Suffolk. The Small Holdings and Allotments Act 1908 made it a duty
of local authorities to provide small holdings and allotments. The obligation to provide
smallholding has since been withdrawn, but that for allotments has not. As such West Suffolk
Council has a statutory duty to provide allotments in Hundon. I believe that way back in the
past when local authorities concerned found it convenient to have the site WS116 made
available by the Estate Charity of Thomas Rogeron (aka the Rogeron Trust) for small holding
ans allotments, without the need for compulsorily purchase land. i believe that this
arrangement still holds, although the Rogeron Trust wants to sell the site for the
construction of houses. The Rogeron Trust's trustee Phil Impey said last year that the
village must "use it or lose it" referring to WS116. The maintenance of the site (mowing,
hedging and ditching) costs the trust about £3,000 per annum by using contractors at noncompetitive rate for little work. The income from the allotments has been about £600 per
annum. the trust has been running dow the allotment business by charging an uneconomic
reant of £10 per allotment, when the national average for an allotment is £45. The trust has
not advertised allotments for rent, and has been elusive when residents have tried to apply
to an allotment. To avert the threat of "use it or lose it", the Hundon Allotments Tenants
Association (HATA) was formed in late 2019. In July 2020 HATA persuaded the Rogeron
Trust to let HATA take over the price setting and collection of rents, and to take over in
stage the maintenance of the site. HATA's target it to make the site zero cost to the Rogeron
Trust in three years. The allotments are in two locations on the site: each surrounding
property has an allotment about 20 metres deep from its boundary on the north, east and
south sides of the field; a triangle of allotments is in the middle of the site. See attachment 1.
In addition to the management of the allotments and the field as a whole, HATA has sought
and been allocated by the Rogeron Trust two parts of the site: one for a community orchard:
the other for a wildflower meadow see attachment 1. Hata has recently been granted £1,000
by the Broxted Solar Community Fund for the community orchard. HATA has purchased 30
heritage fruit trees and training in their care from Greener Growth CIC. Planting is taking
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place on 5th December 2020. Also, HATA has purchased and sown yellow rattle seed which
is recommended for a healthy wildflower meadow. A sowing of mixed wildflower seed is
planning for spring 2021. HATA will maintain the meadow. The renowned naturalist, Michael
Chinery has surveyed the wildflower meadow, and found that it already has a good range of
wildflowers and has recommended more be added next year - see attachment 2. Michael
Chinery has also surveyed the butterflies that live in Hundon - see attachment 3. The site
itself is home to voles, frogs from the stream at the southern edge of the site, hedgehogs and
muntjac deer. Birds on the site include crows, rooks, jackdaws, green woodpeckers, wood
pigeons, collared doves, starlings, sparrows, blue tits, robins, long-tailed tits, and owls. In
summer house martins, swallow, and swifts zoom over the field eating the flies and other
insects that thrived there. The field is criss-crossed by paths used by people walking
between the surrounding road: Rogeron Close, Galley Road, Church Road, Farmerie Road,
Lower Road. The field is most popular with dog walkers, in fact some gather mid-afternoon
with their dogs and walk several times around the field, stopping to talk to allotment
holders. It is a place of social gathering. Site WS116 is an existing public amenity for the
villagers of Hundon, and a sanctuary for nature. It should remain so. See attached for
additional information
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
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Marie Mace

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

21

Summary

Hundon Plan - proposed development sites. Whilst understanding the need to provide extra
housing large scale development is totally unacceptable.

Comment

Hundon is a village! Whilst understanding the need to provide extra housing large scale
development is totally unacceptable. WS115 is far too vast an area and I am strongly
opposed to this large scale development. WS116 - allotments. This is a village facility and
even if not fully utilised it needs to be available. I believe there is a group that would like to
develop a nature/ wild area on part of this which is a brilliant idea but seems to be being
ignored. Also even more important facility if village is enlarged. Hundon is a village! HPF

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

665
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Summary

Area involved. The included sites would potentially double the size of the village in both
occupied area and housing stock. It would be wiser from a sustainability , usability,
environmental and wellbeing point of view to focus growth on towns and key service areas
whilst possibly considering small low cost housing type developments in villages and small
local service centres.

Comment

The included sites would potentially double the size of the village in both occupied area and
housing stock. It would be wiser from a sustainability , usability, environmental and
wellbeing point of view to focus growth on towns and key service areas whilst possibly
considering small low cost housing type developments in villages and small local service
centres. Appropriately serviced, low carbon sustainbale small developments are no doubt
needed in these "small" areas to allow people to remain in the locality of their upbringing
should they wish.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

258

Summary

Scale of potential developments. The scale of potential developments as proposed for
Hundon will destroy the village ambience, cause immense growth in local domestic and
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commercial traffic which the roads will not be able to cope with.
Comment

THE SCALE OF POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS AS PROPOSED FOR HUNDON WILL
DESTROY THE VILLAGE AMBIENCE, CAUSE IMMENSE GROWTH IN LOCAL DOMESTIC
AND COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC WHICH THE ROADS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO COPE WITH.
THE REPORTS, PARTS 1, 2 AND 3, MAKE GREAT PLAY OF PROTECTING LIVESTYLE, WILD
LIFE AND THE AMBIENCE OF VILLAGE LIFE. HUNDON WORKS VERY HARD IN
DEVELOPING THE COMMUNITY SPIRIT, MAINTAINING GOOD ENVIRONMENT
STANDARDS AND WELLBEING OF THE VILLAGE AS A WHOLE. THE PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENTS WILL UNDERMINE ALL THE ABOVE TOTALLY, AND THE COUNCIL
SHOUL.D UPHOLD THE RURAL VISION 2031 (2014).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr James Garnham

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

854

Summary

Objection to Green field development / Road miles. WS115 - The proposal would take good
quality arable land out of food production forever at a time when food self sufficiency has
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never been more important.
Comment

Ws115 - The proposal would take good quality arable land out of food production forever at a
time when food self sufficiency has never been more important. Development of a green field
site miles from major connurbations, employment and transport links necessitates increased
car journeys, more road miles with consequent environmental impacts.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lansdown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

556

Summary

Land at Mill Rd WS115. Filling in of this green space would be detrimental to the existing
and proposed residents. Loss of amenity for locals. Road access would become difficult for
all and could contribute to surface water flooding that exists already in Lower Road.

Comment

Filling in of this green space would be detrimental to the existing and proposed residents.
Loss of amenity for locals. Road access would become difficult for all and could contribute to
surface water flooding that exists already in Lower Road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Noted and thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of
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plan preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have
been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that
all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will
set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This
will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Rae Cutts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

769

Summary

Building outside of the natural edge of the village. Large scale development built on the
outside of the natural border of the village will cause huge environmental issue from loss of
natural habitat for a wide range of species , flooding issues , light pollution and the negative
effect on the wildlife currently inhabiting the land surrounding the village. The balance of
the natural eco system.

Comment

Large scale development built on the outside of the natural border of the village will cause
huge environmental issue from loss of natural habitat for a wide range of species , flooding
issues , light pollution and the negative effect on the wildlife currently inhabiting the land
surrounding the village. The balance of the natural eco system.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
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preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Rae Cutts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

810

Summary

Unsuitable site for development WS115. A large scale development will double the size of
the village and cause enormous damage to the environment with a large loss of habitat for
wildlife and the eco system as well as the huge increase in the volume of traffic in a village
that has very narrow roads and infrastructure.

Comment

WS115 This site is on a natural significant slope which already causes a lot of surface water
to run from Hall road through the village to Lower road and Clare road. These areas
currently flood and this problem will be exacerbated by large scale development at the
highest area of the village. The road surface along Hall road right through the village to
Lower road and Clare road is constantly in need of repair from water damage and this is
becoming a safety issue as well as the threat to property and the environmental damage of
erosion to grass verges the banks of the Brook and ditches. The infrastructure of the village
is not suitable for large scale housing development with the huge increase in the volume of
traffic that would accompany such a large development . The facilities and services in the
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village are limited with a small school in the centre of the village limited within its site for
expansion and already causing traffic and safety issues at the start and end of the school day.
The village shop is run and staffed by volunteers and open for mornings only , the astro turf
surface and playing fields do not have changing and WC facilities. Such a large scale
development will practically double the size of the village which is hugely damaging to both
the very fundamental core of the village and the very essence of the village and bring huge
environmental issues of pollution, damage to and loss of a very large area of natural habitat,
light and nocturnal pollution to wildlife. Mill road already suffers from large areas of
standing water and large areas of erosion of the grass verges especially on the very narrow
part that joins Mill road to the start of Whitings hill, this part is also single lane and is a
safety issue. This site will also exacerbate the flooding at Valley Wash as the fields natural
gradient also flows towards this area. This site is also beyond the natural border of the
village settlement and environment. A development of this size is unsuitable for Hundon
taking in to account the huge environmental, social and historical factors. This paragraph is
from email submitted The site is on a significant slope at the north end of the village which
already has a lot of surface water running down from Hall road through the village down to
Lower road and Clare road which already flood causing both damage and safety issues along
those roads . A large scale development will double the size of the village and cause
enormous damage to the environment with a large loss of habitat for wildlife and the eco
system as well as the huge increase in the volume of traffic in a village that has very narrow
roads and infrastructure. The village has a community shop run by volunteers that is open
only in the mornings , the village school is limited on its site in the centre of the village and
has already expanded to capacity. The fundamental structure of a village community will be
lost with such a large scale development. It will bring an increase in pollution also light and
nocturnal pollution and destruction to natural habitat and wildlife on the outskirts of the
village, it is beyond the natural border of the settlement. The site is also higher than any
surrounding current housing and such a large area being built on will cause enormous
surface water problems, Mill road already has persistent standing water areas and erosion
of grass verges where the road is narrow single lane and at times a safety issue. A large
development is unsustainable in the village. The site is on a significant slope at the north end
of the village which already has a lot of surface water running down from Hall road through
the village down to Lower road and Clare road which already flood causing both damage and
safety issues along those roads . A large scale development will double the size of the village
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and cause enormous damage to the environment with a large loss of habitat for wildlife and
the eco system as well as the huge increase in the volume of traffic in a village that has very
narrow roads and infrastructure. The village has a community shop run by volunteers that is
open only in the mornings , the village school is limited on its site in the centre of the village
and has already expanded to capacity. The fundamental structure of a village community will
be lost with such a large scale development. It will bring an increase in pollution also light
and nocturnal pollution and destruction to natural habitat and wildlife on the outskirts of
the village, it is beyond the natural border of the settlement. The site is also higher than any
surrounding current housing and such a large area being built on will cause enormous
surface water problems, Mill road already has persistent standing water areas and erosion
of grass verges where the road is narrow single lane and at times a safety issue. A large
development is unsustainable in the village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Mrs Tracey Morgan-Jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

20

Summary

Opposing development! Having lived in Hundon all my life development if this beautiful
village would ruin its charm and I see no reason to extend the housing. I also live next to one
of the proposed development sites.

Comment

Having lived in Hundon all my life development if this beautiful village would ruin its charm
and I see no reason to extend the housing. I also live next to one of the proposed
development sites. We purchased this property for the views and quiteness that we enjoy.
We did not buy it to sit in our garden and look on to a housing estate. I strongly oppose any
development in the village!!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Una Christophers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

214

Summary

Feeling in Hundon centres around two issues:
1. size and nature of new development
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2. specifically on the possible development of the allotment area in the centre of the village
(plot WS116)
Comment

Feeling in Hundon centres around two issues: 1. size and nature of new development 2.
specifically on the possible development of the allotment area in the centre of the village
(plot WS116) Issue 1 Size of development It is accepted that some development will take
place. Some infill development is already underway. This must be taken into account in
looking at the proposed new numbers for dwellings. No development should overwhelm the
village but instead be proportionate to the present size of the village possibly increasing the
housing stock by maybe 5% and be in keeping with the village i.e. be of low density. Feature
which make the village attractive to new development could disappear if large scale
development were to change the village into a dormitory. For example the shop is run by
volunteers and the post office is subsidised by charitable donations. These sorts of
community involvement do not exist in dormitory developments. Nature of the dwellings and
lack of career jobs The housing that is needed is housing ro retirees and young families, that
is smaller properties. Developers typically want the greater profit generated by three or four
bedroomed properties. In order to by one of these, two salaries are needed above £40,000.
Career jobs like these are in short supply here. It means an increase in long distance
commuting as people travel to jobs in Cambridge, Colchester or Ipswich. My own son my
travel to Royston over 30 miles away. He has sought to change jobs but in two years of
searching has found nothing suitable that is closer. Any new housing should cater for
retirees and starter families. Issue 2 possible development of the allotment area (WS116)
There is a articular issue with a piece of land in the centre of the village currently in heavy
use due to lockdown. While many people think there should be proportionate development
providing the right type of dwelling, they disagree that it should be in this field. It currently
acts as a 'green lung' in the centre providing a destination away from traffic for dog walkers
and strollers taking exercise during lockdown. Once this field is build over villagers will be
obliged to walk in the lanes surrounding the village. They will get the same views but
endanger their lives from traffic. I suggest that, given the close proximity of many other
plots on offer around the village that this central field be left as an amenity for the whole
village to enjoy.
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Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
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considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Ms Annie Gregson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

217

Summary

This consultation response objects to sites WS200 and WS115. they are outside the village
boundary
there is insufficient and inadequate infrastructure to cope with development in these
locations;
additional housing is better located elsewhere in towns and key centres with better
infrastructure and facilities.

Comment

I am writing in connection with the consultation currently being undertaken by West Suffolk
on the Issues and Options for the new Local Plan. The issues and options paper defines
Hundon as a local service centre. Four sites are included as SHELAA sites. These are
WS200, WS115, WS116 and WS117. This consultation response relates to sites WS200 and
WS115. Within the draft Local Plan Hundon is considered to have a reasonable range of
facilities. However, it should be noted that the community shop which supports the needs of
the village, it is not a commercial retail operation. Also whilst there is currently a bus service
operating from and to the village this is very limited. The attachment to this letter describes
the transport limitations. With respect to the three site options, paragraph 4.9.4 states that
the level of development will be constrained by existing environmental and physical
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constraints and the overall capacity for growth in the settlement. Paragraph 4.9.1 correctly
states that the southern boundary of the village is covered by a flood zone. It should also be
noted that Flood Zone 3 extends both to the south and to the east of Hundon and that the
risk of flooding at times of high rainfall (an increasing occurrence due to climate change) is
not uncommon within and around Hundon. For example, in 2014 the village was severely hit
by flooding which resulted in the closure of the primary school and the overflowing of the
sewer system. Furthermore Suffolk County Council’s Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment
Report, 2001 identifies Hundon as a location where there is a risk of flooding relating to
ordinary watercourses. Government Guidance on Housing and Economic Land Availability
Assessment states that constraints that impact on the suitability, availability and
achievability of the future supply of land for housing and economic development include
policies in the NPPF and the adopted and emerging development plan. Sites WD200and
WS115 as potential housing sites are contrary to policy insofar as they: * lack adequate
infrastructure; * are in areas of greatest flood risk * are greenfield and in agricultural use;
and * development in these locations would be unsustainable and have a negative impact on
the character, quality and appearance of the natural environment. The relevant policies in
the adopted plan are CS2, CS4, CS7 and CS13 and in the draft plan SO2, SO5, SO7, SO9,
SO11 and SO12. In conclusion it is considered that sites WS200 and WS115 should not be
included in the new Local Plan as potential housing sites because: * they are outside the
village boundary * there is insufficient and inadequate infrastructure to cope with
development in these locations; * additional housing is better located elsewhere in towns
and key centres with better infrastructure and facilities. * Attachment: Hundon Transport
Services * Source: Rural Mobility Fund Call for Expressions of Interest, June 2020 * Bidding
authority: Suffolk County Council * The district of West Suffolk has five key service towns,
two of which, Newmarket and Bury St Edmunds, serve the West Suffolk (West) cluster and
are located (on average) between 10 and 11 miles from the four rural villages - Lidgate,
Ousden, Hundon and Hawkedon. * Each village is dependent on the towns for access to
education, health and grocery facilities. Employment is mostly contained in the market
towns of Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket. * No commercial publics transport services exist
between Hundon and Hawkedon to Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket. * In the West Suffolk
(West) cluster, one commercial bus services operates providing a service to key towns and
urban areas. * The bus operator, Mulleys, operates a sponsored service that provides one
bus service from Lidgate, Ousden and Hundon to Bury St Edmunds in the morning and one
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bus service to Lidgate, Ousden and Hundon in the evening. * Traditional bus services are
unsuitable for these rural villages as the impact of the distance the bus would be required to
travel makes the service commercially and operationally unviable. * As transport is a major
factor in the sustainability of new housing provision, it is considered that housing
development in Hundon would not satisfy the NPPF tests with respect to sustainable
development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Sarah Barrington

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

404

Summary

I'm including all my comments relating to the individual development sites here as the next
section of the form gives me no confidence they have been submitted correctly. Site WS115
Land at Mill Road: The size and position of a development of the scale proposed would
overwhelm the village. Site WS116 Allotments: It’s hard to fathom why this site is even being
considered. WS200 Valley Wash: A development on this site would change the character of
this approach to the village.
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Comment

Site WS115 Land at Mill Road: The size and position of a development of the scale proposed
would overwhelm the village both in numbers of residents (this site alone potentially
increasing the population by over 26% at a conservative average of 2 people per household)
and visually. Hundon is nestled in a dip in the countryside and as you approach from all
directions, either by car or on foot across the fields, only the top of the church tower is
visible until you are practically in the village. A development on this site would be visible for
miles around and would have a negative impact on the wider area. Mill Road is a very
popular walk in the village with lovely views, low traffic and is particularly important at this
time of year when the field footpaths are impassable due to mud and standing water – this
village amenity would be lost forever. Site WS116 Allotments: It’s hard to fathom why this
site is even being considered. The allotments and this open area in the centre of the village
is an important amenity used by many. It became more important than ever in the recent
lockdown. It is also the site of the community orchard – where just recently 60 volunteers
turned out to plant the first 30 trees. WS200 Valley Wash: A development on this site would
change the character of this approach to the village and general comments regarding the
extra traffic this number of dwellings would create also apply. I have to say (here because I
can't find anywhere else to put it!) that the usability of this form for submitting comments is
really shockingly bad.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Sarah Sainsbury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Hundon settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

41

Summary

WS116. am very concerned about the inclusion of site WS116, which is an area of huge
importance to the local community both for the allotments which have proved to be a lifeline
for people (in terms of mental health and wellbeing) particularly during COVID times and
also because this piece of land is used regularly by villagers for recreational purposes and is
a beautiful and tranquil space enjoyed by people and animals alike.

Comment

I am very concerned about the inclusion of site WS116, which is an area of huge importance
to the local community both for the allotments which have proved to be a lifeline for people
(in terms of mental health and wellbeing) particularly during COVID times and also because
this piece of land is used regularly by villagers for recreational purposes and is a beautiful
and tranquil space enjoyed by people and animals alike. For example, every day a group of
dog walkers meet for the “four o’clock club” walking around and chatting - for some
attendees this is the only social interaction they have in a day - one elderly gentleman in this
group is a full time carer for his wife and another lives alone. Additionally this is a space
where elderly villagers, including those with memory issues, tend to wander around and can
easily stop and chat to people walking dogs, tending to their allotment or spending time in
their back garden.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
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settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Chris Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

659

Summary

Local service centre? Hundon does have service aspects which put it in the local service
centre classification but those services are limited and don't have possibilities for expansion
in their current form. They are therefore commensurate with the current size of , and
demographic within, the village and near area.

Comment

Hundon does have service aspects which put it in the local service centre classification but
those services are limited and don't have possibilities for expansion in thier current form.
They are therefore commensurate with the current size of , and demographic within, the
village and near area. it is very unlikely that these "services" would support any more than
very limited further development. Residents would continue to use nearby services
(Clare,Haverhill etc.) due to their more comprehensive nature. Larger developments in
hundon would not be sustainable due to limitations on services , infrastructure and
connectivity and would also not produce results conducive with the rural nature of the
village. Larger developments are highly likely to have detrimental environmental impacts for
the reasons mentioned as well as others. It is interesting to note that the St Edmundsbury
area Rural vision seemed to concur as little as 6 years ago.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not all
the sites and, in some settlements. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing
distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing
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requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.
Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

255

Summary

Hundon's settlement status. Hundon has been classified as a local service centre - see part 1,
options 2 and 3, paragraphs 5.47/48, which unfortunately means it is included by the council
as an area to take the 'brunt' of developments occurring in the south of the county as
Brandon, Mildenhall and Newmarket areas have almost been discounted due to lack of
space, leaving the remaining towns and villages to shoulder the developments required.

Comment

HUNDON HAS BEEN CLASSIFIED AS A LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE - SEE PART 1, OPTIONS
2 AND 3, PARAGRAPHS 5.47/48, WHICH UNFORTUNATELY MEANS IT IS INCLUDED BY
THE COUNCIL AS AN AREA TO TAKE THE 'BRUNT' OF DEVELOPMENTS OCCURING IN
THE SOUTH OF THE COUNTY AS BRANDON, MILDENHALL AND NEWMARKET AREAS
HAVE ALMOST BEEN DISCOUNTED DUE TO LACK OF SPACE, LEAVING THE REMAINING
TOWNS AND VILLAGES TO SHOULDER THE DEVELOPMENTS REQUIRED. THIS ISSUE
CONTRADICTS TOTALLY PARAGRAPH 4.9.3 WHICH REFERS TO THE RURAL VISION 2031
(2014) WHICH SHOULD LIMIT THE SIZE OF DEVELOPMENTS IN HUNDON WHICH IS
RIGHT AS IN MY OPINION IT SHOULD BE AS PER THE RURAL VISION.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
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settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Jeremy Barker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

157

Summary

Settlement status criteria. do not believe this criteria has been reached as the village shop &
PO is a small community run voluntary group. The PO requires a village subsidy and the
shop is not commercially sustainable on its own merits.
The school is close to capacity with absolutely no expansion opportunity within its
geographical setting.

Comment

I do not believe this criteria has been reached as the village shop & PO is a small community
run voluntary group. The PO requires a village subsidy and the shop is not commercially
sustainable on its own merits. The school is close to capacity with absolutely no expansion
opportunity within its geographical setting.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr John Noel

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

186

Summary

Wrong classification for Hundon. Although Hundon is classified as a Local Service Centre,
the facilities it has are insecure: the shop is staffed by volunteers; the post office relies on
financial input (charity) from the village; the pub is barely holding its own; the school is on a
wholly unsuitable site with inadequate outside space and is incapable of expansion to meet
any future development; there is no public transport and linking roads are narrow and
winding

Comment

Although Hundon is classified as a Local Service Centre, the facilities it has are insecure: the
shop is staffed by volunteers; the post office relies on financial input (charity) from the
village; the pub is barely holding its own; the school is on a wholly unsuitable site with
inadequate outside space and is incapable of expansion to meet any future development;
there is no public transport and linking roads are narrow and winding with no pedestrian
pavements. Hundon should really be classified a a village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Ana Paula Leek

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

216

Summary

Hierarchy. As mentioned elsewhere, notwithstanding its points tally, I think Hundon should
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be classed as a Type A village rather than a Local Service Centre as I believe its shop and
Post Office are struggling and reliant on subsidy.
Comment

As mentioned elsewhere, notwithstanding its points tally, I think Hundon should be classed
as a Type A village rather than a Local Service Centre as I believe its shop and Post Office
are struggling and reliant on subsidy.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs JANICE MCLARDY

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

597

Summary

The convenience shop mentioned is not a commercial shop. It is attached to the village hall
and is staffed by volunteers.

Comment

The convenience shop mentioned is not a commercial enterprise. It and the Sub Post Office
it houses, is open mornings only. The shop is staffed by volunteers overseen by a shop
manager . Without volunteers the shop would not be sustainable .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This
ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)
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which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on
infrastructure delivery across the district. All responses to the Issues and Options draft of
the West Suffolk local plan will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of
the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early
2022.
Respondent Name

Mrs Jill Weston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

375

Summary

Destroy village status. Hundon is a small village and development would change it beyond
recognition.
school is too small to support increase of numbers
shop is community run only

Comment

Hundon is a small village and development would change it beyond recognition. school is too
small to support increase of numbers shop is community run only

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council will also be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure
that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided
at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing
dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Laura Masters-Stonehouse

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

867

Summary

Objection to the categorisation of Hundon as a local service centre

Comment

I objection to the categorisation of Hundon as a Local Service Centre. The village is very
small, when compared to other Local Service Centres with a current total number of
dwellings of only 338. It has been categorised as a local service centre due to the score
designated to it in the Sustainable Settlement Matrix, which is 6. However, this is floored as
many of the points attributed have been done so to reflect small scale services which are not
suitable for servicing further residents. The local shop for example is a small community
shop which only sells essential goods. When compared to the shop in Wickhambrook, or
other Local Service Centres, which are more akin to small supermarkets. For a village of its
size, Hundon should be categorised as a Type A Village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The background evidence to the new settlement hierarchy is supported by the sustainable
settlements study. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the
services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take
place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in
October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement
hierarchy to account for any changes. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rebecca Saveall-Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

818
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Summary

Hundon should not be designated a local service centre

Comment

The village shop/post office is only just fit for purpose - it is staffed by volunteers (largely
retired and elderly volunteers), and does not turn a profit. It is a tiny space, open just half
days, and while undeniably useful, especially with many of us working from home now, it is
no substitute for a proper convenience store or supermarket, and could not cope with a
significant increase in use.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sarah Barthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

196

Summary

Hundon is incorrectly classed as a local service centre as the Village Shop is exactly that
with a post office funded by the village. The shop is run by volunteers and is non profit
making.

Comment

Hundon is incorrectly classed as a local service centre as the Village Shop is exactly that
with a post office funded by the village. The shop is run by volunteers and is non profit
making.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
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Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Ms Annie Gregson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

149

Summary

Hundon. Having lived in Hundon all of my life I have been aware of the effect of
development over time. The increases in traffic have made road safety a real problem in
Valley Wash. This type of development would be better suited to key service centres and
towns which already have an infrastructure.

Comment

Hundon has been classified as a local service centre ?It has a volunteer run post office which
supports the local population in an otherwise isolated village. Importantly the village is on
the way to nowhere with C roads linking into the A143 and B1063. This potential
development cannot be supported by the road networks which new residents would use to
travel to and from work along with associated delivery vehicles. Having lived in Hundon all
of my life I have been aware of the effect of development over time. The increases in traffic
have made road safety a real problem in Valley Wash. This type of development would be
better suited to key service centres and towns which already have an infrastructure.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
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Respondent Name

Sarah Barrington

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Settlement status

Comment ID

403

Summary

Hundon is not a service centre in any common use of the term

Comment

I don’t believe the term ‘service centre’ is appropriate for Hundon. In my experience, few
people travel to Hundon from other villages to use any facilities other than perhaps the
school. Most of the surrounding villages have as good or better facilities than Hundon and
in any that don't the residents are much more likely to use the facilities in Clare or Haverhill.
Hundon itself actually has very poor access to services such as a doctors surgery - one of the
two surgeries in Clare has closed with its patients having to travel to Sudbury to see a GP
and the other is not taking on new patients.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained within the
sustainable settlements study. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual
representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically
mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying
services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the
finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes The council will also be
working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Helen Lewis

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

336

Summary

Increasing the size of the village. The Infrastructure / road network would not be able to
cope with any increase in traffic. The roads are in poor condition and the drainage is
currently causing damage to roads. Pot holes are constantly forming as soon as they are
filled another forms.

Comment

The Infrastructure / road network would not be able to cope with any increase in traffic. The
roads are in poor condition and the drainage is currently causing damage to roads. Pot holes
are constantly forming as soon as they are filled another forms.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Arnstein

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

235

Summary

Objection to developments Re WS115 & WS200. I wish to register my objection to part of the
WSF development plan which relates to the developments of the land marked WS115 Mill
Road & WS200 land between Valley Wash & Church Street, Hundon. I believe that there
should be more emphasis & more consideration given to building houses on grey areas near
or in the towns of West Suffolk rather than using prime agricultural land for housing
construction.
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Comment

I wish to register my objection to part of the WSF development plan which relates to the
developments of the land marked WS115 Mill Road & WS200 land between Valley Wash &
Church Street, Hundon. I believe that there should be more emphasis & more consideration
given to building houses on grey areas near or in the towns of West Suffolk rather than using
prime agricultural land for housing construction. The impact that the Covid 19 crisis is
having on businesses is reducing the use of buildings for retail purposes. This will inevitably
result in more land currently occupied by retail properties becoming available. This could be
used to expand housing, obviating the need for so much development in rural areas. The two
areas on your plan on the edge of Hundon, are pieces of grade 1 agricultural land, which I
believe should not have housing built on them. The building of houses on these pieces of
land could set a precedent for the expansion of the development on the edge of Hundon in
the future. Also, there appears to be at present no indication or limit to the number of
houses on WS115, which may be constructed. If this development is allowed to proceed,
there is a distinct lack of road infrastructure for a large number of houses. Although the
village has a small voluntary run shop/sub-post office, Church & Pub, there are no other
facilities to support the proposed housing developments. The building of new roads, the
increased number of cars as well as perhaps the expansion of the existing small school to
support the growing population, would necessarily lead to further degradation of the
agricultural land & rural nature of this area. I feel that the proposed plan for these pieces
of land would allow development by stealth in the future, possibly doubling the existing size
of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr Chris Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

660

Summary

possible site options - overall summary. It is difficult to understand and or justify why
anybody would think considering sites within (adjoining) Hundon which would potentially
double the size of the village would be either constructive, sustainable or sensible. The
potential for 419 additional houses would overwhelm services , destroy the character of the
village and would provide big environmental challenges.

Comment

It is difficult to understand and or justify why anybody would think considering sites within
(adjoining) Hundon which would potentially double the size of the village would be either
constructive, sustainable or sensible.The potential for 419 additional houses would
overwhelm services , destroy the character of the village and would provide big
environmental challenges. It is likely that the flood zone would be detrimentally affected and
it is clear that any development that was not small scale and not fully provisioned with
sustainability options (three phase power, self generation, significant green space including
multiple trees per house, improved (public) transport etc.) would be detrimental to the
environment and the net zero ambitions.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Derek Pearson
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

256

Summary

Hundon site options. Areas ws 115 and ws 120 will potentially yield 320 homes. These are
currently outside the settlement constraints and of a scale which will outstrip all current
facilities including roads, services, school etc.

Comment

AREAS WS 115 AND WS 120 WILL POTENTIALLY YIELD 320 HOMES. THESE ARE
CURRENTLY OUTSIDE THE SETTLEMENT CONSTRAINTS AND OF A SCALE WHICH WILL
OUTSTRIP ALL CURRENT FACILITIES INCLUDING ROADS, SERVICES, SCHOOL ETC.
NORTH STREET AND THE HILL LEADING TO VALLEY WASH BOTH SUFFER SERIOUSLY
FROM GROUND WATER RUNNING OFF FIELDS AS THE DITCHES AND DRAINAGE ARE
INADEQUATE OR DAMAGED. THIS SAME PROBLEM EXISTS IN GRAYS LANE AND
WATER RUNNING OUT FROM THE FIELDS NEAR STEEPLE CHASE JUNCTION.
ALTHOUGH MUCH WORK HAS BEEN DONE AT THE JUNCTION OF GREYS LANE AND
THE A143, FLOODING HAS NOW STARTED TO REOCCUR.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Angela Price

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

483

Summary

Hundon has settlement status and should remain so without any allocated sites for future
development as previously agreed

Comment

This is more a selfish get rich quick by land owners rather than thinking of the residents
and implications to the village community. As stated all previous plans have designated
Hundon as having settlement status. The landowners owners agents have tried to gain
access to public land to the village before with various promises. Perhaps it would be better
if they really wanted to help the village to sell a portion of their land on the legal agreement
that some of it would never be used for housing and is allocated as village green space in
between exisiting and new housing so we can continue to enjoy the benefits of living in an
open village and maintaining the space and characte aas the planning document states.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the
overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three
will be considered but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements,
none of the sites may be selected. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA
sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does
not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage
of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Beverley Mason

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

42

Summary

WS116 Don't let us sleepwalk into losing this valuable asset. As an amenity it is a wonderful,
central recreational area not only for seniors but younger families, some of whom are new to
the village. Allotments are well known for bringing different parts and ages of the
community together; for more experienced growers and gardeners to pass on their
knowledge and expertise.

Comment

Site Ref:WS116 Residents on all four sides of the allotments, in Farmerie Road, Rogeron
Close, Church Street and Lower Road would lose out the most; this accounts for a large
proportion of the population. For people overlooking this open space it creates a feeling of
light and airiness and somewhere to enjoy the beautiful views and surrounds of our village,
unobscured by too many buildings and large trees, which is surely one of the reasons for
wanting to live in a wonderful village like Hundon rather than in a town or city. To build 84
properties on this site would create a feeling of claustrophobia for everyone living both
adjacent to and those moving onto the new housing estate itself. As an amenity it is a
wonderful, central recreational area not only for seniors but younger families, some of whom
are new to the village. Allotments are well known for bringing different parts and ages of the
community together; for more experienced growers and gardeners to pass on their
knowledge and expertise. This would be lost if different age groups didn’t have the space to
meet up, work on something creative and chat about their joint interest. In fact when my son
was small and on our journey home from Hundon Primary School each afternoon, an elderly
gentlemen would engage my son in the benefits of having big fat worms in the soil and when
harvest was due, would let him come and help pick cabbages, tomatoes and beans etc. This
land been well cultivated over the years by many generations of growers, something which
once gone is lost forever. More and more people have discovered the benefits of growing
their own food in these unprecedented times and lots of villagers in recent months have
spent large sums of money (and considerable amounts of time in preparation) buying sheds
and equipment for this purpose. Many are new to this wonderful hobby and pastime. For
those who would have this newly discovered pastime/hobby taken away from them, there is
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nowhere else nearby where allotments are available. We are very lucky to have them.
People walk regularly over there, stop for a chat and it is an easy and pleasant cut through
to the shop and village hall This large open space was previously suggested as being
suitable to provide an orchard or recreational area for villagers. This would be an
enhancement to the village and would also leave plenty of space for the allotments to
continue. Also, every approach road to the allotments is much too narrow to cater for such a
large increase in traffic; in fact they are barely wide enough currently. Add to this the
obvious – Lower Road floods regularly. There is no regular public transport so each new
resident would bring at least one car, more likely two. Amenities in Hundon are few and far
between and the decision to build on and lose forever, one of our final precious and valuable
resources such as the allotments. is something we shouldn’t take lightly. Having lived in
Hundon for over 40 years I am regularly told it is due to the sense of community and
friendliness that people move here and also return here after mistakenly moving away! To
rob us of yet another social amenity would seriously damage this perception. Site Ref:
WS200 is currently a very scruffy, unkempt site (don’t think it has been used or cultivated for
many years), has access from two sides and could be smartened up to give a much more
pleasant “arrival” into Hundon. There is also the ability to widen this road on both sides.
Residents would not have to come into the centre of the village to reach their properties. If
such a large number of properties is genuinely required in Hundon, then 66 houses
(although still a sizeable number) is a much more manageable amount and would blend
easier into the landscape, rather than turning Hundon from a picturesque and friendly
village into a sprawling small town.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
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issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Jill Weston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

376

Summary

Suitable sites. More suitable sites in Haverhill with suitable community access and facilities
already in place.

Comment

More suitable sites in Haverhill with suitable community access and facilities already in
place.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Penelope Smith

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

57

Summary

Small development acceptable - no more than 50 houses. would be happy for a small
development in Hundon (on agricultural field off Mill Road). 50 houses max would be
acceptable. Village needs more residents to support amenities including Pre and Primary
Schools, pub, shop etc. The village could not support 300 plus new houses without
significantly affecting its character and what makes it so special. Affordable housing should
be included.

Comment

I would be happy for a small development in Hundon (on agricultural field off Mill Road). 50
houses max would be acceptable. Village needs more residents to support amenities
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including Pre and Primary Schools, pub, shop etc. The village could not support 300 plus
new houses without significantly affecting its character and what makes it so special.
Affordable housing should be included.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr William Barthorpe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Hundon > Site options

Comment ID

230

Summary

We are incorrectly classified in the development strategy. Only a fool/financially interested
party would suggest building on public green spaces in any village. Large scale development
will cause house flooding on the Lower Road. As a designated flood zone this could in the
future invalidate home insurance in this area. which would be very costly for west Suffolk
council as it will have been their decision that has caused this problem

Comment

Only a fool or a financially interested party would suggest building on public green spaces
within our village and goes against any planners desire to keep the character of Suffolk
villages I can only assume its a red herring to encourage us to accept building on the edge.
The map shows the flood zones, it is obvious that large scale development would
significantly increase the flooding on Lower Road which has made the road to Clare
impassable for normal vehicles this week . The developers will be long gone by the time this
is realised and will not do any preventative work required

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
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all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Hannah Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

260

Summary

If there was a significant increase in the population of Moulton it would put a strain on the
already busy rural roads as new residents are likely to use their cars for travel. Although
there is a bus service it has a limited timetable and a high proportion of current residents
rely heavily on their cars on a daily basis.

Comment

If there was a significant increase in the population of Moulton it would put a strain on the
already busy rural roads as new residents are likely to use their cars for travel. Although
there is a bus service it has a limited timetable and a high proportion of current residents
rely heavily on their cars on a daily basis. An increase in population would impact the
volume of traffic on the Newmarket Road and Moulton Road heading west into Newmarket.
The Moulton Road and Old Station Road junction in the centre of Newmarket is already very
busy throughout the day. Traffic would also increase at the cross-roads in Kentford between
Moulton Road, Bury Road and Station Road. This junction has already seen an increase in
traffic in recent years due to the level of development in Kentford but there has been no
improvement made to this increasingly busy junction. The infrastructure is not in place to
support a significant development in Moulton.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
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preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Hannah Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

263

Summary

Moulton has limited services. Please see below. If there was a significant increase in the
population of Moulton it would put a strain on the already busy rural roads as new residents
are likely to use their cars for travel. Although there is a bus service it has a limited
timetable and a high proportion of current residents rely heavily on their cars on a daily
basis.

Comment

If there was a significant increase in the population of Moulton it would put a strain on the
already busy rural roads as new residents are likely to use their cars for travel. Although
there is a bus service it has a limited timetable and a high proportion of current residents
rely heavily on their cars on a daily basis. An increase in population would impact the
volume of traffic on the Newmarket Road and Moulton Road heading west into Newmarket.
The Moulton Road and Old Station Road junction in the centre of Newmarket is already very
busy throughout the day. Traffic would also increase at the cross-roads in Kentford between
Moulton Road, Bury Road and Station Road. This junction has already seen an increase in
traffic in recent years due to the level of development in Kentford but there has been no
improvement made to this increasingly busy junction. The infrastructure is not in place to
support a significant development in Moulton.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Ms Ann Pallant Steward

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

93

Summary

Objections to proposed developments relate to increased risk of road traffic accidents.

Comment

Re: Devs. WS144 & WS143. The infrastructure capacity of the Newmarket/Moulton Rd.is
inadequate to support the additional traffic which the proposed developments would
generate. The road is narrow & has two bends which make it dangerous to sight forthcoming traffic. At the top of the Gallops there are at least three crossing points where horses
regularly cross the road. An increase in traffic would pose further hazards. Likewise, at the
foot of the Gallops, by the stables & forge, an increase in traffic would add to the current
congestion & increase the danger of accidents.(This road is also on a national cycle route.)
WS144. An access on to Newmarket/Moulton Rd., would be very dangerous being close to
the Milburn Drove & Lark Hill exits & would further increase the likelihood of accidents.
WS143. The junction with the school/Chippenham Rd., is already hazardous. Another
junction there would increase the chances of an accident.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

. . (Godolphin Management)

Agent Name

Miss Ellie Drozdowska (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1147

Summary

WS143. A site of 1.7 hectares, with capacity for up to 51 dwellings can be categorised as a
medium sized development, recognised in paragraph 68 of the NPPF for their ability to
“make an important contribution to meeting the housing requirement of an area, and are
often built-out relatively quickly”. Allocation of the site could deliver a landscape led, high
quality, accessible, low density development.

Comment

The site is located immediately east of Chippenham Road, adjacent to the split into Kennet
Road and School Road. The site at Chippenham Road is located to the north east of Moulton.
At present, the site comprises 1.7 hectares of agricultural land, with residential development
along the southern and western site boundary; the site for housing would also respond
sympathetically to the prevailing pattern of housing development, particularly the housing
development to the south in Benefield Road. Moulton is therefore capable of accommodating
and providing for an increased population which would help to maintain local facilities and
shops to the benefit of the local economy. Moulton is well situated in the area, located within
7 kilometres of considerable established development, including; Red Lodge, Kentford,
Newmarket and Barrow. Moulton benefits from high levels of connectivity, Bury St Edmunds
and Newmarket are well connected by the railway station, providing regular services to
Cambridge, Ipswich, Stowmarket and beyond. Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds and Mildenhall
can also be accessed by a bus (service 16A) with the bus stop located approximately 300
metres south west of the site. In addition to public transport, Moulton is well connected to
major road networks in the east of England such as the A14 and M11, which provide access
to a wider area and range of other highway networks. In view of this, Moulton presents
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opportunities for sustainable growth that would contribute considerably to the housing
supply in the local area. A feasibility study has been prepared by Fielden + Mawson in
support of residential development at the site off Chippenham Road, Moulton. Indicative site
layouts have been prepared, detailing the dwelling type, amount and sizes, with a mix of
detached and semidetached, ranging from 2 bed dwellings up to 5 bed dwellings. The
proposed access can be seen off Kennet Road, with the spine road access location to the
north west corner of the site; considerable open space and tree planting can be seen
throughout the site. As shown on this masterplan a lower density scheme of 29 dwellings,
which in keeping with the prevailing density of development along School Road has been
prepared, with a mixture of detached and semi- detached dwellings. The landowners are
flexible on the number of units to be delivered on the site and are happy to work with West
Suffolk Council and the Parish Council in this regard. In addition, the promotion of the site,
has been informed by an Access Appraisal for the site, prepared by KMC. This Access
Appraisal confirms that suitable access, by way of a staggered junction can be provided into
the site, to serve up to 51 dwellings and that the site access would provide adequate
visibility in both directions. The site is therefore fully deliverable in access terms. In addition
to this, the allocation of this site for residential development has support locally, with
Moulton Parish Council commenting the proposal is acceptable and did not request any
changes to the proposal. A site of 1.7 hectares, with capacity for up to 51 dwellings can be
categorised as a medium sized development, recognised in paragraph 68 of the NPPF for
their ability to “make an important contribution to meeting the housing requirement of an
area, and are often built-out relatively quickly”. Allocation of the site could deliver a
landscape led, high quality, accessible, low density development and may be well-suited to
the inclusion of a high proportion of units suited to the family market, for both general needs
housing and affordable units.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
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Respondent Name

Ali and Jo Mohajerin

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

773

Summary

WS144. I cannot tell you how horrified we were when we read of the plans to develop the 2
sites for housing in Moulton, having seen how other villages in the area have been
decimated by similar developments. Just look at Kennet, Exning, Fordham and Red Lodge for
example. These villages have changed beyond all recognition – and not for the better!

Comment

I cannot tell you how horrified we were when we read of the plans to develop the 2 sites for
housing in Moulton, having seen how other villages in the area have been decimated by
similar developments. Just look at Kennet, Exning, Fordham and Red Lodge for example.
These villages have changed beyond all recognition – and not for the better! Many people
don’t want to live in towns or cities they want a more rural location. We all know that these
developments that they add on to villages are just commuter belts for Cambridge and the
like. The people that move in have no interest in village life. They are just looking for more
affordable housing. This housing always is predominantly executive 4 and 5 bedroom houses
that have insufficient parking and no front gardens leading to cars that are mounted on
pavements. The houses are always built on top of each other making it look like a concrete
jungle. Totally out of character to the rest of Moulton. Moulton is a charming village that
has many visitors each day that come from all over East Anglia to either walk their dogs or
just amble round the village. They come for the 3 churches walk, to have a coffee and
sandwich from the post office or maybe lunch at the pub. This was especially evident during
lockdown when the village was full of outsiders looking for green space, peace and
tranquillity. We should not be building on green belt land. As once it’s gone it will be gone
forever. I read that MP’s have recently voted for a change to planning that makes building
on green belt much less desirable and that brown field sites should be prioritised for
development. I hope that the council planners will take this on board. The proposal states
that up to 350 new houses could be built in Moulton (we all know it won’t stop there) it
would increase the village’s population by nearly 100%. If you put the same amount of
housing in Newmarket (say on the St Felix School or Scaltback sites for example) the
percentage increase to the population would be very low in comparison and have a much
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lower impact on people’s lives and the running of the town. However for Moulton to make a
more in keeping contribution for new development, we have for example the old carrot wash
which is at the head of WS143. This would surely be a more acceptable site, both on impact
to the village and size of development, rather than the field behind it. New development
should be focussed in towns and cities. There will be plenty of unused office blocks and shop
units that will now become redundant in the light of Covid as people will continue to work
from home more. These have got to be the priority to redevelop rather than leave empty to
become eyesores.
WS144 Lark Hill is agricultural land. Surely in these current times
the importance of farm land should not be forgotten. According to the news only yesterday
we are in danger of having food shortages as the ports will not be able to cope after Brexit,
so should we be diminishing our farm land at this time? I think most people would see that
as a huge error of judgement. We listened to the parish council meeting and were very
interested to hear why Moulton had been upgraded for development. It was because we
have a school (that is already full – despite being enlarged), a post office (highly successful
but already causing a nuisance to all its neighbours with the massive parking space shortage
and causing constant traffic congestion along the street) and a playing field (that has a
problem with its neighbour with all the balls coming into their garden). I think these
reasons are very tenuous at best. The roads in, and to and from Moulton would not be
conducive for any expansion of the village. As previously said the parking in the main street
outside the post office is hectic to say the least. I have personally witnessed a farm vehicle
stuck unable to get through that eventually ended up mounting the verge and still slicing off
the wing mirror of a parked car. The roads in and out of Moulton have their problems too.
Newmarket road is very narrow and is quite scary at times to negotiate when meeting a bus
or lorry in the opposite direction. It is always filled with pot holes too. Plus when you reach
the Newmarket junction at the end, especially at rush hour, it is a real job to filter out. The
other main road exiting the village is to Kentford. This junction (at the Bell) is a major traffic
nightmare already (this is before any expansion of Moulton and the 500 homes coming in
Station Road Kennet). When you reach the junction it is horrendously difficult to see traffic
coming in either direction or to tell who has right of way with the queuing traffic opposite in
Station Road. I think there is already an accident waiting to happen before any extra
pressure being put on the junction. We live in Lark Hill opposite the proposed site. The
view is stunning and it would be heartbreaking to lose it. I know we have a vested interest
as our house is directly opposite but everyone in the village I have spoken to - and it’s been
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many (even those who it will not directly affect) are ardently opposed to the development.
Born out by the 95% negative response to it from the Parish Councils questionnaire. It just
will not be in keeping to the village’s character or heritage. The path that runs along
outside our house is a public right of way footpath that has the spectacular views. If this
development went ahead you would change the view into a housing estate. That can’t be
right or desirable. Lastly we were interested to hear that our new neighbour’s house survey
had pointed to a 1 in 75 year chance of flooding from the field opposite. This was quite
shocking that this field would now even be considered for development. We all know that
concreting over fields for new houses reduces rain water absorption and will make flooding
even more likely to our homes. Responsible planners must take that in to consideration in
these times of climate change and the increased rainfall that could bring. We have also
been told that there is a major water pipe that runs to Newmarket across the field opposite
that would make any development of the site very tricky. We hope the planners will take all
the above points into consideration before making a good decision that retains Moulton’s
idyllic character for the future.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Alison Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1032

Summary

I am writing to strongly object to your proposal to change the status of a number of villages
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in the West Suffolk area so additional housing can be built. As a resident of Lark Hill
Moulton -I am particularly concerned with regard to this village but my objections could
apply to others. I think it is vital that some villages are left as just that, traditional villages
with a strong sense of community. Moulton is one of those.
Comment

I am writing to strongly object to your proposal to change the status of a number of villages
in the West Suffolk area so additional housing can be built. As a resident of Lark Hill
Moulton -I am particularly concerned with regard to this village but my objections could
apply to others. I think it is vital that some villages are left as just that, traditional villages
with a strong sense of community. Moulton is one of those. Why chose to open up 10 or so
villages to development when it is really not necessary as you have other options either
further extension in towns such as Newmarket and Mildenhall, or villages which have
already been extended and no longer have that value of a traditional village . Furthermore
some of these villages such as Moulton have very clearly defined boundaries, once you break
these there is every chance that over time more and more will be built and the village
completely loses its character. Please leave boundaries alone, go for in-fill as an alternative

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Colin and Elaine Richmond

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

448
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Summary

WS144. Some villages should remain villages and not just be extended to become a suburb
of a neighbouring town. Moulton is an exceptionally pretty village and certainly should
remain so.

Comment

Some villages should remain villages and not just be extended to become a suburb of a
neighbouring town. Moulton is an exceptionally pretty village and certainly should remain
so. Small projects of building infill have been sympathetically done successfully and retained
the character. Many residents, including ourselves, moved here to appreciate the value of
one of the most attractive villages within a very wide area and enjoy the views and peaceful
enjoyment of the countryside and walks which it provides. I would raise the following points
which would be serious issues if the development went ahead. 1) The access roads - namely
Newmarket Road to Old Station Road and Chippenham Road to Kentford. These both
present a current nightmare for motorists at the Newmarket junction and the Bell Inn
crossroads Kentford. These receive heavy traffic both from our village and through from the
Village of Clare to the South. Major development with most dwellings having two or more
extra vehicles would only exacerbate this problem. The surface quality and width of these
roads is not up to the required specification and is demonstrated when a bus and a lorry try
to pass each other with constant ongoing repair work needed as the edges are destroyed by
these actions, and no way of widening the roads. 2) Flood risk - Having lived in Lark Hill,
Moulton for 39 years and my wife for 48 years in the village, we both have witnessed many
instances of flooding. This is run-off from fields on both sides of Newmarket Road and the
Southern edge of the village in Dalham Road, (which is the other side of the hill adjoining
Newmarket Road). Sometimes this has been very serious and affecting many homes. As
everyone knows, housing development and formation of large concrete areas would create
greater volumes of surface water to be dealt with. 3) School - This is currently at capacity,
having been extended twice and with no more space to expand. There is currently an
ongoing traffic issue with potential accidents as children are being dropped off and picked
up. Imagine this with another large number of residents getting infants to school. 4) Land
use - The block of land (WS !44) to which this refers and the current superb view which we
all enjoy is Grade 2 agricultural land. With our exit form the European Union, it would surely
be better used in its current vital role, for the production of food. Having been in the
agricultural industry, I know what good quality land it is. Developments, if required, should
surely be implemented in towns where the infrastructure is in place already or provided by
new village communities on less valuable land with no other use.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

David Morling

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

460

Summary

I am quite surprised that this site is being considered for housing development.

Comment

I am quite surprised that this site is being considered for housing development. 1) Lark Hill
forms the boundary of the village, any development on the proposed site would be to the
detriment of the village as a whole. The landscape driving into the village from Newmarket
would become a total eye sore. 2) Newmarket Road could not cope with the additional
traffic. 98 homes - 150 extra cars, service vehicles etc etc. - unsustainable as a "B" road. 3)
If you wish to upset the special characteristics of the village (the reason why most of the
residents moved here), go ahead with this awful proposal and ruin the special place it is for
us and future generations. 4) I have little doubt there are other sites between Moulton and
Bury St Edmunds that are more suitable and, would have less impact, on a village landscape
and its residents.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Jessica Townsend

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

526

Summary

WS144. Personally I think that Moulton is long over due some development. We have
fantastic facilities for a small village and this would only aid growth and support the facilities
that we do have. I fear that the average age of Moulton is unusually high because the variety
of family homes is very restricted. We have 2 main estates (Lark Hill and Maltings Close)
which are fundamentally all bungalows and we have a desperate need for larger family
homes in the village.

Comment

Personally I think that Moulton is long over due some development. We have fantastic
facilities for a small village and this would only aid growth and support the facilities that we
do have. I fear that the average age of Moulton is unusually high because the variety of
family homes is very restricted. We have 2 main estates (Lark Hill and Maltings Close) which
are fundamentally all bungalows and we have a desperate need for larger family homes in
the village. If you look at Riverside Walk this was the last smaller development and the
families it houses is what we need more of. I have no concerns in the position of WS144 realistically it could not be in a better place, directly access to Newmarket Road (where most
of the traffic would go to Newmarket and not through the village), it is well supported by
that main road and does not have any flooding risk like the other options near the River
Kennett. More than 80% of the proposed area is Grade 3 or less so it is not taking good
grade 1 land out o production. It is merely an extension on to Lark Hill. I feel quite strongly
that there has been a lot of opposition about this proposal but I would like to point out that
the people are for it or are not bothered either way are unlikely to fill in a form. I think we
have the foundations that will support growth in Moulton. We have a thriving Primary School
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- which incidentally has a very high number of out of catchment children so any development
would not mean an extension to this but village residents would get priority over out of
catchment. Currently there is a high proportion of Red Lodge families that come to Moulton
Primary because it is the best school in the area not because they don't have an option in
their own village. We have a fantastic village hall which is well utilised and used, along with
the playing field and recreational area. I feel that these services and facilities would cope
well without further improvements.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

John Derry (Moulton Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1162

Summary

WS144. Developing this site would be contrary to West Suffolk's Aims and Objectives. The
proposed sites would be detrimental to the character of the village.

Comment

Developing this site would be contrary to West Suffolk's Aims and Objectives: • SO5: Avoid
building in areas of greatest flood risk and manage future flood risk through improving
resilience and by implementing innovative planning and management techniques. • SO9:
Support agriculture, farm diversification, estate management and rural tourism that will
sustain the function and character of the countryside and its communities. • SO10: Sustain
and support the rural areas through the safeguarding of local centres and services and by
encouraging rural diversification and the growth of the agricultural sector. • SO18: Reduce
the need for travel and make access to jobs, facilities and green space by public transport,
walking and cycling safer and easier. Please see our separately emailed response and
comprehensive parishioners' feedback.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Judith Knapman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1304

Summary

Potential Development in Moulton Village Site Ref: WS143 & 144. Why spoil this beautiful
English Village? Have a heart please.? Trust me this news has touched the hearts of my
neighbours. We are all very concerned. To sum up, I hereby submit my objection to ANY,
small or large development on either of the above sites.

Comment

I have only been a resident of Lark Hill for 5 years, but I can honestly say that every day I
walk to the end of the road I take in the beautiful view across the Field, and thank God how
lucky I am to live here and have this un spoilt view. Hence, I feel very angry to hear that this
may be possibly lost in the future, and therefore I feel the need to put my objection in
writing. In addition, in my opinion, the village could not take any future vehicles. We all
know that a standard Family household has an average of 3 cars these days. The Moulton to
Newmarket is already very busy with cars as a cut through to Kennett and the A14 to Bury
St Edmunds. As you are aware the 30mph speed restriction is regularly abused. In this
instance I have major concerns for Wildlife and Young Children. I appreciate that people
have to live somewhere, but surely future developments can be done on existing sites, Red
Lodge for instance, or the Kennett Bury Road Development. Why spoil this beautiful English
Village? Have a heart please.? Trust me this news has touched the hearts of my neighbours.
We are all very concerned. To sum up, I hereby submit my objection to ANY, small or large
development on either of the above sites.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Keith and Gillian Stronach

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

786

Summary

Ws144. Already there is too much traffic passing through the village, and additional housing
will make this matter worse. Over the last few years the roadside bank, along Primrose Hill,
has been eroded due to the volume of traffic. In addition we do not see how building more
housing in the village will meet employment, social and community needs and would
advocate that development should be in towns or a new village.

Comment

We would like to express our concern that land adjoining Lark Hill (WS144) may be included
in the West Suffolk Local Plan. Already there is too much traffic passing through the village,
and additional housing will make this matter worse. Over the last few years the roadside
bank, along Primrose Hill, has been eroded due to the volume of traffic. Furthermore the
road infrastructure is not adequate. An example of this is Newmarket Road entering the
village where vehicles have to almost stop if a bus is travelling in the opposite direction.
Also some sections of footpaths on the High Street are far too narrow and allow for single
pedestrian file only to avoid walking on the road. The building of additional housing at this
site will not enhance the natural environment with the subsequent loss of farmland and
wildlife habitat. In addition we do not see how building more housing in the village will meet
employment, social and community needs and would advocate that development should be in
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towns or a new village. I trust that our views will be taken into account, along with those of
the Parish Council and residents.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mary and Graham Cooper

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1328

Summary

We would like to set out our reasons why we are opposed to major development in Moulton.
250 new houses in Moulton could generate at least 500 additional cars in the village which
would give rise to a possible 1,000 extra journeys to and from the village per day. If West
Suffolk needs to provide additional housing it seems more logical to build a new village with
all the appropriate facilities rather than destroy an existing beautiful and peaceful country
village.

Comment

We would like to set out our reasons why we are opposed to major development in Moulton.
* 250 new houses in Moulton could generate at least 500 additional cars in the village which
would give rise to a possible 1,000 extra journeys to and from the village per day. Most of
these going to and from Newmarket along an already dangerous road. This could also upset
the Newmarket Racing Industry, which is the life blood of Newmarket, as these journeys are
over the Heath where the horses exercise every day. * The village school could not cope with
the influx of a possible 200 / 300 additional children. * There are no medical facilities in the
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village. * Moulton was awarded the status of a secondary village in the recent Development
Plan which we believe is appropriate for a small country village and should not be changed. *
If West Suffolk needs to provide additional housing it seems more logical to build a new
village with all the appropriate facilities rather than destroy an existing beautiful and
peaceful country village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss Angharad Ellis Owen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

933

Summary

WS143. Don’t feel the village needs to be extended. The road is already extremely busy
without significantly more traffic. School parking is already an issue. The school is already
full to capacity (even if expanded resources for teaching will not change and quality of
teaching affected by numbers in classes). The village will lose its village character by having
significantly more houses built.

Comment

Don’t feel the village needs to be extended. The road is already extremely busy without
significantly more traffic. School parking is already an issue. The school is already full to
capacity (even if expanded resources for teaching will not change and quality of teaching
affected by numbers in classes). The village will lose its village character by having
significantly more houses built. Don’t feel growth is needed in Moulton
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr. Peter Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1355

Summary

Concerns over the level of development within Moulton. proposal to build up to 350 new
houses should be rejected now. I accept that some expansion might be acceptable but
effectively doubling its size would change its total character into that of a small town. I
believe I speak for most present in Moulton residents when I say such a proposal is
outrageous, a serious threat to the environment and completely contrary to recent
Government statements on this subjection.

Comment

I have formally registered on-line to ensure my views presented below will be in the public
domain and so that you can keep me updated on future stages of the review. I divide my
comments into 3 sections according to you classifications; 3) Settlements; With particular
reference to the village of Moulton, I feel very strongly indeed that the ... (see attached)
proposal to build up to 350 new houses should be rejected now. I accept that some expansion
might be acceptable but effectively doubling its size would change its total character into
that of a small town. I believe I speak for most present in Moulton residents when I say such
a proposal is outrageous, a serious threat to the environment and completely contrary to
recent Government statements on this subjection. I cannot speak for Newmarket residents
but I would have thought that a similar number of houses built there would have only a
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modest impact and might actually be beneficial in terms of a boost to businesses based in
Newmarket. Please take my comments seriously, they are not motivated by self interest (I'm
80 years old) My concern is for the younger people in West Suffolk.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr and Mrs Roger Saych

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

815

Summary

We feel that the two developments proposed for our small village would eventually increase
the traffic to an unacceptable level.

Comment

We have lived in Lark Hill, Moulton, for over 42 years. We were disappointed to learn of
proposals for the development of the field opposite Lark Hill. This would increase the
boundary of the village and, we believe a previously pleasant, typical country village, would
lose it’s character. There are a few areas within the village which, we feel, would lend
themselves to in-fill. Previously, houses have been built on small plots within the boundary
of the village, and have fitted in very well. We already have a problem with the speed of
traffic into and through the village. The roads are narrow and with a few cars parked
outside residences along the main roads, there is often congestion and difficulty overtaking.
We frequently see large lorries and buses trying to pass each other; one usually has to give
way to the other either by stopping completely and pulling right into the bank, or up on the
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pavement (on Newmarket Road especially). One can often see the ‘teeth’ marks of huge
tyres in the side of the high grass banks, where drivers have not been able to gauge the
space. The section of road near Glebe House where the road bends, affords a very poor view
driving into and out of the village along the part of the road where that development is
proposed. We believe the narrow road from Newmarket is dangerous, and particularly so at
this point. We feel that the two developments proposed for our small village would eventually
increase the traffic to an unacceptable level. We have to protect the village and villagers of
Moulton now and growth, of the size proposed, would significantly alter our village way of
life.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Andy Drummond

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1224

Summary

WS144 This site is partially in a flood plain (FZ2) and should fail the sequential test. The
village prefers a small amount of development within the development boundary - not an
increase in the size of the development boundary.

Comment

WS144 This site is partially in a flood plain (FZ2) and should fail the sequential test. The
village prefers a small amount of development within the development boundary - not an
increase in the size of the development boundary.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Barry Watts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

960

Summary

WS144 is outside the northern boundary of Moulton, to extend this up the Newmarket Road
would subject this end of the village to, not only this development, but would create a
precedent for further development at some future date.

Comment

WS144 is outside the northern boundary of Moulton, to extend this up the Newmarket Road
would subject this end of the village to, not only this development, but would create a
precedent for further development at some future date. The C road between Moulton to
Newmarket is narrow and difficult for buses, school coaches and lorries to pass each other.
It is also a diversion road taken for cars and HGV’s from both the A11 and A14 whenever
there is an accident or congestion on these two main dual carriageways (approx. once every
6 to 8 weeks). This already causes a significant increase in local traffic congestion. To
increase the population of Moulton, as suggested would make congestion intolerable for the
existing residents. This area has already experienced flooding from run-off and hard
landscaping associated with housing development (roads, car parking etc) would increase
the risk significantly. There is a submerged 6 foot water mains running diagonally across the
field increasing the risk of flooding from accidental damage during and after housing
development. This is high grade agricultural land having been crop rotated for many years.
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This area is the northern gateway to Moulton and to extend the settlement further north
with a housing estate of modern properties will complete destroy the visual appeal and rural
views so valued by residents Moulton is in effect a commuter village, with little local
employments and very limited public transport. There is only one route to the north (the
narrow C road, Newmarket Road, joining Old Station Road, Newmarket) and either the
extremely narrow, unlisted, School Road (passing the children’s entrance to Moulton
Primary School) passing the Boys Grave to join the A11 for Cambridge, Mildenhall or
Norwich and the B1085 Kennett Road through Kentford to join the A14 for Bury St Edmunds
This development is an overdevelopment for a settlement with far too high a density being
suggested. As there is no meaningful employment on the village it is a commuter village with
only two roads (both B Roads) leading to towns (one to Newmarket and one to the A11)
There is already a population of 1,300 in the village so potentially doubling this with it's
associated extra traffic would cause significant congestion at pinch points, the junction
where Moulton Road joins Station Road, Newmarket, at the junction where Newmarket Road
joins Dalham Road. There are already traffic problems in the road in front of the village
stores and approaching the school entrance along School Road (which would only get worse.
Before any additional houses are built in Moulton all the principle roads need to be
upgraded/widened to accommodate cars, school coaches and buses, flood water run-off and
drainage at the north of the village needs to be improved and Moulton Primary School needs
to be enlarged significantly to accommodate the bigger pupil intake
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Charles Graney

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

201

Summary

Generally in favour of the development of Moulton

Comment

I am generally in favour of both the proposed development sites in Moulton with the
following proviso: That all buildings meet the highest standards of construction, if possible
to Passivhaus standard to include MVHR. All development provides that all properties are
orientated North South in order to take advantage of Solar thermal gain. That all properties
provide Solar Thermal & Solar PV panels, garages with electric vehicle charging points &
rainwater harvesting installations and/or consideration is given to a district heating scheme.
All horse road crossings, in & around Newmarket become become traffic light controlled.
Provide a regular rail service through Newmarket station. That Newmarket & surrounding
villages become overspill areas for the further development of Cambridge as a World centre
of specialist expertise.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Giles Kingsley-Pallant

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

418

Summary

WS144. By moving Moulton to a service centre this suggests that there is capacity for
expansion. The shop has limited parking and significant increase in traffic will cause a safety
issue, let alone a traffic bottleneck.
The preschool utilises the village hall and will struggle to expand much more than it's
current size.
I understand the school has land set aside for expansion but this is for the development in
Kennett and not additional development in Moulton.
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Comment

Speeding through the village is a constant and current problem, the current county wide
response is entirely inadequate. The police don't have the resources to solve it and the
Highways are keen to pass the buck back to the Police to enforce it. Traffic volumes are
relatively constant during the day, which sustains the shop. With 500 home being built in
Kennett as part of East Cambs literally dumping a vast site on the fringe of their county for
Suffolk to deal with the infrastructure pressures. How will any development truly solve some
of the inadequate traffic management in Moulton, with particular reference to the pinch
points at the bottom of the gallops into Newmarket, at the Gypsy boys grave crossroads and
at the Bell in Kennett. Unfortunately the 1960s/70s saw some tragic responses to housing
needs, demolishing ancient buildings (albeit not fit for purpose) and replacing with
functional yet cheap and insensitively designed dwellings. Much of the new developments in
Kennett have very little sympathetic design, they could be in Reading or Rochester, how will
the plan ensure both sustainable design that is sympathetic to the village. By moving
Moulton to a service centre this suggests that there is capacity for expansion. The shop has
limited parking and significant increase in traffic will cause a safety issue, let alone a traffic
bottleneck. The preschool utilises the village hall and will struggle to expand much more
than it's current size. I understand the school has land set aside for expansion but this is for
the development in Kennett and not additional development in Moulton. Lastly how many
homes do we actually need? Is growth driving the need, or is building houses driving
growth? It would be very sad if we saw the marketisation of new houses as Cambridge
experiences, with significant overseas investment boosting the rental market, pushing home
ownership further out of the grasp of the young. New Zealand recognised this distorted
pattern and introduced a cap on overseas investment. Quality, sustainable, sympathetic
organic expansion would be a sensible plan, It's not obvious in the current offering.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr John Ford

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1082

Summary

WS144. Loss of Landscape and Visual Amenity; Flood Risk; Adverse Impact on traffic flows
on Newmarket Road; The site contains a pipeline running north to south; The site consists of
‘best quality and versatile’ agricultural land (ALC Classification 2/3a); Heritage

Comment

WS144 Loss of Landscape and Visual Amenity Moulton is a classic Suffolk village nestling in
the folds of the West Suffolk Hills between Primrose Hill in the East and Folly Hill in the
West. The conservation assessment in 2007 described the village as a low density
landscaped dominated area.. The NPPF is clear that plans should recognise the intrinsic
character and beauty of the countryside including the conservation of landscapes. The
approach from the West along Newmarket Road offers a gradual entry to the village with the
broad vista of undulating fields to the right, and flint cottages to the left . Straight ahead is a
gradually emerging mix of established housing set amongst trees. The proposed site is on
higher ground, would be overbearing, and would completely dominate this entrance to the
village and be out of scale to the surroundings Flood Risk The site is identified at significant
risk of pluvial flooding on a 1 in 75 year basis. The surface water route is then down
Newmarket Road towards the centre of the village. The hard landscaping involved the
proposed housing development would increase the adverse impact on properties further
down Newmarket Road. There is historical evidence of flooding on this site. This has already
happened at the Dalham end of the Village 3 years ago when surface water run-off created a
mud slide which damaged a number of properties. It necessitated the Highways Authority
resurfacing the road due to the surface damage. Adverse Impact on traffic flows on
Newmarket Road Both developments will increase traffic flows within the village with
several hundred extra vehicles involved in both commuting and local journies. Newmarket
road is already limited in width when buses and other heavy vehicles are passing. The
impact would also be particularly heavy on the Village crossroads and on the junction with
Station Road near the Clock Tower. Risk to underground high pressure pipeline The site
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contains a pipeline running north to south. This is the main 6 foot diameter pipeline which
runs from Kentford pumping station to Kirtling Outfall. This is a high pressure pipeline
carrying up to 400 megalitres of water from Denver Sluice to Essex reservoirs built in 1971.
The pipeline is buried in a trench 1 to 1.2 m deep. Clearly the risk of disturbing this during
construction work would be an unacceptable hazard with severe consequences Loss of High
Quality Farmland The site consists of ‘best quality and versatile’ agricultural land (ALC
Classification 2/3a) and is currently in continuous use for a range of crops throughout the
year. The whole field is farmed as one and is equally productive, not split as suggested in the
Constraints Plan. National Planning Guidelines indicate that this should be protected for
agricultural use. Priority should be given to the use of brownfield sites and poor quality land
for development. This land is categorised as Best and Most Versatile 2/3a and therefore
should be protected in line with the latest NPPF. Heritage This site is of particular
significance. Its traditional name (1839 map refers) is Market Field. In 1289 King Edward
1st granted a Charter for a market to be held on this site. Moulton was a key trading point
on the busy route between Cambridge and Bury st Edmunds. It flourished as a result of the
wool trade and also attracted many pilgrims. This trade continued to develop and in later
years led to the building of the Packhorse Bridge. Hence this area of land forms an important
part of the heritage of the village and the heritage value of this site is best protected by
remaining as farmland. Water Pressure This part of the village experiences regular problems
with water pressure. This will be adversely affected by development on the site, and would
incur substantial infrastructure costs..
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr John Ford
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1084

Summary

WS143. The NPPF is clear the plans should recognise the character and beauty of the
countryside and the conservation of landscapes. The Conservation Assessment for Moulton
commented that Moulton is a’ low density landscape dominated area’. The proposed new
development would change this viewscape completely. The proposed site is set higher up
and would present the dominant view entering the Village from Kentford Road or School
Road.

Comment

WS143 Loss of Landscape and Visual Amenity Moulton is a classic Suffolk village nestling in
the folds of the West Suffolk Hills between Primrose Hill in the East and Folly Hill in the
West. The view from the brow of the hill on School Road captures this, looking down towards
the River. The existing houses on the East side of Chippenham Road are set relatively low
down and blend into the landscape as the land drops down to the River, set against the
backdrop of Primrose Hill. The NPPF is clear the plans should recognise the character and
beauty of the countryside and the conservation of landscapes. The Conservation Assessment
for Moulton commented that Moulton is a’ low density landscape dominated area’. The
proposed new development would change this viewscape completely. The proposed site is
set higher up and would present the dominant view entering the Village from Kentford Road
or School Road. Hazardous Road Junction This is a dangerous corner already with poor sight
lines. Traffic approaching the corner from the North is often above the 30mph limit and
almost never observing the 20mph limit that applies for the safety of school children. The
risks at this corner have previously been recognised as an issue by Highways. The Junction
is very busy with parents and children crossing the Road combined with the existing 5 way
Junction. The location is already high risk without any traffic from the Carrot Wash site.
Exacerbated by on-road parking on verges on School Road and spilling out on to
Chippenham Road. High risk of death or injury as a result of increased mixing of pedestrians
and traffic. Impact on School Road This proposed development, together with the impact of
the other site would create unacceptable risks to pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles on School
Road. This is a restricted width road with passing places and totally inadequate for the level
and range of current traffic. It serves as a direct route to the A11. The road surface is
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constantly being repaired at the edge where it breaks away as vehicles have to run onto the
verge. And there is already the risk at the School where fast moving traffic is mixing with
pupils crossing the road on an unsupervised crossing with restricted visibility due to parked
cars. Damage to Habitat The River Kennet adjacent to WS143 provides a habitat to
Kingfishers and Little Egrets. The reservoir, which is also adjacent to the site, acts as a
temporary refuge to a number of wading birds. The River is also a habitat for water voles
which are an increasingly endangered species and already being monitored. The footpath
alongside the River is used by occasional leisure walkers and the frequency is low enough to
not be a disturbance to the birds and waterfowl. The proposed development would have an
adverse impact, not just during construction phase, but with a permanent substantial
increase in activity on this part of the River Bank. The juxtaposition of a large housing
development would change the character of this stretch of the River and experience much
more intensive use. This unspoilt habitat would be permanently damaged. Kingfishers are
protected under Schedule 1 of the Countryside and Wildlife Act and Water Voles are
protected under Section 5. The River Kennet is part of a network of chalk streams and rivers
across Southern England which are of global significance. They are in crisis, in part due to
infrastructure pressures and urbanisation. This proposal can only make matters worse.
Flood Risk This site is identified as being at risk from potential groundwater flooding in the
latest detailed analyses. Building on this site would inevitably involve the majority of the site
being converted to hard surfaces with accompanying problems of run off which are currently
absorbed by the land during normal rainfall. National policy is to minimise conversion of
permeable to hard surfaces in order to avoid flooding downstream. Pipeline The site is host
to a spur from the main 6 ft. diameter pipeline which runs from Kentford pumping station to
Kirtling Outfall. This is a high-pressure pipeline carrying up to 400 megalitres of water a day
from Denver Sluice to Essex reservoirs. The pipeline is buried in a trench 1 to 1.2 m deep.
The spur in WS 143 runs from the School Road junction down to the River and is used as a
wash out facility during maintenance. This is a hazard to future construction activity. Loss of
High Quality Farmland The site consists of ‘best quality and versatile’ agricultural land (ALC
Classification 2/3a) and is currently in continuous use for a range of crops throughout the
year. National Planning Guidelines indicate that this should be protected for agricultural use.
Priority for development should be given to the use of brownfield sites and poor quality land.
An emerging national priority is to increase the proportion of food produced in the UK over
the current level of 40%. In addition to the loss of ‘Best and Most Versatile’ land for food and
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production there is the increased opportunity for biodiversity gain in the future through
replacement of hedgerows lost on this site in the past .
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr John Ford

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1310

Summary

Additional written comments on Part 3 ,Section 4. The two photos are illustrative of the
potential loss of landscape through the development of WS143. They illustrate the way that
the existing housing blends into the slope of the valley down to the River. The proposed
development of WS143 would stand prominently on the rising ground and be a major
detriment to the unfolding view of the village, nestling in the Valley, as one progresses down
School Road, and from the Kentford Road.

Comment

Additional written comments on Part 3 ,Section 4 The two photos are illustrative of the
potential loss of landscape through the development of WS143. They illustrate the way that
the existing housing blends into the slope of the valley down to the River. The proposed
development of WS143 would stand prominently on the rising ground and be a major
detriment to the unfolding view of the village, nestling in the Valley, as one progresses down
School Road, and from the Kentford Road. 4.10.2 Bus Service The bus service is not as
described in your text. Details are set out in my response to Section 4 of the Sustainable
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Settlements Study 4.10.5 SA15 SCC Education has confirmed previously to the Parish
Council that it does not require SA15 for expanding the School. I understand that the site is
owned by Moulton Trust, and that it has an ambition to provide a small number of affordable
housing units using all or part of this site. 4.10.10 Moulton Settlements Map Some aspects
of the Map are out of date and misleading. The Map should not be relied upon to give an
accurate assessment in the two areas identified below. Agricultural Land The Key uses the
term ‘Most Versatile’ and refers only to Categories 1 and 2. However the NPPF defines ‘Best
and Most Versatile’ (BMV) as Categories 1, 2 and 3A. The NPPF indicates that all 3
categories deserve protection. The Map is therefore misleading and will lead to land at
category 3A being ignored and unprotected, contrary to National Guidance The designation
of land is not up to date and fails to reflect reality. The fields at WS143 and 144 are
intensively farmed throughout the whole field area, are used for a wide range of food crops,
and provide high quality crops throughout. The Map fails to reflect this. An up-to-date
assessment would confirm that all of the areas in question are in Categories 2 or 3A and
hence should be protected Flood Risk The Map only uses the standard Environment Agency
profile which focuses on the River flood risk.. It does not cover either surface water
assessment or ground water assessment. These are now readily available and should be
taken into consideration. They are relevant to both sites in Moulton and spelt out in the
detailed comments on the individual sites, including copies of the assessments by Landmark.
The limitations of the Map are demonstrated by the surface and groundwater flooding at the
Dalham end of the Village 3 years ago when a mud slide affected houses, gardens and roads
following heavy rain. As a result, SCC had to resurface the road most badly affected.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Lesley Densham-Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

931

Summary

Amenities and character versus scale. A significant increase in housing stock and population
density, as proposed in WS143 and WS144, would detrimentally affect this balance as there
is insufficient capacity in the village and surrounding local environment to simultaneously
'scale up' the amenities without eliminating the authentic and unique character of the village
community.

Comment

The success of Moulton as a village lies in its existing population density in relation to the
facilities and amenities available. Moulton is currently a place where families can live within
the local community with balanced access to education, amenities and open spaces, and
where the special character of the village - both built and environmental - is nurtured and
enhanced. A significant increase in housing stock and population density, as proposed in
WS143 and WS144, would detrimentally affect this balance as there is insufficient capacity
in the village and surrounding local environment to simultaneously 'scale up' the amenities
without eliminating the authentic and unique character of the village community: the 'heart'
of the village - the central area - cannot expand; to build extensively on the fringes of the
village would be to increase density of housing stock and population that would overwhelm
the character of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Lesley Densham-Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1240

Summary

WS143 This site has previously and repeatedly been used for agricultural gain. Its current
status of lack of agricultural use could therefore be questioned.
The location does not support increased traffic onto the service road, regardless of where
the current or eventual access to the primary school may be situated.

Comment

WS143 This site has previously and repeatedly been used for agricultural gain. Its current
status of lack of agricultural use could therefore be questioned. The location does not
support increased traffic onto the service road, regardless of where the current or eventual
access to the primary school may be situated.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lesley Densham-Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1241
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Summary

WS144 his site has previously and repeatedly been used for agricultural gain. Its current
status of lack of agricultural use could therefore be questioned.

Comment

This site has previously and repeatedly been used for agricultural gain. Its current status of
lack of agricultural use could therefore be questioned. The increased traffic accessing the
service road would constitute a detrimental impact on traffic use for the village and
compromise the safety of walkers and cyclists in the immediate area. The scale of the
proposed development is disproportionate to the adjacent development of Lark Hill and to
the existing population of the village and housing stock density. Furthermore, the willingness
to permanently decrease available agricultural land by proposing this site signals the
potential for the entirety of this agricultural parcel of land to be further offered for
development in the future, to the detriment of the local community.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Patricia Watts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

318

Summary

WS144. My hope is that when making your development decisions, you will consider the
feelings of the village residents, those people for whom this settlement means everything to
them, and that for your own peace of mind you can put your hand on your heart and say ‘I
did no harm’.

Comment

My husband and myself have been residents of xxxxxx Moulton for 25 years, and we, like
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many of the villagers feel very fortunate and happy to be here. It was our choice to live in a
village as opposed to a town. We have a lovely view over the fields ( WS144) at the front of
the house. There isn’t a day goes by that we don’t appreciate it. You are welcome to come
and see for yourself. Stay for a cup of tea if you would like to. Villagers and visiting walkers
stop to admire the pastoral view as they pass by, it’s not just residents in Lark Hill who
benefit. Frankly, I’m not exaggerating when I say that if we were to lose it, it would break my
heart. Part of me would die. The view would be lost forever. Can I ask you to put yourself in
our position, how would it make you feel if you were us? A while back someone who I
thought I knew quite well said to me “If it doesn’t affect me, then it doesn’t concern me” and
I felt saddened by his attitude .... That he simply didn’t care or concern himself with other
peoples’ feelings. Because in this situation, considering the feelings of Moulton villagers
should surely be of paramount importance. A point I would like to make is that we were
made aware in the 25th November Zoom planning meeting that we were invited to, that
there are a number of other sites that could be considered for development as well as those
mentioned for consideration, some sites that would not have an emotional impact on
residents ... for years to come, and would meet the building requirements for the near
future. My hope is that when making your development decisions, you will consider the
feelings of the village residents, those people for whom this settlement means everything to
them, and that for your own peace of mind you can put your hand on your heart and say ‘I
did no harm’.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Philip and Barbara Wade

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

575

Summary

PART 3 SETTLEMENTS/WS144 – LARK HILL, MOULTON. We were shocked to learn of the
proposal to build up to 98 houses in the village. This proposal if enacted would destroy the
whole character of the village and amount to over development.

Comment

We moved to Lark Hill on 30th September 2020 because we did not want to live in a town
and because of the beautiful nature of the village and the fact it was a very old and unspoilt
village of compact size. We were shocked to learn of the proposal to build up to 98 houses in
the village. This proposal if enacted would destroy the whole character of the village and
amount to over development. * Objections: Damage to the ecosystem and wildlife.
Unnecessary destruction of rich agricultural farmland leading to increasing food imports and
to add to climate change. The rural landscape of the village would be harmed and also
create serious infrastructure problems. Highway safety. Newmarket Road is a relatively
narrow road and a new development would lead to increased traffic generation. This would
have effects on cyclists, pedestrians and other road users who use the road especially as
there is a speeding problem in parts of the village and on Newmarket Road. The increased
traffic could lead to accidents occurring along Newmarket Road which is crossed several
times a day by race horses out exercising. Any new large development such as proposed will
have a major detrimental impact on the character of the village in that it would be out of
keeping with the existing properties in and around the village and change what is a pleasant
and traditional country village. If new housing is needed then a far more acceptable
alternative would be by infill which would have far less impact on the character of the
village. Any new major developments should be considered in existing towns. The proposal
to build new houses opposite the local school is not a good idea. Again, fast moving
increased traffic generation and the danger to school children arriving and leaving school.
And does the school have extra capacity to accept more pupils from the increased
households? Worst case scenario if this development were approved in and around Lark Hill,
what steps would the Council take to minimise disruption caused by constructors’ vehicles
and other road users’ safety? Parking, unloading of vehicles, mud and debris on the road
especially on wet and slippery days in the winter.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Philip Mitchell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

481

Summary

WS143. It therefore horrifies me that a new development of around 30 houses is therefore
being proposed next to the extremely well regarded primary school , adjacent to a sharp
bend , with an existing minor road opening out onto the main road . I therefore find it lunacy
to even be considering such a proposal but if consideration is to be given any proposed plan
has to have the full agreement / support of the School .

Comment

A few years ago I purchased xxx Moulton and carried out refurbishment works . Part of the
reason for this purchase was that the view was one of uninterrupted arable fields,
hedgerows , horses grazing in the distance and tranquility . All very good reasons to live in
the country . However it would now seem that all this could be spoilt by the building of up to
98 houses - has such a proposal come about because of the Planners looking at a map , or
the Owner of the land putting forward such an ill thought out concept ? It would appear that
the Planners in their wisdom looked at a map and have taken two sites ( also WS143) at
opposite ends of the village and decided that they could be possible sites for housing . Given
this I am somewhat surprised that no consideration has been given to the arable land to the
left and right of the road going out to the village of Dalham ( is this not under the
jurisdiction of West Suffolk ? ) . Moulton , Dalham and Cheveley are considered to be three
of the best / nicest villages in this area . Moulton has a thriving Village Shop , a well
regarded Pub / Restaurant, a Playing Field , a Village Hall, and of course the compulsory
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river running through - a full house of all the essentials ingredients to make up the ideal
Suffolk Village . However it would seem that the Planners have no regard to maintain such a
concept . Newmarket is the Headquarters of Racing , and from where Racing started under
the reign of James 1 . The town has been destroyed by Planners with no regard to aesthetics
or history - there is strong opposition to the proposed Hatchfield Development because
Newmarket is losing / has lost its identity as the Headquarters of Racing and Breeding . You
leave Newmarket to Cheveley along the Ashley Road with Stud Farms on both sides ; the
same applies along the Duchess Drive to Saxon Street; there are historical training Yards
either side of the Bury Road opening up to part of the Heath . The road to Moulton has the
Heath on either side , followed by the famous Warren Place Training Yard, and then Moulton
Paddocks and Ashley Heath and Warren Hill Studs either side of the road before you see the
expanse of arable fields and Lark Hill with the village of Moulton nestling in the valley
below . This aspect will be ruined by the proposed development . A sad reflection to a special
village in Suffolk and about which the Planners appear to have no conscious or consideration
in maintaining the countryside , and the approach to a special and well thought of village ,
just outside Newmarket . ( All the Studs mentioned are immaculately kept with maintained
verges and cut hedges ) . WS143 Should anyone purchase a house close to a Railway Station
there is always going to be a possibility that Planning Permission is granted . There is
already considerable development in Kennet at present ( close to the A14) and I believe
there is more development being considered ( already agreed ? ) in the arable field to the
left over the railway bridge in the road leading to Kennet / the A11. It therefore horrifies me
that a new development of around 30 houses is therefore being proposed next to the
extremely well regarded primary school , adjacent to a sharp bend , with an existing minor
road opening out onto the main road . I therefore find it lunacy to even be considering such a
proposal but if consideration is to be given any proposed plan has to have the full agreement
/ support of the School .
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Robin Whatling and Mary Milward

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1249

Summary

We have lived in Moulton for nearly 23 years and recently moved and downsized to
bungalow in Lark Hill overlooking the field in question. The reason we did this was because
of the beautiful views and we are opposed to anything spoiling it.

Comment

We have lived in Moulton for nearly 23 years and recently moved and downsized to
bungalow in Lark Hill overlooking the field in question. The reason we did this was
because of the beautiful views and we are opposed to anything spoiling it.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Sara Beckett

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton

Comment ID

1216
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Summary

WS143 Moulton does not need large scale development

Comment

Moulton does not need large scale development This site is not suitable due to Loss of visual
amenity from the dominant nature that would result in developing this agricultural land.
Proximity to an already dangerous road junction and especially exacerbated by school traffic
Impact an village roads which many are narrow and unfortunately used abppve the speed
limits Damage to nearby habitat Flood risk area Loss of agricultural land especially
important with the events of 2020 which has demonstrated the importantance of our land for
growing food and not relying on imports. Growth should not in Moulton . The development of
sites of WS134 & WS144 to dwellings would be detrimental to the rural nature of the
Village which has a charm and special community atmosphere. It would therefore be
inapproprite in terms of lack of physical and social infrastructure

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Barry Watts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton settlement constraints map

Comment ID

591

Summary

Settlement boundary, Flood Risk, Agricultural Land, Loss of Amenity

Comment

WS144 is outside the boundary of Moulton, to extend this up the Newmarket Road would
subject this end of the village to, not only this development, but would create a precedent for
further development at some future date. This area has already experienced flooding from
run-off and hard landscaping associated with housing development (roads, carparking etc)
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would increase the risk significantly. There is a submerged 6 foot water mains running
diagonally across the field increasing the risk of flooding from accidental damage during and
after housing development. This is high grade agricultural land having been crop rotation for
many years. This area is the northern gateway to Moulton and to extend the settlement
further north with a housing housing estate of modern properties will complete destroy the
visual appeal so valued to residents
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Warner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton settlement constraints map

Comment ID

340

Summary

The proposed area WS144 off Newmarket Road, Lark Hill is a pluvial flood plain. Survey
report and flood plain map from 2015 are attached. Development here would increase this
risk significantly, pushing more water down the Newmarket Road where there is no road
drainage and into the gardens and houses in the vicinity. Our house 43 Newmarket road is at
high risk & would be one of the first affected. Historical flooding has , our neighbour has the
mud under his floorboards as evidence!

Comment

WS144 site is on a pluvial flood plain which is not shown on this map. See attachments. It is
rated as high risk.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Hannah Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton settlement constraints map

Comment ID

262

Summary

Please see below. Sites WS143 and WS144 are both outside the settlement boundary of
Moulton. These sites (with an indicative potential of 30 dwellings per hectare) would alter
the character of what is a small rural village with infrastructure unsuited to development on
this scale as already noted above. It is stated that for SHELAA purposes the 'yield' for these
sites is capped at 20 dwellings.

Comment

Sites WS143 and WS144 are both outside the settlement boundary of Moulton. These sites
(with an indicative potential of 30 dwellings per hectare) would alter the character of what is
a small rural village with infrastructure unsuited to development on this scale as already
noted above. It is stated that for SHELAA purposes the 'yield' for these sites is capped at 20
dwellings. Developing either of these sites would have a significant impact on the
surrounding landscape. It would also result in loss of Grade 2 agricultural land.
Developments of this size are far better suited for infill sites in existing towns where the
developments are likely to have less of an impact on the landscape and communities and
would not result in loss of agricultural land.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
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preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Warner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

341

Summary

The proposed area WS144 off Newmarket Road, Lark Hill is a pluvial flood plain, rated as
high risk. Survey report and flood plain map from 2015 are attached. Development here
would increase this risk significantly, pushing more water down the Newmarket Road where
there is no road drainage and into the gardens and houses in the vicinity. This area has been
flooded in the past.

Comment

In addition to the flood risk on this site which would be significantly increased with the
addition of these proposed houses on this site. Traffic would be increased on the already
poor Newmarket Road where buses have to pass each other at walking pace or use the
pavement and where drivers do not adhere to the speed limit coming into or out of the
village. I see no mention of improving Newmarket road in this proposal. Pressure on water
supply (there have been problems with water pressure in the last 5 years). The school would
not be big enough for the extra pupils. The shop serves this and surrounding villages in a
friendly and helpful way, but is very small with no off road parking and has only recently
been saved from extinction. We can see no advantage in becoming a "Local Service Centre"
only the risk of the village losing its status as probably the best socially cohesive and friendly
village in the area, only blighted by excessive speeding traffic. With regard to further
development in Moulton, we have no objection to in fill with in the existing boundaries,
provided these are in each case 1 or 2 properties in scale. With regard to larger
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requirements for housing provision these need to be in new community developments with
new roads, services, their own shop, GP and school etc so they can develop their own
individual community. We cannot accept in any way continual dumping of hundreds of
houses in any field where the farmer wants to make quick money, destroying existing
communities and overloading existing poor roads and services.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

293

Summary

Objection to the change of status of Moulton and the areas proposed for development. Given
the Council has many alternatives why proceed with even a small development that has such
adverse effects. Once you breach boundaries it is hard to see that further development
would be stopped, so there is a clear case for simply respecting existing boundaries.

Comment

Moulton is one of the very few villages left which have a traditional feel and atmosphere- and
as such is clearly much visited as such. It have very clear boundaries, particularly on
Moulton Road to the North. Breaking these boundaries is unnecessary especially as various
in-fill sites have been offered. This area would completely blight the view from a number of
existing houses. More importantly the land in particular has a 1 in 75 year event of surface
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flood water running through the middle of the field and across the access road. Surely
offering this as a potential building site is unwise. Neither the school or the roads have
capacity for increases in volume. Given the Council has many alternatives why proceed with
even a small development that has such adverse effects. Once you breach boundaries it is
hard to see that further development would be stopped, so there is a clear case for simply
respecting existing boundaries
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

P & J V+C Sabin

Agent Name

Mrs Lydia Pravin (Brown & Co Barfords)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Moulton settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

152

Summary

We note Site WS144 is an included SHELLA site, comprising 5.44 hectares and West Suffolk
Council consider the site can accommodate an indicative capacity of 98 dwellings and we
concur with this assessment. The site is located adjacent to the settlement boundary and is
immediately available for development.

Comment

Brown & Co have been instructed to submit the following representation on behalf of our
client P & J C Sabin in respect of Land off Newmarket Road, Moulton (site WS144) in light of
the current Issues & Options consultation. The National Planning Policy Framework 2019
sets out in paragraph 78 that to promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing
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should be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities.
Planning policies should identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially
where this will support local services. In Part One – Developing a Spatial Strategy West
Suffolk Council in paragraph 5.38 sets out a draft settlement hierarchy with Moulton
proposed to be moved up the settlement hierarchy to a Local Service Centre in recognition
of its population size, services and facilities and its proximity to Newmarket. This is also
reinforced in Part 3 – Settlements in paragraph 4.10.2 which sets out due to the large
population and good range of services and facilities to meet day to day needs, equivalent to
other local service centres in the district that Moulton moves up to the category of Local
Service centre in the new West Suffolk settlement hierarchy and that subject to available
sites and environmental and infrastructure capacity constraints being overcome site
allocations can be made in Moulton. We concur with this approach that Moulton is
designated a Local Service Centre and highlight site WS144 Land off Newmarket Road,
Moulton can assist with providing much needed housing. We note Site WS144 is an included
SHELLA site, comprising 5.44 hectares and West Suffolk Council consider the site can
accommodate an indicative capacity of 98 dwellings and we concur with this assessment.
The site is located adjacent to the settlement boundary and is immediately available for
development. The site is in a sustainable location with a lack of constraints which makes it a
suitable site as well as being able to achieve residential development which will assist in
boosting the supply of housing, thus complying with the National Planning Policy Framework
2019. Residential development at this site will assist with providing much needed housing in
Moulton and across West Suffolk and should be allocated for housing in the Local Plan. We
would be grateful if you could keep us updated as to the progress of the emerging Local
Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Dr Sarah Hawthorn

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Settlement status

Comment ID

588

Summary

Moulton is described in one section as a “modest” sized village. However, in order to make it
sound more reasonable to regrade the village to a secondary rural centre, it is then
described as a “large “ village. Moulton is a small and relatively unspoilt village, not
appropriate to call it a centre, and therefore in the frontline for housing development.

Comment

Moulton is described in one section as a “modest” sized village. However, in order to make it
sound more reasonable to regrade the village to a secondary rural centre, it is then
described as a “large “ village. Moulton is a small and relatively unspoilt village, not
appropriate to call it a centre, and therefore in the frontline for housing development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Moulton Manor Farm Ltd (Moulton Manor Farm Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Dan Hewett (Wilson Wraight LLP)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Settlement status

Comment ID

362

Summary

The Council’s recognition that the village “has a large population and a good range of
services and facilities to meet day to day needs, equivalent to other local service centres in
the district,” is supported. Moulton’s increased status as a ‘Local Service Centre’ in this
consultation is therefore welcomed because it will enable sites to be allocated for future
growth. Through this ranking, the hierarchy correctly identifies that Moulton is capable of
supporting growth.

Comment

The Council’s recognition that the village “has a large population and a good range of
services and facilities to meet day to day needs, equivalent to other local service centres in
the district,” is supported. Moulton’s increased status as a ‘Local Service Centre’ in this
consultation is therefore welcomed because it will enable sites to be allocated for future
growth. Through this ranking, the hierarchy correctly identifies that Moulton is capable of
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supporting growth. Given the services and facilities available in Moulton, we would
emphasise that Moulton, as a ‘Local Service Centre,’ is capable of taking a fair and
proportionate level of growth for West Suffolk. The West Suffolk Sustainable Settlements
Study (July 2020) is a welcome inclusion to the Evidence Base for the Local Plan. Both its
methodology and a number of the conclusions drawn are supported, including the following:
* The level of growth is dependent on many factors, for example environmental, landscape
and flooding constraints. Importantly the study states that it “does not determine how much
growth should go in each settlement, and if a settlement is at the top of the hierarchy it does
not automatically mean that sites will be identified and allocated for development in the local
plan.” Sites should be reviewed and allocated on merit and housing targets for settlements
based on the combined quantum of development the sites can deliver. We would also like to
see the inclusion of ‘reserve’ sites for each settlement which can come forward after 5 years
if other sites have not been able to deliver as expected. This will build flexibility into the
Plan which will provide a more robust and responsive housing strategy, enabling the Plan to
meet the key soundness tests as it progresses towards Examination. * The characteristics of
sustainability derived from the NPPF set out in Table 1 is helpful and provides an
appropriate starting point to develop the final set of indicators used to assess settlements in
West Suffolk. The review of these indicators, the resulting exclusion of some as a measure of
sustainability and the reasons provided is supported. * The movement of Moulton up one
settlement category is supported. The village has seven of the sustainability indicators, a
large population and a good range of services and facilities to meet day to day needs.
Overall, the Sustainable Settlements Study is an important piece of evidence to assist the
Council in accurately targeting the three overarching objectives of sustainable development:
economic, social, and environmental, as laid down in the NPPF. The land to the south of
Moulton can appropriately accommodate development in a sensitive manner and will provide
a suitable form of development, which is both deliverable, sustainable, and viable. To
achieve sustainable development, in line with the NPPF’s social objective, new housing
development must provide “the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and
future generations; and by creating a high-quality built environment, with accessible local
services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural wellbeing” (NPPF, Paragraph 8). The land to the south of Moulton meets this objective. It is also
appropriate that the growth identified for the plan period should be distributed across
settlements in a proportional manner, based on an objective assessment of the provision of
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(or potential for) services and facilities and the suitability of the settlement to accommodate
growth in environmental terms. Paragraph 72 of the NPPF (2019) goes on to state, when
identifying suitable locations for such development “where this can help to meet identified
needs in a sustainable way,” strategic policy making authorities should: * Consider the
opportunities presented by existing or planned investment in infrastructure, the area’s
economic potential and the scope for net environmental gains. * Ensure that their size and
location will support a sustainable community, with sufficient access to services and
employment opportunities within the development itself, (without expecting an unrealistic
level of self-containment), or in larger towns to which there is good access. * Set clear
expectations for the quality of the development and how this can be maintained (such as by
following Garden City principals) and ensure that a variety of homes to meet the needs of
different groups in the community will be provided. * Make a realistic assessment of likely
rates of delivery, given the lead-in times for large scale sites, and identify opportunities for
supporting rapid implementation (such as through joint ventures or locally-led development
corporations).”
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mrs Hannah Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Settlement status

Comment ID

261

Summary

Please see below. Moulton is a rural village. Adding development of the sizes proposed would
completely change the character of this community. In the Forest Heath Core Strategy 2010
a local service centre is defined as: ‘Including a range of shops, a small supermarket, a
newsagent, sub-post office and a pharmacy, other facilities include a hot food takeaway and
a launderette.’ Moulton does not have these all facilities.

Comment

Although Moulton has a school, one local shop, one pub and a playing field these are still a
limited number of services and there does not appear to be sufficient reason to move the
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village from secondary village to local service centre. In the Forest Heath Core Strategy
2010 a local service centre is defined as: ‘Including a range of shops, a small supermarket, a
newsagent, sub-post office and a pharmacy, other facilities include a hot food takeaway and
a launderette.’ Moulton does not have these all facilities. Moulton is a rural village. Adding
development of the sizes proposed would completely change the character of this
community. A number of nearby villages (eg. Kentford and Red Lodge) have already seen
significant development over recent years which has altered the character of these villages.
A significant increase in housing would result in the need to expand the school which would
further increase traffic through the rural village. Expansion of the school would put a further
strain on the School Road, Chippenham Road and Moulton Road junction by the school.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The background to the new settlement
hierarchy is explained in part three of the local plan and the sustainable settlements study
which supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the
services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take
place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in
October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement
hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Poppy Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Settlement status

Comment ID

112
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Summary

Good services but pushed. Moulton does have a number of good services but these are
already busy, there is already a lot of traffic through the village - especially around the
school. The school is oversubscribed already. And more will come - there has been massive
development in Kentford and these children are in the catchment for Moulton school.

Comment

Moulton does have a number of good services but these are already busy, there is already a
lot of traffic through the village - especially around the school. The school is oversubscribed
already. And more will come - there has been massive development in Kentford and these
children are in the catchment for Moulton school.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the education
authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Trisha McMurray

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Settlement status

Comment ID

86

Summary

Moulton - Proposed Service Centre Designation. Whilst most people acknowledge that
additional housing is required, it seems more sensible to expand areas such as Newmarket,
Mildenhall etc. which can offer a full spectrum of facilities, road networks and other
infrastructure.
I do not support the status of Moulton being changed from Secondary Settlement to a Local
Service Centre for the above reasons.

Comment
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I am very surprised that, with brexit scheduled to occur at the end of December 2020 and
where we should be encouraging farmers to put all agricultural land to full use to enable the

UK to become self sufficient in its food production, current agricultural land is being
considered for housing development. Whilst most people acknowledge that additional
housing is required, it seems more sensible to expand areas such as Newmarket, Mildenhall
etc. which can offer a full spectrum of facilities, road networks and other infrastructure. I do
not support the status of Moulton being changed from Secondary Settlement to a Local
Service Centre for the above reasons.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Dr Sarah Hawthorn

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Site options

Comment ID

81

Summary

The site WS144 is very large in proportion to the size of the existing village. It would extend
the boundary in a disproportionate linear fashion along a road that is already narrow and
has a problem with traffic speeding. The direct access to Newmarket from there is over the
heath which has a large volume of racing horse traffic every day, making an increase in car
traffic dangerous.

Comment

The visual impact of a large number of new houses on the character of this village would
also be very damagingly it’s status as one of West Suffolk’s gems.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Poppy Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Moulton > Site options

Comment ID

113

Summary

Concreting over farmland and green space. West Suffolk Council declared a 'climate and
biodiversity emergency' in July 2020. So why on earth are you building more and more
houses everywhere?? I understand West Suffolk supposedly has to build 800 new houses a
year (!!!) but my question is - where and when does this stop?? When every last inch of
green space is concreted over? When we have nowhere to grow any food??

Comment

West Suffolk Council declared a 'climate and biodiversity emergency' in July 2020. So why on
earth are you building more and more houses everywhere?? I understand West Suffolk
supposedly has to build 800 new houses a year (!!!) but my question is - where and when
does this stop?? When every last inch of green space is concreted over? When we have
nowhere to grow any food?? I understand there is apparently a housing shortage but are
there not other options? Town centres are half empty as shops close down - why not build
homes there? Why not campaign for a ban on second/third/holiday homes?? Why not check
to see if council houses are actually being lived in?? I know these new houses are apparently
more 'sustainable' but I don't see how building on mass is environmentally friendly. The
houses built in Kentford etc are not 'affordable homes' which is actually what we need
anyway. Your 'climate emergency' seems a bit of a PR stunt if you're continuing the building,
even through the current covid crisis.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Adrian Wells

Agent Name

Mr Keith Hutchinson (Hutchinsons Planning)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > West Row > West Row

Comment ID

1096

Summary

WS187/WS184 These representations are submitted on behalf of Mr A Wells and seek an
allocation for housing development of this site off Chapel Road, West Row in the
emerging West Suffolk Local Plan review.

Comment

Please see attached documents. These representations are submitted on behalf of Mr A Wells
and seek an allocation for housing development of these sites off Chapel Road, West Row in
the emerging West Suffolk Local Plan review.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the supporting information for sites WS184/187 which will be
considered during the next stage of plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

John Bracegirdle

Agent Name

Tom Collins (Mather Jamie)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > West Row > West Row
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Comment ID

997

Summary

WS178. This site benefits from direct highway access from Williams Way adjacent to the
west, and is located centrally within West Row, in easy access of all its local services and
facilities. The site is in single ownership, has clear developer interest, and is free from any
physical constraints to development. Initial assessment work to further demonstrate the
site’s deliverability is being undertaken, and will be submitted to the Council in due course.

Comment

Site reference WS178: Land at Williams Way This site benefits from direct highway access
from Williams Way adjacent to the west, and is located centrally within West Row, in easy
access of all its local services and facilities. The site is in single ownership, has clear
developer interest, and is free from any physical constraints to development. Initial
assessment work to further demonstrate the site’s deliverability is being undertaken, and
will be submitted to the Council in due course.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr George Blanchard (Concertus Design & Property Consultants Ltd and Suffolk ...

Agent Name

Mr David Fovargue (Wood Group plc)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > West Row > West Row

Comment ID

706

Summary

West Row's role in the settlement hierarchy & SCC's landholding WS181. This site is already
allocated for development in the Forest Heath Site Allocations Local Plan (SALP) under
Policy SA14(a). Suffolk County Council owns 6.2ha of the allocation (site plan in Appendix 1)
and supports its allocation for development in the new West Suffolk plan.

Comment

The role of West Row in the settlement hierarchy West Row is currently identified as a Local
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Service Centre (LSC) with para. 4.12.2 proposing that this is taken forward into the new
plan. However, West Row fits the emerging plan’s definition of a Key Service Centre (KSC),
which identifies minimum provision of “a primary school, a public house, a convenience
shop, and a play area”, all of which are available at West Row. As planned development
comes forward on allocation SA14(a) (152 dwellings) its population could be at least
comparable with KSCs such as Barrow, Clare and Kedington. Furthermore, West Row is a
unique location given its proximity to and functional relationship with Mildenhall, as
recognised in the Part Three document, with good footpath and cycle links. Nevertheless,
whether West Row is a KSC or LSC, it should still have a key role to play in any spatial
strategy, given its ability to address local needs and the opportunity for new development to
further elevate and enhance its existing sustainability credentials given good levels of
service provision and proximity to Mildenhall. Suffolk County Council is already looking to
deliver wider sustainability benefits for the village as it actively brings forward Forest Heath
Local Plan allocation SA14(a), linked to SHELAA sites WS181 and WS188. Alongside
provision of homes, 30% of which will be affordable, Suffolk County Council is seeking to
deliver a new parish office/facility, new cemetery and wider PRoW improvements, all enabled
through the delivery of allocation SA14(a). Looking ahead to 2040, Suffolk County Council’s
landholding can deliver wider improvements and investment in community facilities and
services in the area, opportunities which we are keen to explore with the Council further.
Further details are now provided in response to comments on the specific SHELAA sites
owned by Suffolk County Council. SHELAA Site WS181 Overview This site is already
allocated for development in the Forest Heath Site Allocations Local Plan (SALP) under
Policy SA14(a). Suffolk County Council owns 6.2ha of the allocation (site plan in Appendix 1)
and supports its allocation for development in the new West Suffolk plan. The site is
‘deliverable’ under the terms of NPPF67 and Annex 2 for the following reasons. * It is
available now with Suffolk County Council actively brining it forward, with a pre-application
request submitted to West Suffolk Council in November 2020. * It offers a suitable location
for development as an allocated site in the adopted Forest Heath SALP, with West Row a
sustainable location and in close proximity to Mildenhall. * It is achievable, with a realistic
prospect that housing will be delivered on the site within 5 years. Suffolk County Council
intends to submit an application for outline planning permission, with all matters reserved
except for access, for approximately 106 homes on this site in 2021. A request for preapplication advice has been submitted and discussions have already taken place with West
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Row Parish Council on the opportunity to deliver additional community benefits as part of
the scheme alongside feedback from the Highway Authority in support of our proposed
access strategy. Summary of scheme features and benefits Demonstrating Suffolk County
Council’s commitment to bringing the site forward, a preliminary development concept has
been prepared (enclosed at Appendix 2), which delivers the following features and benefits.
* Approximately 106 homes (the remainder of the allocation), including 30% affordable
provision to meet local housing needs, at a density of circa 30dph reflecting the Site’s rural
context. At detailed design/Reserved Matters stage the housing mix can be tailored to reflect
local evidence or need in consultation with West Suffolk’s housing officer. * Provision of land
for a new parish office and/or small museum and associated parking for West Row Parish
Council (circa 0.2ha) which is accessible via the development reflecting previous discussions
between SCC and West Row Parish Council. * Provision of land for a new cemetery (circa
0.2ha), accessible via the development, again in response to SCC’s discussions with West
Row Parish Council. Discussions are currently underway with the parish regarding the
relocation of the cemetery on land to the east of the access point, on SHELAA site WS188,
an opportunity we are keen to review with you as part of the pre-application process. *
Preservation of on-site archaeological remains, which principally comprise Roman and
Medieval settlements to the west of the Site, and provision of an information board to
support appreciation of these assets. The masterplan concept and supporting access
strategy have all been designed to avoid this part of the Site, informed by previous
archaeological investigations and a more recent geophysical survey (MOLA, September
2020). This area of the scheme will form a valuable area of amenity open space within the
scheme, with any landscaping works to be carefully managed to avoid disturbance of the
below ground archaeology. The findings of the geophysical survey, and extent of
investigations undertaken previously, demonstrate limited potential on the remainder of the
Site. It is therefore expected that further investigations would take place prior to the
commencement of development as a condition attached to any planning permission.
*
40% of the scheme will comprise green uses associated with the open space and
archaeological interest adjoining Beeches Road and the new cemetery land, with a new field
boundary forming the Site’s eastern boundary providing pedestrian connectivity through to
PRoW SK 007/0. * An overarching access strategy which is predicated on reducing car use
by maximising pedestrian/cycle connectivity between the Site, Beeches Road, PRoW SK 007/
0 and the heart of the village: * New residents will easily be able to walk to the shop,
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primary school, bus stop and village hall (including playing fields and children’s play) via
proposed new connections on to Beeches Road. * New residents can also make use of the
new footway previously provided on the north side of Mildenhall Road as part of the Victoria
Close development. * Existing residents will be able to walk from Beeches Road to PRoW SK
007/0 through the new scheme, all off-road, which connects into the wider PRoW network. *
There are also opportunities to provide sustainable connections for pedestrians/cyclists into
the adjoining consented scheme. Proposed amendment to allocation boundary As allocation
SA14(a) is taken through for inclusion in the new West Suffolk plan, we are seeking a minor
amendment to the eastern boundary of the allocation, specifically to deliver an enhanced
access strategy benefiting West Row as a whole. Amending the allocation’s eastern
boundary enables the main point of vehicle access to Suffolk County Council’s part of the
site to be located on Mildenhall Road rather than Beeches Road, avoiding the need for traffic
to enter the village centre given that key trip attractors will be towards Mildenhall and the
A11. The extensive pedestrian connectivity proposed above between the Site and heart of
the village further limits the need for vehicles to enter the village centre. The access
location also avoids any impact on archaeological remains east of Beeches Road having also
been informed by a geophysical survey (MOLA, September 2020) which shows limited
archaeological potential on this part of the Site. The revised boundary is shown on the
development concept enclosed as Appendix 2. SHELAA Site WS188 Noting that the plan
period looks ahead to 2040 it is important to recognise the potential of WS188, which
adjoins the allocated SA14(a) / WS181 sites which Suffolk County Council is now actively
bringing forward. As their approach to SA14(a) shows, Suffolk County Council is already
going beyond the requirements of policy to look at how wider community benefits can be
delivered – not least the new parish facility and cemetery provision – all of which will
enhance the sustainability of West Row and help sustain the vitality of the village. WS188
therefore clearly provides a longer-term opportunity to meet future needs (for homes, jobs,
green space or other community infrastructure) in a sustainable way, something that Suffolk
County Council is keen to discuss further with West Suffolk Council, West Row Parish
Council and other key local stakeholders as the plan is developed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank for your comments and the suggested amendment to the boundary of the site
which will be considered during the next stage of plan preparation. The next stage of the
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plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr George Blanchard (Concertus Design & Property Consultants Ltd and Suffolk ...

Agent Name

Mr David Fovargue (Wood Group plc)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > West Row > West Row

Comment ID

1092

Summary

WS188 therefore clearly provides a longer-term opportunity to meet future needs (for
homes, jobs, green space or other community infrastructure) in a sustainable way, something
that Suffolk County Council is keen to discuss further with West Suffolk Council, West Row
Parish Council and other key local stakeholders as the plan is developed.

Comment

SHELAA Site WS188 Noting that the plan period looks ahead to 2040 it is important to
recognise the potential of WS188, which adjoins the allocated SA14(a) / WS181 sites which
Suffolk County Council is now actively bringing forward. As their approach to SA14(a)
shows, Suffolk County Council is already going beyond the requirements of policy to look at
how wider community benefits can be delivered – not least the new parish facility and
cemetery provision – all of which will enhance the sustainability of West Row and help
sustain the vitality of the village. WS188 therefore clearly provides a longer-term
opportunity to meet future needs (for homes, jobs, green space or other community
infrastructure) in a sustainable way, something that Suffolk County Council is keen to
discuss further with West Suffolk Council, West Row Parish Council and other key local
stakeholders as the plan is developed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
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issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > West Row > West Row

Comment ID

282

Summary

West Row WS188, WS181, WS183 sites are available and promoted by Suffolk County
Council.

Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. I’ve also included comments on a handful of sites
that have been excluded, which we think should be included. Barton Mills in particular is a
site where we believe we have a very good and deliverable proposal. I’d also draw your
attention in particular to site WS138 where the polygon appears to have altered in
comparison to what is being masterplanned as part of SALP SA4a. Would you review the
attached and let me know if this provides sufficient detail for your current process or
whether you would prefer individual site submissions? I’d be happy to have a call to discuss
further with relevant officers. Note – my response is on behalf of SCC as the land owner and
developer. You will receive further responses from SCC departments in their capacity as
statutory consultees (Highways etc). please see attached for site specific comments WS181
This land is available to bring forward, and is also allocated under the existing Local Plan
SALP SA4(A). • During 2020, a revised plan for this site ha been developed including a new
access on Mildenhall Road, serving 110 dwellings. This plan is currently submitted for a preapp review. • The Parish have been consulted regarding plans and are supportive. WS188
Land is available to bring forward. We look forward to working with the District and Parish
with regards to any future allocation. • Access arrangements could be via WS181. WS183
Land is available to bring forward. We look forward to working with the District and Parish
with regards to any future allocation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the supporting information. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Deborah MOIR

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

766

Summary

Flooding risks. The road between Thorns and Meeting Green regularly floods over a distance
of 20m in bad weather. The flooding lasts several days and is often too deep for cars to get
through. Further development could exacerbate this, not to mention the increase in number
of vehicles trying to get through each day.

Comment

The road between Thorns and Meeting Green regularly floods over a distance of 20m in bad
weather. The flooding lasts several days and is often too deep for cars to get through.
Further development could exacerbate this, not to mention the increase in number of
vehicles trying to get through each day.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
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Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

1348

Summary

I would agree the observations in the plan about these issues and emphasise the fact that
building large numbers any number of houses on the elevated green field sites north of the
village (WS191 and 192) would have negative visual effects on the existing community and
its role as a Local Service centre.

Comment

Please note that there is only one pub, the Greyhound. I would agree the observations in the
plan about these issues and emphasise the fact that building large numbers any number of
houses on the elevated green field sites north of the village (WS191 and 192) would have
negative visual effects on the existing community and its role as a Local Service centre. I
also agree and emphasise the fact that once land had commenced to be developed, even on a
small scale, pressure by landowners and developers would lead to a gradual coalescence of
the sites into a large housing estate, changing the whole nature of this area for people like
me and others who have chosen to live here in a rural and largely unspoilt area. Meeting
Green, due to the lie of the land is a flood area. Indeed, I have observed an increase in water
accumulating at Meeting Green since The Meadows site (WS 193) was developed, which will
be exacerbated if further development occurs on WS 212 on Cemetery Road and sites W 191
and 192 in the Lane. Equally, flooding that already occurs at Attleton Green would be worse
if Site WS 195 (Gaines Hall) was developed. I note that Wickham Street is a Conservation
Area. Equally, Meeting Green up to Park Gate and Boden End should be considered for
Conservation status due to the number of listed and older properties (including a listed
church) and green areas associated with them. This area would be totally overwhelmed by
development either side of the Lane at Sites 191 and 192 with traffic accessing the surgery
increasing on what is a very narrow lane that is already overused. The bus service as
adequate and often not full on the one day a week that it runs. In my opinion, green sites
should not be developed but small numbers, not greater than preferably 5 but up to 10/site
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in certain conditions should be placed equitably in other smaller settlements by infill, to
allow new blood to come into villages, provide housing for agricultural and racing workers
and affordable homes to be available for the young and old in the community. We must in
future ensure that planning permission granted for affordable homes is not changed in
retrospect.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Emily Bayman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

668

Summary

Protection of the historic environment and flooding issues. There are several listed historic
houses in Wickhambrook, including Old High Hall by site WS191 which will be severely
affected by these proposed plans. This site at Boyden End would impact significantly on the
historic hamlet. Flooding is a huge issue for Wickhambrook, see photos attached from just
this year from various places in the village.

Comment

There are several listed historic houses in Wickhambrook, including Old High Hall by site
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WS191 which will be severely affected by these proposed plans. This site at Boyden End
would impact significantly on the historic hamlet. Flooding is a huge issue for
Wickhambrook, see photos attached from just this year from various places in the village
including Boyden End, Meeting Green, Coltsfoot Green, Cloak Lane, Plumbers Arms,
Stradishall crossroads. The infrastructure can not cope with the housing we’ve got, imagine
700 more houses in this village- the roads are dangerous in parts and narrow along with
flooding, they just won’t cope. All sites fail to take into account localised flooding which will
be made worse by extra hard surfacing from development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues and constraints.

Respondent Name

Mr Alan Cordy

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

182

Summary

Flooding and limited bus service routes.

Comment

All of the proposed sites would add a large impact on surface water run off and give rise to
further flooding in the areas of Nunnery Green, Coltsfoot Green, Attleton Green and Cloak
lane where all of these water causes converge, impacting on the residents of these areas and
further flooding to property, as has happened in the past. The very old sewage system also is
in line with this water course, and adds to soiled dirty water flooding property's causing a
health hazard. The Bus routes only pass through the proposed areas twice a day, with the
main route on the A143. With the impact of recent Covid 19 events will a bus route be able
to exist?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Charles Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

72

Summary

The current Bus Service is one Bus a day in and out of the middle of the Village, People on
low incomes that cant afford a car will not be able to live here.

Comment

The current Bus Service is one Bus a day in and out of the middle of the Village, People on
low incomes that cant afford a car will not be able to live here

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mr Grant Powter

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

134

Summary

Objection to large scale proposed housing development in Wickhambrook. This development
would seriously detract from the character and charm of a historic rural village comprised of
small hamlets and communities and whilst some development on a small scale (under 30
homes) is acceptable, 700 is far to many.

Comment

1. Inadequate infrastructure * roads are already in poor repair, prone to flooding and pot
holed as a result of historic neglect by the council to clear grips and roadside ditches. *
They are too narrow for two cars to pass and tractors and heavy lorries cannot pass easily
without damage to verges and ditches. * The village school is not big enough * The surgery
is already at full capacity * The small village shop is not big enough to cope * Slow response
times for emergency vehicles 2. Lack of employment * Increased traffic from commuting to
other towns - Wickhambrook would be little more than a dormitory for these residents. 3.
Urbanisation of the village and sprawling development away from the centre. 4. This
development would seriously detract from the character and charm of a historic rural village
comprised of small hamlets and communities and whilst some development on a small scale
(under 30 homes) is acceptable, 700 is far to many. Besides we have already had to accept
23 new homes. Without some restraint, Wickhambrook will become another Barrow which is
not a pleasant place to live for those who seek a more rural residential environment.
Moreton Hall style developments are not suitable in small rural villages and Wickhambrook
would effectively become a suburb of Haverhill.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
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sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Ian Cumming

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

52

Summary

The school and doctors surgery are already at near full capacity and additions to the local
community would overwhelm these services. Parking at these venues is a problem already
without the intended increases.
The road network is poor with many lanes being narrow and winding.

Comment

There are a number of limitations to facilities and services in the village and local area. The
school and doctors surgery are already at near full capacity and additions to the local
community would overwhelm these services. Parking at these venues is a problem already
without the intended increases. The road network is poor with many lanes being narrow and
winding. These are unsuitable for high levels of traffic, with only the B1063 being suitable
for two way traffic, in particular the area from the school to the shop. Increase traffic would
only add to the unsafe nature of these roads. Proposals for new areas for c 700 properties
are far too large for the village to accommodate, and would completely change the daily life
for the current residents. Also please note there is only one pub in Wickhambrook not two.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
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next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topgraphy will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation. A further review of services and facilities will be undertaken in spring
2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.
Respondent Name

mr jamie green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

656

Summary

Agree with constraints. Access to nearby towns of Haverhill and Bury is really only practical
by car. Bus service is poor and journeys take too long.

Comment

Access to nearby towns of Haverhill and Bury is really only practical by car. Bus service is
poor and journeys take too long.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.
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Respondent Name

mr jamie green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

657

Summary

Topography. The gentle rolling topography around the village affords pleasant rural views
and creates the divide between the village 'hamlets'. This should be maintained at all costs.

Comment

The gentle rolling topography around the village affords pleasant rural views and creates the
divide between the village 'hamlets'. This should be maintained at all costs.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

726

Summary

See below. Some significant constraints are listed here but in my view there are many more.

Comment

Constraints and opportunities Some significant constraints are listed here but in my view
there are many more, for example: * Overloaded services and facilities – local services in
Wickhambrook, including the school and the health centre, are already full or under severe
pressure * Parking and access issues – traffic around the school and the health centre
already creates significant hazards to children and elderly people in Wickhambrook *
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Overloaded infrastructure – there is a danger of growth in population in Wickhambrook
overwhelming critical systems, like surface water and sewerage networks * Water run-off
and flooding – an increase in hard landscaping would add to the problems caused in
Wickhambrook by flooded roads and verges * Lack of public transport – Wickhambrook is not
on a major bus corridor so more houses would bring more cars * Poor access by road – the
village is on a minor road and increased traffic would be unacceptable in Wickhambrook and
to residents in neighbouring villages * Hazards for drivers – roads in Wickhambrook are
unsuitable for additional traffic – the narrow lanes have many single-track stretches and
dangerous junctions * Hazards for pedestrians – crossing points on roads and at junctions in
Wickhambrook are already dangerous for pedestrians * Lack of pavements and footways –
many of Wickhambrook’s lanes have no provision for pedestrians and there are no
alternative footpaths * Destruction of ancient settlement pattern – new building should not
compromise Wickhambrook’s unique pattern of hamlets and village greens * Threats to
listed buildings – development sites close to listed buildings would threaten important places
that are part of the collective heritage * Loss of prime Grade 2 agricultural land – green field
sites around Wickhambrook should be kept for growing food and for the enhancement of the
environment * Conservation of natural habitats – the hedges, trees and fields around
Wickhambrook should be maintained as important sanctuaries for wildlife * Blighted
landscapes and light pollution – development on sites on the high ground to the north and
west of Wickhambrook would be visible for miles around.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues and constraints. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure
that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided
at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing
dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

mr robert fearnley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

704

Summary

Flooding, poor roads, loss of farmland, change to character of village.

Comment

All the proposed sites will greatly add to the flooding issues at Coltsfoot Green and Attleton
Green.These problems cannot be overcome by a small amount of ditching but will require
large expenditure from the council . We live on a cut through unclassified road in
Wickhambrook which already takes far too much speeding traffic. This development wiil
make the situation even worse for us. All the proposed sites will destroy the fields
surrounding our village completly ruining its rural character.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district,
including flooding mitigation.

Respondent Name

mr Robert jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

823

Summary

Damage to area. All of the mooted developments are on high ground which would
exacerbate current flooding issues. Also Wickhambrook is a rare example of an Anglo Saxon
village. A village made up of individual hamlets. Any of these developments would see these
hamlets coalesce in to one. Public transport is next to non existent. Any building would lead
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an increase of traffic which would inevitably impact on our conservation area.
Comment

All of the mooted developments are on high ground which would exacerbate current flooding
issues. Also Wickhambrook is a rare example of an Anglo Saxon village. A village made up of
individual hamlets. Any of these developments would see these hamlets coalesce in to one.
Public transport is next to non existent. Any building would lead an increase of traffic which
would inevitably impact on our conservation area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Sam Fearnley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

833

Summary

The surgery is already oversubscribed and I cant see how it will be able to cope with the
influx of people that development on a large scale will bring. Also there is flooding issues
and also the road going theough the village is too busy and too narrow for it to be used any
more than it already is.

Comment

There is flooding regularly on coltsfoot green, which will only be exacerbated by any nearby
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development. Also the road going through the village is very busy and is narrow and
contains many blind bends and is not suitable for more traffic. In addition, I have concerns
that certain heritage aspects of the village will be negatively affected by any development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Debbie Clark

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

141

Summary

Flooding issues and bus problems. A settlement of new buildings are being built in Meeting
Green. There has been efforts to increase drainage but it has not always been effective. The
engineer who came to look at the blocked drain near our back garden was sent by the
building contractors. He was helpful and effective, but this will be signed over to the council
once the new builds are complete. I hope we will get such swift responses if/when it happens
again.

Comment

A settlement of new buildings are being built in Meeting Green. There has been efforts to
increase drainage but it has not always been effective. The engineer who came to look at the
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blocked drain near our back garden was sent by the building contractors. He was helpful
and effective, but this will be signed over to the council once the new builds are complete. I
hope we will get such swift responses if/when it happens again. The bus services through
the village have steadily dwindled over the passed few years and there are no bus shelters at
any designated pick-up stops. This has meant a decrease in choices for parents who wish to
send children to schools out of catchment. It also restricts villagers from trying to save
petrol costs and be environmentally aware so forcing residents to have at least 1 car per
household, and probably more as the children grow up and go to work outside the village
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mrs Diana carroll

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

892

Summary

Topography. In addition the topography also means that there would be significant light
pollution and run off water from these sites exacerbating the wide spread existing flooding
problem. It's not just a matter of hamlets coalescing - Wickhambrook is a rare example of an
Anglo Saxon village (a village made up of small hamlets) and this character would disappear
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if these sites were chosen, any of them would lead to hamlets merging.
Comment

I agree with the above statement wholeheartedly. In addition the topography also means that
there would be significant light pollution and run off water from these sites exacerbating the
wide spread existing flooding problem. It's not just a matter of hamlets coalescing Wickhambrook is a rare example of an Anglo Saxon village (a village made up of small
hamlets) and this character would disappear if these sites were chosen, any of them would
lead to hamlets merging.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs GILLIAN COOPER

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

329

Summary

We wish to object to The Proposal of Building 700+ Houses in Wickhambrook due to poor
infrastructure and already strained facilities to the School and Surgery, both already
overstretched and parking almost impossible.

Comment

We wish to object to The Proposal to build 700+ houses in Wickhambrook due to poor
infrastructure and already strained facilities to the School and Surgery, both already
overstretched and parking almost impossible. The Doctor's Surgery and The School cannot
possible expand their premises, and certainly no space for extra parking. The School is
certainly waiting for an accident to happen where parents and teachers park on a busy main
road.The Surgery already covers patients from a huge area. Public Transport is almost nil.
Flooding is a big problem threatening many homes. More housing will not eradicate the
present problems. Part Three - Settlement Section 4.13
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Webb

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

707

Summary

Pedestrian Access. As a resident who has spent a lot of time during Lockdown walking
around the environs of Wickhambrook, I have to say it is not the safest of places to walk.
There a very few pavements.and most of the walking has to take place on the narrow lanes,
with multiple pot holes, blind corners, and limited passing spaces. Any development would
have to seriously look at the provision of better roads and pavements.

Comment

As a resident who has spent a lot of time during Lockdown walking around the environs of
Wickhambrook, I have to say it is not the safest of places to walk. There a very few
pavements.and most of the walking has to take place on the narrow lanes, with multiple pot
holes, blind corners, and limited passing spaces. Any development would have to seriously
look at the provision of better roads and pavements.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Katharine Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

680

Summary

I agree with the constraints.

Comment

The land to the north-west would be too visual and not only ruin the feel of the village but is
too high for development risking the houses below suffering. The eastern fringes are at
particular risk of flooding. The village is not well supported by public transport and is too far
from any towns to support major development. We need to retain as much of the
conservation and wildlife in the village it's vital for the habitat.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Kerry Rogers

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

156

Summary

The local services to not support proposed growth of residential development. Unless
funding and planning is granted to support infrastructure there is no realistic way the village
can support more housing. Particularly not where the links via public transport are none
existent. The narrow roads already struggle with the amount of traffic the village has already
and with no viable alternative the proposed developments will bring approximately a further
1000 cars/vans onto the village roads.

Comment

The local services to not support proposed growth of residential development. Unless
funding and planning is granted to support infrastructure there is no realistic way the village
can support more housing. Particularly not where the links via public transport are none
existent. The narrow roads already struggle with the amount of traffic the village has already
and with no viable alternative the proposed developments will bring approximately a further
1000 cars/vans onto the village roads.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Coote

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

23

Summary

Squeezing 39 houses into a small proposed site is unacceptable. The developer has nearly
halved the site so he can have access to the roads. In doing so, squashing 39 houses which
will be an eyesore.

Comment

The back lane/By road is a narrow road and it is very difficult now to get through. The
junctions/crossroads are quite dangerous.There have been fatalities. As a resident in Boyden
Close it is difficult to drive past the surgery particular times of the day. Cars double park and
any traffic can find it virtually impossible to get through. The proposed site WS192 as seen
on the map, the developer wants to put a large access road for his vehicles. This means the
proposed 40 houses will be squeezed into an even smaller space. This will be an eyesore.
The school is at full capacity. It will be difficult to serve extra families who might not be able
to get into their catchment area. It is often congested and also there have been traffic
accidents. We are quite high up here and the character would be lost with over
development. It is difficult enough walking on our narrow roads. Footpaths are few and any
large amount of traffic would be highly dangerous. There are walkers/dog walkers and horse
riders who use the roads. The roads are often hazardous now and many a time we have
narrowly avoided a collision with traffic. Several parts of Wickhambrook are prone to
flooding which has been an ongoing issue.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Coote

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

131

Summary

Another road and 39 houses squeezed into a small field. A blot on a beautiful landscape watching the sunset.

Comment

to think of building another road and 39 houses is a huge over development. We as residents
of Boyden Close enjoy lovely views of the countryside. We watch the sunset and hear the
birds of prey calling to each other. These are experiences in life that are a precious gift. We
have beautiful scenery and it is enjoyed by us and all our neighbours. We live in a higher
area and this would wreck the view for a large number of people. What about the wild life
we enjoy here and more pollution which would drive them away. Have the council considered
their approach of housing targets and the effect it would have on the rural character of our
village. Any large scale development will have a negative impact on the the landscape and its
character.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Maria Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

476

Summary

Localised flooding is also an issue not just the flood risk areas.
The B1063 junctions into various parts of the village are a significant constraint.
Capacity of the school and GP surgery is very limited.
There are several listed buildings, some in important settings.

Comment

It is not considered that the village has much capacity for development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Raven

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

83

Summary

Objection to proposals for building over 700 new houses in Wickhambrook. More than
doubling the population of this beautiful location will have detrimental effects on the
community and infrastructure which will overwhelmed. It will completely change the identity
of this pretty village.

Comment

My husband and I have just completed and moved to Wickhambrook and chose the area
because when we visited we fell in love with the rural location and peaceful feeling of the
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village. We have moved from London so understand the impact of excessive development and
the impact on society. More than doubling the population of this beautiful location will have
detrimental effects on the community and infrastructure which will overwhelmed. It will
completely change the identity of this pretty village. The roads and surrounding countryside
will be congested for many, many years of traffic to accommodate machinery necessary to
complete any development. When it is complete, residential traffic will burden the roads and
threaten safety around schools and at the doctor’s surgery. Parking I understand is already a
major issue around these areas. Many of the roads are already very tight and single
carriageway. There are very few alternatives to using the roads as public transport links are
poor. it is hard to see what the benefits of such a monumental expansion would achieve and
would put strain in this tight knit community. it is already causing much stress and anguish
for local residents, many of whom have lives here happily for years. We strongly object to
these proposals.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topography will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation. A further review of services and facilities will be undertaken in spring
2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr Soren Bradbury

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

98

Summary

B1063 is very narrow in places and already a dangerous road.

Comment

B1063 is very narrow in places and already a dangerous road. * This summer we had a
cyclist severely injured by a car and had to have an air ambulance attend. * Earlier this year
a child was knocked down at the cross-roads near the Post Office * The road is heavily used
by agricultural vehicles and cars often drive the other side of the road in an attempt to
overtake which is dangerous on such a narrow road * On the road can hardly cope with the
existing traffic levels and the villages towards Newmarket will be even more dangerous

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topgraphy will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Soren Bradbury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

100
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Summary

Poor local transport infrastructure. Anyone coming to live in Wickhambrook will need a car
as the public bus service is infrequent and is very slow. So this means yet more cars on the
road - B1063 - which can hardly cope with existing traffic levels and is a highly dangerous
road.

Comment

Anyone coming to live in Wickhambrook will need a car as the public bus service is
infrequent and is very slow. So this means yet more cars on the road - B1063 - which can
hardly cope with existing traffic levels and is a highly dangerous road

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Soren Bradbury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

102

Summary

Flooding. The village already suffers from flooding with the B1063 where it intersects with
Cloak Lane always a flooded area of the road with cars having to drive in the middle of the
road. More development will only increase the surface water flowing down the hill.

Comment

The village already suffers from flooding with the B1063 where it intersects with Cloak Lane
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always a flooded area of the road with cars having to drive in the middle of the road. More
development will only increase the surface water flowing down the hill The Duddery floods
and is the main access route used by people accessing the A143 who are heading out
towards Bury with both private vehicles as well as double-decker school buses using this
route. The flooding forces vehicles to drive in the centre of the road
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Penny Bayman

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

554

Summary

There are more constraints than those listed. It is understood that the school and GP surgery
have limited capacity. The road junctions form some of the minor roads onto the B 1063 are
not ideal. The surrounding hamlets are important to the parish history and contain a number
of listed buildings.The village suffers from localized flooding.

Comment

It is understood that the school and GP surgery have limited capacity. The road junctions
form some of the minor roads onto the B 1063 are not ideal. The surrounding hamlets are
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important to the parish history and contain a number of listed buildings. The village suffers
from localized flooding.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rachel Fearnley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

714

Summary

I object to the building of these houses because the village already has a problem with roads
flooding and more building would only make the problem worse . The roads are in a bad
state of repair with many large potholes , more traffic would make the roads even worse .
The building of many more houses would have a huge historical impact - Wickhambrook is a
collection of many Greens or hamlets and mass building would join these up and
Wickhambrook would lose its character and rural identity.

Comment

I object to the building of these houses because the village already has a problem with roads
flooding and more building would only make the problem worse . The roads are in a bad
state of repair with many large potholes , more traffic would make the roads even worse .
The building of many more houses would have a huge historical impact - Wickhambrook is a
collection of many Greens or hamlets and mass building would join these up and
Wickhambrook would lose its character and rural identity.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Rebecca Clover

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

76

Summary

Concerns around whether roads and infrastructure would support so many new dwellings

Comment

The roads in the village are typical of that of a smaller village. They can be narrow. In places
there is no walking path. The road already struggles at peak times or the day e.g around the
time of school drop off and pick up. It already feels unsafe, and putting so many more
dwellings with the increased burden on the roads that this would bring would only worsen
this situation. There is also an unsafe corner by the shop, where there have been several
accidents, including a child knocked off a bike. I can't see the the local amenities could
handle such an increase in population. The doctors surgery is already small and struggles
with car parking for the number of visitors. The school does not have significant space.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
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Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Rebecca Clover

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

79

Summary

Impact on landscape. As mentioned, many of the proposed dwellings are on high ground,
and so would impact visually on houses already in situ. One of the positive aspects of village
life in Wickhambrook is the spread out and roomy nature of the majority of the village. This
proposal is not in keeping with that, and will undo the nature of the spread out 'greens' and
'ends' which comprise the village.

Comment

As mentioned, many of the proposed dwellings are on high ground, and so would impact
visually on houses already in situ. One of the positive aspects of village life in Wickhambrook
is the spread out and roomy nature of the majority of the village. This proposal is not in
keeping with that, and will undo the nature of the spread out 'greens' and 'ends' which
comprise the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mrs Sally Welsh

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

697

Summary

Flooding and the environment. A development created at WS191 WS212 WS190 WS195 and
WS192 would all impact on the already insufficient drainage system ,so often our village
narrow lanes leading of the B1063 have rivers of water flowing into overfull ditches.

Comment

Topography is what its all about !Our village has seen the results of removing trees and
hedgerows to accommodate housing development over the years .Apart from the loss of
beautiful views ,the visual impact and risk to our precious wildlife, it has definitely affected
the run off and water flow. Our river and brooks overflow during heavy rain,particulalrly at
AttletonGreen,Meeting Green, entrance to Nunnery green and Coltsfoot Green - all in low
lying areas .Causing a risk to flooding homes , roadways and general disruption..sometimes
resulting in floods and diversion . A development created at WS191 WS212 WS190 WS195
and WS192 would all impact on the already insufficient draiange system ,so often our
village narrow lanes leading of the B1063 have rivers of water flowing into overfull ditches .
. The sewrage system is ageing and inadequate ... Transport links are extremely limited
-Sparse service to Haverhill and \Bury St Edmunds - NONE to Newmarket - and access to
trainline there. ur village is thereore self reliant on car transportation . Most present homes
within the village have at least 1 car -...2 often and an increasing number of 3-4 where young
adults require independence and links to employment ,socialising etc. The prospect of 100's
of extra cars in our village is staggering .Poor visability at every junction with the B1063 +
access to the A143 at a very busy and dangerous staggerd crossroads where sadly many
accidents have occured. we have a conversation area at Wickham street -we must protect
this and our historical heritage . Wickhambrook is unique ...its individual greens and hamlets
with many indvidual listed buildings ... one of which is mentioned in the doomsday book
,must be protected from mass development . The risk of these hamlets coalescing together
would impact on the very nature of Wickhambrook's uniqueness.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Sandra Law (Mrs S Law)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

347

Summary

Flooding, Green spaces. We live on Nunnery Green, we have a problem with flooding, and its
getting worse. We choose to come a live in the village, because of the open spaces the wild
life, and the village life, this will be destroyed if these plans go ahead.

Comment

We live on Nunnery Green, we have a problem with flooding, and its getting worse. We
choose to come a live in the village, because of the open spaces the wild life, and the village
life, this will be destroyed if these plans go ahead.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Tara Hayden
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

90

Summary

Financial/noise impact on existing housing. Flooding issues. Lack of public transport.

Comment

Where potential development sites have been highlighted there are various existing
dwellings (including our property at Nunnery Green) which would be hugely impacted on
(i.e. reducing value of property, noise and light pollution). We have major issues with
flooding around the village which is only increasing each year and here at Nunnery Green
we have water running down the lane which then floods our front garden and around our
property and also our back garden where the surface water runs off the field (proposed
development site WS191). Wickhambrook has poor public transport links and this would
only encourage more cars on the road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topgraphy will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation. A further review of services and facilities will be undertaken in spring
2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

R and S Jones
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Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

547

Summary

There are other constraints such as local flooding, road junctions, school capacity and listed
buildings

Comment

The junctions from the minor roads onto the B1063 are in some cases far from ideal with
limited visibility. The village suffers from localized flooding in addition to the flood risk areas.
It is understood that the school and GP surgeries have limited capacity Listed buildings are a
key feature especially in some of the hamlets such as Boydon End.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Stratis Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

551

Summary

There are other constraints to note. The village suffers from localized flooding.
Some of the road junctions onto the B1063 tight with limited visibility.
The hamlets around the village are part of the heritage and contain several listed buildings.
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The village is surrounded by attractive open countryside.
Comment

The village suffers from localized flooding. Some of the road junctions onto the B1063 tight
with limited visibility. The hamlets around the village are part of the heritage and contain
several listed buildings. The village is surrounded by attractive open countryside.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Emily Bayman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

669

Summary

Local Service Centre. The infrastructure has not changed and Wickhambrook still should
remain as a Local Service Centre.

Comment

In 2010 following a similar threat of development Wickhambrook citizens overwhelmingly
proved that the village was a “Local Service Centre” because of its relatively poor
infrastructure and already strained facilities. The infrastructure has not changed and
Wickhambrook still should remain as a Local Service Centre. Therefore, it can not sustain
mass development. Wickhambrook has already seen significant infill plus a development of
over twenty houses on Cemetery Hill since it was designated Local Service Centre status in
2010. Adding pressure to what has already been proved to be limited facilities and poor
infrastructure. Development should carry on as infill and not on valuable green field sites.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is proposed that Wickhambrook maintains its status as a local service in the Issues
and Options Local Plan. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that
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have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works
closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Alan Cordy

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

184

Summary

At present Wickhambrook is able to meet its role as a local service centre, but as stated the
school, doctors surgery and sewerage system are at maximum capacity and woul not cope
with further expansion.
The Rural vision for a further 23 dwellings has not provided housing for local young family's
or those of the older generation who may wish to stay in the village in affordable rental or
homes for purchase of an affordable kind.

Comment

At present Wickhambrook is able to meet its role as a local service centre, but as stated the
school, doctors surgery and sewerage system are at maximum capacity and woul not cope
with further expansion. The Rural vision for a further 23 dwellings has not provided housing
for local young family's or those of the older generation who may wish to stay in the village
in affordable rental or homes for purchase of an affordable kind. Very large impressive 3/4
bedroom homes do not assist in this regard.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr David Clark

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

12

Summary

I am completely opposed to these proposals. The proposals are for over 700 new homes
which would swamp the village and its infrastructure and should not be allowed.

Comment

The status of Wickhambrook as a local service centre was considered under the St
Edmundsbury area Rural Vision and, following submission of a raft of evidence it was
decided to downgrade the proposed status of the village from key service centre to local
service centre. Permission was given to develop land at Cemetery Hill but further
development was found to be excessive and refused. I am astounded to see these proposals
being brought forward again after so short a time when none of the parameters that led to
the previous decision have changed. The proposals are for over 700 new homes which
would swamp the village and its infrastructure and should not be allowed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
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SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Agent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

879

Summary

Wickhambrook may be designated as the service centre for the surrounding rural area but
how many of those living in these areas to be affected by the proposed development have
been consulted or even invited to comment? One wonders what makes Wickhambrook
suitable for consideration for expansion as a service centre. On-the-ground inspection would
reveal It has but a village shop, a surgery and a primary school – all of which serve an area
wider than Wickhambrook itself.

Comment

Wickhambrook may be designated as the service centre for the surrounding rural area but
how many of those living in these areas to be affected by the proposed development have
been consulted or even invited to comment? Those living within Cowlinge, for example, a
parish with a boundary closer to Attleton Green than is the present Wickhambrook itself, I
understand remain officially uninformed. Not all people in these rural parts have computers;
those who have, often suffer from a poor service. One wonders what makes Wickhambrook
suitable for consideration for expansion as a service centre. On-the-ground inspection would
reveal It has but a village shop, a surgery and a primary school – all of which serve an area
wider than Wickhambrook itself. Both the surgery and the school bring congestion problems
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which already create difficulties: Wickhambrook Surgery requires Boyden Close to serve as a
linear car park, while the presence of the school reduces the B1063 twice daily to single-line
traffic.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. All West Suffolk parish councils and neighbouring parish councils were informed of
the consultation and given the opportunity to attend a workshop as well as being sent
information posters for distribution. The council works closely with infrastructure providers
to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/
provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This
ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)
which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on
infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mr jamie green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

658

Summary

Capacity. Local services of surgery and primary school are running at capacity

Comment

local services of surgery and primary school are running at capacity

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr JERRY DOCKERY

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

146

Summary

The village does not have the infrastructure or transport to support another 700 homes. The
local surgery already serves the surrounding villages and would not be able to cope with
another influx of several thousand residents.

Comment

The village does not have the infrastructure or transport to support another 700 homes. The
local surgery already serves the surrounding villages and would not be able to cope with
another influx of several thousand residents

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Claydon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

160

Summary

Upgrade Wickhambrook to a Key Service Centre

Comment

Wickhambrook is a large village, certainly by land mass, coving an area of 7 miles by 4 miles
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and made up of a number of Greens and Hamlets. Currently Wickhambrook is listed as a
Local Service Centre which is not a true representation of its current facilities.
Wickhambrook should already be listed as a Key Service Centre. Not to upgrade it in this
round would be a travesty. Wickhambrook has; a doctors surgery, a shop, a pub, a fire
station, a large village hall and pavilion, a large football field / recreation ground, 2 x tennis
courts, large play area, skate park, bowls green, primary school, 3 churches, two business'
employing over 10 people and one which employs nearly 50 people and a proactive Parish
Council. There are not many villages with this amount going for them. Wickhambrook has
fantastic road networks being close to the A143 and on the B1063 allowing for those that
commute but also allowing for deliveries for the ever increasing number of people who are
home working. Wickhambrook is a 14 minute drive to Barrow (the closest key service
centre), a 22 minute drive to Bury St Edmunds, a 17minute drive to Newmarket and a 16
minute drive to Haverhill, placing Wickhambrook in the perfect location to aid the
surrounding villages. (driving times taken from Google Maps directions). With this amount of
current infrastructure what is there to argue that Wickhambrook should not become a key
service centre? This position must be re-evaluated and upgraded.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual
representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically
mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying
services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the
finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

728

Summary

See below. Wickhambrook should remain designated as a Local Service Centre. It does not
have the transport connections required of a Key Service Centre – in fact, it has many of the
characteristics of a Type B village, for example, in that it is served by a fragile network of
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narrow lanes and is accessed only by a minor road that runs through other villages.
Comment

Paragraphs 4.13.4 and 4.13.5 Wickhambrook should remain designated as a Local Service
Centre. It does not have the transport connections required of a Key Service Centre – in fact,
it has many of the characteristics of a Type B village, for example, in that it is served by a
fragile network of narrow lanes and is accessed only by a minor road that runs through other
villages. Further, Wickhambrook has already seen significant growth over recent years. This
has been achieved by infill and by creating small clusters of new homes within the village
settlement boundary. Building has also started on 23 new homes on the site opposite the
cemetery. As a Local Service Centre, Wickhambrook has therefore already, without any
further development, contributed more than its fair and proportionate share of new homes
towards housing targets in West Suffolk.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Debbie Clark

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

143

Summary

New building started 2019. Would have thought nothing has radically changed to start all
this consultation process again.

Comment

Would have thought nothing has radically changed to start all this consultation process
again.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a requirement to review local plans to ensure they are up to date. It is
important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us
which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a
particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mrs Diana carroll

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

893

Summary

I support Wickhambrook remaining a LSC. There is much pressure on the villages services,
the school is at or close to capacity as is the GP surgery. Both are on small sites with no
room for expansion. Wickhambrook has already seen in excess of 50 houses built in the
village since it became a LSC which must surely mean that it has satisfied it's housing
allocation for some time.

Comment

I support Wickhambrook remaining a LSC. There is much pressure on the villages services,
the school is at or close to capacity as is the GP surgery. Both are on small sites with no
room for expansion. Wickhambrook has already seen in excess of 50 houses built in the
village since it became a LSC which must surely mean that it has satisfied it's housing
allocation for some time.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mrs Julia Horne
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Agent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

889

Summary

Wickhambrook is not suitable for further development. Over so many years in Wickhambrook
there have been so many changes, not all good, so let’s not be talking about or planning
even more houses being built. This planning will not improve the village at all; I just hope
lots of people will support the fact that we do not need or want more housing in
Wickhambrook.

Comment

People are in Wickhambrook because it is a village and not a small town. The village is
already far too busy with so many cars on the narrow roads. We have a number of blind
corners and junctions, making life quite dangerous at times. To go walking you really are
taking your life in your hands. We have flooded roads. What will happen when we have even
more concrete in place? Over so many years in Wickhambrook there have been so many
changes, not all good, so let’s not be talking about or planning even more houses being built.
This planning will not improve the village at all; I just hope lots of people will support the
fact that we do not need or want more housing in Wickhambrook.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Katharine Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

681

Summary

Settlement status 2018 development. The school and the surgery are already bursting and
with struggle to cope with just the new additions from these extra 23 dwellings.

Comment

The school and the surgery are already bursting and with struggle to cope with just the new
additions from these extra 23 dwellings.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Phillips

Agent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

900

Summary

At present, Wickhambrook is accessible to those it serves, who drive in to see their GP, to
use the post office and shop, to take children to school, to use the filling station and visit the
pub. All the villagers recognise that Wickhambrook, the willing centre of this area, is already
oversubscribed by the numbers of us who need to be there, and we therefore tolerate as
cheerfully as we can the linear parking at the surgery, and at the school, which daily cause
problems.At present, Wickhambrook

Comment

At present, Wickhambrook is accessible to those it serves, who drive in to see their GP, to
use the post office and shop, to take children to school, to use the filling station and visit the
pub. All the villagers recognise that Wickhambrook, the willing centre of this area, is already
oversubscribed by the numbers of us who need to be there, and we therefore tolerate as
cheerfully as we can the linear parking at the surgery, and at the school, which daily cause
problems.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maria Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

478

Summary

It is agreed that a Local Service Centre is the correct level for the village.

Comment

The 23 dwellings have already led to a significant increase in the size of the village.
Proposing significantly more dwellings so soon after would be too much given the
constraints already noted

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Soren Bradbury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

101
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Summary

The village is small with a great Primary School that is at its maximum capacity despite
extending to accommodate the extra children since Middle Schools were dissolved in
Suffolk.

Comment

The village is small with a great Primary School that is at its maximum capacity despite
extending to accommodate the extra children since Middle Schools were dissolved in
Suffolk. Every day the B1063 road is jammed with cars as parents drop-off and collect
children and adding more children to an already congested school access route is not only a
major inconvenience for anyone trying to pass through the village safely at that time but
more importantly, it is highly dangerous to the children and parents who have to access the
school each day.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sally Jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

462

Summary

I fully support Wickhambrook's designation as a LSC. And as a LSC I believe that the 23
dwellings currently under construction and the forty or so built in the village since it became
a LSC mean that Wickhambrook has already taken a large amount of building for the Council
and therefore should not be considered for further development. It has already taken a lot of
building for a LSC of it's size and the village's infrastructure is already struggling under the
burden.

Comment

I fully support Wickhambrook's designation as a LSC. And as a LSC I believe that the 23
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dwellings currently under construction and the forty or so built in the village since it became
a LSC mean that Wickhambrook has already taken a large amount of building for the Council
and therefore should not be considered for further development. It has already taken a lot of
building for a LSC of it's size and the village's infrastructure is already struggling under the
burden.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Tara Hayden

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

89

Summary

The building of the 23 dwellings is still taking place and impacting hugely on the
surrounding residents (mainly elderly) on a daily basis and over the long term.

Comment

The building of the 23 dwellings is still taking place and impacting hugely on the
surrounding residents (mainly elderly) on a daily basis and over the long term. It has
seriously affected their wellbeing and more than likely forced some of them to move from
what they were hoping to be their "forever homes" - what about their human rights? This
has already added pressure to already limited facilities and poor infrastructure and we
strongly feel that no more new developments are necessary in Wickhambrook.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
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SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

R and S Jones

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Settlement status

Comment ID

548

Summary

It is agreed the right level is as a Local Service Centre given the limited level of facilities
available.

Comment

The housing already granted and being built has already expanded the village. The services
are limited to take much additional development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Dr Anthony Colletta

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

66

Summary

This plan is absolute folly. The school and GP practice will be overwhelmed. The roads in
Wickhambrook are appalling, the extra traffic would reduce them to mud tracks. The
proposal would destroy the nature of the village for ever, bringing together several of the
Greens. And don't forget this is a Conservation Area. Let's not ruin this quiet part of Suffolk
for the benefit of a few greedy farmers.

Comment

This plan is absolute folly. The school and GP practice will be overwhelmed. The roads in
Wickhambrook are appalling, the extra traffic would reduce them to mud tracks. The
proposal would destroy the nature of the village for ever, bringing together several of the
Greens. And don't forget this is a Conservation Area. Let's not ruin this quiet part of Suffolk
for the benefit of a few greedy farmers.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Dr Paul Cooper (Wickhambrook Surgery)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

227

Summary

Views of the partners of Wickhambrook Surgery. e do appreciate that building homes is a
national need and as such feel that the surgery could manage with the expected increase in
numbers from infilling developments such as WS190, 192, and 212 but we object to WS191
and 195 given the large scale of these.

Comment

The partners at Wickhambrook Surgery have reviewed the proposals for development in
Wickhambrook and wish to object. We do appreciate that building homes is a national need
and as such feel that the surgery could manage with the expected increase in numbers from
infilling developments such as WS190, 192, and 212 but we object to WS191 and 195 given
the large scale of these. The extent of the full proposals would have a significant effect on
the village and the services therein and would fundamentally alter the fabric and very nature
of what makes Wickhambrook special. The full proposal would result in a significant strain
on the surgery and the services we offer and we have no capacity to extend on our current
site. We do not feel that the roads servicing the village or the drainage within the village are
adequate either with longstanding flooding at lower points in the village already a problem
(B1063/Cloak lane junction, the corner of Coltsfoot close to the Duddery), and this problem
would presumably be exacerbated by further building on higher ground. With thanks for
considering our views. Dr Paul Cooper on behalf of Wickhambrook Surgery

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers, including the NHS, to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
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appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.
Respondent Name

Graham Dowsett

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

62

Summary

While I don't object in principal to small scale individual developments such as WS190,
WS192,WS193, WS212 I am very concerned by the total number proposed (total 142
properties) and I am totally against the large scale developments proposed in WS191 and
WS195 which would completely change the character and appearance of the village.

Comment

I live in one of the low lying parts of the village close to the Sewage Works and am intimately
aware having been flooded in 2012 that the treatment works is currently unable to cope with
current demand and would require extensive upgrade to cope with new developments.
Additionally the surface water from the developments WS195 and WS190 drain onto Shop
Hill at the junction with Cloak Lane andI have already incurred flooding due to water
running into Cloak Lane. Additional properties as proposed in WS195 and WS190 would
create greater risk of flooding to my property unless considerable infrastructure is put in
place to carry away rainwater.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
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council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

MISS Emily King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

192

Summary

Against the plans to build multiply houses in and around Wickhambrook. Wickhambrook is
not a big enough village to take on these developments. The school doesn’t have enough
room to take on anymore children. The cars that park near the school to pick up their
children are is too many already so adding more people to the village will make it so
dangerous.

Comment

I’m highly against the new builds for wickhambrook. The plan to possibly be building 700
plus houses is ludicrous. Wickhambrook is not a big enough village to take on these
developments. The school doesn’t have enough room to take on anymore children. The cars
that park near the school to pick up their children are is too many already so adding more
people to the village will make it so dangerous. There’s already been multiple accidents
outside the school concerning cars and traffic travelling too fast down that road. It would put
the risks even higher for accidents, for people and traffic. The surgery already has patients
travelling from haverhill due to their own surgery being too busy for their population. The
wickhambrook surgery is already over worked and can’t cope with all the patients there as it
is and introducing more houses to the village along with family’s will make it worse. the
shop is only small and I’ve personally worked there, I know how busy and stressful it gets
with the current population, it’s bad enough at rush hour and I can’t imagine how bad it’ll be
with more people joining the village. The shop can not take the extra population. I was born
and raised in the village. The country side was part of my childhood and my adulthood now
and I can honestly say it will break my heart to see more fields and tree’s torn down in order
to build these houses. The wildlife will yet again have to move on and their homes be
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destroyed. It’ll ruin the countryside for many and I can’t imagine the effect it’ll have on those
much older than me who wake up every morning looking forward to seeing the beautiful
countryside views. I have mental health issues and taking walks round the countryside
seeing the beautiful views helps me clear my mind. But walking around a load of houses on
field where I used to walk for a little bit of hope and to clear my mind will definitely not be as
affective. I understand young people need houses but there are plenty houses else where.
I’m a young person who lives in the village I don’t want these houses to be build. My father
and mother also disagree with the plans as they’ve also lived here for years. The promises of
having affordable homes is very unlikely. Setting just a few affordable houses aside is not
acceptable. Even then a lot of young people don’t have the money to buy their own homes or
afford the rent prices. My mother works at Old High Hall which is known to be a holiday
home. People book holidays there to see the views of the beautiful fields surrounding it, the
fresh air and the country, not to stay in a cottage surrounded by houses. I know there’s plans
for houses to be build behind it therefore it’d be a disaster to the owner of old high hall as it
wouldn’t be as popular as it once was and very disappointing to those who wish to escape to
the country. my official comment on the development plans for 2021 is I’m highly against
the plans for multiply houses to be built as it would ruin the countryside and village for all
those who live here. There’s no need for the houses. We village people love the countryside
and the fresh air we don’t want it polluted by more houses and more people driving round
the village. please don’t build these houses.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
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the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Charles Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

73

Summary

Any Building Work carried out on WS192 will impact on the view from my Home and devalue
the Property.
Building Work will cause distress to the Horses in the Stud at Boyden End House opposite to
me on the Field

Comment

Any Building Work carried out on WS192 will impact on the view from my Home and devalue
the Property. Building Work will cause distress to the Horses in the Stud at Boyden End
House opposite to me on the Field

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Dick Taylor
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

850

Summary

Quantity not required.The propsed volume of housing is ludicrous for Wickhambrook which
suffers from lack of infrastructure as it has a Primary School at 90% capacity and a Drs
surgery burdened by the sheer numbers of patients from local and surrounding villages.

Comment

The propsed volume of housing is ludicrous for Wickhambrook which suffers from lack of
infrastructure as it has a Orimary School at 90% capacity and a Drs surgery burdened by the
sheer numbers of patients from local and surrounding villages. Industry is minimal and
employs predominantly from outside of the village. Mass building would have a major impact
on population shifts and not meet local demand or need. There is sufficient housing in
neighbouring Barrow, Haverhill and Bury St Edmunds that can cater better for increased
populations. The proposed number of houses could increase the population by 100+ percent
which would cause tremendous issues with pollution, increased traffic on narrow country
roads and a danger to human life on these roads. The aesthetics of the historic village would
change forever and be detrimental to the flora, forna and wildlife that is prevalent in this
rural setting.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mr JERRY DOCKERY

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

147

Summary

I wish to oppose the plans to build 700 new dwellings in and around the village of
Wickhambrook, we are a small rural community and do not have the resources to support
another several thousand people. We do not have a transport system that is suitable for this
amount of people and that would mean more cars in the village at an average of 2 car per
home, that is 1400 more vehicles on a road system that cant cope with the traffic we have
now.

Comment

I wish to oppose the plans to build 700 new dwellings in and around the village of
Wickhambrook, we are a small rural community and do not have the resources to support
another several thousand people. We do not have a transport system that is suitable for this
amount of people and that would mean more cars in the village at an average of 2 car per
home, that is 1400 more vehicles on a road system that cant cope with the traffick we have
now, our surgery would be unable to cope with such an influx of new patients. In 2018
permission was given to build 28 new homes on the very center of the village, this build is
still not complete and is causing havoc with site vehicles and noise pollution. The plans
should be dismissed and be reviewed for a build nearer Bury st Edmunds which has the
infrastructure to support it.Once again i state my total opposition to this build

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
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distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Paul Buckle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

108

Summary

Flooding Nunnery Green / Back Lane. Below are photographs / videos of our driveway on
Nunnery Green, which is a persistent problem when there is prolonged periods of rain.
This would only be aggravated if houses were built on proposed sites WS191 & WS192

Comment

Below are photographs / videos of our driveway on Nunnery Green, which is a persistent
problem when there is prolonged periods of rain. This would only be aggravated if houses
were built on proposed sites WS191 & WS192

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments and photos. It is important to seek the views on all
included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.
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Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

729

Summary

See below. here should be no building around Wickhambrook on sites that fall outside the
settlement boundary. It is clear to me that any development in or around Wickhambrook on
green field sites would be undesirable. I suggest that these green field sites should be
excluded from the draft Local Plan since for a number of reasons. The following constraints
apply to development on any of the sites identified in the draft Local Plan:

Comment

Paragraphs 4.13.6 to 4.13.10 There should be no building around Wickhambrook on sites
that fall outside the settlement boundary. It is clear to me that any development in or around
Wickhambrook on green field sites would be undesirable. I suggest that these green field
sites should be excluded from the draft Local Plan since for a number of reasons. The
following constraints apply to development on any of the sites identified in the draft Local
Plan: * In terms of public opinion, the overwhelming majority of village residents are against
any significant development in Wickhambrook. In the Parish Plan of 2011-2012, 96% of
respondents wanted either ‘no development at all or single/small-scale development’
achieved by infill. * As a matter of policy, Wickhambrook was designated as a Local Service
Centre in 2010. West Suffolk Council’s Rural Vision 2031 confirms that ‘this means that the
level of growth in the village will be much lower’ and that the village is ‘not considered to be
a suitable location for major growth’ (paragraph 38.3). * Major growth in Wickhambrook is
not required in order to meet the targets in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
West Suffolk has already made planning commitments to build 13,400 new homes. Over the
coming 20 years, this means that only 2,600 to 4,600 new sites need to be identified across
all the Towns, Key Service Centres, Local Service Centres and Type A villages in the whole of
West Suffolk. * Elements of infrastructure, including the surface water and sewerage
networks for Wickhambrook, are already at or close to capacity. Further housing
development at any significant scale would overwhelm these systems. * Local services,
including Wickhambrook’s school and health centre, are already full or under pressure.
Parking and access around these sites already create significant hazards to children and
elderly people. * Wickhambrook is not on a major bus corridor and is poorly served by public
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transport. More houses would inevitably bring more cars onto Wickhambrook’s narrow
lanes. * The village is served only by the B1063 which is a minor road with numerous narrow
stretches and dangerous junctions with other lanes and byways. Increased traffic on the
B1063 would be unacceptable to residents in neighbouring villages and within
Wickhambrook itself. * Road junctions and access in Wickhambrook itself are unsuitable for
additional traffic. Crossing points are already dangerous for pedestrians. * Much of
Wickhambrook is accessed by single-track lanes without pavements. These lanes are already
dangerous for pedestrians and other road users and are not suitable for increased traffic. *
Building on prime Grade 2 agricultural land around Wickhambrook would threaten the wellbeing and quality of life of future populations – and would be against Government and
National Farmers’ Union commitments on green recovery, environmental stewardship and
the production of climate-friendly food.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mr robert fearnley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

705
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Summary

Flooding, poor roads and dangerous access, loss of village farmland and character

Comment

All these sites should be rejected for development as the problems they will cause with
flooding,traffic and demand on local services are unsustainable for our village. The housing
should go near the A14 or adjacent to Bury St Edmunds.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mrs Diana carroll

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

895

Summary

All of these sites are Greenfield. They are all outside the existing boundary. All of them would
add to the burden of village's services (school and GP).

Comment

All of these sites are Greenfield. They are all outside the existing boundary. All of them would
add to the burden of village's services (school and GP). The main road through the village is
the B1063 all of it's junctions in the village are dangerous and there is a recognised
speeding problem. Two HGVs can't pass in many places. Most of the other roads in the
village are single carriageway and all of the roads are prone to dreadful flooding. All of the
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sites would affect listed buildings by overlooking / neighbouring.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Inger Morris

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

406

Summary

The roads from Wickhambrook are totally inadequate for heavy traffic whether that would be
the construction vehicles if you were to build in our village or the vehicles From so many
houses that are proposed. The roads are extremely narrow and meeting large vehicles there
is no room.

Comment

I Have already sent my comments to you but after the incident again on Fullers Hill in The
dark today please reconsider. The roads from Wickhambrook are totally inadequate for
heavy traffic whether that would be the construction vehicles if you were to build in our
village or the vehicles From so many houses that are proposed. The roads are extremely
narrow and meeting large vehicles there is no room. the only roads to Newmarket or
Hargrave are very narrow - this is also the route you would have to take to get to Barrow to
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get on the A14.There are no passing places and there are no pavements. We take ourl ife in
our hands when we venture out on foot or by car.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jocelyn Farina Regueira

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

61

Summary

The village does not have the infrastructure to support any large housing developments.
Flooding is a recurrent problem and the sewage system is already at it’s limit. The school
and doctors surgery will not be able to cope with the influx of a great number of new
families.
The nature of the village will be changed and the infrastructure of the roads will deteriorate
from a very poor base.
We do not want Wickhambrook to become another town.

Comment

We have lived in Wickhambrook for nearly forty years and like many we chose to live here
because of the countryside,wildlife and the tranquility it offers. We understand that there is
a need for housing nationally but it should not be at the expense of the traditional English
village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
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SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Julia Horne

Agent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

891

Summary

What steps did you take to inform residents of your plans? Well, here I am, a resident of
Wickhambrook having lived here for 50 years. What a shock to learn from other residents
who are on the internet – I am not – that there are plans to build as many as 700 houses in
this lovely village.

Comment

Well, here I am, a resident of Wickhambrook having lived here for 50 years. What a shock to
learn from other residents who are on the internet – I am not – that there are plans to build
as many as 700 houses in this lovely village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The plan was widely publicised in the press, online and using social media in
accordance with the statement of community involvement. All parish councils were invited to
attend a workshop with planners to explain the proposals and were sent information posters
for distribution. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have
been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that
all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will
set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This
will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Coote

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

24

Summary

Village facilities will not cope with extra development.

Comment

The effluent plant is not big enough. Particularly to the north west Bunters road (WS192)
will be an eyesore. This suggested site is on high ground and would blight the view. The
turnings on to the B1063 suffer from poor visibility. Wickhambrook is a local service centre
which was agreed by the council for obvious reasons. From a personal level I live next to
one of the fields which have been proposed, WS192. I will lose my privacy. Also be
overlooked. My future years of peacefulness will be shattered by 39 houses being built right
next to me. This is not just 39 houses, multiply that by 4 people and average of 2 cars.
How will the Doctor's surgery cope. Families will be living there so how many more cars will
be on our inadequate roads. We have lots of dog walkers/horses who use our country roads.
I moved here for the tranquility and the character of the village. I want to spend the rest of
my life enjoying my walks. popping to the shop or local pub. These proposals will destroy
the village. Large scale traffic on roads which will not cope. There are certain junctions
which I avoid now because they are dangerous. The surgery and school will suffer with over
subscription.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
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development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Coote

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

132

Summary

Infilling of Wickhambrook was agreed. We have 23 dwelling being built now. We do not need
large sites for development.

Comment

Infill sites in Wickhambrook are small and acceptable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mrs Sally Welsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

698
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Summary

Local Service Centre. Wickhambrook's status a s a local service centre remains in this new
vsion for west suffolk
This development exceeds the designated development strategy guidelines

Comment

Wickhambrook's status a s a local service centre remains in this new vsion for west suffolk
This development exceeds the designated development strategy guidelines

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is proposed that Wickhambrook maintains its status as a local service in the Issues
and Options Local Plan. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that
have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Tara Hayden

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

92

Summary

Objections to any new development in or around Wickhambrook. We strongly object to any
proposed new developments in or around Wickhambrook and would request that a new
settlement be considered instead well away from any existing village and where transport/
infrastructure links are available i.e. close to A11.

Comment

We strongly object to any proposed new developments in or around Wickhambrook and
would request that a new settlement be considered instead well away from any existing
village and where transport/infrastructure links are available i.e.close to A11.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Bye

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

115

Summary

Site Options. Wickhambrook can still meet the need for housing with infill and small scale
developments.

Comment

Wickhambrook can still meet the need for housing with infill and small scale developments.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement
in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Susan Sternberg

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Site options

Comment ID

338

Summary

Wickhambrook is a unique Anglo-Saxon settlement deep in the countryside ('10 miles from
anywhere') made up of clearly defined hamlets around 11 village greens with many listed
buildings of heritage value. It is an important part of WS's historic environment. The draft
plan states that it's committed to "safeguarding settlement identities". This special
environment must be taken into consideration when planning for new houses.

Comment

Wickhambrook is a unique Anglo-Saxon settlement deep in the countryside ('10 miles from
anywhere') made up of clearly defined hamlets around 11 village greens with many listed
buildings of heritage value. It is an important part of WS's historic environment. The draft
plan states that it's committed to "safeguarding settlement identities". This special
environment must be taken into consideration when planning for new houses. In 2010
Wickhambrook was designated a Local Service Centre eligible for a "small amount of
additional growth." (Rural Vision 2031 para 25.2) In 2012 a Parish Council survey revealed
that 96% of residents wanted "no development at all/single small scale development. In 2014
WS determined that Wickhambrook was "not considered to be a suitable location for major
growth" (Rural Vision 2031 para 38.3). Wickhambrook has a population of about 2,000
people. The draft proposal is completely disproportionate to the size of the village and would
overwhelm it. Wickhambrook has been building houses steadily by infill over the past 10
years and continues to do so. Indeed the new Cemetery road development of 23 houses
(WS193) is already contributing to the local plan quota and there is currently a planning
application for 2 further dwellings. Further need can easily be met by infill preserving the
identity and character of this historic rural community without putting further strain on the
already stretched local services. I strongly recommend that all green field sites outside the
settlement boundary are removed from the Wickhambrook section of the WS draft Local
Plan. It is not necessary or desirable for any LSC to provide large scale developments. New
houses need to be considered on a 'case by case' basis to meet the needs of the community.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

. . (E T Claydon and Sons)

Agent Name

Jeevan Thandi (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1047

Summary

Wickhambrook. The Vision Document supports our response to the consultation, with the
overarching aim of demonstrating how growth could be delivered in
Wickhambrook in a controlled, proportionate and sustainable manner. Our approach reflects
best practice with respect to environmental assessment and masterplanning, and places
sustainability, rural community and the rural economy all at the heart of
the vision. Promotes WS192 and WS191.

Comment

see attached. Promotes WS192 and WS191. The Vision Document supports our response to
the consultation, with the overarching aim of demonstrating how growth could be delivered
in Wickhambrook in a controlled, proportionate and sustainable manner. Our approach
reflects best practice with respect to environmental assessment and masterplanning, and
places sustainability, rural community and the rural economy all at the heart of the vision.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the submissions and supporting information which will be considered
during the next stage of plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
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dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

969

Summary

WS190. The development of this site (and WS195) will infill the agricultural land between
the designated heritage assets Gaines Hall and Gaines Cottage (both grade II listed). Any
historical connection between these two heritage assets would need to be understood before
an assessment of the impact of developing this site can be made.

Comment

the development of this site (and WS195) will infill the agricultural land between the
designated heritage assets Gaines Hall and Gaines Cottage (both grade II listed). Any
historical connection between these two heritage assets would need to be understood before
an assessment of the impact of developing this site can be made.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for these observations. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

976

Summary

WS195. The development of this site (and WS190) will infill the agricultural land between
the designated heritage assets Gaines Hall and Gaines Cottage (both grade II listed). Any
historical connection between these two heritage assets would need to be understood before
an assessment of the impact of developing this site can be made.

Comment

the development of this site (and WS190) will infill the agricultural land between the
designated heritage assets Gaines Hall and Gaines Cottage (both grade II listed). Any
historical connection between these two heritage assets would need to be understood before
an assessment of the impact of developing this site can be made.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for these observations. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

989

Summary

WS191. any development on this site must respect the setting of Boyden End Stables, High
Barns and Boyden End Cottages (all grade II listed) which could be achieved by restricting
the development to the eastern portion of the site

Comment

any development on this site must respect the setting of Boyden End Stables, High Barns
and Boyden End Cottages (all grade II listed) which could be achieved by restricting the
development to the eastern portion of the site
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Deborah MOIR

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1153

Summary

WS195. Allowing this site will completely change the "village" feel of Wickhambrook - 450
houses could equate to 900 people, therefore 900 cars moving through the village at least
twice a day. The lack of pavements already make walking through the village unsafe - adding
all these extra vehicles can only cause more problems.

Comment

Allowing this site will completely change the "village" feel of Wickhambrook - 450 houses
could equate to 900 people, therefore 900 cars moving through the village at least twice a
day. The lack of pavements already make walking through the village unsafe - adding all
these extra vehicles can only cause more problems. Improved roads and pavements, safer
road junctions to allow cars to pull out. Expanded Doctor's surgery which would have to be
on a new site. Improved bus services. Increase to the size of the school - and proper parking
for parents and teachers for the safe drop-off/collection of children. Adding another 450
houses could equate to 900 more people – almost doubling the size of the village. 900 people
could mean 900 more vehicles moving through roads that are narrow, without pavements,
where many junctions have restricted views and it’s not safe for pedestrians to walk. The
current services – the post office, filling station and convenience store are all the same place,
not three separate services – won’t be able to cope with the load, neither will the already-full
school.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Denise Whatline

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

797

Summary

Make the land bio like mid Suffolk are doing not making it a concrete jungle - don't build on
land that feeds us ! Build on land that is all ready concrete!

Comment

I'm writing my objections for 700 houses in Wickhambrook We moved to the so called
country 15 months ago to live in our dream home ( 18th Century Cottage) in the lovely
village of Wickhambrook and the reason it was our dream home was because we overlooked
fields and not a housing estate , no proposed plans for houses were shown on our survey!
Our cottage overlooks the proposed plot WS191 for 164 houses and has a tiny garden with 5
other houses along side us. We bought this property to live in a small village and to have the
open views which has much wildlife and the build of 700 homes would be devastating not
only for us but most of the village we DID NOT buy the property to have houses built right
on top of us in our back garden! A few of many reasons why i am saying NO to 700 houses
and especially 164 behind my home ! 1- the road from Nunnery Green up to Boyden End is a
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single track for one car which has no footpaths and floods all the way down which then
floods all our driveways( video evidence) - the flow of traffic comes up and down this road to
the Doctors surgery, pub and shop and with the addition houses would make this very
DANGEROUS for those having to walk in the road. The rainfall also runs off the land into the
garden, where will this go once concreted ? 164 houses would cause night pollution at night
2 -flooding is all round and some roads have to be blocked off as the drainage / sawage is
poor. Lack of footpaths make it dangerous as it is 3- 700 houses at least 1,500plus cars ! At
least 1,500 people and children where are they going to go for work, school etc more school
buses more work traffic 4- WS191 land has many precious wildlife, we see deers,
hares,pheasants, kites, buzzards and many birds - to build 164 houses on the land would be
devastating to see not only this go but to where to! all the trees and hedgerows to be ripped
down when us a nation should be growing more MAKE THE LAND BIO LIKE MID SUFFOLK
ARE DOING NOT MAKING IT A CONCRETE JUNGLE -DON'T BUILD ON LAND THAT
FEEDS US ! BUILD on land that is all ready concrete! I'm aware some houses have to be
built but why right on top of people's homes in their back garden? Why so many that would
cause more flooding and make our narrow roads more dangerous? Why not smaller plots
that wouldn't impose on people's homes and the village life that people moved or have lived
here for ? keep the larger builds for the towns of Suffolk not the historian villages that would
lose their identity. It seems it's all about targets and money for those selling the land , even
if the infrastructure was on the plans WE DON'T WANT IT otherwise people would live in a
town not a beautiful village! They contractors will also change the plan for
affordable housing once planning has been agreed like they did on the new builds plot
WS193 I would be happy for anyone from the council to visit my home and see from my
garden the devastation this build would be and i will be inviting this to be seen by the press
in the New Year, Many Thanks for taking time to read this from a very sad and concerned
resident of Wickhambrook
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Dr. Matthew Lawfield

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

358

Summary

Further corrections. It is worth pointing out that Wickhambrook historically consisted of a
number of hamlets. The ' core village area ' was created in the last 50 years by building a
new estate and GP surgery in one of these hamlets .

Comment

It is worth pointing out that Wickhambrook historically consisted of a number of
hamlets. The ' core village area ' was created in the last 50 years by building a new
estate and GP surgery in one of these hamlets .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Dr. Matthew Lawfield

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

528

Summary

WS195. Now, developing this particular plot would have a profound impact on the visual
appearance of the area around Thorns Corner , and would lead to a considerable increase in
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the traffic around this crossroads on the B1085 to Newmarket . As such , it is a particularly
inappropriate suggestion.. You may not be aware that all the roads in Wickhambrook were
marked on Hodskinsons map of 1783 , and indeed the network has shrunk since then . There
is no room for yet more vehicles here .
Comment

This again is a useful area of farmland which England, cut off from European food, cannot
afford to lose to building . Unemployment is going to be a serious issue in 2021 and
subsequent years , at 10 % and rising , so any building on a site like this is very likely to
result in unfinished , unoccupied houses where there should be fertile land . Now, developing
this particular plot would have a profound impact on the visual appearance of the area
around Thorns Corner , and would lead to a considerable increase in the traffic around this
crossroads on the B1085 to Newmarket . As such , it is a particularly inappropriate
suggestion.. You may not be aware that all the roads in Wickhambrook were marked on
Hodskinsons map of 1783 , and indeed the network has shrunk since then . There is no room
for yet more vehicles here . Wickhambrook is miles from the nearest growth areas in
Cambridge and Haverhill , and there are no plans to increase employment in the
village so any further growth in housing would be entirely inappropriate . Any new
housing in England needs to be aimed at the actual needs of the population , [ mainly
small units in towns / cities ] rather than the needs of the volume builders [
profitable 4/5 bed 'executive homes ' on cheap farmland ] . However, the existing
population is served by a GP surgery , which is somewhat outdated and cramped.
There is a Victorian school , which is now on a busy road with regular vehicle
collisions outside caused by inadequate highway parking . These facilities could be
upgraded , but that is a side issue . AnglianWater point out that Wickhambrook is
in one of the driest areas of the country, and as such, although they supply what is
technically classed as potable water, it tastes dreadful and has to be filtered
before drinking . Given a limited supply of water there is no room for an increase
in demand . Surface water flooding is regularly a problem in Wickhambrook , and
the
sewage farm at the Duddery has problems from time to time , but I haven't
looked into the details.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Dr. Tom White

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

302

Summary

WS190. New housing here is entirely inappropriate, as existing growth in Wickhambrook
(eg. along Cemetery Road) causes further congestion on local roads, which themselves are
not amenable to widening, and are constantly becoming more dangerous for pedestrians like
myself, owing to the lack of peripheral footpaths. Added to this, congestion at the School
entrance and the Surgery is almost intolerable even with the existing population.

Comment

New housing here is entirely inappropriate, as existing growth in Wickhambrook (eg. along
Cemetery Road) causes further congestion on local roads, which themselves are not
amenable to widening, and are constantly becoming more dangerous for pedestrians like
myself, owing to the lack of peripheral footpaths. Added to this, congestion at the School
entrance and the Surgery is almost intolerable even with the existing population. What
improvements to infrastructure, services and facilities do you think are needed to facilitate
growth in Wickhambrook? Improvements in road width, footways, access to Surgery and
School for EXISTING residents and as a result of recent growth are hardly conceivable
given historical neglect and future prospects of financing. That future growth could and
should be "facilitated" is fantasy at best and incompetence or madness at worst.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Dr A P Draycott

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

452

Summary

Objection to 700 new houses in Wickhambrook. When I came to live here 50 years ago the
roads, school, surgery and other services, just matched the population of the village and
surrounding areas. Since then the population has more than doubled due to new
development and now the roads are highly dangerous, as witnessed by several serious
accidents, and the school and doctors cannot cope with the influx.

Comment

I wish to record my objection to the proposal of building up to 700 new houses in
Wickhambrook. When I came to live here 50 years ago the roads, school, surgery and other
services, just matched the population of the village and surrounding areas. Since then the
population has more than doubled due to new development and now the roads are highly
dangerous, as witnessed by several serious accidents, and the school and doctors cannot
cope with the influx. In my role of environmental scientist I also object to the loss of
countryside and all it contains. I therefore object to this planning proposal most strongly.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Dr Roger Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1347

Summary

All of the sites submitted are on green fields and I oppose the consideration of them for
housing development and cite the grounds for this in my submissions for each site below.

Comment

We live in an area predominantly based on small rural communities, closely allied to farming.
They are part of the attractiveness of region and to destroy them by over-development is not
acceptable as you recognise. In my opinion, across the whole of West Suffolk, green sites
should not be developed, in line with recent changes in government thinking. The pandemic
and potential links with the wildlife/human interface are focussing minds on the issue of food
security. In the future, we need to become more self-sufficient to protect the nation’s health
and continue to export high quality food. This and the effect of climate change on the
environment and wildlife are inextricably linked. We are also leaving the EU with farming
practice and grant support undergoing change. Use of large areas of grade II agricultural
land in Suffolk (the bread basket of the UK) for development mitigates against this backdrop
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and in my opinion it should continue to be used for safe food production and/or re-wilded,
with sensitively planned infilling within existing settlement boundaries if possible to provide
the required housing. In fact, the government have already recognised this in their recent
review and will be stopping green site development in the South of England in favour of
brown and urban sites. Comments on Part 3: Settlements Section 4.13 Wickhambrook The
majority of the current estimate of around 2,600 required further homes in West Suffolk
should be put into the five Towns and the seven Key Service Centres using brownfield sites
and business premises that are inevitably going to become available in the current economic
climate partly due to changes in work practice driven by the pandemic. Small numbers, not
greater than preferably 5 but up to 10/site in certain conditions should be placed equitably
in other smaller settlements by infill, to allow new blood to come into villages and affordable
homes to be available for the young and old in the community Overall, although I recognise
that the village must move with the times and an increase in numbers of houses, both
affordable for younger and older people and a sprinkling of homes to bring new blood into
the village is desirable. However, in keeping with its rural nature Wickhambrook should
remain a Local Service Centre and as was said in the last review in 2010 is ‘not a suitable
location for major growth. Thus, green fields must be removed from the plan for potential
development, particularly in view of the recent government changes in policy on use of such
sites across the South of England. Otherwise over time, creeping development and
coalescence of sites will destroy our village. This is underlined by the following major
constraints`: Historical Context The village is an ancient hamlet that has grown around a
number of Greens, with many historic and listed properties lying close to the proposed
development sites in the plan. It is a Local Service Centre and its core and infrastructure
and services, which are already stretched, would be overwhelmed by large scale
development. In fact, approximately 80 houses have already been built in Wickhambrook in
the last 10 years. The scale of potential development (WP 191 and 192) on green sites either
side of the Lane between Meeting Green (where I live) and Boyden End gives me most
concern. If Wickham Street can be a Conservation area, Meeting Green, both from there to
both Park Gate and Boyden End must also qualify for this designation, as there are many
historic and Listed buildings there, including an ancient listed Church. Traffic on the lane
dividing these sites has already increased with infill of houses and the surgery taking on
more patients and this can only increase. Infrastructure The minor roads, their junctions and
even the main road through the village (B1063) are inadequate to support greatly increased
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numbers in both private and industrial vehicles. In addition, adjacent villages such as
Lidgate that use the facilities (shop, school and surgery) of Wickhambrook will be adversely
affected. The Doctor’s Surgery is already stretched (>5000 patients) and the narrow lane
that serves it through Meeting Green and Boyden End already carries heavy traffic.
Additional cars would also lead to parking problems around the surgery, which are already
limited and create difficulties for residents. The water treatment plant is struggling to cope
with the current population, only recently raw sewage has been seen bubbling up in the
region of Cloak Lane. Environment, Wildlife and Food Security Meeting Green has been
highlighted as a flood zone under the constraints section in Issues and Options Section 4.13
and since the Meadows development (WS 193) was commenced much more water is
accumulating at the lowest point. The next tranche of houses under construction at this site
will increase the problem, as would further development on green site WS 212. Increased
development will also lead to more light pollution which is already high within the
settlement boundary. Most importantly, the pandemic and potential links with the wildlife/
human interface are focussing minds on the issue of food security. In the future, we need to
become more self-sufficient to protect the nation’s health and continue to export high quality
food. This and the effect of climate change on the environment and wildlife are inextricably
linked. We are also leaving the EU with farming practice and grant support undergoing
change. Use of large areas of grade II agricultural land in Suffolk (the bread basket of the
UK) for development mitigates against this backdrop and in my opinion it should continue to
be used for safe food production and/or re-wilded (protect and enhance wildlife corridors),
with sensitively planned infilling within existing settlement boundaries to provide the
required housing. In fact, the government have already recognised this in their recent
review and will be stopping green site development in favour of brown and urban sites.
Comments on individual Sites WS 191 and 192 (North and West of Boyden End or North of
Nunnery Green) Apart from contributing to the whole issue in terms of my previous remarks,
these sites are green field and must not be developed, but retained as productive farmland
with environmental and wildlife considerations in harmony with the production of safe food
for home and overseas consumption. Both sites are on higher ground and as such would be
prominent in the landscape, thus visually damaging to the fragile ancient hamlet structure
and appearance and ‘feel’ of the village. Being on higher ground, their development would
exacerbate flooding in Meeting Green and potentially Coltsfoot Green Traffic in the Lane
between these sites to an overloaded Surgery would increase dramatically. WS 193 (Land on
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Cemetery Hill) Apart from contributing to the whole issue in terms of my previous remarks,
this is a green field site and must not be developed but retained as productive farmland with
environmental and wildlife considerations in balance with the production of safe food for
home and overseas consumption. This site is on higher ground and development would
inevitably exacerbate flooding in Meeting Green and potentially Coltsfoot Green, which is
happening already due to work on WS 212. It should be taken into account that land may be
needed for cemetery expansion. Development on this site could eventually lead to its
coalescence with Coltsfoot Green and WS 195 (Land east of Gaines Hall) Apart from
contributing to the whole issue in terms of my previous remarks, this is a green field site and
must not be developed but retained as productive farmland with environmental and wildlife
considerations in balance with the production of safe food for home and overseas
consumption. This site would be prominent in the landscape, thus damaging the fragile
ancient hamlet structure and appearance and ‘feel’ of the village. Its development would
exacerbate flooding in Attleton Green, already a problem. WS193 (Land at Nunnery Green
and Cemetery Hill) This green site has already been partly developed in a reasonably
sensitive way and has contributed 23 houses the Wickhambrook’s quota but without some of
the original affordable housing that was promised being built. Improvements to
infrastructure, services and facilities that are needed to facilitate growth in Wickhambrook I
do not want to see increase in facilities at the expense of accepting large scale development,
but as reasonable growth occurs the sewage works need upgrading and the Doctor’s
Surgery would be better upgraded and placed elsewhere in the long term.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
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Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Emily Bayman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

670

Summary

Lack of infrastructure. The sites are far too big for the amount of development the village
can accommodate.

Comment

The sites are far too big for the amount of development the village can accommodate. There
is a lack of infrastructure: A full school where children and parents risk life and limb
everyday at drop off and pick up. The scene of several accidents. The closing of the middle
schools means there are now even more pupils there.There was an accident outside the
school the other week and have been several in the past, as it’s so dangerous. The road
junctions are not good with poor visibility. Every turning on to the B1063 through the village
suffers from poor visibility and is very narrow in places. Many of the roads are single
carriageway and don’t have places to pass. The Doctor’s surgery is at capacity and can not
expand on its current site and already covers patients from a huge area (see photo attached
of the covered area). Parking is a major issue, on street parking to use the surgery makes
entering and leaving the car park dangerous.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
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services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Emily Bayman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1076

Summary

WS191. This site will destroy the hamlet of Boyden End, which has listed buildings and a
historic landscape. The roads are narrow, prone to flooding and creating a concrete jungle
with the proposed development would make things worse.

Comment

This site will destroy the hamlet of Boyden End, which has listed buildings and a historic
landscape. The roads are narrow, prone to flooding and creating a concrete jungle with the
proposed development would make things worse. This site is on high ground and would
blight the view for large swathes of the village during the day and flood the surrounding
area with light pollution at night. There is a lot of wildlife in this area that would be
destroyed forever. I strongly object against any building on this site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Emily Bayman

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

924

Summary

What the numbers say... Wickhambrook has indicated more capacity for building homes in
the draft Local Plan than any other Local Service Centre with the exception of Beck Row
(1,366 homes). Beck Row is five times the size of Wickhambrook; it is situated on a major
road around Mildenhall airfield; and it is already an agreed ‘primary’ target for development
in the draft West Suffolk Local Plan. Mass development is not needed here.

Comment

Under the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), West Suffolk needs to build 16,500
homes in the next 20 years. Estimates of need are likely to grow, so let’s call that 18,000
houses. There are already plans to build 13,400 homes in West Suffolk. These are either
under construction (like the 23 houses being built on the site opposite the cemetery in
Wickhambrook) or being actively planned. This means West Suffolk might need to identify
sites for up to 4,600 further houses across the whole area between now and 2040. The sites
included for Wickhambrook in the draft Local Plan under the SHELAA arrangements have an
indicative capacity of 733 houses – that is 15% of the homes needed across the whole area,
all proposed as additional housing in one village. In fact, Wickhambrook has indicated more
capacity for building homes in the draft Local Plan than any other Local Service Centre with
the exception of Beck Row (1,366 homes). Beck Row is five times the size of Wickhambrook;
it is situated on a major road around Mildenhall airfield; and it is already an agreed ‘primary’
target for development in the draft West Suffolk Local Plan. For comparison, other Local
Service Centres are offering much lower numbers – like Rougham (68); Great and Little
Welnetham (58); and Hopton (37). Wickhambrook has also offered more potential sites for
houses in the draft Local Plan than three of the Key Service Centres (for example, Ixworth at
330 and Kedington at 278) – and more sites than two of the Towns. Brandon has offered just
33 new houses, all within their settlement boundary, and Newmarket has contributed only
710. Looking at other Towns in the draft Local Plan, Bury St Edmunds is offering sites with
an indicative capacity of 9,944 – that’s twice as many houses as are needed for the whole
West Suffolk area. Haverhill is contributing sites for 6,741 potential homes – also more than
enough for the whole area. Taken together, the indicative capacity of the sites in the Towns
in West Suffolk is 19,231 – four times as many additional houses as West Suffolk needs.
Taken together, the Key Service Centres are offering sites for a further 5,157 potential
homes – more than enough to meet the need for additional housing in the whole of West
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Suffolk without any building in the villages. These figures show that the proposed sites for
housing around Wickhambrook in the draft Local Plan are dramatically out of proportion to
the need in West Suffolk. Proposing an expansion of housing at this level for Wickhambrook
is unnecessary, inappropriate and excessive. Mass development is not needed here.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jackie Merry

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1265

Summary

I wish to record my opposition to development on a large scale in Wickhambrook on land
earmarked in the Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment plan.

Comment

I wish to record my opposition to development on a large scale in Wickhambrook on land
earmarked in the Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment plan. This
ancient and unique hamlet structure is now under threat. As well as the importance of
infrastructure there is also a need to think through the idea in environmental and land use
terms, with the future uncertainty of Brexit and the need to feed the UK and indeed the
world. The loss of prime cereal growing and arable land in Wickhambrook and indeed across
Britain could be a major mistake. Indeed, the Government are themselves re-considering the
use of green sites. Ten years ago Wickhambrook was designated a ‘Key Service Area’, which
after much debate was downgraded to ‘Local Service Area’ status due to its lack of facilities
on the scale of for example Clare and Barrow. This has not changed. Whilst we recognise
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that every village must share the responsibility for a certain amount of new housing, it is the
potential scale of development that causes me concern. It will have a massive impact on the
very rural village that I have chosen to live in. My points relate to four areas: * Historic
context Historically, Wickhambrook is an Anglo-Saxon hamlet with a cluster of houses
around each of eight Greens, with the centre being where the land put forward for release
by local landowners for development lies. At both ends of ‘The Lane’ between Meeting Green
area where I live and Boyden End there are many listed buildings, one being a Church and
either side of this lane are two of the major proposed sites (WS 191and 192) proposed for
development. * Traffic The inevitable increase in pressure on the road system with increased
traffic load on the B1063, which is already creating problems here and in other villages such
as Lidgate, and also the single-track road ‘The Lane’ mentioned above. The latter is a ‘rat
run’ and the main access to the Surgery and also has a very dangerous junction just opposite
our entrance. Traffic can only get worse with large scale development. * Health Services The
adverse effect on an already stretched Doctors Surgery(>5000 patients already) with
increased traffic at Meeting Green, coupled with very limited parking and extended long
waiting times for non-urgent appointments, which can already be fairly long. * Sewerage
The current treatment facility is already over capacity and further development on a large
scale will completely overload it. * Environment Surface water run-off from the heavy
boulder clay sub-soil is already beginning to accumulate at Meeting Green (denoted a flood
zone in the SHEELAA Plan) since the first stage of building development at site WS 193 off
Cemetery Road. Light pollution is already a problem in Wickhambrook and that will increase
with the completion of the above development and any further large scale development. Wild
life corridors will also suffer. The people of Wickhambrook need to benefit from any future
planning proposals, not just a small number of landowners who have put their land forward
and the developers, they will not have to live with the aftermath!
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Joanne Kirk (Lidgate Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

303

Summary

Because of its proximity to Lidgate, any development in Wickhambrook will impact on
Lidgate.

Comment

Because of its proximity to Lidgate, any development in Wickhambrook will impact on
Lidgate. Categorising Wickhambrook as a type A village would be more appropriate than a
Local Service Centre due to its size and village feel. Although it has some services, the
infrastructure in the village and the existing road network would struggle to accommodate
an increase in traffic from any large scale development. The GP surgery which Lidgate
residents use, is already oversubscribed and patients are already being taken from the
extensive new developments in Haverhill. As it is on an existing housing estate, it is accessed
by narrow roads with inadequate parking. If the amenities in Wickhambrook can’t be
accessed by Lidgate residents this will be a deterrent to people moving into the area, leading
to further stagnation in rural communities. At times primary age children have had to attend
other local primary schools, for example Moulton, as the primary school in Wickhambrook
was full. Wickhambrook Primary School already has a large catchment areas and it is
contrary to any sustainability policy, if local residents have to drive out of the area to access
primary school facilities. Unless the primary school is able to expand to accommodate an
increase in numbers from future development, future development will impact on
Wickhambrook residents and neighbouring villages. The issue of access to secondary
education from children in Lidgate and Wickhambrook to secondary education also needs to
be addressed. Many parents commute into Bury St Edmunds as the bus service does not
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have capacity to accommodate children who opt to attend schools in Bury. This does not
support the development of rural areas and would act as a barrier for families on lower
incomes to access schools of their choice. It also increases the carbon footprint if parents
have to drive their children to school. Parking at the primary school is difficult and at times
dangerous when cars are parked on the B1063 leaving insufficient room for vehicles to pass
and there have already been accidents along this stretch. Safe car parking should be
allocated for the school and the GP surgery. The VH car parked is used currently but is
always congested in the morning and at the end of school. Any increase in traffic on the
B1063 will impact on Lidgate which already has an ongoing problem with speeding. Data is
collected regularly from Vehicle Activated Signs which confirms this. This data is submitted
on a regular basis to Suffolk Police. Lidgate and Wickhambrook are both situated on the
B1063 Newmarket to Clare corridor which is rural in nature traversing "countryside”. Any
development along the route will contribute to a built up feel which the Parish Council
resists
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Keith and Sue Chappell

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

785

Summary

Part Three Settlements section 4.13 Wickhambrook. The question should be asked who are
the proposed houses for? Local young people, if so how many are needed? Commuters for
Cambridge, London and Ipswich? Wickhambrook is not suitable for the last group as the five
points illustrate clearly, nor for more people working in Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds and
Haverhill.

Comment

The following points need to be stressed:- (1) In many places the roads are too narrow for
cars moving in opposite directions to pass with ease and safety. eg the road from
Wickhambrook to Hargrave. (2) The village school is at capacity. Enlargement would
adversely encroach on recreational activities. (3) The doctors' surgery is only big enough for
current needs. Cars parking is an issue and would become impossible. (4) Several areas eg.
Coltsfoot Green, are prone to flooding. More concrete on high ground would make the
situation worse. Wickhambrook clay creates drainage problems. (5) Public transport is very
poor. This would have to improve to an hourly service to Haverhill, to Newmarket and to
Bury St Edmunds throughout the day if a substantial increase in population is envisaged.
The question should be asked who are the proposed houses for? Local young people, if so
how many are needed? Commuters for Cambridge, London and Ipswich? Wickhambrook is
not suitable for the last group as the five points illustrate clearly, nor for more people
working in Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
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which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Liam Corber

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1306

Summary

Having seen the Wickhambrook draft local plan proposal on the West Suffolk website, I
would like to express my concerns surrounding such vast development that is being
proposed on valuable green field sites.

Comment

Having seen the Wickhambrook draft local plan proposal on the West Suffolk website, I
would like to express my concerns surrounding such vast development that is being
proposed on valuable green field sites. 733 proposed houses for Wickhambrook is just not
sustainable. It’s clear that many villagers also are upset and shocked at this proposal. Being
a Local Service Centre this village just can not cope and the reasons for this are huge. We
are a Local Servcie Centre for a reason and this should Not change. The infrastructure will
Not cope, flooding has been so bad for many years on these narrow lanes in the village,
many parts are dangerous to drive and single track. The doctors and school are at full
capacity already and parking for both are appealing, recently there has been incidents at
both places due to the lack of parking and because of such dangerous tight space to drive
pass. The village should continue to grow naturally by gradual infill and small scale
developments in the settlement boundary. We want to keep the uniqueness of this village and
it’s hamlets not make it into one mass sprawl. It has many historic greens and listed houses
that many of these sites will disrupt especially site WS191 which will ruin the hamlet of
Boyden End and Old High Hall which is of historic interest. Traffic will increase on these
roads that are designed for this level of traffic, the noise level will increase and neighbouring
village Lidgate are fully against such proposals in Wickhambrook, one reason being the
traffic they already have is far too much. Wildlife and the environment will be destroyed on
all sites in this proposal. At a time when we should be conserving the environment we should
not be looking to build mass development on green field sites. Urban areas such as empty
office should be used especially as town centres have many empty units.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

lorraine brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

69

Summary

There is only 1 pub.
There are not enough amenities to sustain a new development

Comment

The information above is incorrect there is only one pub. Not enough amenities to sustain
another new development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes. The council
works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
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the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

lorraine brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

70

Summary

Access to the school and gp surgery. Access to the gp surgery in it's current location Boyden
close is inadequate with lack of parking an increase in this would mean it would be
impossible to park and affect clinically unwell people and the vulnerable. there is no
alternative but to access with a car. we have already seen an increase in dangerous parking
and many times Boyden close has been impassable , leading to no access for emergency
vehicles.

Comment

Access to the gp surgery in it's current location Boyden close is inadequate with lack of
parking an increase in this would mean it would be impossible to park and affect clinically
unwell people and the vunerable. there is no alternative but to access with a car. we have
already seen an increase in dangerous parking and many times Boyden close has been
impassable , leading to no access for emergency vehicles. also refuse collection has been
impossible on numerous times resulting in our bins not being emptied as the lorry can't get
past. the school dropping off and picking up parking is dangerous on the b1063 already
resulting in an accident with a child in the last year and many near misses. the memorial hall
car park is often full at collection time. the school is already at capacity due to the council
decision to make it a primary school meaning they had to accomodate two extra years. there
is no secondary school , the children have to travel 10 miles via a bus and have a very
limited choice of schools if any due to poor transport links

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
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Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

lorraine brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

410

Summary

WS192. The by road to Boyden close is unpassable for two cars in places and only with untarmaced passing places, it also has a blind bend is unsuitable for heavy goods lorries which
a development would need. there is also a listed building in between ws 191 and ws 191 Th
High hall which means the road will be unable to be made wider.

Comment

The by road to Boyden close is unpassable for two cars in places and only with un-tarmaced
passing places, it also has a blind bend is unsuitable for heavy goods lorries which a
development would need. there is also a listed building in between ws 191 and ws 191 Th
High hall which means the road will be unable to be made wider. the b1063 is too fast for a
junction with the proposed development, and lorries accessing the site will be a consent
accident risk. The proposed development will impede my view from mu property affecting
it's value as well as it's view. there will be an increase in noise pollution that will affect my
mental wellbeing. Dear are often seen running through the field. Access to the current gp
surgery inadequate and an increase in population will compound the issue for current
residents with parking in our road already an issue for not only the residents but delivery
drivers, emergency vehicles and bin lorries

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Miss Emma Devereux

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

189

Summary

Local Services and WS190 and WS195. We do not wish to facilitate growth in
Wickhambrook. It is as big as it could possibly be.

Comment

There is only one pub in the village. The doctor's surgery is at full capacity as is the school.
The roads do not support houses on this site. The road layout is already dangerous as there
is too much traffic due to the school and the main through road. The turning at the shop
would prove extremely dangerous should more traffic need to use it on a constant basis.
There was an accident down from the school on 26th November 2020 due to too much traffic
and this is nothing new. We have had a car shunted into our garden fence on another
occasion. I am passionate about conservation and wildlife in this area. The wildlife will be
destroyed if this development goes ahead. Night light pollution will be highly detrimental to
the bats and all wildlife as well as to the wellbeing of the residents. It will force residents
such as myself and many others to leave the village as the character of our home will be
changed so drastically and for the worse. We rarely use the doctor's surgery but when we
need to go there we find we are waiting for weeks to get an appointment. There is simply no
more space for any more families to join the surgery and physically no space for more
parking there. If you develop this area of the village you destroy the views, character, and
beauty of the place. You will be robbing us of our home and happiness. We do not wish to
facilitate growth in Wickhambrook. It is as big as it could possibly be. Please refer to my
comments on WS190 as they encompass WS195 as well.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Miss Georgina Long

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

929

Summary

There is only one pub in the village not two

Comment

The information is out of date, there is only one pub in the village

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Miss Maria Kyriacou

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

33
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Summary

Building of new settlements. We do not have the infrastructure, road systems to support new
housing, which will impact not only on the roads but also for getting to and from our local
surgery, which although has a little car park, people are already having to us the roads
surrounding the surgery to park. Our current road system can not support additional clients
to the surgery, or the surrounding roads. Even the main road running through the village will
be unable support further traffic.

Comment

We do not have the infrastructure, road systems to support new housing, which will impact
not only on the roads but also for getting to and from our local surgery, which although has a
little car park, people are already having to us the roads surrounding the surgery to park.
Our current road system can not support additional clients to the surgery, or the
surrounding roads. Even the main road running through the village will be unable support
further traffic. Currently we have a lack of footpaths and new housing will further
exasperate this, our community is of an older generation who at the moment feel
comfortable with current conditions of the village. Our village school is a primary and
already is at full capacity, with new additional housing there will be many more children, am
not sure how our local school will cope with additional pupils, as already parking is an issue
when parents are dropping off any collecting their children. That said, our village is very
picturesque and with the addition of new housing, not only will it be over developed it will
also loose the beauty of the village

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Miss M Sampson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

580

Summary

I feel that Wickhambrook already has a large population with additional through traffic and
it doesn't have the infrastructure to support that, let alone new housing.
The doctors surgery is a particular concern as there is very little parking and patients often
park on the surrounding roads, sometimes blocking pavements.

Comment

I feel that Wickhambrook already has a large population with additional through traffic and
it doesn't have the infrastructure to support that, let alone new housing. The doctors surgery
is a particular concern as there is very little parking and patients often park on the
surrounding roads, sometimes blocking pavements. The roads are quite narrow and many of
them are country lanes - whilst the rural nature of the village is one of the reasons that I
chose to live here, the roads are not built for heavy traffic and/or large vehicles. There are
often complaints about parking at school drop-off/pick-up time and there have been a
number of accidents near the school recently, so I think that the safety of road users and
pedestrians should be considered. There are many areas in the village where flooding is a
problem, along with poorly maintained roads and numerous potholes. I think that roads and
drainage are also definite areas for improvement. In addition to the points above that are
specific to Wickhambrook, like many rural villages there is also the risk of damage to/
destruction of wildlife, trees and hedgerows, so the potential environmental impact is also a
major concern. We have just seen a new development in Cemetery Road and I feel that
further development in Wickhambrook would increase the strain on the village's existing
services and infrastructure and cause potentially irreversible damage to the village and the
local environment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Alan Cordy

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

181

Summary

Wickhambrook. Has only one pub, and this may not survive in the current situation . The
local employers will not form any basis for further employment.

Comment

Wickhambrook is unique in its make up of small hamlets. The proposed sites and building on
such a large scale would threaten this and possibly link them up. The sites listed as WS190
and WS195 are on high topography making it visible for miles, having an impact on the rural
aspect of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
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level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topgraphy will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation.
Respondent Name

Mr Alan Cordy

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

183

Summary

The primary school is at maximum capacity having had to extend recently to include children
up to the age of 12, following the closure of middle schools. Parking outside the school
causes traffic issues at school drop off and pick up times. Accidents have occurred in this
area, and this would only increase the likelihood of further incidents with a larger
population.
The Doctors surgery is also a maximum capacity with very limited parking, and no room to
extend in its current location .

Comment

The primary school is at maximum capacity having had to extend recently to include children
up to the age of 12, following the closure of middle schools. Parking outside the school
causes traffic issues at school drop off and pick up times. Accidents have occurred in this
area, and this would only increase the likelihood of further incidents with a larger
population. The Doctors surgery is also a maximum capacity with very limited parking, and
no room to extend in its current location .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
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proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Alan Cordy

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

430

Summary

WS191. Access to the site would give major impact to traffic on the B1063. It would not be
possible to give access for such a large proposed site for traffic to pass onto the lane leading
to Nunnery Green.
Surface water run off from a large development on this site would add to flooding in the
Nunnery Green Area, then onto Coltsfoot green.
The area has old established hedges and trees giving homes to a wealth of wildlife.

Comment

Access to the site would give major impact to traffic on the B1063. It would not be possible
to give access for such a large proposed site for traffic to pass onto the lane leading to
Nunnery Green. Surface water run off from a large development on this site would add to
flooding in the Nunnery Green Area, then onto Coltsfoot green. The area has old established
hedges and trees giving homes to a wealth of wildlife.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
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infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Andreas Papathomas

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1291

Summary

I believe that Wickhambrook should remain as a Local Service Centre - it is clearly
unsuitable to be anything larger. Since Wickhambrook became a Local Service Centre 10
years ago, I understand there have been around 50 new homes built, with no improvement
to the already existing problems of the village with regards to infrastructure, as detailed
below.

Comment

I believe that Wickhambrook should remain as a Local Service Centre - it is clearly
unsuitable to be anything larger. Since Wickhambrook became a Local Service Centre 10
years ago, I understand there have been around 50 new homes built, with no improvement
to the already existing problems of the village with regards to infrastructure, as detailed
below. For Part 3 – Settlements – Wickhambrook: I would oppose any substantial planning
on the following grounds, and my comments would be relevant to all the sites proposed for
possible planning please. Flooding: Many parts of the village become regularly impossible
to pass due to flooding. Any development would exacerbate the problem with run off water.
Sewage system: This is old and already inadequate. In fact many parts of the village are not
on mains sewerage. Roads: Many roads in the village are single carriageway. All the
junctions onto the main B1063 road through the village are already dangerous. For
example, at the school drop off / pick up times, cars are parked on the main road all around
the area, making it very difficult and dangerous for the school children and parents, and
creating continual hazards for passing traffic. As proved by the evidence, there have been
many accidents. Transport: Wickhambrook has very poor transport links, leading to further
use of the already over-crowded, over-used and dangerous roads. Doctor’s Surgery: The
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GP Surgery is in the middle of a housing estate with no room to expand. The surgery already
has an overload of patients with only 11 car parking spaces for patients. The Surgery’s
location adds to traffic problems that are already an issue for the surrounding area. The
surgery has taken over patients from a GP Surgery in Haverhill adding to its overload with
all the resulting problems. School: The school already operates at full or close to full
capacity, with no possibility to expand and parking is always an issue. Heritage Impact:
Wickhambrook is a rare example of an Anglosaxon village comprised of a chain of hamlets.
Development on any of the sites would see the hamlets coalesce and the village lose it’s
character and very being. All of the suggested sites would overlook or be close to listed
buildings. Gaines Hall, being in the middle of proposed planning Site WS195, is mentioned
in the Domesday Book. Wickhambrook has a conservation area which would be adversely
affected by flooding and more traffic, if more dwellings are built. As many of the suggested
sites are on high ground, any building would exacerbate the already significant flooding
problem in the village as well as impacting the views of many villagers - light pollution would
be a major problem. Habitat: Development of any of the sites mentioned would lead to the
destruction of habitat for much of Wickhambrook’s wildlife. The homes of many owls, bats
and badgers would be destroyed as hedgerows, trees, woods and spinneys would need to be
flattened. They are all greenfield sites on Grade 2 agricultural land. In view of above
summary, I believe Wickhambrook has already had it’s maximum share of development. It is
not a question of ‘nimby-ism’, but of simply being practical and realistic as to what
Wickhambrook can manage and sustain.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is proposed that Wickhambrook maintains its status as a local service in the Issues
and Options Local Plan. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that
have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works
closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
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distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Harris

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

78

Summary

Your details at 4.13.1 are incorrect. There is only 1 pub in the village. The Plummers Arms is
now flats.

Comment

See summary above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Harris

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

438

Summary

WS195. 450 new homes on this area equates to at least 900 vehicles. How will they safely
access the B1063. The road here is a single vehicle track with no room to widen it. It floods
and is full of potholes already. Where will a footpath be routed for 900 plus people who will
live in these houses.
The junction with the B1063 at the N end of this track is blind and is a staggered crossroads
There is no room to widen the road so the potential for crashes is extremely high.

Comment

450 new homes on this area equates to at least 900 vehicles. How will they safely access the
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B1063. The road here is a single vehicle track with no room to widen it. It floods and is full
of potholes already. Where will a footpath be routed for 900 plus people who will live in
these houses. The junction with the B1063 at the N end of this track is blind and is a
staggered crossroads There is no room to widen the road so the potential for crashes is
extremely high. The layout of the village is such that it would be difficult to widen roads and
add footpaths to safely facilitate 100s or 1000s of new inhabitants.WS191,192 and 195 have
such large numbers of new houses proposed that new roads / junctions and lighted footpaths
are a must. The village school and doctors surgery would need to be relocated and greatly
increased in capacity. Depending on location this would cause more traffic movement and
the loss of a very local GP service for people who are not physically mobile or do not own a
car. The village shop / post office / petrol station currently has insufficient parking for
customers at busy times. There is no room for expansion on the current site.It has already
had new houses built at the rear of the shop about 4 years ago. Extra footfall would mean
that the track leading to WS195 would be blocked by parked cars. Parking would also
impact on the safety of the staggered crossroads adjacent to the shop. The shop etc would
need to be relocated to a much bigger plot of land. This would have the same impact as
moving the school and GP surgery There would need to be a greatly improved bus service.
There would need to be a greatly improved drainage/sewage system There would need to be
improved broadband to ensure current speeds are maintained
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Shaw

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1277

Summary

I do not support development on any of the proposed sites as I feel the village can only
sustain small infill sites. This needs to be done carefully, as is happening on Ashfield Green.
This would maintain the individuality of the remaining village greens and preserve what
remains of the ancient settlement pattern of the village. All the proposed developments
(SHELAA sites) are outside the village development boundary on the settlement constraints
map.

Comment

see attached. The following comments relate to new housing in Wickhambrook I agree with
the proposal that Wickhambrook remains a Local Service Centre because it matches the
present criteria by providing limited services to the village and surrounding area. However if
any service was lost then it would be downgraded further. Wickhambrook is over 10 miles
from the nearest town so getting to amenities and events provided in towns without a car is
not feasible. The Anglo-Saxon lay-out of small settlements around 11 village greens makes
Wickhambrook special. It remained largely unaltered until planners became involved and
had total disregard for the historical settlement lay out, see this map dated 1886
https://www.oldmaps.co.uk/#/Map/574506/255500/12/101302 The village now has a mass of
closely built post-war housing confined within the settlement constraints boundary with
some village greens being lost in this area. The remaining greens outside this settlement
area still resemble the Anglo-Saxon settlement pattern. Threats of larger developments
between ancient settlement areas take away the character of the village and are a detriment
to its heritage. We are proud of our greens and want to protect our heritage. The greens in
the developed area have merged and the road signage is extremely poor. We often get lorries
reversing back down the close because they have missed the house they are delivering to.
There was interest in having the greens signposted which has never happened. The
information in the local plan proposal documentation about Wickhambrook is incorrect and
should be updated. The village has 1 public house, not 2! The village shop runs the petrol
forecourt and the small post office counter, all on the same site so this should only be
counted as one ‘going concern’. The shop can close at odd times if it is short-staffed so it is
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not reliable. It can be inconvenient when they close early because all 3 services close. The
business shuts at 6pm so evening shopping is not possible. You can’t pop in for that extra
pint of milk on your way home from work! There is no competition so goods in the shop are
expensive. There is no take away fast food outlet in the village. The GP surgery is cramped
and there is insufficient parking for disabled patients and people who live outside the
immediate area. Both the GP surgery and the school are over subscribed and have no room
to expand even if the NHS and Suffolk County Council agreed to fund these further. It’s not
just about adding more homes, the services need to be able to cope and they can’t. I do not
support development on any of the proposed sites as I feel the village can only sustain small
infill sites. This needs to be done carefully, as is happening on Ashfield Green. This would
maintain the individuality of the remaining village greens and preserve what remains of the
ancient settlement pattern of the village. All the proposed developments (SHELAA sites) are
outside the village development boundary on the settlement constraints map so would not be
in the best interests of the village, and changes to the settlement constraints map need to be
made under consultation. The cemetery will soon be full so will another field need to be
allocated. There has been interest shown in having allotments but yet again nothing moves
forward. Below are the specific reasons why I feel that all the sites are inappropriate: Road
Infrastructure Wickhambrook is over 10 miles from the nearest town so getting to amenities
and events provided in towns without a car is not feasible. WS191 Boyden End would
require considerable changes to the junction to allow the safe passage of traffic, perhaps a
roundabout to slow the traffic, it would also require a cycle lane to the shop and recreation
ground and a footpath wide enough for a pushchair and child, or a wheelchair. This isn’t
possible without a great deal of expense WS192 Boyden Close – this would create a new
junction on the B1063 on a straight piece of road where traffic has been recorded at
excessive speed. There is no footpath and no cycle lane. Even walking wearing a high viz
vest is unsafe as I have had personal experience of this. WS195 Claydon’s side, access would
be via a new junction the same as WS192 and there is no footpath, only on the other side of
the road but it’s too narrow to take a pushchair and child or a dog or to walk with crutches,
or in a wheelchair. Getting to the school would require extensive road improvements with
footpath and pedestrian crossing on a dangerous bend. Children would still need to cross the
crossroads at Cemetery Road. Alternatively children and parents could walk up Mole Hill to
school and cross the busy B1063 which would also require a pedestrian crossing but there is
no option to put in a footpath. WS190 Mole Hill. This site would require extensive road
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improvements which would take up a considerable part of the site. A roundabout and school
crossing with traffic lights at school times would enable children to cross safely on this busy
road. Developing this site would considerably change the appearance of the ‘centre’ of this
area. It has been planted with a flowering crop for two seasons which has encouraged turtle
doves, not heard for years, possibly from the nature reserve at Stradishall by the prison.
WS212 Cemetery Road. This site on a busy crossroads junction which serves the main body
of housing in the village and the GP surgery. There are no footpaths and traffic travels here
to the Doctor’s surgery and often speeds excessively along Cemetery Road. It is next to the
cemetery which is nearing capacity. There is no option to include a footpath joining this plot
to the amenities in the village as there is a hedge and old established trees which are part of
the cemetery. The north side is close to the brook which is known to flood. This plot has also
been planted with a flowering crop for two seasons which has encouraged turtle doves, not
heard for years, possibly from the nature reserve at Stradishall by the prison. * Accidents –
there have been accidents involving cyclists and vehicles reported in the village particularly
on the B1063. As a result a Road Safety Project is looking at the roads by the school and
solutions which may include traffic calming measures. This is a slow process further
hampered by Covid-19. I feel this is not enough. Road safety issues extend beyond the school
area, throughout the 30 and 40mph limits and beyond. Traffic calming measures are needed
in other places, for example Cemetery Road, Bunters Road, Shop Hill and others. Increased
levels of traffic from more housing would increase the risk of more accidents. Only last week
the school bus got stuck as the bottom of Fullers Hill, and the night before a large HGV
forced cars off the road further up this road. * Walkers –We are encouraged by the
government to take daily exercise, but the footpaths are mainly very narrow, uneven or nonexistent. I understand how wheelchair users and those with pushchairs must struggle or
walking a dog feel. People with disabilities should not be excluded from accessing parts of
the village. As a villager who has to cross the B1063 on the Thorns crossroads to get to the
shop facilities on foot, by car and bike, with young children and with a dog, this can be a
frightening experience. It was reported that a VAS machine on Bunters Road had resulted in
convictions for speeding. This confirms the B1063 has a problem with speeding vehicles
approaching bends near the junction. This would increase as more cars use the roads.
Pathways that are put in on the front of newer developments particularly in Cemetery Road
don’t join up, they end abruptly and the boundary of the development i.e. Thorns Close, the
new development and Croft Close. * Cyclists – roads around the village make for good
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cycling but the B1063 is dangerous for cyclists due to the uneven surface and the amount of
speeding traffic. There are no cycleways around the village and no cycle routes to the
nearest towns which would probably be too far away for most villagers to cycle to work
anyway. So new housing would contribute more to vehicle traffic. * All the proposed
development sites would use junctions going onto the B1063. These junctions have blind
spots which cannot easily be rectified. New housing would increase the traffic at these
junctions and the risk of more accidents and confine residents unsure of crossing the road to
their home. * Speed limits throughout the village are 30 and 40mph but no one polices this.
Some speed limits appear to end before they should and perhaps need revising. For example,
the blind junction of the B1063 with Boyden End is in a 40mph limit! This is absurd. * A
traffic study was completed in 2014 as part of the St Edmundsbury Local Plan process but it
did not take into consideration traffic travelling to and from Newmarket. It would be out of
date now too, due to the extra housing in the village and surrounding areas that the village
serves. This study should not be used as evidence as it is incomplete and out of date. * Poor
gritting of icy roads occurs in the village. Just the main roads are gritted unless there is
snow in which case, by day 3, some side roads may get gritted. This includes road and
pavement access to the GP surgery which provides care to other villages. More people using
ungritted side roads could lead to more accidents. * A couple of years ago villagers and
visitors to the GP surgery could not get through due to frozen flood water at the bottom of
Nunnery Green. Despite multiple calls to Suffolk Highways, no help was forthcoming and
villagers had to remove the solid packed ice themselves with a digger and pick axes.
Maintenance of village roads is extremely poor, and more traffic will necessitate more
maintenance. * The road to Newmarket B1063 is poor compared to the A143 to Bury St
Edmunds and Haverhill, probably due to its classification and this cannot be addressed
without the cooperation of Cambridgeshire Highways. There is employment in Newmarket
which is out of reach for many due to the road and transport links. Flooding Areas of
Wickhambrook are prone to flooding but no flood map has been included in the Local Plan
consultation documentation so I am unable to comment on how construction on the SHELAA
sites would affect run off lower down the water course, but I assume it would affect flooding
levels. This needs to be included in the decisions that are made regarding all the sites. The
only information I could find is within the Village Plan document here, on page 15
https://www.wickhambrook.org/wp-content/uploads/Wickhambrook-Final-Report-Online.pdf
listing the areas that flood regularly and this has not changed Public transport * Buses only
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run to Bury St Edmunds or Haverhill. There are no services to Clare, or Newmarket (our
nearest town and postal address!). Apart from a school bus service which villagers can use if
there is space, there are 2 buses to Bury St Edmunds in the morning at 07:46 and 10:46 (Bus
no14). There is only one return bus from Bury St Edmunds at 14:44. These buses start out in
Haverhill. Other buses run along the main A143 but do not come into the most populated
part of the village or any of the greens. From this you can see that commuting by bus is not
possible and there are no return buses after 3pm. An evening out in a town is not possible
either! Buses only work if you are going to Bury St Edmunds. From the bus station you have
to walk to the station for a train to Newmarket for example! If you need to use a bus to go to
a hospital appointment in Addenbrooke’s (Cambridge) or Ipswich then the train from Bury St
Edmunds is the only route but returning to the village can be an issue due to return bus
times. The buses don’t run past West Suffolk Hospital so WSH have provided a minibus
which is very useful. Bus information from https://bustimes.org/services/14-bury-st-edmundshaverhill * A community bus is available but it is a very limited service and not suitable for
commuting. * The nearest train stations are Dullingham, Newmarket or Bury St Edmunds so
commuting by train is not an option. Environment The government has recently supported
the benefits of the natural environment for long term mental and physical health and
wellbeing. Wildlife Trusts have support from the Prime Minister for rewilding one third of
the countryside https://deframedia.blog.gov.uk/2020/11/05/england-wide-action-for-naturenature-recovery-network-launches/ Building homes on greenfield sites is contrary to this
new way of thinking. The government has recommended a move towards brownfield sites
and disused buildings, partly perhaps to take into consideration the amount of businesses
that are failing due to the pandemic. Covid-19 is having a long term negative effect of the
mental health and wellbeing of the population and on employment rates. People who can,
are encouraged to work from home. More housing will put a greater strain on the internet in
the village and the possibility of housing developments can impact on the wellbeing of the
existing villagers. Will we need as many houses as are being proposed if the pandemic
continues to affect population levels? There is a map showing land usage related to
Newmarket racing in the consultation. The village also has businesses associated with
racing. Studs and land used for paddocks and other related racing industry businesses, like
horse transport and livery but this is not shown on the map so the information needs
updating. Newmarket Racing has a further spread than is recorded The nearest public
electric car charging points are in the towns which are over 10 miles away. Not all villagers
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have a driveway on which to park their vehicles to charge them. Does planning consider this
for new builds? Are electric cars able to drive through high levels of flood water like a 4X4?
As electric cars are the way forward and new houses now have charging points this could
impact on travel for other road users if they break down in flood water. The natural world is
important to us all. The village may only be on old boulder clay but it is rich in flora and
wildlife if they are given a chance to grow. Hedgerows and verges and small wild areas are
important and this needs to be mentioned in the consultation. Housing developments since
last local plan The proposed SHELAA sites were submitted for the last Local Plan and none
went forward. This was because there was capacity with the development area for 26 houses
despite issues raised by villagers. This does not bode well for future developments as the
consultation had disregard for the further views of residents once planning was approved!
Villagers need to have confidence in the consultation system and are looking at producing a
neighbourhood plan. Cemetery Road Meadow site – 26 new homes are still under
construction. The original report for this development recommended 6.9 affordable homes.
This has been rounded down to just 6. This site was an ideal opportunity to include more
social and affordable housing. If the calculation had included all the new houses that had
been built in this part of Wickhambrook, since this development was originally approved,
there could have been more affordable housing. In this area alone new private houses had
been built: 5 new builds behind the shop, a small development of 4 on Meeting Green, 2 on
the end of Nunnery Green leading to Boyden End, 2 on Nunnery Green overshadowing a
small cottage, and 1 behind the Greyhound public house. This sort of infill can feel
claustrophobic but not as much as the larger development has been in Cemetery Road.
Suffolk Acre were involved with the Parish Plan 10 years ago and villagers were consulted.
They listed affordable housing as a high priority. I notice the Parish Council queried the
amount of affordable housing too, but nothing was resolved. I understand that even if
permission included social or affordable housing the council has no power to enforce this on
the developer so it is pointless unless a covenant or similar can be placed on the deeds
beforehand. Perhaps this could be investigated further, otherwise ‘promises’ of social and
affordable housing mean nothing. Going back to the Cemetery Road Meadow site, Suffolk
Highways raised concerns that the new footpaths coming off the site did not link up with
amenities in the village. This is still the case and there was never a response from St
Edmundsbury. Will this happen with future developments? Theses houses are being built,
backing on to bungalows in Nunnery Green. This was raised as an objection at the time and
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ignored. The existing skyline is being encroached upon and villagers privacy is going to be
affected as well as their right to light. The houses that are being built in this area of the
village appear taller and more imposing than existing cottages and houses. The new builds
look like something found on a building site in any town. Is this what will be built in future?
As part of the Cemetery Road development a transport assessment was publish in 2014
(mentioned above), this is out of date. There are more houses in the village now and more
people from other villages use the facilities i.e. extra facilities at the school and changes in
the catchment area, Community Services provided at the GP Surgery, the increase in home
delivery providers due to online shopping, and more people working from home due to the
pandemic. Working families tend to commute to work and often have 2 cars or sometimes
more if they have young adult children still living at home, which is now a trend. A new
traffic survey needs to be completed. The areas that are proposed for development cannot be
safely accessed across the main road from the village amenities - school, GP surgery, shop
(with garage and post office combined), WI and MSC halls etc. They are not safe sites for
housing. See comments under Road Infrastructure, above. Employment opportunities The
SHELAA study pointed out that employment opportunities within the village are poor. No
land has been put forward for business use so there appear to be no plans to develop more
employment opportunities. In this economic climate this is prudent. As a result, however,
further housing would mean more commuter traffic on roads and would impact on the village
school parking. I question why the plots that have been put forward for development. I
wonder if the landowners would consider putting these plots forward for rewilding as per
the link above. This would be advantageous to wildlife, global warming, village habitat
enrichment and possibly the physical and mental wellbeing of villagers both now and in the
future. I assume, the reason is financial gain, as is so often the case. Point 4.13.3 in your
document states that the village is close to HMP Highpoint but the only way to get there for
employment is by car as it is nearly 5 miles away and there are no buses, footpaths on the
main roads and no cycle lanes. I note that the largest SHELAA sites belong to a parish
councillor and owner of a manufacturing business. It seems undemocratic that one person
can change the village so drastically, it’s almost feudal. Recent changes in legislation and the
future I understand the present government is making changes to the planning process to
make it easier for more houses to be built. This is worrying as it is more likely that houses
will be built where it was previously thought to be inappropriate. I understand also that
according the BBC website - https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-55322993 the
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government has revised the formula for allocating new homes. Having asked WSC planning
offices how will this affect West Suffolk’s Local Plan review and in particular the possibility
of over 700 homes being built in Wickhambrook I have been told it will not make any
difference to the process at this point. “Planning can help protect the landscape, safeguard
settlement identities, address rural deprivation, and challenge the historic under-provision
of affordable housing and services” Extract from ‘Part two 8. Local issues: Transport, retail,
leisure, wellbeing and rural communities.’ https://westsuffolk.exhibition.app/#board-8 I
hope this is what happens as a result of this consultation as it didn’t happen in the last one
when 26 new homes were approved on old meadowland rich in flora and wildlife. No-one
wants a housing development on their doorstep. If the consultation finds that the public
plump for less development in towns where there is a higher proportion of people (60% live
in towns, only 40% in villages) this should be taken into consideration when WSC interpret
the consultation feedback. The most important part of any future development is for
villagers to have a voice and no longer feel that the district council (St Edmundsbury now
WSC) don’t listen or act in the villagers best interests. A consultation is a 2-way process. Our
Parish Plan is nearly 10 years old so we need to get a Neighbourhood Plan completed but
will need time to do this. In the meantime better road infrastructure and traffic calming
measures are our priorities as well as not losing the character of the village with its AngloSaxon settlements.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Thomson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

190

Summary

Local Service Centres and WS190. The impact on my home would be disastrous in both
affecting the value of my property and the views that we all enjoy. If this area was developed
we would be forced to sell our home of more than 20 years and you would be responsible for
its loss in value and our heartbreak.

Comment

Wickhambrook has one pub. The main road through the village cannot support any
additional traffic. The access to this proposed site would be dangerous at the very least due
to poor visibility at the shop turning and parent parking at school drop off times. There have
been numerous accidents and it is only a matter of time before someone is seriously hurt.
The school and the doctor's surgery are both at full capacity, there is a 2 week wait to see a
doctor. Any development would have a massive impact on wildlife but this area is
particularly rich in wildlife, including bats, and it would be catastrophic. The impact on my
home would be disastrous in both affecting the value of my property and the views that we
all enjoy. If this area was developed we would be forced to sell our home of more than 20
years and you would be responsible for its loss in value and our heartbreak.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
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which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Charles Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

71

Summary

Only 1 Pub
School is already at Capacity
Parking outside the School
GP surgery at Capacity
Sewerage Works at Capacity
Inadequate Road System

Comment

The description of the Village gives us 2 Pubs, there is only 1, A full School where Children
and Parents risk life and limb everyday at drop off and pick up. The scene of many accidents.
Wickhambrook has already seen significant infill plus a development of over twenty houses
on Cemetery Hill As an HGV Driver delivering Building Materials, every turning onto the
B1063 through the Village suffers bad visibility, the only access to WS191 is via 'The Lane'
which has been designated 'Unsuitable for HGV' Removing this restriction will result in the
road being destroyed by over use by HGV. Access to WS192 is via either 'The Lane' as
previously mentioned or directly from the B1063, Drivers frequently break the speed limit on
this stretch of road, due to poor visibility it will be dangerous to access and exit a new
entrance, also, during Construction Work, there WILL be a significant amount of mud strewn
onto the B1063 causing a real danger to existing road users, especially the speeding ones.
The Doctors Surgery can not expand on its current site and has had to take extra Patients on
due to a Surgery elsewhere closing. The Car Park is currently overflowing with Patients
parking on Boyden Close, this excess parking often leads to the Bins not being collected as
the collection trucks cannot get down. any increase in parking will result in the bins being
left more often. We already have an ageing/inadequate sewerage system, more houses =
more Poop!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes. Noted. Thank
you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure
that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided
at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing
dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr David Clark

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

11

Summary

Wickhambrook has one pub, the Greyhound, not two.

Comment

Wickhambrook has one pub, the Greyhound, not two.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr David Coulstock

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1009

Summary

WS195. the proposed increase in population is far in excess of the local shop, surgery and
emergency services could possible support. Exiting the side road onto the main Bury St
Edmonds is very hazardous, which will increase with the additional traffic. In addition the
route to Newmarket is through narrow single file lanes which could not support additional
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traffic volumes.
Comment

Whilst I have highlighted one area my comments are about the whole scheme. I only moved
here in June but the site mentioned in the survey information provided by West Suffolk
Council only showed the one site under construction opposite the cemetery. All the sites in
the area will have a detrimental effect on the value of my property and if we had been aware
of these proposed changes we would not have purchased the property In addition, in my
opinion, the proposed increase in population is far in excess of the local shop, surgery and
emergency services could possible support. Exiting the side road onto the main Bury St
Edmonds is very hazardous, which will increase with the additional traffic. In addition the
route to Newmarket is through narrow single file lanes which could not support additional
traffic volumes. Roads widening, enlarged surgery, additional emergency services. In all
cases the movement of materials will need to be delivered by HG vehicles which together
with local farm vehicles will have the ability to increase accidents in the high number of
pinch points on the local road network.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr David Midwood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

940

Summary

WS191. This comment is common to all sites listed. Wickhambrook is simply not a village
that has been ear-marked for mass development, it has been designated a Local Service
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Centre and specifically NOT a Key Service Centre.
Comment

This comment is common to all sites listed. Wickhambrook is simply not a village that has
been ear-marked for mass developemen, it has been designated a Local Service Centre and
specifically NOT a Key Service Centre. The Local Authority has already shown itself to be
inclined to side with landowners who stand to make big money from development rights,
now is the time to honour the previously agreed village status and NOT back any
development, other than infill or small groupings. Wickhambrook should never be allowed to
become a dormitory village, this proposed huge development is simply a built on gross greed
and is not beneficial to anyone other than the village shop, churches and owners of the plots
involved. This is a one-sided question, with the inbuilt presumption that any future large
development in Wickhambrook is necessary or desirable. It is not and there is absolutely no
need for any infrastructure “improvement”, the status quo in Wickhambrook is quite
satisfactory as it stands.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr David Owen

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1079

Summary

The local primary and junior school, village shop and post office, Doctor's surgery and village
hall facilities would be totally inadequte to support such a development of all of the SHELA
sites were to be adopted.

Comment

The local primary and junior school, village shop and post office, Doctor's surgery and village
hall facilities would be totally inadequte to support such a development of all of the SHELA
sites were to be adopted. Roads, pavements (which do not exist in much of the village)
street lighting, even traffic lights and roundabouts would also need to be constructed. The
B1063 is woefully inadequate to support these developments.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr David Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

980

Summary

WS191. This area of Wickhambrook again is not suitable for building
The comments made in WS190.
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This is agricultural land it is not a brownfield site.
Liable to flooding due to being on the edge of a valley.
Its only access is a single track winding road.
Comment

This area of Wickhambrook again is not suitable for building The comments made in WS190.
This is agricultural land it is not a brownfield site. Liable to flooding due to being on the
edge of a valley. Its only access is a single track winding road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr David Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

982

Summary

WS192. This proposed site for the building of 39 houses is adjacent to my house.
It is a small agricultural plot which is farmed each year.
It is overlooked by number of houses known as Boyden Close the fronts of which look
directly on to the new houses.
Its access is on to the main B1063 road or onto a single lane winding track
Site completely un acceptable.

Comment

This proposed site for the building of 39 houses is adjacent to my house. It is a small
agricultural plot which is farmed each year. It is overlooked by number of houses known as
Boyden Close the fronts of which look directly on to the new houses. Its access is on to the
main B1063 road or onto a single lane winding track Site completely un acceptable
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Agent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

877

Summary

Wickhambrook: not an appropriate candidate for expansion. Wickhambrook is an historically
significant survival of a Suffolk gathered hamlet and green settlement. The site proposed for
development, identified as the Wickhambrook core village area (4.13.2) – the now built-upon
area between two once-discrete ‘greens’, Meeting Green and Attleton Green – is an earlymodern accretion.

Comment

Wickhambrook is an historically significant survival of a Suffolk gathered hamlet and green
settlement. The site proposed for development, identified as the Wickhambrook core village
area (4.13.2) – the now built-upon area between two once-discrete ‘greens’, Meeting Green
and Attleton Green – is an early-modern accretion. Thus, the process of obliterating the
singular historical phenomenon of the hamlets and greens, today gathered under the title
Wickhambrook, simply by ‘infilling’ has been in process for some time: with each incursion
by concrete, tarmacadam and Thermalite block comes further, irrecoverable, loss (see Part
1, SO12; Part 2, 8.3; 8.11; 8.21; 8.22; 8.23). Your own Sustainability Appraisal draws
attention to this: … the gaps between the settlements play a key role in retaining settlement
identities in the District (SA, 9.10) Wickhambrook Surgery. My understanding is that this
surgery already works close to the limit of its capacity. That the service this surgery provides
is of such a high standard is a tribute to its medical and administrative teams. To ask yet
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more of this practice as a consequence of enlarging Wickhambrook would be analogous to
killing the goose in the hope of finding a golden egg within. Services. Not two but one pub
only, I believe. The Post Office counter and fuel pumps are part of the village shop. Thus
Wickhambrook satisfies no more than the minimum requirement for a local service centre
(see Part 1, 5.34).
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Dick Taylor

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1185

Summary

WS193.Cemetery Road is the main artery to the centre of the village and main housing
cluster. Thus, the traffic volume is considerable and an increase would further burdon an
already busy narrow road with increased traffic. There are minimal areas to walk on this
stretch of road and to the other adjacent road to the proposed development. Flooding is
prevalent here and further housing will only exacerbate the situation.

Comment

Cemetery Road is the main artery to the centre of the village and main housing cluster. Thus,
the traffic volume is considerable and an increase would further burdon an already busy
narrow road with increased traffic. There are minimal areas to walk on this stretch of road
and to the other adjacent road to the proposed development. Flooding is prevalent here and
further housing will only exacerbate the situation. The school is nearly at capacity so an
increase in housing would mean children having to school elsewhere. The GP surgery is
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extremely busy and not sited nor sized to cater for it's current patient volume. The main
road requires effective traffic calming measures.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Edmond Mahony

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

84

Summary

Objection. The proposal for 700 new houses in the village of Wickhambrook is unsustainable
given the likely effects on the road network. The B1063 which runs through the village offers
poor visibility and is very narrow in places. Many of the roads are single carriageway and
don’t have pavements, nor room for any to be constructed, and public transport links are
poor.

Comment

I wish to make comment on the West Suffolk Council SHELAA as follows: The proposal for
700 new houses in the village of Wickhambrook is unsustainable given the likely effects on
the road network. The B1063 which runs through the village offers poor visibility and is very
narrow in places. Many of the roads are single carriageway and don’t have pavements, nor
room for any to be constructed, and public transport links are poor. There are insufficient
services to accommodate such an enormous number of new dwellings. Wickhambook has
already seen significant infill plus a development of over 20 houses on Cemetery Hill since it
was designated Local Service Centre status in 2010, and this level of additional development
will only add pressure to limited facilities and poor infrastructure. The village already has
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several areas where flooding is a big problem and threatens homes, and more building would
only make the situation worse. This is coupled with an already inadequate and ageing
sewage system. This level of development is likely to have a detrimental impact on the
historic and ancient greens of Wickhambrook, and its unique and ancient Anglo Saxon
village structure of multiple hamlets. Any development would inevitably have an impact on
the village’s Conservation Area. Development on this scale would have an adverse effect on
the wildlife, trees and hedgerows in the village at a time when it is already under threat.
Finally, given that there is already a 5 year housing supply in West Suffolk, this level of
development is simply not needed. Yours faithfully, Edmond Mahony
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr George Morgan (Brooks)

Agent Name

Mrs Katherine Putnam (RPS Group Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1054

Summary

Wickhambrook. This representation has been submitted under Regulation 18 by RPS
Consulting Services Ltd (“RPS”) on
behalf of George Morgan, a local landowner who seeks to promote Land adjacent to Bunters
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Gait, Nunnery Green, Wickhambrook (hereafter the “Site”), as illustrated in Figure 1
overleaf. It is to be read in conjunction with the completed Call for Sites form (attached).
Comment

see attached. Wickhambrook. This representation has been submitted under Regulation 18
by RPS Consulting Services Ltd (“RPS”) on behalf of George Morgan, a local landowner who
seeks to promote Land adjacent to Bunters Gait, Nunnery Green, Wickhambrook (hereafter
the “Site”), as illustrated in Figure 1 overleaf. It is to be read in conjunction with the
completed Call for Sites form (attached).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the site submission which will be considered during the next stage of
plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Glenn Thwaites

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

49

Summary

Potential future housing development in and around Wickhambrook. Instead of large scale
housing development on single sites I would prefer to see small scale expansion of housing
in or around all villages in the district which would not overshadow or swamp the rural
nature of any individual community which large wholesale building in a single village would
surely do.

Comment

Wickhambrook is a small spread out village which consists in the main of a series of small
clusters of housing. While I would not object to more small scale development of between 20
and 50 more houses in total particularly if it included a significant number of lower cost or
shared equity starter homes, large scale development would not be acceptable in my
opinion. Village services (doctors surgery, school and roads infrastructure) are already
overstretched and serve an area well outside the current village boundary. The main road
through the village (B1063) is unsuitable for the current level and type of traffic it carries
(particularly when there are problems on the A14) and the village road becomes and
unofficial diversion for traffic. instead of large scale housing development on single sites I
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would prefer to see small scale expansion of housing in or around all villages in the district
which would not overshadow or swamp the rural nature of any individual community which
large wholesale building in a single village would surely do.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Heinz Seiler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

246

Summary

We have a full school which means that the B1063 outside our home is dangerous to
negotiate at drop off and pick up time. This can only be made worse by building houses on
WS190 and WS195.

Comment

I feel that building here, on high ground, will cause more flooding in the areas where it is
already a problem. We have a surgery which cannot expand to take more patients and
patients already have difficulty parking. The sewage system is old and inadequate. Walking
in this area is already dangerous with few pavements and no space to construct any as the
roads are not wide enough.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr H Thorburn

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1085

Summary

WS195. This site is too large for development. It has double the number of houses currently
within 400 metres of the site and would create noise and muddy access roads for years.

Comment

This site is too large for development. It has double the number of houses currently within
400 metres of the site and would create noise and muddy access roads for years.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr James Ashling

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

19

Summary

Wickhambrook has only one pub, not two.

Comment

Wickhambrook has only one pub, not two.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr James Ashling

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

297

Summary

WS190 forms the separation between two of Wickhambrook's Saxon Greens
WS191 is located at the highest point in Wickhambrook
WS195 is prime agricultural land, constantly under cultivation.
WS212 is situated at the junction of Cemetery Rd, Ousden Rd, the Meeting Green Byway and
Coltsfoot Green Rd. None of these are adequate for a further increase in traffic and none of
which have footpaths.

Comment

WS190 forms the separation between two of Wickhambrook's Saxon Greens, namely Thorns
and Attleton Green. Infill such as this would destroy this unique structure. Drainage from
this site would flow down to the bridge in Attleton Green, a route that is particularly prone
to flooding. Flow from there turns east to the B1063 at Cloak Lane where flooding is again
frequent. WS191 is located at the highest point in Wickhambrook. Development here would
be visible in the surrounding area. The site is adjacent to a single-track byway which has
only a few passing places and is unsuitable for any growth in traffic or for heavy
construction traffic. As with all other proposed Wickhambrook sites it is too large and not
compatible with a local service centre or a unique Saxon village structure. Drainage from
the site would be down the hill along the byway leading into the same stream that frequently
floods at the junction with the Duddery. Wickhambrook does not posess the infrastructure to
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support such a large development. WS195 is prime agricultural land, constantly under
cultivation. It is close to the highest point in the area and as such any developments would
be visible for miles around. Development of the size suggested would totally change the
nature of Wickhambrook's unique Saxon village green structure. The village does not have
the infrastructure to support such development including road capacity, schools, doctors,
sewage treatment or flood protection. The rural outlook for the residents of Bunters Road
would be destroyed. The site was rejected in the previous consultation and nothing warrants
reversing that decision. WS212 is situated at the junction of Cemetery Rd, Ousden Rd, the
Meeting Green Byway and Coltsfoot Green Rd. None of these are adequate for a further
increase in traffic and none of which have footpaths. It is already a quite dangerous and
blind junction. Wickhambrook is a unique Saxon settlement of numerous separate greens.
Infill such as this will destroy that settlement pattern as recognised when this development
was rejected in the previous consultation. Drainage from the site is to the east into the brook
at the junction with the Duddery. The Duddery junction floods with practically every rainfall
and would only be worse.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mr jamie green

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

655

Summary

I don't believe there are 2 pubs in Wickhambrook

Comment

Only 1 pub in Wickhambrook

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

mr jamie green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1070

Summary

WS195. Outside village envelope
Would represent huge over development
Would mean coalescence between Attleton Green and rest of village
Poor road access
No capacity in school or surgery for this scale of development

Comment

Outside village envelope Would represent huge over development Would mean coalescence
between Attleton Green and rest of village Poor road access No capacity in school or surgery
for this scale of development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr JERRY DOCKERY

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

145

Summary

With ref to 2 pubs, this is incorrect, there is only one pub in the village, " The Greyhound "
which is excellent and is the hub of the community

Comment

With ref to 2 pubs, this is incorrect, there is only one pub in the village, " The Greyhound "
which is excellent and is the hub of the community

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mr Jonathan Bell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

838

Summary

Object to rural development that increases environmental pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions

Comment

New home developments in our village (or any small, limited-facility village whose
geographic location is remote from the major workplace or recreation centres such as Bury
St Edmunds, Newmarket, Haverhill or Cambridge) will only ever result in greater reliance
on private transport - when compared to opportunities to build new homes in locations
closer to the employment/recreation centres. I cannot see how this country is ever going to
make progress on reducing environmental pollution or greenhouse gas emissions when
developments of new housing are granted for locations where the majority of the new-home
owners have no alternative but to use the polluting diesel or petrol-powered car to take them
to and from their place of employment. Development of greenfield sites (at locations
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suggested by landowners who think a few hectares around existing village borders would be
good for housebuilding - and I daresay their pockets) increases pollution for the existing
residents, and for every household along the corridor these “dormitory” developments
create. Our family urges the council to respect the views of existing residents BEFORE the
views of minority landowners and any occupiers of future new-homes. Our family object to
further development in WIckhambrook without a full commitment to transport provisions
that do not add to greenhouse gas emission and air pollution.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Ken Mcneil

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

320

Summary

Correction to statement, there is only one pub in Wickhambrook

Comment

Correction to statement, there is only one pub in Wickhambrook

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Ken Mcneil

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

542

Summary

The roads around the village are not capable of improvement

Comment

The roads around the village are not capable of improvement

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Mark Evans

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

897

Summary

Proposed 700 house development in Wickhambrook creates significant road traffic safety
and flood risk issues

Comment

Comments in attached WORD document. We object to proposals being put forward in the
West Suffolk Local Plan for large scale development in Wickhambrook. Similar proposals
were considered and rejected in 2010 primarily on grounds of poor infrastructure. Little if
anything has changed since so reasons for rejection on these proposals remain entirely
valid. While we fully endorse concerns about pressure on already stretch village amenities,
eg doctors surgery, village school, our main objections relate to safety of, firstly, traffic and,
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secondly, the sewerage and drainage system.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mr Mervyn Smee

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

224

Summary

What plans are there for additional doctors surgery capacity and school capacity? What
about the parking hell and traffic hold ups at school dropping off and collecting times, The
question of utilities infrastructure also is a big question, The sewage and rain water
drainage needs to be updated as is evident by the recent flooding of many roads as a result
of ditches and drains not being able to cope and the roads then become rivers of water.

Comment

What plans are there for additional doctors surgery capacity and school capacity? What
about the parking hell and traffic hold ups at school dropping off and collecting times, The
question of utilities infrastructure also is a big question, The sewage and rain water
drainage needs to be updated as is evident by the recent flooding of many roads as a result
of ditches and drains not being able to cope and the roads then become rivers of water. The
road system would also need improving to allow access from these developments onto the
B1063, which would also need some major work, including the use of permanent speed
cameras. To finalise, any development within the village would cause major chaos to the
existing systems. I am totally against any development before the other issues are addressed
and against any development on this scale.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Claydon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

425

Summary

A car parking area at Wickhambrook Primary School would be a great benefit as people have
to park on the side of the road whilst dropping Children at school or picking them up. There
is concern raised about the doctors surgery and its capacity. Personally I have never had a
problem getting an appointment with a doctor there. However, the carparking is limited and
often cars are parked on the side of the road.

Comment

A car parking area at Wickhambrook Primary School would be a great benefit as people have
to park on the side of the road whilst dropping Children at school or picking them up. This
does make the area dangerous at school pick up and drop off times. This can also cause
problems for traffic as the line of parents cars is so long that people being forced to drive on
the wrong side of the road to pass the parked cars cannot see the other end. This has caused
grid lock and a lot of road rage in the past. This is a current problem that the council needs
to address anyway, regardless of future developments in the village. There is concern raised
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about the doctors surgery and its capacity. Personally I have never had a problem getting an
appointment with a doctor there. However, the carparking is limited and often cars are
parked on the side of the road. The proposed development sites should not add to this
parking problem significantly as the houses on them are well within walking distance. The
doctors surgery would need to be consulted on a purely technical or statistical status to
confirm its capacity and need for improvements. Wickhambrook has a fantastic array of
facilities and services already that are suffering due to not enough use. These include that
there is no longer a mens football team (Wickhambrook used to have a really strong team),
there is no longer a cricket club, the bowls club and tennis club are suffering due to lack of
membership. Is this because of an aging demographic in Wickhambrook as younger people
cannot afford to live in the village due to a housing shortage?
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Paul Buckle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

411

Summary

WS191. Flooding is already a persistent problem in this area and the construction of that
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number of dwellings on this land would only aggravate the issue.
Comment

Flooding is already a persistent problem in this area and the construction of that number of
dwellings on this land would only aggravate the issue.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Eborall

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

204

Summary

Negative impact of 700 dwellings at Wickhambrook. Wickhambrook famously claims to be 10
miles from anywhere. Each of the proposed 700 dwellings will add heavily to traffic in the
area. There is little local employment or amenities able to cope with the proposed plans.

Comment

Wickhambrook famously claims to be 10 miles from anywhere. Each of the proposed 700
dwellings will add heavily to traffic in the area. There is little local employment or amenities
able to cope with the proposed plans. Local roads are bye and large barely two way and
sometimes single track. There are 7 x conservation zones within a 5 mile radius which I feel
will ail be negatively impacted by traffic and by light pollution. The area is a rare green and
attractive space in the South East of England. It is a busy leisure area used by many walkers,
cyclists and horse riders from around the wider region. The additional traffic from this
development will degrade what is an important leisure facility. Skies unpolluted by light at
night are also a rarity in the over populated South East and will be a sad loss to us all if this
potential large development is approved.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topgraphy will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation.

Respondent Name

MR Peter Halls

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

236

Summary

Over development. The doctors surgery needs moving to a new site, the surgery at the
moment has a very small car park and the building
is getting too busy the catchment area reaches out to the edge of Haverhill. All the facilities
are getting cramped.
If you build the proposed new houses it will be chaos in Wickhambrook.

Comment
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My family have lived in Wickhambrook for many years and I am shocked the way the
facilities are getting crowed Please come to Wickhambrook at approx 08,30 and stand an
observe the chaos out side the village school The B1063 outside the school needs double

yellow lines to to prevent cars parking to drop the children off,why not construct a car park
for the school. There are very few footpaths in the village, the ones that are the are very
narrow. I use a mobility scooter and there are very few ramps onto the footpaths that do
exist. The doctors surgery needs moving to a new site, the surgery at the moment has a
very small car park and the building is getting too busy the catchment area reaches out to
the edge of Haverhill. All the facilities are getting cramped. If you build the proposed new
houses it will be chaos in Wickhambrook.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Horne

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

824

Summary

Concern about planned expansion of Wickhambrook. There are several reasons that even
more housing in Wickhambrook is not a good idea. The doctors’ surgery and the school, for
instance: both of these places have problems with parking already. Neither will cope with
more people or cars. The traffic in this village has become so much worse, so I fear that with
more houses come so many more people and a great number of more problems.

Comment

As a man of 74 years of age, and having lived in the lovely village of Wickhambrook for 50
years, I was shocked to learn of the proposals for a large number of houses to be built in this
area. Along with a lot of people, I do not have access to the internet, so thank heavens for
friends, so that I can give you my point of view. It would have been the right thing to do to
have sent out letters concerning these developments. There are several reasons that even
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more housing in Wickhambrook is not a good idea. The doctors’ surgery and the school, for
instance: both of these places have problems with parking already. Neither will cope with
more people or cars. The traffic in this village has become so much worse, so I fear that with
more houses come so many more people and a great number of more problems. More houses
also mean even more floods, which are already bad. I can think of not one good reason to
build houses here, but I can think of many reasons not to.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

721

Summary

See below. I object in the strongest possible terms to any proposals for mass or large-scale
housing development in or around Wickhambrook. Wickhambrook is designated as a Local
Service Centre and therefore as unsuitable for anything other than ‘a small amount of
additional growth’ (Rural Vision 2031, paragraph 25.2).

Comment

Paragraphs 1.1 to 1.9 My comments in this section apply to opportunities and constraints for
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Wickhambrook, Local Service Centre, section 4.13. I object in the strongest possible terms
to any proposals for mass or large-scale housing development in or around Wickhambrook.
Wickhambrook is designated as a Local Service Centre and therefore as unsuitable for
anything other than ‘a small amount of additional growth’ (Rural Vision 2031, paragraph
25.2). I suggest that this potential for a small amount of additional growth, if a housing
survey demonstrates that it is required, can be realised by continuing the policy of infill and
small-scale development within the village settlement boundary. This policy has provided a
steady stream of new dwellings in the village over recent years and 23 further new homes
are being built on a site on Cemetery Road.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

725

Summary

See below. Wickhambrook has only one pub. The ancient pattern of hamlets and greens is a
key heritage feature for Wickhambrook and the entire district and must be preserved
through any future proposals for development.

Comment

Paragraphs 4.13.1, 4.13.2 and 4.13.3 Wickhambrook has only one pub. The ancient pattern
of hamlets and greens is a key heritage feature for Wickhambrook and the entire district and
must be preserved through any future proposals for development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1115

Summary

WS212. Massive investment in all aspects of infrastructure, services and facilities would be
required to support any significant level of new housing and additional population in
Wickhambrook. The village would require: new roads; new sewerage systems; improvements
to electricity and water supplies; new surface water management systems; a new health
centre; an enlarged school; entire systems of public transport; new paths, footways and
cycle routes.

Comment

WS212 See above for general constraints on building outside the settlement boundary in
Wickhambrook. Massive investment in all aspects of infrastructure, services and facilities
would be required to support any significant level of new housing and additional population
in Wickhambrook. The village would require: new roads; new sewerage systems;
improvements to electricity and water supplies; new surface water management systems; a
new health centre; an enlarged school; entire systems of public transport; new paths,
footways and cycle routes. In short, the character of Wickhambrook would have to be
transformed which is why any significant levels of growth in Wickhambrook would be
unacceptable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
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the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.
Respondent Name

mr robert fearnley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1005

Summary

WS191. Poor access off busy road too close to dangerous parking situation at school. Will
add to flooding issues at Attlton Green .

Comment

W190 Poor access off busy road too close to dangerous parking situation at school. Will add
to flooding issues at Attlton Green .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mr Robert jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

822

Summary

Opposition. Wickhambrook is a "Local Service Area" and therefore can not by definition cope
with the amount of development suggested.
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Comment

Wickhambrook is a "Local Service Area" and therefore can not by definition cope with the
amount of development suggested.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mr Robert jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1173

Summary

WS192. Development on this site would see new developments overcrowding several listed
buildings. Many comments apply to all of the sites in Wickhambrook.The GP Surgery can not
expand and is at capacity. It is accessed through a housing estate with parking problems. It
has over 5000 patients. It has recently taken over the patients from a GP surgery in
Haverhill which has closed. The village already has horrific flooding issues which would only
be exacerbated

Comment

Development on this site would see new developments overcrowding several listed buildings.
Many comments apply to all of the sites in Wickhambrook.The GP Surgery can not expand
and is at capacity. It is accessed through a housing estate with parking problems. It has over
5000 patients. It has recently taken over the patients from a GP surgery in Haverhill which
has closed. Th village already has horrific flooding issues which would only be exacerbated
by building on large areas of Greenfield sites which are grade 2 agricultural land. Much of
the village isn't even on the antiquated and inadequate sewerage system. The junctions on
the main road through the village B1063 are ALL dangerous and at drop off and pick up
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every day for a quarter of a mile the road is made single carriageway by parents dropping off
/ picking upas school. This is the scene of numerous accidents. The school is running at
capacity.. Numerous hedgerows, spinneys and woods would need to be destructed to enable
development. There is little or no public transport. Development would see the destruction
of the view and light light pollution for all of the village. Natural habitat for bats, owls and
much wildlife would be decimated. Since becoming a LSC Wickhambrook has had to
accommodate around 50 new homes. I feel that the village has already made it's contribution
to West Suffolk's housing needs. Gaines Hall at the centre of this site is in the Domesday
Book
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Roland Underdown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

15

Summary

Firstly, your information about Wickhambrook is incorrect. We have only one pub. I would
ask, where is the demand for such a large development. There are huge housing
developments already being built nearby in Haverhill, Bury St Edmunds, Newmarket, Red
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Lodge. There is no reason to suggest there is a need to develop on such a large scale in
Wickhambrook.
Comment

Firstly, your information about Wickhambrook is incorrect. We have only one pub. I would
ask, where is the demand for such a large development. There are huge housing
developments already being built nearby in Haverhill, Bury St Edmunds, Newmarket, Red
Lodge. There is no reason to suggest there is a need to develop on such a large scale in
Wickhambrook.. Some fields put forward for development have already had planning
permission refused previously, having been found unsuitable. Therefore they are surely still
unsuitable as there has been no change . the school is already at capacity, the doctors
surgery is struggling with its current patient list. the sewage plant for the village is not
capable of dealing with a large increase in houses. The local road network is not suitable to
handle such a large increase in traffic. there is already building work for a new small
housing development on Cemetary Road, and numerous single housing developments have
been built recently. Again I would ask, where is the demand or need for such large scale
development in Wickhambrook. I would also ask that as people on the parish council stand to
benefit financially as they own land being proposed, if such development is permitted, that
they are removed from having any influence over such planning decisions.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Roland Underdown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

432
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Summary

WS192. Planning permission has been refused previously for this site. Nothing materially
has changed and should be refused again.

Comment

Planning permission has been refused previously for this site. Nothing materially has
changed and should be refused again.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Anna Sykes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1360

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
I wish to write about the West Suffolk Local Plan (SHELAA) and the plans for
WICKHAMBROOK.
Items WS191, WS192, WS212, WS195, WS190 All villages need to absorb a few more houses
according to the scale / size of the village so we need sympathetic development over time,
but development on the vast scale as proposed above seems extremely bold when we are
such along way from Bury, Haverhill & Newmarket. Before even considering building a few
more house the infrastructure needs improv

Comment
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LATE RESPONSE I wish to write about the West Suffolk Local Plan (SHELAA) and the plans
for WICKHAMBROOK. Items WS191, WS192, WS212, WS195, WS190 As a resident of

Wickhambrook for 47 years and as a family we have lived here for 101yrs the majority of the
development has occurred in the village since the development of Nunnery green in 1986.
Wickhambrook is unique in its character that it is actually a collection of 9 scattered greens
+ hamlets that are of Saxon origin, they are spread over a large area, the merging of theses
greens and hamlets would irreparably change this character of the village. Wickhambrook is
also unique as it is approximately 8 /10 miles from Haverhill, Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds
and Clare, currently the public transport is very poor so all residents require the use of a car.
Very few jobs are provided in the village so new residents would effective work else where.
(2011/12) 88% of working people in the village required a car to get to their place of work
5-14 miles away. To get to a train station you 1st need to get to Bury or Newmarket. The
road infrastructure is extremely poor around the whole village, lots narrow lanes, with poor
drainage and plenty of flooding, Tying to pass the school at drop off or pick up is a
nightmare with all parents parked on the road. Junctions on the B1063 are very poor and
again the Junction onto the A143 at the Old Plumbers arms is very dangerous with
restricted visibility in both directions. I don’t know the details of the sewerage system in the
village, but the pumping station down here at Wickham St is often requiring a tanker to
pump it out, so likely working at max capacity already. The Wickhambrook Surgery is at
bursting point with the number of patients on its books, it had completely outgrown the
current site approx 10 years ago + parking for patients in and around Nunnery green is very
challenging for the older patients who have to drive there. All villages need to absorb a few
more houses according to the scale / size of the village so we need sympathetic development
over time, but development on the vast scale as proposed above seems extremely bold when
we are such along way from Bury, Haverhill & Newmarket. Before even considering building
a few more house the infrastructure needs improving.
It is also very important villages are
made up of the mix of properties of different sizes/ values, some owner occupied and some
rental properties. As a landlord of 6 old farm workers cottages when looking for new
tenants I can easily have 20/30 people, predominantly younger people looking for affordable
housing as they grew up in the area and want to stay in the area near other family members
to help with childcare or look after ageing family members, they don’t want to live in local
towns. We don’t want a sterile village full of commuter homes. We must maintain the
current the scattered nature of the village with a few small scattered developments not
fields of houses breaking the skyline.
Link to comment (for Users)
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View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Anne Shaw

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1282

Summary

I do not support development on any of the proposed sites as I feel the village can only
sustain small infill sites. This needs to be done carefully, as is happening on Ashfield Green.
This would maintain the individuality of the remaining village greens and preserve what
remains of the ancient settlement pattern of the village. All the proposed developments
(SHELAA sites) are outside the village development boundary on the settlement constraints
map

Comment

I have struggled to understand the information in the local plan consultation. It has a lot of
planning and local government lingo in it. I did not find the commenting process very easy
either as hopping from one document to another is always a bit clonky. I therefore enclose
my comments on the Local Plan Consultation and look forward to hearing more about some
of the questions that have undoubtably been asked. See attached. The following comments
relate to new housing in Wickhambrook I agree with the proposal that Wickhambrook
remains a Local Service Centre because it matches the present criteria by providing limited
services to the village and surrounding area. However if any service was lost then it would
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be downgraded further. Wickhambrook is over 10 miles from the nearest town so getting to
amenities and events provided in towns without a car is not feasible. The Anglo-Saxon layout of small settlements around 11 village greens makes Wickhambrook special. It remained
largely unaltered until planners became involved and had total disregard for the historical
settlement lay out, see this map dated 1886 https://www.oldmaps.co.uk/#/Map/574506/
255500/12/101302 The village now has a mass of closely built post-war housing confined
within the settlement constraints boundary with some village greens being lost in this area.
The remaining greens outside this settlement area still resemble the Anglo-Saxon settlement
pattern. Threats of larger developments between ancient settlement areas take away the
character of the village and are a detriment to its heritage. We are proud of our greens and
want to protect our heritage. The greens in the developed area have merged and the road
signage is extremely poor. We often get lorries reversing back down the close because they
have missed the house they are delivering to. There was interest in having the greens
signposted which has never happened. The information in the local plan proposal
documentation about Wickhambrook is incorrect and should be updated. The village has 1
public house, not 2! The village shop runs the petrol forecourt and the small post office
counter, all on the same site so this should only be counted as one ‘going concern’. The shop
can close at odd times if it is short-staffed so it is not reliable. It can be inconvenient when
they close early because all 3 services close. The business shuts at 6pm so evening shopping
is not possible. You can’t pop in for that extra pint of milk on your way home from work!
There is no competition so goods in the shop are expensive. There is no take away fast food
outlet in the village. The GP surgery is cramped and there is insufficient parking for disabled
patients and people who live outside the immediate area. Both the GP surgery and the school
are over subscribed and have no room to expand even if the NHS and Suffolk County Council
agreed to fund these further. It’s not just about adding more homes, the services need to be
able to cope and they can’t. I do not support development on any of the proposed sites as I
feel the village can only sustain small infill sites. This needs to be done carefully, as is
happening on Ashfield Green. This would maintain the individuality of the remaining village
greens and preserve what remains of the ancient settlement pattern of the village. All the
proposed developments (SHELAA sites) are outside the village development boundary on the
settlement constraints map so would not be in the best interests of the village, and changes
to the settlement constraints map need to be made under consultation. The cemetery will
soon be full so will another field need to be allocated. There has been interest shown in
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having allotments but yet again nothing moves forward. Below are the specific reasons why I
feel that all the sites are inappropriate: Road Infrastructure Wickhambrook is over 10 miles
from the nearest town so getting to amenities and events provided in towns without a car is
not feasible. WS191 Boyden End would require considerable changes to the junction to
allow the safe passage of traffic, perhaps a roundabout to slow the traffic, it would also
require a cycle lane to the shop and recreation ground and a footpath wide enough for a
pushchair and child, or a wheelchair. This isn’t possible without a great deal of expense
WS192 Boyden Close – this would create a new junction on the B1063 on a straight piece of
road where traffic has been recorded at excessive speed. There is no footpath and no cycle
lane. Even walking wearing a high viz vest is unsafe as I have had personal experience of
this. WS195 Claydon’s side, access would be via a new junction the same as WS192 and
there is no footpath, only on the other side of the road but it’s too narrow to take a pushchair
and child or a dog or to walk with crutches, or in a wheelchair. Getting to the school would
require extensive road improvements with footpath and pedestrian crossing on a dangerous
bend. Children would still need to cross the crossroads at Cemetery Road. Alternatively
children and parents could walk up Mole Hill to school and cross the busy B1063 which
would also require a pedestrian crossing but there is no option to put in a footpath. WS190
Mole Hill. This site would require extensive road improvements which would take up a
considerable part of the site. A roundabout and school crossing with traffic lights at school
times would enable children to cross safely on this busy road. Developing this site would
considerably change the appearance of the ‘centre’ of this area. It has been planted with a
flowering crop for two seasons which has encouraged turtle doves, not heard for years,
possibly from the nature reserve at Stradishall by the prison. WS212 Cemetery Road. This
site on a busy crossroads junction which serves the main body of housing in the village and
the GP surgery. There are no footpaths and traffic travels here to the Doctor’s surgery and
often speeds excessively along Cemetery Road. It is next to the cemetery which is nearing
capacity. There is no option to include a footpath joining this plot to the amenities in the
village as there is a hedge and old established trees which are part of the cemetery. The
north side is close to the brook which is known to flood. This plot has also been planted with
a flowering crop for two seasons which has encouraged turtle doves, not heard for years,
possibly from the nature reserve at Stradishall by the prison. * Accidents – there have been
accidents involving cyclists and vehicles reported in the village particularly on the B1063. As
a result a Road Safety Project is looking at the roads by the school and solutions which may
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include traffic calming measures. This is a slow process further hampered by Covid-19. I feel
this is not enough. Road safety issues extend beyond the school area, throughout the 30 and
40mph limits and beyond. Traffic calming measures are needed in other places, for example
Cemetery Road, Bunters Road, Shop Hill and others. Increased levels of traffic from more
housing would increase the risk of more accidents. Only last week the school bus got stuck
as the bottom of Fullers Hill, and the night before a large HGV forced cars off the road
further up this road. * Walkers –We are encouraged by the government to take daily
exercise, but the footpaths are mainly very narrow, uneven or non-existent. I understand how
wheelchair users and those with pushchairs must struggle or walking a dog feel. People with
disabilities should not be excluded from accessing parts of the village. As a villager who has
to cross the B1063 on the Thorns crossroads to get to the shop facilities on foot, by car and
bike, with young children and with a dog, this can be a frightening experience. It was
reported that a VAS machine on Bunters Road had resulted in convictions for speeding. This
confirms the B1063 has a problem with speeding vehicles approaching bends near the
junction. This would increase as more cars use the roads. Pathways that are put in on the
front of newer developments particularly in Cemetery Road don’t join up, they end abruptly
and the boundary of the development i.e. Thorns Close, the new development and Croft
Close. * Cyclists – roads around the village make for good cycling but the B1063 is
dangerous for cyclists due to the uneven surface and the amount of speeding traffic. There
are no cycleways around the village and no cycle routes to the nearest towns which would
probably be too far away for most villagers to cycle to work anyway. So new housing would
contribute more to vehicle traffic. * All the proposed development sites would use junctions
going onto the B1063. These junctions have blind spots which cannot easily be rectified.
New housing would increase the traffic at these junctions and the risk of more accidents and
confine residents unsure of crossing the road to their home. * Speed limits throughout the
village are 30 and 40mph but no one polices this. Some speed limits appear to end before
they should and perhaps need revising. For example, the blind junction of the B1063 with
Boyden End is in a 40mph limit! This is absurd. * A traffic study was completed in 2014 as
part of the St Edmundsbury Local Plan process but it did not take into consideration traffic
travelling to and from Newmarket. It would be out of date now too, due to the extra housing
in the village and surrounding areas that the village serves. This study should not be used as
evidence as it is incomplete and out of date. * Poor gritting of icy roads occurs in the village.
Just the main roads are gritted unless there is snow in which case, by day 3, some side roads
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may get gritted. This includes road and pavement access to the GP surgery which provides
care to other villages. More people using ungritted side roads could lead to more accidents.
* A couple of years ago villagers and visitors to the GP surgery could not get through due to
frozen flood water at the bottom of Nunnery Green. Despite multiple calls to Suffolk
Highways, no help was forthcoming and villagers had to remove the solid packed ice
themselves with a digger and pick axes. Maintenance of village roads is extremely poor, and
more traffic will necessitate more maintenance. * The road to Newmarket B1063 is poor
compared to the A143 to Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill, probably due to its classification
and this cannot be addressed without the cooperation of Cambridgeshire Highways. There is
employment in Newmarket which is out of reach for many due to the road and transport
links. Flooding Areas of Wickhambrook are prone to flooding but no flood map has been
included in the Local Plan consultation documentation so I am unable to comment on how
construction on the SHELAA sites would affect run off lower down the water course, but I
assume it would affect flooding levels. This needs to be included in the decisions that are
made regarding all the sites. The only information I could find is within the Village Plan
document here, on page 15 https://www.wickhambrook.org/wp-content/uploads/
Wickhambrook-Final-Report-Online.pdf listing the areas that flood regularly and this has not
changed Public transport * Buses only run to Bury St Edmunds or Haverhill. There are no
services to Clare, or Newmarket (our nearest town and postal address!). Apart from a school
bus service which villagers can use if there is space, there are 2 buses to Bury St Edmunds
in the morning at 07:46 and 10:46 (Bus no14). There is only one return bus from Bury St
Edmunds at 14:44. These buses start out in Haverhill. Other buses run along the main A143
but do not come into the most populated part of the village or any of the greens. From this
you can see that commuting by bus is not possible and there are no return buses after 3pm.
An evening out in a town is not possible either! Buses only work if you are going to Bury St
Edmunds. From the bus station you have to walk to the station for a train to Newmarket for
example! If you need to use a bus to go to a hospital appointment in Addenbrooke’s
(Cambridge) or Ipswich then the train from Bury St Edmunds is the only route but returning
to the village can be an issue due to return bus times. The buses don’t run past West Suffolk
Hospital so WSH have provided a minibus which is very useful. Bus information from
https://bustimes.org/services/14-bury-st-edmunds-haverhill * A community bus is available
but it is a very limited service and not suitable for commuting. * The nearest train stations
are Dullingham, Newmarket or Bury St Edmunds so commuting by train is not an option.
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Environment The government has recently supported the benefits of the natural
environment for long term mental and physical health and wellbeing. Wildlife Trusts have
support from the Prime Minister for rewilding one third of the countryside
https://deframedia.blog.gov.uk/2020/11/05/england-wide-action-for-nature-nature-recoverynetwork-launches/ Building homes on greenfield sites is contrary to this new way of
thinking. The government has recommended a move towards brownfield sites and disused
buildings, partly perhaps to take into consideration the amount of businesses that are failing
due to the pandemic. Covid-19 is having a long term negative effect of the mental health and
wellbeing of the population and on employment rates. People who can, are encouraged to
work from home. More housing will put a greater strain on the internet in the village and the
possibility of housing developments can impact on the wellbeing of the existing villagers.
Will we need as many houses as are being proposed if the pandemic continues to affect
population levels? There is a map showing land usage related to Newmarket racing in the
consultation. The village also has businesses associated with racing. Studs and land used for
paddocks and other related racing industry businesses, like horse transport and livery but
this is not shown on the map so the information needs updating. Newmarket Racing has a
further spread than is recorded The nearest public electric car charging points are in the
towns which are over 10 miles away. Not all villagers have a driveway on which to park their
vehicles to charge them. Does planning consider this for new builds? Are electric cars able
to drive through high levels of flood water like a 4X4? As electric cars are the way forward
and new houses now have charging points this could impact on travel for other road users if
they break down in flood water. The natural world is important to us all. The village may only
be on old boulder clay but it is rich in flora and wildlife if they are given a chance to grow.
Hedgerows and verges and small wild areas are important and this needs to be mentioned in
the consultation. Housing developments since last local plan The proposed SHELAA sites
were submitted for the last Local Plan and none went forward. This was because there was
capacity with the development area for 26 houses despite issues raised by villagers. This
does not bode well for future developments as the consultation had disregard for the further
views of residents once planning was approved! Villagers need to have confidence in the
consultation system and are looking at producing a neighbourhood plan. Cemetery Road
Meadow site – 26 new homes are still under construction. The original report for this
development recommended 6.9 affordable homes. This has been rounded down to just 6.
This site was an ideal opportunity to include more social and affordable housing. If the
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calculation had included all the new houses that had been built in this part of
Wickhambrook, since this development was originally approved, there could have been more
affordable housing. In this area alone new private houses had been built: 5 new builds
behind the shop, a small development of 4 on Meeting Green, 2 on the end of Nunnery Green
leading to Boyden End, 2 on Nunnery Green overshadowing a small cottage, and 1 behind
the Greyhound public house. This sort of infill can feel claustrophobic but not as much as the
larger development has been in Cemetery Road. Suffolk Acre were involved with the Parish
Plan 10 years ago and villagers were consulted. They listed affordable housing as a high
priority. I notice the Parish Council queried the amount of affordable housing too, but
nothing was resolved. I understand that even if permission included social or affordable
housing the council has no power to enforce this on the developer so it is pointless unless a
covenant or similar can be placed on the deeds beforehand. Perhaps this could be
investigated further, otherwise ‘promises’ of social and affordable housing mean nothing.
Going back to the Cemetery Road Meadow site, Suffolk Highways raised concerns that the
new footpaths coming off the site did not link up with amenities in the village. This is still the
case and there was never a response from St Edmundsbury. Will this happen with future
developments? Theses houses are being built, backing on to bungalows in Nunnery Green.
This was raised as an objection at the time and ignored. The existing skyline is being
encroached upon and villagers privacy is going to be affected as well as their right to light.
The houses that are being built in this area of the village appear taller and more imposing
than existing cottages and houses. The new builds look like something found on a building
site in any town. Is this what will be built in future? As part of the Cemetery Road
development a transport assessment was publish in 2014 (mentioned above), this is out of
date. There are more houses in the village now and more people from other villages use the
facilities i.e. extra facilities at the school and changes in the catchment area, Community
Services provided at the GP Surgery, the increase in home delivery providers due to online
shopping, and more people working from home due to the pandemic. Working families tend
to commute to work and often have 2 cars or sometimes more if they have young adult
children still living at home, which is now a trend. A new traffic survey needs to be
completed. The areas that are proposed for development cannot be safely accessed across
the main road from the village amenities - school, GP surgery, shop (with garage and post
office combined), WI and MSC halls etc. They are not safe sites for housing. See comments
under Road Infrastructure, above. Employment opportunities The SHELAA study pointed out
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that employment opportunities within the village are poor. No land has been put forward for
business use so there appear to be no plans to develop more employment opportunities. In
this economic climate this is prudent. As a result, however, further housing would mean
more commuter traffic on roads and would impact on the village school parking. I question
why the plots that have been put forward for development. I wonder if the landowners would
consider putting these plots forward for rewilding as per the link above. This would be
advantageous to wildlife, global warming, village habitat enrichment and possibly the
physical and mental wellbeing of villagers both now and in the future. I assume, the reason
is financial gain, as is so often the case. Point 4.13.3 in your document states that the village
is close to HMP Highpoint but the only way to get there for employment is by car as it is
nearly 5 miles away and there are no buses, footpaths on the main roads and no cycle lanes.
I note that the largest SHELAA sites belong to a parish councillor and owner of a
manufacturing business. It seems undemocratic that one person can change the village so
drastically, it’s almost feudal. Recent changes in legislation and the future I understand the
present government is making changes to the planning process to make it easier for more
houses to be built. This is worrying as it is more likely that houses will be built where it was
previously thought to be inappropriate. I understand also that according the BBC website https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-55322993 the government has revised the formula
for allocating new homes. Having asked WSC planning offices how will this affect West
Suffolk’s Local Plan review and in particular the possibility of over 700 homes being built in
Wickhambrook I have been told it will not make any difference to the process at this point.
“Planning can help protect the landscape, safeguard settlement identities, address rural
deprivation, and challenge the historic under-provision of affordable housing and services”
Extract from ‘Part two 8. Local issues: Transport, retail, leisure, wellbeing and rural
communities.’ https://westsuffolk.exhibition.app/#board-8 I hope this is what happens as a
result of this consultation as it didn’t happen in the last one when 26 new homes were
approved on old meadowland rich in flora and wildlife. No-one wants a housing development
on their doorstep. If the consultation finds that the public plump for less development in
towns where there is a higher proportion of people (60% live in towns, only 40% in villages)
this should be taken into consideration when WSC interpret the consultation feedback. The
most important part of any future development is for villagers to have a voice and no longer
feel that the district council (St Edmundsbury now WSC) don’t listen or act in the villagers
best interests. A consultation is a 2-way process. Our Parish Plan is nearly 10 years old so we
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need to get a Neighbourhood Plan completed but will need time to do this. In the meantime
better road infrastructure and traffic calming measures are our priorities as well as not
losing the character of the village with its Anglo-Saxon settlements.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Cathy Gunson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

301

Summary

WS191 and WS192. I don’t believe that Wickhambrook has adequate facilities or
infrastructure to support anymore development.

Comment

WS191 and WS192 I don’t believe that Wickhambrook has adequate facilities or
infrastructure to support anymore development. We are very lucky to have our own school,
however, this is already very full and doesn’t have an adequate car park. There have been
multiple accidents along this road due to parents parking along the school. More houses
mean more children to school, which will only increase this problem. I have had my first
child this year and I hope she will be able to attend school in her own village, but fear there
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will not be enough room at the school for all the local children. Secondly, we are again lucky
to have our own doctors surgery, but I cannot see how the surgery would survive with even
more residents to look after. They are already extremely stretched. It is very difficult to get
an appointment, and the car park is too small. We already suffer multiple cars parked up the
road at busy times. This can be dangerous and sometimes blocks the road or causes traffic
for local residents. The village has poor public transport links to nearby towns and city’s.
Again, increasing population in Wickhambrook will only increase this problem. I also do not
believe that the current roads would be safe and suitable for a denser population. We
already have many single track roads, that simply wouldn’t be adequate for an increase in
cars on the road. There have been several accidents and near misses over the years and this
problem would become worse. We do encounter flooding problems around Nunnery green
and this problem would be made worse by more houses built around this area. Surely the
sewage system would not be able to cope either? Lastly, Wickhambrook is a beautiful village,
full of nature and wonderful walks. Development would destroy this and take away the
natural beauty of this village. We consider ourselves very lucky to live here, and bought our
‘forever home’ here because of the multiple fields, trees and green areas. Development on
any of these fields just changes the identity of this village. Wick says no What improvements
to infrastructure, services and facilities do you think are needed to facilitate growth in
Wickhambrook? Larger doctors surgery with larger car park. Larger school with off road
parking. Larger roads, and more ways to access the village. Improved sewage system
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
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which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Claire Ebeling

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

423

Summary

Improvements to Wickhambrook: Complete renewal of roads and drainage.
Review of road safety, restrict parking and speeding, add pedestrian crossings.
Much larger school and doctor's surgery.

Comment

Complete renewal of roads and drainage. Review of road safety, restrict parking and
speeding, add pedestrian crossings. Much larger school and doctor's surgery.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Debbie Clark

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

140

Summary

There is only 1 pub. The GP surgery is built within the most overbuilt area. Nice for those
that live closeby for convenience. but the surgery covers a much larger community so
parking and access is not easy and makes it hazardous for local residence for crossing roads
and parking their own vehicles.

Comment

There is only 1 pub. The GP surgery is built within the most overbuilt area. Nice for those
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that live closeby for convenience. but the surgery covers a much larger community so
parking and access is not easy and makes it hazardous for local residence for crossing roads
and parking their own vehicles. The primary school has practically doubled in size in pupil
numbers since middle schools were phased out. Many are from outside village and
catchment and there is little parking provision for parents so safety is an issue The roads are
mostly country lanes with few pavements especially at Ashfield Green, Attleton Green,
Coltsfoot Green, Meeting Green, Malting End, Boydon End, Thorns and Wickham Street .
These are walkable but increasing the number of houses and therefore vehicles such as cars
will increase the danger to walkers and horse riders. Larger doctor surgery, bigger primary
school, increased safe access by paths on narrow roads, better bus service, bigger sewage
capacity, better safety measures on road junctions around the village
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes. Noted. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Deborah Pow

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

356

Summary

I disagree with the planning of new houses in Wickhambrook there are not enough facilities
to increase the population in this village

Comment

As above I disagree with the planning of the new homes in this village

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mrs Diana carroll

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

888

Summary

Wickhambrook only has one pub and is poorly served by public transport

Comment

Wickhambrook only has one pub and is poorly served by public transport

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in
October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement
hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

mrs Diana carroll

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1209

Summary

WS195 Development on this site would see two hamlets coalescing and several listed
properties would be directly affected.

Comment

Development on this site would see two hamlets coalescing and several listed properties
would be directly affected. Gaines Hall in the centre of the site is in the Domesday Book. The
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site is on high ground and would be seen right around the village creating widespread light
pollution. Much of the village isn't even on the antiquated and inadequate mains sewerage
system. There are bats, owls and badgers living in the hedges and spinneys around this field.
The roads are inadequate, dangerous and poor through the village.The school and GP
surgery are at capacity and have no room to expand. The school recently had to
accommodate an extra 60 pupils when the middle schools closed. It has no parking and twice
a day at drop off and pick up the main road becomes single carriageway as parents and
pupils risk life and limb. There have been numerous accidents. This site falls outside the
village boundary, is a Greenfield site. The village's public transport links are poor. All of the
junctions on to the B1063 in the village are dangerous and the rest of the roads are mainly
single carriageway. They can not withstand more traffic. Any traffic increase would
undoubtedly affect the villages conservation area. Since becoming a LSC Wickhambrook
must have had around fifty houses built in the village with no improvement to infrastructure
or services further building will impact greatly on the standard of living of the people
already living there. Development on this site would undoubtedly see the existing flooding
problem in Attleton Green made considerably worse. The village has widely recognised
flooding issues. Considerable improvement would need to be made to all of the roads and the
junctions..There would need to steps taken to stop speeding in the village. The extensive
flooding issue would need to be remedied. The school would have to be moved to a bigger
site to accommodate the extra pupils and make drop off safe. The sewerage system would
need large investment. The GP surgery would have to be moved as it can't expand and has
only 11 spaces for patients. There would need to be more public transport.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
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growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Diane Spivey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

393

Summary

WS195. In my opinion Wickhambrook does not need to grow any more. We have a fantastic
school which is FULL a great shop and ONE pub which all serve the community well. The
roads cannot support a rise in traffic as most in the village are no more than single track. 10
years ago Wickhambrook was downgraded to a local service area due to its infrastructure
and facilities etc. Nothing has changed since then.

Comment

We live in a listed property in Attleton Green which is situated at the bottom of the hill of the
proposed development site. The existing land and road drains cannot cope with the run off
from the road and fields now if you build without addressing these issues and putting in
proper drainage our homes will flood. The road running down Mole Hill and through Attleton
Green is no more than a single carriage way and cannot support the extra traffic that this
development would create. I have video footage of last years flood problems, the result of
the issues listed above. In my opinion Wickhambrook does not need to grow any more. We
have a fantastic school which is FULL a great shop and ONE pub which all serve the
community well. The roads cannot support a rise in traffic as most in the village are no more
than single track. 10 years ago Wickhambrook was downgraded to a local service area due
to its infrastructure and facilities etc. Nothing has changed since then.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Dorothy Anderson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

416

Summary

WS190. Access to this piece of land would be extremely difficult and dangerous. The Primary
Academy is very busy in term time and parking is difficult in spite of many attempts to
improve it. The lanes are narrow and prone to flooding.
Roads and sewers need to be upgraded. Parking at the school and surgery is dangerous now
with the number of people using them.

Comment

Access to this piece of land would be extremely difficult and dangerous. The Primary
Academy is very busy in term time and parking is difficult in spite of many attempts to
improve it. The lanes are narrow and prone to flooding. Roads and sewers need to be
upgraded. Parking at the school and surgery is dangerous now with the number of people
using them.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Gillian Corbyn

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

96

Summary

Only one pub!

Comment

There are not two public houses in Wickhambrook - only one!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Gilli Pitt

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

544

Summary

Improvement to the junction at the intersection of Church Road and the A143. The site line
for traffic both entering and leaving the A143 are severly constrained and has been the site
of a number of road traffic accidents.
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The primary school is at capacity and would need to be extended if children aren't to be
diverted to alternative schools.
The doctor's surgery is severly limited because of space for further expansion and probably
will need to be relocated to a new site.
Comment

Improvement to the junction at the intersection of Church Road and the A143. The site line
for traffic both entering and leaving the A143 are severly constrained and has been the site
of a number of road traffic accidents. The primary school is at capacity and would need to be
extended if children aren't to be diverted to alternative schools. The doctor's surgery is
severly limited because of space for further expansion and probably will need to be relocated
to a new site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

219

Summary

WS191 and WS195. Wickhambrook is made up of a number of hamlets, many of which have
no pedestrian access to the service area of the village. Despite repeated logging of issues
with SCC Highways, many issues have not been dealt with and as a number related to
pedestrian safety, this does not give confidence for adequate infrastructure to cope with
increased housing and use of services in the village.

Comment

In 2010 St Edmundsbury revised Wickhambrook down in the settlement hierarchy from Key
Service Centre to Local Service Centre following representations about the services
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available within the village, and acknowledged that the infrastructure (particularly the road
network) was inadequate to support the settlement as a key service centre. Since 2010, the
number of public houses has reduced from two to one, and due to cuts in local authority
funding, particularly at County level, the road infrastructure and links through public
transport has deteriorated further. It is also important to note that the Surgery has taken on
additional patients from a closed surgery in Haverhill, and the School has had to absorb two
additional years resulting from the eradication of middle schools in Suffolk. This has left
both the surgery and the school over-subscribed, with severe limitations on available parking
and access. Wickhambrook is made up of a number of hamlets, many of which have no
pedestrian access to the service area of the village. Despite repeated logging of issues with
SCC Highways, many issues have not been dealt with and as a number related to pedestrian
safety, this does not give confidence for adequate infrastructure to cope with increased
housing and use of services in the village. Two sites, WS191 and WS195 based on the
calculations set out in para. 1.8 of part 3 (settlements) – 30 dwellings per hectare, would be
subject to a reduction of 40% of land to be set aside for infrastructure (access and
landscaping). This should result in the following assessment: WS191
9.1 ha – 164
(correct as stated); and WS195
15.0 ha – 270 (incorrectly stated as the 40% set aside for
infrastructure does not appear to have been applied. Some of the land identified in this plot
is already in use and would therefore not be available for future development. This reduces
the plot to 10Ha, which would result in not more than 180 units. Taking into account the
further constraints of a Grade II listed property (Gaines Hall) and the need to ensure that the
greens do not merge, a plot equivalent to WS194, which was not included in the
consultation, though part of the original 2019 consultation, would result a further reduction
in scope of this plot would reduce it to 81 units. This would reduce the total allocation across
the five sites, WS191, 191, 192, 195 & 212 to between 364 to 553. This would still represent
almost double the property base within the parish, and is inappropriate in scale to develop a
sustainable community. Not withstanding the calculations set out in Part 3: Settlements, at
the 2019 consultation on sites submitted and considered under SHELAA, the maximum
number identified due to site constraints was 10 for each site: see attachment for table of
data submitted There is no explanation as to why the yield quoted in the consultation in
2019 has been so dramatically and substantially increased on all the plots. It should be
noted that WS193, which is being developed, is a plot of 1.51 Ha with 23 Dwellings – this
equates to just over 15 dwellings per Ha. Referring to the NPPF guidance for sustainable
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communities, as set out in the Sustainable Settlements Study, the following are particularly
relevant to Wickhambrook: NPPF Paragraph 103 (Promoting Sustainable Transport): “The
planning system should actively manage patterns of growth in support of these objectives.
Significant development should be focused on locations which are or can be made
sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport
modes. This can help to reduce congestion and emissions, and improve air quality and public
health. However, opportunities to maximise sustainable transport solutions will vary between
urban and rural areas, and this should be taken into account in both plan-making and
decision making.” NPPF Paragraph 104 (Promoting Sustainable Transport): “Planning
policies should: a) support an appropriate mix of uses across an area, and within larger scale
sites, to minimise the number and length of journeys needed for employment, shopping,
leisure, education and other activities” Wickhambrook already has a speeding problem and
heavy traffic through the village which it is currently trying to resolve. The parish council
provides regular information (80th percentile speeds from SID devices through the parish)
on speeding to Suffolk Constabulary for enforcement purposes , and whilst it is recognised
that Suffolk Constabulary’s resources are constrained, enforcement resources have reduced
considerably over the past twelve months. The roads infrastructure in the parish is not
adequate for heavy goods and commuting traffic (including school runs) and suffers from
poor drainage and maintenance, and regular flooding. This would only be magnified with
further housing development. Comments relating to individual sites are set out below: See
attachment for table of data submitted
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. An error has been made in estimating the capacity of
site WS195 and this will be amended. If this site is selected as a preferred allocation any
recent consents would be taken into account. This is a new local plan so at this stage a broad
30 dwelling per hectare has been applied, rather than the adopted local plan principles (the
SEBC Core Strategy states 10 homes per site in local service centres) as these need to be
reviewed. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Hilary Workman (Wickhambrook Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

220

Summary

What improvements to infrastructure, services and facilities do you think are needed to
facilitate growth in the local service centre? Surgery, school, improved maintenance of
footways, footpaths and byeways, sewerage, verges/hedges, public transport

Comment

* Provision for growth of the surgery, which is already over-subscribed (move to a more
accessible site) * Improved access to the school which is already over-subscribed – provision
for adequate safe parking and improvement to the road outside the school * Improved
maintenance of footways, footpaths and byeways to make it possible for residents to access
and navigate to services within the settlement on foot or cycle * Improved sewerage
infrastructure * Improved maintenance of roads, ditches and culverts to improve drainage
and reduce flooding * Improved cutting of verges and hedges to enable pedestrians to
escape from traffic flow where there are no footpaths, and increase visibility at junctions *
Improved public transport links to and from village allowing for commuting to key service
centres and towns for employment, services, leisure and amenities

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
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proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Simon Webb

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

709

Summary

Correction of info. There is 1 pub, and the convenience store, post office and filling station is
the same business.

Comment

There is 1 pub, and the convenience store, post office and filling station is the same
business.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Webb

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1093

Summary

The idea that Wickhambrook can sensibly accommodate another 700 homes seems
impractical and non-sensical to me

Comment

The idea that Wickhambrook can sensibly accommodate another 700 homes seems
impractical and non-sensical to me. Where is the local demand? Is there a provision for
social housing? In the context of a world under threat from climate change, do we need
potentially over 3000 more vehicle movements a day? Without massive infrastructure
improvements, our village of 1200 residents, many of whom (perhaps 30%) are not really
resident, but 2nd home owners, can't be expected to increase it's size by 300% without
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destroying what we have now. There aren't sufficient school places, health facilities, shops,
pubs, pavements, public transport facilities, or adequate roads to accommodate such an
expansion. Furthermore, the idea that letting private developers dictate the architectural
and schematic design of the new development will most likely lead to the further destruction
of the look and feel of this Suffolk village. And won't this scale of development actually turn
it into a small town? Wickhambrook will go from being the largest village in Suffolk to being
the town with the least facilities (and employment)! I just feel this is not in the interest of
Wickhambrook residents, but perhaps entirely in the interest of a few developers. Further
consultation with the village at large must take place. 1. Increase in the number of
School.places. 2. Improvement to Roads and Cycle Lanes. 3 Improvement to Pavements. 4
Additional Shops for essential goods.. 5. Enlarged Doctor's Surgery. 6. Improvement to
Public Transport (Buses). 7. Provision of a Cafe. 8. Improvement to Sports Facilities (A
cricket pitch for example). 9. Improvements to, and a better level of maintenance of the
children's playground.. 10 Parking facilities.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Wilson

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

428

Summary

WS195. Wickhambrook is already struggling with poor infrastructure, the school is full and
doctors surgery already fully committed has very limited access. The roads are challenging
and there is a very limited bus service.
The village has seen significant infill. the proposed site would change the character of this
village, which is already struggling
Development at the proposed level would also impact local wildlife.

Comment

Wickhambrook is already struggling with poor infrastructure, the school is full and doctors
surgery already fully committed has very limited access. The roads are challenging and
there is a very limited bus service. The village has seen significant infill. the proposed site
would change the character of this village, which is already struggling Development at the
proposed level would also impact local wildlife.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Inger Morris

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

119

Summary

Pubs in village. There is only one you state two.

Comment

There is only one you state two.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Inger Morris

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

419

Summary

As the roads leading out of Wickhambrook cannot support the traffic currently so no
improvement to infrastructure will help They are narrow, unlit, unmarked, pot holed, no
pavements and a challenge most of the times so it is unthinkable to have hundreds more cars
using them.

Comment

As the roads leading out of Wickhambrook cannot support the traffic currently so no
improvement to infrastructure will help. They are narrow, unlit, unmarked, pot holed, no
pavements and a challenge most of the times so it is unthinkable to have hundreds more cars
using them. Take a drive yourself to Newmarket from Wickhambrook through Lidgate and
over the single track bridge and through the high street where cars are parked outside
houses and the pavement there is literally a foot wide and where here have been pedestrian
accidents. Be careful too in case a deer runs out at you or the badgers ae crossing the road.
If for some reason you that route is closed the only alternative is down Attleton Green and
New England Lane which is the width of one car and no passing places - a very
uncomfortable drive.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Jacqueline Fieldsend

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

463

Summary

I wished to strongly object to the potential planning of up to 700 new dwellings in five
different areas in and around the village of Wickhambrook, particularly the two biggest
proposed developments, WS191 west of Boyden End for 164 dwellings and WS195 - Land to
the East of Gaines Hall for 450 dwellings. Mass building, such as this is not in keeping with a
village such as Wickhambrook and will entirely spoil the area.

Comment

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTS ARE LINKED TO PART THREE - SETTLEMENTS SECTION
4.13 WICKHAMBROOK I have found your web site in connection with the above very
difficult to use. I do not profess to have any knowledge of planning for mass building, but
wished to strongly object to the potential planning of up to 700 new dwellings in five
different areas in and around the village of Wickhambrook, particularly the two biggest
proposed developments, WS191 west of Boyden End for 164 dwellings and WS195 - Land to
the East of Gaines Hall for 450 dwellings. Mass building, such as this is not in keeping with
a village such as Wickhambrook and will entirely spoil the area. Myself and my husband
have lived in Wickhambrook since 1987. I am nearly 76 and my husband is nearly 79. We
have always been very happy living here and have no desire to live elsewhere. BUT there
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are already multitudes of problems, which are certainly not going to be helped by mass
building. The traffic is tremendous, and if you are walking around the village, in most areas
there are no pavements to get away from the danger of lots of traffic, and you often put your
life at risk. The "roads" are country lanes really, and there is no chance of them being
widened or made safer, even with the volume of traffic we have now. This is exacerbated by
the state of the roads, with more potholes than road surface, and as well as trying to be
aware of the traffic you have to watch where you are putting your feet, or you could easily
break an ankle or have a bad fall. Wickhambrook surgery is at breaking point and is only just
managing to cope with the number of patients it looks after now. It would not stand a
chance of being able to look after more than another 1000 people without a vast extension and there is nowhere for it to expand and parking is dismal. This leads to visitors to the
surgery having to park on the surrounding narrow road, which leads to congestion and
makes the area dangerous and another area just waiting for an accident to happen. If there
was an emergency in that area a fire engine or an ambulance could not always pass through
the parked cars. Its not that people want to park on the road, but they have to park
somewhere and there is not enough room. EVEN NOW. The number of children at the
village school is also full to bursting and is a nightmare at drop off and pick up times. There
was recently yet another accident there, again noone was hurt, but sooner or later someone
is going to be badly hurt or perhaps killed. It is an area waiting for an accident to happen.
There are no plans for the infrastructure to be improved - there is frequently mass flooding
in various different areas, and again, mass building and mass increase in the population of
Wickhambrook would only make matters worse. This is coupled with an already inadequate
and ageing sewage system - are any plans being made for improvements in these areas?
Development on the scale that the Council is proposing would destroy the feeling of a village
and the community that sustains it. It would also destroy much of our precious wildlife,
trees and hedgerows, at a time when it is already under threat. What development is
desperately needed in Wickhambrook (and I dare say in lots and lots of other villages) is
affordable housing for young people. The houses that have been build in the thirty three
years I have lived here have all been family houses, and realistically nowadays that means
house prices are over £500,000. Young couples who have always lived in the village, have
gone to school in the village, in no way can afford a mortgage for this type of housing, and
some small houses or starter homes are desperately needed so that they can stay in the
village. London or Cambridge commuters may be able to afford the type of houses being
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built at present, but on the whole they do not support the type of community we have here,
do not use the village shop, etc, etc. So they do not support the community in which they
are living. I AM NOT AGAINST ALL DEVELOPMENT, EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMEWHERE
TO LIVE, BUT A LOT MORE DETAILED THOUGHT NEEDS TO BE GIVEN INTO WHAT TYPE
OUR VILLAGE NEEDS AND ALSO LOTS OF THOUGHT NEEDS TO BE GIVEN TO THE
INFRASTRUCTURE WHICH IS NEEDED TO SUPPORT IT. HOWEVER, I AM VERY MUCH
AGAINST MASS BUILDING AND IT IS JUST NOT SUSTAINABLE IN A VILLAGE LIKE
WICKHAMBROOK
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mrs jane manners

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

34

Summary

Total number of pubs in Wickhambrook. There is only 1 pub in Wickhambrook and not 2 as
printed.

Comment

There is only 1 pub in Wickhambrook and not 2 as printed
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

mrs jane manners

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1239

Summary

WS192 At least 32 new houses have been built in Wickhambrook over the last 8 years; the
plans for hundreds of houses represents too fast an escalation which will destroy the
community as well as affecting the infrastructure.

Comment

WS192 and WS191 At least 32 new houses have been built in Wickhambrook over the last 8
years; the plans for hundreds of houses represents too fast an escalation which will destroy
the community as well as affecting the infrastructure. When 5 new houses were built at
Thorns Corner, four of the houses lie at the back of the site where no drainage was
installed.............every time it rains heavily, the field and gardens are severely flooded.
Larger GP surgery + parking, larger school, more recreation facilities, bigger shop with
more additional parking.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
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Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Jane Midwood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

936

Summary

Any development on this site would have extremely detrimental effects on Attleton Green
which lies below topographically.
Attleton Green has a history of flooding and water run off from development would drain
directly to the already inadequate ditch system.

Comment

Any development on this site would have extremely detrimental effects on Attleton Green
which lies below topographically. Attleton Green has a history of flooding and water run off
from development would drain directly to the already inadequate ditch system. During heavy
rainfall the main sewage system is frequently overwhelmed and raw sewage spews onto the
roads, particularly on New England Lane. In icy weather Mole Hill freezes over because it is
always running with water from field run off and roadside ditches. By joining Thorns Corner
with Attleton Green the unique hamlet nature of Wickhambrook would be damaged
irreparably. Why do we need to "facilitate growth in Wickhambrook"? Where is the evidence
that growth is needed? Our doctors' surgery is already full to patient capacity, with
inadequate parking causing disruption to local residents lives. Owing to the closure of
Christmas Maltings surgery in Haverhill, many patients from outlying villages have
transferred to Wickhambrook practice. The Primary School is full and using "temporary"
classrooms since taking on two extra years following the SCC School Organisation Review..
Parking is dangerous to children and road users.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Janet Mitson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

485

Summary

My objections cover, WS191, WS192, WS212, WS195, WS190.
I consider it overdevelopment in the extreme.
Everyone realises there is a demand for housing but if all this prime farmland is built on it
will never be available for crops again and we do not know what our future is for accessing
food from abroad.

Comment
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I wish to comment and object to the massive plans for settlement planned for Wickhambrook
section 4.13. My objections cover, WS191, WS192, WS212, WS195, WS190. I consider it
overdevelopment in the extreme. Everyone realises there is a demand for housing but if all
this prime farmland is built on it will never be available for crops again and we do not know
what our future is for accessing food from abroad. I live in Lidgate and walk through the
village several times a week. We have narrow paths in places and if a vehicle is coming from
both directions I always stand sideways to avoid being hit by wing mirrors which have come
close on several occassions. Village streets are not made to cope with large transport. In fact
if lorries are coming from both directions on the corner where I live one always has to go up
on the path. The road that goes from Nunnery Green past the pub is often flooded and these

amount of houses and traffic can only made the problem worse. Please do reconsider this
application.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs JAYNE Whittaker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

82

Summary

No to mass development in Wickhambrook

Comment

I would like to object to the plans for mass development in Wickhambrook for the following
reasons: 1. The primary school is full to capacity. 2. The doctors surgery is full and doesn’t
have enough parking facilities. 3. There is only one pub, not two as the plan states. 4. The
roads cannot cope with more traffic and there are lots of flood areas which are not well
maintained. We agree to a smaller scale of development with improvements to the above but
the plan for development seems over excessive. Please consider what the people of the
village feel. Yours faithfully Mrs J Whittaker

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Joanna Milward

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

708

Summary

Fear re ability of drains and sewage to cope with massive numbers of new houses. Ie
increase risk of flooding down cloak lane.

Comment

Live in cloak lane which suffers from flooding and pump house already struggles(work man
needjng to attend regularly) fear so may new houses will not be managed without increzsing
risk of further floods. Also concerned that local gp practiceand school will not manage
greater populations associated with such large increases in nos of households.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Jo Taylor

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

154

Summary

The level of potential development suggested by the maps would undermine the historic
character of a traditional dispersed settlement.
The character of wickhambrook is based on the layout of the church and mutiple dispersed
hamlets or greens. By infilling between hamlets you remove the historic dispersement to the
detriment of the multiple listed buildings, and their historic setting.

Comment

The level of potential development suggested by the maps would undermine the historic
character of a traditional dispersed settlement. The character of wickhambrook is based on
the layout of the church and mutiple dispersed hamlets or greens. By infilling between
hamlets you remove the historic dispersement to the detriment of the multiple listed
buildings, and their historic setting. The limited existing infrastructure would also be
negatively impacted by excessive development. In particular drainage in the area is
supported by absorbtion of rainfall by argicultural land to reduce run off into water courses.
The current drainage, via ditches and drains is already struggling after heavy or prolonged
rainfall resulting in flooding (particulary in Attleton Green adjacent to East and West cottage
and Grove Farm Stud.) By reducing the opportunity for rainfall to be absorbed, is likely to
increase the potential for flooding, potentially causing damage to listed buildings.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
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level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Julie Harris

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

67

Summary

The Wickhambrook community does not need up to 700 more houses and it certainly does
not have the services or infrastructure in place to cope with the additional pressures these
new homes would inevitably create.

Comment

The Wickhambrook community does not need up to 700 more houses and it certainly does
not have the services or infrastructure in place to cope with the additional pressures these
new homes would inevitably create. The roads through the village and hamlets are already
full of pot holes, are regularly flooded and are too narrow to cope with the huge increase in
traffic that would occur. The primary school is full and there are no facilities for teaching
older children, so they would have to commute by public transport (also sadly lacking) or be
driven to Haverhill, Newmarket or Bury, resulting in yet more traffic. The Doctors surgery
would not cope with the extra demand that the 2,100 new residents would bring (based on
an average of 3 per dwelling) and most importantly, in a time when we have realised how
precious outdoor space is for the human race, it would take away priceless open spaces and
destroy wildlife habitats. New homes have already been built in/around Wickhambrook and
there is a huge development of new homes in progress, just 8 miles away on the outskirts of
Haverhill and Bury St Edmunds - pleasedo not allow financial gains for a small number of
people to over rule the needs of the existing residents of Wickhambrook and allow this small
area of countryside to remain unspoilt for generations to come.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
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SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Katharine Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

679

Summary

Number of pubs. There is only one pub in the village.

Comment

There is only one pub in the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mrs Katharine Green

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1080

Summary

WS190. This land south of Bunter's road is the heart of the green space in the village.
Building here would ruin the unique Anglo Saxon village structure of multiple hamlets, and
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have a huge impact on the village's conversation area.
Comment

This land south of Bunter's road is the heart of the green space in the village. Building here
would ruin the unique Anglo Saxon village structure of multiple hamlets, and have a huge
impact on the village's conversation area. Two of the roads surrounding this land are single
track and would not support any development and extra traffic. The road outside the school
is already treacherous for school children as there is no safe car park for the school. It would
blight the view for all the houses surrounding this area and irreversibly change the historic
nature of the landscape.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Coote

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

22

Summary

Wickhambrook consists fo several hamlets/greens which give the village its character.

Comment

Anymore development and the character will be lost. The school is at full capacity and the
road outside is always congested. The surgery at Boyden Close which is near the proposed
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site WS192 is hard to drive through if you live nearby. It is difficult now to get an
appointment so what will it be like if these proposals are allowed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Coote

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

127

Summary

We have only one pub.
The school is at full capacity.
The surgery - which covers approx 24 villages is quite busy. There is traffic congestion
several times a day as it is very hard to park there.
The shop is quite small.
We have limited bus facilities only to Haverhill and Bury St Edmunds. Nothing to
Newmarket. They do not run on Sundays.

Comment

We have only one pub. The school is at full capacity and is a major headache to drive past at
certain times of the day. If we have more families move here will there be room for all
children to go to their specific catchment area. The surgery - which covers approx 24
villages is quite busy. There is traffic congestion several times a day as it is very hard to park
there.If there are more families joining the quality of service will be reduced. The shop is
quite small. There are just a few parking spaces. We have limited bus facilities only to
Haverhill and Bury St Edmunds. Nothing to Newmarket. They do not run on Sundays.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes. Noted. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Coote

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1007

Summary

WS212. This site is part of the infill proposed development. Building on here would not
create an eyesore to the surrounding area.
It is a decent size field, so there would not be too many houses built on it.

Comment

This site is part of the infill proposed development. Building on here would not create an
eyesore to the surrounding area. It is a decent size field, so there would not be too many
houses built on it.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Phillips

Agent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook
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Comment ID

901

Summary

Consultation inadequacies: process and communication. That there has been a distinctly
limited level of circulation of the plans for the suggested expansion of Wickhambrook shows
a basic misunderstanding by outsiders of how Wickhambrook works. It is a small centre that
serves a wide area around it and the villages contained therein.

Comment

That there has been a distinctly limited level of circulation of the plans for the suggested
expansion of Wickhambrook shows a basic misunderstanding by outsiders of how
Wickhambrook works. It is a small centre that serves a wide area around it and the villages
contained therein. There is a fundamental misinterpretation here by the body responsible for
drafting the Suffolk Plan of what Wickhambrook currently offers, not just to its residents, but
to its neighbours.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. local plan recognises at paragraph 4.13.2 that Wickhambrook comprises the core
village area and a number of hamlets and small groups of dwellings. It is important to seek
the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maria Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

474

Summary

The hamlets are a key feature of Wickhambrook. It is considered any development proposals
must not impact on the character of the hamlets that make up the overall parish. Any
development that potentially joins these will be of significant detriment to the heritage of the
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parish.
Comment

It is considered any development proposals must not impact on the character of the hamlets
that make up the overall parish. Any development that potentially joins these will be of
significant detriment to the heritage of the parish.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Mary Tweed

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

200

Summary

Traffic concerns. I live near Wickhambrook and regularly use the road between Newmarket
and Stradishall. I fear that increased houses will increase the traffic on this road, which is
busy at the best of times. Of particular worry, are the school drop off and pick up times. It
can take up to 10 minutes to get past Wickhambrook school in the morning at present. More
cars, will increase the wait time and frustration of drivers and I fear it will lead to more
accidents.

Comment

I live near Wickhambrook and regularly use the road between Newmarket and Stradishall. I
fear that increased houses will increase the traffic on this road, which is busy at the best of
times. Of particular worry, are the school drop off and pick up times. It can take up to 10
minutes to get past Wickhambrook school in the morning at present. More cars, will
increase the wait time and frustration of drivers and I fear it will lead to more accidents
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topgraphy will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Merlayn Wade

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

68

Summary

Wickhambrook is a beautiful village, but the infrastructure would not be able to support the
proposed number of houses that have been proposed

Comment

Services are already stretched to the limit within the village. Doctors surgery is at full
capacity and to get an appointment these days is worse than hard work. Plus the location
already causes problems with people parking on the road, totally closing off one side right
down to the junction of Nunnery Green. People pull out from the car park on to the wrong
side of the road and anybody turning into Boyden Close from Nunnery Green meets this
traffic head on. I have had people telling me I should back out again at this junction onto
Nunnery Green and risk an accident!! NO WAY!!! I have right of road, I have turned my
engine off and waved my keys at them till they reversed back into the surgery. The local
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school is also full and problems occur along there due to cars parking on the side of road to
drop off and pick up children. Before long there will be accidents. The back lane is already a
hazard as only single file and should really be made into a one way road. Also trying to get
out of there at Boyden End onto the B1063 is very difficult as view to the left is restricted, as
are several junctions onto this road. Conservation of our trees and hedgerows would suffer
immensely as well. We must do everything we can to help not just our village, but the whole
planet which is already subject to to vast changes by retaining as many of these for our
wildlife to carry on existing. Many species are already declining to satisfy the greed of
humankind. Without them there will be no need for building more houses. LOSE OUR
WILDLIFE LOSE MANKIND???
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Nicola Ward

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

110

Summary

Copy of email to local parish council re: proposed development. Adding 700 houses would
potentially add 1400 cars. A shocking number and impossible for our VILLAGE
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infrastructure to absorb.
The dramatic increase in homes and cars would also create pollution problems; both in
terms of emissions and light. Many people, including ourselves are trying to use our land
and gardens in a way that encourages bio-diversity and brings back wildlife for our
COMMUNITY and the generations to come.
Comment
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Dear Parish council, First of all, we would like to thank you for the work you do, on our
behalf. We are writing after some consideration of the proposal for the building of 700 new
homes in our village. We are not against welcoming newcomers or new properties to our
village community, per se. However, the important words here are VILLAGE and
COMMUNITY. Yes, the VILLAGE has * a primary school - (full to capacity.) * GP Surgery
- (with very limited access and parking.) * two pubs - (No, one pub. The other has been
closed for many years.) * a convenience food store and post office - (with a dozen or so
parking places, including 1 disabled space and significant queues already, during these
strange times.) * a petrol filling station - (with two (?) pumps.) Wickhambrook has one 'main'
road through it. It is winding, with poor visibility and very narrow in places. There is no real
traffic calming method (as in many other local villages!) It can not be widened due to historic
properties. This is already a very busy through road at certain times of day. As an equestrian
with very limited local riding, it can be very dangerous to the point of feeling lifethreatening, to use at times. Many or indeed most of the other roads in the village are little
more than single track roads without any speed restrictions through residential areas and as
such, are already hazardous. Adding 700 houses would potentially add 1400 cars. A
shocking number and impossible for our VILLAGE infrastructure to absorb. The dramatic
increase in homes and cars would also create pollution problems; both in terms of emissions
and light. Many people, including ourselves are trying to use our land and gardens in a way
that encourages bio-diversity and brings back wildlife for our COMMUNITY and the
generations to come. 700 families may bring a conservative estimate of 200 primary age
children; where would they go to school? The local primary could not possibly expand to
accommodate this many extra children, that is inconceivable. Also, many surrounding
secondary schools are oversubscribed and it is already difficult for the parents in our
COMMUNITY to get places for their children, in a school of their choosing. How can our
COMMUNITY maintain the health of 700 extra families without endangering or encroaching
on the lives of those living in Nunnery Green, close to the surgery. Parking for the surgery is
already problematic and dangerous. Then, there is the historic and unique structure of the

VILLAGE, around 'Greens'. We are not historians, but we cannot imagine all the village
green communities happened at the same time? We don't know. If we, as a VILLAGE
COMMUNITY want to add housing, could we not maintain the VILLAGE GREEN theme?
Smaller developments of housing based around greens? 'New Green' , 'Claydon's Green' for
example. This would be less lucrative for land owners but more ethically and
environmentally in keeping with our VILLAGE structure. 700 new properties is far too many
new properties but carefully, sensitively chosen sites with significantly smaller numbers
would have fewer of the above-mentioned, negative impacts. If it's 700 properties or none at
all, we would vote for none at all. However, we would hope that there is a way forward for a
very much reduced number of new properties, so that families can be welcomed into our
VILLAGE COMMUNITY. Thank you for your consideration. Kind regards Nicola & Richard
Ward
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Soren Bradbury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

97
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Summary

Incorrect information - there is only 1 pub - The Greyhound

Comment

Incorrect information - there is only 1 pub - The Greyhound

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Pam Polson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

995

Summary

All 5 sites are registered agricultural and are outside the settlement boundary - that says it
all for me. Surely we're trying to encourage farming - green field sites should stay green
field sites. This is a small island and we can't afford to let good agricultural land be built on once it's gone that's it.

Comment

All 5 sites are registered agricultural and are outside the settlement boundary - that says it
all for me. Surely we're trying to encourage farming - green field sites should stay green
field sites. This is a small island and we can't afford to let good agricultural land be built on once it's gone that's it. I don't think growth is needed in Wickhambrook - there's already
pressure on roads but that's mainly because of speeding. There's growth nearby eg. Barrow
and Clare.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Penny Bayman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1043

Summary

I strongly object to mass development on green field sites in Wickhambrook, on sites WS191,
WS192 and WS195. I would like to remind the West Suffolk Council, that in 2010 following a
similar threat of development, this village was downgraded from a Key Service Centre to a
Local Service Centre.This was done for a reason due to the poor infrastructure and already
strained facilities. Ten years later this has not changed.

Comment

Please see below my comments and objections to Part Three Settlements Section 4.13
Wickhambrook: I strongly object to mass development on green field sites in Wickhambrook,
on sites WS191, WS192 and WS195. I would like to remind the West Suffolk Council, that in
2010 following a similar threat of development, this village was downgraded from a Key
Service Centre to a Local Service Centre. This was done for a reason due to the poor
infrastructure and already strained facilities. Ten years later this has not changed. Firstly,
looking at the numbers, under the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), West Suffolk
needs to build 16,500 homes in the next 20 years. Estimates of need are likely to grow, so
let’s call that 18,000 houses. There are already plans to build 13,400 homes in West Suffolk.
These are either under construction (like the 23 houses being built on the site opposite the
cemetery in Wickhambrook) or being actively planned. This means West Suffolk might need
to identify sites for up to 4,600 further houses across the whole area between now and 2040.
The sites included for Wickhambrook in the draft Local Plan under the SHELAA
arrangements have an indicative capacity of 733 houses – that is 15% of the homes needed
across the whole area, all proposed as additional housing in one village. In fact,
Wickhambrook has indicated more capacity for building homes in the draft Local Plan than
any other Local Service Centre with the exception of Beck Row (1,366 homes). Beck Row is
five times the size of Wickhambrook; it is situated on a major road around Mildenhall
airfield; and it is already an agreed ‘primary’ target for development in the draft West
Suffolk Local Plan. For comparison, other Local Service Centres are offering much lower
numbers – like Rougham (68); Great and Little Welnetham (58); and Hopton (37).
Wickhambrook cannot and will not endure this level of housing laid out in the draft Local
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Plan. This village should continue to grow through infill and brown field sites. Wickhambrook
has already seen significant infill plus a development of over twenty houses on Cemetery Hill
since it was designated Local Service Centre status in 2010. This has added pressure to
what has already been proved to be limited facilities and poor infrastructure. These houses
on Cemetery Hill are already a major increase in the village. Poor infrastructure in this
village includes narrow lanes that are prone to flooding, (there are plenty of photos from
villagers showing the appalling flooding), poor transport links and a surgery and school that
are both already at full capacity with treacherous parking. Only two weeks ago there was an
accident by the school, luckily no one was hurt but children and parents risk life and limb
everyday at drop off and pick up. The closing of middle schools means there are now even
more pupils. The B1063 and surrounding roads are already very busy, with nearby villages
such as Lidgate noticing a vast increase in traffic, therefore with extra housing these lanes
and roads just won’t cope. Not to mention the recent sewage issues/flood in Cloak Lane,
because the sewage works are unable to cope. With Farmers being told to grow more food,
the public backing Save British Farming, being in the midst of a pandemic and Brexit
looming, we should be using these areas to grow food and in turn look after our environment
for future generations, as opposed to having development. The impact on the wildlife from
light pollution, increased traffic etc, would be devastating to many species which live in this
area, and their habitats would be destroyed, so where would all the wildlife go? Trees and
hedgerows full of wildlife will be lost forever, at a time when climate change and the
environment are hot topics. Also, as East Anglia is one of the driest parts of the UK, the
pressure on a scarce water supply will be enormous. Wickhambrook is a unique, wonderful
village with ancient Anglo Saxon hamlets – why would we want mass development to cause
these hamlets to integrate. There are many listed buildings in this village and even one in
the Domesday Book, and these proposed sites (WS191, WS192 and WS195) will damage
these historic buildings and the historic greens. The sites are far too big for the amount of
development that the village can cope with. Sites WS191 in particular will impact
significantly the historic hamlet of Boyden End and also the property Old High Hall which is
a historic listed building that is right next to this proposed site. Protection of the historic
environment can not be underestimated and needs to be considered as one of the most
important issues. West Suffolk Council Planning need to understand that sustainable farming
is very important for reasons mentioned above. The catastrophic consequences of mass
development on green field sites in this beautiful and historic part of West Suffolk, would be
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detrimental to the present and future generations. Part Three Settlements Section 4.13
Wickhambrook, on sites WS191, WS192 and WS195.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Penny Bayman

Agent Name

Mr Simon Tindle (Brown & Co)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1305

Summary

Our client requests that the site at Land south of Bunters Road, Wickhambrook (WS190),
which was submitted as part of the call for sites exercise, is no longer considered for
allocation. Mrs Bayman would like us to confirm the availability of the site at Cemetery Road
(WS212) which is appropriate for a residential development proportionate to the scale of the
village.

Comment

We write on behalf of our client Mrs Bayman, in relation to the above sites and in response
to the Council’s current issues and options consultation. Additionally, our client requests that
the site at Land south of Bunters Road, Wickhambrook (WS190), which was submitted as
part of the call for sites exercise, is no longer considered for allocation. Spatial Strategy The
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Government’s Planning Guidance indicates that, “A wide range of settlements can play a role
in delivering sustainable development in rural areas”. Support is given to the Council’s
proposed objective to increase and improve housing provision in a range of both towns and
rural areas. However, growth should be commensurate to the scale of the village and in a
sustainable location. Settlements It is acknowledged that Wickhambrook is a village with
some services facilities which could support very limited growth. Our client would like to be
clear that large scale growth in Wickhambrook, which significantly enlarges the village,
would not be appropriate due to the rural infrastructure. However, a small, well designed
and ecologically sensitive development can provide much needed homes for local people,
including a proportion of affordable dwellings. Mrs Bayman would like us to confirm the
availability of the site at Cemetery Road (WS212) which is appropriate for a residential
development proportionate to the scale of the village. The site is well related to the core of
Wickhambrook and as such residential development in this location will represent a
reasonable addition to the village. The sustainability of Wickhambrook is stressed and hence
the village is a suitable location for an appropriate level of growth. The site is currently
available and achievable in the early part of the plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The information that site WS190 is no longer available for development is noted. The next
stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rachel Fearnley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

710

Summary

surgery and shop / petrol station would not cope with development.

Comment

I object to the of building of houses on these sites as the Doctor's Surgery will be
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overwhelmed by more patients , already it is often difficult to get an appointment quickly.
Additionally , even at present ,it is often very hard to find a parking space at the surgery .
Parking and traffic at the shop / petrol station is already very busy and would not cope with
many more cars .
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rebecca Clover

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

412

Summary

Much improvement to roads, pavements, capacity at school and doctors surgery. I honestly
can't imagine that the village can support the amount of houses proposed in this plan, and
cannot see how realistically roads can be widened and improved to a sufficient standard.

Comment

Much improvement to roads, pavements, capacity at school and doctors surgery. I honestly
can't imagine that the village can support the amount of houses proposed in this plan, and
cannot see how realistically roads can be widened and improved to a sufficient standard.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Roz Whitehead

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

237

Summary

This housing settlement will be detrimental to our village.

Comment

Wickhambrook school is so oversubscribed..Not only does it take children from the village, it
also has to take children from outside the village. The school will need to expand in the
future,which will ruin a “village school”. Doctors is a nightmare! Roads are not maintained
and could not take the heavy traffic. if these housing developments take place it will not be a
village any more and villages will be a thing of the past. What about the wildlife etc which is
already having a hard time, I thought we were saving the planet not destroying it. Whose
idea is this? We do not need any more houses in Wickhambrook! There is enough going up
in Haverhill.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
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services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Ruth Seal

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

59

Summary

This proposed development of 700 houses is ludicrously big for the services, structure,roads,
school, shop and doctors' surgery. Do the developers realise such a big development would
necessitate building at least one new shop, new doctor's surgery, new school and
improvement to the small sewage plant, already struggling. The roads would need major
improvement and visibility at the corners at Thorns, and crossroad near the URC Church
restructured as visibility is very poor.

Comment

Wickhambrook is a unique and ancient Anglo Saxon village, with its ten greens and houses
clustered round them. It has accepted infills and needs smaller housing for young people
who wish to buy and remain in the village they grew up in. It was wisely designated Local
Service Centre in 2010 . There are few pavements and roads often narrow and dangerous to
walk along. Parking near the Doctors' Surgery is vastly inadequate even at present. The
whole village would need major work and expense to accommodate 700 new dwellings and
the many cars, very likely two per house resulting. The clay nature of the soil, leads to
flooding especially in lower areas of the village. While recognising the need for more
housing nationally, Wickhambrook is as it is for good reasons. Small, sympathetic infills with
the need for Social Housing made a priority is surely the way ahead .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
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next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Sally Jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

461

Summary

Some detail on here needs updating. There is only one pub. The GP Surgery is on a small
plot and has nowhere to expand, there are only 11 parking spaces for visitors it has recently
taken over patients from a surgery that closed in Haverhill. It has well over 5000 patients.
The school is very close to capacity and has in recent years had to expand to accommodate
children that would have gone to the closed middle schools.

Comment

There is only one pub. The GP Surgery is on a small plot and has nowhere to expand, there
are only 11 parking spaces for visitors it has recently taken over patients from a surgery that
closed in Haverhill. It has well over 5000 patients. The school is very close to capacity and
has in recent years had to expand to accommodate children that would have gone to the
closed middle schools.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
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draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Sally Jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

939

Summary

WS195. Since becoming a LSC Wickhambrook has already seen significant development
(60+ houses) which has plainly pushed it to breaking point. This level of building would
clearly change the complexion of the village forever and affect the standard of living for
everyone who already lives in the village.

Comment

All junctions on the B1063 in the village from which access to the development would be
made are dangerous. This site is on quite high ground and run off would significantly
exacerbate an already widespread flooding problem. It would also cause a large amount of
light pollution and ruin the landscape. The hedges along this plot are rich in owls, buzzards
bats and other wildlife. Gaines Hall in the centre of this plot is mentioned in the Domesday
Book and the site interferes with several listed buildings. Many of the comments apply to all
of the Wickhambrook sites and these including an inadequate and poorly maintained B1063
main road through the village on which every junction is dangerous (regular accidents
particularly outside the school). The B1063 is widely recognised as having a speeding
problem. All the other roads are predominately single carriageway, there are regularly snarl
ups and accidents with HGVs on the single carriageway roads. Precious little public
transport. An under pressure GP Surgery and school with little or no room to expand. A
village that already suffers from significant flooding and is often impassable. Since becoming
a LSC Wickhambrook has already seen significant development (60+ houses) which has
plainly pushed it to breaking point. This level of building would clearly change the
complexion of the village forever and affect the standard of living for everyone who already
lives in the village. Poor roads, two HGVs cannot pass on much of the main road (B1063).
The roads are poorly maintained, regularly flood (in several places). All of the junctions on to
the B1063 are dangerous and with poor visibility. The B1063 is widely recognised as having
a speeding problem. Other roads in the village are single carriageway. At school drop off and
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pick up times cars park for a quarter of a mile on the main road making it single
carriageway. There are regular accidents that have involved children, the school does not
have a car park. The school would need to be expanded, the GP surgery would need to be
relocated as it has no room to expand on it's current plot and is already under pressure with
numbers, public transport would have to see considerable improvement. Much of the village
isn't on mains sewerage, and the public sewerage system in the village is old and presently
inadequate.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mrs Sally Welsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

696

Summary

Economic growth. We are a rural community ...how could a long term expansion of the
productive potential of the economy occur in our rural community ? The consultation states
there are a number of small businesses locally - employing more than 10 people . Present
village population is 1266 (2018) many of whom are in employment - OUTSIDE of the village
- creating impact on climate change due to car emissions - very limited public transport .
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Comment

The local plan states economic growth as a core issue in development .We are a rural
community ...how could a long term expansion of the productive potential of the economy
occur in our rural community ? The consultation states there are a number of small
businesses locally - employing more than 10 people . Present village population is 1266
(2018) many of whom are in employment - OUTSIDE of the village - creating impact on
climate change due to car emissions - very limited public transport . The development will
only provide homes for people to commute to Bury St Edmunds, Haverhill,Cambridge
,Ipswich and beyond

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mrs Sally Welsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1089

Summary

We have a full school - Primary education- We require a Nursey , drop in centre for young
people and support for young families .

Comment

we have a full school - Primary education- We require a Nursey , drop in centre for young
people and support for young families . Day centre type facility for older people to prevent
loneliness and isolation GP surgery - bursting at the seams and car park + access . Due to
massive development in Haverhill . Health service within the town is totally inadequate for
the population there .Wickhmbrook surgery have extended their boundary to include
surrounding villages of Thurlow, Wratting<,Great and Little Bradley ..which has impacted
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the service our GP service can provide., on inadequate premesis. New building and car park
is required But GP practice owned by GP's . 1 pub only very I shop and post office supports
our community imensley but would need to expand to accommodate new homes ....or
another shop/local store/cafe Subsidised public transport links to local towns . to enable
access to local college /schools/markets and fitness amenities
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sandra Law (Mrs S Law)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

346

Summary

Services in the village. There is only one pub in the village. And an overstretched Doctors as
this caters for other villages as well. How will the school cope with more children, and no
parking, we already have a problem.

Comment

There is only one pub in the village. And an overstretched Doctors as this caters for other
villages as well. How will the school cope with more children, and no parking, we already
have a problem

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Sandra Law (Mrs S Law)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

579

Summary

WS191. I would like to ask what about the trees and the wild life, the light pollution, the
residents health and well being. The open spaces we all need. This amount of house should
be a new settlement for example Red Lodge / Cambourne.

Comment

I would like to ask what about the trees and the wild life, the light pollution, the residents
health and well being. The open spaces we all need. This amount of house should be a new
settlement for example Red Lodge / Cambourne

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs SF Thorburn

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

683

Summary

Objection to development. Housing on these sites will double the population of
Wickhambrook and destroy the character of the village and overload the services plus the
access roads in and out of the village are not suitable for a higher volume of traffic due to
the width and visibility.
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Comment

Housing on these sites will double the population of Wickhambrook and destroy the
character of the village and overload the services plus the access roads in and out of the
village are not suitable for a higher volume of traffic due to the width and visibility

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs S Whitefield

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

75

Summary

Detrimental effect of proposed building of hundreds of new houses in Wickhambrook - B1063

Comment

The building of hundreds of new houses in Wickhambrook on the scale described would have
a devastating and detrimental effect on the village itself and the surrounding area.
Notwithstanding the negative impact on local facilities and damage to the neighbouring
countryside environment, the transport routes to, from and through Wickhambrook and
surrounding villages are already overwhelmed and undermined by the existing volume of
traffic. The B1063 from Newmarket, through Ashley, Silverley, Cropley Grove, Lidgate and
Wickhambrook to the A143 is unsuitable and in poor condition and incapable of sustaining
any increase in road traffic. The road surface and verges are decimated by the amount of
lorries and large vehicles that already use the road, such as those from and associated with
local business in and around Wickhambrook, as well as those cutting across country to and
from the A143, making it hazardous for other road uses such as private cars and cyclists. It
is recommended that the Council visits this route itself to witness the existing poor road
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condition, the narrowness of the road (reducing to single lane in places), the number and
degree of bends, the sites of poor visibility, the degradation of and collateral damage to the
road edges, verges, kerbs, trees and vegetation, the potholes and sinking of drain covers,
and poor road markings. The villages of Wickhambrook, Lidgate and Ashley already have
serious issues with dangerous driving and speeding traffic, and it would be naive to think
that an increase in local housing on the scale under consideration would not also contribute
further to these particular issues.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sylvia Brady

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

225

Summary

The information is incorrect. Wickhambrook has only one pub.

Comment

Wickhambrook has only one pub.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sylvia Brady

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

541

Summary

I object to the proposed 700+ housing development in Wickhambrook.

Comment

I object to the proposed 700+ housing development in Wickhambrook. The grounds for
objection are :- 1) The infrastructure is unsuitable for such a large increase of residents.
The School is already full, so where are the children to be educated? The Dr surgery will
also need redeveloping for such an increase in residence. Both the School & Surgery have
parking problems now. 2)There is little public transport to anywhere in the village so a large
housing increase will produce a tremendous increase in traffic on our narrow roads which
have no pavements and a lot of blind bends. The increase in traffic will be detrimentally all
the residence, some of the elderly are restricted now 3)Parts of the village are already
affected by flooding this would be made worse by such an increase in housing. The old
sewage system is inadequate now 4) This increase in houses and therefore residence will be
detrimental to the environment from pollution, loss of wildlife and trees etc. 5)
Wickhambrook is a rural village with some ancient history which will be compromised. It is
made up of lots of hamlets some of which will be amalgamate and the nature of the village
will be lost with such a large development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
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district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Tara Hayden

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

87

Summary

Wickhambrook has one pub not two.

Comment

Please note that Wickhambrook has one pub.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Tara Hayden

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

424

Summary

WS195. We object strongly to this proposed development due to the major negative impact it
would have on the whole of the village of Wickhambrook including destroying the village
community and adding pressure to poor infrastructure and limited facilities.
No improvements required as no new developments required.

Comment
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We object strongly to this proposed development due to the major negative impact it would
have on the whole of the village of Wickhambrook including destroying the village
community and adding pressure to poor infrastructure and limited facilities. No

improvements required as no new developments required.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Bye

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

114

Summary

I strongly object to the proposed housing development in Wickhambrook as follows: Local
Opinion and West Suffolk planning policy are against this kind of development. The primary
school his full to capacity and has little parking. A further growth in population in the village
would increase the need for schooling to which this school could not accept.

Comment

Local Opinion and West Suffolk planning policy are against this kind of development. The
primary school his full to capacity and has little parking. A further growth in population in
the village would increase the need for schooling to which this school could not accept. The
GP surgery likewise is at full capacity. Car parking again imposable and an increase in the
population would mean ever longer waits for appointments. The village has one pub, not
two The local filling station and shop has again limited parking and could not accept a large
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influx of customers from the village. WS191 is totally unsuitable for housing. The access
road is so narrow cars have to use the side verge even now to pass. An increase would be
devastating to the wildlife that is abundant in the hedges and trees around the planned area
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Steve Taylor

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

162

Summary

The present inadequate infrastructure must first be upgraded.

Comment

Ref: Local Plan - Wickhambrook. We write in support of a proposal to provide more housing,
particularly affordable housing, for future generations of local people and despite, in this
example, the proximity to our home in Mole Hill, we make no objection to the proposed
locations. Basically this is simply because people have to live somewhere. Of course this
presumes that there would be legally enforceable and irrevocable provision of a sufficiency
of pre-planned truly affordable housing, built first to ensure no reductions due to the usual
cost over-runs against a fixed budget, whether for rent or purchase, taking full account of
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typical local wage rates. However, the present plan is significantly incomplete. It cannot be
given meaningful consideration without the details of the concomitant uplifting of the local
infrastructure and assessments of other impacts on the local community. The shop and pub
would no doubt welcome and accommodate a 50% increased footfall from the additional
housing in Wickhambrook and the several surrounding villages which depend on
Wickhambrook's facilities. But the same cannot be said for the school and surgery. For
these the present provision for parking is decidedly, even grossly, inadequate. In the case of
the school which now serves several villages, parking is a long-identified danger, being an
ongoing cause of accidents and many near-misses, with voluntary, blind and dangerous oneway working and a footpath too narrow for a pram, or a parent with a child. The surgery is
often overloaded with patients in a too-small waiting room and the school, with a roll-call of
around 180 cannot possibly take a 50% increase. Proposals for the uplifting of these and
other infrastructure elements such as road widening and footpath provision, must be
included in a properly integrated comprehensive plan. It is simply impossible to comment on
the merits of this single out-of-context 'housing location' aspect of a substantial community
enlarging proposal. Plans should also include the outcome of site surveys and, most
importantly, evidence of approved budgets, confirming that the electricity, water supplies,
sewage system and public and school transport can be and will be uplifted to take the
increased load, this before building is started, with credible estimates of the timescales,
extent, and steps to minimise, the construction-time disruption to village life. Uniquely to
Wickhambrook there should also be a long-term social impact assessment on this community
and community spirit which is a dispersed village and not a small town. Enlarging a
community requires much more planning and costing, specific to the immediate locale, than
merely building houses. Until that is all laid out for consultation, we can only object to the
present incomplete proposal as it has been presented. Steve and Lynda Taylor.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Tracey Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

25

Summary

Incorrect Data. Wickhambrook only has one pub, which is not open7 days a week
the convenience store, post office and petrol station are one premises not 2 separate ones
which could be perceived from the information above

Comment

Wickhambrook only has one pub, which is not open7 days a week the convenience store,
post office and petrol station are one premises not 2 separate ones which could be perceived
from the information above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes. The key
criteria for a local service centre are a primary school and village shop. Having more than
one pub in the village or whether a post office is operating within a shop or as a separate
facility would not affect a settlements position in the hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mrs Tracey Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

395

Summary

Access to this land is restricted via two narrow roads. There would be a significant increase
to the amount of traffic in this area, with both a blind junction at the bottom of cemetery
road, and the very dangerous junction at the top of Cemetery road where there have already
been several accidents. amount of traffic with on this land.

Comment

Access to this land is restricted via two narrow roads. There would be a significant increase
to the amount of traffic in this area, with both a blind junction at the bottom of cemetery
road, and the very dangerous junction at the top of Cemetery road where there have already
been several accidents. amount of traffic with on this land.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Tracey Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

409

Summary

WS195. This development will significantly impact the size of the village, it will be visible
from many areas and from a distance, it will provide light pollution.
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the B1063 is narrow and suffers from poor visibility at many junctions. there will be
significant impact on the surrounding area's water table and Allerton green below this
proposed site will be significant risk of flooding.
Comment

This development will significantly impact the size of the village, it will be visible from many
areas and from a distance, it will provide light pollution. the B1063 is narrow and suffers
from poor visibility at many junctions. there will be significant impact on the surrounding
area's water table and Allerton green below this proposed site will be significant risk of
flooding. The local services, substations, sewerage works roads, broadband/
telecommunications will need to be improved to support this number of houses, this will
double the size of the village. The B1063 has already had several RTA's in the last 5 years
and with the additional traffic for 450 homes this further risks more accidents. In addition
there will be increased traffic for deliveries, eg supermarkets. The Drs and primary school
are already full and struggle to support the current village with out more households to
support Everything needs to be improved. Schools, Drs Surgery can not be expanded in the
current location and has poor parking, impacts local residents significantly, sewerage, foot
paths, lighting, road junctions, speeding traffic. potholes, electricity supply,
telecommunications including mobile phone signals, cable, broadband narrow lanes, and
single track roads. Rural crime is likely to increase. Flooding areas, Poor or none existent
public transport, This is a local service centre which is struggling to serve the current
community size. No to doubling the size of this village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
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which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Tracey Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

247

Summary

Objection to outline planning of 756 Houses in Wickhambrook. I wish to lodge my strong
objection to the proposal of 756 new homes in Wickhambrook on the Land identified by the
council. This land is NOT with in the identified boundary of the village. In fact, the only land
identified with in the village boundary has already got planning permission of 23 houses, and
this site has already significantly changed the character of the village, increased the noise
and light pollution.

Comment

I wish to lodge my strong objection to the proposal of 756 new homes in Wickhambrook on
the Land identified by the council. This land is NOT with in the identified boundary of the
village. In fact, the only land identified with in the village boundary has already got planning
permission of 23 houses, and this site has already significantly changed the character of the
village, increased the noise and light pollution. Wickhambrook is a historical village, made
up of several greens, connected by minor often single-track roads. The current total number
of houses is around 900, to almost double the size of this small village is unrealistic. This
village has much natural beauty and wildlife which will be significantly impacted by such an
expansion. In the area there are nesting pairs of red kites, a heard of roe deer, significant
population of both muntjac deer and badgers. Much of the natural hedgerows will be lost on
the development proposals. Importantly these proposed houses are outside of the current
village boundary. I have major concerns on the density of houses proposed and the possible
over development of these sites, will have severe impact on the character of the existing
village neighbourhood and increase the strain on the existing amenities. The proposed fields
are used for growing crops, in the future, to support our UK economy, as the UK expands,
arable land will be a pressurised commodity, it will surely be required, rather than import
food from abroad with the carbon foot print this has associated with this. Plans for any
future development should not be allowed to significantly expand the village boundary,
should be the right size for the area and should not have significant impact on the existing
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village amenities or the existing neighbourhood and rural habitat of the area. In addition I
fail to see how the council can justify a proposal for this amount of houses in a village where
this will significantly impact the character of the village and surrounding area , when their
proposal for Newmarket is less at 700 houses. Regards
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topgraphy will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Stuart Whatling

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

264

Summary

Opposition to large scale house build. Wickhambrook does not have the capacity for large
scale house building. I live on Nunnery Green overlooking a field which has been designated
WS191 & is earmarked to build 164 dwellings! This is outrageous! The land is agricultural &
that should not be taken away.

Comment

Wickhambrook does not have the capacity for large scale house building. I live on Nunnery
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Green overlooking a field which has been designated WS191 & is earmarked to build 164
dwellings! This is outrageous! The land is agricultural & that should not be taken away. It is
also a flood plain for Nunnery Green which still floods every time there is heavy rain and or
snow,building 164 houses would be to the detriment of my house & others on Nunnery
Green ie they would be flooded constantly as the drainage is not adequate enough. This field
is also a hive of wildlife activity at all times with Deer,Hare & amazing bird life & insects
seen throughout the day in the trees & hedgerows. These would all be lost for ever! The
roads in the village are inadequate for the amount of cars that use them now so add in at
least another 1000 if these houses are build in the village & it will be gridlock everywhere.
Also there are no pavements on a lot of the roads,where do people walk with all these extra
vehicles flying past them? The facility’s in the village ie school/doctors surgery are full to
capacity,how would they be able to handle the mass population invasion if these builds go
ahead? They could not. Large scale building in Wickhambrook is unacceptable please think
again. Additional email text submitted 9 December 2020 I am writing to you as a concerned
resident of Wickhambrook Wickhambrook does not have the facilities for a large scale
development. The school is full as is the Doctors surgery,we have 1 Pub,1 shop & fuel
garage. Where will the residents of the proposed 700 plus houses send their children to
school? Where will they go when they are ill? How will the new residents get around? They
will be walking in the road as there are very few pavements already & they will be driving
their 1000 plus extra cars on roads that are already inadequate & very narrow. WS191 is a
proposed development of 164 houses on a green field site,this is an outrage & should not be
allowed to happen! This will cause serious flooding on Nunnery Green, even more than it
floods now after rain or snowfalls,the drainage is already totally inadequate & if this is built
on it will have a devastating effect on wildlife & fauna which will be lost forever. There are
Deer & Hare in this field most days & endless birds too including Buzzards,Barn Owls & Red
Kites among many other species it would be a sin to destroy their habitats.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Tim Pitt

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

60

Summary

Too much proposed development with questionable need from local employment,
disproportionate to the village size and character and potentially overloading of existing
facilities, school and doctors surgery.

Comment

I write to express my views for consideration during the above consultation period. In
particular sites identified as WS 191 and WS 195. I would question the suitability and
viability of the sites for the following reasons. Wickhambrook is classified as a “Local Service
Centre." The sites are of a disproportionate size to the main settlement of Wickhambrook
being outside the “Settlement Boundary” and would dramatically change the character of
the village. Wickhambrook provides limited local employment with a restricted public
transport system and few employment opportunities close by. Because of its rural location
most current employment is reached by car. I would question the demand for housing on
this scale across the village and within the general locality. Should new houses be
disproportionally occupied by retired persons this could place an increased demand on the
local surgery which has recently needed to take on the list of a closed Haverhill surgery and
is reaching capacity with more than 5,100 patients. Additional patients would undoubtably
degrade the service provided to existing patients in the locality. Access and parking at the
surgery are less than ideal and the size of the premises is a limiting factor. The primary
school has reached capacity and already provides education to a wide area. Building new
housing on the scale proposed on sites WS 191 and WS 195 will have a significant knock on
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effect to a wider area than Wickhambrook. Young children that presently attend
Wickhambrook Primary School would need to travel greater distances to attend schools in
distant locations. Transporting these children will place a greater financial burden on the
local authority. Sites WS 190 and WS 212 are of a smaller size and closer to the heart of the
village albeit outside the “Settlement Boundary.” Should the council deem the village
requires a greater capacity of housing I would suggest these sites should take priority as
they are proportionate in size and scale and are centrally located to the main village
facilities, shop, school and surgery and would pose a smaller demand upon them. I would
also wish to comment that probably falls outside the consultation remit by suggesting;
should any building permission be granted that a priority be given to low cost affordable
housing and first be made available to families from within the village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Ousden Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

573

Summary

Because of its proximity to Ousden, any development in Wickhambrook will impact on
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Ousden.
Comment

Because of its proximity to Ousden, any development in Wickhambrook will impact on
Ousden. Categorising Wickhambrook as a type A village would be more appropriate.
Although it has some services the infrastructure in the village and the existing road network
would struggle to accommodate an increase in traffic from any large scale development.
The GP surgery which Ousden residents use, is already oversubscribed. As it is on an
existing housing estate, it is accessed by narrow roads with inadequate parking. With the
exception of the B0163, all the roads into Wickhambrook are narrow and not wide enough in
places for vehicles to pass. This is the case for the road from Ousden to Wickhambrook
which is unsuitable for any increase in traffic. The road is single lane in several places and is
prone to flooding and potholes in the winter. Parking at the primary school is difficult and at
times dangerous when cars are parked on the B1063 leaving insufficient room for vehicles to
pass.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Ms Joanne Kirk (Stradishall Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1281

Summary

Impact of infrastructure and services. Any new development in Stradishall or Wickhambrook
will have an impact on the GP surgery in Wickhambrook which is already oversubscribed.
The primary school is already at capacity.
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Comment

Any new development in Stradishall or Wickhambrook will have an impact on the GP surgery
in Wickhambrook which is already oversubscribed. The parking facilities are inadequate and
cannot accommodate existing patients before any potential increase in patient numbers. The
surgery is on a housing estate accessed by a narrow road which is also unsuitable for any
increase in patient numbers and traffic. As stated above the impact on existing
infrastructure and services should be taken into account when planning for future
development everywhere. The primary school is already at capacity. Parking for the primary
school is also inadequate which means some parents park on the B1063 making it difficult
for vehicles to pass in both directions and dangerous for pedestrians.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Ms S Strong

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

244

Summary

I am strongly against the proposed plans to potentially double the population of
Wickhambrook.

Comment

- Wickhambrook has already seen significant infill, plus a development of over 20 houses on
Cemetery Hill, since it was designated Local Service Centre status in 2010. Adding pressure
to what has already been proved to be limited facilities and poor infrastructure. - Every
turning on to the B1063 through the village suffers from poor visibility and is very narrow in
places. Many of the roads are single carriageway and don't have pavements, or the room fro
them. Public transport links are very poor. - The school is full, and children and parents risk
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life and limb everyday at drop off and pick up. It has been the scene of several accidents.
The closing of the middle school means pupil numbers have gone up. - The Dr's surgery
cannot expand on its current site and already covers patients from a massive area. Parking is
already a major issue, on street parking to use the surgery makes entering and leaving the
car park dangerous. - The village already has several areas where flooding is a big problem
and threatens homes; more building would make this worse. This is coupled with an already
inadequate and ageing sewage system. - Many of the suggested sites are on high ground and
would blight the view for large swathes of the village, as well as flooding the surrounding
area with light pollution at night. This would impact the high diversity of wildlife in the
surrounding area. - Development would destroy much of our precious wildlife, trees and
hedgerows, forever, at a time when it is already under threat. Habitat destruction would be
catastrophic to so much of our wildlife. - Development of any of these sites would erase
Wickhambrook's unique and ancient Anglo Saxon village structure of multiple hamlets.
These developments would mean several hamlets coalesce together and see them
individually lose their identity forever. The village has a huge number of listed buildings and
even one in the Doomsday Book that would be impacted by being adjacent to, or overlooked,
by these sites. Any development would inevitably have an impact on the village's
Conservation Area. - Wickhambrook is a rural village, with adjacent hamlets, one village
shop with post office and petrol pumps, churches, village hall, a community minded pub, and
is an attractive place to live for those who want a quiet life away from the hustle and bustle
of town, this development proposal would destroy that, and negatively impact the
surrounding habitats, and overload the facilities and infrastructure to the detriment of the
existing residents. The roads are not designed to cope with an increase in daily use,
especially at commute time and school time, and would become even more dangerous. They
are definitely not built to cope with construction traffic on the scale proposed or the massive
increase in local cars if the dwellings go ahead. - I am deeply saddened by the proposals and
concerned for the community.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
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housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Issues such as topgraphy will be considered in the assessment of sites at the next stage of
plan preparation.
Respondent Name

Neil and Cathy French

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1294

Summary

Wickhambrook is a “Local Service Centre”. This was hard won in 2010 and should remain as
such. It is 10 miles from anywhere which is a major attraction to living here. It is a village
and should not be quietly converted into a small town.

Comment

The paragraph in italics below is taken from Rural Vision 2012 which is the basis of forward
thinking of the Council I believe. Settlement pattern and close proximity to neighbouring
hamlets restricts development potential of this settlement. Infill development within
Wickhambrook will require a sensitive design approach to ensure the character of the
surrounding hamlets is protected. Small scale infill development could also support local
facilities like the existing primary school. Wickhambrook is a “Local Service Centre”. This
was hard won in 2010 and should remain as such. It is 10 miles from anywhere which is a
major attraction to living here. It is a village and should not be quietly converted into a small
town. As well as the usual factors that have been made over the years when changes are
mooted I would like to point out the following. a) Quality of life and well being – losing the
atmosphere and feel of living in a village. If the development on Cemetery road is an
indication Wickhambrook will suffer from heavy truck and construction movement for years.
b) Air Pollution – Extra vehicles possibly up to 1200+ . Again construction traffic for possibly
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years. c) Traffic Pollution – as above including speeding and volume. We are already getting
huge volumes for a tiny village. 3000 daily through the Thorns Corner area. Many near
misses have been witnessed at the shop crossroads on the B1063 - there WILL be a fatal
accident d) Noise pollution and vibration – people, cars, buses etc. Some of the older houses
on the B1063 have very shallow foundations and will suffer. I can think of six at the shop
crossroads vicinity alone. All this on only one narrow, poorly routed “B” road; feels like an
“A” road without the safety. There will be a massive requirement for all infrastructure
improvements. School, Surgery, Utilities and of course road and transport. All are struggling
to cope now. Who pays for all this? When, for instance, the new houses in Cemetery Road
were planned there appeared to be no interest by the Council to address the infrastructure
of the approach area. I think the same will apply with this “improvement”. Wickhambrook
will change over the years so there is potential for a small increase of perhaps 70 houses at
all the Greens rather than just the centre of the village. Of course there must be affordable
housing included. Wickhambrook is a small village and should remain so.The so called
"mutant" algorithm should be looked into as well to explore why this came up Owing to the
above reasons and opinions offered by #WickhambrookSaysNo we cannot support the
proposal
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Philip Rous
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

274

Summary

While not wishing to comment in detail about the issues affecting this village my general
comments above apply to this village as it is deemed a local service centre and the one used
locally by Stradishall residents.

Comment

General The plan envisages a framework of how the area will change up to 2040. While it
concentrates on employment and residential development there is no detail about the
infrastructure needed to support these proposals which I think is a major flaw of the plan. it
is no good allowing development for say housing, without considering the requirements to
support this development such as improved road network, water and drainage, education
and medical provision. Wickhambrook While not wishing to comment in detail about the
issues affecting this village my general comments above apply to this village as it is deemed
a local service centre and the one used locally by Stradishall residents. There are significant
proposals for housing development in the plan and if approved would increase demands on
local services, such as the school and doctors. Both are already overcrowded/full, so it would
make this situation worse with no proposals to provide a solution thus affecting Stradishall
residents. It is my view that the plan should address these issues. For example, it could state
that development above a certain level would not be permitted until increased capacity was
provided to the school and surgery.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
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growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

R and S Jones

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

546

Summary

Any development that potentially joins the hamlets will be of significant detriment to the
heritage of the parish.

Comment

The hamlets around Wickhambrook are a significant part of the character of the parish.
Some of these hamlets contain listed buildings.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Ronnie and Jean Coker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1301

Summary

Concerns about the amount of development being considered in Wickhambrook. With
regards to WS191 WS192 WS212 WS195

Comment

We have many concerns regarding the amount of building being considered for what is after
all a village, ie the village of Wickhambrook. We are all already suffering from the effects on
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the narrow roads of the twenty homes in construction on Cemetery Hill, which will continue
as the development progress' and do already put extra pressure on the limited facilities
available. The doctors surgery accepts patients from a very large area increasing the usage
of Cemetery Road and round the dangerous corner at Meeting Green and up to Nunnery
Green. The countryside here is beautiful and full of wild life particularly dee who are already
very much under threat. The lane north of Nunnery Green up to B1063 is dangerous and
narrow and floods regularly at Bunters Green. Every turning on the B1063 suffers from poor
visibility and many of the roads are single carriageway. Our main concern is the size of these
developments, creating housing estates which are not in keeping for a historic village.
Nobody objects to in fills or small developments of up to say five homes or up to an absolute
maximum of ten homes, but no more. Wickhambrook is against mass development. Please
stop this before it is too late.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Sam Sykes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1359

Summary

LATE RESPONSE
WS191, WS192, WS212, WS195, WS190
There is no doubt that the burden of housebuilding needs to be shared between villages
throughout not only West Suffolk but the country as a whole. However, I have concerns that
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the scale of the plans marked for Wickhambrook will stretch the village to beyond breaking
point.
Comment
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LATE RESPONSE I wish to write about the West Suffolk Local Plan (SHELAA) and the plans
for WICKHAMBROOK. Items WS191, WS192, WS212, WS195, WS190 My family have lived
in the village for over 100 years and have seen it grow in a natural way over the decades and
continue to be a collection of greens and the notorious sprawling and characteristic nature
that makes it a wonderful place in which to live. There is no doubt that the burden of
housebuilding needs to be shared between villages throughout not only West Suffolk but the
country as a whole. However, I have concerns that the scale of the plans marked for
Wickhambrook will stretch the village to beyond breaking point. I will address the issues
individually. Road Infrastructure The village has one main road passing through it, the
B1063 from Clare to Newmarket. It also has the A143 between Haverhill and Bury St
Edmunds. The B1063 is a small B road that has houses built alongside it, a school and a local
village shop. There is already considerable congestion during term time and commuting and
any increase in traffic will have a detrimental affect on the village and inevitably lead to an
increase in accidents / injuries. All of the roads have poor visibility. Where we live in what is
called Wickham Street, the junction with the A143 is very dangerous. The speed limit is 40
mph and this has always been a concern of ours. With an increase in properties, there will
doubtless be in increase in incidents at this crossroads. An increase in commuters is of
concern. Our farm is located on the crossroads in Stradishall. Again this is a small junction
and an increase in properties will make this a more dangerous junction. Public Transport
There is very little public transport that serves Wickhambrook. There is no real opportunity
for people to commute or travel without replying on motor vehicles. If the expectation is that
people will have to drive, then please refer to my comments on the Road Infrastructure
above. Drainage / Sewerage The sewer system in the village is already stretched and this
feeds directly into the stream that flows from Wickhambrook and alongside our house. We
have already seen an increase in flooding over the past few years, likely related to the
increase in development in the village. It is impossible to see how an increase in properties
in the village will not put an increased environmental risk on flooding and damage to our and
other properties in Wickham Street and further down the stream. (This also leads to flooding
on the A143.) Wildlife Impact Development on the scale proposed would have a detrimental
effect on the village and the increase in land use will create more run off of water and
increase the risk / frequency ion flooding (ass above). Public Health The Wickhambrook

Surgery is already stretched and there is no plans for there to be a new surgery (where
could it go?). If there is a dramatic increase in properties within the village, then this will put
an extra burden on the local public health services and make the service less effective for
the residents of the village. Parking for the extended village and surrounding villages is very
difficult and an increase in patients will result in more parking along the small streets and
lanes. Number of / Sites of Houses As I mentioned, there is clearly a need for new
properties. However, it is implausible to impose up to 900 properties within the village - this
will increase the village by over 50%. The village was not designated as a Key Service Centre
(2010 review) - and there are no plans to do so - so there really should be a considered
revision of the number of properties. It is also clear that there are less than a handful of
land-owners that will benefit from this development work, yet the impact of such
development will affect every single person in the village. Some of the sites (WS190, WS212)
do seem sensible, but sites WS195, WS191 and WS192 will not only shift the village to the
South-West, but also provide a scar on the landscape that will be visible from miles around.
New roads and merging of greens into one will be severely damaging to the village. In
summary, I believe there is a need for new development, but I am asking that West Suffolk
Council consider carefully the validity of some of the land put forward and the damaging
result excessive building will have on the ancient Anglo Saxon village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Sarah Bevan

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

695

Summary

The description of services for Wickhambrook is incorrect. There is only one pub in
Wickhambrook, not two.

Comment

The description of the services in the village of Wickhambrook says there are two pubs. This
is incorrect, as there is only one pub, 'The Greyhound,' and this has been the case for a
number of years now.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Sarah Bevan

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1088

Summary

WS212. In periods of heavy rainfall, flooding occurs on the road near Coltsfoot Green
making the road impassable. The flooding can remain for up to a week. This site is
immediately uphill from Coltsfoot Green and run-off water from a development here would
increase the amount of water which runs down the road, towards Coltsfoot Green, therefore
exacerbating the flooding.

Comment

In periods of heavy rainfall, flooding occurs on the road near Coltsfoot Green making the
road impassable. The flooding can remain for up to a week. This site is immediately uphill
from Coltsfoot Green and run-off water from a development here would increase the amount
of water which runs down the road, towards Coltsfoot Green, therefore exacerbating the
flooding. The site is encroaching towards Coltsfoot Green and development here would begin
to encroach on the characteristic nature of Wickhambrook, which is made up of many
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hamlets. This site is immediately next to and downhill from Wickhambrook cemetery.
Development here would alter the open and peaceful environment of the cemetery and site
of the village war memorial.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Steve Sage

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

95

Summary

There is one pub/restaurant in Wickhambrook and the post office has a convenience store
and petrol station attached.
Both the school and the doctor's surgery are at/near capacity
The local businesses are, in the majority, rural/agricultural

Comment

There is one pub/restaurant in Wickhambrook and the post office has a convenience store
and petrol station attached. Both the school and the doctor's surgery are at/near capacity
The local businesses are, in the majority, rural/agricultural

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Steve Sage

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

436

Summary

WS195. this development would change the whole of Wickhambrook and the surrounding
villages . It ammounts to a doubling of existing housing. There is little employment in the
area and what there is consists of agricultural, poorly paid work. A large rise in commuting
would ensue as well as all the delivery vehicles etc. Wickhambrook is not on a main road and
is poorly served by public transport. The roads were not planned to take this large amount in
vehicles.

Comment

this development would change the whole of Wickhambrook and the surrounding villages . It
ammounts to a doubling of existing housing. There is little employment in the area and what
there is consists of agricultural, poorly paid work. A large rise in commuting would ensue as
well as all the delivery vehicles etc. Wickhambrook is not on a main road and is poorly
served by public transport. The roads were not planned to take this large amount in vehicles.
The road towards Newmarket (and the A14) is in places narrow and dangerous at the
moment. There is little infrastructure in the village, one shop, an oversubscribed school and
a doctor's surgery at or near capacity. a large development such as this would inevitably
damage the village and surrounding countryside Improvements needed In order to facilitate
the type of growth mentioned above there would have to be a complete redesign of the
village. Many roads are too narrow in the village and leading to the main roads and
Newmarket and would need straightening and widening. The school is at capacity, it would
need to be increased in size The doctor's surgery is at capacity and cannot be increased in
size without moving out of the middle of the village, which is not ideal. There is only one
shop, post office, petrol station. The one pub that is left out of the three ( others closed due
to Greene King) is of limited capacity and attractiveness.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Sue Burton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1266

Summary

It is difficult to understand why West Suffolk Council would consider Wickhambrook a Key
Service Centre when in 2010 St Edmundsbury Council acknowledged it as a Local Service
Centre. Since then the village has been reduced to only one pub and there have been a
number of houses built in the area but there has been no improvement to the infrastructure.

Comment

It is difficult to understand why West Suffolk Council would consider Wickhambrook a Key
Service Centre when in 2010 St Edmundsbury Council acknowledged it as a Local Service
Centre. Since then the village has been reduced to only one pub and there have been a
number of houses built in the area but there has been no improvement to the infrastructure.
Wickhambrook is made up of a number of hamlets and has historical interest that should be
taken into account when considering development of the village. Proportionality The
proposal for over 750 homes is disproportionate for the size of the village and would
overwhelm it. This figure is higher than that proposed for the town of Newmarket so would
seem illogical. A town offers employment, infrastructure, public transport facilities and local
amenities. Wickhambrook village has none of these. Doesn’t it make sense to build larger
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developments close to towns with infill housing in the smaller village communities. Currently
there appears to be a trend throughout the country to build large developments in rural
communities with little thought for who is going to live there, where the incomers will work,
shop, socialise etc and failure to consider things like school and medical access. Impact on
Climate Change Residents of Wickhambrook are reliant upon car ownership to travel for
work or to shop. Many households have more than one car. These new homes are likely to be
executive or family homes that will increase the village population by in excess of 1500
people. The majority of these will need to travel for work, school, shopping or socialising and
with almost non-existent public transport will need to drive which will add to carbon
emissions and have a detrimental impact on climate change. Affordable Housing
Developments such as what is proposed tend to have larger family or executive homes.
Looking at other areas that have been developed, history shows that affordable housing,
whilst promised at planning stage, rarely materialises to meet local demand. Larger homes
will lead to more children in the village, where will they go to school, there is little or no
scope to expand the current school which took on two extra years when the middle-schools
were closed? Roads Most of Wickhambrook’s roads are narrow and very few have
pavements. The additional traffic these proposed developments would bring, both from the
new residents own vehicles and, from an increase in delivery vehicles, would make these
already busy roads unsuitable for pedestrians or cyclists. There is already a problem with
speeding on the B1063 and at the start and end of the school day this road becomes a
danger as parents queue for up to quarter of a mile to drop off and collect their children.
This will be a major safety concern if these properties go ahead, Flooding Several roads in
the village are subject to flooding. One of the proposed development sites is on the single
track By Road that leads from Boyden End to Nunnery Green. Following heavy rain this road
runs like a small river down to the village. This By Road cannot take additional traffic, which
has increased considerably over the last decade as people rely on their satnavs. There is no
scope to make this a two-lane road at the top end, unless of course the proposal is to
demolish the existing properties. Sewage Many of the village properties use septic tanks.
Those that are connected to the local sewage works often experience problems. Are there
plans to build a new sewage works to accommodate these proposed new properties? GP
Facilities Wickhambrook has an excellent surgery that provides for about 5000 patients. The
majority of people have to drive to this busy facility either for appointments or to collect
prescriptions. The car park is small and unable to be expanded so the resulting traffic has to
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park on single track roads creating a hazard for local residents. Most of these proposed
homes will have 3 or 4 family members; the surgery cannot accommodate such an increase
in numbers, but even if they could they would not be able to provide the excellent level of
service currently experienced by patients. Wickhambrook residents are not opposed to new
housing, but it needs to be proportional and sympathetic to the area. Small developments of
up to ten properties or infill houses would be acceptable. People choose village life for its
community spirit, beautiful surroundings, clean air and peace and tranquility. If they wanted
to live in a town they would do so. These proposals are wrong for the area. Don’t turn
Wickhambrook from a lovely village into a second-rate town.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Wickhambrook proposed to maintain its status as a local service centre in the Issues
and Options local plan. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that
have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean
that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the
plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works
closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Susan Sternberg

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

543

Summary

WS193. 23 houses are already under construction on this site contributing to WS housing
stock.
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As a Local Service Centre, it therefore should not be necessary for Wickhambrook to put up
more green field sites outside the settlement boundary.
Comment

23 houses are already under construction on this site contributing to WS housing stock. As a
Local Service Centre, it therefore should not be necessary for Wickhambrook to put up more
green field sites outside the settlement boundary. In 2010 when Wickhambrook was
designated a LSC it was acknowledged that the infrastructure was inadequate to support
significant scale development. Nothing has been done since then and the road
infrastructure, in particular, has deteriorated still further. There is no 'A' road through the
village with poor access mainly on single track lanes with no pavements. The junctions onto
the A143 are dangerous. Further increased traffic would pose many problems. The old
drainage systems struggle to cope on a daily basis and many residents have had to try to
make their own to prevent houses from being flooded.Already this year, Attleton Green,
Coldsfoot Green and Nunnery Green have all been flooded. The old sewerage and electricity
supplies are at capacity. New houses cannot be guaranteed mains sewerage supply. In a
recent survey by the Parish Council, over 50% of respondents were concerned about the
possible impact on the school and surgery of further developments. The school has expanded
by two year groups since the closing of middle schools and is mostly at capacity.The GP
surgery is on restricted site with only 11 parking spaces. It is already trying to accommodate
patients from outside the parish where other surgeries have shut. All these issues need to be
resolved before a significant increase in housing could be considered.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
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which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Susan Sternberg

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

802

Summary

Part 3 Wickhambrook 4.13. I propose that all green field sites outside the settlement
boundary are removed from the Wickhambrook section of the WS draft Local Plan. It is not
necessary or desirable for any Local Service Centre to provide large scale development. New
houses should be considered on a ‘case by case’ basis to meet the needs of the community.

Comment

BMVs 3 of the proposed sites around Wickhambrook are Grade 2 agricultural land (WS191,
192,195). “LPAs should protect best and most versatile agricultural land and soils (BMVs)
from significant, inappropriate or unsustainable development proposals.” (Natural England)
High quality arable land is a finite resource and needed for future sustainable food
production. Grade 2 fields need to be preserved. High ground The draft WS plan lists high
ground as a possible constraint. Proposed sites WS191, 192,195 are on some of the highest
ground in WS (135 mts). This would make any significant housing development very visible
to a wide area, intensifying the visual impact and light pollution. Flooding Wickhambrook
has significant flooding and drainage problems due to antiquated systems. These would only
be seriously increased by significant housing development. Already this winter Nunnery
Green, Coldsfoot Green and Attleton Green have all been flooded several times making
access in and out of the village difficult. Many villagers have had to try and make their own
drainage systems to avoid their houses being flooded. Listed Buildings & historic
environment Proposed locations WS191,192,195 are all adjacent to listed buildings of
heritage value. Wickhambrook is a unique Anglo Saxon settlement of hamlets set around 11
clearly defined village greens. It is an important part of WS’s historic environment. The WS
draft plan states that it is committed to “safeguarding settlement identities”. Local Service
Centre (LSC) In 2010 Wickhambrook was designated a LSC eligible for a “small amount of
additional growth” (Rural Vision 2031 parag. 25.2) In 2012 the Wickhambrook PC plan
carried out a survey where 96% of the village stated “no development at all/single small
scale development only”. In 2014 WS determined that Wickhambrook “was not considered to
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be a suitable location for major growth” (Rural Vision 2031 parag 38.3) Nothing has changed
since 2010. In fact all the infrastructures have further deteriorated since then.
Infrastructure and Services The school is mostly at full capacity with two new year groups
being added when middle schools shut. The GP surgery is already trying to accommodate
patients from outside the parish. It is on a very limited site with only 11 parking spaces. In
the most recent survey by the PC in preparation for a response to the WS draft plan, 50% of
respondents indicated that they are concerned about the impact of these proposals on the
school and surgery. Access in and out of the village is limited by single track roads/lanes and
dangerous junctions onto the A143. There is no A road through the village. Wickhambrook is
described locally as being ’10 miles from anywhere’ which means everyone has to travel by
car (bus service very limited). At the present time it would be irresponsible to increase
traffic into a village with such poor infrastructure. New houses are not guaranteed mains
sewerage connection and the electricity supply is close to full capacity. Serious input into the
aging infrastructures of Wickhambrook would need to be invested in before any significant
housing development could be considered. Wickhambrook’s contribution to WS’s housing
stock Wickhambrook has been building houses steadily and successfully by infill over the
past 10 years and before. Indeed, the new Cemetery Road development of 23 houses is
contributing already to the current quota and a planning application is also being considered
for two further dwellings. Possible further local need can easily be met by infill while
preserving the identity and character of this historic rural community. Conclusion
Wickhambrook has a population of about 2,000 people. This proposal of over 700 houses is
completely disproportionate to the size of the village and would overwhelm it. I propose that
all green field sites outside the settlement boundary are removed from the Wickhambrook
section of the WS draft Local Plan. It is not necessary or desirable for any Local Service
Centre to provide large scale development. New houses should be considered on a ‘case by
case’ basis to meet the needs of the community.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

William Savin

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1008

Summary

WS190. Development here would be a far reaching intrusive spike into open countryside
detached from the core village housing settlement area boundary by the busy B1063 road.

Comment

WS190 Harp Field Development here would be a far reaching intrusive spike into open
countryside detached from the core village housing settlement area boundary by the busy
B1063 road. Would integrate the Mole Hill hamlet with the core village against the village
character. For these reasons Harp Field should not be subject to residential development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

William Savin

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook

Comment ID

1010

Summary

WS212. Suitable and sustainable site adjacent to core village settlement boundary within
walking distance of services, social centre and recreation facilities. A small development of
32 dwellings would accommodate ten needed affordable/social dwellings together with
section 106 financial contributions to support public services and infastructure.

Comment

Suitable and sustainable site adjacent to core village settlement boundary within walking
distance of services, social centre and recreation facilities. A small development of 32
dwellings would accommodate ten needed affordable/social dwellings together with section
106 financial contributions to support public services and infastructure. If additional housing
should be required, WS212 would be preferred site

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Miss Harriette Farrow

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement constraints map

Comment ID

191

Summary

Don’t ruin Wickhambrook with mass development creating a dangerous situation outside the
school and causing our surgery to struggle with the high demands of more patients and
creating issues with parking at the surgery. The New development the meadow have all
ready caused the roads to crumble causing pot holes down cemetery road due to the large
lorries going in and out of the development, let alone the unfinished path alongside the
development with is a hazard to the public.
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Comment

* the roads are in such bad condition as it is from a development being done at the moment
along cemetery road by logan homes (the meadows) where there are alot of pot holes caused
by the high volume of large trucks in and out of the development and the path leading from
the new development is still in complete and unsafe for residents to walk on. * the doctors
surgery can not expand on its current site and is all ready feeling the strain on its resources
as it is, if more houses are built this would be very damaging to the surgery as they wouldnt
be able to keep up with demand or have the spaces need to register with the surgery. * the
school in wickhambrook is all ready very full and the resources are all ready stretched so a
increase in houses would ruin the reputation of the school as they wouldnt be able to keep
up with the demand that will be required of them, also the traffic this causes with drop offs
in the morning and evening would create an area of concern for parents and children saftey?
* the most worring part of this is the environmental impact this will have on wickhambrook
amazing biodiversity, we are becoming a generation that wiping out more and more of our
own natural resources and removing area that nature needs and require to servive. *
through the village there are many roads that do not have paths or are single carriageway
and adding more homes would make the roads even more of an issue due to the poor
visibility therefore would cause more accidents. * this village all ready has alot of flooding
issues due to inadequate and ageing sewage system. the reason i moved to wickhambrook
was to get out of a mass developed towns like haverhill, with its crumbling infustructure and
mass development for houses which has all ready caused strain on school places and the
doctors surgery. improve the village for the resisdents living here at the moment, dont
detroy this village with mass development. #wickhambrooksaysno

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
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distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Miss Stephanie Taylor

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement constraints map

Comment ID

153

Summary

Disproportionate nature of proposed Wickhambrook housing developments. Having read the
Wickhambrook Parish Plan it seems very clear that the overwhelming majority of residents
want either no development or small scale developments, and I would like to add my
agreement to this consensus. While everyone understands the housing needs the council
map of possible development locations shows something that would, by my calculations,
potentially double the number of Inhabitants.

Comment

Having read the Wickhambrook Parish Plan it seems very clear that the overwhelming
majority of residents want either no development or small scale developments, and I would
like to add my agreement to this consensus. While everyone understands the housing needs
the council map of possible development locations shows something that would, by my
calculations, potentially double the number of Inhabitants. I understand that these are very
early stages/consultation documents only but even anything approaching this would clearly
be entirely disproportionate to the existing level of housing and residents. The Parish Plan
also confirms what is obvious to anyone who lives in the countryside – that almost everyone
goes everywhere by car. The existing access roads are narrow with junctions with poor
visibility (we have already had one accident on the road leading from the Haverhill road into
the village) and the school drop off and pick up time is already chaotic.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
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next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement constraints map

Comment ID

730

Summary

See below. Constraints map
The number of listed buildings situated throughout Wickhambrook should be noted as a
significant constraint on any new building.

Comment

Constraints map The number of listed buildings situated throughout Wickhambrook should
be noted as a significant constraint on any new building.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maria Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement constraints map

Comment ID

479
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Summary

Not all the listed buildings are shown. The war memorial is listed and not shown.

Comment

The war memorial is listed and not shown.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. An opportunities and constraints study is being produced which will help inform the
next stage of plan preparation and preferred site identification. The next stage of the plan
will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement.
This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received,
the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mrs Sally Welsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement constraints map

Comment ID

700

Summary

Wickhambrook settlement boundary. All the developments are outside of the settlement
boundary .detailed in the Local service centre plan , which remains in place .

Comment

all the developments are outside of the settlement boundary .detailed in the LOcal service
centre plan , which remains in place . Any change to these already congested populated
areas is a challenge to the strategic plans of west suffolk council . Please note the road
access from proposed developments onto an adjoining road to the B1063- they are single
lane- often flooded and approach a 30 mile speed limit from dangerous angles

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

R and S Jones

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement constraints map

Comment ID

549

Summary

Not all the listed buildings are shown. The war memorial is believed to be listed and is an
important feature in the village to note.

Comment

the war memorial is believed to be listed and is an important feature in the village to note.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. While they are considered in plan preparation, it is not possible to map all
constraints. A constraints and opportunities study will provide more detail at the next stage
of plan consultation.

Respondent Name

Emily Bayman

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

671

Summary

Sites in general. The impact of such large scale development, the traffic, the strain on
services and irreversible damage to our countryside would be catastrophic. Many of these
suggested sites are on high ground and would blight the view for large swathes of the village
during the day and flood the surrounding area with light pollution at night.

Comment

The impact of such large scale development, the traffic, the strain on services and
irreversible damage to our countryside would be catastrophic. Many of these suggested sites
are on high ground and would blight the view for large swathes of the village during the day
and flood the surrounding area with light pollution at night. Historic impact - development
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on any of these sites would erase Wickhambrook’s unique and ancient Anglo Saxon village
structure of multiple hamlets. These developments would mean several hamlets coalesce
together and see them individually lose their identity forever. The village has a huge number
of listed buildings and even one in the Domesday Book that would be impacted by being
adjacent to or overlooked by these sites. Any development would inevitably have an impact
on the village’s Conservation Area. Development would destroy much of our precious
wildlife, trees and hedgerows forever, at a time when it is already under threat. We should
not therefore be building on green field sites. This land is precious and we need it to grow
food and to protect our environment. With climate change and the environment being such
important focuses at the moment we can’t justify mass development on green field sites. It’s
just not right. With offices and retails spaces being left empty in urban areas, proposed
developments should be focused on these parts and not valuable rural green field sites.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Glen Nelson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

51

Summary

Objecting to further development of Wickhambrook. The infrastructure is not able to support
a significant increase in population. The roads as narrow and visibility is often poor. There is
already an issue with speeding especially as you come in/out of the main village through the
greens. The main road through already sees heavy traffic, there are multiple blind spots and
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a number of accidents have already occurred. The issue of traffic calming has previously
been raised and this has not been ac
Comment

As a family living in the village we strongly object to further development of the village for
the following reasons. The infrastructure is not able to support a significant increase in
population. The roads as narrow and visability is often poor. There is already an issue with
speeding especially as you come in/out of the main village through the greens. The main
road through already sees heavy traffic, there are multiple blind spots and a number of
accidents have already occurred. The issue of traffic calming has previously been raised and
this has not been acted on, an increase in population and traffic would only compound the
problems. There is limited public transport, with the bus only going through the village at
certain times, this bus also needs to accommodate children attending senior school, leaving
little capacity for possible commuters or leisure purposes. The GP Surgery, while it
currently does a very good job, already covers a large area with an aging population. The
current surgery does not have space to expand at its current location, the parking is also an
issue. As a family with 2 children at the local school, we value the family atmosphere
created due to smaller classes. Although there is some capacity at the school, there would
not be enough to accommodate the increase in children that a large development would
bring. The increase in class sizes would be detrimental to the children's education. There is
also no safe place to park when picking up and dropping off, and the school receives multiple
complaints from residents and local council regarding this. As a family that moved to the
village 6 years ago, seeking a rural environment to raise our children, any further
development would affect the village atmosphere and add further strain to the existing
services.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
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level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Miss Denise Cordy

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

50

Summary

The village does not need anymore houses I live on Bunters Road and the traffic is bad at the
moment so any more houses would make it worse.

Comment

The village does not need anymore houses I live on Bunters Road and the traffic is bad at the
moment so any more houses would make it worse.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Miss Jane Hodson
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

91

Summary

Wickhambrook development. I am writing with dismay at the proposals for development in
Wickhambrook.
This kind of development is hugely inappropriate for our small and unique environment.
There must be more appropriate sites along the A143 for this kind of development.
I hear that many of the new builds in Bury St. Edmunds are unsold. Why? More development
is not needed here.

Comment

I am writing with dismay at the proposals for development in Wickhambrook. This kind of
development is hugely inappropriate for our small and unique environment. There must be
more appropriate sites along the A143 for this kind of development. I hear that many of the
new builds in Bury St. Edmunds are unsold. Why? More development is not needed here. No
one objects to fill in, but a project of this size is nothing short of wanton destruction of our
peaceful and tranquil village life. Every point made on the reverse of the leaflet delivered is
hugely valid. The school and surgery already at high capacity. The wait for an appointment
at the surgery, before Covid, was a constant frustration and worry. The roads are not
compatible for heavy development traffic or even more traffic that increased housing would
bring. Historically and environmentally, Wickhambrook is such a lovely, small, quiet rural
idyll. Please leave it that way. Small, means we all know each other, look out for each other,
help each other. We don’t want to feel anonymous in a sprawl of households where one can’t
possibly know all neighbours. If we wanted to live in an urban sprawl, we would have moved
to a town. More development would indeed destroy more of our precious landscape and
wildlife. A development of this size will bring street lighting, confusing so many night
species and utterly ruining our beautiful views of the stars and night sky. There is only just
over 20 percent of the UK with no light pollution and Wickhambrook is lucky enough to be in
that percent. We love socialising with neighbours and walking home by torchlight. It’s
special. We already have a large plot in cemetery road turned over for housing. That really is
enough. Jane Hodson www.janepaints.co.uk (http://www.janepaints.co.uk/)

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Miss Lucinda Buxton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

239

Summary

The proposed housing on green fields around Wickhambrook appear to increase the size of
the village 2 to 3 times. The infrastructure can not possibly cope with that expansion. The
proposed expansion would also radically increase the chances of severe flooding by turning
absorbent ground into concrete run-offs. The character of the village will be destroyed.

Comment

The location of the local full school is already a dangerous situation during drop off and pick
up, for both parents and children, due to the narrow road outside the school that causes
traffic to bottle-neck from parked cars. It is an accident waiting to happen! The
Wickhambrook Surgery is already at breaking point. Parking is very difficult in that area due
to visiting patients and the current staff would not be able to cope with an increased
population. Wickhambrook is a lovely quiet and gentle Suffolk village. The huge expansion
being proposed would destroy the character forever. Why do that? One or two houses,
maybe, but hundreds!! It is madness. What about the wildlife and environment? The UK as a
whole is hoping that we have learnt some lessons from 2020 and the government is actively
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encouraging to both increase and protect our wildlife, trees and hedgerows. So why are you
proposing to destroy part of their habitat? Please, please carefully consider the proposed
planning. It can't be undone when the next generation realise that it was a terrible mistake.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr. Davud DeCourcy

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

88

Summary

We do not want nor need a vast amount of new builds in Wickhambrook. We already have
infill, so a few people can benefit immensely from everybody else's upset. We already have
roads closed for repair and never ending potholes with the current traffic. There is no way
this small village can accept new estates and not be changed for the worse and for ever.
Please log this objection.

Comment

We do not want nor need a vast amount of new builds in Wickhambrook. We already have
infill, so a few people can benefit immensely from everybody else's upset. We already have
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roads closed for repair and never ending potholes with the current traffic. There is no way
this small village can accept new estates and not be changed for the worse and for ever.
Please log this objection.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr David Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

601

Summary

All areas on which building is suggested is outside the settlement area. The idea of placing
houses on any of the proposed sites is stupid unreasonable and would be for the only reason
of making money for the owner. Must not happen.

Comment

The idea of placing houses on any of the proposed sites is stupid unreasonable and would be
for the only reason of making money for the owner. Must not happen.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Agent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

881

Summary

Wickhambrook is unsuitable for further expansion – as is evident from the supporting
documents. At present, Wickhambrook is designated as a site suitable for large-scale
expansion – expansion so large that its population would be increased to a degree greater
(and by a clear margin) than any other settlement identified as a Local Service Centre.

Comment

My understanding, from 4.13.7, ff., is that the six areas for development shown have been
landowner- and developer-defined, their selection and submission accordingly determined by
the sellers’/developers’ commercial priorities rather than the planning priorities of the West
Suffolk authority (tasked with determining planning priorities). Thus the selection is based
not upon suitability but rather upon marketability (Part 1, 5.14). In the circumstances, I
wonder how these areas could have passed tests for development suitability and
achievability (4.13.7) already, their status as yet-to-be-identified preferred sites for
development notwithstanding (4.13.8). In this context, it is of note that of the six areas
identified for SHELAA development, five are at present open land outside the Settlement
Boundary (i.e., the built-up area of Wickhambrook, as shown on Map 2). Applying the
adjustment to indicative capacity for sites to be allocated over 100 dwellings and assuming
each new dwelling will house 2.3 people, the population of Wickhambrook would increase by
some 83%, or 1,044 people. No doubt medical staff at Wickhambrook Surgery would have a
view about this; but there would be further consequences including, but not limited to, the
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matters arising from: * the provision of electric-car battery charging (Part 1, SO18; 5.2; 5.48;
SA 15.14; SA 15.15) * the need for effective internet connection – if people are to be
encouraged to limit car-use (Part 1, 5.2; 5.21) * light-pollution (see Part 2, 7.2) * noisedisturbance (Part 2, 7.3) * rainwater run-off from areas newly covered (Part 2, 8.14; 8.18; SA
10.9) * traffic congestion (road-widening, even where possible, is historically demonstrable
to be self-defeating) (Part 1, 5.28) * vehicle parking (Part 1, 5.28) * policing: there is already
a necessary reliance on local self-help (Part 1, SO7) Concluding remarks. At present,
Wickhambrook is designated as a site suitable for large-scale expansion – expansion so large
that its population would be increased to a degree greater (and by a clear margin) than any
other settlement identified as a Local Service Centre. The eight papers which elucidate the
West Suffolk Local Plan, however, themselves present arguments sufficient to discount
Wickhambrook as a candidate for further building. The inclusion of Wickhambrook as a
SHELAA candidate would thus appear to have been an oversight, capable of correction as
the exercise continues.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr H Thorburn

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing

SHELAA included sites
Comment ID

690

Summary

Minor development can be understood but mass development is not suitable

Comment

Minor development can be seen springing up everywhere and is understandable - so maybe
50 houses around Wickhambrook. But mass development would create somewhere that is no
longer a village and would require huge costs to improve the narrow local roads.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr James Hanbury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

193

Summary

Village is currently full. The village floods in several locations. The closest supermarket is
10miles away. The surgery is full. The school is full. Additional people would put a stain on
the current amenities. the road through the village is already busy and very fast with several
local accidents happening every year. There are little sewerage provisions in the area.

Comment

The village floods in several locations. The closest supermarket is 10miles away. The surgery
is full. The school is full. Additional people would put a stain on the current amenities. the
road through the village is already busy and very fast with several local accidents happening
every year. There are little sewerage provisions in the area.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Claydon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

161

Summary

Which Sites Hold Merit and Why
WS191 would suit development at the south easterly side of the area as this adjoins the
village, is close to the amenities and could be accessed via an access road through WS192
potentially.
WS192 is naturally the obvious site for expanding the settlement boundary.
WS195 WS195 on its North Easterly end suits some development as again the transport
access is vey good

Comment

WS192 is naturally the obvious site for expanding the settlement boundary. It adjoins the
B1063 for perfect transport routes to the A143 or to Newmarket. It is logical that service
can be extended to it from the existing infrastructure. If some forethought is used it could
accommodate an access road to WS191 for further or future development. WS192 appears to
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be the perfect site to locate some additional housing on. It is a natural extension to the
village boundary, it is located on the B1063 for access to a good size road leading to either
the A143 or Newmarket. It is currently only used for Agricultural Purposes. WS192 could
have an access road through it to. WS191 if some forethought is used for further or future
developments. WS191 would suit development at the south easterly side of the area as this
adjoins the village, is close to the amenities and could be accessed via an access road
through WS192 potentially. WS191 could add to the hamlet at Boyden End at the westerly
end of the area as it has good access to the B1063. WS195 on its North Easterly end suits
some development as again the transport access is vey good onto the B1063, it is close to
the amenities and would only require some extension of the Settlement Boundary along the
B1063.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments

Respondent Name

Mr Paul Buckle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

74

Summary

We suffer regular flooding both front and rear on Nunnery Green/Back Lane. Should houses
be built in this area, the problem will only be aggravated.
Back Lane is a narrow single track road which will be unable to support the increase in
traffic flow, both during construction and ultimately when settlements are complete.

Comment

We suffer regular flooding both front and rear on Nunnery Green/Back Lane. Should houses
be built in this area, the problem will only be aggravated. Back Lane is a narrow single
track road which will be unable to support the increase in traffic flow, both during
construction and ultimately when settlements are complete.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Byers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

731

Summary

See below. I am listing here the constraints that, in my view, apply to each of the sites
identified: Wickhambrook benefits from a unique ancient settlement pattern of hamlets and
village greens. Any development must avoid the danger of coalescence and the destruction
of this settlement pattern. This would be a particular concern in relation to site WS190.

Comment

Sites map I am listing here the constraints that, in my view, apply to each of the sites
identified: WS190 * Wickhambrook benefits from a unique ancient settlement pattern of
hamlets and village greens. Any development must avoid the danger of coalescence and the
destruction of this settlement pattern. This would be a particular concern in relation to site
WS190. WS191 * Wickhambrook benefits from a unique ancient settlement pattern of
hamlets and village greens. Any development must avoid the danger of coalescence and the
destruction of this settlement pattern. This would be a particular concern in relation to site
WS191. * Many of the potential development sites identified in the draft West Suffolk Local
Plan are close to listed buildings. Development in the vicinity of these buildings would
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endanger important sites that are part of our collective heritage. This would be a concern in
relation to site WS191. * Many of the sites identified around Wickhambrook in the West
Suffolk Local Plan are on prime Grade 2 agricultural land. In terms of future requirements
for food and the enhancement of the environment, it would be a massive error to put these
fields under concrete and asphalt and these green field sites should be excluded from the
Local Plan. Looking at how land is used at present, this would eliminate site WS191. * The
hedges, trees and fields around Wickhambrook are important sanctuaries for a wide variety
of wild creatures, mammals, birds and insects. It would be irresponsible to compromise
these habitats any further when building can be kept within the settlement boundary of the
village. This would be of particular concern in relation to site WS191 where there are,
among other wildlife, breeding buzzards, visiting red-tailed kites, numerous brown hares
and deer. * Site WS191 is on high ground to the north and west of Wickhambrook.
Development on this site would constitute a blot on the landscape visible for miles with light
pollution at night becoming a major issue for the surrounding areas. * Site WS191 is served
by a particularly narrow lane (Back Lane) extending between Nunnery Green and Boyden
End. Access to this site, whether during development or on completion, would create
unacceptable dangers for residents and road users. WS192 * Wickhambrook benefits from a
unique ancient settlement pattern of hamlets and village greens. Any development must
avoid the danger of coalescence and the destruction of this settlement pattern. This would
be a particular concern in relation to site WS192. * Many of the potential development sites
identified in the draft West Suffolk Local Plan are close to listed buildings. Development in
the vicinity of these buildings would endanger important sites that are part of our collective
heritage. This would be a concern in relation to site WS192. * Many of the sites identified
around Wickhambrook in the West Suffolk Local Plan are on prime Grade 2 agricultural land.
In terms of future requirements for food and the enhancement of the environment, it would
be a massive error to put these fields under concrete and asphalt and these green field sites
should be excluded from the Local Plan. Looking at how land is used at present, this would
eliminate site WS192. * The hedges, trees and fields around Wickhambrook are important
sanctuaries for a wide variety of wild creatures, mammals, birds and insects. It would be
irresponsible to compromise these habitats any further when building can be kept within the
settlement boundary of the village. This would be of particular concern in relation to site
WS192 where there are, among other wildlife, breeding buzzards, visiting red-tailed kites,
numerous brown hares and deer. * Site WS192 is on high ground to the north and west of
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Wickhambrook. Development on this site would constitute a blot on the landscape visible for
miles with light pollution at night becoming a major issue for the surrounding areas. * Site
WS192 is served by a particularly narrow lane (Back Lane) extending between Nunnery
Green and Boyden End. Access to this site, whether during development or on completion,
would create unacceptable dangers for residents and road users. WS193 Building of 23 new
homes commenced. WS212 See above for general constraints on building outside the
settlement boundary in Wickhambrook. WS195 * Wickhambrook benefits from a unique
ancient settlement pattern of hamlets and village greens. Any development must avoid the
danger of coalescence and the destruction of this settlement pattern. This would be a
particular concern in relation to site WS195. * Many of the potential development sites
identified in the draft West Suffolk Local Plan are close to listed buildings. Development in
the vicinity of these buildings would endanger important sites that are part of our collective
heritage. This would be a concern in relation to site WS195. * Many of the sites identified
around Wickhambrook in the West Suffolk Local Plan are on prime Grade 2 agricultural land.
In terms of future requirements for food and the enhancement of the environment, it would
be a massive error to put these fields under concrete and asphalt and these green field sites
should be excluded from the Local Plan. Looking at how land is used at present, this would
eliminate site WS195.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Alison POWTER

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

133

Summary

Proposed development for 700 houses Wickhambrook. I have lived and farmed at
Wickhambrook for over 35 years and strongly object to the proposed development.

Comment

I have lived and farmed at Wickhambrook for over 35 years and strongly object to the
proposed development for the following reasons
Some of the proposed sites are outside
the village envelope thereby causing a sprawling village * There is insufficient infrastructure
to support such large developments * The mainly single track roads are already dangerous
and unsuitable for more traffic * The school is full * The doctors surgery has reached full
capacity * Wickhambrook has seen much infilling since 2010 and has only recently had a
development of 20 houses on Cemetry Hill * Due to lack of employment in the village new
residents will be forced to travel long distances to work * Any further development will
significantly impact negatively on the quality of life we have enjoyed

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Avis Burnett

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

275

Summary

Objection to proposed new housing development on green field sites in Wickhambrook in the
West Suffolk Local Plan. Wickhambrook is an ancient area of settlement consisting of many
disparate hamlets. Although it has been commonly referred to for many years as a "village",
this is perhaps a misnomer, distracting from the true nature of the area. The proposed
developments would totally destroy this unique characteristic forever.

Comment

Objections as follows: 1. Wickhambrook is an ancient area of settlement consisting of many
disparate hamlets. Although it has been commonly referred to for many years as a "village",
this is perhaps a misnomer, distracting from the true nature of the area. The proposed
developments would totally destroy this unique characteristic forever. They would also set a
precedent of infill potentially leading to the obliteration of all the hamlets by conjoining them
into one "village". In particular, WS195 would join what is now the central crossroads of the
"village" to Attleton Green, thus obliterating the separate identity of that hamlet forever. 2.
Geographically, the settlement of Wickhambrook covers a large area. If infill between the
hamlets is allowed to continue, Wickhambrook will become a small town, never mind a
"village". 3. Infill should only be viewed in the context of each hamlet. Proposals WS212 and
WS190 may thus have some merit. 4. There are many other important points to be
considered, notably infrastructure, but these apply to all developments. The overriding
problem with the proposals is the destruction of the inherent character of the settlement as
outlined above.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Debbie Clark

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

142

Summary

Building is already happening. WS193 is already being developed. There are too many
residences built into the village envelope already and the roads have not been made safer,
especially at either end Cemetery Road.

Comment

WS193 is already being developed. There are too many residences built into the village
envelope already and the roads have not been made safer, especially at either end Cemetery
Road

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
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distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Gilli Pitt

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

252

Summary

Cynically I suspect some of the larger sites are strategically promoted in the expectation of
by asking for too much in the hope of being offered something smaller. This is particularly
true of sites WS191 & WS195. Both are located outside the settlement boundary. I believe
these sites are in the same ownership. Both sites have a suggested capacity to completely
alter the character of the village by substantially increasing the population without a proven
demand.

Comment

Cynically I suspect some of the larger sites are strategically promoted in the expectation of
by asking for too much in the hope of being offered something smaller. This is particularly
true of sites WS191 & WS195. Both are located outside the settlement boundary. I believe
these sites are in the same ownership. Both sites have a suggested capacity to completely
alter the character of the village by substantially increasing the population without a proven
demand. Site WS193 is presently being developed at a pace to reflect the demand for local
housing. Were a need for additional housing to be required in the local plan then smaller
sites such as WS192, WS212 and WS190 should first be considered. If a permission be
granted then a requirement for low cost housing should be built with a priority first offered
to local people and families, if a need is identified.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Lucy Eyre

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

17

Summary

Roads, congestion and safety. I moved to Wickhambrook for the tranquillity and to enjoy the
beauty of village life. I soon realised that Wickhambrook was a busy village. Especially living
close to the Doctors Surgery. The ‘by road’ from Boyden End to Nunnery Green is narrow
with no paths. It’s difficult for cars to pass and can be unsafe for pedestrians if cars come
past.

Comment

I live at XXX, Nunnery Green. I would be affected negatively by both proposed settlement
WS191 and WS192. I moved to Wickhambrook for the tranquillity and to enjoy the beauty of
village life. I soon realised that Wickhambrook was a busy village. Especially living close to
the Doctors Surgery. The ‘by road’ from Boyden End to Nunnery Green is narrow with no
paths. It’s difficult for cars to pass and can be unsafe for pedestrians if cars come past. It
would be dangerous to increase the use of this road. Emerging from my drive can be unsafe
as drivers come past and would not want to see an increase it cars using this road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
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sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Lucy Eyre

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

18

Summary

WS191 and WS192. I moved to my property XXXX to enjoy the beautiful views. WS191 and
in particular WS192 would completely spoil this. I bought my home based on its edge of
village location and countryside views but this would no longer be the case. I would be
devastated if any development took place. I live with my husband, two daughters and dog.
Any development would significantly impact our tranquillity and enjoyment of our home.

Comment

I moved to my property XXXX to enjoy the beautiful views. WS191 and in particular WS192
would completely spoil this. I bought my home based on its edge of village location and
countryside views but this would no longer be the case. I would be devastated if any
development took place. I live with my husband, two daughters and dog. Any development
would significantly impact our tranquility and enjoyment of our home. Also importantly our
privacy as we have a double height windows in our lounge. These were to allow us to enjoy
the beautiful views! I’ve attached two photos of the view from my living room which would
be ruined is WS192 goes ahead. And one from my bedroom Which would be ruined by
WS191. I would like a planning officer to visit my property so they can see the extent this
will affect us.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
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SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Coote

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

122

Summary

Concerning WS 192. There is limited access onto the site with dangerous junctions. Roads
have a speeding problem.

Comment

How can a proposed road nearly a third of the field be put in and then 39 houses squeezed
into what is left of a small field. It will look totally out of character and an eyesore. How will
the roads cope with all this traffic. Both roads to this field will be inadequate to deal with
any extra traffic. The proposal of 39 houses x the average family. 160 people with 2 cars
each. One of the roads the Back Lane/By road I avoid now is too narrow to have two cars
drive through. Bunters Road has a speeding problem and has some dangerous junctions
going along it. The surgery and school nearby which are at capacity now will be over
subscribed. I live next to this field. My privacy will be invaded. I will be overlooked. Will the
sunlight be blocked from my garden. I moved here 35 years ago for the tranquility and
character of the village. I enjoy my walks and even now the roads are quite narrow. Lack of
footpaths are a problem now. We have birds of prey (buzzards) who fly about . They have a
nest nearby. We sit out and watch them calling out to each other. The sunsets in the west
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which we sometimes watch. All this will disappear. I know it is not a right we have but
experiences we are grateful to have. How will the farmer manage his agricultural machinery
if this field is built on. How will he have access to the other fields. Such as WS191. He will
have to drive on Bunters Road B1063 turn right on one of the most dangerous junctions
(People have had fatal accidents here) and use the back lane/By road - that will be
impossible. A large proposed development which have a negative impact on the landscape
and it character. Obviously we have flooding issues that need to be addressed. Speeding is a
problem, particularly Bunter's Road. There is a dangerous junction coming from Back lane/
By road which is hazardous. The shop/petrol station and pub are a positive asset to our
village. There is no need for any extra amenties as we are more fortunate than most village
around us. Our surgery I think accommodates too many other villages. It gets quite busy
and the traffic congestion is sometimes quite bad. the same goes for the local primary
school.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Phillips

Agent Name

Mr Derek Phillips

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites
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Comment ID

904

Summary

Wickhambrook: a SHELAA candidate? It is hard to understand how it has come about that
the Plan’s authors would seek deliberately to sabotage what has grown organically over
generations by the severe imposition of more than 450 new dwellings within and contiguous
to Wickhambrook.

Comment

Anyone observing Wickhambrook and its daily circulation of traffic and residents can see
that we have a microcosm of village life that is discrete, rural and working well for all
participants. It is hard to understand how it has come about that the Plan’s authors would
seek deliberately to sabotage what has grown organically over generations by the severe
imposition of more than 450 new dwellings within and contiguous to Wickhambrook. Unless,
of course, local landowners have already signalled, independently of the village and ahead of
the Plan being published, their readiness to make land available for building development,
regardless of Wickhambrook’s history of its greens and how it is viewed by historians. And
regardless above all, of the wellbeing of the village and its people.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maria Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

482

Summary

WS 193 is already being developed and this is enough for a village of the size of
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Wickhambrook
Comment

Other than site WS193 that is already approved and being developed, all the other sites
extend the developed area outwards, to the detriment of the landscape character and
standalone hamlets which make up the parish.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Maria Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

486

Summary

The sites identified would have significant landscape and heritage impact. site WS191 This
would extend the village to the detriment of the hamlet of Boyden End which has several
listed buildings. This includes Old High Hall which is an important Heritage asset as
identified in the attached report. The setting of this building would be significantly impacted
by any nearby development. The junction with the B1063 is also not suitable to take
additional development.

Comment

sites WS190 and WS195 - these sites would have a significant landscape impact extending
the village southwards. The junction with the B1063 is not ideal for additional traffic. site
WS191 This would extend the village to the detriment of the hamlet of Boyden End which
has several listed buildings. This includes Old High Hall which is an important Heritage
asset as identified in the attached report. The setting of this building would be significantly
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impacted by any nearby development. The junction with the B1063 is also not suitable to
take additional development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Soren Bradbury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

99

Summary

Most of the proposed development is outside of the village envelope. Nearly all the
development sites are on the higher ground making the development highly visible and a
blot on the countryside.

Comment

Most of the proposed development is outside of the village envelope Nearly all the
development sites are on the higher ground making the development highly visible and a
blot on the countryside

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
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consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Penny Bayman

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

555

Summary

Other than the already approved site all the sites expand the village outwards to its
detriment from a landscape and heritage point of view.

Comment

WS 190 and 195 - these will have significant landscape implications by expanding the village
southwards beyond the B 1063. There will also be access issues particularly related to the
road junction. WS 191 would involve attractive open countryside, would impact significantly
on the hamlet of Boydon End and its listed buildings. the other sites would also expand the
village outwards and impact on the space between the main village and surrounding
hamlets.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Rebecca Clover

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

77

Summary

Size of proposed development. cannot comprehend the size of the proposed development vs
the size of the current village. I really don't feel the road infrastructure can cope with this. It
looks to be doubling this part of the village. I would be interesting in seeing supporting
information which can demonstrate the supporting infrastructure along with proposed
development of this size.

Comment

I cannot comprehend the size of the proposed development vs the size of the current village.
I really don't feel the road infrastructure can cope with this. It looks to be doubling this part
of the village. I would be interesting in seeing supporting information which can
demonstrate the supporting infrastructure along with proposed development of this size.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Ria Goodchild
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

138

Summary

Against any more development within Wickhambrook. The village already deals with
significant amounts of through traffic, the development would only add to this making the
village busier and the maintenance of the roads increasing. The B1063 is already a busy
road especially around drop off and collection at the school, which has already resulted in an
injury to a child. By adding extra houses in the village means more cars using the road which
would surely exacerbate the situation.

Comment

The houses on Boyden Close are built with the front aspect overlooking the fields, this was
not done by accident, and this was how they were built as the houses behind face the same
way. I would hate for Wickhambrook to end up like so many other over developed villages in
the area. I am hugely against the suggested development of WS191 and WS191 in particular
the reasons below. The village already deals with significant amounts of through traffic, the
development would only add to this making the village busier and the maintenance of the
roads increasing. The B1063 is already a busy road especially around drop off and collection
at the school, which has already resulted in an injury to a child. By adding extra houses in
the village means more cars using the road which would surely exacerbate the situation. For
WS191 & WS192 the back lane (by road) already has limited access without adding another
39 & 164 houses next to it. It would be busier road with the potential to be dangerous as
many people also walk down this road. These areas are where many animals such as owls
and deer habitat, by building you would lose this and destroy the current hedgerow, trees
and wildlife. . Also around this area there is issues with flooding, which would only be made
worse by increasing the number of houses. The doctors’ surgery has always been an issue
ever since I have lived in the village. It is already extremely busy as it not only services
Wickhambrook but other surrounding villages. If the village is developed this would make it
even harder to get an appointment. The surgery is key to a lot of the villagers and this would
change things for them. As I live on Boyden Close it is already difficult and busy travelling
past the surgery due to lack of park with people parking on the paths and road. By adding
more housing, more people would be using the surgery meaning potentially more traffic
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which would be unacceptable and dangerous for people living on the street. Also the extra
parked cars would make access to Boyden Close difficult not only for the residents but
emergency services and deliveries. As I have a child that attends Wickhambrook Academy I
know the school is already at capacity. By adding more houses would mean more children
requiring placements plus more people needing to drop off and collect children on an
already busy and dangerous road.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

mrs Sally Welsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

699

Summary

TOO MUCH - congestion - Access is unsafe at every juncture

Comment

we need the right homes for our communities ...not housing developments of exclusive
homes occupied by few residents. WS193 is in progress of development- 6 starter homes
were in the original plans- only 2 are being built . The remainder are 4-5 bed detached
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houses, unaffordable to our increasing young population , with families .A small development
of 2-3 bed homes are what we require for our present residents. This would enable our
young families to move to more suitable accommodation and free up starter homes and
council bungalows..providing homes for new young families and older people
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sandra Law (Mrs S Law)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

349

Summary

Destroying the Village. The residents need for open spaces, the countryside, wildlife, well
being, the light pollution .

Comment

The residents need for open spaces, the countryside, wildlife, well being, the light pollution .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Tracy Scrivener

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

26

Summary

I totally oppose the proposal for WS191 and WS192. Our GP Surgery is generally very busy.
Access to Boyden Close can be quite precarious at times, because of the excessive number of
cars.The village school is full to capacity.There are very few businesses in the village. Of
course, Mr Claydon and the owner of The Greyhound are on the Parish Council. Both have a
vested interest in welcoming new development.

Comment

I have opposed this proposal on more than one occasion. The two sites indicated above are
totally unsuitable. Our GP Surgery is generally very busy. Access to Boyden Close can be
quite precarious at times, because of the excessive number of cars. The village school is full
to capacity. There are very few businesses in the village. Of course, Mr Claydon and the
owner of The Greyhound are on the Parish Council. Both have a vested interest in welcoming
new development. I moved to a village because I wanted a quiet life. I work long hours as a
Clinical Nurse Specialist, in the Emergency Department at CUH. I do not want to be
surrounded by building sites. The The Back Lane (By Road), is too narrow. The crossroads
and junctions are potentially dangerous. Wickhambrook will become overdeveloped. The
only purpose it will serve is to make a very rich land owner even more wealthy. He of course,
will not be living amongst the proposed sites. I appreciate that homes are required for local
residents, however let us not be under any illusion that these properties will not be
affordable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
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next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Willem Verbeek

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

187

Summary

Opposition to possible Wickhambrook housing developments. The proposed developments
are too big and would have a devastating effect on the existing village, more than doubling
the number of inhabitants. Vehicular access would overload the small and narrow local roads
and this would lead to accidents. The public services-electrical, water and sewage - would
completely overpower the existing arrangements. The whole nature of this rural and historic
village would be lost for ever.

Comment

The proposed developments are too big and would have a devastating effect on the existing
village, more than doubling the number of inhabitants. Vehicular access would overload the
small and narrow local roads and this would lead to accidents. The public serviceselectrical, water and sewage - would completely overpower the existing arrangements. The
whole nature of this rural and historic village would be lost for ever.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
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this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Peter and Sarah Nicholson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

94

Summary

Concern about the possible addition of a significant number of new domestic dwellings in the
village.

Comment

As a resident of Wickhambrook, I write to register concern about the possible addition of a
significant number of new domestic dwellings in the village. The village is served by two
main routes in and out of the village - the A143 linking it to Bury St Edmund’s and Haverhill
and the B1063 between Newmarket and Clare. The first is only single carriageway already
with a number of speed restrictions as it goes through significant village settlements. The
expansion of housing developments along it towards Little Wratting has
introduced additional traffic already. The main current access from it to Wickhambrook is
either to use the junction onto the B1063 or via a very narrow turn into The Duddery which
whilst part of a bus route is exceedingly narrow in places. As is denoted by its status as a
B road, the 1063 is again single carriageway throughout and features two particularly sharp
bends. A marked increase in vehicles accessing and serving potentially new housing will
lead to both increased congestion and the probability of road accidents. The roads through
the village are mostly rural without pavements and sparse lighting. Speeding already is a
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peril within the village. Opportunities for roadside parking are relatively small , partly due
to the narrowness of the carriageways. Living in Coltsfoot Green, I am aware of the dangers
of flooding. Local drains and ditches overflow in heavy rainfall and surely would need
drastic modernisation if the number of new homes were to increase significantly. Although
writing as a private resident and not on behalf of any village institution, I happen to be the
current chair of governors of Wickhambrook Primary Academy which already is at virtual
capacity. The possibility of increased traffic and therefore pollution causes concern for the
health of pupils, especially as the frontage of the school opens onto the B 1063 itself. The
school is part of the overall issue of the infrastructure within the village. We are fortunate in
the dynamic way that the shop, the Greyhound and the Surgery serve the local community,
but increased numbers could well overwhelm current services potentially requiring
increased commercial developments to cater for it. Finally, as a former historian, the
integrity of the villages’s unique network of ancient greens should be protected and
celebrated rather than compromised by overdevelopment. Spatially Wickhambrook is the
largest village in England and as such should be preserved rather than compromised by over
zealous urban development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

R and S Jones

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)
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Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

550

Summary

Most of the sites are far too big and extend the developed area to the detriment of the local
landscape and heritage assets. Road junctions are not suitable.

Comment

WS 190 and 195 - these are not suitable as they extend the village southwards into open
countryside some of which is very visible. The road junction for these is also not of a good
standard if they were ot be accessed off the minor road. WS 191 would have a significant
landscape impact and would also impact on the listed buildings at Boydon End. This site
would also expand the village into attractive open countryside. All sites other than 193 which
is already approved, have an impact on the character of the village and the surrounding
hamlets which are part of the heritage.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Stratis Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

552

Summary

The development sites other than the one already approved extend the built area to its
detriment.
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Comment

WS 191 - this area would have significant landscape impact as well as affecting the setting of
an important listed building. The road serving the site is narrow with a poor junction with
the B1063. WS 190 and 195 these sites expand the village beyond the B1063 into open
countryside and will be detrimental to the overall character. The other sites also extend the
village potentially affecting the character of nearby hamlets

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Stratis Limnios

Agent Name

Mr Brian Barrow (Acorus Rural Property Services)

Document Section Path

> Local Service Centres > Wickhambrook > Wickhambrook settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

553

Summary

The sites put forward will expand the village to its detriment especially from a landscape and
heritage aspect.

Comment

The sites other than the one already approval all expand the village towards the surrounding
hamlets which are important to the landscape and heritage. They also contain a number of
listed buildings.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. An opportunities and constraints study is being produced which will help inform the
next stage of plan preparation and preferred site identification. It is important to seek the
views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable
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for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town
will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet
the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Diane Rix (Whepstead Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Other included employment sites > Whepstead other included sites

Comment ID

738

Summary

WSE14. Whepstead PC does not see how the highlighted site for 'office use' could be a
relevant site for any economic use. There is no footpath on Chedburgh Road which is narrow
and can't take much more traffic than the locals already complain is there.

Comment

Whepstead PC does not see how the highlighted site for 'office use' could be a relevant site
for any economic use. There is no footpath on Chedburgh Road which is narrow and can't
take much more traffic than the locals already complain is there.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Brandon Strategic Land Development Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Paul Derry (Barton Willmore)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Brandon

Comment ID

1275

Summary

Land west of Brandon
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Brandon Strategic Land Development Ltd will continue to liaise with WSC to demonstrate
the benefits of development in this location.
Comment
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The Vision for Brandon within the Forest Heath Core Strategy DPD 2001-2026 states the
following: “The market town will become increasingly selfsufficient, meeting the needs of the
local community with residential and employment growth. The town centre will be
revitalised, providing job opportunities and achieving a high quality settlement with an
improved the image of town and its attractiveness as a tourist destination.” This directly
seeks further growth within Brandon. An increased population will also assist in supporting
and revitalising the town centre and town infrastructure. It sits at the top of the identified
settlement hierarchy as a Town. The description of Brandon within the Issues and Options
document confirms the sustainability credentials of Brandon. It has a significant range of
services and facilities as listed, including a free school (11-16 years), two primary schools,
two GP practices, and a significant retail offering including supermarkets. The document
does however fail to identify Brandon’s employment offer, which includes the industrial
estate located south of Brandon Road in close proximity to the Site. Brandon is also located
on the railway network. The station is served by regular direct services between Norwich
(47 minutes) and Cambridge (37 minutes). Services also continue to Stansted Airport. Bus
stops are located adjacent to Hillside approximately 200m from the Site entrance, with
regular services to Thetford and Mildenhall. Within the Issues and Options document,
Brandon remains as a Market Town at the top of the settlement hierarchy. This is backed up
by the assessment within the Sustainable Settlements Study July 2020, which confirms that
town’s ‘are the focus of higher order services and facilities to support the surrounding rural
area’. Given the services and facilities and the existing infrastructure serving the town, this
designation is supported. However, in contrast to the above, the SHELAA has only included
two sites within Brandon, which would total only 33 dwellings for the plan period. This is
extremely limited growth for a town at the top of the settlement hierarchy. It does not
acknowledge the significant advantages that Brandon has as an area of growth, or the
opportunities presented by the West of Brandon side as outlined above. The town is in
danger of stagnation without further growth. It also means the other towns will have to take
a higher level of growth in order to make up for Brandon’s relative shortfall. It must be
noted that of the other identified towns within West Suffolk, neither Mildenhall or Haverhill
are located on the railway network. As such, they do not benefit from the same sustainability
credentials. This places much more emphasis on unsustainable journeys by car in these two

towns, and the implications on traffic congestion from commuting to Cambridge and other
areas by car. It would put disproportionate pressure on existing roads. Growth in these
locations would not meet some of the proposed Vision’s of the plan, particularly regarding
climate change. It is acknowledged that Brandon is constrained. The Breckland Forest Site
of Special Scientific Interest and Breckland SPA are located to the south of Brandon Road,
Breckland Special Area of Conservation is located to the north and southwest of the Site,
and the Little Ouse River provides a large area of flood plain. However, the proposed Site
provides an opportunity for sustainable growth and has the land available to secure a SANG
to the standards of the Thames Basin Health definition. Given the housing need
requirements for the Local Plan Review period and the Brandon’s status within West Suffolk,
it must continue to grow and therefore must be considered as a suitable location for future
growth, subject to the availability and deliverability of a suitable site. Land west of Brandon
provides a significant opportunity for growth in the town. The location of the proposed
primary school allows the opportunity for it to colocate with the secondary school, bringing
benefits to both schools and local residents. The Site has been ‘deferred’ through the
SHELAA process given its location with the SPA buffer zones. The site should be considered
in the context of its ability to secure a SANG that mitigates its likely impacts on the
protected sites, and its considerable sustainability credentials set out above. Brandon
Strategic Land Development Ltd will continue to liaise with WSC to demonstrate the benefits
of development in this location. Summary These representations have been drafted on behalf
of Brandon Strategic Land Development Ltd pursuant to land interests west of Brandon. The
land is considered suitable for development and has a capacity of 550 dwellings, along with
a primary school, open space and wildlife corridors and a SANG. These representations are
supported by an illustrative masterplan, street scene images, and an Ecology Technical Note.
The site is unique in its ability to encourage sustainable modes of movement and to
internalise peak car trips through its provision of a primary school, its location adjacent to a
secondary school, and the easy walking or cycle distance to local services and the train
station serving all nearby major employment centres of Norwich, Cambridge and Stansted
Airport. The Regulation 18 Local Plan seeks to establish the Vision and Strategic Objectives
for the West Suffolk Local Plan as it moves forward. This splits the Local Plan document into
three parts for the purposes of this consultation. As noted within Part 1, development at the
Site is considered to score positively against the identified Vision and strategic objectives of
the Plan. With regard to local issues, those identified are supported. However, a crucial issue
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is missing from this list, that being the amount of housing that should be planned for. In line
with recently announced standard methodology and national guidance, this is a minimum of
814 dwellings per annum for the plan period. This will therefore set the housing target for
the Plan. WSC should also consider increasing this to further boost the local economy and to
support a reduction in affordability in the area. Brandon is rightly recognised and defined as
a Town, and such locations are where growth should be located. Brandon has significant
levels of services and facilities, and additional growth will help support and boost these
facilities. However, only two sites are included within the SHELAA and these would
contribute only 33 dwellings. Given Brandon’s sustainability credentials, this will result in
development moving to less-sustainable areas and increase reliance upon the car to the
detriment of other centres It is strongly recommended that housing provision in Brandon is
reassessed. The Site demonstrates the potential for 550 dwellings to be located within
Brandon in a sustainable location. Only seeking 33 dwellings within Brandon in the plan
period (circa 15 years) is not planning for sustainable development and is a missed
opportunity to revitalise and provide further growth to the town.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Anita de Lotbiniere

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Brandon

Comment ID

737

Summary

The current level of services has little spare capacity.

Comment

The services are nearly at their limits at the moment. GP surgeries are overstretched and
patients cannot easily access appointments. The sewage works off Manor Road also seem to
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be operating at near capacity and an increase in volume leads to flooding. These issues
should be addressed were any housing development to be considered in future.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Anita de Lotbiniere

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Brandon

Comment ID

1094

Summary

WS032. This site is close to the town centre, making it very suitable for development if
detailed planning can be approved.
Supporting the Brandon market to make it more attractive, would encourage more visitors to
visit and use the other facilities in the town centre. Offering incentives to businesses could
encourage the retail trade and keep shops open and thriving.
Brandon needs another GP surgery.

Comment

This site is close to the town centre, making it very suitable for development if detailed
planning can be approved. Supporting the Brandon market to make it more attractive, would
encourage more visitors to visit and use the other facilities in the town centre. Offering
incentives to businesses could encourage the retail trade and keep shops open and thriving.
Brandon needs another GP surgery.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Anita de Lotbiniere

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Brandon

Comment ID

1122

Summary

WS033. This site is close to the town centre, making it very suitable for development if
approved.
Supporting the Brandon market to make it more attractive, would encourage more visitors to
visit and use the other facilities in the town centre. Offering incentives to businesses could
encourage the retail trade and keep shops open and thriving.
Brandon needs another GP surgery.

Comment

This site is close to the town centre, making it very suitable for development if approved.
Supporting the Brandon market to make it more attractive, would encourage more visitors
to visit and use the other facilities in the town centre. Offering incentives
to businesses could encourage the retail trade and keep shops open and thriving. Brandon
needs another GP surgery.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Bill Bishop

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Brandon

Comment ID

10

Summary

Parking issues. Please Help I thank WS Council for all The Help with Parking in Brandon But
a Big Problem has come out of it. With reducing the existing Car Parking in The High Street
or having to pay Parking fees There are many existing Users looking for an different FREE
Site. This has created a Very Dangerous Site in Brandon/The Road leaving the High Street
fed by a 2 lane small Road feeds The Maltings 45 Senior Folk and Riverside 74 dwellings.

Comment

Please Help I thank WS Council for all The Help with Parking in Brandon But a Big Problem
has come out of it. With reducing the existing Car Parking in The High Street or having to
pay Parking fees There are many exsisting Users looking for an different FREE Site. This has
created a Very Dangerous Site in Brandon/The Road leaving the High Street fed by a 2 lane
small Road feeds The Maltings 45 Senior Folk and Riverside 74 dwellings. This has always
had 2or 3 cars parked it but no way day all long every space is taken up by High treet once
were parking there This is now very Dagerous considering that The Malting Unit
hamany.many Visitors every day Nurses , Family, Goods Local Doctors Council an The
Riverside also requires entry to this Big Site. Please Help The Senior Citezens an Others by
stopping full parking one side of this 2 lane Road/ Thank You
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The purpose of the local plan is to set out land use policies and parking charges and
enforcement are beyond its remit.

Respondent Name

David Brierley (Network Rail)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Brandon

Comment ID

1263

Summary

Transport. Whilst both Brandon Station and Brandon Freight site neighbour the West Suffolk
boundary. Both these sites and site uses should be given due material consideration for any
development close by and be referenced to in new local policy.
The Freight site is an active rail served aggregates terminal servicing the local aggregates
market including for recent projects at RAF Marham and Lakenheath.

Comment

see attached. Freight Site Analysis for West Suffolk; 1. Brandon – Neighbouring Station and
Freight site – See attached plan: ‘Brandon’ a. Site Context: Whilst both Brandon Station and
Brandon Freight site neighbour the West Suffolk boundary. Both these sites and site uses
should be given due material consideration for any development close by and be referenced
to in new local policy. The Freight site is an active rail served aggregates terminal servicing
the local aggregates market including for recent projects at RAF Marham and Lakenheath. It
is internally designated as a “Supplemental Strategic Freight Site”, which means it will be
ring fenced and protected for future rail freight use. b. Therefore, NR would welcome and
appreciate further consultation and policy support.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We look forward to engaging with Network Rail throughout the plan
preparation process.

Respondent Name

Anita de Lotbiniere
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

740

Summary

I strongly support this section, especially with respect to protecting the SPAs

Comment

I support this section especially in what it says about the need to recognise constraints due
to buffer zones for ground nesting birds protected by the SPAs and the diverse species
identified in the SSSIs. There is no evidence that there is effective mitigation which would
allow safe development (especially housing) within the buffer zones. Development should be
limited to areas within the built up areas. Also, air pollution due to aircraft noise from
Lakenheath airbase means that potential development would be more costly in order to
provide protection from the aircraft noise, making the area to the west and north of the built
up area, especially, unsuitable for development. Any development outside the settlement
boundary will not contribute much to supporting the town centre. There would be an
increased use of cars to access facilities in Brandon, and also, elsewhere. It would also
considerably destroy and disturb an area much greater than the size of the development - all
of which is in the SPA buffer zone.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

801

Summary

The settlement hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services.
At present it does not. Brandon is signficantly constrained and that needs to be reflected in
its role and function in the hierarchy.

Comment

The settlement hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services.
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At present it does not. Brandon is signficantly constrained and that needs to be reflected in
its role and function in the hierarchy.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the
local plan and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy
categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and
does not automatically mean growth will take place. Constraints and opportunities will be
considered separately in the site selection process.

Respondent Name

Anita de Lotbiniere

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Brandon > Site options

Comment ID

741

Summary

Keep development within the settlement boundary.

Comment

I think that any planned housing should be kept within the settlement boundaries
to respect the SPA buffer zones and the species within the SSSIs and to minimise the
pollution from aircraft noise. Subject to the two sites (WS032 and WS033) shown on the
constraints map being suitable in terms of contamination and respecting existing mature
trees etc, I support their inclusion for development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

. . (British Sugar PLC)

Agent Name

Wakako Hirose (Rapleys)
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1056

Summary

WS035 (Land at Hollow Road Farm), WS543 (Land North of Barton Hill and west of A134)
and WS552 (Rathkeltair Lodge, Barton Hill) identified for the settlement of Bury St
Edmunds, and WS570 (land west of Thetford Road) and WS081(Land at the Old Granary)
identified for the settlement of Fornham St Martin (Type A Village) the allocation of these
sites could seriously undermine British Sugar’s ability and investment decisions to grow and
invest in the ongoing operation.

Comment

It is noted that the Council has assessed sites for inclusion in the current consultation and
included sites are in or adjacent to towns, key service centres, local service centres and type
A villages, as realistic options for development. British Sugar is seriously concerned about
the included sites referenced: • WS035 (Land at Hollow Road Farm), WS543 (Land North of
Barton Hill and west of A134) and WS552 (Rathkeltair Lodge, Barton Hill) identified for the
settlement of Bury St Edmunds, and • WS570 (land west of Thetford Road) and WS081(Land
at the Old Granary) identified for the settlement of Fornham St Martin (Type A Village).
Based on the indicative capacity identified, these allocations have the capacity for 639
residential units in total, located in close proximity to the Factory. In particular, new
residential use on sites WS035 and WS543 are immediately north of British Sugar factory
site, as previously confirmed. The Factory operates under Class B2 industrial use on a 24
hours a day and 7 days a week basis and there are HGV movements on the A134 and the
A134 Compiegne Way. Therefore, new residential use in these locations are incompatible the
existing industrial operations and impacts on residential amenity will have a prejudicial
effect on the industrial operations. It is noted from the consultation document and SHELAA
(2020) that the abovementioned sites are included in the consultation as they are adjacent to
the settlement boundary. The sites WS035, WS543 and WS552 are identified as part of the
settlement of Bury St Edmunds Town. However, these sites are adjacent to the residential
area at Barton Hill, which is divorced from the main settlement boundary/area of Bury St
Edmunds. We do not consider that the extension of what is a non-categorised settlement
divorced from the main settlement area does not follow the principle of sustainable
development and therefore not suitable. Fundamentally, the allocation of these sites could
seriously undermine British Sugar’s ability and investment decisions to grow and invest in
the ongoing operation, as new residential development will become a significant constraint
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to their operation. As such, British Sugar objects to the allocation of new housing sites to the
north of the Factory in the strongest terms. Conclusion British Sugar is committed to the
long term operation from its factory in Bury St Edmunds, providing a significant number of
jobs and supporting the local rural economy. Therefore, it requests that the emerging Local
Plan continues to recognise its importance to the economy, and that the Factory, including all
the operational areas are protected and safeguarded. The emerging Local Plan should
recognise the existing businesses’ characteristics and operational requirements to informing
new housing allocations. In this regard, British Sugar objects to the allocation of new
housing sites immediately adjacent to and, in close proximity to, the existing operations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Crest Nicholson)

Agent Name

Emma Gladwin (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

385

Summary

We encourage the Council to utilise this opportunity within the Local Plan to allocate sites
around Bury St Edmunds which could deliver market and affordable housing in close
proximity to existing jobs, providing more residents with the opportunity to live closer to
their work which in turn reduces the need to commute by private car.

Comment

In relation to other considerations within Part Three, it highlights that Bury St Edmunds is
an attractive commuter location, which has unfortunately increased congestion on the local
road network which was not designed to accommodate such a volume of vehicles.
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Recognising the role of Bury St Edmunds as a commuter location, we would encourage the
Council to utilise this opportunity within the Local Plan to allocate sites around Bury St
Edmunds which could deliver market and affordable housing in close proximity to existing
jobs, providing more residents with the opportunity to live closer to their work which in turn
reduces the need to commute by private car. This has the resultant impacts of reducing
pressure on the roads whilst reducing harmful emissions. Whilst strategic sites were
allocated around Bury St Edmunds in the Vision 2031 document, this was adopted in 2014
and in the intervening 6 years, less than half of the dwellings allocated have planning
permission. This suggests that allocating additional sites around Bury St Edmunds could
assist in bringing more housing forward in the area and ensuring a consistent supply.
Allocating additional sites around Bury St Edmunds would achieve many of the opportunities
identified in Part One of the document under options 2 and 3. Larger sites could provide a
significant amount of market and affordable housing, with a mix provided to meet the
varying needs. Such an approach would assist in meeting the overall vision of the Local Plan,
which seeks settlements to be places communities can live safe and healthy lives with access
to facilities and open space, reducing the need to travel.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Dencora)

Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1379

Summary

Allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part one, Page 27, Para. 5.19 below would
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assist Bury St Edmunds in performing its overarching and various constituent roles within
the district, all of which are crucial to the district’s continuing success
Comment

* Allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part one, Page 27, Para. 5.19 below would
assist Bury St Edmunds in performing its overarching and various constituent roles within
the district, all of which are crucial to the district’s continuing success * By meeting the
needs of all users of the A14, allocation of site WSE11 per our response to Part one, Page 27,
Para. 5.19 below would help mitigate the effects of this pressure

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

. . (John Brown and Sons)

Agent Name

Jeevan Thandi (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1050

Summary

Land east of Horringer Road, Hardwick. The concept plan which has been prepared shows
that a medium scale development of approximately 120-150 dwellings with access,
landscaping and open space could be provided at the Site.

Comment

See attached. This vision document demonstrates that there are no significant constraints to
developing the Site and therefore that it offers an excellent location for sensitive new
residential development. The concept plan which has been prepared shows that a medium
scale development of approximately 120-150 dwellings with access, landscaping and open
space could be provided at the Site. The plan demonstrates that a development of this scale
could address the relevant design considerations to deliver a scheme which conserves the
character and quality of the area, including its special landscape character. Development at
the Site could deliver numerous benefits for the local community, not least the provision of a
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mix of new housing to meet identified local needs, and the dedication of Gypsy Lane for
pedestrians and cyclists. A development of this nature would be sustainable and would make
an important contribution to the sustainable growth of Bury St Edmunds. Such growth is
needed to ensure the town’s status as a major economic and tourism centre within the
region is maintained.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Manor Oak Homes)

Agent Name

Miss Lynsey Rigg (Armstrong Rigg Planning)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1289

Summary

WS552. Additional information in support of land at Barton Hill, Bury St Edmunds.

Comment

See attached. In addition to providing Manor Oak Homes’ response to the issues raised in
the consultation documents, this submission also provides additional information in support
of the allocation of land within their control to the north of Barton Hill in Bury St Edmunds
(Enclosure 1). Their land comprises the majority of one of the ‘included’ sites identified by
the Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) and referred to
in the Part 3: Settlements document - Ratheltair Lodge, Bury St Edmunds WS552. Since the
site was promoted to the SHELAA the very south western corner of the site comprising land
adjoining Ratheltair Lodge has been developed for two new houses. It is therefore no longer
available for development and does not form part of the site now promoted by Manor Oak
Homes. All references to Ratheltair Lodge have been removed and the site is now referred to
as ‘Land north of Barton Hill, Bury St Edmunds’.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for the supporting information. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Peterhouse)

Agent Name

Mr John Dudding (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1352

Summary

see attached. The following sites have been identified within the Strategic Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA). These have passed the initial tests of
being suitable, available and achievable, with the exception of WS330.
● WS573 – Included
● WS543 – Included
● WS570 – Included
● WS330 – Deferred (not adjacent to settlement boundary)

Comment

See attached. The representations seek to support the identification of the four sites as
standalone sites capable of taking additional development. This is in addition to and separate
from the representations on WS327 for a major mixed-use development. 6.3 All sites present
a sustainable opportunity to re-develop largely unconstrained sites either immediately
adjoining the existing built up area of the village (or are able to be co-joined with them) and
are individually capable of delivering up a significant number of new homes within the plan
period. 6.4 Our client therefore requests that all four sites are considered as a potential
housing allocation within the West Suffolk Local Plan (WSLP).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
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including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

. . (West Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust)

Agent Name

Jessica Wilson (Newsteer)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1066

Summary

Whilst the Trust are still in the process of reviewing the options available for delivering the
new West Suffolk Hospital, they have announced a preference in the form of Hardwick
Manor. Notwithstanding this, the Trust will continue working with WSC and key
stakeholders throughout this process. The Trust are aiming to make a final decision by
Spring 2021 and will then be progressing a planning application to be submitted in Summer
2021 which will include a programme of public consultation.

Comment

See attached. Whilst the Trust are still in the process of reviewing the options available for
delivering the new West Suffolk Hospital, they have announced a preference in the form of
Hardwick Manor. Notwithstanding this, the Trust will continue working with WSC and key
stakeholders throughout this process. The Trust are aiming to make a final decision by
Spring 2021 and will then be progressing a planning application to be submitted in Summer
2021 which will include a programme of public consultation. The new hospital is then
targeted for delivery between 2025 and 2030. The Trust are grateful for the opportunity to
comment on the Draft Local Plan and will continue to engage throughout the process of
delivering the new West Suffolk Hospital.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response. We look forward to continuing to engage and work
alongside West Suffolk NHS Foundation in the preparation of planning policy for the new
hospital.

Respondent Name

ABF Properties (ABF Properties)
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Agent Name

Wakako Hirose (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1067

Summary

Suffolk Business Park. ABF supports the continued designation of the Suffolk Business Park
Strategic Employment Site for employment uses and seeks a wider range of employment
uses than the currently specified in the policy. In this regard, we are concerned that a site
referenced WS039 is included in the consultation document as one of the housing site
options. This site is located in close proximity to the Suffolk Business Park Strategic
Employment Site.

Comment

See attached. As expressed in the preceding sections, ABF supports the continued
designation of the Suffolk Business Park Strategic Employment Site for employment uses
and seeks a wider range of employment uses than the currently specified in the policy. In
this regard, we are concerned that a site referenced WS039 is included in the consultation
document as one of the housing site options. This site is located in close proximity to the
Suffolk Business Park Strategic Employment Site. If this site is required to meet West
Suffolk’s housing requirements, the extent of the allocation should be amended so that it
does not encroach on to the south of the undeveloped part of the Suffolk Business Park
Strategic Employment Site in order to ensure that it remains the “right location” for
employment development. We request that the Council enhances the Suffolk Business Park
Strategic Employment Site under Policy BV13 in the emerging Local Plan process in order to
ensure that high-tech and state-of-art industrial requirements which will bring about the
significant economic, environmental and social benefits to West Suffolk, are actively
supported by planning policy.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

David Brierley (Network Rail)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1377

Summary

WS049/BV8. The Masterplan and Allocation include an area leased to the Station, as
outlined in blue on the site location plan. This area could be included in the Masterplan for
public realm improvements associated with the Station, subject to feasibility/assessment of
the delivery of the remaining area of the Masterplan. We consider that in order to ensure
that the allocation in the emerging Local Plan is viable and deliverable, it is essential that
the adopted Masterplan is reviewed.

Comment

See attached. Network Rail is the freehold owner of the railway sidings (the Site) at Station
Hill. The site location plan is enclosed to confirm the extent of our client’s ownership. The
Site to which these representations relate is shaded light blue and extends to 3.34ha.
Network Rail can confirm that the previous operations from the Site have recently been
relocated and therefore the Site has become surplus to Network Rail’s requirements. As
such, the Site is available for redevelopment in short term. The Site is located within the
Station Hill Development Area, allocated for a residential-led mixed use development under
Policy BV8 in the adopted Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 Local Plan (2014). The policy
requires a masterplan to be adopted before applications for planning permission are
determined. The Station Hill Masterplan was promoted by Hopkins Homes, then part
landowner of the allocated site, and was approved by the Council in 2015. Phase 1 of the
Masterplan, comprising 133 residential units and 2 commercial units (Classes A1, A2 or A3,
now Class E) was granted planning permission (ref: DC/13/0906/FUL) on 17 January 2017
which has since commenced. In the current consultation document, the Site is included
within the Station Hill site under reference WS049 for development with an indicative
residential capacity of 300 units (including the Phase 1 development which has
commenced). The Masterplan and Allocation include an area leased to the Station, as
outlined in blue on the site location plan. This area could be included in the Masterplan for
public realm improvements associated with the Station, subject to feasibility/assessment of
the delivery of the remaining area of the Masterplan. We consider that in order to ensure
that the allocation in the emerging Local Plan is viable and deliverable, it is essential that
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the adopted Masterplan is reviewed, based on up to date evidence, to establish an
appropriate mix of uses and circa 500 residential dwellings. 3. Bury St Edmunds North
(‘Thingoe Hill’) – See attached plan: ‘Bury St Edmunds (North)’ a. Site Context – ‘Bury Down
Yard’, the area in question is that being highlighted by red verge on the north (top) side of
the tracks. Thissite is in the process of being internally designated (by Network Rail and the
Rail industry) a “Supplemental Strategic Freight Site”, which means it will be ring fenced
and protected for future rail freight use. i. It is anticipated that such use would be for an
urban logistics type use (E.g. high value, small volume) rather than the traditional heavy
volume rail freight products move by rail such as aggregates. b. Therefore, NR would
welcome Policy support and consideration of freight related development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside Network Rail in
the process. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Eleanor Fitton (Berkley Strategic)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1051

Summary

Berkeley supports the Council’s proposed methodology of allocating housing sites to meet
the housing and economic development needs of West Suffolk, based on their suitability,
availability, and achievability.

Comment

Berkeley supports the Council’s proposed methodology of allocating housing sites to meet
the housing and economic development needs of West Suffolk, based on their suitability,
availability, and achievability. The Council’s SHELAA (February, 2020) states that the
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included sites have the potential to provide enough land to deliver 1,816 new dwellings per
annum across 223 sites (in excess of 27,000 homes in total). The SHELAA and constraints
maps within the local plan demonstrate that Bury St Edmunds has capacity to deliver a
significant proportion of the district’s development needs over the plan period. The
constraints map for Bury St Edmunds identifies significant areas of land on the edge of the
town, in addition to the existing allocations, which are unconstrained and therefore suitable
to accommodate further growth. One such location is to the north east of Bury St Edmunds,
north of the railway line, where unconstrained capacity exists to create a further sustainable
urban extension to the town as an extension to the existing North East Bury St Edmunds
allocation (SHELAA reference WS040). In considering the delivery of growth at Bury St
Edmunds and the location and phasing of future sustainable urban extensions to the town,
the Council should give priority to the delivery of the existing allocations as these are
essential to the delivery of the district’s housing needs in the short term. In this regard,
Berkeley wishes to highlight that the allocated site at Land North East of Bury St Edmunds
(SHELAA reference WS040) is deliverable, can make a significant contribution to housing
delivery over the next 5 years and can provide a total of 1,375 homes in accordance with
planning application 19/2456/HYB, which is currently before the Council for determination.
To reflect the full contribution that this site can make to meeting the district’s housing
needs, it is requested that the capacity of this site as is set out within Part 3 of the draft local
plan is increased from 1,250 homes to 1,375 homes, consistent with the current planning
application.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Glen Charles (City and suburban Homes)

Agent Name

Lucy Aspden (Savills)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1375

Summary

The Thingoe Hill site has been identified within the 2020 West Suffolk Strategic Housing
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Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) as part of Site ‘WS553 – Thingoe Hill’. Subsequently
the site has been included as a potential development site within the Issues and Options
consultation document which we strongly support. The 1.41ha SHELAA site is identified as
vacant brownfield land.
Comment

See attached. Summary. In conclusion, we believe this site can make a significant
contribution to the housing needs of both the immediate Bury St Edmunds and wider West
Suffolk areas, in a sustainable location, by virtue of its proximity to bus and rail links and to
services within Bury St Edmunds town centre. Redevelopment of the site to provide highquality residential dwellings will be entirely in keeping with the identification of the site for
residential land uses, as provided by the allocation of the site within the West Suffolk
Brownfield Land Register and the identification of the site is the 2020 West Suffolk SHELAA.
As outlined in the representations above, the site is located in a sustainable location, within
walking distance of Bury St Edmunds rail station and several bus connections, and within
walking distance from services and amenities, both in the vicinity of the site and those
located within Bury St Edmunds town centre. The site is considered to be suitable, available
and deliverable and can be delivered within five years, helping to contribute immediately to
identify housing needs. The site should therefore be allocated for residential development in
the Local Plan Review. It is considered appropriate that, in order to optimise the capacity of
the site to make the most effective use of land possible, and to reflect the emerging
development proposals, that the indicative capacity of the site should be increased to circa.
70 residential units, also reflecting the sustainable nature of the site and optimising
development potential in line with the NPPF.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1100

Summary

Suffolk Wildlife Trust comments on sites WS042, WS053, WS276, WS039, WS553.

Comment

WS042: This site is located within an area containing a number of ecologically sensitive
features. The River Linnet flows east to west through the site and continues along a section
of the north-eastern boundary, providing an important wildlife corridor through the site and
linking to Ickworth Park County Wildlife Site (CWS) to the west. The river and its associated
habitats should be buffered from development and additional enhancement measures
proposed. County Wildlife Site 144 lies just offsite at the north-western corner, designated
for its chalk flora, and measures are required to ensure that there would be no impact to this
CWS. Horringer Court Caves SSSI lies to the south-east of the site, designated for
hibernating bats. There are significant blocks of woodland associated with the proposed site
boundaries as well as hedgerows within the site itself. Collectively all of the above form part
of the wider ecological network. These features will all need to be retained during any
proposed development, with buffering and enhancement measures provided, including a
wildlife sensitive lighting scheme to retain dark corridors to include woodland, hedgerows
and the river corridors and to ensure no impact on the SSSI. This is essential to ensure that
there is not fragmentation of the ecological network and will need to be demonstrated is
achievable for any future development proposal. This site may support protected/Priority
species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development. WS053: This site appears to be a mosaic of habitats including areas of
grassland, scrub and possibly woodland. Therefore, it is likely that this site supports
protected/Priority species and so detailed surveys are required to further inform of the
suitability of the site for future development proposals. WS276: This site lies adjacent to the
River Lark which provides good connectivity to areas to the north and south of the site. Due
to the importance of this feature to the wider ecological network, any future development
must seek to provide buffering, with enhancement measures proposed for the river and its
associated habitats. This site may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are
also required to inform the suitability of the site for development. WS039: This large site
contains arable field surrounding a central area of woodland which has a number of
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hedgerows connecting it to the boundary. There is a further area of woodland in the northeast section of the site as well as further hedgerows. A block of woodland lies adjacent to the
eastern boundary and a stream connects the site to the River Lark on the southern boundary.
These features all contribute to the wider ecological network, connecting habitats onsite and
off-site and so need to be protected during any future development with buffering proposed
to ensure there is no ecological fragmentation. This site may support protected/Priority
species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development. WS553: The proximity of this site to the railway line and A14 means that this
site has good connectivity to the surrounding network and the location of the tree belt
associated in the north and south of the site strengthens this. These should be retained in
any proposed development to ensure that there is no fragmentation to the network.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss J West

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

827

Summary

Build on the hospital site within Bury St Edmunds when this becomes available.

Comment

Sorry but I have not found a suitable place to make this comment. Soon the hospital will
move to a new site leaving a large site in the middle of town which would have a low impact
on wildlife. This is a large site which could take a large proportion of the new houses
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required in the strategy. Please take and use this comment in the most relevant section!
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr AC Browne (RC Browne and Son)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

717

Summary

Bury St Edmunds contains a good range of services and facilities, it is a key employment
centre, and it is accessible by public transport. There is land within and on the edge of Bury
St Edmunds that has no or limited constraints, and where any significant constraints can be
addressed with effective mitigation and enhancement measures. As such, Bury St Edmunds
is a suitable location for additional development.

Comment

Bury St Edmunds Bury St Edmunds contains a good range of services and facilities, it is a
key employment centre, and it is accessible by public transport. There is land within and on
the edge of Bury St Edmunds that has no or limited constraints, and where any significant
constraints can be addressed with effective mitigation and enhancement measures. As such,
Bury St Edmunds is a suitable location for additional development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Alan Jary (King Edward Foundation)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

223
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Summary

Bury St Edmunds and extra growth. Bury St Edmunds already has 3 large development sites
which remain un-developed. some of the nearby villages also have large development sites,
e.g. Thurston. Of the expected shortfall of 800 houses, I assume approx. 50% will be taken
up by individual applications, the shortfall should be made up by encouraging all of our small
villages to grow by 1% pa. This is easily absorbed development

Comment

Bury St Edmunds already has 3 large development sites which remain un-developed. some
of the nearby villages also have large development sites, e.g. Thurston. Of the expected
shortfall of 800 houses, I assume approx. 50% will be taken up by individual applications, the
shortfall should be made up by encouraging all of our small villages to grow by 1% pa. This
is easily absorbed development, some should be suitable for home/work habitation. Extra
village housing will help keep villages viable and not encourage dormitory settlements.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall
district housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the
infrastructure and environmental constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement
in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1148

Summary

WS049. This Delivery Statement demonstrates that the Site is both sustainable and capable
of delivering a high quality, mixed-use and design-led scheme for approximately 500 new
market and affordable homes.

Comment

See Delivery Statement. The Concept Plan illustrates how the Site can provide a new high
quality, design and landscaped scheme within central Bury St Edmunds, comprising: • Circa
500 high-quality new homes (including affordable homes). • A new, centrally located,
commercial / retail and amenity square within the Site accessible to the whole community. •
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Conversion of Burlingham Mill to residential accommodation along with additional new build
homes within its curtilage; • A new internal Spine Road loop, accessed via Station Road. •
New pedestrian and cycle routes running through the Site, linking the Station Area to
existing homes (southwest) and the new Civic Quarter (west). • Public Open Space,
including strategic landscaping, which will contribute to enhanced green infrastructure and
biodiversity.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1210

Summary

The Site (WS041) is identified within the West Suffolk SHELAA (2020) as an opportunity to
deliver 450 new homes within Bury St Edmunds in line with the existing allocation (BV5).
Pigeon supports this identification in principle, although given the recent change in context,
it provides an opportunity to re-imagine this Site as a new neighbourhood for Bury St
Edmunds.

Comment

WS041 See Delivery Statement. The Site (WS041) is identified within the West Suffolk
SHELAA (2020) as an opportunity to deliver 450 new homes within Bury St Edmunds in line
with the existing allocation (BV5). Pigeon supports this identification in principle, although
given the recent change in context, it provides an opportunity to re-imagine this Site as a
new neighbourhood for Bury St Edmunds. Pigeon would advocate for a more efficient use of
this highly sustainable Site for additional homes and other compatible uses conducive to
good place making. This approach would accord with the current allocation of the Site
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(BV5), but recognising the decision by the NHS Trust in December 2020 to expand the
existing West Suffolk Hospital site, rather than move to Land west of Bury St Edmunds.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1218

Summary

WS044 See Delivery Statement. This Delivery Statement demonstrates that the
Site is both sustainable and capable of delivering a high quality landscape-led scheme
comprising approximately 500+ new market and affordable homes on Land to the North of
Mount Road, Bury St Edmunds.

Comment

WS044 See Delivery Statement. The Concept Plan illustrates how the Site can provide a new
high quality, landscaped scheme to the east of Bury St Edmunds comprising: • Public Open
Space including strategic landscaping which will contribute to biodiversity improvements
primarily through the creation of new habitats; • Around 500+ new homes (including
affordable and self-build homes together with homes for older people); • A package of
highway improvements for the local area; and • Green infrastructure throughout the scheme
linking into the wider countryside.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
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growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Colin Jakes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1180

Summary

WS042. As proposed this would be a major development. If it was to go ahead, bearing in
mind it is uphill of the Linnet valley how would you propose to deal with the massive runoff
from such a large number of new dwellings with all the associated impermeable surfaces,
without seriously compromising the Linnet flood-plain and risk flooding many homes
downstream, which are already in a perilous state whenever there is heavy rain.

Comment

As proposed this would be a major development. If it was to go ahead, bearing in mind it is
uphill of the Linnet valley how would you propose to deal with the massive runoff from such
a large number of new dwellings with all the associated impermeable surfaces, without
seriously compromising the Linnet flood-plain and risk flooding many homes downstream,
which are already in a perilous state whenever there is heavy rain.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Jakes

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1226

Summary

WS042. The ground slopes down either side of the valley, so surface run-off from all the new
impermeable surfaces will make it's way into the Linnet.
In times of heavy rain water already runs off the fields adding to the volume in the Linnet
and the flood plain adjacent to Fleming Road bridge is barely coping as it is. This
development will definitely increase the risk of flooding to existing properties adjoining this
flood-plain.

Comment

So this proposal is for a development of 1100 houses either side of the River Linnet
downstream of Westley Bottom. The ground slopes down either side of the valley, so surface
run-off from all the new impermeable surfaces will make it's way into the Linnet. In times of
heavy rain water already runs off the fields adding to the volume in the Linnet and the flood
plain adjacent to Fleming Road bridge is barely coping as it is. This development will
definitely increase the risk of flooding to existing properties adjoining this flood-plain. The
proposal also swallows up the mature woodland by Starre Road and the established tree belt
bordering the current western edge of the town. The whole of this is extensively used for
recreational use by existing residents, and is highly valued as such, none more so than
during 2020. Development of this area should not be considered for these reasons.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1149

Summary

WS051. Number of houses is 1,200 not 950.

Comment

Number of houses is 1,200 not 950.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Raiswell (Sport England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

429

Summary

WS050. A replacement football facility will need to be provided to replace any facility lost.
The Local Football Facilities Plan for West Suffolk identified the need for additional artificial
pitch provision in the area, with the Victory Sports Ground being the preferred site.

Comment

A replacement football facility will need to be provided to replace any facility lost. The Local
Football Facilities Plan for West Suffolk identified the need for additional artificial pitch
provision in the area, with the Victory Sports Ground being the preferred site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside Sport England in the
development of policies/options for future growth.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

621

Summary

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership and the River Lark Catchment Partnership
are commenting on the Bury St Edmunds section of Part Three of the Local Plan

Comment

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership and the River Lark Catchment Partnership
are commenting on the Bury St Edmunds section of Part Three of the Local Plan

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1002

Summary

WS276. Retain and enhance the footpath link along the west side of the River Lark to
enhance access to the Abbey of St Edmund area to the south.

Comment

Retain and enhance the footpath link along the west side of the River Lark to enhance access
to the Abbey of St Edmund area to the south.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

283

Summary

Rougham Lorry Park WS048/034. This land is available to bring forward, and is also
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allocated under the existing Local Plan BV7 and is part of the Abbots Vale Masterplan. • The
rest of the site aside from the lorry park being in non SCC ownership, this site is not being
taken forward by SCC. SCC has not been approached by the main land owner. • It is
confirmed that the lorry park land is available to bring forward as part of BV7, subject to
relocation of lorry park facilities elsewhere.
Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. please see attached for site specific comments This
land is available to bring forward, and is also allocated under the existing Local Plan BV7
and is part of the Abbots Vale Masterplan. • The rest of the site aside from the lorry park
being in non SCC ownership, this site is not being taken forward by SCC. SCC has not been
approached by the main land owner. • It is confirmed that the lorry park land is available to
bring forward as part of BV7, subject to relocation of lorry park facilities elsewhere in an
appropriate location.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Roderick Rees (Bury St Edmunds Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

454

Summary

Comments of the Bury St Edmunds Society (see attached). Ensure the town retains its status
as a 'go to' location for shopping, entertainment, employment and education.
Improve public transport links with the wider West Suffolk area.
Introduce park and ride facilities linking edge of town locations with town centre.
Actively promote better rail links to Cambridge, Peterborough and Ipswich.
Ensure protection of the town’s historic environment especially within and adjoining the
conservation areas.
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Comment

The Bury St Edmunds Society is generally supportive of the ambitions contained in the
consultation document in as far as they relate to Bury St Edmunds. We are the town’s
amenity group, currently comprising about 600 members. The Society would like the review
to take into consideration the following issues which are of most concern to our members: *
Ensure the town retains its status as a 'go to' location for shopping, entertainment,
employment and education. * Improve public transport links with the wider West Suffolk
area. * Introduce park and ride facilities linking edge of town locations with town centre. *
Actively promote better rail links to Cambridge, Peterborough and Ipswich. * Ensure
protection of the town’s historic environment especially within and adjoining the
conservation areas. * Careful monitoring of works to listed buildings especially change of
use of shops to homes and integrating improved insulation. * Actively promote
recommendations of recent Government White Paper ’Planning for the Future’ in respect of
Council design officers and design codes. * Ensure affordable homes provision is met in full.
* Promotion of smaller independent retailers and market traders. * Actively encourage new
employment opportunities on the Suffolk Business Park. * Get balance right between
building new houses and flats. * Make it mandatory that all new homes meet GPDO 2021
national space standards and zero carbon emissions target by 2050, especially for
conversion of commercial premises. * Address problems of town centre’s parking policy. *
Continual monitoring impact of increased traffic, including CO2 car emissions. * Moving
forward the Town Centre Master-plan enhancement suggestions, including pedestrianisation
of the town centre.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1211

Summary

WS552 You have stated in this document that "The identity of Fornham St Martin must be
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protected and development that may result in the coalescence between the village and Bury
St Edmunds should be avoided." Building on this site will directly contradict this statement.
Comment

You have stated in this document that "The identity of Fornham St Martin must be protected
and development that may result in the coalescence between the village and Bury St
Edmunds should be avoided." Building on this site will directly contradict this statement.
Why is this site along with WS543 and WS035 classified under Bury St Edmunds when they
are in the parish of Fornham St Martin? This makes it difficult for residents to find and could
be seen to be avoiding scrutiny Does it mean the sites will be subject to different planning
regulations if they are deemed to be part of the town rather than a rural parish?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The sites referred to are adjacent to part of the Bury St Edmunds settlement
boundary and so need to be responded to in this section of the document. However, the sites
are are also shown on the Fornham St Martin map in the document to ensure those reading
this section are aware of them. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA
sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does
not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage
of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1227

Summary

WS035 This site along with WS552 and WS552 has been placed in the Bury St Edmunds
section despite it being within the parish of Fornham St Martin. This is unacceptable as it
does not allow those directly affected to easily access and comment on these sites

Comment

This site along with WS552 and WS552 has been placed in the Bury St Edmunds section
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despite it being within the parish of Fornham St Martin. This is unacceptable as it does not
allow those directly affected to easily access and comment on these sites . How can this be
considered to be a robust consultation? These sites will lead to coalescence of Fornham St
Martin and Bury St Edmunds which you have specifically stated within this plan is to be
avoided. Using these sites on Barton Hill will lead to a total of 347 houses and approximately
700 extra cars. This area is already extremely busy at peak times due to access to all 3
secondary schools and the new 6th Form College as well as the town itself and the
infrastructure is not sufficient to deal with this
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The sites referred to are adjacent to part of the Bury St Edmunds settlement
boundary and so need to be responded to in this section of the document. However, the sites
are are also shown on the Fornham St Martin map in the document to ensure those reading
this section are aware of them. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred
sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety
of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Gill Elliston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

906

Summary

Bury St Edmunds does have alot on offer, but keep building 1000's of homes makes the
facilities less accessible to those already trying to use them.The town grinds to a halt at
certain times,its popularity has attracted alot of interest from developers ,with mass
development on greenfield sites which then in turn makes it far less desirable and a failing
infrastructure.

Comment

value? Bury St Edmunds does have alot on offer, but keep building 1000's of homes makes
the facilities less accessible to those already trying to use them.The town grinds to a halt at
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certain times,its popularity has attracted alot of interest from developers ,with mass
development on greenfield sites which then in turn makes it far less desirable and a failing
infrastructure.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Gill Elliston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1215

Summary

Park and ride. Fully built and functioning hospital preferably out of town for easier access to
avoid further congestion. Use the newer existing buildings on the hospital site for
specialist treatments/Day surgery? Affordable homes /keyworkers on part of the old hospital
site? Explore possibilities of building new villages? Small communities rather than keep
adding to existing settlements.

Comment

Park and ride Fully built and functioning hospital preferably out of town for easier access to
avoid further congestion. use the newer existing buildings on the hospital site for
specialist treatments/Day surgery ? affordable homes /keyworkers on part of the old hospital
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site? explore possibilities of building new villages?small communities rather than keep
adding to existing settlements,
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs M Sayer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

887

Summary

SITES SHOWN ABOVE BUT NOT INCLUDED IN FSM DROPDOWN OPTION. WS552: This
field and surrounds forms a visual break from the town together with WS 570 and should
remain so. WS543: Building on part of this site further up from WS552 will contribute to
increased run-off and flood risk. WS035: Together with the top part of WS543 near by-pass,
would seem safest options for residential development.

Comment

WS552: This field and surrounds forms a visual break from the town together with WS 570
and should remain so. Also it contributes to the flooding of the Thetford Road at this point.
After 28 years in the village, this has been somewhat mitigated in the last couple of years by
the bank being built up to help stop flooding. But the water must go somewhere in
waterlogged fields and development up this slope will increase the flood risk. (See WS543)
Also, the map above is inaccurate. The southern strip has already had two houses built on
it which front on to Barton Hill. WS543: Building on part of this site further up from WS552
will contribute to increased run-off and flood risk. Whereas the field run-off from WS552
has decreased a great deal, the buildings off the Barton Road and the road itself provides a
conduit for the stream of water that flows down it every winter, can actually be seen flowing
across the B1106 and contributes to the regular road lake outside the BMW garage.
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WS035: Together with the top part of WS543 near by-pass, would seem safest options for
residential development - but hardly 'desirable' being adjacent to the by-pass and traffic
fumes, especially with proximity of sugar been factory and West Suffolk waste depot.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The sites referred to are adjacent to part of the Bury St Edmunds settlement
boundary and are in this section of the document. However, the sites are also shown on the
Fornham St Martin map. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the
next stage of plan preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA
sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does
not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage
of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs M Sayer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1234

Summary

WS552 This site is in Fornham St Martin - not the town. It is misleading to put this site and
WS543 and WS035 on the FSM section and then say they are not in FSM but in Bury Town
North.

Comment

This site is in Fornham St Martin - not the town. It is misleading to put this site and WS543
and WS035 on the FSM section and then say they are not in FSM but in Bury Town North.
This site butts on to The Thetford Road forming a vital green space defining the centre of
our village before entry to the centre of Fornham St Martin. In 28 years living in the village,
the run-off from this field flooded the road. A couple of years ago, adjustment was made to
the bank to 'hold back' the water, but it has to go somewhere. Its aspect is the same as
Barton Hill - this road is a stream when it rains with water flowing across the B1106 and
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contributing to the lake in the road outside the BMW garage. Building on this site would
remove the existing soak-up and considerably worsen the water flowing out of this field onto
the Thetford Road.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The sites referred to are adjacent to part of the Bury St Edmunds settlement
boundary and so need to be responded to in this section of the document. However, the sites
are are also shown on the Fornham St Martin map in the document to ensure those reading
this section are aware of them. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA
sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does
not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage
of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs M Sayer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1237

Summary

WS552 I strongly object to this site, WS543 and WS035 being regarded as part of the town
of Bury St Edmunds. They are within the parish of Fornham St Martin and should be
presented as such in the documents.

Comment

I strongly object to this site, WS543 and WS035 being regarded as part of the town of Bury
St Edmunds. They are within the parish of Fornham St Martin and should be presented as
such in the documents. The council by presenting these sites in the town section rather than
the FSM section are attempting to coalesce the parish with the town. If this is
acknowledged, then FSM will have no barrier between town and village and this opens wide
the planning potential for the future. By 'hiding' these FSM sites in documents that are only
available on-line and then 'transferring' them to Bury town, has completely blinded elderly
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residents of Barton Hill as to what is actually happening. This may only be a 'first
presentation' to find out what residents think of the plans, but presenting the documents in
such a way is tantamount to a cover-up of council intentions.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The sites referred to lie adjacent to part of the Bury St Edmunds settlement
boundary. However, the sites are shown on the Fornham St Martin map in the document to
ensure people reading that section were aware of the sites. It is important to seek the views
on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Planning East of England (Highways England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds

Comment ID

1297

Summary

It is noted that a significant number of sites outlined in Part 3 are situated in or around Bury
St Edmunds and could therefore potentially have an impact on the A14, particularly
Junctions 42, 43, 44 and 45. Looking ahead to what may be required to support Local Plan
growth in this area, a more ambitious, sustainable travel-led approach is likely to be
required which seeks to maximise what available capacity there may be.

Comment

Bury St Edmunds (including surrounding villages such as Fornham St Martin, Great Barton)
It is noted that a significant number of sites outlined in Part 3 are situated in or around Bury
St Edmunds and could therefore potentially have an impact on the A14, particularly
Junctions 42, 43, 44 and 45. Looking ahead, a transport evidence based should be formed to
assess and sift the broad locations, including the SCTM and other supporting tools, to
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quantify the potential impact of the quantum of development envisaged in each cluster on
traffic flows at critical locations. In addition to the SCTM, more detailed junction capacity
assessments may need to be undertaken to establish whether mitigation measures are
required at any SRN junctions. If significant development is to be clustered around Bury St
Edmunds, a more detailed local model of the whole town may be necessary to establish the
impact of the proposed growth on the network and identify suitable mitigation measures. We
recognise the SRN is already under significant pressure around Bury St Edmunds both as a
result of issues occurring on the SRN itself but also on the local road network which is
having a knock-on impact. Growth already allocated and coming forward is expected to
intensify these pressure points, although a robust mitigation strategy has been formed as
part of the Vision 2031 work. Looking ahead to what may be required to support Local Plan
growth in this area, a more ambitious, sustainable travel-led approach is likely to be
required which seeks to maximise what available capacity there may be (recognising that
much of this may already been taken up by already committed development) and potentially
looking to more integrated, innovative solutions. In light of the current and future challenges
with regard to transport, we recognise that Bury St Edmunds is the largest centre in West
Suffolk, with good local and inter-urban public transport links to Cambridge and Ipswich, as
well as good local employment, health, education, retail and leisure facilities. It should
therefore be a sensible location for growth. What has been demonstrated through
discussions on the already proposed Vision 2031 urban extensions is that development which
is pushed out to the edges of Bury, often some distance from the town centre, railway station
and employment areas (in some cases severed by the A14 corridor) is proving to be quite
challenging to connect sustainably with the urban centre through bus links and cycle routes.
Additional Local Plan development could be pushed even further out, therefore indicating
the need for a more integrated and ambitious approach to delivering sustainable travel
options than what has been considered in the past. We also recognise that if development
was instead allocated across multiple smaller settlements which do not necessarily provide
all of the local employment, health, education, retail and leisure facilities needed, this could
force more people to use the car, especially if development is fairly dispersed and not of a
critical mass to support substantial public transport improvements. This in turn could create
new pressures across the transport network including the SRN, and could be more difficult
to manage effectively. We recommend West Suffolk Council considers the opportunity to use
the SCTM in combination with a broader evidence base to test multiple options so that the
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cumulative impacts can be identified and assessed. Whilst we recognise that this may be a
significant and resource intensive approach, and therefore we are open to further
discussions alongside SCC on this matter, such a comparison would help to provide
assurances that the eventual preferred option represents a more favourable outcome
regarding transport impacts. We also appreciate that transport will not be the only factor
which governs which spatial option and set of development locations are chosen.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. We will continue to engage and work alongside Highways England in the
development of policies/options for future growth in the West Suffolk Local Plan.

Respondent Name

. . (Dencora)

Agent Name

Samuel Palmer (Rapleys)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds settlement constraints maps

Comment ID

1380

Summary

WSE11 is not the subject of any high level constraints limiting its
potential for allocation

Comment

See attached. These confirm that site WSE11 is not the subject of any high level constraints
limiting its potential for allocation

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

757

Summary

WS051. Should be removed entirely as the development has occurred. If not the area should
be amended so that the area outside the settlement boundary is removed. The land forms
part of the landscaping scheme and agricultural fields. It is not appropriate to designate the
area as it adjoins Fornham All Saints and is a buffer. The development at Marham Park has
already occurred.

Comment

WS051 should be removed entirely as the development has occurred. If not the area should
be amended so that the area outside the settlement boundary is removed. The land forms
part of the landscaping scheme and agricultural fields. It is not appropriate to designate the
area as it adjoins Fornham All Saints and is a buffer. The development at Marham Park has
already occurred.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr John Popham

Agent Name

Mr John Popham

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

674

Summary

WS - 053 - Jacqueline Close. This is a potentially excellent site capable of delivering truly
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sustainable development including excellently located affordable housing close to the town
centre plus resolving the long-standing traffic and car parking difficulty in Kings Road
(west). This a scheme in which the Council should take the lead. Development of brownfield
sites such as this will need to take precedence over greenfield if the proposed zero carbon
footprint policy is to be achieved.
Comment
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WS – 053 – Land at Jacqueline Close 2ha. Residential – 30 dwellings Remains of a former
chalk works. Allocated BV10 (6) The above site is allocated in the current Bury St Edmunds
Vision 2031 (September 2014). The Vision explains that it will be difficult to bring forward
because it contains former chalk workings, and therefore has a higher development cost. It
is nevertheless considered that “… constructing new homes on the site will be viable”. In
addition, the number of access points onto the site are noted “… which would, if they were
used, minimise traffic impact on any one point”. At a time when the Council is aiming to
reduce its carbon emissions to net zero, related to both its activity and the carbon footprint
of new development, it is particularly important that brownfield sites are developed in
preference to open countryside adjoining existing settlements. The case for this is further
strengthened in relation to urban sites from which good pedestrian access can be obtained
to town centres - of which Jacqueline Close is potentially an excellent example. In these
circumstances it is suggested that West Suffolk Council works actively with the site owner, to
see how best this site can be taken forward, possibly using its own development company
Barley Homes. This would ensure that a good proportion of much needed rented affordable
accommodation is provided. Because of its close proximity to the town centre the site is
particularly well suited for elderly tenants and those unable to drive or who do not possess
cars. Access to the site is not just via Jacqueline Close. No less important is the existing
entrance from the section of Kings Road west of Parkway opposite the junction with the
south end of Victoria Street. Kings Road is narrow, with particularly narrow pavements, and
resident car parking stretches along both sides of the road. This creates traffic problems and
hold-ups at all times of the day, west from Parkway to the south end of Albert Crescent.
These are made worse because it is a through route to and from the west of the town,
including buses. By acquiring and developing the site it would be possible to construct a
dedicated car park at its northern end for the residents of Kings Road (west) reserved for
those that have residents permits. Entrance to and from the car park would be from Kings
Road which could then be cleared of cars. All parking on the road would then be banned,
and the pavements improved, thereby resolving the current serious problem for both

pedestrians and vehicular traffic. Without such intervention it is very probable that the site
will continue to remain undeveloped which is neither in the interests of sustainability nor the
town. There are few brownfield sites that potentially yield such overall benefit. In summary:
* a well-designed scheme will make a material contribution to a net carbon footprint; * it is
in an exceptionally sustainable location; * the site has the potential to deliver much needed
affordable housing in a location that will suit all sectors of the community particularly the
elderly and those without cars; * it potentially resolves a long-standing highway/traffic
problem in Kings Road (west); * it is important that West Suffolk Council takes a lead in
cases such as this in order to demonstrate what can be achieved; and * it would be an
excellent example of the development of a brownfield site. * In the updated local plan
development of these sites should normally be given precedence over greenfield allocations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Victoria Waples (Thurston Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

861

Summary

Development to the East of Bury St Edmunds - The Parish Council of Thurston is concerned
at the development on the edge of Bury St Edmunds with particular emphasis to the East
along Mount Road. Significant development has arisen over the past three years and yet
there is no significant infrastructure to manage further development.

Comment

The Parish Council of Thurston is concerned at the development on the edge of Bury St
Edmunds with particular emphasis to the East along Mount Road. Significant development
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has arisen over the past three years and yet there is no significant infrastructure to manage
further development. Ribbon development at this point is a concern and the Parish Council
would not wish to see further pressures on the settlement boundary for Bury St Edmunds
leading to detrimental impacts on the rural environment and the rural buffer separating the
villages of Thurston, Great Barton and Rougham. For Thurston, from a planning and
community perspective traffic flow and the manner in which further development will impact
/ impinge on this is of interest. The significant future developments adjacent to Bury St
Edmunds (in particular but not limited to Thurston and Great Barton) will impinge on all
access points into the town centre and resolution of the issues or a recognition that more
should be done should influence future growth in the surrounding areas. Given the impact
that will be had, the Parish Council would be keen to see greater cooperation between
neighbouring districts as to how mitigation measures could be achieved and explored perhaps the pooling of CIL or S106 monies might be a way forward.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered at the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Richard Russell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Bury St Edmunds settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

928

Summary

I would like to comment on the way in which this consultation document has been designed,
which makes it far too complicated to air some rather basic concerns. Admittedly I have left
this far too late, but as can be imagined in these Covid times, we have keeping ourselves to
ourselves as much as possible, and had it not been for seeing your document mentioned in
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the local paper, we would not have heard about it.
Comment

1) I don't think that there should be any housing areas identified alongside the A14, as with
the large area you have identified as WS039. One sees this in places such as Stowmarket,
and it just seems totally irresponsible for any authority to be proposing housing close to this
major source of pollution. 2) I think that properly segregated cycle lanes should form an
essential and non-negotiable requirement for all future development, including linking these
through to the town centre, and to major transport hubs such as the railway and bus stations
3) It doesn't look as though nearly enough emphasis has been put on new green spaces, and
on greening up Bury St Edmunds generally. It may mean that much new development should
have to consider different foundation solutions for housing other than the cheapest and most
expedient strip footings, in order to be able to achieve high quality landscaping right up to
new buildings. Many examples of this kind of approach can be found in Dutch and Danish
housing developments 4) I think that it is imperative that much greater attention should be
given to the design of new development, particularly housing, with careful thought about the
future utility of this building stock, especially in relation to the impending climate crisis that
we face. The mindless sprinkling of developers 'boxes' without any serious thought about the
much higher environmental standards that will be essential in the future, will no longer do.
5) Consideration should be given to new forms of housing provision, for instance in the form
of work/live arrangements, and co-operative developments in which different generations
can live alongside one another, providing for different degrees of interdependence

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The consultation was advertised widely in accordance with the adopted Statement of
Community Involvement. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Jordan Marshall (Taylor Wimpey Strategic Land)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Constraints and opportunities
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Comment ID

925

Summary

Bury St Edmunds contains a good range of services and facilities, it is a key employment
centre, and it is accessible by public transport. There is land within and on the edge of Bury
St Edmunds that has no or limited constraints, and where any significant constraints can be
addressed with effective mitigation and enhancement measures. As such, Bury St Edmunds
is a suitable location for additional development.

Comment

Bury St Edmunds Bury St Edmunds contains a good range of services and facilities, it is a
key employment centre, and it is accessible by public transport. There is land within and on
the edge of Bury St Edmunds that has no or limited constraints, and where any significant
constraints can be addressed with effective mitigation and enhancement measures. As such,
Bury St Edmunds is a suitable location for additional development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Oliver Ingwall King

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

849

Summary

Best option for an initial sustainable travel policy implementation. BSE presents a great
opportunity for low and zero carbon transport.
some good and some poor existing cycle routes - nevertheless the infrastructure, if improved
could be a leader for similar towns in the region.
town circular bus routes - policies to support the need and use of buses would be helpful
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A14 means EV charging and CNG or Hydrogen refuelling could be important. Hydrogen East
has this vision and we need to suppor
Comment

BSE presents a great opportunity for low and zero carbon transport. some good and some
poor existing cycle routes - nevertheless the infrastructure, if improved could be a leader for
similar towns in the region. town circular bus routes - policies to support the need and use
of buses would be helpful A14 means EV charging and CNG or Hydrogen refuelling could be
important. Hydrogen East has this vision and we need to support this future transport
requirements.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. Social and community infrastructure is important in
delivering sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design,
access, climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

622

Summary

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership agrees with this summary of the role and
constraints for development in Bury St Edmunds. It would like to see more emphasis on the
critical interdependence between the Abbey of St Edmund and the town centre.

Comment

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership agrees with this summary of the constraints
and opportunities for development in Bury St Edmunds. It would like to see more emphasis
on the critical interdependence between the Abbey of St Edmund and the town centre.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

732

Summary

Parking. More park and ride areas should be available

Comment

More park and ride areas should be available

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Crest Nicholson)

Agent Name

Emma Gladwin (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Site options

Comment ID

388

Summary

The site at Rougham Airfield can provide circa 1,500 market and affordable homes,
alongside new community benefits and infrastructure. The site could provide significant new
landscaping and variety of new open spaces accessible to the public.

Comment

As set out in our representations to the draft SHELAA, Crest Nicholson control Rougham
Airfield to the east of Bury St Edmunds. The Site is located off junction 45 of the A14,
directly to the east of the existing developed area of Bury St Edmunds. The Site was
originally part of a Royal Air Force station known as RAF Bury St Edmunds, becoming
operational in September 1942. The airfield was transferred to the Air Ministry in
September 1946 and after being left unused, it closed in 1948. The concrete runways and
hardstanding were broken up and the old technical buildings site developed into Rougham
Industrial Estate. The Site itself is currently used as an airfield for light aircraft using a
grass runway and infrequently as a flight training school. It was previously used for open-air
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events but these have ceased in more recent years. There is currently no public access to the
Site other than through the flight training school, which serves a very small portion of the
community. The Site lies entirely within Flood Zone 1, being the lowest risk of flooding. It is
not within or close to a Conservation Area and there are no listed buildings on Site.
Rougham Tower and radar building are both Grade II listed to the south of the Site. No
Public Rights of Way are located within the Site but are available within the surrounding
area. No Tree Preservation Orders are located on or at the boundaries of the Site. There is
an extensive planning history for the Site relating to its use as an airfield. Within the Core
Strategy (2010), the Site is shown as within the countryside with no other designations. The
Core Strategy does identify that Bury St Edmunds should be a focus for future growth,
identifying strategic directions of growth, including to the east of Bury St Edmunds. The
Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 was subsequently produced and adopted in 2014 to allocate
specific sites, based on the strategic directions of growth identified in the Core Strategy. The
Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 (2014) allocates the Site under BV20 as an airfield,
safeguarding it for: * Airfield uses; * Sporting and recreational uses; * Leisure activities,
including entertainment and the creative arts; and * Showground and outdoor events. The
supporting text states the Site is used occasionally for recreational and leisure events, and
that it could provide recreational open space. Agricultural land lies to the north and east,
with Suffolk Business Park to the south. Sybil Andrews Academy, which provides secondary
education, and the Skyliner Sports Centre are co-located to the south west of the site.
Immediately to the west lies Lark Grange, a residential development being undertaken by
Taylor Wimpey. The site was allocated for residential development in the Bury St Edmunds
Vision 2031, with detailed planning permission having been granted for 500 dwellings and
the first phase being occupied. Taylor Wimpey are currently in the process of constructing
the remainder of the scheme. The developed area of Bury St Edmunds is therefore in the
process of being extended to be adjacent to the Site to the west. The Site was previously
submitted under the Call for Sites and considered within the SHELAA, reference WS277.
The Site was deferred early on under Stage 2 as it is currently allocated for a non-residential
use. However, there was no assessment of whether the current allocation is still appropriate
or realistic, contrary to the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) which requires Councils to
‘take account of how up to date the plan policies are and consider the relevant of identified
constraints…and whether such constraints may be overcome’ (reference ID
3-018-20190722). As set out in our representations to the draft SHELAA, we have concerns
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about the approach of the SHELAA in deferring the Site at such an early stage with no
consideration of whether the current allocation is still relevant. This is further contrary to
the PPG which is clear that ‘an important part…is to identify sites and their constraints,
rather than simply to rule out sites outright which are known to have constraints’ (reference
ID 3-010-20190722). We understand from the Council that all existing allocations will be
reviewed, but with the Council referring to the importance of consulting on realistic options
for development numerous times throughout the Issues and Options documents, we consider
that not all realistic options have been considered. In the Council taking such an approach in
the SHELAA, they have discounted potential options based on existing policy rather than
taking an objective assessment of the suitability, available and achievability of such sites.
These sites have potentially been discounted at a very stage rather than the Council
undertaking a detailed assessment. We provided a detailed assessment of the Site within our
representations to the draft SHELAA, setting out that it is suitable, available and achievable.
The Site is currently infrequently used as an airfield with limited opportunities for leisure
and recreation use by the wider community. The current use of the Site is very restrictive for
such leisure and recreational uses given the safety concerns. We therefore consider that the
current allocation is no longer suitable for the Site and that an alternative approach should
be taken to more efficiently use the land to provide market and affordable housing to meet
identified needs, whilst providing new areas of publically accessible open space and
opportunities for leisure and recreation. The redevelopment of the Site would significantly
increase opportunities for the wider community to make use of the Site, as opposed to the
current use only being accessible to a limited number of people who have the economic
means to use the airfield for flying. The Site could provide circa 1,500 homes alongside open
space, landscaping, drainage, access and other associated infrastructure. New community
facilities could also be provided, including a local centre and primary school. The exact mix
of uses would be determined through engagement with the Council, local community and
other relevant consultees to determine what community facilities are needed and could be
provided on Site. We would welcome discussions with relevant consultees in this regard.
Both market and affordable homes could be provided on site, with a mix of homes to meet
the varying needs of the community. A considerable amount of new open space could be
provided within the Site in a variety of different forms, including informal spaces, allotments,
a new park and sports provision. New open space could be provided around Rougham Tower
to provide additional space for the community events that the Association host throughout
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the year. This wide mix of uses could include spaces for sports, recreation, leisure activities
and outdoor events, as envisaged by Policy BV20 of the Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031. Such
uses are not currently available on the Site, whereas its redevelopment could provide a
much wider range of uses for the whole community. The wider benefits of providing new
market and affordable housing and the other community benefits of the various uses provide
a far greater benefit than the current limited use of the Site. With the Vision of the Local
Plan being to provide housing in sustainable locations close to services and facilities and
reduce the need to travel by the private car, the allocation of the Site would be in full
accordance with this. With the Site being directly adjacent to the existing developed area of
Bury St Edmunds, it is located in close proximity to a wide range of existing services and
facilities which can all be easily accessed by sustainable transport measures. The Site does
not currently have any public access and its redevelopment would include new paths for
pedestrians and cyclist, further improving the accessibility of the area and sustainable
transport options. As set out in Section 2 above, Bury St Edmunds is an attractive commuter
location and a service hub for the surrounding villages. The development of the Site could
provide new facilities and opportunities, whilst providing new housing near the existing
employment opportunities, offering the potential for residents to reach these employment
opportunities without using the private car. This is particularly pertinent with the location of
the business park and employment allocation to the south of the Site. The location of
housing on the Site would clearly be located in very close proximity to this business park, in
accordance with the NPPF which seeks planning policies to ensure an integrated approach
to considering the location of housing, economic uses and community facilities and services
(paragraph 92). Furthermore, paragraph 72 of the NPPF is clear that the supply of large
numbers of new homes can often be best achieved through planning for larger scale
development, such as significant extensions to existing towns. Whilst we have concerns
about the Council’s suggested option 1 for a new settlement, as set out above in Section 2,
we consider that the Council should allocate a mix of sites to meet the identified needs.
Either providing one large site or numerous small sites has significant issues and either
option would not meet the requirements of significantly boosting housing supply or meeting
the needs of the community throughout the Plan period. In terms of the achievability of the
Site, it is owned by a single landowner with Crest Nicholson having an option over the whole
Site. Being a housebuilder, Crest Nicholson would develop the Site themselves with no delay
between achieving planning permission and commencing development. There are no legal
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issues or other constraints preventing or delaying development and it should be considered
achievable. As set out in our representations to the draft SHELAA, we consider the Site
should be considered suitable, available and achievable for residential led development. The
current allocation of the Site is no longer suitable and should be reconsidered, particularly
given that the Site could make a significant contribution towards meeting the identified
housing needs within the community. It could provide open spaces and opportunities for the
local community to use the Site, with the only part of the current allocation that could not be
included being the airfield, with the flight school being able to relocate elsewhere. New
community uses could also be provided on Site for a wide range of the community. Overall it
is considered that the allocation of the Site for residential led housing would make effective
use of land, in accordance with Section 11 of the NPPF.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Luisa Townsley (Artemis Trustees Limited as trustees of the VS Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Site options

Comment ID

751

Summary

Land to the east and west of Rushbrooke Lane in Bury St Edmunds is available now and
within single ownership. The Site comprises greenfield land immediately adjoining an
existing strategic allocation to the south of Bury St Edmunds which now benefits from
outline planning permission. The Site therefore presents an opportunity to contribute to
meeting West Suffolk’s housing needs towards the end of the plan period as part of an
extension to the existing allocation.
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* Bury St Edmunds is the largest town in West Suffolk with a population of 41,332 (2018
mid-year estimate), located in the centre of the district. It is considered in the WSLP to be
one of the most sustainable locations for new development within the district because of the
range of services and facilities available, including a railway station which directly connects
with the towns of Ipswich, Cambridge and Ely. * The WSLP includes information on
‘included’ sites in the Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment
(SHELAA) which are those that lie within or adjacent to the existing settlement boundary. *
Land to the east and west of Rushbrooke Lane, Bury St Edmunds is identified as a ‘deferred’
site in the SHLAA (Site Reference: WS272) on the basis that it is not currently adjacent to
the existing settlement boundary. Land to the east and west of Rushbooke Lane (WS272) *
Land to the east and west of Rushbrooke Lane, Bury St Edmunds is available now and is in
the single ownership of Artemis Trustees Limited as trustees of the VS Trust. The Site
extends to 28.59 hectares (see site location plan). * The Site currently comprises two parcels
of agricultural land which are intersected by Rushbrooke Lane, where access is taken from.
The Site is bound to the south and east by a lane which runs from the A134 to the west
through to Junction 45 of the A14 in the east and Rushbrooke village to the south. The Site is
bound to the north and west by existing hedgerows and vegetation, including the River Lark
to the west. A significant tree belt lies partly to the south of the Site. * The Site lies within a
Special Landscape Area, as designated under Policy DM13 of the Joint Development
Management Polices Document (2015). Policy DM13 confirms that individual proposals
within or adjacent to these areas will be assessed ‘based on their specific landscape and
visual impact’. Detailed landscape assessment work would therefore be undertaken to
inform any future masterplanning of the Site to take account of local landscape character. *
Parts of the Site also lie within the fluvial flood zone owing to the River Lark running along
part of the western boundary of the Site and a tributary running along part of the northern
boundary of the Site. Detailed water management consideration with an FRA which would
include detailed modelling of river and surface water risks and identification of blue
corridors would therefore be undertaken to inform any future masterplanning of the Site *
Whilst the Site is not currently adjacent to the existing settlement boundary, it is
immediately to the south of an existing strategic allocation (Policy BV7 in the adopted Bury
St Edmunds Vision 2031) on the southern edge of Bury St Edmunds (South East Bury St
Edmunds) which also now benefits from outline planning permission for up to 1,250
dwellings and associated development, including land for a primary school and a community

centre (DC/15/2483/OUT). This site is also identified as an ‘included’ site in the SHELAA
under reference WS048. * The Site is also immediately to the south of two further ‘included’
sites in the SHELAA, under site reference WS034 (Land to south of Rougham Road. Also part
of strategic housing allocation BV7) and WS039 (Orttewell Road, south-east). * The approved
Illustrative Masterplan and Access and Movement Plan for South East Bury St Edmunds
indicates that parts of Rushbrooke Lane will be rationalised, including vehicular access from
the northern end to Rougham Hill being closed, with pedestrian and cyclist access only. A
new Relief Road is proposed linking Rougham Road to Sicklesmere Road. This Relief Road is
proposed to link with new Secondary Routes which in turn will connect to the southern
sections of Rushbrooke Lane. * Subject to detailed transport assessment work, an
appropriate new vehicular access could therefore be created from Rushbrooke Lane to serve
the residential development of Land to the east and west of Rushbrooke Lane. * The
approved Illustrative Masterplan and Access and Movement Plan for South East Bury St
Edmunds also indicates potential future footpath and cycle links from the development to
the south which would connect to the northern boundary of the Site. * Development of land
to the east and west of Rushbrooke Lane could therefore form a logical, sustainable
extension to the South East Bury St Edmunds allocation. Indeed, the NPPF advises that the
supply of large numbers of new homes can often be best achieved through planning for
larger scale development, such as ‘significant extensions’ to existing towns (paragraph 72),
provided they are well located and designed, and supported by the necessary infrastructure
and facilities. * In light of the above, Land to the east and west of Rushbrooke Lane could
come forward for development towards the end of the plan period, subject to completion of
the South East Bury St Edmunds allocation and subject to further more detailed assessment
work. If delivery rates for South East Bury result in completions extending beyond the plan
period then the Site could come forward in the event of a greater need for housing being
identified under a review of the Plan
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr AC Browne (RC Browne and Son)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Site options

Comment ID

719

Summary

Additional Site Option - Land at Junction 42 of A14, Bury St Edmunds (SHELAA Ref. WS271).
It is considered that the decision to ‘defer’ the site for location reasons was not robust or
correct. The site should have been identified as an ‘included’ site in the SHELAA and
assessed against the suitability criteria. As an ‘included’ site it should then have been
assessed against the sustainability criteria in the Sustainability Appraisal Interim Report.

Comment

Additional Site Option - Land at Junction 42 of A14, Bury St Edmunds (SHELAA Ref. WS271)
The land at Junction 42 of A14 in Bury St Edmunds (SHELAA Ref. WS271) was promoted
through the call for sites process for emerging WSLP on behalf of RC Browne and Son. The
site was assessed in the SHELAA but was identified as a ‘deferred’ site i.e. with significant
policy constraints, which in this case are related to location. Appendix B of the SHELAA
explains why sites are deferred, and for this site (SHELAA Ref. SW271) it states that the site
is “not adjacent to settlement boundary”. The north eastern corner of the site is actually
adjacent to the settlement boundary for Bury St Edmunds. The site is also adjacent to the
Marham Park development, located on the eastern side of Tut Hill (B1106), which
demonstrates that the western edge of Bury St Edmunds is a suitable location for additional
development. It is considered that the decision to ‘defer’ the site for location reasons was
not robust or correct. The site should have been identified as an ‘included’ site in the
SHELAA and assessed against the suitability criteria. As an ‘included’ site it should then
have been assessed against the sustainability criteria in the Sustainability Appraisal Interim
Report. The assessment of the land at Junction 42 of the A14 against the sustainability
related topics in the Sustainability Appraisal Interim Report are provided below. There are
three air quality management areas (AQMAs) within West Suffolk, located on the A143 in
Great Barton, Sicklesmere Road in Bury St Edmunds and on Old Station Road in Newmarket.
It was concluded in the 2020 Air Quality Annual Status Report for West Suffolk that despite
the current growth at Bury St Edmunds recorded levels of pollution were lower in 2019 than
in 2018, and that all monitored locations in Bury St Edmunds remain below the national air
quality objectives. It is noted that in the Sustainability Appraisal Interim Report most
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‘included’ sites in Bury St Edmunds score ‘red’ for air quality, but this is entirely because
they are located within close proximity of the AQMA at Sicklesmere Road and not as a result
of any site-specific air quality issues. There are no air quality issues at the Junction 42 of A14
site, and this matter is not a constraint to the promoted development. It is noted that air
quality was not an identified constraint to development at the adjacent Marham Park. An
Ecology Report for the land at Junction 42 of the A14 is submitted with these
representations. Figure 2.1 in the Ecology Report identifies the location of designated nature
conservation sites and ancient woodland. The site is not covered by any statutory or nonstatutory wildlife site designation and does not comprise ancient woodland. As an arable
field the site has limited biodiversity or nature conservation interest. The promoted
development could increase recreation pressure on protected sites within the surrounding
area, including the Breckland SPA. It is recommended in the Ecology Report that open space
is provided within the promoted development to provide alternative green space and
recreation in order to reduce recreational pressure on protected sites. In addition, the
Ecology Report recommends that drainage, access, public open space, and landscape areas
incorporate semi-natural habitats, hedgerows are retained, no artificial lighting in certain
areas, and that bird, bat, hedgehog and invertebrate enhancement measures are provided.
The site at Junction 42 of A14 falls within Flood Zone 1 which means there is a low
probability of flooding. The promoted development by RC Browne and Son would include
appropriate drainage infrastructure to manage surface water drainage. The promoted
development at Junction 42 of A14 would provide education, health and community facilities
appropriate for an urban extension to Bury St Edmunds. It is noted that the Marham Park
development includes a local centre, and there may be an opportunity for the promoted
development to share and support existing planned facilities. There are a wide range of
services and facilities available in Bury St Edmunds. It is noted that the assessment of sites
on heritage assets in the Sustainability Assessment Interim Report is based on a calculation
of distance between promoted sites and identified heritage assets. It is considered that this
approach is very limited and does not take into account whether the promoted site falls
within the setting of the heritage asset or affects its significance. A more detailed
assessment is required for the heritage criteria, which takes into account site topography
and the actual impact on setting, and not distance. There are heritage assets, including
listed buildings and conservation area, within Fornham All Saints but it is very unlikely these
assets would be affected by the promoted development at Junction 42 of A14. In addition, the
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promoted development would include open space and green infrastructure on the northern
boundary, which would separate the proposed buildings from heritage assets. The
Constraints Plan for Bury St Edmunds identifies Grade 2 agricultural land on the edge of
most parts of the urban area. It is considered that the loss of a small proportion of Grade 2
agricultural land would have a limited overall effect on the supply of such land, and a
substantial amount of agricultural land would remain available in the surrounding area for
agricultural use and farm businesses. It is noted that the loss of agricultural land has not
been a constraint to other developments on the edge of Bury St Edmunds, including at
Marham Park. It is concluded that the promoted development by RC Browne and Son at
Junction 42 of A14 scores well when assessed against the sustainability related criteria in
the Sustainability Appraisal Interim Report. A Concept Masterplan has been prepared for
the promoted development and is submitted with these representations. In summary, the
Masterplan shows commercial development adjacent to the A14, residential development to
the west of Tuts Hill, green space on the western and northern edge, with strategic
landscaping to enclose built development. The Concept Masterplan has been informed by a
Landscape & Visual Briefing Note, which is submitted with these representations. It is
recommended in the Landscape Note that a sensitive landscape-led approach to the
promoted development would ensure that the proposals are well integrated and respond to
the landscape setting, minimising the potential for significant adverse landscape or visual
effects. In summary, the following design principles, mitigation measures and opportunities
for landscape enhancement are recommended: * Retain the existing perimeter field
boundary hedgerows and hedgerow trees where possible and enhance with gap planting. *
Provide sufficient offsets along key boundaries to accommodate a robust landscape buffer. *
Incorporate areas of Public Open Space within the higher ground to the north and within
central parts of the site to break up the built environment, assist in placemaking, and soften
the transition into the adjacent undeveloped rural land to the north. * Provide improved
opportunities for public access into the countryside, and linkages with the exiting adjacent
footpath PF7. * Provide a simple palette of high-quality materials and architectural detailing
that reflects and responds to the local vernacular. * Establish new biodiverse habitats that
are characteristic of the landscape setting. In particular, native species rich hedgerows, with
hedgerow trees and new woodland planting (with woodland edge species) to reinforce the
local landscape character and to increase connectivity between the existing habitats. *
Development to the north must be carefully located to minimise breaking the skyline from
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receptor locations to the north and north-east, visual mitigation should include large
structural native woodland belts. * Development within central parts of the site has
moderate visual sensitivity and potential for partial distant visibility from areas to the south,
and notable close-proximity views from the roads cutting through the site. Development in
this location should seek to maximise the remaining open fields between the western site
boundary and the crematorium site to the east. Retaining some of the historic field patterns
and providing sufficient land to reflect the scale of the wider landscape will integrate the site
with the surroundings, which could be retained for agricultural use or used to establish
species rich grassland to enhance biodiversity. * The southern parts of the site are of lower
visual sensitivity. Views of these areas are generally limited to close proximity localised
locations. Also, the setting in this location is notably diminished by the A14, consequently
increasing its capacity for development. * The mitigation planting must respond to the wider
landscape character. This should incorporate large geometric woodland belts, which are
commonly found within the wider landscape. Where possible, these features should provide
connectivity to adjacent woodland areas and hedgerows to provide enhanced habitat
corridors. The configuration of these features within the development and adjoining land
should ensure that they tie into the wider landscape character and avoid creating an ‘island’
of development within the landscape. These features should be typically between 25m and
35m wide to reflect the wider landscape character and provide adequate visual mitigation. *
Existing retained hedgerows boundaries should be enhanced with native gap planting
(where necessary) and incorporate new hedgerow trees. Less visually sensitive locations
should consider the use of hedgerows to some site boundaries and not woodland blocks (e.g.
to the west). This will preserve to rural character and allow views into the remaining open
landscape from within the development site, also assisting placemaking. An Access Appraisal
has been prepared for the promoted development and is submitted with these
representations. The Appraisal examines the surrounding areas in terms of the availability of
access routes, transport links and local amenities, and the opportunities that future
residents would have to travel to a range of day-to-day services and destinations by non-car
modes. The proposed distribution of uses within the proposed development has been
informed by the Access Appraisal. The key access principles to ensure the promoted
development is acceptable in transport terms are as follows: * The general principle of the
site layout and distribution from an access, circulation and accessibility point of view will be
to optimise the opportunities that the development of the adjacent Marham Park will offer in
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terms of access by non-car modes by extending these routes through to the newly created
residential area in the northern part of the land. A high grade of pedestrian and cycle access
and circulation will therefore be available throughout the overall development site and be
extended to the north-eastern corner of the site to link directly into the newly created
footpath and cycleway links that run through the Marham Park development and thereafter
into the western established residential areas of Bury St Edmunds. * Opportunities will exist
to enhance the public transport accessibility of the area by extending the existing services
into the site from the adjacent areas and enhancing the frequency of the services, to create a
high-grade of public transport links to and from the town and further afield. * Both the
residential and commercial areas will be subject to active Travel Planning both as part of the
implementation of the development and once occupied. Non-car travel promotion will form
an integral part of all stages and areas of the development, and the site infrastructure, both
as set out above in terms of linkages, and measures such as car charging points, will be built
into the scheme from the earliest stages of design. It is requested that land at Junction 42 of
A14 in Bury St Edmunds is allocated in WSLP for20 Ha of residential uses and 21Ha of
commercial uses, with green space and strategic landscaping. The key principles for the
promoted development, as set out in the Concept Masterplan, Landscape & Visual Impact
Note, and Access Appraisal submitted with these representations, could inform a site
specific policy and allocation.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Jordan Marshall (Taylor Wimpey Strategic Land)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Site options

Comment ID

926
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Summary

WS035. It is requested that land at Hollow Road Farm, Barton Hill is allocated in WSLP for
160 dwellings, public open space and balancing ponds.

Comment

Site Options - Land at Hollow Road Farm, Barton Hill (SHELAA Ref. WS035) The land at
Hollow Road Farm, Barton Hill, Bury St Edmunds (SHELAA Ref. WS035) is promoted on
behalf of Taylor Wimpey. Taylor Wimpey support the decision to identify this land as an
‘included’ site. The site scores well in the initial assessment within the Sustainability
Assessment Interim Report. The only ‘red’ score relates to agricultural land, and there are
‘orange’ scores for air quality and heritage matters. The Constraints Plan for Bury St
Edmunds identifies Grade 2 agricultural land on the edge of most parts of the urban area. It
is considered that the loss of a small proportion of Grade 2 agricultural land would have a
limited overall effect on the supply of such land, and a substantial amount of agricultural
land would remain available in the surrounding area for agricultural use and farm
businesses. It is noted that the loss of agricultural land has not been a constraint to other
developments on the edge of Bury St Edmunds. There are three air quality management
areas (AQMAs) within West Suffolk, located on the A143 in Great Barton, Sicklesmere Road
in Bury St Edmunds and on Old Station Road in Newmarket. It was concluded in the 2020
Air Quality Annual Status Report for West Suffolk that despite the current growth at Bury St
Edmunds recorded levels of pollution were lower in 2019 than in 2018, and that all
monitored locations in Bury St Edmunds remain below the national air quality objectives. It
is noted that in the Sustainability Appraisal Interim Report most ‘included’ sites in Bury St
Edmunds score ‘red’ for air quality, but this is entirely because they are located within close
proximity of the AQMA at Sicklesmere Road and not as a result of any site specific air quality
issues. There are no air quality issues at the promoted site at land off Barton Hill site in Bury
St Edmunds, and this matter is not a constraint to the promoted development. It is noted
that the assessment for heritage criteria in the Sustainability Assessment Interim Report is
based on a calculation of distance between promoted sites and identified heritage assets. It
is considered that this approach is very limited and does not take into account whether the
promoted site falls within the setting of the heritage asset or affects its significance. A more
detailed assessment is required for the heritage criteria, which takes into account the
promoted development. A Heritage Note has been prepared for the site. No designated
heritage assets are located within or adjacent to the site. Designated heritage assets in the
wider area are distant and/or separated from the site by intervening built form. There are
limited views, filtered through trees, to the spire of the Grade II* listed Church of St John
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from within the site, but these are not key views and the loss of/reduction of these views as a
result of residential development of the site would not adversely impact the significance of
this designated heritage asset. It is concluded that residential development of the site would
not result in any adverse impacts to designated heritage assets. A Landscape Assessment
has been undertaken for the site. The site is not covered by any statutory or non-statutory
designations for landscape character or quality. There are no public footpaths within or
along the site boundaries. The site is assessed as being of medium – low landscape value.
The views of the site are generally restricted to the immediate vicinity and from certain
locations to the north. In the majority of views, the site is seen in conjunction with the
industrial development at British Sugar to the south and the large warehouse buildings at
the recycling centre to the east. The site is heavily influenced by the neighbouring
developments and the adjacent A134. It is concluded in landscape terms that residential
development at the site would not be incongruous with the adjacent land uses and would
form a logical extension to the settlement. A Flooding and Drainage Note and Surface Water
Strategy Plan is submitted with these representations, which demonstrates the site is not at
risk of flooding and that infiltration basins would be included within the promoted
development to manage surface water runoff. A Transport Technical Note is submitted with
these representations. The site is well located to existing amenities, including schools, local
shops and employment opportunities. There are existing bus stops within 400m of the site
which provides services to and from Bury St Edmunds and the local schools and college. The
extensive cycle network in and around Bury St Edmunds can be reached within a short
cycle. A suitable access for the promoted development can be designed in accordance with
the Suffolk County Council Design Guide, and two access option plans are submitted with
these representations. The two access options can cater for all modes of transport. A Vision
Document for the promoted development is submitted with these representations, including
a Concept Masterplan. The key principles for the promoted development are as follows: * A
central “village green” at the heart of the development which is highly accessible within the
Site and for all residents to enjoy. * Areas for play and recreation near the north-western
part of the site, facilitating new space for use by existing residents of Baron Hall Road and
other neighbouring streets. * An informal crescent street to serve all parts of the site which
will provide for varying and changing views and street scenes. * Small, informal groupings of
homes around green spaces or shared spaces in order to provide convivial, neighbourly
areas of living. * A low density of development to respect the character and grain of existing
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development to the west of the site * Re-siting of the existing overhead powerline outside of
the site. * Built form fronting onto the existing public streets of Barton Hill and Russell
Baron Road in order to create a positive aspect with development “addressing” the public
realm. * A wide variety of house types and sizes from 2-bed to 5-bed dwellings, including
affordable housing. It is requested that land at Hollow Road Farm, Barton Hill is allocated in
WSLP for 160 dwellings, public open space and balancing ponds.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Summers (Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Bury St Edmunds > Site options

Comment ID

623

Summary

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership and the River Lark Catchment Partnership
are concerned that any development on the sites around Ram Meadow should retain and
enhance the footpath link along the west side of the River Lark to enhance access to the
Abbey of St Edmund area to the south.

Comment

The Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership and the River Lark Catchment Partnership
note that all four 'included sites' near the Abbey of St Edmund are outside the Abbey area.
There are no 'included sites' in any of the water meadows near the Abbey area including the
sites suggested for designation as "Local Green Space" in the River Lark Corridor Strategy.
But they are concerned that any development on the sites around Ram Meadow (WS050,
WS056 and WS276) should retain and enhance the footpath link along the west side of the
River Lark to enhance access to the Abbey of St Edmund area to the south.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Alan Coles

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

855

Summary

Issues with traffic flows along the A1307. Significant remodelling is required to support
increased traffic flow from new housing in Haverhill.

Comment

A1307 is currently inadequate to handle todays volume of traffic. Significant remodelling is
required to support increased traffic flow from new housing in Haverhill

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with the Highway Authorities to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and
this is expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental,
and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Dr Peter Richardson

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

619

Summary

WS097: Increased commuter traffic to Cambridge and danger from air pollution

Comment

WS Council claim that they wish to reduce commuter traffic. The siting of a further 2400
houses on the bypass (A1017) will simply increase commuter traffic to the Cambridge sites,
this is therefore not consistent. Siting an estate next to the heavily used bypass is not
sensible, and following the recent ruling that air pollution killed the little girl in South
London, would be very dangerous for the Council and any future residents. In addition the
inherent danger of young families living next to a major heavy transport route is obvious.
The following was received by email on 19 December * WS097 is outside the Haverhill
settlement limit. None of the customary reasons for exceeding this limit exist, suggesting
that adoption of this site could be challenged in law. * House building in WS097 will be
dangerous given the proximity of this new housing estate to the A1017, a major industrial
road, especially given the effects of pollution (recent Coroner's verdict in London). Building
this estate so close to this road could therefore be challenged for both for safety and
pollution reasons. * It is obvious that a housing estate in this location will only serve to
increase commuter traffic to Cambridge which contravenes all of the WS Council principles
of sustainability, reduced car use etc. Therefore could be challenged for these reasons. *
The bypass (A1017) acts as a current limit to the western spread of Haverhill. The building
of an estate to the west of the bypass will severely impact the local villages in S. Cambs and
Braintree areas and increase sprawl. This will obviously not help WS obligations to Govt,
and will also make the Council's "duty of co-operation" with neighbouring authorities
problematical, and therefore up to challenge, given that these Councils maintaining this
rural area. * The WS Council are aware that there are thriving bat colonies (5 species
including the rare Leisler's bat) in Ladygate wood and Hazel Stub, as evidenced in a
superficial 5 day survey from 2013. A proper survey will certainly reveal more. These will
be severely impacted by WS097, building these houses up to the edge of the wood will
obviously destroy both ancient woodland and bat roosts. As you are aware it would be illegal
to disrupt these colonies, so any adoption of WS097 in the Plan will also be challenged. *
Haverhill has in the last few years experienced an enormous increase in household numbers
which is still continuing. According to the WS Council the estates (WS098 and WS681)
currently being built will increase Haverhill house numbers by 30% in approximately 2
years. Can the Council really justify a further 25% increase (through WS097) in the size of
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Haverhill and still maintain that this is justified on the basis of sustainability? The town will
be overwhelmed. Obviously in conflict the policy of WS Council. In Conclusion: WS097 is an
unsuitable site which should not be included as an option in the future Plan, and on a
number of fronts could lend the Council decisions to be challenged.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

John Burns (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

862

Summary

Effect from cross-boundary development. 2.3.3 Penultimate bullet point should have read:
"Proximity of the county boundaries on the east, west and south sides of the town will limit
the possible locations for growth. Any development in the adjacent counties, near to the
town, could have a profound effect on the town if it has to provide additional services that it
cannot normally provide or has not planned for."

Comment

2.3.3 Penultimate bullet point should have read: "Proximity of the county boundaries on the
east, west and south sides of the town will limit the possible locations for growth. Any
development in the adjacent counties, near to the town, could have a profound effect on the
town if it has to provide additional services that it cannot normally provide or has not
planned for."

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The council works closely with neighbouring authorities and
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and
community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and this is
expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental, and
other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

John Roberts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

507

Summary

The A1017 in Sturmer is already experiencing substantial and speedy traffic flows.
Development of zones WS097 would add dramatically to the current difficulties. WS097
should not proceed.

Comment

I live on the A1017 in Sturmer. It is already a busy road, with many lorries, including many
driving above the 30mph speed limit. Any development on the south side of the Haverhill bypass (WS097) would exacerbate this problem significantly, particularly if it extends into
Braintree District Council's area around Sturmer, which has been referenced in the Catesby
Estate's proposals on their website. Development in the WS097 zone should not take place.
If it does, there must be significant improvements to the transportation network prior to the
development, including a Sturmer by-pass. More traffic through Sturmer would destroy the
village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The council works closely with neighbouring authorities and
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
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growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and
community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and this is
expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental, and
other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Alan Williams

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

916

Summary

Inadequate transport infrastructure and insufficient health care capacity must be addressed
before further expansion can be contemplated.

Comment

* Proximity to the Cambridge sub region and the employment opportunities it offers is cited
as a major driver for Haverhill expansion. Elsewhere, Stansted Airport is also seen as a
major opportunity. Considerable expansion has already occurred in Haverhill and much more
is envisioned, yet there have been absolutely no improvements to the transport
infrastructure linking Haverhill with the outside world! Routes to the North (Bury St
Edmunds and East coast ports), South (Stansted, London), East (Braintree and East coast
ports) and particularly West (Cambridge and the Midlands) all remain woefully inadequate.
Developers are keen to offer expansion solutions for the town because this is profitable yet
propose no improvements to transport infrastructure as these represent only cost.
Infrastructure solutions should be made BEFORE further expansion and transport
infrastructure loading is permitted. * Medical support facilities in Haverhill are stretched to
breaking point and urgent remedial action is required. This is not a case of suitable premises
being available. The most modern health centres are useless without the staff to operate
them. Unless and until solutions to this issue can be found, the health needs of Haverhill
today, let alone a further expanded Haverhill, simply cannot be met.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council works closely with neighbouring
authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and
this is expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental,
and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Jakes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

836

Summary

Biodiversity. The biodiversity of an average brownfield site is many- fold compared with
farmed land. Haverhill has lost much of its important wildlife as a result of the loss of many
brownfield sites to development over the last 30 years. The provision of the new country
park offers an opportunity to redress the balance a little.

Comment

The biodiversity of an average brownfield site is many- fold compared with farmed land.
Haverhill has lost much of its important wildlife as a result of the loss of many brownfield
sites to development over the last 30 years. The provision of the new country park offers an
opportunity to redress the balance a little. That which has been lost can't be replaced but
looking to the future it is imperitive that the new park is of sufficient size, that care is taken
to provide a range of good quality habitats, that will take time to develop but will offer much
in the long run, whilst offering a pleasant area for people too.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Chapter eight within Part two of the Issues and Options draft seeks to outlines the
Local Plan's desire to protect and enhance biodiversity within future developments in line
with the NPPF including seeking development to result in a net gain in biodiversity.
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Respondent Name

Mr Julian Edge-Partington (Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

883

Summary

Haverhill contains an excellent range of services and facilities, it is a key employment
centre, and it is accessible by public transport. There is previously developed land within
Haverhill that has no or limited constraints, including the Wisdom Toothbrushes site at
Duddery Hill, which represents a suitable location for additional development.

Comment

Haverhill Haverhill contains an excellent range of services and facilities, it is a key
employment centre, and it is accessible by public transport. There is previously developed
land within Haverhill that has no or limited constraints, including the Wisdom Toothbrushes
site at Duddery Hill, which represents a suitable location for additional development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment.

Respondent Name

Mr Mark Welbourn

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

640

Summary

The lack of significant public transport infrastructure between Haverhill and major
employment sites (Cambridge and Stansted Airport), means that the scale of housing
envisaged cannot be sustainable, and the lack of a mass transit system to employment
centres is a fundamental constraint on sustainable growth of Haverhill.

Comment

The scale of housing envisaged far exceeds the employment capacity of Haverhill and it is
inevitable that the majority of housing will accommodate commuters to Cambridge and other
employment centres. The lack of significant public transport infrastructure to these
employment centres will inevitably lead to a significant increase in car use, on roads that are
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already congested and/or not appropriate for heavy traffic. This level of house building in
Haverhill could only be sustainable if accompanied by a mass transit system, and measures
to reduce car dependency and use of minor rural roads. The additional vehicle traffic on
minor rural roads arising from both direct additional traffic and displacement of traffic from
congested A roads will further dissuade use of such roads by pedestrians and cyclists, in
circumstances where there are few, if any, alternative options for such road users.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The council works closely with neighbouring authorities and
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and
community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and this is
expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental, and
other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mr Michael Osborn

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

826

Summary

Further development of Haverhill should only occur once good transport links have been
established e.g. rail link to Cambridge

Comment

One of the main reasons put forward for the further development of Haverhill is it’s close
proximity to Cambridge with its job opportunities. However transport links are poor, totally
relying on a single road, the A1307 which is already heavily congested. There is no rail link
with no likelihood of one in the future. Therefore the proposals to expand housing in
Haverhill doesn’t fit any green plans to combat climate change. The result would be
increased congestion, with gridlock and more pollution on roads leading into Cambridge.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The council works closely with neighbouring authorities and
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and
community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and this is
expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental, and
other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

mr Patrick Nason

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

638

Summary

The development on this side of Haverhill will put unbearable pressure on the local roads
with commuter traffic heading to Saffron Walden/Audley End, Stanstead, M11

Comment

The development on this side of Haverhill will put unbearable pressure on the local roads
with commuter traffic heading to Saffron Walden/Audley End, Stanstead, M11. These narrow
and congested roads are already hazardous enough.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The council works closely with neighbouring authorities and
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Bevan (Sturmer Flood Action Group)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

35

Summary

Sheltered accommodation for the elderly. Haverhill needs more sheltered housing for the
over 60s to buy. This would free up family homes and less development would be needed.
This also addresses the need for independent living and loneliness for the elderly

Comment

Haverhill needs more sheltered accommodation for the elderly to buy. This would free up
family homes and less development of new ones would be needed. It would also address the
well being and loneliness of the elderly and improve independent living Haverhill needs
more sheltered housing for the over 60s to buy. This would free up family homes and less
development would be needed. This also addresses the need for independent living and
loneliness for the elderly

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The policies in the current local plans on affordable housing will be reviewed and
updated in line with the national guidance and evidence base studies which review the need
to provide different types of houses within West Suffolk. These updates will be shown within
the preferred options draft local plan to be consulted on early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Bevan (Sturmer Flood Action Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

37

Summary

Public transport. Lack of services on Sundays (buses) increases rural loneliness for the
elderly.

Comment

Lack of services on Sundays (buses) increases rural loneliness for the elderly

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa McGerty

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

701

Summary

Haverhill needs more facilities, not just more houses. Doctors and dentists are overwhelmed.
Schools are not as good as they used to be. Traffic congestion into Cambridge is a problem.
Investment in public transport and local facilities are both priorities for residents. The town
centre retail offer is woeful. Proper pedestrianisation of the high street is needed. Get the
second bypass finished.

Comment

Haverhill needs more facilities, not just more houses. Doctors and dentists are overwhelmed.
Schools are not as good as they used to be. Traffic congestion into Cambridge is a problem.
Investment in public transport and local facilities are both priorities for residents. The town
centre retail offer is woeful. Proper pedestrianisation of the high street is needed. Get the
second bypass finished.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The council works closely with neighbouring authorities and
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and
community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and this is
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expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental, and
other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Alan Coles

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1186

Summary

Development of WS097 appears to cross into Uttlesford District (Braintree) area according
to https://www.catesbyestates.co.uk/news/catesby-estates-selected-to-promote-strategic
dated December 2020. As a resident of Sturmer, I think it is unacceptable that Sturmer
becomes swallowed up by Haverhill expansion.

Comment

Development of WS097 appears to cross into Uttlesford District (Braintree) area according
to https://www.catesbyestates.co.uk/news/catesby-estates-selected-to-promote-strategic
dated December 2020. As a resident of Sturmer, I think it is unacceptable that Sturmer
becomes swallowed up by Haverhill expansion. Complete renovation of the town center,
which is an embarrasment to Haverhill. New doctors surgeries. Access to GP appointments
is currently unacceptable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites
that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not
mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of
the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing
requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
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accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies
Respondent Name

Ann Aldred

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1269

Summary

Objections to Catesby Estates 5000 homes. The proposed development would add very
significantly to the volume of traffic along the A1307 between Haverhill and Cambridge, on
what is already signposted along its whole length as a “High Casualty Route”.
The proposal would add a large number of private car journeys and would have a
significantly negative impact on local roads, which are already busy especially at peak rush
hour and school drop-off and pick-up times.

Comment

I write in connection with the above proposal associated with the West Suffolk Local Plan. I
have examined the proposal and I wish to object strongly to this proposal being incorporated
in the West Suffolk Local Plan, for the following reasons as indicated in the boxes below: *
The proposed development would add very significantly to the volume of traffic along the
A1307 between Haverhill and Cambridge, on what is already signposted along its whole
length as a “High Casualty Route”. * The proposal would add a large number of private car
journeys and would have a significantly negative impact on local roads, which are already
busy especially at peak rush hour and school drop-off and pick-up times. This runs directly
contrary to Government and West Suffolk Council policy to promote sustainable transport,
and will increase local pollution, emission outputs and also the carbon footprint. * There are
already a large number of brownfield development sites available in and around Haverhill,
which are much closer to the town’s facilities than the proposed development site. * The
proposal is to build entirely on greenfield land, which is wholly unnecessary and contrary to
Government guidance. * A large part of the site of the proposed development is within the
Stour Valley Project Area (SVPA), which is described in the Dedham Vale AONB and Stour
Valley Management Plan 2016-21 as “a high quality landscape and a benefit to all those that
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live, visit or work in the area” and “an example of the finest landscape in the country." * The
proposed site contains a Scheduled Monument, a Late Neolithic bowl barrow which is
described in the National Heritage List for England as “well preserved and will retain
important archaeological and environmental information relating to the construction and use
of the monument and to the landscape in which it was built.” * The proposed site results in a
loss of high quality agricultural land.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies

Respondent Name

Cathryn Carlisle (Helions Bumpstead Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1376

Summary

Objection to site WS097. WS097 was not considered suitable for development in the
Haverhill Vision 2031 plan and was designated as an area for conservation. Development of
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WS097 would also damage the Dedham Vale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Haverhill’s
small industrial base cannot possibly provide employment for a 40-50% increase in
population implied by the proposed development; such growth is excessive and
unreasonable.
Comment

please see attached

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Christine and John Ellis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1279

Summary

Objection to site WS097. Our concerns are that the infrastructure is not place to
accommodate a large new development and the road running through Sturmer is struggling
to take the current traffic. When the Haverhill bypass was built in my opinion it should have
continued to bypass the village of Sturmer. What is an outrageous suggestion is to continue
this development into Sturmer which is in a different county for a start and a village, some
would say not even that more a hamlet.
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Comment

Further to the proposed development for up to 5000 new homes which are to run alongside
the Haverhill bypass. Our concerns are that the infrastructure is not place to accommodate a
large new development and the road running through Sturmer is struggling to take the
current traffic. When the Haverhill bypass was built in my opinion it should have continued
to bypass the village of Sturmer. What is an outrageous suggestion is to continue this
development into Sturmer which is in a different county for a start and a village, some would
say not even that more a hamlet. The total infrastructure - one pub and a garden center. A
year or so a planning application was refused to build 16 dwellings in Sturmer how one can
justify what is now being proposed is beyond belief.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

803

Summary

The settlement hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services.
At present it does not. Locations such as Haverhill have been slow to come forward and have
not always delivered policy compliant schemes owing to viability challenges. That is a
reflection of the strength of the market and attractiveness to house builders as deliverers of
new homes.

Comment

The settlement hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services.
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At present it does not. Locations such as Haverhill have been slow to come forward and
have not always delivered policy compliant schemes owing to viability challenges. That is a
reflection of the strength of the market and attractiveness to house builders as deliverers of
new homes.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues and the deliverability of sites.

Respondent Name

David Porth

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

784

Summary

Objection WS097. It is to intrusive into the open countryside which forms the natural
landscape setting for the town of Haverhill. The development, if permitted, will "short
circuit" the Haverhill bypass and will lead to the development becoming isolated from the
town.The current medical facilities in Haverhill are barely adequate for the current
population let alone an additional 10,000 people.

Comment

I wish to object most strongly to the above site on the following grounds :- 1) It is to
intrusive into the open countryside which forms the natural landscape setting for the town of
Haverhill. 2) The development, if permitted, will "short circuit" the Haverhill bypass and will
lead to the development becoming isolated from the town. 3) The current medical facilities
in Haverhill are barely adequate for the current population let alone an additional 10,000
people.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
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SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues
Respondent Name

Dawn Wright

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

828

Summary

Please see attached document for all of my comments and questions. Thank you. Objections
on insufficient infrastructure; Unsustainable Urban Drainage; Air Quality and CO2;
Disregard for Village Boundaries; Disregard for Unused Brownfield Sites; Loss of Key
Countryside; Insufficient Social and Economical Provision.

Comment

* Insufficient Infrastructure – * Roads and Transport – The local road network will not cope
with the increased traffic. Roads:Adding 2500+ new homes (with each household having
between 1 and 4) vehicles will add 5000+ vehicles (plus those servicing the properties
(deliveries, maintenance, etc.)). The likelihood of those living in the proposed properties are
likely to commute to Cambridge, Bury and Braintree, is high. The A1307 is already clearly a
road with high fatalities. The proposal will add to this. The A1017 is a busy and windy road
already. The A143 is a windy country road that passes through several small villages. The
The other roads to the other surrounding areas are small tight and windy country roads,
which have trouble coping with today’s level of traffic, let alone an
increase. Safety: Increasing the traffic on any roads in the surrounding area will increase
accidents. As the proposal tries to limit the number of cars in a household by limiting the
parking (which never works (people will have a car if they want one) as they just park on the
street, pavement and greensward (causing further hazards)), are they expecting people to
use public transport of cycle? Public Transport: The public transport network will not cope
with the potential increased capacity; and if they add more busses, that means more traffic
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and thereby more pollution and accidents. Under the current situation (Covid 19), any traffic
or commuting study carried out in the last year cannot give a real indication of what the real
levels are or could be. Traffic volumes are rising on top of any previous studies (which
should be looked at). * School Places – Schools are pushed for classroom sizes as it is.
Adding this number of homes to the area is not sustainable and local education will suffer
(has this been looked at?). When education suffers so does social balance. * Medical
Requirements – Doctors, dentists and surgeries are overworked and oversubscribed, which
as it is leads to any medical conditions worsening or going undiagnosed. As we are an aging
population the strain on the NHS services would be untold. * Services (Water, Sewage,
Power & Communication) – There will be a strain for service resources
generally. Power:Many of the local substation are close to their limits for capacity. Has UK
Power Networks carried out a study on the capacity? Water: The water pressure in the area
is now especially high. What will the increased demand of the extra 2500+ homes put on
this? Sewage: What capacity is the local processing plant capable of? How much more water
will have to be processed (treated prior to use and after use)? Communication: The WiFi
signal strength of the area is week. Adding any extra homes to the situation will weaken it
further. Communication is essential for modern life, commerce and information. * Generally,
good infrastructure is vital to a country's economic development and prosperity. With this
development’s insufficient regard for infrastructure it will lead to the opposite and drag the
rest of the town down with it. Planes * Unsustainable Urban Drainage - * Flooding – The
proposed development area is between the Stour Valley and Stour Brook. The topography of
the land shows that it will directly affect the amount of water that will not be allowed to
drain naturally. The Stour and Surrounding water courses are already shown on the
environment agencies Flood Risk Map. Increasing the amount of hard and non-permeable
surfaces will increase the water runoff, leading to flash flooding. The surrounding roads are
always flooding and incidents are on the increase. No amount of SUDS will cope with the
severe weather that now happens, thanks to the effects of climate change. * Air Quality and
CO2 – * Increased Traffic – The increase in traffic will dramatically increase pollution from
higher CO2, Nitrous oxides and other harmful particulates. What effects will 5000+ cars
have on the air quality of the area, especially at peak times? High pollution levels from
vehicles (especially diesels) can be directly linked to health problems. What are the existing
air quality levels and has a study been carried out to see what effect this proposal will have?
* Carbon Baseline - If the latest Census shows Haverhill to have around 27,000 inhabitants,
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adding 2500+ homes equates to around 9000 added to the population (an additional third!).
The added CO2 that we breath out will add to that. The 25000+ properties have to be heated
(and possibly cooled). What effect will this have on the amount of carbon produced? What
Sustainability Code are the houses being built to? Have the Council issued a statement to
address the Climate and Ecological Emergency and put in a target to reach zero carbon by a
certain year? What renewable sources of energy will the properties use? * Disregard for
Village Boundaries – * Disappearing Local Villages – The hamlets and villages of Little
Wratting, Calford Green and Sturmer are virtually going to be swallowed up by Haverhill.
Villages have a charm because they are a certain distance away from a local town. The
premium of house prices in those villages would be at risk of going down or not increasing at
the same rate due to the effects of merging into Haverhill. It will also have a social impact on
the lives of the inhabitants of the 3 villages. * Disregard for Unused Brownfield Sites – *
Unused Brownfield Sites – Repeatedly, proposed developments are being put on greenfield
sites (destroying the countryside) and brownfield sites (old industrial/commercial/farming)
are not being used. Is this purely on a profit basis for the developer? Many commercial areas
lay vacant and derelict while fields and meadows are used for developments such as the
proposed. How many homes can be put on the existing industrial and commercial land?
Infrastructure is already in place for many of the brownfield sites. * Loss of Key Countryside
– * Loss of Carbon Reducing Trees and Plants – Tree are recognised to assist in the reduction
of carbon in the atmosphere. How may are being cut down? Has a study been done on the
effect of this? * Loss of natural habitat – The proposal reduces dramatically the amount of
natural habitat the wildlife has to live in and off. Key pollinators will use the habitat that the
proposal will replace. A lack pollinators has already been raised as an ecological concern.
What studies have been carried out to establish the damage to wildlife and countryside.
What key species use this area? This proposal does not appear to significantly address the
reduction of flora and fauna. * Insufficient Social and Economical Provision * Anti-Social
Behaviour – Sadly ASB exists in our society; and the more population that you have the
higher the cases of ASB. This rate escalates disproportionally as ASB encourages ASB. What
does the proposed development bring to Haverhill apart from a higher risk of social
problems? * Community Facilities – Areas of population without access to good quality
accessible community facilities tend to struggle with good engagement, leading to
heightened crime and depravation. It is believed that the proposal does not significantly
address this. * Insufficient Open Public Places – These are essential to wellbeing and health
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of a community. It is not regarded that the proposal has the right amount of these, such as
parks, nature reserves, etc * Economic Requirements – Just filling a town with more people
(around 33% extra) does not sustain its prosperity. The High Street, despite several attempts
is not looking its best and has a high number of charity shops and To Let boards up, which is
not a good sign. Have studies ben carried out to try and establish what Haverhill needs to
give it a lift.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Comments 1, 2 & 7) Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to
ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/
provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This
ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)
which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on
infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important
in delivering sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local
design, access, climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies. Comment 3)
Reducing CO2 emissions and reducing the impacts of climate change is both a strategic
priority and objective for West Suffolk and policies will be developed in the local plan that
will allow us to respond effectively to this complex issue. Paragraph 2.3 of Part Two of the
local plan (local issues) confirms that the council is committed to tackling climate change
through mitigation and adaptation, and this will underpin many different areas of the new
local plan. Three elements of this topic are included in the sections on transport, housing
and the environment: * Transport - cutting vehicle emissions, improving access to
sustainable modes of transport, and maximising trends for active travel and improving
opportunities for walking and cycling. * Housing - encouraging sustainable construction and
standards for thermal performance and energy efficiency. * Environment - encouraging
sustainable modes of transport, environmental quality and halting the loss of biodiversity
through green infrastructure provision, improving air quality, and ensuring sufficient water
capacity. Comment 4) The plan does seek at paragraph 3.1.1 to prevent coalescence of
villages. A development opportunity study is being undertaken for the district which will
consider settlement constraints and issues of coalescence to help inform the preparation of
the preferred options local plan. Comment 5 & 6) It is important to seek the views on all
included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
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development including greenfield and brownfield sites, but this does not mean that all or any
sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy, any infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues as well as available brownfield sites. The council works
closely with infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed.
Respondent Name

G E Porth (Sturmer Local History Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1368

Summary

Catesby Estates proposals Haverhill Suffolk. The Sturmer Local History Group is strongly
opposed to the proposal by Catesby Estates to build 5,000 houses as part of the West Suffolk
Local Plan, to promote a significant and strategic extension to Haverhill. Furthermore the
Sturmer Local History Group is vehemently and emphatically opposed to the Castesby
Estates provisionally including 2,500 houses on land in the PARISH of STURMER, ESSEX
under the expansion plan for HAVERHILL, SUFFOLK.

Comment

The Sturmer Local History Group is strongly opposed to the proposal by Catesby Estates to
build 5,000 houses as part of the West Suffolk Local Plan, to promote a significant and
strategic extension to Haverhill. Furthermore the Sturmer Local History Group is
vehemently and emphatically opposed to the Castesby Estates provisionally including 2,500
houses on land in the PARISH of STURMER, ESSEX under the expansion plan for
HAVERHILL, SUFFOLK. This scenic, undulating land which is within the Stour Valley, many
parts of the Stour Valley have been recognised as Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the
building of houses would be a detrimental scar on this lovely landscape. An area which
includes many historical sites. * An ancient Bronze Age Bowl Barrow which is a Scheduled
Monument, number 1008189, first listed in 1923. * An evaluation carried out by Suffolk
Archaeological Unit in 1996 found a group of ditches to the north-west of the barrow
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revealing phases of a medieval ditch system and confirmed the evidence of a medieval field
system. * One ditch may indicate another field system pre-dating the medieval one. * A
Norman Church, Grade 1 listed, the potential impact of houses on the landscape setting of
this ancient building is totally unacceptable. * The whole area around the building known as
Sturmer Hall is an Early Medieval Manorial Site. * Although the building known as Sturmer
Hall was delisted in November 2012, the scheduling for the Moated Site and Mill Complex is
still designated. In conclusion the Sturmer Local History Group sincerely hope that this
development of 5,000 houses will be rejected as unwarranted intrusion into open
countryside, detrimental to the settlement of the Parish of Sturmer and environmentally
unsustainable.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues

Respondent Name

Gerry Taylor

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

964

Summary

Objection to WS097. This is Dedham Vale, A.O.N.B. Stour Valley Project Area.
The elevated position overlooking the town.
The change to the sky line.
The disruption and future of local wildlife.
Very close to the Sturmer Heritage Mound/Tumulus.
Transport is a major factor already, no rail link, over crowded journey to main road, major
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congestions already in Linton and the A1307 mortality rate.
Comment

I object to the inclusion of this site. Listed below are my main reasons; This is Dedham Vale,
A.O.N.B. Stour Valley Project Area. The elevated position overlooking the town. The change
to the sky line. The disruption and future of local wildlife. Very close to the Sturmer Heritage
Mound/Tumulus. Transport is a major factor already, no rail link, over crowded journey to
main road, major congestions already in Linton and the A1307 mortality rate. The population
of Haverhill already far exceeds the facility’s, where’s our Hospital or even a Medical
Centre. The local Doctors are stretched to breaking point. This development would make
Haverhill a Dormitory town. Increased pressure on the water and sewage plants. The level of
the River Stour, increase of water through Haverhill and Sturmer. Losing good agricultural
land is bad for bio-diversity.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues

Respondent Name

Ian Brown (Sturmer Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1187

Summary

Objection to WS097

Comment

Sturmer Parish Council would like to submit the following representation regarding the West
Suffolk Local Plan relating to Land South of Haverhill: WS097. The Parish Council would like
to reject the inclusion of this site within its Local Plan for development. The Site is located
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predominantly outside the housing settlement boundary for Haverhill which is classified as a
town in Policy CS4 of the former St. Edmundsbury area Core Strategy 2010. It is noted that
the Bumpstead Farmland Plateau is large scale arable fields bounded by hedges with trees
and ditches, woodland copses , including woodland on periphery, rolling topography,
scattered farmsteads and dwelling, sparse narrow rural lanes and multiple Public Rights of
Way. It is currently a tranquil area away from the A1307. Any development would be an
intrusion on the skyline due to openness across the plateau; this is already evident from the
thoughtless development of the Culina building which can be seen for well over a mile away
in both Sturmer and Calford Green. There would be an impact on tranquillity, loss of historic
integrity of traditional dispersed settlement pattern and the area has high sensitivity to
change with panoramic views; this beautiful and valued landscape would be lost forever. The
origins of this area stem from early pressure on the former Countryside Commission by
Local Authorities in the 1970’s to consider a wider area for AONB designation. The
Countryside Commission, in response to this, set up a ‘potential AONB’ project in 1978. This
project was considerably widened in 1981 and eventually became the basis for a project
covering an area along the whole of the Stour Valley, upstream of the AONB. Part of this site
(WS097) lies within the Dedham Vale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty; Stour Valley
Project Area at its western point, which is described in their Management Plan as ‘one of
England’s finest landscapes within its riverside meadows, picturesque villages and rolling
farmland’, it therefore has special qualities. A Valued Landscape Assessment was
commissioned in July 2019. The West Suffolk (formerly St Edmundsbury) Core Strategy 2010
stated that a Landscape Character Assessment was carried out in 2009 and since it was
insufficiently detailed at that time, it states that the Special Landscape Areas will continue to
be protected through inclusion in policies in the Development Management Document until
a more detailed Landscape Character Assessment is carried out. I have not seen that this
has been revisited prior to submitting this site within the new Local Plan which is very
disappointing. In the Policy CS7 Sustainable Development it states; the protection and
enhancement of natural resources (D) ‘conserving and, wherever possible, enhancing the
character and quality of local landscapes and the wider countryside and public access to
them, in a way that recognises and protects the fragility of these resources’. On West Suffolk
Council’s website it states; ‘The Suffolk LCA is based on Steven Warnock’s Land Description
Unit (LDU) methodology in which discreet units of broadly homogeneous land are identified
according to a set of physical and cultural characteristics. This was followed by field surveys,
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to assess the visual character and condition of the over 300 polygons identified by Steven.
This part of the project drew upon Mark Diacono’s expertise to provide training for the
surveyors, technical digital mapping and data collation. The surveying was carried out over
three years from 2003 to 2006 by pairs of trained surveyors drawn mostly from local
authorities and countryside management projects.’ It is therefore somewhat disappointing
that West Suffolk has not provided any evidence to the public which changes their 2009
position which we believe demonstrates that the inclusion of this site has not be
appropriately considered or thought-through. The loss of this good quality, agricultural land
would further damage biodiversity which is also contrary to both the council’s and residents
Climate Emergency aspirations. Since the site is predominantly outside the housing
settlement of Haverhill, any new development would be entirely segregated from Haverhill
by the by-pass (A1307), consequently it would become a dormitory village and could not
therefore be considered sustainable development. The A1307 is a single-track road leading
to the M11 and City of Cambridge, it has severe congestion at Linton and Abington at peak
traffic times and it is known and publicised by Cambridgeshire Council as having a high
mortality rate. Stansted airport currently attracts 25m passengers and is applying for
expansion to 42m. Whilst Haverhill currently houses a number of workers and passengers,
most of whom use the A1307, the position of any new development would encourage further
use of the very small, country lanes through the rural villages of Steeple, Bumpstead,
Helions Bumpstead, Hempstead, Great Sampford, Thaxted and beyond. These villages are
already blighted with the use of some unclassified and B roads as rat runs to Stansted
Airport and a development close to the Bumpsteads’ would exacerbate this problem.
Comments that Sturmer Parish Council have received from its residents include:- * They
wish to retain a clear green buffer between Haverhill and Sturmer and maintain its integrity
as a village within Essex. * The water level has risen considerably since Haverhill has
increased its number of dwellings and is the main cause of flooding within the village. * The
Scheduled Monument (Bowl Barrow) should remain protected for its historical value and
clear of any development. * The medical services in Haverhill are inadequate for the current
population and West Suffolk has no plans to improve these. Ely, with a lower population has
its own hospital. * The current by-pass would need another, new by-pass to cope with any
additional traffic around Haverhill. * Access to schooling and amenities will require a by-pass
crossing. * Employment opportunities in the area are already seriously inadequate, there is
no additional commercial land available to develop employment opportunities. * The
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proposals lack provision for adequate and comprehensive infrastructure requirements which
are already seriously lacking even before the proposed development proceeds.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1101

Summary

WS097 This very large site includes the ancient woodland of Ladygate and Poplar Woods
CWS and a network of hedgerows across the site provide good ecological connectivity. These
Priority habitats are likely to support protected species/Priority species, so detailed surveys
are required
WS103 Any future development should ensure suitable buffering of the CWSs and the river
corridor, including prevention of light spillage into these areas.
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Comment

WS097: This very large site includes the ancient woodland of Ladygate and Poplar Woods
CWS and a network of hedgerows across the site provide good ecological connectivity. These
Priority habitats are likely to support protected species/Priority species, so detailed surveys
are required to further inform the suitability of this site for any future development
proposals. In particular, the ancient woodlands must be protected and suitably buffered from
development and the ecological network retained and enhanced. WS103: This site lies within
a short distance of Broad Street Old Allotments CWS and Haverhill Disused Railway Line
CWS, as well as being directly adjacent to Stour Brook. Any future development
should ensure suitable buffering of the CWSs and the river corridor, including prevention of
light spillage into these areas. Unless it can be demonstrated that there is no negative
impact upon the CWS, then development should not be considered for this site. This site may
support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the
suitability of the site for development

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues

Respondent Name

John Burns (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

859

Summary

NO more housing for Haverhill.

Comment

No more housing should be considered for Haverhill for the following reasons: a) Haverhill is
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NOT a sustainable town despite what WSC planners may think. It does not meet any of the
NPPF definitions in terms of not affecting existing residents and new housing only provides
something for the new residents but affects all very badly due to fact WSC have not adopted
CIL and sticking with s106. In Haverhill the new 3650 houses provided in Vision 2031 will
create tremendous pressure on services listed below and not one of the s106 options will
resolve them. b) Health: Whilst the s106 for Great Wilsey will hand over a parcel of land
there is no provision for manning that provision. Haverhill suffers greatly from surgeries that
are overloaded and overworked. We do not even have a place where someone can have a cut
sutured or a suspected broken limb x-rayed without a 40 mile round trip. Whilst there is a
desire for a "health hub" this is currently a pipe dream as the CCG and NHS will be pouring
all their resources into a new BSE based hospital. c) Transport: Haverhill has no sustainable
public transport nor even a policy. All bus services, apart from one taxi company operated
system, originate from other towns. There are no local services, as there was 20 years ago,
providing feeder services to the bus station for those wanting to go outside the town. Even
Stagecoach recognise this but SCC seem to, as usual, ignore the 4th largest town in Suffolk
when it comes to supporting public transport. The bus stop information boards that were
due to be installed 10 years ago never were because the money was diverted elsewhere. So
we all rely on printed timetables and phone apps. Buses that comes from Cambridge have to
act as "hopper" buses going around the estates making those commuting back to Haverhill
from there having to sit on a bus for often 2 hours whilst it goes around the town. Estates
built in that 20 year period do not have any bus services and have to rely on the car. SCC
proposed, and planners agreed, that feeding the new estates will just require an extension to
these services. That cannot be right. d) Roads. These are already showing stress including
the A1307 at peak times but particularly local roads iwo schools and the town centre area.
The new developments, whilst proposing some minor changes outside their red lines, will be
the major cause of any extra traffic. Being situated in a valley with developments on top of
400 feet hills, the opportunity to walk/cycle is very limited when houses will be nearly 2
miles away from the town centre. e) Rail Links. WSC and SCC have paid zero attention to
the proposals for a light or heavy rail link to be restored to Cambridge. This is scandalous
and needs to be resolved urgently with as much attention paid on the BSE rail links to
Haverhill. f) Town Centre Masterplan. This is now a pipe dream. It needs to be scrapped and
redrawn. New developments are not sustainable as we do not have a town centre fit for
purpose, and with the demise of retail, this is something we should not keep aspiring to as
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some means to justify new developments. g) New development south of the A1307 bypass
cannot be allowed to go ahead without a massive investment in infrastructure as stated
above. If the complete site is included (the bit in Essex) we will have the serious problem of
Haverhill supporting some 7,000 people with no income from council tax, new homes
bonuses, etc. If this is allowed then the boundaries need to be redrawn to ensure any such
housing is in West Suffolk and particularly the Haverhill Town Council tax area. We already
see this with the development to the west of the town, in Withersfield Parish, where the town
has to support those on the misnamed Haverhill Research Park.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies

Respondent Name

John Burns (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

860
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Summary

Haverhill is NOT sustainable.

Comment

Sustainable development as per NPPF: ”Development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It is central
to the economic, environmental and social success of the country and is the core principle
underpinning planning. Simply stated, the principle recognises the importance of ensuring
that all people should be able to satisfy their basic needs and enjoy a better quality of life,
both now and in the future.” Paragraph 2.3.2 should have read: "Whilst Haverhill is
considered, in planning terms, to be a sustainable location for new development within the
district because of the range of services and facilities available in the town, it suffers from a
lack of infrastructure including no rail facilities, no local bus services other than those
originating in other towns, a poor town centre retail offer, a lack of new employment land for
incoming businesses, and a lack of areas in which it can expand due to the adjoining county
boundaries."

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the local plan
and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies

Respondent Name

John Burns (West Suffolk Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1191

Summary

More infrastructure needed in Haverhill. New rail links, new bus links, new local bus hopper
services, more health facilities, a revitalised town centre serving goods that are needed in
the 21st century and beyond, local college and adult education facilities, more police, decent
high spec housing meeting both space and environmental standards that people can actually
afford.

Comment

New rail links, new bus links, new local bus hopper services, more health facilities, a
revitalised town centre serving goods that are needed in the 21st century and beyond, local
college and adult education facilities, more police, decent high spec housing meeting both
space and environmental standards that people can actually afford, self-build housing,
housing for the elderly who want bungalows, encouraging residents to become involved in
their community, and more control over our lives rather than being dictated to by others,
who do not live here, who should respect what we want and need.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council will be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Julie Patmore

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1314

Summary

'I am writing to table my objections to the proposed building of 5000 new homes in
Haverhill/Sturmer. The proposed site is in a very rural setting and will impact considerably
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on the area’s wildlife and ruin the look of the landscape, not to mention the increased traffic,
and unacceptable strain on the very limited facilities and services currently serving the area.
Comment
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Councillor Diana Garrod has informed me as a local resident of the above proposed
development and has suggested that if we have any comments, we need to table these by
close of business December 22 2020. I have accessed the website as suggested and
registered, but have then come to a standstill as to the next step in submitting my
comments. It is not clear how to proceed. Could you perhaps let me have details of the
process so that I can follow this and ensure my comments reach the right audience, or
alternatively, I have given my comments below which can be forwarded onto the relevant
department. 'I am writing to table my objections to the proposed building of 5000 new
homes in Haverhill/Sturmer. The proposed site is in a very rural setting and will impact
considerably on the area’s wildlife and ruin the look of the landscape, not to mention the
increased traffic, and unacceptable strain on the very limited facilities and services currently
serving the area. Of course I appreciate the need for housing, but there is already sizeable
development in and around this area, and this is a particularly huge number of houses that
are proposed. I specifically raise the following issues: Landscape and wildlife: There is
currently a diverse variety of wildlife in these fields and hedgerows – deer, pheasant, hare,
rabbits, badger and many species of field and hedgerow birdlife. How do you justify
destroying this in these current times when we should be doing all we can to protect our
wildlife and plant life and the environment in general. I have lived in Sturmer for 6 years and
purchased my house for its isolated position and views across countryside. This will now be
very much spoiled. Traffic: The Haverhill road is already very congested, including large
lorries. The prospect of an additional 5000 cars (minimum) is very concerning and the
current road system would struggle to cope. What are your plans to improve this. My
concern is that the single track lane where I live will become busier and therefore
dangerous, not to mention the other country lanes in the area. Facilities: 5000 houses can
mean anything between 5000 and 20000 additional inhabitants. The high street is very poor,
with limited variety; and whilst we have a good variety of supermarkets, they are small with
limited ranges and car parking. Are there any plans for additional, substantial facilities to
service these additional residents? Schools: Building a new school has been mentioned but
in my experience, this is always the last thing to be completed – putting additional strain on
the existing schools, and therefore impacting on all the student’s education. In short, such a
development will completely alter the rural village identity of Sturmer, making it a less

desirable area to live; destroy landscape and wildlife, put further strain on limited town
resources and services, and cause considerable disruption and congestion. Thank you for
taking the time to read this.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies

Respondent Name

Kerri and Roger Moss

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1246

Summary

Helions Bumstead. As a small rural community at the very North East of Braintree’s area we
have had no notifications by West Suffolk Council and consider the process to call for
responses flawed. The West Suffolk Local Plan has a direct impact on our rural community
and yet we have not been notified of the deadline, nor had the opportunity to prepare a
substantive response.
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Comment
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We have just been made aware of the proposed West Suffolk Local Plan and the implications
it will have for our village. To discover that the deadline for responses is 1700 today is very
disappointing. In the current climate, when much of North Essex is locked down in Tier 4
the request to extend the closing date to enable a more considered response appears very
reasonable. It is unfortunate that West Suffolk Council appear unable to consider the
request, surely the aim should always be to improve local democracy. As a small rural
community at the very North East of Braintree’s area we have had no notifications by West
Suffolk Council and consider the process to call for responses flawed. The West Suffolk Local
Plan has a direct impact on our rural community and yet we have not been notified of the
deadline, nor had the opportunity to prepare a substantive response. We ask that Braintree
Council approach West Suffolk Council and request an extension for their residents’ full
responses. We have been unable to log onto the West Suffolk Local Plan to make our
response so in the few hours available we would like to make a brief outline as to our
objections for the Sites included within WS097 (Land South of Haverhill). The site is being
promoted by Catesby Estates PLC who according to their website appear to propose a huge
750 Acre development with up to 5000 homes. This land is split between West Suffolk and
Braintree District Council, the WS097 site is solely within Suffolk with an indicative capacity
of 2430 homes the remaining 2570 homes being for Braintree District Council to consider. It
is noted that this proposal is not included within the latest Braintree Local Plan and
contradicts many existing policies which have sought to preserve the unique and fragile
nature of the Northern Essex plateau. Haverhill is a medieval market town. Parts of the town
have particular archaeological significance, beyond this core the town lies in the wider
landscape where there are Iron Age, Roman and other period archaeological sites. When the
Haverhill Vision 2031 document was produced in 2014 the core strategy stated: 1. The town
will grow by at least 4260 new homes between 2009 and 2031. 2. Most new housing will be
located to the north-west and north-east of the town. 3. 12 hectares of land at Hanchet End
is allocated for employment. 4. The town centre will be the main focus for new retail, leisure
and office development. During the preparation of Vision 2031, the historic and natural
environment was seen as a high priority in Haverhill. Many respondents focused on the
development of the town centre and High Street, and asked for improvements to the
provision of country walks and parks and protection of the environment. The Haverhill Vision
2031 document goes on emphasise “Existing surrounding settlements would be protected
from coalescence and have green buffer zones developed between them and Haverhill to

maintain their integrity.” Haverhill Objectives The Vision 2031 document goes on to outline
the following objective: Objective 5 To ensure that any new development conserves and,
where opportunities arise, enhances the natural, built and historic environment, local
identity and distinctiveness of Haverhill and increases and improves access to green space
and surrounding countryside. (CS: D, G, H) POLICY HV18: GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE IN
HAVERHILL(GI) In and around the town of Haverhill the integrity and connectivity of the
strategic green infrastructure network will be maintained, protected and enhanced, which
includes the creation of new habitats, through the implementation of the St Edmundsbury
Green Infrastructure Strategy. Opportunities to extend the coverage and connectivity of the
strategic green infrastructure network should be undertaken in association with new
development, where appropriate. Green Infrastructure projects will: * enhance the character
of the Green Infrastructure Action Zones identified in the Green Infrastructure Strategy; *
enhance woodland planting to the A1017 bypass; * conserve and enhance the Meldham
Washlands greenspace; * provide new community parkland/country park on the strategic
growth area to the north east of the town, the areas for which will be determined at the
concept and masterplan stage; * connect multifunctional green infrastructure routes/
corridors in the town to existing and future green spaces; * make urban river corridor
improvements to the Stour Brook Valley Green Corridor; and * promote access to, and
appreciation of, local history and heritage assets within the landscape as part of a multifunctional approach. The council will work with its partners to develop the green
infrastructure network and implement proposed network improvements including those set
out in the Green Infrastructure Strategy. Planning permission for development that would
harm the green infrastructure network will only be granted if it can incorporate measures
that avoid the harm arising or sufficiently mitigate its effects. From the GI Map produced for
the Vision 2031 The area to the south of the A1017 By Pass should focus on conserving and
enhancing the Pre 18th Century landscape and hedgerows. Opportunities for development of
species rich grassland along the south facing embankments of the A1017 By Pass Road at
the base of woodland belts to improve biodiversity. Green corridors to surrounding villages
enhancing biodiversity. It can be seen from the existing West Suffolk Councils local policy’s
that the vision for Haverhill’s future recognised the importance of the A1017 By Pass as a
boundary between the development of the town and the preservation of ancient fields and
woodland. The limited space for parks within Haverhill has been a noted issue, the existence
of the Puddle Brook Playing fields on the Clements Estate has provided a green space which
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is used year round for multiple activities including Park Runs on a Saturday morning. This is
adjacent to the A1017 Bypass and enables residents to cross and follow circular walks
through Ladygate Wood and onwards through unspoilt countryside to many local Villages.
The border of the A1017 Bypass serves a valuable purpose which gives residents access to
an important green corridor. As the Vision 2031 Plan goes on to say: “Generally the quality
of the environment in Haverhill is good. As in many areas of the country, road traffic
emissions are the main source of pollution. Industrial processes that might pollute are
regulated either by the local authority or the Environment Agency. Individual pollution
episodes, for example noise and contaminated land, affect only a small group of people but
may have a significant effect on their health and wellbeing.” As can be seen from the WS097
proposal the sites would surround in a horseshoe the Chemical Plants established on the
Industrial Estate increasing the potential risk to residents of any future development. In the
limited time available we would merely wish to outline a few of the many remain objections
which may be raised for this site. Traffic congestion on an already very busy A1307 towards
Cambridge. The existing house building which is occurring along the road in Linton and
Abington will cause significant future problems which the addition of 2430 homes (possibly
5000 total) will do nothing to mitigate. These homes are being promoted as commuter homes
for Cambridge! Increased traffic through small North Essex villages as staff and passengers
for Stansted Airport attempt various rat runs. Lack of infrastructure and facilities are
currently causing issues with medical services and schooling etc in Haverhill. In summary,
Haverhill is an important Suffolk market town which has successfully developed over the
years by maintaining a balance. The boundary between town development and priceless
ancient fields/woodland/villages. The A1107 Bypass serves this purpose it should not be
compromised.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. Our Statement of Community Involvement sets out how the
council will engage with the community during the local plan process. In June 2020 an
addendum was prepared to set out changes in how the council would consult on the West
Suffolk Local Plan in response to the COVID-19. These changes included an extension of the
consultation period from six weeks to ten weeks to give communities more time to engage
with the Local Plan. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have
been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that
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all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We will consider the issues
you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These issues will be
considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation comments
received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as
well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be working closely
with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable
communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change,
environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Michelle Peck (Orbits Homes)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

271

Summary

WS100 Westfield Primary School. Orbit Homes are a well-financed company who have the
monies to take the site through the remaining planning process and then develop the site
out. Orbit has recently been successful in achieving a strategic partnership with Homes
England, allowing the company to utilise grant funding and provide a mixture of tenure on
site. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss the site in further details with you and
would be grateful if you could contact us.

Comment

I write with reference to the above site that I understand has been allocated in West
Suffolk's Local Plan and as yet has not yet been implemented. Orbit Homes are a locally
based affordable and private housing provider that is actively seeking new opportunities in
the area. Through Orbit's other scheme; they have vital experience in dealing with the local
authority and have an in-depth knowledge of the local housing market. In addition, Orbit
Homes are a well-financed company who have the monies to take the site through the
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remaining planning process and then develop the site out. Orbit has recently been successful
in achieving a strategic partnership with Homes England, allowing the company to utilise
grant funding and provide a mixture of tenure on site. We would welcome the opportunity to
discuss the site in further details with you and would be grateful if you could contact us.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Miss Ashlea Hugh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

857

Summary

Far too many houses for a small town.

Comment

Far too many houses for a small town, if you want to expand try and do it gradually and not
by building a whole entire town on the side of our beautiful town. I only just moved here for
the countryside and now you’re planning on ruining it with housing estates that look
mundane, with absolutely no character. This estate is being built on the entrance to my road
which will mean that it’ll become busier than usual, filled with yet even more crime and no
jobs. This has no benefit for our economy, doctors will be overran and with the world in it’s
current state everyone will be unemployed with no hope of a brighter future. Let’s focus on
building more jobs and financial security within our town rather than further housing which
will be occupied by even more people looking for work.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Paragraphs 5.8 to 5.15 in the Strategic issues section of the plan sets out how and
why the figures have been arrived at. The Government's standard methodology for
calculating the district's housing need makes clear that providing fewer homes than the
headline figure of 16,000 is not an option. Assessing housing need is the first step in the
process of deciding how many homes need to be planned for which then informs the setting
of a housing requirement figure. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022,
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will set out a housing distribution strategy and the number of houses required to built each
year to meet the district's local housing needs. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Miss Terrie S Jones

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1315

Summary

Why would anyone want to extend Haverhill, parts of Haverhill are described at deprived
building on will not bring this part up and will not help the people living in it. It is more
likely to make the gap wider not smaller.

Comment

Why would anyone want to extend Haverhill, parts of Haverhill are described at deprived
building on will not bring this part up and will not help the people living in it. It is more
likely to make the gap wider not smaller. There are people desperate to get out of Haverhill
but no one will exchange with them due to the bad reputation of Haverhill. The
infrastructure is not there, there are not enough jobs in Haverhill to support 5000 new
homes, meaning people would need to travel to work, the roads and transport systems are
not up to this. It is already difficult at times to cross the road in Sturmer to get my son on
the bus we would need a crossing and a bypass. I think that the planners should wait and see
how the development that is in progress effects Haverhill and its infrastructure before
anymore is agreed. Authorities, we know how difficult this is first hand, constantly being told
it is difficult because you live right on the boarder. These people could end up being passed
backwards and forwards and not knowing which way to turn. Problems we have had include
mental health, midwife and health visitor, Doctors, Transport, Schools, colleges, Road
closures due to no communication between authorities. How would it be divided up and what
would become of sturmer? I lived in Haverhill for 44 years and I saw the decline, my parents
as they got older became uncomfortable in their own house in the end they felt they had to
move off the estate. I sometime go into Haverhill and look at what has become of the
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clements estate there are pot holes everywhere, cars parked along all the roads, it looks like
no body cares anymore. It was once a place that was so alive. Instead of investing in building
more houses the plan should look at improving what is there already. I moved to Sturmer
and love it the last thing I want to happen is to end up back in Haverhill.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mr Carl Coster

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

451

Summary

I would like it to recorded that I object to the proposed plan for Haverhill & Sturmer area in
the above planned development.

Comment

I would like it to recorded that I object to the proposed plan for Haverhill & Sturmer area in
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the above planned development. The green space was a major reason I moved to this area
over 20 years ago, and now this will be ruined. Also, the transport (road network) and local
services will not be able to cope with the building of over 5,000 new homes.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

937

Summary

The sites of WS097 for proposed housing south-west of the Haverhill town boundary at Hazel
Stub are not suitable for housing development or urban extension. This is a small hamlet
that is separate from the town - it is geographically curtailed and separated from the town
by the town's bypass and current town boundary.

Comment

The sites of WS097 for proposed housing south-west of the Haverhill town boundary at Hazel
Stub are not suitable for housing development or urban extension. This is a small hamlet
that is separate from the town - it is geographically curtailed and separated from the town
by the town's bypass and current town boundary. The hamlet of Hazel Stub is made up of 10
residential dwellings - 3 of which are listed properties. Archaeologist reports state that the
hamlet has been a site of farming for between 2,000 - 3,000 years. It is clearly an
inappropriate, rural site that needs to be retained as farmland. Looking at the geographical
nature of the land - there are significant slopes that would restrict development and altering
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these would impact on the outlook from listed buildings and other residences. The road of
Burton End at Hazel Stub is too narrow to support further development at the hamlet and
beyond. It is currently at the national speed limit and has many bends. In addition, there are
many concealed driveways that enter the road with little visibility. The road is not able to be
widened as some of the listed properties and previously-listed barns are already close to the
road, in addition to the numerous walls - some of which have been damaged by poor
drainage on the road. An increase in traffic to this area puts these listed and other buildings
at risk. There have been several accidents on this road - including one in January 2018, when
a vehicle left the road and ended up in a front garden. Many years prior, a vehicle left the
road causing damage to one of the listed properties that is still visible today. With respect to
services and amenities, there is currently no mains drainage or gas supply to this area. This
would pose significant difficulties for development. Electricity is currently supplied by
overhead wires. In addition, the current amenities and services situated in Haverhill don't
appear to have developed sufficiently to support those living outside of the town boundary
due to the excessive residential development in Haverhill itself. In summary, the current
farmland around the hamlet of Hazel Stub is not suitable for housing development due to the
historic nature; highways limitations; lack of services; geographical nature of the land; and
being a rural hamlet outside of a main town already under extreme development. On review
of the other proposed sites, there are clearly many more suitable, more easily developed
areas - especially the land to the north of the town that already forms part of the town
boundary and is closer to current development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Grey
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

923

Summary

Already over-developed. The town of Haverhill is worryingly the second largest in West
Suffolk - with an incredibly poor standard of services and amenities.
By comparison, other “smaller” towns exist with far better amenities and services. These
towns should be identified and developed, rather than abusing natural farmland that
surrounds the town of Haverhill. Haverhill’s services and amenities are under extreme
pressure and many of the commercial outlets are struggling to exist at present.

Comment

The town of Haverhill is worryingly the second largest in West Suffolk - with an incredibly
poor standard of services and amenities. By comparison, other “smaller” towns exist with
far better amenities and services. These towns should be identified and developed, rather
than abusing natural farmland that surrounds the town of Haverhill. Haverhill’s services and
amenities are under extreme pressure and many of the commercial outlets are struggling to
exist at present. The Dedham Vale and Stour Valley Project Area includes Haverhill. It is not
acceptable to consider extreme development that would harm this character. Much of the
proposal - especially ws097 - would harm the character of the landscape and natural
features. Some of the land identified is not suitable due to the rare flora and fauna in this
area. In summary, there are many other sites throughout Suffolk that would be far more
suitable - including some within the town boundary of Haverhill.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
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at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Chris Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1233

Summary

WS097 In summary, the use of this unique land, which is ancient farmland and woodland,
must be retained as such.

Comment

The land listed as ws907, is formed of groups of land that are inappropriate for development.
This contains ancient farmland and woodland in an open, countryside setting, flanked and
interspersed by numerous listed land parcels and properties. These properties are of
farming nature - Halls and farmhouses, many dating from medieval times. To preserve the
context of these buildings it is vital that significant farmland is retained around these
buildings. To develop around them would compromise their historical context and have a
most negative impact on local nature. Previous attempts to apply for planning permission
have rightly failed due to how development of this area would significantly deface and
remove its unique West Suffolk countryside character. This has rightly been a protective
measure in ensuring the ancient farming and ancient woodland are preserved. In addition,
as part of the Dedham Vale Stour Valley Project Area, it is clear that this area of natural
beauty should be preserved and encouraged to flourish in an unspoilt manner. Looking at the
flora and fauna of the proposed area ws097, there is significant variety - including protected
species. This includes a variety of orchids - such as bee orchids, early purple orchids and
pyramid orchids. In addition, there are oxlips, herb Paris and midland hawthorn. These are
located around Hazel Stub, Poplar Wood and the ancient Ladygate Wood. In addition, there
are many hedgerows - some of which may also be ancient. Archaeologists reports of the area
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highlight some Roman, Medieval and Saxon features. Therefore, it is wholly unacceptable to
consider developing this protected, unique landscape. A natural flower meadow has already
been damaged by the landowner in an attempt to prevent it being recognised as significant
for wildlife. This abuse of our natural areas cannot be allowed to continue. Looking at the
fauna in the area, there is a huge variety: buzzards, tawny owls, barn owls, green
woodpeckers, spotted woodpeckers, pheasants, red-legged partridges, red kites, deer, voles,
rabbits, mallards, and many more. Whilst many of these are rare in this area - with some on
watchlists, the protected species of bats and badgers also reside in and frequent the areas
proposed for development in ws907. Development of ws907 would certainly forcibly remove
habitats of protected species, along with the removal of many others. In addition to the
above, the natural lie of the land is typically in character with the gently undulating hills of
West Suffolk, Braintree, Uttlesford and South Cambridgeshire. The land proposed for
development is not suitable to be altered in such and is undesirable for development at
present. Altering the slopes and land would significantly negatively impact on the character
of the land and the outlook from numerous properties, including those that are listed.
Further to this, being part of the Dedham Vale and Stour Valley Project Area, a large
development would sit significantly out of character. The current road infrastructure cannot
cope with road usage and drainage. There is significant flooding on the roads at Hazel Stub
and all along the Haverhill Bypass. Further development would cause further drainage
issues. One of the fields currently within ws097 to the East of Hazel Stub has a significant
pool of water running through it most of the time, as it is part of a field drain route. Drainage
poses a further issue as there is no mains drainage in the area of ws097. Other services are
lacking as electricity is by overhead wires and there is no gas either. Currently, the land
within ws097 is used by many residents of the local area for exercise and recreation walkers, dog-walkers and cyclists. As a resident of a listed property that borders part of
ws097, we notice the prevalent use of this land for the well-being of residents around the
area. The town of Haverhill’s amenities cannot support the current population nor the
extensive north development, let alone this significant, ill-conceived development, which
would in effect be a separate settlement reliant on Haverhill’s services. The land lies outside
of the town boundary and this must be preserved given the history and numerous listed land
parcels and listed properties. Conversely, the other areas earmarked for development within
the town provide for a much more favourable outlook for current and future residents alike.
In summary, the use of this unique land, which is ancient farmland and woodland, must be
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retained as such. Any housing and/or other development would be inappropriate on this land
for the points above. Finally, if the proposed development were to go ahead it would mark an
abhorrent onslaught on the numerous, rare and protected plant and animal species in the
area. The development prioritises money far ahead of the unique West Suffolk countryside.
This proposed development should be rejected, recognising how to protect and prioritise our
counties assets - ahead of financial greed. There needs to be a concerted effort on the
development of the land and amenities within the town boundary. The excessive housing
developments at the north of the town require appropriate road networks, education and
health facilities. Attention needs to be paid to the balance of land use - I.e the current
excessive residential land versus the tiny commercial sector. This requires development to
support growth. Finally, there needs to be a careful eye on judging when Haverhill has
reached its full development in terms of size. It should not exceed its boundary and at some
point, it should be clear that other areas of West Suffolk could be developed more readily.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Poole (Haverhill Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

858

Summary

The population of Haverhill is understated in 2.3.1, which looks like an ONS figure.

Comment

Public Health England put the population of Haverhill at 27,876 in January 2018 and that
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figure will undoubtedly have grown in the last 3 years, so will be north of 28,000 by now.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Poole (Haverhill Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1190

Summary

WS685. This is within the Haverhill Town Centre Masterplan area.

Comment

This is within the Haverhill Town Centre Masterplan area

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Mr David Lee

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

602

Summary

Opposition to Haverhill South WS097. I feel that this will have a detrimental effect on the
area due to the overbearing nature of the plan as proposed by Catesby Estates plc. It will be
on an area which is elevated above the village of Sturmer and will impact its skyline. The
Catesby Estates plc plan intends to straddle the border between west Suffolk and Braintree
so, although you have only recognised a capacity of 2500, the Catesby plan indicates a
capacity of 5000.

Comment

Dear Sir/Madam, I would like to comment about the possibility of the land South of Haverhill
(WS097) being included in the West Suffolk Local Plan. I feel that this will have a
detrimental effect on the area due to the overbearing nature of the plan as proposed by
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Catesby Estates plc. It will be on an area which is elevated above the village of Sturmer and
will impact its skyline. The Catesby Estates plc plan intends to straddle the border between
west Suffolk and Braintree so, although you have only recognised a capacity of 2500, the
Catesby plan indicates a capacity of 5000. There is already a strain on the availability of GP
and school places in the area and this will only make it worse. It will remove the buffer zone
between Haverhill and the village of Sturmer, ruining its identity as an Essex village which I
feel is an important heritage to preserve. The local transport infrastructure is already under
pressure, and the link to the A11/M11 and Cambridge is already suffering from increased
traffic jams at both Linton and Abington during peak times of the day. Already there are sites
in development within Haverhill, both in the North East (WS681) with a capacity of 2500 and
in the North West Haverhill (WS098) with a capacity on master plan of 1150. These alone
add a capacity of 3650 to the area. As a majority of people will end up working in Cambridge
and its surrounding research parks, the roads will become overwhelmed. The A1307 being a
high mortality road, an increase in traffic will only make things worse. The other places of
employment apart from Haverhill itself are Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds, Colchester and
Braintree. The roads feeding these towns are smaller than the A1307 and will suffer worse
from the increase in population and subsequent traffic. For a town of a population 27,503
adding the three main proposed sites would add another 8650. Nearly an increase of a third.
The infrastructure of the area is not up to taking this strain. The area proposed by Catesby
Estates includes the Dedham Vale which is an AONB and should have some form of
protection from being over run. It is also part of the Stour Valley project and the proposal
should be rejected if only for these reasons alone. Yours sincerely, D. Lee
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
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at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Edward Barrett (Catesby Estates plc)

Agent Name

Mr Greg Pearce (David Lock Associates)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1387

Summary

Haverhill is strategically located in close proximity to Greater Cambridge, Stansted Airport
and the other centres of Bury St Edmunds and Braintree, and has benefitted from this in
recent years. There is an opportunity to plan for the future growth of Haverhill in a holistic
way, which captures the opportunity to build upon its strategic economic location and
support the aspirations of the wider sub-region.

Comment

WS097 It is welcomed that Haverhill is identified as a key location for sustainable growth
within West Suffolk, supporting the needs of the local and wider area in a sustainable and
logical manner. We note that there are several sites referenced as potential development
sites in and around Haverhill. It is noted that these sites are generally limited in scale and
would be unlikely in themselves to deliver wider infrastructure or facilities to serve the
growth of the town. If Haverhill is to plan for its continued growth in a sustainable and
holistic manner, we suggest that the only logical place to accommodate such growth would
be to the south west of the town at Haverhill Vales (site ref: WS097). The Haverhill Vales
Vision Document accompanying these representations provides further details of the scale of
opportunity here. Set out below is a commentary on why a long term and strategic approach
to growth is important for the town. Context for Strategic Growth Haverhill has a
characterful town centre as an historic market town, with a thriving retail quarter which has
a relatively low shop vacancy rate of just 5.2% (December 2019) compared with other towns
of a similar size such as Newmarket (6.8%) and Felixstowe and Sudbury (both 8.4%)¹. This is
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a good indicator of the health of the local town economy and suggest that the town centre
can sustain its current and growing catchment population in an effective manner. An
attractive, commercially-successful and vibrant town centre is also an asset for future
investment, including supporting cultural assets and growing the tourism economy within
the local area. Outside the town centre, the local economy is dominated by the industrial
sector, which significantly shapes the built environment. Manufacturing is repeatedly
identified as the leading employment sector within Haverhill², and although there are
aspirations to diversify employment opportunities within Haverhill, the economic and social
importance of manufacturing is likely to remain strong in the town. Shortfalls in local skills
and training, particularly within the younger population, is highlighted as a concern in the
Haverhill Vision 2031. An evolution of the local economy to support a wider range of
employment for local residents is an important aspect of future planning, and should include
support for improving local education and skills to further enhance the strong business
culture and opportunities within the town. New strategic development opportunities such as
that proposed at Haverhill Vales could provide a meaningful opportunity to meet these local
needs in a way which would benefit existing as well as new residents. A key tool in
preserving a balance between the urban character of Haverhill and its wider rural setting is
to plan holistically for long-term strategic growth and infrastructure. Adopting a
comprehensive strategic approach to growth allows for a considered and proactive design
response that preserves character whilst meeting the needs of current and future residents
of the town. This approach contrasts with the outcomes from a continuation of successive
piecemeal site allocations which, without a policy or plan framework bringing together the
overall spatial parameters governing future development, will lead to a series of ‘bolt-on’
developments. A series of individual developments are not likely to function or be designed
comprehensively; are unlikely to relate well to the wider town; cannot deliver on the vision
and issues identified throughout this Issues and Options consultation; and would not provide
the level of infrastructure investment - including green infrastructure - to meet the needs of
the catchment population. Given Haverhill’s location relative to the globally significant
growing economy of Greater Cambridge and the Oxford to Cambridge (O2C) Arc, as well as
to Stansted airport, we consider that now is the time to resist further piecemeal growth in
favour of securing a long?term spatial planning framework for the town, within which its
development needs can be brought forward in a well-planned and commonly-understood
manner. Setting current demands and future growth requirements of the town and this part
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of West Suffolk in this context would allow decisions about growth and expansion to be made
in a way which can also maintain and strengthen the key qualities of the town and its
surroundings. Planning for growth within and beyond the Local Plan It is important that in
considering site selection, it is not just about the housing requirements: sites should be
reviewed and selected not only on their individual characteristics but also on the basis of
their ability to deliver wider benefits for the town. Planned development at market town
destinations should not just bring new housing schemes, but through this investment should
enable ‘whole town’ aspirations to be unlocked and local concerns to be addressed. In
addition to meeting local housing needs, bringing forward sites for new homes phased within
a wider agreed strategic policy framework – such as the approach advocated at Haverhill
Vales - would allow for a wide variety of services and infrastructure to be planned for,
secured and brought forward to support the wider population. Facilities could include local
health and education provision, employment land, sustainable transport infrastructure and
strategic green infrastructure as well as functional recreational greenspace. Commitment to
a large scale of development, phased over time to meet identified needs, would also ensure
consideration could be given to the scale and timely provision of key infrastructure without
unacceptable impact on the viability of housing development. Certainty over the end state
growth and sensible phasing of homes and infrastructure would allow each phase of growth
to achieve sustainable outcomes in its own right, whilst having the flexibility to bring
forward housing sites within an overall framework in response to short and medium term
identified housing needs. Haverhill Vales, referenced as site WS097 in the SHELAA, provides
a sustainable location for a phased development that can deliver and meet a variety of needs
for the local community. A framework for development that enhances the local offering of
education, health care, employment and transport whilst meeting the needs of the current
and future Haverhill residents, is provided as part of the submitted Vision Document.
Haverhill Vales - Site Characteristics Situated within the Stour Brook valley, the Haverhill
Vales site is well related to the existing extent of the town, and mirrors its north-south
orientation. Development here would maintain Haverhill’s characteristic of being a valley
settlement: with the landholding ‘wrapping around’ the western extent of the urban area,
short journeys from the new development into the centre of town would continue to happen.
Landscape Haverhill is a valley settlement and future growth must be retained within the
valley ‘bowl’ to avoid coalescence with surrounding areas. The surrounding settlements are
on higher ground which help frames the landscape-extents for future development. The
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Haverhill Vales site is made of intimate valleys and small ridges that descend into the town.
These smaller valleys help define the three neighbourhoods that are proposed for Haverhill
Vales and further information can be found in the Vision Document. Ecology Haverhill Vales
is considered to be of low ecological value comprising of arable fields and smaller semiimproved grassland fields. Much of the site boundaries consist of broad-leaved woodland,
ancient woodland, ditches, hedgerows and residential gardens, and two waterbodies within
the site. The submitted Preliminary Ecological Appraisal confirms that a number of badger
sets have been recorded across the site which any development will need to seek mitigation
for any removal, but preferably through relocation within the site to proposed habitat areas.
It is likely that bird and bat species will be present on site too and further surveys will
determine the most efficient approach to mitigation. Despite the likelihood of these species
being located on site, which will be confirmed through further surveys, it is considered that
he presence of these species within the boundary will not pose a significant constraint to
development. Heritage An initial desk-based assessment has been undertaken to identify the
historic and archaeological baseline for the site. This confirms that the site has the potential
to contain pre-historic, Roman, and medieval remains. As part of any preparation for a
planning application further archaeological evaluation will be undertaken, which is likely to
comprise geophysical and evaluation trenching, plus any subsequent mitigation measures as
agreed by the relevant authorities and statutory bodies. Further details can be found in the
submitted Historic Environmental Desk-Based Assessment. Drainage The site does not fall
within a flood zone and does not result in the loss of versatile grade 1 quality agricultural
land. A potential drainage strategy for the site could seek to replicate the existing drainage
characteristics by conveying runoff from the site into the existing watercourse in and around
the site at greenfield runoff rates. Runoff will be supplemented on site attenuation storage to
restrict runoff to greenfield rates and should include source control SuDS to maintain water
quality, amenity and biodiversity benefits. Further detail is provided in the Preliminary
Surface Water Management Strategy submitted with these representations. A Move to
Sustainable Transport for the Town Positioned alongside the A1037, the site has the
potential to create a new area of town which is highly accessible along its length to the
existing urban area and town centre. The A1307 is a key route around the town but is
currently seen as a barrier to connectivity to the west, preventing access to the wider
countryside and dominated by vehicular traffic. Allocating land at Haverhill Vales development at scale to the west of the A1307 - offers an unrivalled opportunity to
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‘reimagine’ the A1307 for the town, improving east-west accessibility as well as offering
priority to more sustainable transport modes as part of supporting wider public transport
ambitions between this part of West Suffolk and Greater Cambridge (see Vision Document
for further details about the potential for integration with the CAM and the provision of a
new CAM transport hub at Haverhill Vales). The Preliminary Transport Appraisal, submitted
with these representations, recognises the need to provide alternative measures for travel
besides the private vehicle, and acknowledges that this can be delivered through the
provision of the CAM but also Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). To support this infrastructure
provision a sustainable transport hub can be provided within Haverhill Vales to allow future
passengers to transfer between multiple modes of transport. This will have the effect of not
only removing vehicles from the A1307 but also improving the character and functionality.
The environmental quality of this road could be significantly improved as part of
comprehensive development and public transport infrastructure provision, not only reducing
private vehicles from the highway network but making a measurable contribution to
reducing carbon emissions and improving air quality in and around the town. Benefitting
existing residents and businesses to the east as well as supporting development to the west.
Summary Haverhill is strategically located in close proximity to Greater Cambridge,
Stansted Airport and the other centres of Bury St Edmunds and Braintree, and has
benefitted from this in recent years. There is an opportunity to plan for the future growth of
Haverhill in a holistic way, which captures the opportunity to build upon its strategic
economic location and support the aspirations of the wider sub-region. The wider benefits of
strategic growth have been set out throughout these representations, from preserving the
opportunity for the appropriate infrastructure provision to benefit the site but also the rest
of Haverhill, through to ensuring Haverhill Vales is a well connected and intrinsic part of the
wider town. ¹ How many empty shops are in your Suffolk town? East Anglian Daily Times,
(5th December 2019) ² Haverhill Vision 2031 (2014)
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
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distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr John Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1157

Summary

WS097. As I have already pointed out in Constraints, the bypass on the south side of
Haverhill (not dual carriageway) has already created a potentially dangerous environment
owing to the number of minor roads which cross it. Creating additional development will
cause the bypass to be overloaded with traffic and inevitably lead to an increase in
accidents.I am amazed that you estimate that these areas could contain 2,430 units of 'mixed
use'. This is less an urban extension, more of a 'new town'!

Comment

As I have already pointed out in Constraints, the bypass on the south side of Haverhill (not
dual carriageway) has already created a potentially dangerous environment owing to the
number of minor roads which cross it. Creating additional development will cause the bypass
to be overloaded with traffic and inevitably lead to an increase in accidents. I am amazed
that you estimate that these areas could contain 2,430 units of 'mixed use'. This is less an
urban extension, more of a 'new town'! In relation to the part of WS097 which is situated
around Hazel Stub on the Castle Camps Road, one field is situated at the junction of the CC
Road with the bypass, meaning that any units in that field would be subject to both noise and
fumes pollution from the incessant bypass traffic - bear in mind the recent inquest findings
relating to London's South Circular. A further problem with the road at this junction is the
amount and frequency of flooding. the road through Hazel Stub descends towards the
bypass and water from the fields is channelled onto the road. As the road nears the
roundabout it sweeps to the right. The land on the right hand side of Hazel Stub descends
quite sharply to a hollow and this area would require considerable 'management' in order to
make it suitable for development. I understand there is no mains water or gas on this side of
the bypass and electricity is provided via overhead lines. A further and very important
consideration for residents of Hazel Stub is what impact any development would have on the
settlement. There are listed buildings here and the settlement has a considerable amount of
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history attached to it. Like many Suffolk hamlets Hazel Stub has considerable age and, while
the houses there vary in age, it stands as a marker to the fact that it has a considerable rural
and agricultural past. It is an area used by local residents for walking and bird-spotting,
ideal because it is close to the town itself. I believe Haverhill needs a period of stability to
assimilate all the recent growth which has only recently been completed there. If further
development is agreed as necessary, the best place for this would be the area to the northeast of the town which you have identified. I believe that a transport review should be
undertaken first to ensure that Haverhill does not end up in a permanent state of gridlock.
Next any development should be very carefully sited to avoid impact on existing residential
development, bearing in mind Haverhill's difficulties of terrain, sited as it is in the bottom of
a valley. Developments to Haverhill's infrastructure to accommodate any additional
development should be in place BEFORE building commences.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Whittome

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1309

Summary

It is clear that the Catesby proposal contravenes important elements of national and local
planning policy and should not be included in the West Suffolk Local Plan.

Comment

I write in connection with the above proposal associated with the West Suffolk Local Plan. I
have examined the proposal and I wish to object strongly to this proposal being incorporated
in the West Suffolk Local Plan, for the following reasons: Traffic safety The proposed
development would add very significantly to the volume of traffic along the A1307 between
Haverhill and Cambridge. This is already signposted along its whole length as a “High
Casualty Route”, and there have been a significant number of fatalities on this road over a
multi-year period. It would be wholly irresponsible to add further considerable traffic to this
route. Lack of public transport provision The existing transport infrastructure is extremely
poor from Haverhill relative to the size of the town. Haverhill is one of the largest towns in
England to have no rail connection whatsoever, with the result that effectively all travel from
Haverhill takes place by private car, with a limited amount via the local bus network. Local
buses, especially on the major axis of travel to Cambridge which is referenced in Catesby’s
proposal, are also often delayed by the significant existing congestion on the A1307,
especially at Linton and the Four Wentways intersection, as well as the approach roads to
Cambridge from the south. The addition of a large number of private car movements would
have a significantly negative impact on local roads, which are already busy especially at
peak rush hour and school drop-off and pick-up times. This runs directly contrary to
Government and West Suffolk Council policy to promote sustainable transport, and will
increase local pollution, emission outputs and also the carbon footprint. This is wholly out of
line with the Council's planning policies, and the proposals entirely fail to meet the
expectations of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) with regard to
sustainability. The NPPF states in Paragraph 7 the objective to ‘minimise waste and
pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low carbon
economy.’ This proposal does not comply with this requirement. Significant existing
brownfield sites within Haverhill There are already a large number of brownfield
development sites available in and around Haverhill, which are much closer to the town’s
facilities than the proposed development site. The Catesby proposal, which is to build
entirely on greenfield land, is thus wholly unnecessary and contrary to Government
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guidance. Dramatic impact on protected landscape area A large part of the site of the
proposed development is within the Stour Valley Project Area (SVPA), which is covered by
the Dedham Vale AONB and Stour Valley Management Plan 2016-21, adopted in 2016 by the
Dedham Vale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and Stour Valley Partnership. This
Management Plan describes the SVPA as follows: "The Dedham Vale Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB) and Stour Valley Project area is a distinctive landscape with
agriculture and wildlife at its core that retains its natural beauty and special qualities..."
and: "The Dedham Vale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and Stour Valley is a
high quality landscape and a benefit to all those that live, visit or work in the area." and:
"...the AONB and Stour Valley remains an example of the finest landscape in the country."
Scheduled Monument The proposed site contains a Scheduled Monument, a Late Neolithic
bowl barrow (Historic England List No. 1008189, at National Grid Reference TL 68837
44286) which is described in the National Heritage List for England as “well preserved and
will retain important archaeological and environmental information relating to the
construction and use of the monument and to the landscape in which it was built.” For all the
reasons detailed above, it is clear that the Catesby proposal contravenes important elements
of national and local planning policy and should not be included in the West Suffolk Local
Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
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delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies
Respondent Name

Mr Robert Exton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1202

Summary

WS097 We OBJECT. ROAD ACCESS / HIGHWAY SAFETY. The access road is already under
review by Highways Department
- LOSS OF PRIVACY. The piece of land is directly opposite our house, and property that is
built on it will overlook our house and invade our privacy.
- LOSS OF TREES. If this area is developed the hedgerow will be lost and a number of trees.

Comment

We OBJECT on the following basis: - ROAD ACCESS / HIGHWAY SAFETY. The access road is
already under review by Highways Department - LOSS OF PRIVACY. The piece of land is
directly opposite our house, and property that is built on it will overlook our house and
invade our privacy. - LOSS OF TREES. If this area is developed the hedgerow will be lost and
a number of trees. - NATURE CONSERVATION. This area has a number of MUNTJAC DEER
and the development of this land will not only affect them, but will have an adverse effect on
all the other wildlife that currently lives in this area. - OUT OF CHARACTER. This area is the
home of 3 of Haverhill's listed properties and this development will not only spoilt their
setting but destroy the historic beauty of the area. - PREVIOUS PLANNING DECISIONS.
Previous planning permission was sought for this site a number of years ago. It was refused.
Haverhill needs a RAILWAY. They understood this over 150 years ago. It was only due to the
shortsightedness of Dr Beeching report and its action that destroyed the good work of the
previous generation. Your nearest station is Whittlesford Parkway or Dullingham both 13
miles distance

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
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SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies
Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

287

Summary

Haverhill former Chalkstone Way Middle School - not in SHELAA, issues and options or
existing local plan.

Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. I’ve also included comments on a handful of sites
that have been excluded, which we think should be included. Barton Mills in particular is a
site where we believe we have a very good and deliverable proposal. I’d also draw your
attention in particular to site WS138 where the polygon appears to have altered in
comparison to what is being masterplanned as part of SALP SA4a. Would you review the
attached and let me know if this provides sufficient detail for your current process or
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whether you would prefer individual site submissions? I’d be happy to have a call to discuss
further with relevant officers. Note – my response is on behalf of SCC as the land owner and
developer. You will receive further responses from SCC departments in their capacity as
statutory consultees (Highways etc). please see attached for site specific comments
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments and submission of sites. The council will consider them as part
of next stage of the Local Plan.

Respondent Name

Mrs Alison Backler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1142

Summary

We need to improve the road links. Particularly to Cambridge and Bury St Edmunds. A
green alternative to road is also badly needed - train or tramline.

Comment

We need to improve the road links. Particularly to Cambridge and Bury St Edmunds. A
green alternative to road is also badly needed - train or tramline.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council will be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district. Social and community
infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and this is expected to
follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental, and other relevant
policies.

Respondent Name

Mrs Audrey Woodley (Haverhill Library)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

890

Summary

Out of date information. There is not longer a cinema complex!

Comment

There is not longer a cinema complex!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. The Cinema complex has been temporarily closed due to the
national COVID-19 restrictions.

Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Mugova (Environment Agency)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1255

Summary

Unidentified Potential environmental constraint
The full quantum of growth identified will likely exceed the current permitted flow headroom
within the WRC, and this will likely lead to a deterioration of local river status and a breach
of WFD.
It is essential that detailed assessments are carried out in the WCS to identify an acceptable
scale of growth that can be accommodated at Haverhill WRC before sites are allocated.

Comment

Unidentified Potential environmental constraint The quantum of growth proposed at each of
the settlements needs to be assessed in the WCS to ensure that sufficient water supply and
wastewater services can be provided within any local environmental constraints. From a
wastewater/river water quality perspective this is particularly important where the proposed
new growth and development will cause the WRC flow permit to be exceeded. There is,
however, a very specific wastewater/water quality issue that needs particular scrutiny and
assessment: Both Haverhill and Tuddenham WRCs have current ‘quality’ permit limits that
are set at the TAL. New development connecting into these two WRCs will likely need to be
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restricted to ensure the permitted DWF is not exceeded. Failure to do so is likely to result in
a breach of the WFD ‘No Deterioration’ obligation. A detailed assessment within the WCS
will need to demonstrate whether, and if so how, foul drainage from proposed new growth/
development in those locations can be accommodated to avoid a breach of WFD obligations.
2.3 Haverhill * As above, the quality permit limit at Haverhill WRC is set at TAL. * The full
quantum of growth identified will likely exceed the current permitted flow headroom within
the WRC, and this will likely lead to a deterioration of local river status and a breach of
WFD. * It is essential that detailed assessments are carried out in the WCS to identify an
acceptable scale of growth that can be accommodated at Haverhill WRC before sites are
allocated. 3.6 Red Lodge * As above, the quality permit limit at Tuddenham WRC is set at
TAL. * The full quantum of growth identified can likely be accommodated within the
permitted flow headroom within the local WRC, however it is essential that detailed
assessments are carried out in the WCS to confirm that scale of growth proposed in the
Local Plan will not lead to a breach of WFD obligations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments and raising this as a potential constraint towards development
within Haverhill. We will ensure these comments are taken into account in the preparation of
the water cycle study and next draft of the local plan.

Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Pewter

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

720

Summary

Haverhill and local area lacks the infrastructure to support this level of development. Some
of the proposed sites are outside the bypass and would impact on the neighbouring rural
village of Sturmer. There is also potential damage to a protected ancient tumulus. This area
should be maintained as green wedge to stop urban sprawl.

Comment

On paper it might seem like Haverhill is equipped to support further housing, but the GP
surgeries are busy and difficult to get appointments at and there are long queues at the
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supermarkets. In particular the road infrastructure won’t cope. The A1307 is gridlocked
during rush hours at both ends of the day and is an incredibly dangerous road, with regular
fatal accidents on it. The majority of people moving into the new housing will likely use that
road to go to work. I am particularly concerned about the proposal for development
OUTSIDE the bypass. This is also a fast road which has had bad accidents, and increasing
the egress of traffic onto that road is a recipe for disaster. The road through the very local
village of Sturmer is also already very busy, and I often have to wait for 10-20 minutes for a
gap in traffic to pull out of my drive in the morning. The bypass forms a natural boundary for
the town, with many people enjoying the countryside beyond it, which is part of the historic
Stour Valley, in the Dedham Vale, Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Furthermore, there is
an ancient burial mound (tumulus) in the vicinity which could be damaged by earthworks
nearby.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Helen Bull

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

798

Summary

I am concerned about the impact of the proposed development in Haverhill.
The road into Cambridge via Linton is already over the limit and causes frequent traffic jams
and accidents. I don’t see how this is addressed.
The local villages such as Helions Bumpstead don’t appear to be considered but will
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presumably be affected?
What about the woods Ladygate - will these be protected?
Comment

I am concerned about the impact of the proposed development in Haverhill. The road into
Cambridge via Linton is already over the limit and causes frequent traffic jams and
accidents. I don’t see how this is addressed. The local villages such as Helions Bumpstead
don’t appear to be considered but will presumably be affected? What about the woods
Ladygate - will these be protected?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jane Slade

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

611
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Summary

Objection to the proposed development to the south of Haverhill. As a former GP caring for
patients in Steeple Bumpstead and Haverhill for 30 years, I am concerned that the current
Primary Care provision will be grossly inadequate to serve the needs of a much larger
population.

Comment

As a former GP caring for patients in Steeple Bumpstead and Haverhill for 30 years, I am
concerned that the current Primary Care provision will be grossly inadequate to serve the
needs of a much larger population. Compared with ten years ago, current GP servicing is
much reduced and already stretched to the limit of safety. There is a national shortage of
GPs and even if a further surgery were to be built, there would be great difficulty with
staffing. Flooding is also a serious concern. The roundabout at the junction of the bypass and
Helions Bumpstead road regularly floods. this would be much worse were that area to be
developed. Weight of traffic would be a problem. There is already congestion on the road
from Haverhill to Cambridge, a road already well known to be to be dangerous. Further
traffic on this road , particularly at rush hours, would invite further tragedy. Ladysmith
Wood, which has I believe, recently been renamed Poplar wood, is an area of ancient
woodland with many important examples of native flora and fauna. I understand that should
this development go ahead, much of this are would be destroyed and lost forever. . In
summary, I believe that this proved development is far to big for this area. It would damage
the local environment, be extremely bad for the current local inhabitants, and unsuitable for
the new inhabitants.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The council will also be working closely with
neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and
this is expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental,
and other relevant policies

Respondent Name

Mrs J A Turner
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

780

Summary

Haverhill has few facilities for this increase in its population. Unemployment figures are high
and rising with the current situation and facilities such as the cinema closing, plus various
eating places, makes things much worse. The transport links mean that it is unattractive a
place to live in. The chemical factories pose a risk to health, it floods and crime rates are
high due to the lack of employment. There are many houses for sale and remaining unsold
due to the economic situation

Comment

The expansion of Haverhill into agricultural land south of the bypass will completely alter
irrevocably the environment over an enormous acreage. This agricultural land is sited
above the town of Haverhill and is the source of the River Stour. Haverhill is a basin as is
shown clearly on Ordnance Survey maps and because of this it floods regularly. The road to
Helions Bumpstead from Haverhill is accessed from a roundabout on the bypass which floods
after every heavy rainfall as does the roundabout at Hazel Stub. The corner by Haverhill
Hall also floods. There is nowhere for the water to go but Haverhill and to cover the field
with housing will increase the run-off drastically and cause the flooding that has been seen
around the country where councils have chosen to ignore the local topography. Climate
change will increase this effect. At a time when the Government exhorts farmers to plant
trees to improve the air pollution, it would be totally irresponsible to cut down part of an
ancient woodland to cover the ground in housing. North of Haverhill there has been a huge
increase in building towards Great Wratting and a new sewage system has been installed.
The land there does not flood, not being the source of a river, and is level land better suited
to building on and without ancient woodland. It is also further away from the chemical
factories on the industrial estate South of Haverhill. These factories have had a bad track
record of air pollution over many years and to build next to them on higher ground places
the housing nearer to the chimneys and puts the population at a far higher risk; one which
Friends of the Earth were very concerned about when this risk was uncovered. In damp
weather the fumes cannot rise high enough and the pollution level rises, so to put housing in
an elevated position next to it is irresponsible. The area has had to be evacuated on several
occasions due to chemical spillages. The road to Cambridge has a high fatality rate with
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warning signs along its length. Adding many hundreds of extra cars will inevitably lead to
more deaths. The lanes in the villages of Helions Bumpstead, Steeple Bumpstead, Sturmer,
Castle Camps, Nosterfield End, Cornish Hall End, Great Sampford, Hempstead and
Kedington are narrow, prone to flood with no footpaths or lighting and still very rural.
These villages would become “rat-runs” to Bury St. Edmunds, Newmarket and Stanstead
which will cause many accidents with both cars, farm machinery and cyclists who use these
nominated lanes daily. This does not include the effect of air pollution due to the increase of
cars, something the Government has stated has to be reduced in line with environmental
targets set by the WHO. There is no alternative means of transport other than vehicles.
Far from adding to this problem of air pollution from cars and lorries by building further
away from the sources of employment councils should keep developments closer to a
metropolis such as Cambridge, Stanstead or Bury St Edmunds , all of whom have easy
access to safe main roads, thus reducing the journey time. This area has no medical facilities
to cope with the existing population as our villagers have discovered to their personal
discomfort. The journey to either Addenbrookes Hospital or Bury St. Edmunds is both long
and difficult thus jeopardising the patients en route. It is dangerous to add to this problem
and may well cost lives. Not a problem to be cavalier about when it is pointed out at this
early stage and when it would be far better to build another hospital in Haverhill instead of
another housing estate. This area is crucial to wildlife. Ladygate Wood is ancient; shown on
medieval maps. The fact that the rear portion is shown as Poplar Wood does not mean that
its destruction won’t have a devastating effect on the remaining ecosystem of the ancient
woodland. Then to build right up to this ancient wood and to the northern flank with a huge
amount of housing will mean the end of a sanctuary to wildlife with no similar habitat within
miles. Animals will no longer be able to move freely along the ditches as the water voles
now do, and the pools of water are necessary for the Barbistrelle bats to feed on the insects
that gather above them, and the light pollution will disrupt this. The inevitable invasion of
people into the remaining portion of woodland, their dogs, noise and litter will be the end of
an environment that is unique. The flora is dependent on the lack of human trampling and
is rare. Primula eliator is endemic to this part of the country, anemone sylvestris indicates
ancient woodland and much of its habitat has been destroyed before educated people
realised how easily this eradication of native species is brought about by projects such as
this. Add to that the ferns, rushes, bluebells, primroses, sweet violets and epiphytes and it
becomes readily apparent that this prospective project whose object is personal profit is
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inconceivable. This is destruction of fragile ecosystems which are irreplaceable. There is
nothing which can replicate any of this. Rather, it should be protected. Haverhill has few
facilities for this increase in its population. Unemployment figures are high and rising with
the current situation and facilities such as the cinema closing, plus various eating places,
makes things much worse. The transport links mean that it is unattractive a place to live
in. The chemical factories pose a risk to health, it floods and crime rates are high due to the
lack of employment. There are many houses for sale and remaining unsold due to the
economic situation and thousands more being built. To build on ground that floods,
dangerous roads, lack of medical support, unemployment, destruction of ancient woodland,
and adding to air pollution is not intelligent.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies. The Cinema complex has been
temporarily closed due to the national COVID-19 restrictions. However we will be
monitoring the complex in the future and update our records accordingly.

Respondent Name

Mrs Julie Fordham

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

634

Summary

Concern of the over development of a town that does not have resources or infrastructure.
The town of Haverhill has already built over five thousand houses in less than ten years and
cannot manage to support it's existing residents. Surely, new town settlements are the only
way forward!

Comment

I live in Sturmer and the proposal for development boarders this Essex village that is already
grid locked with traffic and making life very unpleasant. This traffic is reducing the value of
our homes and affecting our health. In addition, the proposed areas are agricultural fields.
If you build on these fields, not only are you removing natural habitats but a food growing
source for the country! The town of Haverhill has already built over five thousand houses in
less than ten years and cannot manage to support it's existing residents. Surely, new town
settlements are the only way forward!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Bevan (Sturmer Flood Action Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

13

Summary

Haverhill is not suitable for development as the infrastructure is inadequate for existing
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developments and those being built - schools are overcrowded and there is a lack of GP and
health services. Suds are promised for new developments to prevent them adding to flooding
of existing housing and those downstream of Haverhill but there does not seem to be an
adequate system to make sure these are built by developers or maintained in the future.
Comment

Haverhill is not suitable for development as the infrastructure is inadequate for existing
developments and those being built - schools are overcrowded and there is a lack of GP and
health services. Suds are promised for new developments to prevent them adding to
flooding of existing housing and those downstream of Haverhill but there does not seem to
be an adequate system to make sure these are built by developers or maintained in the
future.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers as well as the education,
health and flooding authorities to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure
and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of
housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Bevan (Sturmer Flood Action Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

36

Summary

Affordable housing. Haverhill needs affordable housing to rent through Housing Associations
not private landlords who do not show a proper concern for their property or tenants.

Comment

Haverhill needs affordable housing to rent through Housing Associations not private
landlords who do not show a proper concern for their property or tenants

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The local plan is not able to determine the ownership of housing within development
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however, policies in the current local plans on affordable housing will be reviewed and
updated in line with the national guidance and evidence base studies for the preferred
options draft local plan to be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Bevan (Sturmer Flood Action Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

398

Summary

Haverhill needs more GP services, better schools and more higher grade employment to
facilitate growth

Comment

Haverhill needs more GP services, better schools and more higher grade employment to
facilitate growth

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The council will also be working closely with
neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and
this is expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental,
and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mrs Linda Bevan (Sturmer Flood Action Group)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

545
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Summary

Objection to Catesby Estate Development of 5000 houses between Haverhill bypass and
Sturmer. The main road is regularly flooded causing a serious hazard to road users on this
Priority 1 route (A road). The area drains to the Stour Brook which floods properties in
Sturmer every year (sometimes internally). Any houses here would need SUDs (sustainable
drainage). These need to be regulated and enforced and it appears local authorities do not
have enough staff to do this.

Comment

Sturmer Flood Action Group would like to raise serious concerns about the recently
introduced plan for development by Catesby Estates of 5000 houses between the Haverhill
Bypass and Sturmer. This area drains to the village of Sturmer. The main road is regularly
flooded causing a serious hazard to road users on this Priority 1 route (A road). The area
drains to the Stour Brook which floods properties in Sturmer every year (sometimes
internally). Any houses here would need SUDs (sustainable drainage). These need to be
regulated and enforced and it appears local authorities do not have enough staff to do this.
There are cases elsewhere where Suds have not been installed even though they have been
promised and communities have been flooded. The development would join the town of
Haverhill to the village of Sturmer. This would destroy the village community and coalesce
two conurbations. We believe this is against good practice in Rural and Urban Planning.
Haverhill and Sturmer do not have sufficient infrastructure to support this development.
They lack GPs, school places and bus services. The development will also destroy valuable
agricultural land, a countryside amenity for residents and an ancient burial mound. Traffic
will be added to the main road through Sturmer which will be a hazard and noise nuisance
to residents. Please add these comments to your consultation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Pitson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1145

Summary

The local infrastructure, services and facililites are already stretched or breaking so would
all need upgrading.

Comment

The local infrastructure, services and facililites are already stretched or breaking so would
all need upgrading.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The council will also be working closely with
neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable communities and
this is expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change, environmental,
and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

MS Delphine Gandelin

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

608

Summary

I would like to comment about the possibility of the land South of Haverhill (WS097) being
included in the West Suffolk Local Plan which I feel will have a detrimental effect on Sturmer
village and its surrounding area due to the overbearing nature of the plan being proposed by
Catesby Estates plc.
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Comment

I would like to comment about the possibility of the land South of Haverhill (WS097) being
included in the West Suffolk Local Plan which I feel will have a detrimental effect on Sturmer
village and its surrounding area due to the overbearing nature of the plan being proposed by
Catesby Estates plc. The Catesby states plc plan intends to straddle the border between
West Suffolk and Braintree and although you have only recognised a capacity of 2500, the
Catesby plan indicates a capacity of 5000. It will be on an area which is elevated above the
village of Sturmer and will impact its skyline. Furthermore, it will remove the buffer zone
between Haverhill and the village, ruining its identity as an Essex village which I feel is an
important heritage to preserve. The area proposed by Catesby Estates includes the Dedham
Vale which is an AONB (also part of the Stour Valley project) and should have some form of
protection from being overrun. The local transport infrastructure is already under a lot of
pressure; the link to the A11/M11 and Cambridge is already suffering from increased traffic
jams at both Linton and Abington during peak times. There are already sites in development
within Haverhill - both in the North East (WS681) with a capacity of 2500 and in the North
West Haverhill (WS098) with a capacity on master plan of 1150. These developments alone
add a capacity of 3650 to the area. As most people will end up working in Cambridge and its
surrounding research parks, the roads will become overwhelmed. The A1307 is a high
mortality road and adding to the traffic will only make things worse. In addition, the other
places of employment apart from Haverhill itself are Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds,
Colchester and Braintree. The roads feeding these towns are smaller than the A1307 and
will suffer worse from the increase in population and subsequent traffic. For a town of a
population 27,503 adding the three main proposed sites would add another 8650. Nearly an
increase of a third. The infrastructure of the area is not up to taking this strain. There is
already a huge strain on the availability of GP, school, nursery and school bus places in
Haverhill and its neighbouring area; this will only make it worse.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
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comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Ms Quigs Dahan

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

767

Summary

WS097. All successful developments are seen to be clearly integrated into the existing town
infrastructure; this would be impossible to achieve in the Hazel Stub location because of the
existing topography. There are other locations, particularly on the north side of Haverhill,
where a development could blend seamlessly within the existing infrastructure.

Comment

Part 3, 2.3 Haverhill ShelAA WS097 The proposed location for the WS097 development- the
hamlet of Hazel Stub- is singularly inappropriate for a development of this scale for the
following reasons: * This small, rural hamlet of 10 residential dwellings is situated on the
Castle Camps side of the bypass, which bypass forms a clear boundary with the town. * The
addition of a large number of dwellings in the fields surrounding Hazel Stub would, both
geographically and aesthetically, create a type of ‘sub-village’ to Haverhill, with a
disconnected and fragmented result. The town of Haverhill is nestled in a dip in the
landscape; Hazel Stub is situated on part of a land incline, any dwellings would feel very
separate from the town, with all the negative outcomes of that. * This is a strong and
historical farming area, to alter that would require considerable infrastructure changes,
which, for the current residents, would result in a loss of woodland amenity, rural walking
footpaths, access to wildlife. * Hazel Stub has 3 Listed properties and is situated on a very
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narrow road. To develop in the way proposed would have a deleterious effect on those
buildings and would create an even more precarious safety issue than already exists (this is
a location of several recorded car accidents) Would this development necessitate an entirely
new road structure? A Grade 1 property sits at the road verge, negating that possibility. In
fact, 3 of the 10 dwellings abut the roadside on this stretch of Burton End. * All successful
developments are seen to be clearly integrated into the existing town infrastructure; this
would be impossible to achieve in the Hazel Stub location because of the existing
topography. There are other locations, particularly on the north side of Haverhill, where a
development could blend seamlessly within the existing infrastructure
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Withersfield Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1385
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Summary

LATE RESPONSE
Its location and relationship with both Haverhill and Cambridge impact on the economy,
community and pressures upon the parish and its infrastructure. Traffic flows and speed
remain significant issues for the parish, and the village in particular.

Comment

Located within half a mile of the fringe of Haverhill and close to the A1307 to Cambridge,
the Parish of Withersfield retains its rural characteristics charm. The parish covers two
distinct communities: the village of Withersfield, and Hanchett End and Arboretum
development at Haverhill Research Park. Its location and relationship with both Haverhill
and Cambridge impact on the economy, community and pressures upon the parish and its
infrastructure. Traffic flows and speed remain significant issues for the parish, and the
village in particular. To date housing developments have been limited to small scale infill
schemes which have respected the parish’s unique rural characteristics. The growth of new
family homes at the Research Park site has increased the population of the parish
significantly at the Arboretum This expansion has enhanced the parish’s vitality whilst
respecting the core features of the village and parish. There remains a strong desire by
residents of Withersfield to retain the current rural nature. Further housing expansion will
need to be considered with great care with a number of key factors to bear in mind: * The
need to retain the linear characteristics of the village and its essentially rural nature. This
would include retaining the five home infill limit which is a feature of Vision 31. * The need
to ensure that there remains a clear separation between the village and Haverhill urban
area. * The need to ensure that the Research Park is only further expanded with care to
avoid overcrowding and excessive density of dwellings which would be out of keeping with
the semi-rural nature of that part of the parish. * Takes full account of the impact on traffic
flows and the limited infrastructure and amenities existing, within the parish. This would
entail greater diligence than when large new settlements have been developed at north
Haverhill with potential detrimental impact of traffic flows within the village. Parish Council
is considering the content and structure of the future neighbourhood plan, setting out the
ambitions for our parish going forward, and are keen that work on the next Local Plan for
West Suffolk has due regard to the core issues that will sit at the heart of that
Neighbourhood Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Sharon Whittome

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1308

Summary

West Suffolk Council have already given permission and large developments have begun to
be built on the Bury Road. Is Haverhill now just a convenient dumping ground for difficult
housing requirements so that West Suffolk can fulfil dubious quotas while keeping the rest of
Suffolk unspoilt?

Comment

I write in connection with the above proposal associated with the West Suffolk Local Plan. I
have examined the proposal and I wish to object strongly to this proposal being incorporated
in the West Suffolk Local Plan, for the following reasons: Illogical Planning At the moment
the A1307 acts as a By-pass, allowing all the very large, heavy lorries heading to the
industrial estate to avoid the city centre. If the proposed housing development is built, this
road will become the town centre and turn Haverhill into a town of two halves; the current
one and the Haverhill satellite town, separated from the old town by a very large industrial
estate, and very probably just a dormitory town whose people will work and shop in
Cambridge. Brownfield Sites Catesby Estates is a company that acquires land, gets planning
permission and sells it on to developers; it is easy to see why they are hungry for greenfield
sites, as these are much preferred by developers. However Haverhill has more brownfield
sites than any other town I have known. Many of these are the sites of former factories
which are close into the centre of town and would be ideal for housing. It would be a deeply
irresponsible decision for West Suffolk Council to allow the destruction of good arable land
while so many brownfield sites exist in the current town centre. Industrial Zones Haverhill
has tried and failed to attract large-scale industry for many years. For decades there have
been large swathes of scrubby wasteland with battered boards promising industrial
opportunities. If housing is required, it is probably time that some of these nearer the town
centre are re-designated for housing, thus providing living accommodation, allowing the
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green fields to continue to provide us with food and ridding us of the wasteland eyesores.
Cambridge Dormitory We know that Cambridge is a highly successful high tech town;
consequently its housing is insufficient and expensive. New housing on this scale in
Haverhill would be marketed to Cambridge workers and it is unlikely they would ever feel
part of or contribute to the town of Haverhill. A1307 - High Casualty Route Private car or
bus is the only way to get to Cambridge (or anywhere else). In rush hour this trip can take
up to 2 hours. Both workers and children often cannot get on the buses beyond the
Sainsbury stop as they are too crowded. These are the circumstances with the current
population. I cannot imagine the situation with another 5,000 houses with 20,000 (?)
residents. The A1307 is also one of the most dangerous roads in the area. Multiple signs
remind us that it is a High Casualty Route and many roadside ‘shrines’ remind us of the
human cost of bad planning. The Environment Councils like to tell us that they are
concerned with protecting the planet, increasing green spaces which are the lungs of our
planet and are concerned with climate change. Can this be true if they are even considering
concreting over huge swathes of greenfield land in an attractive rural area while brownfield
sites stand unused in town. Hands off Haverhill West Suffolk Council have already given
permission and large developments have begun to be built on the Bury Road. Is Haverhill
now just a convenient dumping ground for difficult housing requirements so that West
Suffolk can fulfil dubious quotas while keeping the rest of Suffolk unspoilt? For all the
reasons detailed above, it is clear that the Catesby proposal should not be included in the
West Suffolk Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
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the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Simon Holder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

563

Summary

Just received some details of catesbyestates wanting to build 5000 houses between Haverhill
and Sturmer. I am disappointed that we the local people were not informed earlier( one week
before dead line ) about what was being considered as Covid and total lockdown will prevent
us from meeting and finding the opinion of more people in the village as it will affect all our
lives dramatically if it is allowed for it to happen.

Comment

Hi just received some details of catesbyestates wanting to build 5000 houses between
Haverhill and Sturmer I want to object on many reasons not to allow the total plans to be
allowed 1) Don't want to become part of Haverhill 2) There should be 'Green Belt between
Sturmer and Haverhill 3) There are some beautiful 'Bee Orchids' in the vicinity 4) Sturmer is
a beautiful little village with many village organisations 5) And developement will ruin the
Skyline and there is a medieval mound in the heart of the developement 6) 5000 houses and
that means 10,000 people and 10,000 cars Where are 10,000 people going to work there
were less that 5 adds in local paper Going to Cambridge there is total jams at Linton every
morning and night ( I have been driven off the road returning home at night by white van
man on more than oone occasion The road to Colchester is very bendy and badly lite.with
many villages on route causing them excessive traffic The Cambridge road is designated
dangerous Road with numerous deaths 7) Haverhill does Not have enough medical centers
or Doctors to cope with more people and could do with a cottage hospital 8) If this goes
ahead then a bypass would be needed from by-pass second roundabout to Ridgewell missing
out Sturmer 9) Sturmer need much better street lighting to keep residents safe 10 the
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developers should then be made responsible for the maintenance for Sturmer Church being
they are hoping to come that far I hope that gives you good reason to reject the total plan I
am disappointed that we the local people were not informed earlier( one week before dead
line ) about what was being considered as Covid and total lockdown will prevent us from
meeting and finding the opinion of more people in the village as it will affect all our lives
dramatically if it is allowed for it to happen .
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will also
be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

S Pertwee

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1044

Summary

The area is within the River Stour area, this river rises in the area
There are no good roads and would become an extremely dangerous rat run to
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Cambridge.There are no sewers, doctors surgeries or schools.To build 7,500 house in the
proposed area would totally destroy the area. Haverhill has a large area been developed
north of the town, to have one south and encroaching on the Braintree District Council
boundary would destroy the building boundary of Braintree.
Comment

* The area is within the River Stour area, this river rises in the area * There are no good
roads and would become an extremely dangerous rat run to Cambridge * There are no
sewers, doctors surgeries or schools * To build 7,500 house in the proposed area would
totally destroy the area * Haverhill has a large area been developed north of the town, to
have one south and encroachng on the Braintree District Council boundary would destroy
the building boundary of Braintree * One feels that it would be a totally mad idea, as the cost
of the infrastructure would be prohibitive, I therefore would oppose the development. With
all the proposed areas been put up for building in Essex, there will be little left to farm and
feed the millions living in this country, therefore this should be the first priority of everyone.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

The Hon Nigel Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill

Comment ID

1346

Summary

Objection to WS097. Including comments about infrastructure, pollution, adverse social
impacts, damage to an AONB.
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Comment

See attached.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The consultation was undertaken in
accordance with the council's adopted Statement of Community Involvement which included
informing all WS parishes and neighbouring parishes of the consultation. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr John Grey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Haverhill settlement constraints map

Comment ID

787

Summary

Impact of further development on Haverhill's inadequate transport network

Comment

The road network surrounding Haverhill is a major constraint to any further development at
the present time. While the bypass has improved the traffic flow from the south towards
Cambridge, it is less than 5 miles long and has by no means resolved traffic issues ; in the
meantime Haverhill has seen further growth, both residential and commercial. I should
stress that the Haverhill bypass is NOT dual carriageway. Particularly at rush hours traffic
moves at speed and I have witnessed several accidents and indeed have had a number of
near misses on that stretch myself. Part of your area WS 097 is situated just off the bypass. I
travel frequently on the bypass and the Castle Camps road which leads to the roundabout on
the bypass. Again traffic leaving Haverhill and driving towards Cambridge and Haverhill
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seems to drive incredibly fast, not realising that the road through Hazel Stub is narrow and
that traffic may want to turn into properties on the side of the road. School buses use that
route and when one has stopped it is almost impossible to gauge whether it is safe to
overtake. Developing that particular area would result in increased traffic at an already
dangerous point close to a major roundabout and the top of a hill. Haverhill's other major
routes are also less than acceptable. The A1307, as you pint out, is a well-known accident
hot-spot due to the commuting element to Cambridge and beyond. The A143 to Bury St.
Edmunds, the major town in West Suffolk, is undulating with stretches of bends and liable to
flooding in parts. it is used by agricultural traffic and, with no safe passing places, travel can
be very slow at times. Similarly the road which leads through Sturmer towards Sudbury and
Halstead are inadequate for the amount of heavy traffic which uses it. Any increase in
residential or commercial activity in Haverhill without a major improvement of the road
network and a review of road safety would result in further accidents, major delays and
pollution for any properties close to any of the roads above.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
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Respondent Name

Christopher Evans

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

471

Summary

Concerns about Haverhill expanding into Sturmer. My concerns are heightened by a map of
proposed building sites on the Catesby Estates website, indicating that the sites in the West
Suffolk Plan would be expanded into Sturmer, including land around Sturmer Church and
Sturmer Hall. In addition to aesthetic issues, I’m concerned about increased levels of traffic
through the village of Sturmer and the impact on infrastructure.

Comment

As residents of a Sturmer, my family and I have enjoyed the countryside around the village
for many years. There is clear separation between the town of Haverhill and the village, with
the Haverhill bypass providing a clear boundary. The land south of the bypass provides
public footpaths as well as wonderful views of open countryside to Sturmer Church and
Sturmer Hall. I am therefore concerned to see proposals to create dwellings south of the
Haverhill bypass. My concerns are heightened by a map of proposed building sites on the
Catesby Estates website, indicating that the sites in the West Suffolk Plan would be
expanded into Sturmer, including land around Sturmer Church and Sturmer Hall. In addition
to asthetic issues, I’m concerned about increased levels of traffic through the village of
Sturmer and the impact on infrastructure. In particular, I live alongside the Stour Brook,
which is prone to flooding, and believe that the construction of dwellings will increase the
risk of flooding.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
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working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.
Respondent Name

Dr Matthew Roberts

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

758

Summary

Careful consideration is required. For WS096: I believe that this site was originally intended
for commercial use. It would be a shame to see the possibility of more jobs in Haverhill (e.g.
by extending The EpiCentre) disappear. More jobs in Haverhill has the potential to reduce
the number of cars on the A1307 (or at least reduce the growth in traffic) and reduce
emissions. WS097:areas marked as WS097 need careful consideration: green spaces,
dangers of crossing the A1017, drainage.

Comment

For WS096: I believe that this site was originally intended for commercial use. It would be a
shame to see the possibility of more jobs in Haverhill (e.g. by extending The EpiCentre)
disappear. More jobs in Haverhill has the potential to reduce the number of cars on the
A1307 (or at least reduce the growth in traffic) and reduce emissions. For WS097: I
understand that we need more houses in Haverhill, especially affordable housing, but the
areas marked as WS097 need careful consideration for a number of reasons including: green
spaces, the dangers of crossing the A1017, and pre-existing drainage issues where the
A1017 meets Burton End. The green spaces in and around Haverhill have helped to make a
difficult year more bearable. My wife and I have enjoyed numerous walks through and near
Ladygate Wood and it would be a shame to have to drive in order to enjoy a green space.
Crossing the A1017 can be hazardous, speeding traffic is common and no pedestrian
crossing exists near Burton End or Puddle Brook Playing Fields to make this safer. How can
you expect families to travel from WS097 areas into town in an environmentally friendly and
safe manner? I have frequently seen drainage problems where the A1017 meets Burton End
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and I fear that building more houses near there will exacerbate this problem. Drainage
needs to be improved if more development is to take place. Not specific to a single area: It is
my view that it is difficult to register, as an NHS patient, with a dentist or doctor in
Haverhill. I suspect that building more houses will make things harder. What steps will be
taken to improve access to medical care? I have frequently heard and seen air ambulances
landing near where I live. Perhaps an urgent care centre would reduce the need for this as
the population of Haverhill increases. Limited parking can be a source of conflict between
neighbours and can be reduced by providing ample parking with new housing developments.
One space for a two bedroom house isn't realistic. We need to accept that unless there are
significant changes to the availability of local jobs or public transport then the majority of
working adults are going to have a strong desire to own car, resulting in the aforementioned
conflict. With the increasing popularity of electric vehicles, consideration should also be
given to how people can charge such vehicles at home.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district

Respondent Name

Dr Rebecca Roberts

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

756

Summary

It is crucial to put community, quality of life, and environment above profit from building
houses. How you transform a local area has an impact on so many people.

Comment

GP surgeries in Haverhill are already under severe pressure. To cater for more people living
here there must be another GP surgery and/or Urgent Treatment Centre otherwise you are
jeopardising the access to medical care for residents. It is already a significant distance to
the nearest hospitals and emergency services across West Suffolk are again under severe
pressure. It shouldn’t take as long as it does to get an ambulance to someone in critical
need! Traffic, cars and parking need to be considered. The A1307 is already under strain
with traffic particularly at peak times causing long queues. This makes, what is for many a
daily journey, a really miserable experience. There should be linked investment for roads or
(even better) high speed public transport for commuters. Unless better public transport
options are provided (to get to Bury St Edmunds and towards Cambridge) then the vast
majority of Haverhill residents will remain reliant on cars. Houses with allocations for just
one car don’t make sense in the world we live in and particularly given the locality of
Haverhill and the lack of public transport options. Don’t build housing estates where people
have to fight for places to park their cars along the street. This doesn’t help with community
spirit! With regards to the possibility of building in the area WS097, crossing over the A1017
to walk around Ladygate Wood and the surrounding fields has been a significant benefit to
my mental and physical health during the Covid-19 crisis. Access to good walking routes is
limited in this part of Haverhill (if you live in the south of Haverhill East Town Park is a
saving grace for getting out and about). We don’t want to have to get in our car just to be
able to go for a walk! Perhaps consideration could be given to keeping local walking routes/
green spaces accessible (a bridge over the bypass would be amazing)? WS096 is currently a
commercial area with the recently built EpiCentre. Haverhill needs investment to attract
businesses and jobs to the area and these won’t come without spaces to be. Don’t build
houses on the research park. Make it a research park! Haverhill is an attractive place to buy
property given the lower prices than surrounding villages and particularly compared to
Cambridge or Bury St Edmunds. It is also a town with a large population that commutes out
and back each day. Wouldn’t it be better if people didn’t have to drive so much and if there
was more of a community feel to the town because people were out and about in the High
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Street supporting local businesses during their lunch breaks or after work?
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mr Alexander Evans (Braintree District Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

880

Summary

Braintree District Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the West Suffolk Local
Plan (Regulation 18) Issues and Options. We look forward to working proactively with West
Suffolk on any cross-boundary strategic planning issues. We would also like to be kept
informed and consulted upon any potential allocations close to the Braintree District
boundary, including site WS097 where the land being promoted crosses into Braintree
District.
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Comment

Braintree District Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the West Suffolk Local
Plan (Regulation 18) Issues and Options. We look forward to working proactively with West
Suffolk on any cross-boundary strategic planning issues. We would also like to be kept
informed and consulted upon any potential allocations close to the Braintree District
boundary, including site WS097 where the overall land being promoted includes sections
within Braintree District.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. West Suffolk Council also looks forward to
working closely and collaboratively with Braintree District Council and address the delivery
of cross-boundary development and public services to meet the needs of residents and
businesses and strategic infrastructure requirements. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
preparation of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted
on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Clive Boase

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

755

Summary

We are very concerned about the impact of the proposed WS097 development, on the
existing local community, the town as a whole, landscape and wildlife.

Comment

Site name: ‘Land south of Haverhill’ 2020 reference: WS097 We are writing to express our
strong objections to the above proposed development. Our objections are summarised as
follows: * Visual impact of new development on landscape Currently, Haverhill sits in the
Stour Brook valley, and is largely contained by the higher ground to the south, west and
north. As a result, the town has a low visual impact on the surrounding area. However, on
the south-west side of the by-pass, the land gradually rises up to the 110m contour. Any
housing built on this high ground to the south west of Haverhill will be much more
prominent, greatly increasing the visual impact of Haverhill across the surrounding area,
and harming the character and appearance of the landscape. * Impact on listed buildings At
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Hazel Stub there are three of Haverhill’s Grade II listed 17th century timber-frame
properties, set among agricultural land. The proposed development would not only
completely enclose these listed buildings in modern housing, but in addition, the road
through Hazel Stub is likely to become the main road linking the proposed housing with the
by-pass and Haverhill town centre (see 3 below). PPG 15 refers to “the statutory
requirement that authorities should have special regard to the desirability of preserving any
listed building or its setting”. Previous planning applications for residential development
(SE/01/1302/P and E/98/1221/P) in the vicinity of Hazel Stub were rightly rejected by St
Edmundsbury Borough Council. The rejections went to appeal, and the inspector found in
favour of St Edmundsbury Bough Council, stating that the proposed development would
‘suburbanise the setting and prove detrimental to the character and appearance of a rural
area'. We believe the proposed development would be an unacceptable intrusion on the
setting of these important heritage assets, and therefore a loss of Haverhill’s historic
character. * Haverhill by-pass as a barrier Since its construction, the Haverhill by-pass
(A1017) has been a clear boundary of Haverhill on the western side. However, it is not only a
boundary, it is also a barrier, with only three current crossing points; one at Hazel Stub
leading into the town centre, and two others to the south that connect the Bumpsteads with
the by-pass, but lead only into the industrial estate. The only connection across the by-pass,
between the proposed new development and the town centre, would be through Hazel Stub
along Burton End. This road would therefore become an important through route, carrying
traffic throughout the day and especially at peak travel times. This traffic would have a
completely unacceptable impact on Hazel Stub hamlet. The proposed developments to the
west of the bypass would in effect be cut off from the town itself by the bypass, and become
a separate and largely isolated dormitory housing. The residents would have a limited
connection with Haverhill, both in terms of services and identity. This is counterproductive in
terms of strengthening a sense of community within Haverhill. * Distance of development
from town-centre The proposed housing would be situated about 2 km from Haverhill High
St. (as the crow flies, and further by road), and be c.40 m (130 ft) above it. At this distance
and height difference, it is very unlikely that many residents of the new development would
regularly walk or cycle to and from the town centre. This distance, and the lack of towncentre parking, would divorce residents of the new development from the town centre, and
creates an almost separate dormitory village that may use Haverhill’s supermarkets, but few
other town-centre services. As a result of this separation from the town, residents would be
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obliged to use their cars for almost every activity outside the home, resulting in increased
traffic, deterioration in air quality, increase in noise, and increased carbon emissions. By
contrast, the housing currently under construction alongside the A143 at Great Wilsey Park,
is situated much closer to the town centre, being only c.1.3 km from the High St. * Access to
countryside for residents of west Haverhill Currently, in fine weather, number of residents of
west Haverhill, including joggers, dog-walkers, family groups access the countryside around
and to the south-west of Ladygate Wood, via the public footpath that runs south-west from
Puddlebrook playing fields. In the event that this area is developed for housing, these
residents will no longer have easy access to the open countryside. These residents will then
be obliged to either use their car to access rural areas, or to curtail such recreational and
fitness activity altogether. * Impact on wildlife in Ladygate Wood / Poplar Wood Ladygate
/Poplar Wood is one of the few ancient woodlands in west Suffolk, and is a designated County
Wildlife Site (CWS). It provides habitat for a large variety of unusual plants, insects and
other animals, that are found in a very limited number of other places in west Suffolk.
Importantly, one such plant is Suffolk’s County Flower, the oxlip. Although the proposed
development does not require clearance of the woodland, the development directly adjoins
two sides of the wood. As a result there is likely to be a severe degradation of the quality of
the woodland habitat together with its wildlife, with disturbance both during construction
and once the housing is complete and occupied. The Suffolk Biodiversity Records Centre
states that the importance of CSWs should be “recognised by local authorities when
considering any relevant planning applications and there is a presumption against granting
permission for development that would have an adverse impact on a site. Such measures
have been strengthened by the provisions of the Natural Environment and Rural
Communities Act (NERC) 2006 which requires all public bodies to 'have regard for' the
conservation of biodiversity.”
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
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comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Colin Poole (Haverhill Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

851

Summary

Objection to the inclusion of W097. Haverhill Town Council wishes to reassert that the
proposal for W097, land south of Haverhill, is not a sustainable option. iI has no support
from Braintree, Sturmer or Helions Bumpstead. It has no support from Haverhill. The
development would not have connectivity to Haverhill or Halstead and would require
significant unsustainable services to be viable - for example, the closest secondary school
provision in Essex is 20 minutes away in Sible Hedingham.

Comment

Haverhill Town Council wishes to reassert that the proposal for W097, land south of
Haverhill, is not a sustainable option. iI has no support from Braintree, Sturmer or Helions
Bumpstead. It has no support from Haverhill. The development would not have connectivity
to Haverhill or Halstead and would require significant unsustainable services to be viable for example, the closest secondary school provision in Essex is 20 minutes away in Sible
Hedingham. It is inevitable that this development, despite the majority being in Essex,
would in fact be entirely reliant upon health, education and other public services in Suffolk
and employment in Cambridgeshire. it would be on the ridge separating Haverhill from the
rural north Essex hamlets of Helions and Steeple Bumpstead, damaging an area of important
rural landscape.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mr Les Scott

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

676

Summary

I am totally against any new housing encroaching on the village of Sturmer. The village of
Sturmer should be left as a village in its own right. The A1017 passes through the village
and is already a very busy road with fast moving traffic causing issues for our residents. A
bypass should be identified and included in any future plan to increase housing to the sites
identified under this plan.

Comment

The village of Sturmer should be left as a village in its own right. The A1017 passes through
the village and is already a very busy road with fast moving traffic causing issues for our
residents. A bypass should be identified and included in any future plan to increase housing
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to the sites identified under this plan. The village already has flood issues which seem to be
on the increase. My garden has flooded more times this year than at any time in the last
seven years. This situation can only get worse if the green field sites WS097, identified on
the edge of the A1017 to the North West of Sturmer are built upon. These are currently
attractive green areas which should be left as agricultural land. There is an area of beauty
around St Marys Church, Church Walk and Sturmer Hall, Sturmer, which should be left
alone without any infringement of housing into Sturmer and the Braintree district. Further
to that, It is not being considered as appropriate or necessary by Braintree District Council
to any infringement of further housing into Sturmer at this time. Increased housing on this
scale will lead to Haverhill becoming even more of a commuter Town servicing Cambridge
due to the high cost of housing there. The A1307 is already heavily congested at peak times
and is a nightmare to negotiate due to the heavy traffic. Whilst Haverhill hosts a number of
facilities, there are no where near enough for the current population without adding to the
issues. Ask any resident about how long it takes to get medical or dental appointments, and
they will tell you there are not enough Doctors and Dentists to treat the current population
as it is. The ambulance service and police are also struggling. Retail is dying in the Town.
The High Street is already showing boarded up shops with even more to follow due to the
latest retail losses. Before any further large scale housing developments are considered, the
town desperately needs money spent on improvements to it's infrastructure, which does not
appear to be happening any time soon. A substantial buffer zone is needed to protect
Sturmer and other surrounding villages from Haverhill's growth before further damage
occurs to our biodiversity. Any plan to build on these sites on this scale will have a
detrimental effect on the residents of the surrounding villages and should be a non starter.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
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working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Mark Novels

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

612

Summary

Concerns relating to planned developments south of Haverhill. As residents of the Sturmer, a
village close to Haverhill, we are especially concerned about planned developments to the
south of Haverhill, including potential future developments (as promoted by Catesby Estates
Ltd on their website), which would fall within the Bumpstead Ward of Braintree District.
We are extremely disappointed by the lack of direct communication and consultation with
residents about these planned developments.

Comment
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We have become increasingly concerned about the planned developments in and around
Haverhill, as detailed in the West Suffolk Consultation Plan. As residents of the Sturmer, a
village close to Haverhill, we are especially concerned about planned developments to the
south of Haverhill, including potential future developments (as promoted by Catesby Estates
Ltd on their website), which would fall within the Bumpstead Ward of Braintree District. We
are extremely disappointed by the lack of direct communication and consultation with
residents about these planned developments. Our main concerns include, but are not limited
to the following: * Extensive building on agricultural land around Haverhill will exacerbate
the existing flooding problems in the area. * There is currently no rail links and roads are
already busy with high morality rates on some routes. In particular, the A1017, which is a
main route to Braintree, is already heavily used by HGVs and commuters - it could not

accommodate more. * Transportation links to and from Haverhill are currently insufficient to
meet the demands of existing residents - the addition of new housing on the scale proposed
would magnify this problem. * The town of Haverhill does not have the appropriate
infrastructure to accommodate the additional housing that is currently proposed - for
example, medical services are inadequate and it is not at all clear how this would be
improved to support any significant population growth. * There should be a substantial
green buffer zone between Haverhill and the surrounding villages to preserve and protect
agricultural land from further damage to biodiversity - the plans as currently shown would
have a significant impact on this. For these reasons we strongly oppose these
developments.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.

Respondent Name

Mr Nick Corfield

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

589

Summary

I object to the proposal for development of Site WS097. These pieces of agricultural land are
on a ridge protecting the area to the south west and are outside the valley setting of the
town of Haverhill. As higher ground any development of them would be extremely visually
intrusive from the south and west. At night this would cause considerable light pollution.

Comment

My complaint is against the proposal to develop on the site identified as WS097. These
pieces of agricultural land are on a ridge protecting the area to the south west and are
outside the valley setting of the town of Haverhill. As higher ground any development of
them would be extremely visually intrusive from the south and west. At night this would
cause considerable light pollution. In addition they are adjacent to the heavily industrial
sections of the town, and thus any residential development would be very inappropriate
because it would be cut off by the By-Pass A1307 from the main parts of the town. Also the
present By-Pass A1307 would become a local road and thus inevitably there would be delays
on that road probably leading to traffic diverting through the town and causing congestion
there. The main direction of travel to and from the town is along the A1307 which is a high
casualty route thus any development of Site WS097 would only worsen that problem.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
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sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Paul Richards

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

613

Summary

Object to the inclusion of WS097 for residential development on the grounds of disruption to
the landscape, lack of capacity in the local traffic network and lack of local facilities and
amenities given the amount of proposed development both in WS097 and more generally
around Haverhill

Comment

Landscape The proposed development in WS097 will break the natural border of Haverhill,
as defined by the Haverhill by-pass (A1017). Building on the proposed site therefore does
not follow a logical boundary and will cause significant harm to the overall landscape of the
area. It will also result in the loss of valuable agricultural land. The landscape is very
sensitive to change and sitting at the top of the hill, would be visible over a significant
distance. This area is an extension of the Stour AONB and any development would have very
negative consequences for this overall area. It would also have a negative impact on the
environment of Helions Bumpstead and Steeple Bumpstead. Travel The local economy in
Haverhill does not have the capacity to provide employment for most of the people who
would live in the proposed development. It is likely that people living in the accommodation
would be employed in the Cambridge Area, work in London or at Stansted Airport. Access to
Cambridge would be through use of the A1307. The A1307 is a single carriage road with the
history of a high mortality rate. At peak times it is already at capacity. Two sets of traffic
lights at Linton have an adverse effect on the flow of the traffic. A significant increase in
traffic using the road will lead to even greater congestion and pollution. There is no rail
access and a limited bus service, which only provides access to the Cambridge City Centre
and is compromised by the levels of traffic on the road. It is likely that most journeys will be
undertaken by car. Commuting to Greater London would have to be by car, creating further
strain on the A1307. Commuting to Central London is likely to be by train from Audley End
Station, which is the most efficient and effective way of traveling to Central London. Train
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services from Sudbury are on a branch line with fewer trains, the service is unreliable and
only provides access to Liverpool Street Station, whereas Audley End is on the main line
with a good regular service and the ability to access the West End of London from Tottenham
Hale. Access to Audley End will be through the use of minor roads that are unsuitable for a
significant increase in traffic. Access to Stansted Airport will be either increase congestion
on the A1307 or through the use of unsuitable minor roads. Haverhill Haverhill has seen a
significant amount of housing development without any significant increase in Haverhill's
facilities and amenities. No residential development should take place around Haverhill
until: 1. there is a significant increase in the provision of GP services, which are currently at
capacity; 2. there is adequate school provision; There is sufficient food retail in Haverhill,
however, there is very limited non-food retail, most of which is of a very poor quality. The
provision of hospitality in Haverhill is also very limited. The lack of a vibrant town centre
will result in Haverhill becoming a dormitory town, with a soulless centre. This will
inevitably result in increased traffic movements as people travel out of Haverhill to shop and
socialise, as well as for work.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
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Respondent Name

Mr Robert Exton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

896

Summary

WS097 OBJECTION. Road access/highway safety, loss of privacy, loss of trees, nature
conservation, out of character, previous planning decisions.

Comment

We OBJECTon the following basis: - ROAD ACCESS / HIGHWAY SAFETY. The access road is
already under review by Highways Department. Most of the households here have had pet
fatalities at some satge due to speeding drivers. ALSO - this road is the main diversion route
when the frequent accidents on the A1307 occur which make it even more treacherous. LOSS OF PRIVACY. The piece of land is directly opposite our house, and property that is
built on it will overlook our house and invade our privacy. - LOSS OF TREES. If this area is
developed the hedgerow will be lost and a number of trees. - NATURE CONSERVATION. This
area has a number of MUNTJAC DEER and the development of this land will not only affect
them, but will have an adverse effect on all the other wildlife that currently lives in this area.
- OUT OF CHARACTER. This area is the home of 3 of Haverhill's listed properties and this
development will not only spoilt their setting but destroy the historic beauty of the area. PREVIOUS PLANNING DECISIONS. Previous planning permission was sought for this site a
number of years ago. It was refused. See also - letter attached WEST SUFFOLK COUNCIL
OBJECTION COMMENT WS097 December 2020

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. Our Statement of Community Involvement sets out how the
council will engage with the community during the local plan process. In June 2020 an
addendum was prepared to set out changes in how the council would consult on the West
Suffolk Local Plan in response to the COVID-19. These changes included an extension of the
consultation period from six weeks to ten weeks to give communities more time to engage
with the Local Plan. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have
been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that
all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We will consider the issues
you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting out the council’s
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preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These issues will be
considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation comments
received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as
well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be working closely
with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering sustainable
communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access, climate change,
environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Robin Hall

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

718

Summary

I wish to object to the housing development WS097, as this area would benefit from being
left to conservation and enhancement of the species rich and bio-diverse habitat, that has
remained until now. We owe it to the planet to re-develop all brownfield sites prior to ruining
any more of this countries green areas. There is no such thing as sustainable development of
green areas, once it's gone it's gone.

Comment

I wish to object to the housing development WS097, as this area would benefit from being
left to conservation and enhancement of the species rich and bio-diverse habitat, that has
remained until now. We owe it to the planet to re-develop all brownfield sites prior to ruining
any more of this countries green areas. There is no such thing as sustainable development of
green areas, once it's gone it's gone.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to
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us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a
particular village or town will be allocated. We will consider the issues you have raised
during the next stage of the plan as part of setting out the council’s preferred sites to meet
the district’s overall housing requirement. These issues will be considered alongside a
variety of other issues, including other consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Alison Backler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

744

Summary

Building beyond the bypass. I do not understand why you build a bypass and than intend
development beyond it. It is then no longer a bypass.

Comment

I do not understand why you build a bypass and than intend development beyond it. It is
then no longer a bypass.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment.

Respondent Name

Mrs Claire Greenwell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

930

Summary

Objections to site WS097. he site is within an area shown as a ‘Landscape enhancement’
area, with a focus on conserving and enhancing the pre-18th Century landscape pattern, in
St Edmundsbury Borough Council’s Haverhill Vision 2031 plan, published in 2014. This was
the main reason an application for a wind turbine near Ladygate wood was turned down in
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2015.The site is outside the Haverhill settlement boundary, and it falls within agricultural
land which must be retained for food production.
Comment

I would like to make the following objections to the proposed development of WS097: The
site is within an area shown as a ‘Landscape enhancement’ area, with a focus on conserving
and enhancing the pre-18th Century landscape pattern, in St Edmundsbury Borough
Council’s Haverhill Vision 2031 plan, published in 2014. This was the main reason an
application for a wind turbine near Ladygate wood was turned down in 2015. The site is
outside the Haverhill settlement boundary, and it falls within agricultural land which must be
retained for food production. The focus should be on the brownfield sites. There has been
some heavy flooding on the by-pass by the roundabouts and this would increase due to runoff from the site. The proposed housing would be on the other side of the busy Haverhill bypass from the town, and thus be outside the community of Haverhill. This would not enhance
the character of the town. Integration would be further inhibited as few residents would
walk or cycle into town. Instead there would be more traffic on the roads in town and an
increase in polluting emissions. Drivers from the south of Haverhill wishing to go to Bury St
Edmunds will avoid the town centre and use the rat run through Keddington instead. The
A1307 to Cambridge would become even busier, again increasing polluting emissions and
the likelihood of crashes. Poplar Wood falls within the development area – surely felling of
this is not proposed? There is a wide variety of wildlife in the area that must not be
disturbed and their habitats must be conserved. It is now well known that light pollution
affects wildlife more than humans in that humans can adapt their behaviour more quickly
than wildlife. The consequential increase in light pollution due to this development will have
a serious effect on the wildlife. For these reasons I urge the Council to remove this site from
the Local Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
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hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Helen Gare

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

870

Summary

WS097. If you have extended development the other side of Haverhill as much as you
propose you need to leave the countryside this side. There are beautiful walks here.

Comment

Ws097. If you have extended development the other side of Haverhill as much as you
propose you need to leave the countryside this side. There are beautiful walks here

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mrs Katherine Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

746

Summary

WS097 Is a proposal to build on a Green Field area whilst there are other Brown Field sites
locally which ought to be developed before any further areas of our beautiful countryside is
exploited.

Comment

WS097 Is a proposal to build on a Green Field area whilst there are other Brown Field sites
locally which ought to be developed before any further areas of our beautiful countryside is
exploited.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and Thank you for your comments.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Lisa Costa

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

711

Summary

Objections to expansion of dwellings Haverhill South. The proposed development of 2500
homes to the South of Haverhill is not supported by the transport infrastructure needed.
Haverhill is already one of the largest towns in the country not serviced by rail connections.
The A1307 cannot be improved and has already a high death rate. The neighbouring villages
suffer as rat runs when the A1307 is closed.

Comment

The proposed development of 2500 homes to the South of Haverhill is not supported by the
transport infrastructure needed. Haverhill is already one of the largest towns in the country
not serviced by rail connections. The A1307 cannot be improved and has already a high
death rate. The neighbouring villages suffer as rat runs when the A1307 is closed. The
industrial area and the increased presence of HGV vehicles servicing them via the A1017
must also be taken into consideration.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites
that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not
mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We will consider
the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These issues will
be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation comments
received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as
well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Stephanie Penkethman

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

876

Summary

Strongly object to the proposed development at ‘Land south of Haverhill’
2020 reference: WS097. This now goes against all previous FIVE YEAR PLANS
for Haverhill.

Comment

The Haverhill By-Pass (A1017) has been a clear Boundary of Haverhill and is the main
Through Road for Haverhill and main access for traffic, large lorries etc heading for the
industrial Estate - the traffic flow has already increased considerably. The development of
Housing etc within the Bypass and on the Bury St Edmunds side of Haverhill already
acknowledges and confirms the importance of keeping development away from the By-Pass.
Our small Hamlet of Houses at Hazel Stub would be engulfed by these development
proposals. The B Road passing our houses en route to Saffron Walden is already very busy
for a country road and when there are accidents on the Main Cambridge / Haverhill Road, it
is used to redirect traffic around Haverhill . These proposed developments would mean new
housing accesses onto this already busy country road and via the Hazel Stub Roundabout. It
already very difficult to cross the By-Pass to go into Haverhill and any housing developments
would make it almost impossible. This was never the plan for Haverhill Development. In
view of the timescale to object, this brief but passionate objection from a Hazel Stub
Resident would ask that follow the original plans for the housing development for
Haverhill. The timeframe to object does not allow me time to go into more detailed
comments

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites
that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not
mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We will consider
the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These issues will
be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation comments
received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as
well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Ms Beverley McClean (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

614

Summary

Refer to attached Stour Valley Valued Landscape Assessment to guide masterplanning of site
WS097 if it is taken forward as an allocation. The AONB team commissioned a Valued
Landscape Assessment for the Stour Valley Project Area(SVPA) This study assessed the
special qualities to the Project Area, the special qualities of the settlements in the Project
Area and the close relationship between the valley landscape and settlements.

Comment

Haverhill lies at the western most extent of the Stour Valley Project Area. The AONB team
commissioned a Valued Landscape Assessment for the Stour Valley Project Area(SVPA) This
study assessed the special qualities to the Project Area, the special qualities of the
settlements in the Project Area and the close relationship between the valley landscape and
settlements. Section 4.9 of the Valued Landscape Report includes a short section about
Haverhill and sets out some guiding principles for development on the edge of Haverhill and
the Stour Valley Project Area. The AONB team request that the principles in the Valued
Landscape Report are integrated into any future master planning for site WS097 if it is
taken forward as an allocation in the Local Plan. This land abuts the edge of the Project
Area. This is requested to ensure that the special qualities are conserved and opportunities
taken to enhance the landscape in this part of the Project Area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Robert Greenwell

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Towns > Haverhill > Settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

915

Summary

Opposing development. t falls outside the Haverhill settlement area. The whole area is
designated as "Land enhancement area" and should have focus on conserving and enhancing
the area. This was agreed in the Haverhill Vision 2031 (agreed in 2014). A housing estate
cannot be seen in any shape or form as being conserving and enhancing. The land is
agricultural and should be kept as a productive source of food for the nation.

Comment

I object to the proposed WS097 development for the following reasons: It falls outside the
Haverhill settlement area The whole area is designated as "Land enhancement area" and
should have focus on conserving and enhancing the area. This was agreed in the Haverhill
Vision 2031 (agreed in 2014). A housing estate cannot be seen in any shape or form as being
conserving and enhancing The land is agricultural and should be kept as a productive source
of food for the nation The area would be on the other side of a very busy ring road from the
facilities of the town With the ring road being a major road, the majority of the proposed
residents would not be walking to the town centre but using cars, which would greatly
increase traffic The road to Cambridge A1307 is already at full capacity, especially taking
into account the commercial traffic to and from the industrial estates in Haverhill. With
2,500 additional houses (plus an additional 2,500 located in the Braintree Council controlled
area of the proposed development) this would lead to a huge increase in road use, with all
the associated CO2 and pollution that would bring The proposed houses would be on a level
with the top of the industrial chimneys, thus being directly exposed to damaging waste gases
being blown into the inside of the domestic dwellings The proposed area has an abundance
of wildlife, many being of protected species, whose habitat would be destroyed for ever
Regards Robert Greenwell

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites
that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not
mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We will consider
the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These issues will
be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation comments
received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as
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well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Parker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Site options

Comment ID

662

Summary

My comments are related to the SHELAA identified potential site WS097. If we are to take
the proposed plan as indicative of future policy, it appears that Haverhill is to take the
majority of development in West Suffolk. The numbers identified in the SHELAA plans for
Haverhill, Newmarket and Bury St Edmunds, for example, are very far from equitable or in
proportion to the present settlements. As such, the WS097 site(s) should be critically
compared with other available sites.

Comment

LOCATION The proposed WS097 development of 2500 houses in Suffolk, along the Suffolk
border line would form a crescent neatly enclosing the Haverhill industrial zone. In fact, the
Industrial estate would then be more or less at the centre of New Haverhill. A cursory
examination of the proposed WS097 shows how poor any plan to include it would be; several
major, world class, chemical and biological process industries feature in the industrial zone.
Process emissions aside, the skyline of various high, steaming, installations are difficult to
mask from the rising ground on the south side of A 1017 where the 2500 dwellings are
proposed. A chemical engineer would find this view quite satisfying, but for most residents
the appearance would be depressing. ACCESS The present centre of Haverhill is due north
of the WS 097 SHELAA site. For most of the residents seeking to access shops, health
services, sports centre, library and other recreation facilities in Haverhill, a return transit
through the industrial zone would therefore be required. The main road A1017, (if not
rerouted into farmland) would also need to be crossed, bridged or under-passed to allow
access in a safe and pleasant manner for walkers and riders. As a result it is likely that foot
traffic and cycling would be discouraged, other than for enthusiasts. Private car transport,
particularly for children or the elderly would become the norm. This represents a poor plan
for Haverhill and is unlikely to provide a high quality of life for residents. SERVICES Clearly
a development on WS097 scale would require significant local services to be developed, but
it is unlikely that a cinema, sports centre, library or cultural centre would be included in the
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new development. A trivial plan for pub, a convenience store/takeaway, community centre
etc will result in a poor outcome for residents of the new homes. WEST SUFFOLK BALANCE
If we are to take the proposed plan as indicative of future policy, it appears that Haverhill is
to take the majority of development in West Suffolk. The numbers identified in the SHELAA
plans for Haverhill, Newmarket and Bury St Edmunds, for example, are very far from
equitable or in proportion to the present settlements. As such, the WS097 site(s) should be
critically compared with other available sites. For Haverhill to take around 9700 additional
homes compared to Newmarket with less than 700 homes would be, frankly, a planning
disgrace. TRANSPORT Other urban centres in West Suffolk enjoy much better transport
links. Rail at Bury, Newmarket and Brandon for example, and the dual roads A 14 at Bury
and Newmarket, and A11 at Brandon and Newmarket. Haverhill has no dual carriageway
road closer than 12 miles. Transport, if not by bus to Cambridge would be by private car,
either along the dangerous single lane A1017, or, for anywhere other than Cambridge and
Bury St Edmunds, through the rural roads and villages of North Essex and South Cambs.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. There is a balance to
be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental
constraints within each settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early
2022, will set out a housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing
requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy. The council
will be working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure
that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided
at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing
dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
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accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies.
Respondent Name

Mr Julian Edge-Partington (Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Site options

Comment ID

886

Summary

Site Options – Wisdom Toothbrushes Factory, Duddery Hill, Haverhill (SHELAA Ref. WS104).
Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd propose to relocate their warehousing operation to new premises
at 42 Hollands Road during 2021/22. These representations are supported by a Vision
document outlining how the site might be comprehensively redeveloped.

Comment

Site Options – Wisdom Toothbrushes Factory, Duddery Hill, Haverhill (SHELAA Ref. WS104)
The Wisdom Toothbrushes site is current occupied by the existing business. The existing
buildings on the site comprise a late 19th Century factory and 1950’s industrial buildings.
The factory building would be retained and converted to residential use, but the industrial
buildings have an inadequate eaves height for modern warehouse requirements and would
be demolished. Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd propose to relocate their warehousing operation
to new premises at 42 Hollands Road during 2021/22. These representations are supported
by a Vision document outlining how the site might be comprehensively redeveloped. The
land at Wisdom Toothbrushes Factory, Duddery Hill, Haverhill (SHELAA Ref. WS104) is
promoted for development. Wisdom Toothbrushes Ltd support the decision to identify this
land as an ‘included’ site in emerging WSLP. The site is already identified as a
redevelopment opportunity in adopted development plan and policy documents, as set out
below. The previous allocation of the site did not specify the quantum of development for the
site. These representations seek to define the quantum and mix of uses for the promoted
development. Policy HV7 of the adopted Haverhill Vision 2031 (September 2014) allocates
the Wisdom Factory at Duddery Hill for mixed use development. The uses for all of the mixed
use allocations include residential development and commercial uses (including retail) and
car parking. It is anticipated that the quantum of development at each site would be
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determined in a development brief. Policy HV17 of the Vision 2031 document allocated land
at Hollands Road/Duddery Hill for a post-16 education facility. However, the landowners
have not be contacted by any education providers for this site, and it appears that the site is
not needed for these purposes. Policy HV17 states that alternative employment uses would
be allowed if an education facility does not come forward. As set out below, the promoted
development identifies the land off Hollands Road for mid-tech employment uses. The
Haverhill Town Centre Masterplan (adopted September 2015) seeks to define the types of
uses, built form and layout that could be accommodated on each of the allocated mixed use
development sites identified in Haverhill Vision 2013, including the Wisdom Factory site.
Pg.38 to 39 of the Masterplan identify the development and design aspirations for the
redevelopment of the site. Pg.74 sets out the quantum of development and mix of uses for
the site, which are as follows: * Up to circa 80-85 units of mixed housing and flatted
development. Potential to accommodate retirement development if required. * Potential for
conversion of existing Victorian building for comprehensive residential use. * Internal
pedestrian and cycle linkage to existing routes. * Link to improvements to Duddery Hill/High
Street intersection and town centre gateway. * Potential for circa 3,300 sqm of additional
employment use building on existing employment uses in Hollands Road. The Sustainability
Assessment Interim Report for emerging WSLP assesses all of the ‘included’ sites against a
series of sustainability related criteria. The initial assessment of the Wisdom Toothbrushes
site is provided within the table on pg.53 in Appendix II of the Interim Report. It is noted
that the site scores ‘green’ for most criteria, which is not surprising since the site is
previously developed land. However, it is noted that the site score ‘red’ because of impacts
on heritage assets. Hamlet Road Conservation Area is located to the east, but the site is not
within this area. There are a number of listed buildings to the west, which are as follows: 72
High Street (Grade II), Weavers (Grade II), Garden Wall south west of Weavers (Grade II),
Old Independent Church (Grade II*), and School Room and Meeting Hall (Grade II). The
assessment for the heritage criteria in the Interim Report is based on a calculation of
distance between promoted sites and identified heritage assets. It is considered that this
approach is very limited and does not take into account whether the promoted site falls
within the setting of the heritage asset or affects its significance. A more detailed
assessment is required to determine the actual impact on heritage assets. There are existing
buildings between the Wisdom Toothbrushes site and the Conservation Area and Listed
Buildings, which indicates that the site does not fall within the setting of these heritage
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assets and development at the site is unlikely to affect their significance. A Vision Document
for the site is submitted with these representations, which takes forward the development
and design aspirations for the site from the Haverhill Town Centre Masterplan, to provide
more a more detailed assessment of the site and inform a site specific allocation in emerging
WSLP. The key design principles for the promoted development at the site are as follows: *
Retain the existing building on Colne Valley Road. * Main access from Colne Valley Road,
separate access to residential and employment areas off Hollands Road, and pedestrian and
cycle accesses from Duddery Hill. * Residential blocks of variable size containing green
space, and with green boundaries. * Employment zone in south west corner of site, adjacent
to Hollands Road Industrial Estate. * Open space within centre of the site. * Mix of dwelling
sizes, types and tenures. * Building heights of between 2 and 4 storeys, with taller buildings
located at the centre of the site. * Employment blocks of variable size to provide for a variety
of unit sizes and accessible by larger vehicles. It is considered that the promoted
development is in accordance with Policy HV7 of the Haverhill Vision 2031, and is consistent
with the development and design aspirations for the site in the Haverhill Town Centre
Masterplan. It is requested that land at Wisdom Toothbrushes off Duddery Hill in Haverhill is
allocated in WSLP for up to 115 dwellings, 0.5 Ha of employment land, and 0.9 Ha of open
space.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments and submitted details on the site WS107.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Winter

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Site options

Comment ID

739

Summary

WS098 breaking the law. This site needs to be stopped and reviewed, there are wild life
habitats that live on or near the site which can not and will not be moved.The developer has
removed ancient hedge rows, which by law should never have been touched. The developer
should be investigated, fined more than the amount originally put down and have their
business licence revoked.
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Comment

This site needs to be stopped and reviewed, there are wild life habitats that live on or near
the site which can not and will not be moved. The developer has removed ancient hedge
rows, which by law should never have been touched. The developer should be investigated,
fined more than the amount originally put down and have their business licence revoked. No
further development should be undertaken in Haverhill, until cleaner public transport links
have been put in place, the rail link between, Haverhill to Cambridge, Haverhill to Bury St
Edmunds and Haverhill to Audley End, should be put in place, as the current road
infrastructure, in to Haverhill on the A1307, A143 and to Audley End is inadequate, the
roads cannot handle the amount of traffic it is current designed too. We are supposed be
developing a greener country and from where I am sitting you are going to add to emissions
around Haverhill, with no care for the current local population, NO further development
should be undertaken, until the following has been dealt with. * Stop the north west relief
road (concerns on natural habitats, wild life and ancient hedge rows * Build rail links to and
from the town to promote greener travel * Improve current road infrastructure, as it can not
handle the current levels from Cambridge, Bury St Edmunds and Audley End * Increase
Green site, Green land Space and impose bans on current developments. * Build a bigger
leisure centre as the current site, will not be able to handle, the proposed population
increase * Bring more 21st Century, viable businesses into the town, like the current Epic
Centre to create more Jobs

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. We
will consider the issues you have raised during the next stage of the plan as part of setting
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. These
issues will be considered alongside a variety of other issues, including other consultation
comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the
hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council will be
working closely with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure providers to ensure that at
the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
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the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district. Social and community infrastructure is important in delivering
sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local design, access,
climate change, environmental, and other relevant policie/
Respondent Name

Mrs Alison Backler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Haverhill > Site options

Comment ID

747

Summary

Type of housing. All the development I see in and around the town has sales boards
proclaiming “2,3 and 4 bedroom family homes”. What about those living in family homes who
are ageing? I do not want or need a sheltered apartment without a garden and I already
have a 4 bedroom family home. I live alone. There are not a lot of properties in Haverhill
suitable for downsizing and what there is is expensive.

Comment

All the development I see in and around the town has sales boards proclaiming “2,3 and 4
bedroom family homes”. What about those living in family homes who are ageing? I do not
want or need a sheltered apartment without a garden and I already have a 4 bedroom family
home. I live alone. There are not a lot of properties in Haverhill suitable for downsizing and
what there is is expensive. People are living longer. There is more demand from this
demographic and limited supply. Developers will rarely chose to build this type of housing
so it is up to planners to constrain some sites or a percentage of the land in sites to see that
this demand is met.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. Section three in Part two of the Issues and Options document
sets out the council's aim to meeting the housing The needs of specific identified groups in
the community, addressing affordability, providing homes of the right size, type and tenure
and in the right place as well as ensuring there is a sufficient supply of new homes coming
forward to meet the housing needs of different groups in the local community will be
undertaken. We will be undertaking a housing mix study which will seek to provide a range
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of housing types to meet local needs.
Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

804

Summary

The settlement hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services.
At present it does not. Locations such as Mildenhall have been slow to come forward and
have not always delivered policy compliant schemes owing to viability challenges. That is a
reflection of the strength of the market and attractiveness to house builders as deliverers of
new homes. There are also significant noise and environmental issues at Mildenhall.

Comment

The settlement hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services.
At present it does not. Locations such as Mildenhall have been slow to come forward and
have not always delivered policy compliant schemes owing to viability challenges. That is a
reflection of the strength of the market and attractiveness to house builders as deliverers of
new homes. There are also significant noise and environmental issues at Mildenhall.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities
within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. Constraints and
deliverability are separate planning issues that will be considered in the allocation of
suitable sites to meet the housing requirement.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jane Busuttil

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

921

Summary

The planned expansion of the town to the west will continue to be an unpopular scheme
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unless the transport/traffic infrastructure is not improved and the concerns of the Town
Council and residents are not listened to in this regard. The bottleneck through Police
Station Square in the centre of Mildenhall already has an impact on health and wellbeing
through air quality from queuing cars at peak times. The air quality report has already
identified a growing issue in this regard.
Comment

The planned expansion of the town to the west will continue to be an unpopular scheme
unless the transport/traffic infrastructure is not improved and the concerns of the Town
Council and residents are not listened to in this regard. The bottleneck through Police
Station Square in the centre of Mildenhall already has an impact on health and wellbeing
through air quality from queuing cars at peak times. The air quality report has already
identified a growing issue in this regard.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

. . (RWS Ltd)

Agent Name

Ella Murfet (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

1061

Summary

WS418 Land north of Worlington Road. The site could provide around 38 homes on the site,
which would include a mixture of types and tenure to meet the needs of the community.

Comment

The 2020 Strategic Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA)
currently identifies the site as WS418 and categorises the site as deferred due to concerns
around its ‘suitability’ for development in relation to its location ‘not adjacent to the
settlement boundary’. The site could provide around 38 homes on the site, which would
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include a mixture of types and tenure to meet the needs of the community.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next iteration of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the housing need, overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues and site specific issues.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

1103

Summary

WSE18. This site lies adjacent to the Breckland Forest SSSI and Breckland SPA. The
woodland and other semi-natural boundary features should be retained with buffering and
enhancement measures provided, including a wildlife sensitive lighting scheme to retain
these as dark corridors. No development should be considered unless it can demonstrate
that it would not result in an impact upon the designated sites.

Comment

WSE18: This site lies adjacent to the Breckland Forest SSSI and Breckland SPA. The
woodland and other semi-natural boundary features should be retained with buffering and
enhancement measures provided, including a wildlife sensitive lighting scheme to retain
these as dark corridors. No development should be considered unless it can demonstrate
that it would not result in an impact upon the designated sites.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the preparation of the
next draft of the local plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

280

Summary

Mildenhall WS140, WS138 and WS240 and WSE18
Mildenhall former library - Not in SHELAA, or Issues and Options, but already allocated in
FH SALP SA5(b)
Mildenhall former college - Not in SHELAA, or Issues and Options, but already allocated in
FH SALP SA17(a)
Site WS138 where the polygon appears to have altered in comparison to what is being
masterplanned as part of SALP SA4a.

Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. I’ve also included comments on a handful of sites
that have been excluded, which we think should be included. Barton Mills in particular is a
site where we believe we have a very good and deliverable proposal. I’d also draw your
attention in particular to site WS138 where the polygon appears to have altered in
comparison to what is being masterplanned as part of SALP SA4a. Would you review the
attached and let me know if this provides sufficient detail for your current process or
whether you would prefer individual site submissions? I’d be happy to have a call to discuss
further with relevant officers. Note – my response is on behalf of SCC as the land owner and
developer. You will receive further responses from SCC departments in their capacity as
statutory consultees (Highways etc). please see attached for site specific comments

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the preparation of the
next iteration of the local plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

945

Summary

WS138. This land is available to bring forward, and is also allocated under the existing Local
Plan SALP SA4(A).An initial masterplan has been developed during 2020 and will go to
public consultation from 4th January 2021.

Comment

This land is available to bring forward, and is also allocated under the existing Local Plan
SALP SA4(A). An initial masterplan has been developed during 2020 and will go to public
consultation from 4th January 2021. WSC Officers have been heavily involved in this process.
It should be noted that some areas of this allocation fall under non SCC ownership; we are
engaging with these parties to seek their agreement for development. The site allocation
WS138 has a different polygon to allocation SALP SA4(A). Specifically, the north west corner
of the allocation has been removed on WS138. This should be re-instated. Masterplanning
and site viability has been performed on the basis of SA4(A).

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The differences in the site polygons will be investigated.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jane Busuttil

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

918

Summary

Lack of Community Education in the town.

Comment

Mildenhall has suffered from the withdrawal of Community Education for the past three/four
years. The town would benefit from the re-introduction to support the growing population.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level community infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
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the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on community infrastructure
delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Jane Busuttil

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

1230

Summary

WS138 The planned expansion of the town to the west will continue to be an unpopular
scheme unless the transport/traffic infrastructure is not improved.

Comment

The planned expansion of the town to the west will continue to be an unpopular scheme
unless the transport/traffic infrastructure is not improved and the concerns of the Town
Council and residents are not listened to in this regard. The bottleneck through Police
Station Square in the centre of Mildenhall already has an impact on health and wellbeing
through air quality from queuing cars at peak times. The air quality report has already
identified a growing issue in this regard. Mildenhall requires a Town Centre Masterplan to
assist with growth and regeneration of a tired area. There is also a lack of available
Community Education since the Leap centre was closed three/four years ago. A relief road to
route traffic coming down from the A1101 (Littleport/Ely) and also to the west (from West
Row and the new proposed development) away from Police Station Square in the centre of
town would be a great improvement for Mildenhall in respect of health and wellbeing.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed, including highways provision. This
ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)
which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on
infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Louise Dale (Defence Infrastructure Organisation Acquistitions and Dispos...
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

444

Summary

It is important to note development next to MOD establishments should allow a 250m buffer
for security. On reviewing proposed residential allocations for Mildenhall option WS141,
WS420 and WS138 are located near the boundary of RAF Mildenhall.

Comment

It is recognised there are significant site allocations within Lakenheath, Brandon, West Row
and Mildenhall. However, the MOD military aviation noise contours surrounding RAF
Lakenheath and RAF Mildenhall have been reflected as a potential constraint. It should be
observed that the controls on levels of noise from MOD establishments are not the same as
for other properties. These noise levels can vary significantly according to operational needs.
It is therefore important to consider the possible impacts on proposed adjacent development
of such noise and the need to incorporate appropriate mitigation (if possible). It would be
good practice for Planning Authorities to consult DIO on all significant planning
applications in accordance with the RAF Lakenheath and Mildenhall Noise contours The
email address for such consultations is: DIOODC-TownPlanning@mod.gov.uk. It is important
to note development next to MOD establishments should allow a 250m buffer for security. On
reviewing proposed residential allocations for Mildenhall option WS141, WS420 and WS138
are located near the boundary of RAF Mildenhall. Most of the development within Mildenhall
is also within the 72dB noise contour as mentioned above appropriate consideration is
required if development is pursued in this area regarding noise from the airfield. The cost of
providing appropriate mitigation against noise should also be considered in the viability of
delivering these sites. Another concern relates to safeguarding the Defence Infrastructure
Organisation (DIO) Safeguarding Team represents the Ministry of Defence (MOD) as a
statutory consultee in the UK planning system to ensure designated zones around key
operational defence sites such as aerodromes, explosive storage sites, air weapon ranges,
technical sites and meteorological radar sites are not adversely affected by development
outside the MOD estate. As required by Regulation 10A of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, West Suffolk Council commenced a review of
existing policy by July 2020, this review included examination of the Joint Development
Management Policies Document against the context provided by the NPPF (2019). The
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Council determined that the existing document demonstrated a high level of compliance with
the national planning policy requirements and as such the Joint Development Management
Policies Document will remain in use. There is concern that the adopted and saved
Development Management policies do not make explicit that compatibility with designated
safeguarding zones would be a material consideration where applications are being
considered. It is acknowledged that paragraph 95 of the National Planning Policy
Framework set out this requirement and that this is replicated and detailed through the
Town and Country Planning (Safeguarded Aerodromes, Technical Sites and Military
Explosives Storage Areas) Direction 2002 (Circular 01/2003) as well as the directions
attached to specific safeguarding designations. West Suffolk contains several safeguarded
sites which include RAF Honington, RAF Lakenheath, and RAF Mildenhall. The Council will
be aware that a substantial part of the council’s area of interest is washed over by
safeguarding zones and their attendant directions. On that basis, and in the interest of
providing as much information as possible to developers, it is requested that the area and
site specific constraints and opportunities sections of the Local Plan (as contained within the
Part three: Settlements section) reflect the presence of safeguarding zones and make clear
that applications will be subject to assessment to ensure that no detriment to operational
capability results from the development of a given site
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your response. We will continue to work closely with the DIO in
respect of the details in the response and during the preparation of the local plan.

Respondent Name

Planning East of England (Highways England)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

1298

Summary

Another cluster for development that could impact the SRN is around Mildenhall and Red
Lodge, which could impact junctions on the A11.

Comment

Another cluster for development that could impact the SRN is around Mildenhall and Red
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Lodge, which could impact junctions on the A11. The Local Plan acknowledges that road
junction capacity in Mildenhall is constrained and future growth beyond that already
planned in the former Forest Heath area Site Allocations Local Plan (2019) will affect
capacity at the Fiveways A11/A1101/A1065 roundabout which may require mitigation.
Although Mildenhall is not a small town, and therefore hosting some local employment,
retail, leisure and education facilities, it is not served by a railway line therefore for longer
distance interurban travel more reliance will be placed upon the SRN. The Fiveways junction
is in a fairly constrained location, and whilst it has benefited from some improvements in
recent years, the scope for further enhancement may be more limited without considering
more expensive and complex solutions should these exist or be determined as being
necessary. The potential scale of growth in Mildenhall alone may not be sufficient to help
support a more significant intervention, whilst opportunities to manage traffic demand for
example through mode shift measures, could be more limited given the town’s size, location
and lack of a railway service.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the comments on the strategic road network around Mildenhall which
will be considered carefully alongside continued engagement with the Highways Agency
during the preparation of the local plan.

Respondent Name

Rowan Gilbert (NHS Property Services)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Mildenhall > Mildenhall

Comment ID

1357

Summary

Our representations support the inclusion of Site WS139 within the Local Plan. NHSPS are
supportive of this designation and can confirm that the site is suitable and
available (in accordance with NPPF definition) for residential uses. We consider the site to
be capable of being delivered within the period 6-10 years.

Comment

See attached. Our representations support the inclusion of Site WS139 within the Local
Plan. NHSPS are supportive of this designation and can confirm that the site is suitable and
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available (in accordance with NPPF definition) for residential uses. We consider the site to
be capable of being delivered within the period 6-10 years.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information on site WS139 which will be considered during the
next stage of plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

359

Summary

Don't ignore the proximity of Cambridgeshire to Newmarket.

Comment

A significant constraint and opportunity for west suffolk is the close interaction between the
villages of east cambridgeshire and newmarket. This causes friction for example with
cambridge residents in the past using newmarket recycling facility and in the future with
housing expansion in Fordham and other villages causing traffic issues to Newmarket. It is
also an opportunity for suffolk to benefit from the wealth of cambridgeshire. The current
document ignores these important issues.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

805
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Summary

The settlement hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services.
At present it does not. Newmarket is considerably constrained by HRI and landscape issues.

Comment

The settlement hierarchy needs to reflect constraints and deliverability as well as services.
At present it does not. Newmarket is considerably constrained by HRI and landscape
issues.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the
local plan and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy
categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and
does not automatically mean growth will take place. Constraints and opportunities will be
considered separately in the site selection process.

Respondent Name

Mr William Gittus (Jockey Club Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Constraints and opportunites

Comment ID

770

Summary

The constraints map for Newmarket identifies land protected for the horse racing industry
adjacent to the boundary for most of the settlement. The promoted development by the JCE
at land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue in Newmarket (SHELAA Ref. WSE15) would be
consistent with current horse racing policies.

Comment

Newmarket Newmarket contains a good range of services and facilities, which reflects its
status as a Town in the draft Settlement hierarchy. It is a key employment centre and the
centre for the horse racing industry. It contains a railway station providing services to Bury
St Edmunds, Ipswich and Cambridge and is served by bus routes to these towns, London and
elsewhere.. It is accessible by sustainable modes of transport. Therefore, it is considered
that Newmarket is a suitable and sustainable location for additional development. The
constraints map for Newmarket identifies land protected for the horse racing industry
adjacent to the boundary for most of the settlement. The promoted development by the JCE
at land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue in Newmarket (SHELAA Ref. WSE15) would be
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consistent with current horse racing policies.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Newmarket Horsemen's Group)

Agent Name

Nicky Parsons (Pegasus Group)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1139

Summary

The NHG acknowledges and supports the references to the importance of the HRI to
Newmarket. It is noted that the list of constraints and opportunities includes reference to
the need to manage the movement of vehicles and horses within the town to avoid conflict. It
considers that these conflicts should be explained further, and that the Council demonstrate
that it is clear on the conflicts that exist.

Comment

Newmarket is discussed at 2.5 of this document. The NHG acknowledges and supports the
references to the importance of the HRI to Newmarket. It also welcomes the
acknowledgment at paragraph 2.5.3 of the uniqueness of Newmarket and the fact there is
'no comparable economic importance and location elsewhere in the world'. This underlines
the previous comments made by the NHG in its representations that the HRI is a worthy
candidate that deserves protection and special consideration in the plan and the options
being considered for the strategic allocation of development. The NHG has made previous
comments regarding the Project Newmarket initiative. It considers that this should be
referred to in this settlement review and used to help create the opportunities for addressing
the issues faced by Newmarket. This includes the opportunity provided by the HRI for
further economic growth and the provision of additional housing to meet the needs indicated
at paragraph 2.5.4. It is noted that the list of constraints and opportunities includes
reference to the need to manage the movement of vehicles and horses within the town to
avoid conflict. It considers that these conflicts should be explained further, and that the
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Council demonstrate that it is clear on the conflicts that exist. Paragraph 2.5.14 of this
document asks for comments on the included sites within the Strategic Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA). We have provided these earlier in our
representations in the evidence base section. see attached
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (RWS Ltd)

Agent Name

Ella Murfet (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1062

Summary

Brickfield Stud, Exning Road, Newmarket. This representation provides a response to the
documents published as part of the West Suffolk Local Plan Issues and Options (Regulation
18) Consultation, and sets out the case for the inclusion of the site for housing and a new
racehorse training/stud establishment. The 2020 Strategic Housing and Employment Land
Availability Assessment (SHELAA) currently identifies the Site as WS671 and WS672 and
categorises the site as deferred.

Comment

see attached. This representation has been prepared by Turley on behalf of RWS Ltd. The
representation relates to Land at Brickfield Stud, Exning Road, Newmarket. This
representation provides a response to the documents published as part of the West Suffolk
Local Plan Issues and Options (Regulation 18) Consultation, and sets out the case for the
inclusion of the site for housing and a new racehorse training/stud establishment. The 2020
Strategic Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) currently
identifies the Site as WS671 and WS672 and categorises the site as deferred due to concerns
around suitability for development as the ‘Site is currently used for equine uses’. On behalf
of RWS Ltd, Turley have provided representations at previous stages of the Local Plan
preparation. Representations were submitted to the consultation on the Draft SHELAA in
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November 2019, which included a Financial Viability Statement. Prior to this, the site was
put forward at the Call for Sites stage with details contained within a Supporting Statement.
Full details of the site and its context are provided within previously submitted
representations, which are appended to this letter, and as such this is not repeated here. In
summary, the submission site includes two parcels for which the landowner proposes a
comprehensive approach. As a reminder, a plan is included in the appendices to this letter
showing Site A and Site B. The landowner is promoting Site A (the parcel to the east of
Exning Road) for residential use. On the basis of 30dph the site could deliver around 70
dwellings. In terms of Site B (the land to the west of Exning Road), a new training/stud
establishment is proposed. This would include new owner and staff accommodation,
renovation of the existing American Barn, erection of new stables and installation of the
facilities necessary to the operation of a training/stud yard (including horse walker, stores,
office etc.). The development of new stables on this land would effectively be the relocation
of the existing units from Site A, meaning that there would be no loss in stable numbers, and
indeed there would be a gain, significantly improving operation and quality of facilities,
enabling the expansion of the existing training/stud establishment.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

. . (Zakari Investments)

Agent Name

Mr Michael Hendry (Navigate Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1003

Summary

WS149. A further site should be considered for inclusion in the Local Plan for residential
development; namely the Land off Rowley Drive, previously known as Holland House
Stables, which has been vacant for a number of years and all the buildings removed. The site
should either be considered as a standalone site or as an extension to the existing allocation
site SA6(b) of the Forest Heath Plan and site SW149 of the West Suffolk Strategic Housing
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and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA)
Comment

A further site should be considered for inclusion in the Local Plan for residential
development; namely the Land off Rowley Drive, previously known as Holland House
Stables, which has been vacant for a number of years and all the buildings removed. The site
should either be considered as a standalone site or as an extension to the existing allocation
site SA6(b) of the Forest Heath Plan and site SW149 of the West Suffolk Strategic Housing
and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA), which has been brought forward for
consideration as part of the Issues and Options consultation. The site is suitable, available
and deliverable as demonstrated by the following supporting documentation: ? Indicative
Masterplan o Showing an indicative capacity of 15 dwellings o Showing a single access to
Rowley Drive o Site area of 0.62 hectares ? Transport / Access Statement o Illustrating the
potential access point and measures proposed to facilitate the crossing of The Rows horse
walk o Concluding that there is no highway safety or capacity reasons why the site could not
be redeveloped for residential use ? Flood Risk and Drainage Statement o Illustrates that the
site has both foul and surface water sewers in close proximity o Concluding that site is
suitable for residential development from a flood risk and drainage perspective. No built
development would be located in an area at risk of flooding and therefore with an effective
surface water strategy in place, would not increase flood risk elsewhere onsite or elsewhere
offsite. Given the local geology and the proximity of the site to the surface water and public
foul sewer, there are also practical and sustainable solutions for foul and surface water
drainage ? Marketing Report o Illustrating that the previous planning permission for a 60
box training yard has proved unattractive to the horseracing industry since its approval in
2014

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

509

Summary

WS149. It is a matter of disgrace that the Queensbury Lodge and Fitzroy Stables sites in
Newmarket have been unused so long. The horseracing industry needs Newmarket to look
like a centre of international importance and not a third-world shanty town of tattoo shops
and scaffolding. SORT IT OUT. Specifically it should be sorted out by an independent team
that has had no historical involvement.

Comment

It is a matter of disgrace that the Queensbury Lodge and Fitzroy Stables sites in Newmarket
have been unused so long. The horseracing industry needs Newmarket to look like a centre
of international importance and not a third-world shanty town of tattoo shops and
scaffolding. SORT IT OUT. Specifically it should be sorted out by an independent team that
has had no historical involvement.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

342

Summary

2.5.6 'a relatively low vacancy rate' sounds like complacency.

Comment

2.5.6 'a relatively low vacancy rate' sounds like complacency. Should say 'significant level of
vacancies' and 'disproportionate numbers of low-end retail' and 'not in keeping with a
tourist destination'

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
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Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1104

Summary

WSE15. This site is located within an ecologically sensitive area with a number of adjacent
designated including Newmarket Heath SSSI on the western boundary and Links Golf
Course CWS on the south-western boundary, which itself is bordered by Devils Dyke SSSI on
its southern boundary.

Comment

WSE15: This site is located within an ecologically sensitive area with a number of adjacent
designated including Newmarket Heath SSSI on the western boundary and Links Golf
Course CWS on the south-western boundary, which itself is bordered by Devils Dyke SSSI on
its southern boundary. Newmarket Heath CWS and July Course Grasslands CWS are also to
the north west and south west of the site, respectively. Therefore, further detailed surveys
are required to further inform the suitability of this site for any future development
proposals. The adjacent designated sites must be safeguarded from any potential
development, with suitable buffering provided. Due to the sensitivity of the location, impacts
upon the integrity of the surrounding ecological network, including the nearby designated
sites should also be considered.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Andy Drummond

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1222

Summary

WS146 & WS149. The rear of the site which is the old playing fields should be reserved as a
site for a sports hub for George Lambton Playing Fields.
With respect to WS149 development should only be allowed with the restoration of
QUEENSBURY LODGE AND A QUALIFYING HORSE RACING RELATED INDUSTRY ON
SITE SUCH AS A TRAINING STARTER YARD.
Better railway station with more frequent stops. Only build on brownfield sites.

Comment

The rear of the site which is the old playing fields should be reserved as a site for a sports
hub for George Lambton Playing Fields. With respect to WS149 development should only be
allowed with the restoration of QUEENSBURY LODGE AND A QUALIFYING HORSE RACING
RELATED INDUSTRY ON SITE SUCH AS A TRAINING STARTER YARD. Better railway
station with more frequent stops. Only build on brownfield sites.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

946

Summary

WS146. This land is available to bring forward, and is also allocated under the existing Local
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Plan SALP SA16(D).
The land owner has mobilised a project to prepare a planning application for this site during
2021, which will consider both local housing and recreation needs.
Comment

This land is available to bring forward, and is also allocated under the existing Local Plan
SALP SA16(D). The land owner has mobilised a project to prepare a planning application for
this site during 2021, which will consider both local housing and recreation needs.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Walsh (Unex Group Holdings Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

305

Summary

WS149 Site WS149 Land at Black Bear Lane and Rowley Drive. Although the inclusion of
this site is welcomed and supported, several amendments are required.

Comment

Site WS149 Land at Black Bear Lane and Rowley Drive. Although the inclusion of this site is
welcomed and supported, several amendments are required, as follows; * The former
swimming pool site together with the former paddocks, former White Lion and former used
car lot constitutes the most sustainable town centre site available in Newmarket, and
probably in the district. The site received the best sustainability score in Aecom’s
sustainability appraisal of the Forest Heath Site Allocations document. It is therefore vitally
important to make the best use of this High Street site, which is within easy walking
distance of the town’s shops and services and schools and public transport, by allocating the
site for its full capacity of housing. The Council’s Strategic Housing and Employment Land
Availability Assessment study showed that this site has a future potential housing capacity of
up to 165 dwellings. It would be incredibly short-sighted to waste this site by restricting the
housing numbers to 50, as proposed, and by seeking to include a horse racing activity or
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paddock land as part of the allocated uses. As noted above, horse racing activities should be
allocated on sites on the periphery of the town. Town centre sites should be for houses and
people. * The listed buildings should be removed from the description of the site and, on the
site options map, the red line boundary should be amended to exclude the Queensbury
Lodge site and buildings. As the Council is aware, the company which owned these buildings
( Oftenfact Limited ) has no directors and will be struck off the register of companies with
the land and buildings becoming bona vacantia. It is therefore not appropriate to link the
Queensbury Lodge site and buildings with the remainder of the proposed allocation. The red
line boundary should include the former Fitzroy Paddocks, the former White Lion, the former
swimming pool site and the former used car lot behind the Shell petrol station. The red line
boundary should only include land which is deliverable and this land should not be sterilised
by being linked to the bona vacantia Queensbury Lodge site. * To meet the Government’s
objective of maximising housing numbers in the right location, this site should be allocated
for up to 165 dwellings. On the basis that the site is allocated only for housing, and that the
listed buildings are not part of the allocation, and that there is no requirement for any horse
racing use or paddocks etc. then there should equally be no requirement for a development
brief to be produced and approved in advance. The need for a development brief on a
relatively small town-centre housing site is unreasonable, unnecessary and will only delay
development ( again contrary to the Government’s desire to speed up the delivery of new
housing ).
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

677

Summary

There is not a good range of services, and it appears that many of the statements here are
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incorrect.
Comment

There is not a good range of services, and it appears that many of the statements here are
incorrect. For example: -There is no Police station in Newmarket (there used to be one) -The
upper school does not have a sixth form (there used to be one) -The hospital outpatient
services are very limited There is also a recognised lack of sports facilities in Newmarket.
Newmarket does not benefit from good public transport infrastructure. However, it is
absolutely correct to state that Newmarket is a unique centre for the HRI with no
comparable economic importance and location elsewhere in the world.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

678

Summary

Additional comments. 2.5.2 Newmarket serves the health, education, retail and leisure needs
of the local catchment area, which includes settlements in both West Suffolk and East
Cambridgeshire. It is of vital importance, to understand not only the needs of the residents
of the three West Suffolk wards at the heart of the town, but also the needs of the residents
of the town who live in East Cambridgeshire, the residents of the Suffolk villages to the
north and east

Comment

2.5.1 Newmarket is an important, unique and historic market town. It is famous nationally
and internationally for its ties with the horse racing Industry, and these have created a
unique landscape setting for the town. It should be noted that the following services have
been lost to the town: * A general hospital, including a maternity ward * A&E Services * Outof-hours GP services * Mental health services * Support services for residents with
disabilities * A police station with public access * Courthouse * Post-16 education * Railway
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station building * Free recycling center * Cinema 2.5.2 Newmarket serves the health,
education, retail and leisure needs of the local catchment area, which includes settlements
in both West Suffolk and East Cambridgeshire. It is of vital importance, to understand not
only the needs of the residents of the three West Suffolk wards at the heart of the town, but
also the needs of the residents of the town who live in East Cambridgeshire, the residents of
the Suffolk villages to the north and east, and the residents of the surrounding East
Cambridgeshire villages. Planning to ensure that the town has the required level of
infrastructure and services will continue to be particularly complex. Over a number of
decades, a significant number of services (police headquarters, local government offices,
waste recycling centre, post-16 education and GP out-of-hours services) have been
withdrawn and centralised elsewhere. For the town to be sustainable, these services would
have to be reinstated and extended, together with improvement in overall infrastructure.
2.5.6 There is no doubt that growth in these surrounding settlements will have a dramatic
effect on Newmarket’s already stretched infrastructure. There is already coalescence with
the settlement of Exning, further activity of this kind should be avoided. A significant
problem occurs when road closures cause traffic from the A11/A14 to be diverted through
Newmarket, effectively bringing the Town to a standstill on a regular basis 2.5.7 The leisure
and cultural offer of the Town should be identified as a key area of need to be addressed,
with particular focus on providing a shared community sports and recreation area, a cinema,
a museum of local history and facilitating participation in the Arts
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ms Rachel Hood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1078

Summary

WS145. Hatchfield is a completely inappropriate greenfield development that will damage
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Newmarket's horse training businesses by urbanising and bringing substantially more traffic
to the town.
Comment

Hatchfield is a completely inappropriate greenfield development that will damage
Newmarket's horse training businesses by urbanising and bringing substantially more traffic
to the town. Hatchfield is well known locally to not be a farm, but part of Stanley House
Stud, which is a protected area. It is wholly inappropriate to build on this greenfield site
when there are so many brownfield locations across the district that can be developed.
Hatchfield should be removed from the SHELAA. Over a number of decades, a significant
number of services have been withdrawn and centralised elsewhere. For the town to be
sustainable, these services would have to be reinstated and extended, together with
improvement in overall infrastructure. The following services have been lost to the town: * A
general hospital, including a maternity ward * A&E Services * Out-of-hours GP services *
Mental health services * Support services for residents with disabilities * A police station
with public access * Courthouse * Post-16 education * Railway station building * Free
recycling centre * Cinema The leisure and cultural offer of the Town should be identified as a
key area of need to be addressed, with particular focus on providing a shared community
sports and recreation area, a cinema, a museum of local history and facilitating participation
in the Arts The lack of green space and sports facilities within the town, is identified as a
further key area of need. Significant problems occur when road closures cause traffic from
the A11/A14 to be diverted through Newmarket, effectively bringing the Town to a standstill.
This could be alleviated through improvements to the road network.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

S A Dudgeon (The Jockey Club)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1244
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Summary

Embedding revised racing policies into your plan for the protection of the critical aspects of
the HRI, which also allow for the broader development of Newmarket.
• The HRI, working with all the authorities that are around Newmarket, to have a dialogue
on the locations for long term growth.
• Testing the suitability of a location for a New All-Weather Racecourse.
• Development of the areas around Newmarket, away from the North East, that will meet
the needs that have come out of this process.

Comment

See attached.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Sara Beckett

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1217

Summary

West Suffolk Council should protect land associated with the racing industry.

Comment

WEST SUFFOLK COUNCIL SHOULD PROTECT LAND ASSOCIATED WITH THE RACING
INDUSTRY I wish to support the comments made by Newmarket Town Council on behalf of
its residents. West Suffolk Council should support the Neighbourhood Plan. 2.5.1
Newmarket is an important, unique and historic market town. It is famous nationally and
internationally for its ties with the Horseracing Industry, and these have created a unique
landscape setting for the town. It should be noted that the following services have been lost
to the town: • A general hospital, including a maternity ward • A&E Services • Out-of-hours
GP services • Mental health services • Support services for residents with disabilities • A
police station with public access • Courthouse • Post-16 education • Railway station building
• Free recycling center • Cinema Your document states that there are 6 Dental Practices but
it is extremely difficult to obtain NHS Dentistry in the Town. 2.5.2 Newmarket serves the
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health, education, retail and leisure needs of the local catchment area, which includes
settlements in both West Suffolk and East Cambridgeshire. It is of vital importance, to
understand not only the needs of the residents of the three West Suffolk wards at the heart
of the town, but also the needs of the residents of the town who live in East Cambridgeshire,
the residents of the Suffolk villages to the north and east, and the residents of the
surrounding East Cambridgeshire villages. Planning to ensure that the town has the
required level of infrastructure and services will continue to be particularly complex. Over a
number of decades, a significant number of services (police headquarters, local government
offices, waste recycling centre, post-16 education and GP out-of-hours services) have been
withdrawn and centralised elsewhere. For the town to be sustainable, these services would
have to be reinstated and extended, together with improvement in overall infrastructure
2.5.3 Newmarket is a centre for the British Horse Racing Industry (HRI) which has an
important economic and cultural role in the town. The town is the international home of
horseracing with approximately 3,000 racehorses, 89 licensed trainers, 62 stud farms, 1,133
hectares of training grounds and hundreds of stable staff within and around the town (more
than anywhere else in the world). Newmarket is a unique centre for the HRI with no
comparable economic importance and location elsewhere in the world. 2.5.4 However, the
town also has its own issues, which include a lack of affordable housing to meet the needs of
people within the town, including those employed within the racing industry itself. 2.5.5
Newmarket’s High Street runs for one mile from the Jubilee Clock Tower to the Cooper
Memorial Fountain. The High Street and its surrounding streets contain Newmarket’s
historic core, the main shopping area (including a twice weekly outdoor market on the High
Street), horseracing training stables and visitor attractions including the National Heritage
Centre for Horseracing and Sporting Art and a centre for the retraining of racehorses.
Growth in surrounding settlements will have a dramatic effect on Newmarket’s already
stretched infrastructure. There is already coalescence with the settlement of Exning, further
activity of this kind should be avoided. Settlement expansion is significantly constrained by
the horse racing industry and its associated land uses as other policies within the local plan
seek to safeguard the racing industry and its assets. WEST SUFFOLK COUNCIL SHOULD
REALLY TAKE NOTE OF THIS There is a need to carefully manage the movements of
vehicles and horses within the town to avoid conflict. WEST SUFFOLK COUNCIL SHOULD
REALLY TAKE NOTE OF THIS A significant problem occurs when road closures cause traffic
from the A11/A14 to be diverted through Newmarket, effectively bringing the Town to a
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standstill. 2.5.7 The leisure and cultural offer of the Town should be identified as a key area
of need to be addressed, **with particular focus on providing a shared community sports and
recreation area, a cinema, a museum of local history and facilitating participation in the Arts
**PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN SUGGESTIONS WHICH WERE
PUT FORWARD FOR A MUSEUM OF LOCAL HISTORY + THE USE OF ST FELIX SCHOOL
SITE TO DEVELOP A SPORTS HUB AND USE SCALTBACK SITE FOR HOUSING
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1212

Summary

WS147 Newmarket Town Council would object to any housing allocation for the west side of
Exning Rd, being included in the Local Plan.

Comment

Newmarket Town Council would object to any housing allocation for the west side of Exning
Rd, being included in the Local Plan. Over a number of decades, a significant number of
services have been withdrawn and centralised elsewhere. For the town to be sustainable,
these services would have to be reinstated and extended, together with improvement in
overall infrastructure. The following services have been lost to the town: * A general
hospital, including a maternity ward * A&E Services * Out-of-hours GP services * Mental
health services * Support services for residents with disabilities * A police station with public
access * Courthouse * Post-16 education * Railway station building * Free recycling centre *
Cinema The leisure and cultural offer of the Town should be identified as a key area of need
to be addressed, with particular focus on providing a shared community sports and
recreation area, a cinema, a museum of local history and facilitating participation in the Arts
The lack of green space and sports facilities within the town, is identified as a further key
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area of need. Significant problems occur when road closures cause traffic from the A11/A14
to be diverted through Newmarket, effectively bringing the Town to a standstill. This could
be alleviated through improvements to the road network.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1213

Summary

WS146 The location of this site, adjacent to the George Lambton playing fields, make it a
prime location for a community and sports hub.
To compensate for the lack of green space and sports facilities within the town, as much land
as possible should be committed to sports and community use.

Comment
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The location of this site, adjacent to the George Lambton playing fields, make it a prime
location for a community and sports hub. To compensate for the lack of green space and
sports facilities within the town, as much land as possible should be committed to sports and
community use. Over a number of decades, a significant number of services have been
withdrawn and centralised elsewhere. For the town to be sustainable, these services would

have to be reinstated and extended, together with improvement in overall infrastructure.
The following services have been lost to the town: * A general hospital, including a maternity
ward * A&E Services * Out-of-hours GP services * Mental health services * Support services
for residents with disabilities * A police station with public access * Courthouse * Post-16
education * Railway station building * Free recycling centre * Cinema The leisure and
cultural offer of the Town should be identified as a key area of need to be addressed, with
particular focus on providing a shared community sports and recreation area, a cinema, a
museum of local history and facilitating participation in the Arts The lack of green space and
sports facilities within the town, is identified as a further key area of need. Significant
problems occur when road closures cause traffic from the A11/A14 to be diverted through
Newmarket, effectively bringing the Town to a standstill. This could be alleviated through
improvements to the road network.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Town Clerk (Newmarket Town Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket

Comment ID

1214

Summary

WS149 It is paramount that the historic Queensbury Lodge buildings on the High Street are
restored as part of this plan and therefore an increase in the number of allocated houses on
the site, may be required in order to facilitate restoration and improvement of this area.

Comment

WS149 It is paramount that the historic Queensbury Lodge buildings on the High Street are
restored as part of this plan and therefore an increase in the number of allocated houses on
the site, may be required in order to facilitate restoration and improvement of this area.
Over a number of decades, a significant number of services have been withdrawn and
centralised elsewhere. For the town to be sustainable, these services would have to be
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reinstated and extended, together with improvement in overall infrastructure. The following
services have been lost to the town: * A general hospital, including a maternity ward * A&E
Services * Out-of-hours GP services * Mental health services * Support services for residents
with disabilities * A police station with public access * Courthouse * Post-16 education *
Railway station building * Free recycling centre * Cinema The leisure and cultural offer of
the Town should be identified as a key area of need to be addressed, with particular focus on
providing a shared community sports and recreation area, a cinema, a museum of local
history and facilitating participation in the Arts The lack of green space and sports facilities
within the town, is identified as a further key area of need. Significant problems occur when
road closures cause traffic from the A11/A14 to be diverted through Newmarket, effectively
bringing the Town to a standstill. This could be alleviated through improvements to the road
network.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Bruce Macmichael

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Newmarket settlement constraints map

Comment ID

361

Summary

Query Horse Racing Industry boundary. The land to the NE of St Albans is used by horse
racing industry, but not shown as such on the map. See attachment. Historically, the same
applies to the adjoining land to the SE but less so in recent years.

Comment

The land to the NE of St Albans is used by horse racing industry, but not shown as such on
the map. See attachment. Historically, the same applies to the adjoining land to the SE but
less so in recent years.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Ian Young

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Site options

Comment ID

45

Summary

Residential Parking. Due your flawed parking strategy of just hiking parking charges up,
increasing the charge periods and the introduction of CPE throughout the district, residents
in the streets around the town centre are struggling to park their vehicles.

Comment

Due your flawed parking strategy of just hiking parking charges up, increasing the charge
periods and the introduction of CPE throughout the district, residents in the streets around
the town centre are struggling to park their vehicles. Discussions have been taking place
regarding this issue between yourselves and Newmarket Town Council. It was reported on
Monday the 26th of October, at the monthly Town Council meeting, that you, WSC, wanted a
contribution from NTC of £10k to help towards the introduction of Resident Parking Zones.
My question is why do the residents of Newmarket have to pay for this whilst residents of
BSE and Haverhill’s town councils were not asked for similar amounts when RPZ were set
up in their towns? why are we be treated differently? Yet again residents in Newmarket are
being treated unfairly like the introduction of charges back in 2006 by FHDC when the rest
of the district didn’t have charges imposed on them. You as a council make £6m a year from
your car parks and now you want to charge the residents even more to increase your coffers,
time you provided a service that you are employed you to do in a not for profit manner,
either a token charge for a permit or run at a loss.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The purpose of the local plan is to set out land use policies and parking charges and
the issues referred to are beyond its remit.
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Respondent Name

Mr William Gittus (Jockey Club Estates)

Agent Name

Mr Brian Flynn (Carter Jonas LLP)

Document Section Path

> Towns > Newmarket > Site options

Comment ID

772

Summary

Site Options - Land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue in Newmarket (SHELAA Ref.
WSE15). The site is suitable for the promoted development and any significant impacts can
be mitigated, as set out below. It is requested that land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue
in Newmarket (SHELAA Ref. WSE15) – part within West Suffolk - is allocated for equine
related uses, hotel, and other leisure uses.

Comment

Site Options - Land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue in Newmarket (SHELAA Ref.
WSE15) Land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue in Newmarket (SHELAA Ref. WSE15) is
identified as an ‘included’ economic site in emerging WSLP, which is supported. The land
promoted by JCE includes land it owns within East Cambridgeshire, and the site plan shown
in emerging WSLP also extends into East Cambridgeshire. It is noted that the adopted East
Cambridgeshire Local Plan 2015 has a similar horse racing industry policy covering the site
within East Cambridgeshire, and the adopted policies for equine and horse racing related
uses are also similar. The emerging WSLP cannot allocate land in East Cambridgeshire. JCE
would require an allocation and supporting policy in both emerging WSLP and in a revised
East Cambridgeshire Local Plan to fully deliver the promoted development for equine
related uses, along with a hotel and other leisure uses at the site. However, East
Cambridgeshire District Council intends to prepare a single issue review of the adopted
Local Plan to deal with housing and employment requirements only, and make no allocations
and not amend any other policies including those relating to the horse racing industry.
Therefore, it is requested that an allocation is made in emerging WSLP for equine related
uses, hotel, and other leisure uses at the site. JCE will then seek an allocation and policy
changes through the East Cambridgeshire Local Plan process as appropriate and when the
opportunity arises. The site is suitable for the promoted development and any significant
impacts can be mitigated, as set out below. A preliminary ecological appraisal has been
undertaken of the site to determine the impact of development on habitats and protected
species, and some detailed surveys have been completed. It is likely that ecological
mitigation measures and enhancement will be required to address the loss of woodland and
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the impact on habitats and species. It is noted that the land to the north is designated as an
SSSI; equine activities take place within the designated area, which indicates that the
protection of nature conservation and equine uses can be compatible with one another. The
site is within Flood Zone 1, which means it has a low probability of flooding. A drainage
strategy will be required for the promoted development. There is a Scheduled Ancient
Monument – Devil’s Ditch - approximately 300m to the west of the site. There is a Grade II
Listed Building – a monumental drinking fountain and horse trough – approximately 250m to
the east of the site. There are other listed buildings on the edge of and within Newmarket.
An assessment of the impact of development on these heritage assets will be undertaken, but
it is unlikely that there will be any adverse impacts. A new vehicular access off Barbara
Stradbroke Avenue will be required to support any future development on the site. A
transport assessment will be prepared for the promoted development to determine the
impacts on traffic and highway safety. Initial studies have confirmed that a suitable access
can be provided off Barbara Stradbroke Avenue. A landscape and visual Impact assessment
will be required to determine the landscape impact of the promoted development and the
mitigation measures required to address the adverse impacts and any other landscape
enhancements. It is requested that land south of Barbara Stradbroke Avenue in Newmarket
(SHELAA Ref. WSE15) – part within West Suffolk - is allocated for equine related uses, hotel,
and other leisure uses.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Caroline Dowson (Barnham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barnham > Barnham

Comment ID

941

Summary

Re-establish Thetford southern bypass discussions. The Barnham Parish Council
unanimously agreed that there was a need for the Thetford southern bypass. The preferred
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option from the original study in 2001 was for a link across Barnham Common to the
Sainsburys roundabout. This is still considered to be the best option.
Comment

Re-establish Thetford southern bypass discussions. The Barnham Parish Council
unanimously agreed that there was a need for the Thetford southern bypass. The preferred
option from the original study in 2001 was for a link across Barnham Common to the
Sainsburys roundabout. This is still considered to be the best option.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Caroline Dowson (Barnham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barnham > Barnham settlement constraints map

Comment ID

465

Summary

Barnham Parish Council unanimously agreed that there should be a relaxation of SPA buffer
restrictions.

Comment

Relaxation of SPA Buffer restrictions. (Barnham is in the 1500m Stone Curlew buffer zone).
Barnham Parish Council would like to ask for a re-assessment regarding buffer zone
conditions. It is believed that a detrimental impact due to development could be negligible
and the current restrictions were interpreted in a similar fashion to development within the
SPA.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. Breckland Special Protection Area and
its interest features including Stone Curlew are protected by the ‘Conservation of Habitats
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and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended)’. The regulations require that new development
and strategic development plans must consider and address any impacts on European sites.
There is strong evidence of some negative impacts of housing on Stone Curlew densities on
arable land within 1.5km. The buffers are required to ensure that development within the
plan will not adversely affect the integrity of the SPA. There is no evidence to suggest that
the buffers can be relaxed.
Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Blenkiron (Euston Estate)

Agent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barnham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

1248

Summary

We strongly oppose to the point "Development around the settlement is heavily (our
emphasis) constrained by designations protecting the natural environment".

Comment

Barnham We strongly oppose to the point "Development around the settlement is heavily(our
emphasis) constrained by designations protecting the natural environment". The SPA Buffer
zone covers the entirety of the village therefore it should not be treated as "heavily
constrained" for residential allocations, particularly of land immediately adjacent to the
existing settlement boundaries i.e. Euston Estate sites: * Site A: St Martins, Barnham; * Site
B: St Martins Meadow Fields, Barnham & * Site C: The Street, Barnham This "constraint"
should not be given weight against provision of housing sites particularly in cases where
sites (as listed above) are large enough to provide elements of bio-diversity enhancements In
addition, in cases where large landowners such as Euston Estate can offer significant
biodiversity enhancements on other land nearby.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. Whilst Barnham village in not located
within Breckland Special Protection Area (SPA) itself, it is surrounded by this extensive
designated site and its component Sites of Special Scientific Interest. The closest
component, Breckland Farmland SSSI, is only 60m to the west. The village is also wholly
within the 1500m buffer around components of Breckland SPA considered to be important
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for Stone Curlew. Within this zone development can only take place if it can be
demonstrated that it will not adversely affect the integrity of Breckland SPA both alone and
in-combination with other development.
Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Blenkiron (Euston Estate)

Agent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barnham > Settlement status

Comment ID

1382

Summary

The sustainability indicators listed warrants the categorisation as a "Local Service Centre"
rather than a Type A Village, therefore we strongly suggest Barnham is upgraded
accordingly.

Comment

The sustainability indicators listed warrants the categorisation as a "Local Service Centre"
rather than a Type A Village, therefore we strongly suggest Barnham is upgraded
accordingly. We have submitted sites in Barnham on behalf our client, Euston Estate for
residential use under the "Call for Sites" stage. The sites are immediately adjacent and very
well related to settlement boundary of Barnham and can provide a modest level of housing,
in keeping with the area. Due to the position of the site, it can be easily incorporated into the
settlement boundary, which as we understand, has also been put forward as a suggestion by
the Parish Council.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services and
facilities within a settlement. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying
services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the
finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Caroline Dowson (Barnham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Type A Villages > Barnham > Site options

Comment ID

464

Summary

At the Parish Council meeting held on 24th November 2020 it was unanimously agreed that
the boundary for Barnham should be re-aligned. From Rose Cottage, Euston Road (east of
the village) to include the conservation area and land north of Euston Rd, parallel to the
conservation area.
Martins Meadow.
Existing allotment area (west end of village adjacent to the A134).

Comment

It was agreed that further development is needed (to include affordable housing) but in
order to enable this the boundary should be re-aligned as follows to include three possible
development sites: * From Rose Cottage, Euston Road (east of the village) to include the
conservation area and land north of Euston Rd, parallel to the conservation area. * Martins
Meadow. * Existing allotment area (west end of village adjacent to the A134). Four maps are
attached to this comment. * Areas on the border of the boundary (by the second-hand car
site and Barnham camp) were dismissed as this would fragment the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Revd Susan Nutt

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barnham > Site options

Comment ID

405

Summary

The need for accessible footpaths in Barnham village and environs. In Fakenham Magna and
Honington footpaths have been placed behind hedges and this could be an advantage on
Station Road. Ideally too it would be wonderful to have a footpath on to Barnham Common
where several people visit every day for exercise.

Comment

During these past difficult months we have constantly been encouraged to take exercise. As
a result many of us have done so. However there is nowhere to walk safely in Barnham
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except on the footpath to Barnham Heath and for a short distance along the A134.
Barnham is in a beautiful part of Suffolk but we have to drive in order to find somewhere to
walk. There is an designated footpath but it is impossible to reach it from the village as it is
on the A134 busy road. It would be very desirable to have more use made of the farm tracks
and access to the river. I am well aware of the understandable concerns of local farmers and
livestock, game etc but other nearby villages such as Euston, Fakenham Magna and
Honington have excellent footpaths some with fencing to prevent trespass. In Fakenham
Magna and Honington footpaths have been placed behind hedges and this could be an
advantage on Station Road. Ideally too it would be wonderful to have a footpath on to
Barnham Common where several people visit every day for exercise.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Chris Ashcroft

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

776

Summary

I am a Barton Mills resident and have read your plans for housing in 2021 and as with all
planning it does not show or say what will be done to improve the existing infrastructure

Comment

I am a Barton Mills resident and have read your plans for housing in 2021 and as with all
planning it does not show or say what will be done to improve the existing infrastructure.
Water pressure which does fluctuate through a normal day, can be a problem. Traffic flow is
already a problem, cars already use Church Lane as a rat run to Mildenhall. When we
purchased our house there was a field opposite, which was one of the main reasons for
buying. Our search revealed no more building in this road, according to the estate agent,
which was not entirely true. The building of six houses went ahead, and in doing so, the road
surface was damaged by lorries turning in and out of the site, this still has not been
repaired so if the plan to build 62 houses at the end of church lane goes ahead it will be a
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disaster, that’s possibly 124 cars with nowhere to park. The last houses built on the old dairy
saw a noticeable increase in traffic through church lane which is where I live, so another 78
houses is not going to help that situation either. We came to live in a small village with green
fields all around not a town. Now we understand there are plans to surround us with solar
panels batteries etc using good farming land and yes this land has been farmed for years and
is not second-rate land. We think sunnica are out to make money out of farm land using the
good for the environment ploy, with brexit about to happen we may need extra land to grow
more food. If they are truly worried about climate change then plant almost 2000 acres of
trees.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Gemma Stower

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

922

Summary

* Objectives - Air Quality.
* Aim - Protect landscapes and the ecological network.
* Views to the East and South should be protected.
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* Additional traffic.
* Site WS234
Comment
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* One of the objectives of the new Local Plan is for new developments to not undermine the
“generally good” air quality across the district. However, developments in Barton Mills,
specifically Sites WS015, WS016, WS017 and WS018 would play a huge part in the
increasing traffic through the village, particularly along Church Lane. This would risk
lowering air quality due to the increased number of vehicles passing through the village.
This would be a great concern for residents in the village living with certain health
conditions and have lived in the village for many years due to the clean living village life
provides. * Another aim of the new Local Plan is to protect landscapes and the ecological
network and leave biodiversity in a better state than it was before. Barton Mills has been a
farming village for many years. It's something that is very important to my family and others
within the village. However development in Barton Mills would have an adverse impact on
the enjoyment of the local landscape, with distinctive views to the south in particular
reduced. This would detract from the village’s “unique sense of place and cultural identity”
in particular the distinctive view of the village from the A11 approach, including the view of
our village church, if developments were to commence at Site WS017. Also with the way the
government currently stands with ongoing Brexit discussions, I would highly recommend
that our farming land would be more crucial and vital to protect that ever. Therefore Site
WS017 should therefore be excluded from SHELAA (Strategic Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment) due to the loss of biodiversity from the existing agricultural land
and its associated headlands/margins, which support wildlife and insect biodiversity (Owls,
bats, deers, toads and beetles to name but afew). * The consultation materials state that
“views to the east and south should be protected from future development.” However this
isn’t true in relation to the suggested development at sites WS015, WS016 and WS017, as
this would in fact have an adverse impact on views to the south. Development at sites
WS015 and WS016 would spoil views to the south when viewed from Mildenhall Road and in
addition to this the development at site WS017 would spoil views to the south when viewed
from Manor View. Therefore sites WS015, WS016 and WS017 should be excluded from
SHELAA due to the adverse impact it would have on views to the south. * In relation to site
WS015, WS016 and WS017, the roads affected in the suggested development (Church Lane
& Grange Lane) aren’t suitable to cope with additional traffic. Grange Lane is a single track
road with little to no passing points, and Church Lane (towards Newmarket Road) isn’t wide

enough to currently get two vehicles down the road effectively without going on to the grass
verge, resulting in the road developing unsafe pot holes or vehicles being clipped due to the
road not being wide enough. In addition to this, the additional traffic would need to be
monitored dramatically especially due to their speed. A number of residents down Church
Lane have already lost many family pets due to speeding traffic, it is only a matter of time
before that becomes a resident, more worryingly and concerning a child. There are many
residents in the village who walk or cycle using Church Lane/Grange Lane to access the
village green, the development of additional housing/residents would increase the amount of
vehicles on the road, making the already unsafe road more dangerous. * Why hasn’t site
WS234 been considered for the local plan? The entrance of Bell Lane is a far better site/
development and the road is well established, and wide enough to accommodate the
additional vehicles, rather than sites WS015, WS016, WS017 and WS018. * I appreciate
there may be a demand for additional housing so site WS204 seems the only favourable and
reasonable site that limits the concerns of traffic safety, disruption and privacy to residents
affected, wildlife and hedgerows, and to protect the farming landscape which Barton Mills
residents are proud to call home.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jared Smith

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

1071

Summary

WS017. We feel this development would impact the air quality of residents around this area.
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Due to extra traffic coming through the village. We already have increased air pollution here
due to being so close to the A11 that we feel this would only make it worse.Views would be
impacted by the housing estate and would have detrimental effect on landscape to the south.
Comment

WS017 - We feel this development would impact the air quality of residents around this area.
Due to extra traffic coming through the village. We already have increased air pollution here
due to being so close to the A11 that we feel this would only make it worse. Views would be
impacted by the housing estate and would have detrimental effect on landscape to the south.
Especially as fields in that direction have already been taken by solar panels. We do not have
the amenities in this village for more housing as we do not have shops, schools, post office
etc. So more travelling through village would be necessary. WS015 & WS016 Grange Lane is
not suitable for an increase in traffic due to being so narrow. Being close to the playing field
would be a danger to children and general public.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Amin Harji

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

468

Summary

I’m against site WS017 being developed as it goes against a number of objectives of a New
Local Plan and should be excluded from the SHELLA

Comment

An aim of the New Local Plan is to protect landscapes and the consultation material also
states that “ views to the South and East should be protected from future development .
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However development on WS017 would have an adverse impact on the enjoyment of local
landscape with distinctive views to the South curtailed and detract from the Village’s unique
sense of place and cultural identity . Also the extra 68 houses caused by development would
effect the good air quality along Church lane and in the Village which would be against the
objective of the New Local Plan . Another aim of the New Local Plan is to protect the
ecological network and leave biodiversity in a better state than it was before . Site WS017
should be excluded due to loss of biodiversity from the existing agricultural land and
associated headland/margin which support bird and insect diversity . Hence I think site
WS017 should be excluded from the New Local Plan
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mr Robert nelson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

647

Summary

Originally we were a very small village surrounded by the river and the A11 which means
there are now traffic problems all throuhout the summer meaning we cannot get out of the
village already which will be compounded if more houses are built.The road network is not
substantial enough to take the greater volume of traffic. We are used as a through road for
people thinking we are a short cut through Mildenhall to access Five Ways roundabout.

Comment

Suffolk CC have not let the PCC have any of the land they own for Affordable Local Housing
as they want to develop the whole site so presumably this is going to be built on fairly soon
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as is the land to the East which is grassland adjacent to the A11 and the owner has already
put in ideas for the whole site to be developed - although he has offered the land for
Affordable Housing asap. Barton Mills will then be a conurbation of Mildenhall and
Worlington and will lose it's total identity as a village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

285

Summary

Barton Mills WS234. We believe this site could be brought forward in the current allocation
as a small scale mixed scheme of approx. 10 affordable units, 10 self build plots for local
residents, and approx. 10 open market housing units. • This proposal would meet the needs
of the Parish, who are seeking affordable units, whilst also making the scheme viable from a
commercial perspective. • A concept plan has been prepared setting out this scheme and
taken through the preapplication process.

Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. WS234. We believe this site could be brought
forward in the current allocation as a small scale mixed scheme of approx. 10 affordable
units, 10 self build plots for local residents, and approx. 10 open market housing units. •
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This proposal would meet the needs of the Parish, who are seeking affordable units, whilst
also making the scheme viable from a commercial perspective. • A concept plan has been
prepared setting out this scheme and taken through the preapplication process. • The
proposed scheme has been designed to recognise the environment and habitat constraints to
the west of the site, and would be developed out with a low carbon specification. • We
believe this scheme is highly deliverable, could be further configured with the Parish to
ensure it meets their needs, and is well aligned to the village envelope. It would be delivered
in phases to prioritise the affordable plots, in a similar manner to the SCC Cockfield
development. • We believe this scheme should be included in the 2024 Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

950

Summary

WS017. This site is poorly connected to the existing settlement.
Church Lane is narrow, and is subject to the national speed limit. It would be difficult to
create a safe vehicle access.
The site to the east of Church Lane, accessed via an existing development with a safe access,
is more deliverable, more aligned to the existing settlement, and offers better opportunity
for community benefit.
Site WS017 should be removed and replaced with WS234.

Comment

This site is poorly connected to the existing settlement. Church Lane is narrow, and is
subject to the national speed limit. It would be difficult to create a safe vehicle access. The
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site to the east of Church Lane, accessed via an existing development with a safe access, is
more deliverable, more aligned to the existing settlement, and offers better opportunity for
community benefit. Site WS017 should be removed and replaced with WS234.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs D Francis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

300

Summary

WS015: I am opposed to development here because more housing will detract from the
feeling of light and space on the village green
WS016: Spoil the area at the end of Grange Lane whereby a public footpath allows people to
walk in a peaceful traffic free area and enjoy the solitude and peace of the country. There are
also traffic considerations including noise and air pollution to take into consideration.

Comment

WS015 I am opposed to development here because more housing will detract from the
feeling of light and space on the village green which we have at the moment. Also it will
intrude on an area which is widely used by the villagers including dog walkers and families
as a place of solitude and peace where people can walk in a traffic free area. There is also
the question of access, Grange Lane is narrow and only wide enough for one car at a time. It
also runs down the back of the playing field which is used by all the village including young
children, it would not be a suitable access road. WS016 I feel this site will have a negative
effect on our village because houses will be visible from the village green, they will detract
from the impression of light and space we have on the village green at the moment as it is an
open field. They will also spoil the area at the end of Grange Lane whereby a public footpath
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allows people to walk in a peaceful traffic free area and enjoy the solitude and peace of the
country. This area is very popular with the public including many dog walkers, and people
with young children, and is important because there are not many areas within the village
where you can walk and enjoy the countryside. There are also traffic considerations
including noise and air pollution to take into consideration
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Margaret Cox

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

226

Summary

Reduction of open countryside. As an elderly person the ability to walk unencumbered
around the paths, are both good for my physical health and also mental health. During the
covid lockdown I fear I would have suffered emotionally without the ability to walk in the
natural environment. Should this land be developed this would be taken away for me.

Comment

Barton Mills has a unique community atmosphere. This is due to its relatively small size.
There has been some infill in recent years but that hasn't altered the balance of the
community. There are limited opportunities to walk and enjoy the countryside. There are
restrictions both natural and man made. The A11 dominates one (this side) side of the
village. The fields and natural habitat to which planning permission is sought provide a
buffer zone for wildlife and help absorbe CO2 and other road related pollution. As an elderly
person the ability to walk unencombered around the paths, are both good for my physical
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health and also mental health. During the covid lockdown I fear I would have suffered
emotionally without the ability to walk in the natural enviornment. Should this land be
developed this would be taken away for me.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. Access to open space will form important
considerations in the preparation of the next draft of the plan which will seek to achieve a
balance on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement.

Respondent Name

Pauline Parsons

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

447

Summary

WS015, WS016 and WS017. All sites would have an adverse impact on the landscape of the
village. Increase in vehicles and noise and pollution.

Comment

I would like to put forward my concerns regarding the above sites on the Plan. Firstly, land
at site reference WS015 (Grange Farm Cottages) and WS016 (north of Grange Lane). I live
in xxxxx, which is a short, narrow road for single lane traffic only which then becomes a farm
track to Grange Farm. The lane is popular with walkers, especially with their dogs, families
and cyclists alike. It also borders the village green and playing fields. With the addition of a
further 24 homes I feel that this would increase the traffic flow substantially, thereby
increasing noise and pollution but mainly the safety for those who use this lane for
recreational purposes and for children accessing the playing field from Grange Lane, Burrell
Crescent and the footpath from Church Lane. With regards to site reference WS017 (west of
Church Lane) this road is also a very narrow road and totally inadequate for the further
volume of traffic that a further 62 homes requiring access would create. This road is already
quite busy as vehicles enter the village especially when there are delays on the A11 and this
road is used as an alternative route. Finally, all sites would have an adverse impact on the
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landscape of the village especially on the playing fields and on entering the village from the
A11 and would have a real impact for those already living in these areas. I would be very
grateful if my concerns could be considered when making any decisions.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Richard and Claire Tilbrook

Agent Name

Mr Adam Davies (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills

Comment ID

1138

Summary

In summary, we consider WS015, WS016 and WS017 are all suitable for residential
development, availablewithin the next 5 years and achievable due to being in one ownership.
Our clients fully supports their inclusion as housing allocations in the emerging local plan. It
is considered that Barton Mills is a well connected and sustainable location for further rural
housing growth to meet local needs and demand.

Comment

WS015 – Land at Grange Farm Cottages, Barton Mills The site is shown on the Barton Mills
settlement map as a SHELAA included site and as such a potential site allocation in the
emerging local plan. The site was confirmed in the December 2018 Call for Sites exercise as
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being available for development. The site comprises 0.33 hectares and contains four existing
semi-detached residential properties. Some minor revisions have been made to the site
boundaries to facilitate a more pragmatic development site in line with the natural
boundaries and tree belt. The site comprises four properties known as Grange Farm
Cottages, it is very well related to the settlement, despite not being included within the
settlement boundary. Irrespective of whether the site is allocated or not, we would strongly
recommend that the future settlement boundary is extended to include it. The site is
adjacent to residential development to the south-east. It is considered that the site could also
serve as an access point to the site listed as WS016 to the north. Our clients support the
inclusion of this site within the emerging local plan, as development at this site would
represent a logical extension to the existing settlement of Barton Mills and enable future
growth by the provision of access to site to the north (WS016). As the site is in a single
ownership, it is achievable as there are no complex land ownerships or legal issues to
compromise its ability to come forward for development. It was confirmed within the Call for
Sites submission (2018) that it is available now and deliverable within the next 5 years. In
terms of constraints, it is located entirely within Flood Zone 1 and therefore not at risk from
flooding. The site is beyond the Conservation Area and the SPA Buffer Zone which covers the
majority of the eastern side of the settlement. There is a Grade II Listed Building to the west
but this is also in the same ownership. It is not anticipated that development of the site
would cause any harm to the listed building or its setting which is significantly screened by
existing landscaping. The site is located within the Breckland Forest SSSI Impact Zone.
Overall, these constraints would not cause any restriction in the viability or deliverability of
the site and can be addressed through the preparation of relevant heritage and
environmental statements with appropriate mitigation being implemented as part of any
development as required. We note the Parish Council have made comment about highway
access being a possible constraint to development, however confirm that this land is also
within our clients control and as such appropriate upgrades can be made to comply with the
requirements of the local highway authority. Development of this site could deliver
approximately six dwellings (making a net capacity of 10 dwellings) and would contribute to
the District’s need to identify at least 10% of their allocations on sites of less than 1 ha
(NPPF paragraph 68). It is likely that our client would undertake this development
themselves and retain the properties making them available on the local rental market,
providing an alternative tenure option to address specific local needs. WS016 – Land to the
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north of Grange Lane, Barton Mills Land to the north of Grange Lane is shown on the Barton
Mills settlement map as a SHELAA included site, and as such a potential site allocation in
the emerging local plan. The site is located to the north of site WS015 through which access
would be delivered and it faces onto the village recreation ground. This site comprises 0.47
hectares and is identified to have a capacity of 14 dwellings. Development at this site is
considered to be achievable within the next 5 years and the site is available now as access is
proposed via WS015 which is in the same ownership. The development of this site would
also increase the natural surveillance to the recreation ground at the heart of the village to
the east, maximising visibility and fostering positive social interaction within this community
space. Our professional judgement is that both this site and site WS015 could come forward
with viable residential housing schemes that are policy compliant. This site may be
particularly well suited to the delivery of self and custom build plots, contributing to the
range of housing allocations necessary to meet specific local needs. Our client’s further
support the inclusion of the site within the emerging local plan as it is located adjacent to
the settlement boundary with residential development to the south, the village recreation
ground to the east and as such, would represent a logical expansion of the village. The site is
also located within Flood Zone 1 and at a low risk to flooding. It is beyond the conservation
area and the SPA Buffer Zone which covers the majority of the eastern side of the
settlement. The site is located within the Breckland SSSI Impact Zone with the Grade II
Listed Building to the west, however as outlined above (under comments in respect of site
WS015) these constraints can be addressed through the preparation of relevant heritage and
environmental statements and any mitigation can be implemented as part of development as
required. Again we note the Parish Council have made comment about highway access from
Mildenhall Road as a possible constraint to development, however confirm that it is
proposed that access would be provided from Grange Lane (within our client’s control) and
as such appropriate upgrades can be made to comply with the requirements of the local
highway authority. Development of this site could deliver approximately 14 dwellings which
could be a mix of market and affordable homes and the site may be well suited to the
delivery of self and custom build units. As with site WS015, the inclusion of this site as a
housing allocation in the emerging local plan would also contribute to the District’s need to
identify at least 10% of their allocations on sites of less than 1 ha (NPPF paragraph 68).
WS017 – Land to the west of Church Lane, Barton Mills This larger site is also owned by the
Tilbrook’s and known as Land to the west of Church Lane. It has also been included within
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the SHELAA under reference WS017, and as such is a potential site allocation in the
emerging local plan. It is located to the south-west of Barton Mills, comprising 2.06 hectares
of agricultural land on the edge of the village. The site is available for development within
the next 5 years, and is in a single ownership. It is achievable as there are no complex land
ownership or legal issues to compromise its ability to come forward for development. In
terms of constrains, the whole site is located within Flood Zone 1 and is not at risk from
flooding. It is beyond the Conservation Area and the SPA Buffer Zone which covers the
majority of the eastern side of the settlement. The site is also located within the Breckland
Forest SSSI Impact Zone. The site is opposite the Grade II Listed building known as The
Manor across the Newmarket Road and the Grade II Listed Grange Farmhouse lies to the
north-west of the site. It is, however, considered that the impact of residential development
would not have any direct adverse impact on the buildings or their settings given they are
both located some distance from the site and separated by intervening land uses. These
constraints can be addressed through the preparation of relevant heritage and
environmental statements and any mitigation can be implemented as part of development as
required. It is noted the Parish Council have made comment that they were seeking to use
this land for an exception site scheme. Our clients are passionate about the need for quality
affordable rural housing and had offered this site for use. They had been working with
Hastoe Housing Association and the parish to develop a scheme on the west of the site.
However, it is now understood that an exception site scheme will not be progressed at the
present time as the Parish Council now prefer a different site in the village using Havebury
Homes. Through the earlier work it has been confirmed that suitable and safe access can be
provided from Church Lane to the south-east part of the site and this would also enable a
pedestrian link to be opened up, linking this part of the village with the village centre to the
north. The site is identified as having a capacity of 62 dwellings and is the largest remaining
allocation for Barton Mills, site WS 204 having been granted permission with development
commenced. Allocation of the site could deliver a landscape led, high quality, accessible, low
density development. The size of the site would allow opportunities for additional tree
planting and landscaping which in turn can deliver health and wellbeing benefits, CO2
reductions and biodiversity net gains. We consider it would also make an important visual
improvement to the Western edge of the village. It may be well-suited to the inclusion of a
high proportion of units suited to the retirement/downsizer market, for both general needs
housing and affordable units. Conclusion Paragraph 16 of the NPPF requires plans to be
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prepared positively in a way that is aspirational but deliverable. Paragraph 59 reminds Local
Planning Authorities that the Government’s objective is to significantly boost the supply of
homes and that it is therefore important that a sufficient amount and verity of land comes
forward where it is needed. Paragraph 78 of the NPPF indicates that plans should identify
the opportunities for villages to grow and thrive. Our clients are firmly of the opinion that
while the allocation of sites WS015 and WS016 will provide limited growth opportunities for
the village, it is important to include the larger site WS017, to provide a more proportionate
scale of growth to meet the needs of the village over the plan period. The inclusion of site
WS017 will allow a larger scale development which can be accompanied by more significant
community benefits by way of Section 106 and CIL contributions, along with associated
green infrastructure and biodiversity net gains. In summary, we consider WS015, WS016
and WS017 are all suitable for residential development, available within the next 5 years and
achievable due to being in one ownership. Our clients fully supports their inclusion as
housing allocations in the emerging local plan. It is considered that Barton Mills is a well
connected and sustainable location for further rural housing growth to meet local needs and
demand. The village itself has a range of local facilities including a public house and an Inn,
a recreation ground and a community hall. Furthermore, it is within easy walking distance of
the main town of Mildenhall, one of the District’s five largest settlements with an extensive
range of day-to-day services and facilities including a new secondary school, leisure centre
and swimming pool at the new Mildenhall Hub. All three sites are also in easy walking
distance of the shops and facilities provided near to and around the Mildenhall roundabout.
The allocation of our clients’ three sites within the emerging local plan would provide the
opportunity to deliver a range of housing typologies well-suited to meeting particular local
needs and demand. Accordingly, we would recommend the inclusion of our client’s sites as
allocations in the emerging local plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
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Respondent Name

MRS GLENYS HARJI

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

467

Summary

I am opposed to site WS017 being included into the new local plan for a number of reasons.
Development at site WS017 would spoil views to the south when viewed from Manor View.
site WS017 should therefore be excluded from SHELLA due to loss of biodiversity from the
existing agriculture land.

Comment

Land to west of Church Lane site WS017 The consultation Materials state 'Views to the east
& south should be protected from future development'. Development at site WS017 would
spoil views to the south when viewed from Manor View. Site WS017should be excluded from
SHELLA (Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability) due to the adverse impact it
would have on views to the south. An objective of the new local plan is to protect the
ecological network and leave biodiversity in a better state than before, site WS017 should
therefore be excluded from SHELLA due to loss of biodiversity from the existing agriculture
land and it's associated headlands/margins which support bird and insect biodiversity. An
aim of the new local plan is to protect landscapes. However, development in Barton Mills
would have an adverse impact on the enjoyment of the local landscape with distinctive views
to the south in particular curtailed. This would distract from the village's unique sense of
place and cultural identity in particular the distinctive view of the church were the
development to commence on site WS017

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Jadi Coe (Barton Mills Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Barton Mills settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

360

Summary

Parish Council comments on site WS015, WS016, WS017 and WS018
Site WS015 Land at Grange Farm Cottages and WS016 Land to the North of Grange Lane.
The Parish Council are against the inclusion of these sites within the local plan.WS017 Land
to the West of Church Lane. The Parish Council support the inclusion of this land within the
local plan. WS018 Land at Rear of 21 Mildenhall Road. The Parish Council support the
inclusion of this land within the local plan.

Comment

In response to the West Suffolk Local Plan Issues and Options Consultation Barton Mills
Parish Council would like to make the following comments: Site WS015 Land at Grange
Farm Cottages and WS016 Land to the North of Grange Lane The Parish Council are against
the inclusion of these sites within the local plan. This Parish Council came to this decision
based on that Grange Lane would not be able to support the additional traffic use which
would come from any housing development on this land. WS017 Land to the West of Church
Lane The Parish Council support the inclusion of this land within the local plan. The Parish
Council believe this is a reasonable site for housing development in the village as there is
good access to the land from Church Lane or Newmarket Road WS018 Land at Rear of 21
Mildenhall Road The Parish Council support the inclusion of this land within the local plan.
The Parish Council feel a low density development would be reasonable for the site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
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Respondent Name

mr Robert nelson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

648

Summary

Summary states views to the east and south should be protected from future development so
that when you enter the village from the A11 (south) you still see a village not a housing
estate which would have 62 houses stuffed into a small area which is detrimental to the
village community, having already build so many new houses along the Worlington Road and
there is already permission for a further 78 dwellings along there which is going to add to
the traffic along the Worlington to Mildenhall Rd.

Comment

Further development will hugely increase traffic along roads that are not designed for the
increased amount ot traffic and there are already accidents frequently on the A11 junctions.
The number of houses put forward for development is huge considering the size of the
village and the fact that we are crammed into a triangle of land by the river/A11 and what
will now be in future the Sunnica Project. Views to the south will look out over Solar Panels
and Houses which will change the way inhabitants of the village feel about it. Communities
have tried to come together over this particularly trying year and we feel this should not be
pushed through in a hurry without everyone in the village having their say. Consultation
about this has proved very difficult thr9ough the PCC with no open meetings and only some
information in the Bury Free Press alerted people to what was happening. The PCC has not
even published this in the local village magazine.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mr Walter Colasante

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

210

Summary

Access to the village : consider adding as a constraint to address. Over the years the a11
worlington exit has been getting increasingly dangerous with the increase of residents in
Barton mills but also with the increase of traffic on A11 since dual carriage way open post
5ways. Getting out of the A11 and in the village would need to be thought through carefully .
furthermore, noise management from a11 should be improved ( new layer added for the
benefit of all but also the new residents

Comment

Above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. Access and transport will form important
considerations in the preparation of the next draft of the plan which will seek to achieve a
balance on a distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within
each settlement.

Respondent Name

mr Robert nelson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Settlement status

Comment ID

650

Summary

The size of the developments are not small being 78 and 62 in two blocks with other smaller
sites included. Our limited services are 2 pubs which is fine for people if they want to go and
drink or have a meal BUT it cannot meet day to day services for the majority of the residents
especially the elderly.

Comment

There is a very poor bus service to Mildenhall/Newmarket/Bury St Edmunds and you need a
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car to get anywhere since the footpath to Mildenhall is particularly poor especially in the
winter months when it can be flooded, and people walking along the road around 90 degree
bends have difficulty in stepping off the road to avoid the ditches on both sides due to being
part of the flood plain. Additional houses will mean at least 2 further cars per house on
average.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr & Mrs Jonathan Peachey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Site options

Comment ID

920

Summary

Site WS017 should be excluded from SHELAA due to the adverse impact it would have on
views to the south and the loss of biodiversity form the existing agricultural land. Views and
local spaces around the village green should be protected ans safeguarded from
development, particularly Sites WS015 and WS016 as they would lead to increased traffic in
the village on single track roads, as well as lowering air quality.

Comment

An objective of the new Local Plan is for new developments not to undermine the ''generally
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good'' air quality across the district. However, developments in Barton Mills, specifically
Sites WS015, WS016, WS017 AND WS018, would increase traffic through the village,
particularly along Church Lane. This would risk lowering air quality due to the increased
number of vehicles passing through the village, including traffic close to the village green on
a road that is not suitable for high volumes of traffic. The consultation materials state that
''views to the east and south should be protected from future development''. However
development at sites WS015, WS016 and WS017 would have an adverse impact on views to
the south, particularly the views to the south when viewed from Manor View. An objective of
the new Local Plan is to protect the ecological network and leave biodiversity in a better
state than it was before. Site WS017 would loose the biodiversity from the existing
agricultural land and its associated headlands/margins; which support bird and insect
biodiversity. An aim of the new Local Plan is to protect landscapes. However development in
Barton Mills would have an adverse impact on the enjoyment of the local landscape, with
distinctive views to the south in particular curtailed. It would distract from the village's
''unique sense of place and cultural identity''. In particular the distinctive view of the village
from the A11 approach, including the view of the Church, if development was to commence
at Site WS017. An objective of the Local Plan is to safeguard and protect the historic
environment, including parks and gardens. Development in Barton Mills, particularly at Sites
WS015 and WS016, would have an adverse impact on the ''unique sense of place and
cultural identity'' that the village green gives to the local community of Barton Mills. Views
and the local spaces around the village green should be protected and safeguarded from
development, including increased traffic. Mr Jonathan and Mrs Rebecca Peachey.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr David Taylor (Taylor Farms)
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Agent Name

Alison Wright (Bidwells)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Site options

Comment ID

834

Summary

Only the northern section of Land to the south of Barton Mills is within the Stone Curlew
1500m buffer zone of the Breckland SPA and therefore the Site is still considered capable of
accommodating development, whilst also incorporating an appropriate buffer to the SPA.
Therefore the site should be reconsidered as a potential employment allocation in the next
draft of the WSLP.

Comment

Taylor Farms own circa 107ha of land to the south of Barton Mills (see site location plan).
Part of the Site was submitted for consideration under the 2018 Call for Sites consultation
and is identified in the West Suffolk Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability
Assessment (SHELAA), under site reference WSE05, as a ‘deferred’ site on the basis that it
is within a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or Special Protection Area (SPA) location or
associated buffer zones. Only the northern section of the Site is within the Stone Curlew
1500m buffer zone of the Breckland SPA (see site location plan) and therefore the Site is still
considered capable of accommodating development, whilst also incorporating an
appropriate buffer to the SPA. Indeed, Taylor Farms would welcome further discussions with
the Local Planning Authority to discuss how the Site could assist with habitat measures,
mitigation and biodiversity uplift. Accordingly, these representations consider that land to
the south of Barton Mills should be reconsidered and identified as an ‘included’ site in the
SHLAA and considered as a potential employment allocation in the next draft of the WSLP.
Land to the south of Barton Mills Land to the south of Barton Mills is available now and is in
the single ownership of Taylor Farms. The Site currently comprises two parcels of
agricultural land; land south of A11; and land south of Herringswell Road and east of A11.
The land south of A11 comprises approximately 82.5 hectares of agricultural land. It is
bounded by A11 to the north-west and residential development to the north. Agricultural
land bounds the site on all of its remaining borders, although Herringswell Road and
Tuddenham Road bound the site to the south and east respectively. The land south of
Herringswell Road and east of A11 comprises approximately 24.6 hectares of agricultural
land. It is bounded by A11 to the west and agricultural land to the south-east and east. A
chalk quarry lies immediately to the south-west of the site, whilst Herringswell Road is to
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the north-east, where further agricultural land lies beyond. The site is not subject to any
specific ecological or heritage designations and does not lie within an Environment Agency
defined flood plain. However, a Grade II listed building (The Manor) lies to the north of A11
and the Cherry Hill and The Gallops, Barton Mills SSSI is located approximately 1 kilometre
to the south-east of the land south of A11. As such, detailed assessment work would need to
be undertaken to inform any future masterplanning of the Site. Any proposed development
would also provide appropriate mitigation and enhancement. Subject to detailed transport
assessment work, an appropriate new vehicular access could be created from Herringswell
Road and Newmarket Road. Pre-application enquiries with the Local Highways Authority
have confirmed that, to service future development from Herringswell Road, a flyover of the
A11 would not be required and a roundabout would be acceptable. A detailed transport
assessment, including junction capacity assessments, would be prepared and discussed with
the LHA in due course. The Site is also located on the A11 Strategic Corridor and a number
of proposed sustainable transport improvements are being explored, including the following:
- Ongoing work with Suffolk County Council and West Suffolk Council to investigate options
for upgrades and a long-term solution to safety issues at the A11 Fiveways junction east of
Mildenhall; - Expansion of the public transport network, including the Cambridge
Autonomous Metro (CAM), towards Mildenhall (see attached) The proposed improvements to
the A11 transport corridor support the case for allocating development on Land to the south
of Barton Mills, by demonstrating the sustainable nature of the location. Furthermore, given
the Site’s location between the key settlements of Mildenhall and Red Lodge, and adjoining
the A11 Trunk Road, it is ideally situated for employment development and for distribution
and warehouse uses in particular. A portion of the site could be devoted to start up units to
allow home businesses to expand and grow. Clearly, land to the south of Barton Mills
therefore provides West Suffolk with a significant opportunity to deliver development to
support employment requirements over the plan period. The need for distribution and
warehouse uses is likely to become more acute in the next few years as existing sites are
occupied and whilst a number of the longer-term employment sites take time to come
forward. This will also be exacerbated by growth in the logistics and distribution sector
driven by e-commerce and the need for more local distribution hubs with the A11 Corridor
being a key focus for regional activity to serve Norfolk and Suffolk. The impacts of COVID-19
have also resulted in an increased demand for logistics/warehousing space.
Link to comment (for Users)
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View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

mr Robert nelson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Barton Mills > Site options

Comment ID

652

Summary

These developments will have a high visual impact on the agricultural locations in the edge
of the settlement being visually intrusive on the suggested locations.

Comment

The NFU has said that we need to grow a higher percentage of our own food and building on
agricultural land will cause more problems than we have already had in this troubling year.
Development in BM would have an adverse impact on the enjoyment of the local landscape
with distinctive views to the south in particular curtailed. This would detract from the
Village's unique sense of place and cultural identity.The objective of the new Local Plan is to
safeguard and protect the historic environment including the village green and any
development particularly at sites WS015/016 would have an adverse impact on the whole
village since the community uses the village green for lots of functions and more traffic
would make the whole area unsafe for children. WS015/016 - Views to the east and south
should be protected from future development - These suggested sites would spoil views to
the south when viewed from Mildenhall Road and they should be excluded from SHELAA
due to the adverse impacts they would have on views to the south. The new Local Plan is to
protect the ecological network and leave biodiversity in a better state than it was before.
Site WS016 particularly should be excluded from SHELAA due to the loss of biodiversity
from the existing agicultural land and it's associated headlands/margins which support bird
and insect biodiversity. WS017 - Views to the east and south should be protected from future
development and this site should be excluded from SHELAA due to the adverse impact this
would have particularly on entering the village. The loss of biodiversity from the existing
agricultural land and it's associated headlands/margins would also have a huge impact on
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the birds and insects. The aim of the local New Plan is to protect landscapes - however
development in Barton Mills would have a huge impact on the enjoyment of the local
landscape with distinctive views to the south in particular curtailed. This would detract from
the village's unique community identity especially when coming into the village from over
the A11 hill to see the rural approach leading to the stunning view of the Lit Up Cross on the
Church in the distance at Christmas.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Chedburgh > Chedburgh

Comment ID

1120

Summary

Wildlife observations and requirements for sites WS060, WS061, WS064, WS554, WS555,
WS556. These sites may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also
required to inform the suitability of the site for development.

Comment

WS060: The site has good connectivity to the surrounding ecological network, with further
grassland, hedgerows and small blocks of woodland to the south and east and a good
hedgerow network to the north. In order to retain connectivity within this ecological
network, the hedgerows on site should be protected from development, with enhancement
measures proposed. This site may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are
also required to inform the suitability of the site for development. WS061: The hedgerows
contribute to the wider network of the surrounding area, offering connectivity to areas of
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woodland and grassland in areas such as the north west. There is a pond on the eastern
boundary. In order to retain connectivity within this ecological network, the hedgerows on
site should be protected from development, with enhancement measures proposed. This site
may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the
suitability of the site for development. WS064: The hedgerows contribute to the wider
network of the surrounding area, offering connectivity to areas of woodland and grassland in
areas such as the north. In order to retain connectivity within this ecological network, the
hedgerows on site should be protected from development, with enhancement measures
proposed. This site may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also
required to inform the suitability of the site for development. WS554: The hedgerows
contribute to the wider network of the surrounding area, offering connectivity to areas of
woodland and grassland in areas such as the north west and south east. In order to retain
connectivity within this ecological network, the hedgerows on site should be protected from
development, with enhancement measures proposed. This site may support protected/
Priority species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development. WS555: The hedgerows contribute to a good network in the surrounding area,
offering connectivity to areas of woodland and grassland in areas such as to the west. There
is also a network of ditches in the surrounding area which contribute to the ecological
network, including on the northern boundary. In order to retain connectivity within the
ecological network, the hedgerows and ditches on site should be protected from
development, with enhancement measures proposed. This site may support protected/
Priority species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development. WS556: The hedgerows contribute to a good network in the surrounding area,
offering connectivity to areas of woodland and grassland, including an adjacent block of
woodland to the west of the site. In order to retain connectivity within this ecological
network, the hedgerows on site should be protected from development, with enhancement
measures proposed. This site may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are
also required to inform the suitability of the site for development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Max Clay (Chedburgh Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Chedburgh > Chedburgh

Comment ID

1037

Summary

WS065 The Council sees this as a low-density site for a maximum of 10 units, ideally a mix of
2, 3 and 4 bedroomed houses, in support of both integration and the possibility of providing
a proportion of affordable houses, of which the Council is strongly supportive. Site WS061 This site is felt to be the most suitable for larger scale development. Sites not supported:
WS064, WS554, WS603, WS555, WS566, WS060

Comment

Sites that this Council Supports for Inclusion Site WS065 - The Parish Council believes this
to be the most suitable site for development, being within the settlement boundary, but it is
noted that the following issues would need to be addressed: * The highway (Queens Lane) is
narrow and almost at capacity. With no obvious way of expansion the scale of any
development (or aggregate of developments) needs to be limited. * Queens Lane is liable to
regular flooding, including sewage. Ongoing issues with pluvial drainage have added to the
problem and so any development would need to address (or work in partnership with the
relevant agencies to address) these issues and appropriate soakaways etc would need to be
specified. * High Speed Broad Band is not available on this stretch of the lane (despite
information provided by BT to the contrary). The Council sees this as a low-density site for a
maximum of 10 units, ideally a mix of 2, 3 and 4 bedroomed houses, in support of both
integration and the possibility of providing a proportion of affordable houses, of which the
Council is strongly supportive. Site WS061 - This site is felt to be the most suitable for larger
scale development. However, part of it has recently been approved for light industrial use
and it is felt that development of 50 to 60 units would be the maximum desirable, and
possibly the maximum achievable. The above two sites, if developed at the levels suggested
herein, would increase the size of the village by over 20%. This is over and above the recent
20% expansion represented by the 50+ houses in the Mulberry Park development. Sites Not
Supported for Inclusion In view of the facts set out in the foregoing paragraph, and the fact
that the council does not see the other sites as either desirable or realistic, the Council feels
that all the other sites should be removed from the SHELAA. Further comments on some of
these sites are offered below. Site WS064 - This site appears to be a logical extension of
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WS065 but would present access difficulties. Queens Lane, to the east, lacks capacity for any
significant increase in the level of traffic (see overarching comments below). The Vendas
Farm (NB not Vendors farm as shown on the map) concrete track to the west, which leads off
Chevington Road is also very narrow and is hemmed in by drainage ditches and buildings
and so would probably not be capable of providing a suitable access point. The Council
believes that development here is unrealistic and is opposed to including this site in the
potential development pool. Site WS554 - This site is adjacent to site WS064 and the same
problems and objections apply, amplified proportionately to the larger scale of this site.
Being even further north along Queens Lane the problems of the narrowness of the lane are
also even greater, as would be the impact on the countryside. Sites WS063 and WS555 These sites are adjacent to each other and close to WS554. As such the same problems and
objections apply, amplified proportionately to the larger scale of this site. Site WS566 Development on this scale would intrude into completely open countryside and require
major infrastructural development. In terms of highways, this is probably not achievable
within the constraints of the village (see overarching comments below), but if it were
achievable, it would overwhelm the village, almost doubling its size, and changing its
fundamental character. The Council believes that development here is both highly
undesirable and unrealistic and is opposed to including this site in the potential development
pool. Site WS060 - This site is impractical and undesirable for the same reasons relating to
the impossibility of expanding the capacity of Queens Lane and the related issues set out
under the Overarching Points section, immediately below. Overarching Points (applying to
the village as a whole) Overall current viability of development: It should be noted that
demand for houses in Chedburgh appears limited. Houses on the Brocket Park / Mulberry
Place development (west of WS061) sold very slowly and at the time of writing, three years
after completion, at least one house on that development is still on the market, having never
been sold. Traffic Levels: At peak times access onto the A143 can be difficult already. The
Council feels that any large-scale development in or around the village would exacerbate this
problem and would require careful thought as regards traffic management and road layouts.
Quiet Lanes: The village considers itself to be fortunate in its position in the midst of rolling
agricultural farmland. In this context the Council is planning to propose that Queens Lane be
designated a Quiet Lane. The lane forms an exceptionally attractive transition from the heart
of the village, through its more sparsely developed margins and out into countryside - and on
to the next village. Once beyond the established settlement boundary the lane narrows such
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that two cars travelling in opposite directions cannot pass each other and the road is
incapable of expansion width ways. These factors need to be taken into account when
considering development that would require access onto the lane. Design: Design is a key
consideration in any development. The Council would be strongly supportive of design
guidelines that militate against the urbanising affect of identikit ranks of housing which may
be suitable for edge-of-town developments but which undermine the rural character of
villages. All Other SItes - The Parish Council recognises the need for housing growth and is
supportive of suitably sized and well-designed development. The Council believes that in
identifying the sites listed under 'Sites that this Council Supports for Inclusion' above, as
potentially the most suitable and achievable sites for development it has identified an
adequate supply within the village on an at least 20 year view.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr N Talbot (PDR Group)

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Chedburgh > Chedburgh

Comment ID

581

Summary

WS060. These comments are in support of SHELAA site WS060 to be included as an
allocation within the emerging Local Plan.
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Comment

Please see the attached Report (E751.C1.Rep01) These comments are in support of SHELAA
site WS060 to be included as an allocation within the emerging Local Plan. Please see the
attached report for the full details of this representation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

390

Summary

Coalescence. If you change our status to Type A, the planners can breach our settlement
boundary. How will you protect this therefore if as you say it must not morph with FSG or
Bury?

Comment

If you change our status to Type A, the planners can breach our settlement boundary. How
will you protect this therefore if as you say it must not morph with FSG or Bury?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

1342

Summary

It would be inconsistent for the Local Plan to allow for the breaching of FAS’ settlement
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boundaries in future, given this would result in the coalescence of settlements, and the
merging of FAS with Bury.
Comment

Constraints and opportunities With reclassification from infill village to type A, there is a
possibility of further development being allowed outside the village settlement boundaries.
As the village’s settlement boundary has already been breached and a serious precedent set
at Moseley’s Farm last year more protection is needed. Breaching the settlement boundary
was opposed by the Parish Council, but their views were ignored. The Council’s workshop on
the Consultation document did offer the opportunity for a specific policy to protect
settlement boundaries. Protection by way of a policy or some Maintaining the conservation
areas and sites of special interest/scheduled ancient monuments are equally important.
Although Marham Park is no longer part of Fornham All Saints, by delivering 1200 houses on
formerly Fornham All Saints land, it is felt an adequate contribution has already been given
by the village to meet West Suffolk’s housing stock needs, and this must be taken into
account when considering further site allocations. The planning Inspectorate's refusal of
the planning application for holiday lodges at the Golf Course in Fornahm St
Genevieve states: ‘The Bury St Edmunds Core Strategy 2010, policy CS4 states that the
coalescence of towns with surrounding settlements through new development will not be
allowed to happen’. This vision is also set out in the Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031, which at
paragraph 1.39 states 'Existing surrounding settlements will be protected from coalescence
and have green buffer zones developed between them and Bury St Edmunds to maintain
their integrity.’ The proposal would be in contrary to Policies DM2, DM13, DM34 and Policy
CS4 of the Core Strategy 2010 in as much as these seek to protect the intrinsic character of
the countryside and prevent the coalescence of settlements. The proposal would also be
contrary to the aims of Objective 4 of the Rural Vision’. It would be inconsistent for the
Local Plan to allow for the breaching of FAS’ settlement boundaries in future, given this
would result in the coalescence of settlements, and the merging of FAS with Bury.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Charlie Browne (R C Browne & Son)
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Agent Name

Mr Chris Wilkie (Rees Pryer Architects)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

763

Summary

Proposed minor amendment to the settlement boundary. The proposal is to seek a minor
amendment to the village settlement boundary for Fornham All Saints as part of the Local
Plan review process to include the sites of WSE13, Moseleys Farm Business Centre and the
consented residential development at Little Moseleys within the settlement.

Comment

The proposal is to seek a minor amendment to the village settlement boundary for Fornham
All Saints as part of the Local Plan review process to include the sites of WSE13, Moseleys
Farm Business Centre and the consented residential development at Little Moseleys within
the settlement. Please see attached support statement and plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Mason (Fornham All Saints Parish Counci)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

1271

Summary

With reclassification from infill village to type A, there is a possibility of further development
being allowed outside the village settlement boundaries.

Comment

With reclassification from infill village to type A, there is a possibility of further development
being allowed outside the village settlement boundaries. As the village’s settlement
boundary has already been breached and a serious precedent set at Moseley’s Farm last
year more protection is needed. Breaching the settlement boundary was opposed by the
Parish Council, but our views were overridden. The Council’s workshop on the Consultation
document did offer the opportunity for a specific policy to protect settlement boundaries.
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Protection by way of a policy or some other means. Maintaining the conservation areas and
sites of special interest/scheduled ancient monuments are equally important. Although
Marham Park is no longer part of Fornham All Saints, by delivering 1200 houses on formerly
Fornham All Saints land, it is felt an adequate contribution has already been given by the
village to meet West Suffolk’s housing stock needs, and this must be taken into account
when considering further site allocations. Case citation DC/20/1912/FUL for the refusal of
the planning application for holiday lodges at the Golf Course states: ‘The Bury St Edmunds
Core Strategy 2010, policy CS4 states that the coalescence of towns with surrounding
settlements through new development will not be allowed to happen’. This vision is also set
out in the Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031, which at paragraph 1.39 states 'Existing
surrounding settlements will be protected from coalescence and have green buffer zones
developed between them and Bury St Edmunds to maintain their integrity.’ Case citation for
dismissal APP/F3545/W/20/3249902 of the planning appeal for holiday lodges at the Golf
Course: ‘The proposal would be in contrary to Policies DM2, DM13, DM34 and Policy CS4 of
the Core Strategy in as much as these seek to protect the intrinsic character of the
countryside and prevent the coalescence of settlements. The proposal would also be contrary
to the aims of Objective 4 of the Rural Vision’. It would be inconsistent for the Local Plan to
allow for the breaching of FAS’ settlement boundaries in future, given this would result in
the coalescence of settlements, and the merging of FAS with Bury.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

. . (Clerks Well Developments Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Adam Davies (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

1293

Summary

On behalf of our Client, we do not believe that the SHELAA assessment is correct. There is
not a significant policy constraint as suggested in respect of site WS320.
Its development will not result in an adverse effect on an Ancient Monument, at worst any
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impact will be classified as negligible and mitigation is entirely possible
Comment

See attached. We consider that site WS320 should be reassessed and accordingly identified
as an ‘included site’ within the Part Three: Settlements Consultation Document and for the
reasons expand on below, should consequently be brought forward as a residential allocation
in the new local plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Howard Quayle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

592

Summary

Corrections to old LDF data. Please correct the incorrect figure of "950 homes" with "over
1200 homes". The 950 homes figure is several years out of date. Please incorporate a
statement that "there are currently no plans for a bus service", as this aspect of public
transport does not appear in the latest documentation.

Comment

Please correct the incorrect figure of "950 homes" with "over 1200 homes". The 950 homes
figure is several years out of date. Please incorporate a statement that "there are currently
no plans for a bus service", as this aspect of public transport does not appear in the latest
documentation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.
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Respondent Name

Howard Quayle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

962

Summary

This site should not be accepted for any consideration, as it lies outside the Settlement
Boundary of Fornham All Saints.

Comment

This site should not be accepted for any consideration, as it lies outside the Settlement
Boundary of Fornham All Saints. Please do not attempt to use the spurious and vague
argument that this type of development is "gently contiguous, cannot be seen from the
road", etc. "A Settlement Boundary is a Settlement Boundary"....... A Post Office/Village
Shop is required, the Post Office having been "removed by Government diktat" about 20
years ago. You will be familiar with the village's traffic issues (especially on the future and
role of Tut Hill), which are linked to the continuing failure of WSDC and SCC to address the
need to protect the villages surrounding BSE from ever-increasing traffic levels.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

387
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Summary

Local center. What 'local center' is Marham park going to have which will benefit FAS? None
of the planned amenities have materialised.

Comment

What 'local center' is Marham park going to have which will benefit FAS? None of the
planned amenities have materialised.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

389

Summary

5.4.3. Marham Park should have provided shops, a school, allotments, a sports facility and
other amenities. None of them have been delivered. It is spurious to say FAS will benefit
from them.

Comment

Marham Park should have provided shops, a school, allotments, a sports facility and other
amenities. None of them have been delivered. It is spurious to say FAS will benefit from
them.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

675
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Summary

Incorrect. Marham Park is currently on target to provide 1200 plus homes, not 950. It has
failed to deliver any of the services we were told it would provide. No allotments; no sports
facility; no allotments. The park area is barely finished. The developers have allowed
specimen trees to die during drought conditions. The park remained locked until this year.
There is no promised school, or shops. There has been no sight of an 'improved bus service'
either. FAS has not had a pub since March 2020

Comment

See above.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Charlie Browne (R C Browne & Son)

Agent Name

Mr Chris Wilkie (Rees Pryer Architects)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

1152

Summary

WSE13 provides the perfect opportunity to allow for sustainable and contained growth
within the village of Fornham All Saints. The existing constraints of the village development
(to the north, east and south) and scheduled ancient monument (to the west) restrict the
level of development possible in a way that will avoid the risk of convergence with Bury St
Edmunds to the east, fulfilling the desires of the local plan.

Comment

Site WSE13 provides the perfect opportunity to allow for sustainable and contained growth
within the village of Fornham All Saints. The existing constraints of the village development
(to the north, east and south) and scheduled ancient monument (to the west) restrict the
level of development possible in a way that will avoid the risk of convergence with Bury St
Edmunds to the east, fulfilling the desires of the local plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
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district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

759

Summary

Marham Park. An improved bus service has not been provided at Marham Park. It serves no
benefit for Fornham All Saints.
Housing number is 1,200, not 950.
The provision of services and facilities has not occurred.

Comment

An improved bus service has not been provided at Marham Park. It serves no benefit for
Fornham All Saints. Housing number is 1,200, not 950. The provision of services and
facilities has not occurred.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Mason (Fornham All Saints Parish Counci)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

1270

Summary

5.4.3. To be corrected as it states Marham Park will deliver 950 new homes. However, the
current plan is to build 1200 new homes, a substantial increase of 29%.
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Access to further facilities and services expected to be delivered from the Marham Park
development have not materialised – sports complex, allotments, shops, an improved bus
service to Bury St Edmunds, a local centre.
Comment

5.4.3 To be corrected as it states Marham Park will deliver 950 new homes. However, the
current plan is to build 1200 new homes, a substantial increase of 29%. Access to further
facilities and services expected to be delivered from the Marham Park development have not
materialised – sports complex, allotments, shops, an improved bus service to Bury St
Edmunds, a local centre.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Dunnett

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

1313

Summary

The proposal would not only be contrary to the aims of Objective 4 of the Rural Vision but
also would be contrary to certain policies of the Core Strategy 2010 which looks to protect
the intrinsic character of the countryside and prevent the coalescence of settlements.

Comment

I would ask you to reconsider the plan to reclassify Fornham All Saints from an infill village
to a ‘Type A’ village. Currently Fornham All Saints does not have a pub and hasn’t had a
village store or post office for some years now. I have lived here for 30 years and have
watched a delightful, quiet village become troubled by the amount of traffic streaming
through our village, probably because it is the fastest way to get to the A14 from all the
surrounding villages along the A1101 and the B1106 I feel the fact that 1200 houses have/
are being built nearby at Marham Park, combined with the Waste Hub that has recently been
completed to the east of the villages has contributed to a huge increase in traffic through the
village so feel that this should be taken into account to protect our village in the future. The
proposal would not only be contrary to the aims of Objective 4 of the Rural Vision but also
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would be contrary to certain policies of the Core Strategy 2010 which looks to protect the
intrinsic character of the countryside and prevent the coalescence of settlements. Regarding
site allocations in neighbouring villages - according to the maps online which show the
amount of shaded areas in Ingham and Fornham St Martin - building on these would also
have a detrimental impact by the traffic generated through Fornham All Saints.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jan Nawrot

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

1144

Summary

WSE13 Fornham All Saints
WSE216 Fornham St Martin
Fornham All Saints has provided land for the development of Marham Park and in so doing
the village now feels and is much closer to the northern edge of the town. There may be
three Fornhams but in reality they all join one another, further development within the three
villages would simply make the Fordhams part of the town.

Comment

Part 3 – Settlements 5.4.3 It is my understanding that Marham Park will deliver 1200
homes not 950 as quoted. We were told that additional shops, sports centre to name but two
facilities were to be developed but to date this has not happened. There are no takers for
the land allotted for the Leisure facility no doubt this will become land for housing stock
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which will again impact on Fornham All Saints which is unacceptable. Constraints and
opportunities Fornham All Saints has provided land for the development of Marham Park
and in so doing the village now feels and is much closer to the northern edge of the town.
There may be three Fornhams but in reality they all join one another, further development
within the three villages would simply make the Fordhams part of the town. Settlement
status 5.4.4
Services - a short distance away - that might have been the case if the shops
which were promised/proposed for Marham Park were built but this didn't happen.
Residents of Fornham All Saints have to look to Bury St Edmunds for all services and these
are only accessible by public transport or in a car. Fornham All Saints had hoped to benefit
from some of the new facilities which were to have been furnished by Marham Park but
nothing materialised. In fact Marham Park residents come to the skate park here in our
village and apply for allotments in the village, the original Marham Park plan provided for
their own allotments and yet again this did not come to fruition. Site options WSE13 is
outside the settlement village boundary. Rigid policies of not building outside settlement
boundaries need to be in place. If the site is developed for employment/business units, each
unit will involve a considerable number of new cars accessing the village each day. One new
business alone could bring 30 employees with it. There are no facilities for such numbers.
The village is already suffering from major traffic flow issues, as WSC is aware. The village
has also had to absorb the effect of the WSOH sited in its neighbouring village. Required
improvements to infrastructure, services, facilities to facilitate growth in Fornham All
Saints? We need better Cycle paths, the (new part of the Mildenhall road cycle path ended
at the Marham roundabout! The village needs a pedestrian crossing, as well as catering for
the increased demand at the Fornham All Saints sewage works. Comments on site
allocations in neighbouring villages Allocation of WS216, Fornham St Martin - 295 new
homes is much too high for the community of Fornham St Martin and for traffic likely to be
generated through Fornham All Saints. We already have a traffic issue which has been
reported to WSC any new development within the locality will place additional burden on
existing high volumes of traffic. Allocation of WS118 and WS120, Ingham - A total of 700
new homes creating additional f traffic through surrounding villages to the A14. WS118
equals more traffic through the Fornhams. The village of Fornham All Saints has not yet
made its views known as far as the potential closure of Tut Hill is concerned. At present
therefore traffic flowing from Ingham, and Fornham St Martin which wishes to join the A14
chooses the easiest route: through The Street in FAS and up Tut Hill. By allowing extensive
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development in our neighbouring villages, life in the village of Fornham All Saints would
become untenable for those villagers living adjacent to the roads leading to and from the
A14.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Michelle Pearce

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

396

Summary

Marham park has no services so therefore how can we share services, we want to keep our
boundaries it has all ready been breached and the village does not want this.

Comment

Marham park has no services so therefore how can we share services, we want to keep our
boundaries it has all ready been breached and the village does not want this.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs M Sayer

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

1196

Summary

Same comment as WS081, but WS570 and WS552 form the 'green' barrier which defines our
village. If more facilities/shops/PO etc are provided, it will be used to amalgamate FSM with
BSE town and we will have lost our village environment.

Comment

Same comment as WS081, but WS570 and WS552 form the 'green' barrier which defines our
village. Absolutely none. If more facilities/shops/PO etc are provided, it will be used to
amalgamate FSM with BSE town and we will have lost our village environment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Terence Palfrey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints

Comment ID

672

Summary

Bus Services. The bus services from Brandon and Thetford, via the Woolpack are barely
adequate enough to encourage existing residents to switch to Public Transport. The service
from Diss via the top of Barton Hill is abysmal, totally unsuited to a workforce commuting
into Bury. Parking in the town is already at capacity, and ruinously expensive. But there is no
alternative. A dramatically better bus service is needed now, let alone in the future.

Comment

The bus services from Brandon and Thetford, via the Woolpack are barely adequate enough
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to encourage existing residents to switch to Public Transport. The service from Diss via the
top of Barton Hill is abysmal, totally unsuited to a workforce commuting into Bury. Parking
in the town is already at capacity, and ruinously expensive. But there is no alternative. A
dramatically better bus service is needed now, let alone in the future.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.

Respondent Name

Howard Quayle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

594

Summary

Maintain the Existing Settlement Boundary in Fornham All Saints

Comment

The Settlement Boundary of this village must be maintained as shown on the above map.
These boundaries define where the footprint of the built village starts and ends, and are
specifically designed to provide a limit outside which building cannot be made or approved.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Howard Quayle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

595

Summary

Maintain Fornham All Saints' existing Settlement Boundary. This Boundary defines the
building"footprint" of the village, and separates the built environment from the countryside
environment. Do not change this.

Comment

Maintain the FAS Settlement Boundary as shown. This Boundary defines the
building"footprint" of the village, and separates the built environment from the countryside
environment. Do not change this.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Howard Quayle

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints settlement map showing

SHELAA included sites
Comment ID

596

Summary

WSE13 does not conform to Settlement Boundary rules. Site WSE13 lies outside the FAS
Settlement Boundary, and should not be considered for any approval on this basis. Please do
not use the argument that this site is "gently contiguous" with the existing Boundary, nor
that it "cannot be easily seen from neighbouring roads"

Comment

Site WSE13 lies outside the FAS Settlement Boundary, and should not be considered for any
approval on this basis. Please do not use the argument that this site is "gently contiguous"
with the existing Boundary, nor that it "cannot be easily seen from neighbouring roads"

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Fornham All Saints settlement map showing
SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

761

Summary

WS051 should be removed as it has been developed or the area should be reduced to follow
the link road so there is no risk of the area between Marham Park and Fornham All Saints
being included and developed separately.

Comment

WS051 should be removed as it has been developed or the area should be reduced to follow
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the link road so there is no risk of the area between Marham Park and Fornham All Saints
being included and developed separately.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Howard Quayle

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Settlement status

Comment ID

593

Summary

Maintain the "Maximum 5 Houses Per Plot" metric for Type A villages.

Comment

Maintain the "Maximum 5 Houses Per Plot" metric for Type A villages In the existing Local
Plan, a very sensible metric : "Maximum of 5 houses per plot, within the Settlement
Boundary": is included within the data definition for an Infill Village. This is designed to
protect the internal character of the village and prevent over-development. Please introduce
a similar metric for the proposed "Type A Village" categorisation, and DEFINITELY not the
"30 Developments per Hectare" used in SHEELA lists. This is the figure which applies to
existing Local Plan schemes.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Settlement status

Comment ID

391
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Summary

Our pub closed in March.
Marham Park took a huge chunk of our village and will provide WSC with more than 1200
houses.
Why can we not maintain infill status by capping the number of houses in our village at 5,
and providing a sealing of our settlement boundary at the same time?

Comment

Our pub closed in March. Marham Park took a huge chunk of our village and will provide
WSC with more than 1200 houses. Why can we not maintain infill status by capping the
number of houses in our village at 5, and providing a sealing of our settlement boundary at
the same time?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Settlement status

Comment ID

1343

Summary

5.4.4 To be corrected as the village no longer has a public house.

Comment

5.4.4 To be corrected as the village no longer has a public house. The previous infill village
metric of five houses per plot is not in Type A classification. As a means of protection against
future major development in the area, a similar matrix limiting the number of houses that
can be built on any one site is essential. Without caps, housing numbers on specific
developments can be substantially increased over baseline figures. The services which FAS
is said to be only a short distance away from but deemed to have ready access to are in fact
in Bury St Edmunds, accessible only by travelling by public transport or in a car. Ours is a
small village. It has been impacted by a huge development on its very doorstep (Marham
Park) which was heralded to bring many new facilities and services. None of these have in
fact materialised.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Mason (Fornham All Saints Parish Counci)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Settlement status

Comment ID

1272

Summary

5.4.4 To be corrected as the village no longer has a public house.

Comment

5.4.4 To be corrected as the village no longer has a public house. The previous infill village
metric of five houses per plot is not in Type A classification. As a means of protection against
future major development in the area, a similar matrix limiting the number of houses that
can be built on any one site is essential. Without caps, housing numbers on specific
developments can be substantially increased over baseline figures. The services which our
village is only a short distance away from, but deemed to have ready access to are in fact in
Bury St Edmunds, accessible only by travelling by public transport or in a car. Ours is a
small village. It has been impacted by a huge development on its very doorstep (Marham
Park) which was heralded to bring many new facilities and services. None of these have in
fact materialised.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Michelle Pearce

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Settlement status

Comment ID

397
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Summary

Infill village. yes we are an infill village and would like to stay like this.at this point in time
we have no pub. development at the moment is only 5 houses this is something that we
would like our village to stay as.

Comment

yes we are an infill village and would like to stay like this..at this point in time we have no
pub. development at the moment is only 5 houses this is something that we would like our
village to stay as

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Terence Palfrey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Settlement status

Comment ID

673

Summary

I don't regard your plans as small sites for a village of this size.

Comment

There is inadequate bus services to keep future commuters cars out of the town. Mount
Farm Surgery, and the others that serve the village are close to capacity, we wait days for a
doctors appointment already! I can see this problem only getting worse.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Site options

Comment ID

1344

Summary

Allocation of WSE13 Moseley’s Farm - Given the marginal extent to which Fornham All
Saints is a Type A village - no shop, post office and an inadequate bus service, and the poor
vehicular access for this proposed development plot onto the highway, the standard rate of
30 units per hectare should not apply.

Comment

Allocation of WSE13 Moseley’s Farm - Given the marginal extent to which Fornham All
Saints is a Type A village - no shop, post office and an inadequate bus service, and the poor
vehicular access for this proposed development plot onto the highway, the standard rate of
30 units per hectare should not apply. Either apply a 40% infrastructure designation or limit
the housing numbers to 30 which is a tolerable increase in traffic volumes in Fornham All
Saints and will minimise safety issues around the access with reduced traffic volume. It
would also be a requirement to limit speeds entering the village from Hengrave. WSE13 is
outside the settlement village boundary. Rigid policies of not building outside settlement
boundaries need to be in place. If the site is developed for employment/business units, each
unit will involve a considerable number of new cars accessing the village each day. One new
business alone could bring 30 employees with it. There are no facilities for such numbers.
The village is already suffering from major traffic flow issues, as WSC is aware. The village
has also had to absorb the effect of the WSOH sited in its neighbouring village. What
improvements to infrastructure, services, facilities are needed to facilitate growth in
Fornham All Saints? Cycle paths, pedestrian crossing, upgrade to the Fornham All Saints
sewage works.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Mason (Fornham All Saints Parish Counci)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham All Saints > Site options

Comment ID

1273

Summary

WS051 should be removed entirely as the development has occurred. It is not appropriate to
designate agricultural fields that adjoin Fornham All Saints when they are a buffer and the
development on WS051 has already occurred.
WSE13 is outside the settlement village boundary. Rigid policies of not building outside
settlement boundaries need to be in place. If the site is developed for employment/business
units, each unit will involve a considerable number of new cars accessing the village

Comment

WS051 should be removed entirely as the development has occurred. If not the extent of the
blue shaded area should be amended so that the area outside the settlement area is
removed. The land forms part of the landscaping scheme ad agricultural fields. It is not
appropriate to designate agricultural fields that adjoin Fornham All Saints when they are a
buffer and the development on WS051 has already occurred. Allocation of WSE13 Moseley’s
Farm - Given the marginal extent to which Fornham All Saints is a Type A village - no shop,
post office and an inadequate bus service, and the poor vehicular access for this proposed
development plot onto the highway, the standard rate of 30 units per hectare should not
apply. Either apply a 40% infrastructure designation or limit the housing numbers to 30
which is a tolerable increase in traffic volumes in Fornham All Saints and will minimise
safety issues around the access with reduced traffic volume. It would also be a requirement
to limit speeds entering the village from Hengrave. WSE13 is outside the settlement village
boundary. Rigid policies of not building outside settlement boundaries need to be in place. If
the site is developed for employment/business units, each unit will involve a considerable
number of new cars accessing the village each day. One new business alone could bring 30
employees with it. There are no facilities for such numbers. The village is already suffering
from major traffic flow issues, as WSC is aware. The village has also had to absorb the effect
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of the WSOH sited in its neighbouring village. What improvements to infrastructure,
services, facilities are needed to facilitate growth in Fornham All Saints? Cycle paths,
pedestrian crossing, upgrade to the Fornham All Saints sewage works.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mark Aston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

248

Summary

This section should say that Fornham Park is designated as a Special Landscape Area

Comment

Fornham St Genevieve is treated as part of Fornham St Martin in this planning exercise, but
it is not mentioned at all in this section. Please update it to reflect the fact that Fornham
Park lies in Fornham St Genevieve, and is designated as a Special Landscape Area. Policy
DM13 states that these areas "have, by reason of their landform, historic landscape
importance and/or condition a very limited capacity to absorb change without a significant
material effect on their character or condition."

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

mr andrew curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

882
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Summary

Cycle path. Constraints: There is no cycle path between Fornham St Martin and services in
Bury St Edmunds. The footpath is narrow and the road is derestricted with traffic travelling
at 60mph. There is regular flooding at the bottom of Barton Hill

Comment

Constraints: There is no cycle path between Fornham St Martin and services in Bury St
Edmunds. The footpath is narrow and the road is derestricted with traffic travelling at
60mph. There is regular flooding at the bottom of Barton Hill

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr John Groom

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

837

Summary

As stated in 5.5.1 the area of land WS570 forms a natural break between Fornham St Martin
and Bury St Edmunds and this should remain so.

Comment

The Area of land WS570 regularly floods and has an abundance of natural springs in its area,
thus making it very unsuitable for development of any kind. Any required access from this
site would be onto the main unrestricted speed limit single carriage way and would cause
severe traffic congestion and could a danger to both vehicles and the narrow footpath. On a
normal weekday the traffic often back up along from Fornham St Martin Church trying to
get into Bury Town, this is due to volume of traffic between 07.45 --- 0915 and the
congestion continues into the town centre area and car parks and educational. centres
situated along Tollgate Lane and Beetons Way, This will get worse when the new 6th form
Centre gets fully operational along with the expansion of the Suffolk County Hub and Leisure
site on western Way. The development of sites WS081 and WS570 would compound this
already congested route greatly. If additional development of WS552, WS543, WS035 did
take place also a significant volume of traffic and cyclists and footfall would be filtering to
the Thetford Road from these sites of Barton Hill and this would cause a total grid lock
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situation Extensive flooding occurs at several locations on the Thetford Road leading Into
Town with the Road near the junction with Barton Hill often reduced to less than a vehicles
width with the water being over 150mm deep. this has been getting worse year on year with
no success in sorting this very dangerous out. Likewise several location along Fornham
Road up to the junction with Northgate Street suffer from carriage way flooding.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr John Sommerville

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

653

Summary

Important to maintain the character of the village.

Comment

Fornham St Martin is a small village surrounded by green space that separates it effectively
from Bury St Edmunds and from the A134. Maintaining this separation is essential to
retaining the character of the village. Development should therefore be limited.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Helen Watson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

639

Summary

I believe the coalescence of the village into Bury St Edmunds would be detrimental to the
village status of Fornham St Martin.

Comment

Fornham St Martin is a village and should not become a suburb of Bury St Edmunds. Further
development is not required or desired.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Zoe Le Poidevin

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

663
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Summary

Against village reclassification. Fornham st Martin is a small village with no facilities apart
from a pub , the developments proposed are out of proportion to the size of the village and
there is a real risk of the village being swallowed up by Bury St Edmunds and losing its
identity.

Comment

Fornham st Martin is a small village with no facilities apart from a pub , the developments
proposed are out of proportion to the size of the village and there is a real risk of the village
being swallowed up by Bury St Edmunds and losing its identity.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The settlement hierarchy categories are a
factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

. . (The Underwood family and Hill Residential Limited)

Agent Name

Colin Campbell (Hill Residential Limited)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1165

Summary

WS081 We support the re-categorisation of Fornham St Martin to Type A village. It is well
located close to Bury St Edmunds and the employment and facilities it offers.

Comment

We support the re-categorisation of Fornham St Martin to Type A village. It is well located
close to Bury St Edmunds and the employment and facilities it offers. WS081 offers the
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opportunity to accommodate a development of c140 to 165 homes in a sustainable location.
The site is well contained. At 6.8 Ha the site can accommodate new homes whilst taking into
account the constraints of the site, including protected trees and the provision of open space
and areas to enhance biodiversity along the river Lark. A very small part of the site adjoining
the River Lark lies in Flood zones 2/3. As illustrated in the attached Vision Document that
land is not required for development The site is in single ownership, has access to bus
services and is in close proximity to a range of services and jobs. We support the findings of
the SHELAA that there are no significant constraints to development. The site is suitable,
available and achievable within the first 5 years of the plan period.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

David Randall

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

374

Summary

Object to the village being put forward to be changed to Class A. Traffic would be the first
major problem we already have more due to the inevitable building of the hub at the top of
Barton hill. We are trying to be more eco friendly interesting when cycling is still a problem
on our country roads no monies are earmarked for this. The roads and pathways in certain
areas are atrocious when are these problems going to be solved.

Comment

I wish to express our feelings with regard to the changes that are proposed. > Traffic would
be the first major problem we already have more due to the inevitable building of the hub at
the top of Barton hill. > We are trying to be more eco friendly interesting when cycling is
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still a problem on our country roads no monies are earmarked for this. > The roads and
pathways in certain areas are atrocious when are these problems going to be solved.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services
and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All
parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019
and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to
account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Dr Nicholas Meyers and Mrs Jennifer C Meyers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1161

Summary

WS216. This is a flood plain - if houses are built on this site were will the water go, surely
the village and the B1106 would be in danger of flooding? Also, another extensive
development on this site would be an eyesore, effectively leaving two estates on either side
of the B1106, having the effect of rendering the village more like a town than a rural hamlet.
I would strongly oppose development of any kind on this plot.

Comment

This is a flood plain - if houses are built on this site were will the water go, surely the village
and the B1106 would be in danger of flooding? Also, another extensive development on this
site would be an eyesore, effectively leaving two estates on either side of the B1106, having
the effect of rendering the village more like a town than a rural hamlet. I would strongly
oppose development of any kind on this plot. There is little point in building more houses in
the Fornham's without a village shop and post office

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Dr Nicholas Meyers and Mrs Jennifer C Meyers

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1236

Summary

We understand the need for additional development in West Suffolk, but we urge
the council to restrict this growth to existing towns and main population centres and to
preserve the integrity of our villages and the rural/semi-rural countryside in West Suffolk.

Comment

See attached.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Ian Elkington

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

372

Summary

Re-classification of the village would also open up the possibility of considerable
development which would significantly alter its character and focus.

Comment

We are writing in response to the Consultation on the West Suffolk Local Plan which
classifies Fornham St Martin as a Class A village. We understand that by your definition a
Class A village should either have a range of services and facilities to meet some of the day
to day needs and/or lie within 2km of a town to meet those needs. Fornham St Martin does
not meet either of these criteria. As you identify the village only has a public house,
recreation area and a commutable bus service, none of which meet day to day needs. To
access shopping, schools, work, social and leisure and medical facilities necessitates a
journey into Bury St Edmunds and the distance from the centre of the village to the centre of
the town is considerably more than 2km. Although there is a bus service, for everyday needs
such as supermarket, medical facilities etc, a car is essential. There are no cycle facilities
and no space to provide them along the B1106 which currently only has a narrow footpath
restricted by a ditch or embankment in places. The footpath is not wide enough for two
people to walk safely side by side in such proximity to fast moving vehicles and is not a
suitable route for walking with small children or with prams/pushchairs. As a Class A village
Fornham St Martin would be both at risk of losing its separation from Bury St Edmunds and
of losing its individual identity. We enjoy living in a village community with historic
significance – the Battle of Fornham was fought between Henry II’s allies and Prince (later
king) John’s allies in 1173 on land adjacent to The Street through the village, and we feel
strongly that the village’s separate identity should be preserved. Re-classification of the
village would also open up the possibility of considerable development which would
significantly alter its character and focus. The village is in effect a commuter village - there
are no shops, medical facilities, schools, etc. - therefore to access these basic facilities
necessitates travel, usually by car. If there were to be substantial development this would
inevitably exacerbate this need for travel and would increase air, noise and light pollution in
the village and congestion on the surrounding roads. In normal times the traffic between the
edge of the village and the Tollgate junction is very heavy during peak times as is the traffic
between Tollgate and Station Hill. Buses are also caught up in this traffic. This already
makes journey times unpredictable and any development in the village would only make
matters worse. The alternative route would be to use the A134 Fornham by-pass and the
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Bury Central junction of the A14, an equally congested route. We note that you have
identified the flood zones and sites of nature conversation interest as constraints. You also
note that there are several listed buildings in the village and the need to prevent
coalescence with Bury St Edmunds, however, you do not take into account the linear
character of the village. With this in mind, as a Class A village would there be a cap on the
number of new properties that could be allowed? If so, how many homes could be allowed?
(As an infill village a maximum of 5 homes would be allowed, which we feel is an appropriate
level). The size of any of the highlighted sites on the map allows for too much development
and would greatly increase the size of the population. For example, if site WS216 was
developed, it could increase the population by approx. 50%. Its size and location on the
edge of the village would change the character and focus of the village to an unacceptable
extent, particularly along the Thetford Road. It would also greatly increase the traffic and
pollution levels. Site WS570 would reduce the visible separation between the village and
Bury St Edmunds; this is without taking into account the three additional sites proposed up
Barton Hill (particularly WS552) for which no details have been provided in the consultation
document. We are also concerned about sites WSE08, WSE09 and WSE25 designated for
leisure use. There is no indication of what sort of use this might be, eg indoor leisure
facilities, holiday accommodation or informal parkland. This could be on a scale unsuitable
for a village location, and generate a lot more traffic.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services
and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All
parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019
and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to
account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1121
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Summary

WS081. The site lies adjacent to the River Lark which is on the western boundary of the site.
This river, along with the associated banks, trees and other vegetation, is likely to support a
range of protected species/Priority species and connects the site to the wider ecological
network. The river and its associated habitats should be buffered from development and
additional enhancement measures proposed.

Comment

WS081: The site lies adjacent to the River Lark which is on the western boundary of the site.
This river, along with the associated banks, trees and other vegetation, is likely to support a
range of protected species/Priority species and connects the site to the wider ecological
network. The river and its associated habitats should be buffered from development and
additional enhancement measures proposed. This site may support protected/Priority
species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1123

Summary

Fornham St Genevieve WSE25. This site appears to be a former quarry with areas of open
water and blocks of woodland. The woodland is also connected to other blocks of woodland
and grassland in the surrounding area by the wider hedgerow network, providing ecological
connectivity within the wider network. This site may support protected/Priority species so
detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for development.

Comment

WSE25: This site appears to be a former quarry with areas of open water and blocks of
woodland. The woodland is also connected to other blocks of woodland and grassland in the
surrounding area by the wider hedgerow network, providing ecological connectivity within
the wider network. This site may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are
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also required to inform the suitability of the site for development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mark Aston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

202

Summary

No separate analysis provided of Fornham St Genevieve, much of which is "definitely rural"
according to the Office for National Statistics - it should not be grouped with Fornham St
Martin for the purposes of this planning exercise.

Comment

No separate analysis provided of Fornham St Genevieve, much of which is "definitely rural"
according to the Office for National Statistics - it should not be grouped with Fornham St
Martin for the purposes of this planning exercise. No separate mention is made of Fornham
St Genevieve. A proper analysis of this village would place it in the Countryside category,
rather than combining it with the much larger village of Fornham St Martin

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Fornham St Genevieve is designated countryside and the incorporation of wording in
the next draft plan to reflect this will be worked up.

Respondent Name

Miss Elizabeth Hodder

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1345

Summary

Allocation of WS216, Fornham St Martin - Indicative capacity level of 295 is too high for the
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community of Fornham St Martin and for traffic likely to be generated through Fornham All
Saints.
Comment

Allocation of WS216, Fornham St Martin - Indicative capacity level of 295 is too high for the
community of Fornham St Martin and for traffic likely to be generated through Fornham All
Saints. Allocation of WS118 and WS120, Ingham - Taken together the total could be 700
which is completely out of proportion with the existing settlement and will create a high
volume of traffic through surrounding villages to the A14. WS118 must be reduced
substantially and it should be clear on the face of it that the two plots are alternatives. It
should not be possible to develop both. The village of Fornham All Saints has not yet made
its views known as far as the potential closure of Tut Hill is concerned. At present therefore
traffic flowing from Ingham, and Fornham St Martin which wishes to join the A14 chooses
the easiest route: through The Street in FAS and up Tut Hill. By allowing extensive
development in our neighbouring villages, life in the village of Fornham All Saints would
become untenable for those villagers living adjacent to the roads leading to and from the
A14.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss J West

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1164
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Summary

WS081. This is a field which provides a wildlife corridor within Fornham St Martin. It is
home to a wide variety of owls, birds of prey, foxes and deer not to mention some protected
trees. Maintaining this is vital in protecting the feel and character of the village.

Comment

This is a field which provides a wildlife corridor within Fornham St Martin. It is home to a
wide variety of owls, birds of prey, foxes and deer not to mention some protected trees.
Maintaining this is vital in protecting the feel and character of the village. None, its a village
which is near to a town which is where we go for services and facilities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss J West

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1172

Summary

WS082. This is a tiny field which provides an important wildlife corridor within Fornham St
Martin. It is home to a large variety of owls, birds of prey, bats, deer and foxes, all heard and
seen on a regular basis.

Comment

This is a tiny field which provides an important wildlife corridor within Fornham St Martin. It
is home to a large variety of owls, birds of prey, bats, deer and foxes, all heard and seen on a
regular basis. There are also several trees with preservation orders. The field also provides a
feeding ground for the wildlife already mentioned. This is also next to a beautiful grade 2
listed cottage, the old parsonage which dates back to the 14th century, and any development
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of this area would lead to a significant loss of amenity and character of the village. The
B1106 is already a busy road and an increase in residential traffic would exacerbate current
traffic issues not to mention increase noise and pollution.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mr andrew curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1200

Summary

WS081 Building on this site would lead to a loss of valuable green space to the north of Bury
St Edmunds and a negative impact on the environment and wildlife of the Lark Valley.

Comment

WS081 Building on this site would lead to a loss of valuable green space to the north of Bury
St Edmunds and a negative impact on the environment and wildlife of the Lark Valley. A
cycle path that is separate and away from the road

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

mr andrew curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1204

Summary

WS216 This field routinely has standing water. There is an unresolved issue of drainage on
the Fornham St Martin Bypass to the east of this field. The building of 295 houses with the
associated cars would significantly increase the impact of traffic into Bury St Edmunds via
Tollgate and the levels of traffic on the derestricted road between the village and Bury St
Edmunds

Comment

WS216 This field routinely has standing water. There is an unresolved issue of drainage on
the Fornham St Martin Bypass to the east of this field. The building of 295 houses with the
associated cars would significantly increase the impact of traffic into Bury St Edmunds via
Tollgate and the levels of traffic on the derestricted road between the village and Bury St
Edmunds A cycle path and footpath that is separated from the road

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

mr andrew curwen
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1208

Summary

WS216 Why are sites WS552 WS543 and WS035 not visible on the Fornham St Martin Drop
down list?

Comment

WS216 Why are sites WS552 WS543 and WS035 not visible on the Fornham St Martin Drop
down list?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. These sites are adjacent to part of the Bury St Edmunds settlement boundary
and the drop down box is in that section of the document.

Respondent Name

mr andrew curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1238

Summary

WS081 Building on this site would remove the amenity value of horse paddocks and would
be counter to the strategic objectives of increasing well-being

Comment

WS081 Building on this site would remove the amenity value of horse paddocks and would
be counter to the strategic objectives of increasing well-being

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1150

Summary

90 houses is too much for that plot. Either treat it as a 100 + plot and include 40%
infrastructure or limit to 30 units which is manageable. WS216 - indicative capacity level of
295 is too high for the community in FSM and for traffic likely to be generated through FSG
and FAS. Request 150 units maximum.

Comment

90 houses is too much for that plot. Either treat it as a 100 + plot and include 40%
infrastructure or limit to 30 units which is manageable. The access on to Hengrave Road is
very poor and anything over the levels suggested will be dangerous. We must have a
determined push to reroute traffic around the main roads, adopt traffic calming measures
and develop cycling and walking infrastructure. We should have one segregated cycle route
running in a loop through the Fornhams down to Tollgate with a proper cycle lane that then
runs in to town on the main road, not zigzagging through housing estates. WS216 indicative capacity level of 295 is too high for the community in FSM and for traffic likely to
be generated through FSG and FAS. Request 150 units maximum.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Christine Mason (Fornham All Saints Parish Counci)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1274

Summary

Comments on site allocations in neighbouring villages. Allocation of WS216, Fornham St
Martin - Indicative capacity level of 295 is too high for the community of Fornham St Martin
and for traffic likely to be generated through Fornham All Saints.

Comment

Allocation of WS216, Fornham St Martin - Indicative capacity level of 295 is too high for the
community of Fornham St Martin and for traffic likely to be generated through Fornham All
Saints. Allocation of WS118 and WS120, Ingham - Taken together the total could be 700
which is completely out of proportion with the existing settlement and will create a high
volume of traffic through surrounding villages to the A14. WS118 must be reduced
substantially and it should be clear on the face of it that the two plots are alternatives. It
should not be possible to develop both. The village of Fornham All Saints has not yet made
its views known as far as the potential closure of Tut Hill is concerned. At present therefore
traffic flowing from Ingham, and Fornham St Martin which wishes to join the A14 chooses
the easiest route: through The Street in FAS and up Tut Hill. By allowing extensive
development in our neighbouring villages, life in the village of Fornham All Saints would
become untenable for those villagers living adjacent to the roads leading to and from the
A14.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1068

Summary

WS216. This is not a small scale development and the facilities available to do not warrant
this, if we assume 3 people per household that is an increase in population of 825 in a village
where the current population is only just over 1200. This is a 70% increase in the population
in a village without any services. I do not consider a pub and a playing field to meet the day
to day needs of most residents.

Comment

This is not a small scale development and the facilities available to do not warrant this, if we
assume 3 people per household that is an increase in population of 825 in a village where
the current population is only just over 1200. This is a 70% increase in the population in a
village without any services. I do not consider a pub and a playing field to meet the day to
day needs of most residents. From this site the nearest supermarket will be almost 3km
away, a post office will be a similar distance with no direct bus service and GP surgery
3.5km, again with no direct bus. The increase in traffic will be significant; assuming 2 cars
per household that equates to 550 extra cars travelling through the village and surrounding
area. Traffic has increased significantly following the Marham Park development. The
pedestrian access to the village is poor with a narrow footpath alongside a de- regulated
section of road with a speed limit of 60mph. The is no cycle path at all and again cyclists
have to use the road with vehicles travelling at speeds of up to 60mph. Given these
conditions, most residents need to use their cars to access services within the town which
means the village should be categorised as a Type B settlement and only small developments
permitted. A shop or post office, better direct access to a GP surgery, a dedicated cycle path
and better pedestrian access to Bury St Edmunds similar to those available on the east side
of the town.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1072

Summary

WS570. This site is part of the green infrastructure separating Bury St Edmunds and
Fornham St Martin. Use of this site will lead to coalescence of the two which is contrary to
planning policies and the aims stated in this document. Although this site lies outside the
area designated as flood plain, it has flooded as recently as the last 2 weeks.

Comment

This site is part of the green infrastructure separating Bury St Edmunds and Fornham St
Martin. Use of this site will lead to coalescence of the two which is contrary to planning
policies and the aims stated in this document. Although this site lies outside the area
designated as flood plain, it has flooded as recently as the last 2 weeks.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1219

Summary

WS081 The number of houses proposed for this site is not a small development and the
access via School lane is completely unsuitable for such an increase in traffic that will be
generated.

Comment

The number of houses proposed for this site is not a small development and the access via
School lane is completely unsuitable for such an increase in traffic that will be generated.
The green space between Fornham St Martin and Bury St Edmunds is very narrow at this
point and any building on this site will lead to coalescence and urbanisation of the village.
This is against the stated aims for Fornham that you have made in this document Assuming 3
people per household with 2 cars this will equate to 240 more vehicles and a 30% increase in
the population of the village without any increase in the availability of services. The village
may be within 2 Km of the edge of Bury St Edmunds but it is much further to actually access
services such as a GP surgery. Using distance to the edge of town to define access to
services is not recognising the reality of the situation. in addition the pedestrian and cycle
access to town is poor or non existent

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1232

Summary

WS082 Fornham St Martin should not be a Type A settlement due to lack of available
services and therefore this site would need to have a much smaller number of houses

Comment

WS082 Fornham St Martin should not be a Type A settlement due to lack of available
services and therefore this site would need to have a much smaller number of houses

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services
and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All
parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019
and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to
account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Helen Watson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1013

Summary

WS570. Growth in Fornham St Martin is not required or desirable. In order to maintain
village status it does not need to expand.

Comment

I think this land is unsuitable for development because of: 1) Flooding 2) Access limitations/
danger on highway 3) Removal of rural landscape 4) Extension of village beyond provision of
infrastructure and amenities to support growth 5) Increase in size of population not in
keeping with village status 6) Lack of provision in terms of education for children in local
area. Growth in Fornham St Martin is not required or desirable. In order to maintain village
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status it does not need to expand.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Helen Watson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1014

Summary

WS216. I think this land is unsuitable for development because of:
1) Flooding
2) Access limitations/danger on highway
3) Removal of rural landscape
4) Extension of village beyond provision of infrastructure and amenities to support growth
5) Increase in size of population not in keeping with village status
6) Lack of provision in terms of education for children in local area.

Comment

I think this land is unsuitable for development because of: 1) Flooding 2) Access limitations/
danger on highway 3) Removal of rural landscape 4) Extension of village beyond provision of
infrastructure and amenities to support growth 5) Increase in size of population not in
keeping with village status 6) Lack of provision in terms of education for children in local
area. I do not think growth of the village is required or desirable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Helen Watson

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1015

Summary

WS081. I think this land is unsuitable for development because of:
1) Flooding
2) Access limitations/danger on highway
3) Removal of rural landscape
4) Extension of village beyond provision of infrastructure and amenities to support growth
5) Increase in size of population not in keeping with village status
6) Lack of provision in terms of education for children in local area

Comment

I think this land is unsuitable for development because of: 1) Flooding 2) Access limitations/
danger on highway 3) Removal of rural landscape 4) Extension of village beyond provision of
infrastructure and amenities to support growth 5) Increase in size of population not in
keeping with village status 6) Lack of provision in terms of education for children in local
area I do not believe Fornham St Martin should grow or develop, as it needs to maintain its
village status.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Elsdon Crown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1287

Summary

I am writing with regard to the site WS216 which has been ear marked as a potential site for
future development. I am concerned of the potential development on the above site in
Fornham St Martin, this would inevitably be a substantial development of houses proposed
and the access point to the estate is a concern.

Comment

I am writing with regard to the site WS216 which has been ear marked as a potential site for
future development. I have registered my details as part of the consultation process in order
to raise my concern, but wanted to send an email direct as navigating all the paperwork in
the time frame available may be difficult and I want to raise my thoughts before today's 5pm
deadline. I am concerned of the potential development on the above site in Fornham St
Martin, this would inevitably be a substantial development of houses proposed and the
access point to the estate is a concern. Would it be placed on Culford Road, an already busy
road and in parts pedestrian access is very narrow ( I have nearly been hit by the wing
mirror of a bus when pushing my son in a pushchair on the pavement, as an oncoming
vehicle was approaching and so the large wing mirror over hung the pavement as the road
narrows). An increase in traffic would only exacerbate this problem, there are a number of
cyclists who feel forced to cycle on the pavement due to the lack of consideration by cars
and with an increase of residence this issue will increase I fear. If the access point to the
development is on the St Genevieve Road, this is a very busy cut through utilised to access
the Thetford, Diss and Bury Roads and due to its narrowing larger vehicle's have been
known to have to wait for oncoming larger vehicles to pass and the speed in which people
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travel needs to be considered. The agricultural land is also prone to flooding in the corner
near the roundabout and I wonder what provision would be put in place to divert the excess
water already used to gathering. At the present time unlike other areas in Bury, road
flooding in Fornham is not an issue on the whole. The field does have two hotspots for water
retention and I wonder the impact of this with the additional run off caused by hard services
reducing the natural water re-absorption. In addition, the field has a small copse which is
home to deer and other wildlife, buzzards have often been seen in the area as have bats and
I wanted to bring this to your attention as the protection of animal habitats is important to
the sustainability of the already fragile eco system. I know as populations increase, housing
avalaibility must also increase. I am just concerned that the lack of schools in the area will
not be considered and provisions need to be made. The increase in traffic and the impact of
this on the safety of residents in addition to the potential for flooding and destruction of
habitats needs to be considered.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs M Sayer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1205

Summary

WSE02 This site contributes to the open vista of the village and is crucial to the
environmental aspect of the tree avenue as described in my comments on SW216. Although
some units adjacent to the by-pass and continuing road, they do not impact on the tree
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avenue, which should be preserved with no development near the avenues at all.
Comment

WSE02 This site contributes to the open vista of the village and is crucial to the
environmental aspect of the tree avenue as described in my comments on SW216. Although
some units adjacent to the by-pass and continuing road, they do not impact on the tree
avenue, which should be preserved with no development near the avenues at all.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs M Tildsley (Mere and Westfield Farm)

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

582

Summary

WS216. We will fully support the formal allocation of this site in the next stage of the Local
Plan and the land owner is willing to arrange or provide any required information to support
the site’s allocation.

Comment

These representations respond to the Regulation 18 stage of the Draft Local Plan and
supports the inclusion of site WS216 as a potential housing allocation in future stages.
Please see the attached report for full details. In summary the site can provide: ? Residential
development of up to 122 homes depending on local housing needs with a mix of market and
affordable housing. ? Open space can be provided on site as required. ? The site is well
related to the existing built up area and road network. ? The site is in close proximity to Bury
St Edmunds. It is possible to walk to the town on existing roadside footpaths. Footpaths also
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existing to nearby facilities and employment opportunities. ? Our client would consider a
mixed use residential and commercial proposal. ? The site is free from constraints to
development and could be developed within 5 years. 5.9 We will fully support the formal
allocation of this site in the next stage of the Local Plan and the land owner is willing to
arrange or provide any required information to support the site’s allocation.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Valerie Axton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

587

Summary

WS570. We have only lived in FSM for eight years but we have noticed the increased
flooding each year in the fields next to the river.
If these areas are built on flooding will increase.
If some/all of these sites are built on FSM will just become part of BSE
Encourage more use of the by-pass than traffic coming through the village.

Comment

We have only lived in FSM for eight years but we have noticed the increased flooding each
year in the fields next to the river. If these areas are built on flooding will increase. If some/
all of these sites are built on FSM will just become part of BSE Encourage more use of the
by-pass than traffic coming through the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Terence Palfrey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

354

Summary

Bus services. I disagree with your comment "bus services are adequate". it's fine if you live
in the main part of the village or the bottom Barton Hill, but those living at the top are
poorly served by the Symonds Services calling at the bus shelter by Russell Baron Road.
These are totally inadequate for people trying to use public transport to get into Bury to
work or school.

Comment

I disagree with your comment "bus services are adequate". it's fine if you live in the main
part of the village or the bottom Barton Hill, but those living at the top are poorly served by
the Symonds Services calling at the bus shelter by Russell Baron Road. These are totally
inadequate for people trying to use public transport to get into Bury to work or school.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Mr Terence Palfrey

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

586

Summary

Whatever improvements you make will not affect the suitability of Fornham ST Martin for
any kind of large scale residential development. Too many drawbacks..... with no benefits.
Build elsewhere.
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Comment

Whatever improvements you make will not affect the suitability of Fornham ST Martin for
any kind of large scale residential development. Too many drawbacks..... with no benefits.
Build elsewhere.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Vicky Bright (Fornham St Martin cum St Genevieve Parish)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1307

Summary

The Parish Council on behalf of the residents of Fornham St Martin and Fornham St
Genevieve villages have the following comments. The Parish Council would like to reiterate
that we strongly object to the declassification of our villages to “Type A” status and we are
opposed to the following sites being made available for development, due to the risk of
further coalescence with the town of Bury St Edmunds. The sites are WS570, WS081,
WS216, WS552, WS543 and WS035.

Comment

The Parish Council on behalf of the residents of Fornham St Martin and Fornham St
Genevieve villages have the following comments. The villages have always felt strongly
protective of their independence and cherished separate identity as rural infill villages. The
separation between the two villages and Bury St Edmunds Town has always been extremely
important and there has always been fierce resistance to any coalescence between the town
and the surrounding Villages. We understand that the villages will be re classified from
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“infill” villages to “Type A” villages under the new joint West Suffolk Council plan. The
declassification of the villages to “Type A” means that there is the distinct possibility of
unwanted new development being allowed within the villages and their boundaries, thus
bringing the villages even closer to the town of Bury St Edmunds. Two sites on the plan
WS570 and WS081 are shown on the plan as being available for any developments.
Development in any form on these sites would have a catastrophic effect on the village scene
and would also have a detrimental effect encompassing the entire village which has been
relatively unchanged for over 100 years. The WS216 is also shown as available and a major
development here would cause havoc on the local infrastructure which is under pressure
now. We understand the new classification “Type A” has been based upon the fact that the
villages are within two kilometres of local services, however the local services in question
are actually those within the town of Bury St Edmunds. There are in fact no schools, GP’s,
shops or even a post office in the actual villages. The fact that the villages independence and
separation from the town of Bury St Edmunds is of vital importance to the residents means
that this is just a further incidence of coalescence, which must be avoided and prevented at
all costs. It is imperative that the feelings of the residents are taken into consideration. It is
also felt that this declassification to “Type A” is yet another stepping stone to the villages
losing their infill/rural status and will be setting a precedent for future unwanted
development. We understand that the previous infill village metric of “5 properties maximum
per plot” is not in the “type A” definition so as a Parish Council we would want to campaign
vehemently to try and get this reinstated. This would provide a measure of protection that is
vital for resident’s piece of mind. The fact that West Suffolk are targeting for a further 2500
extra houses in west Suffolk by 2040 is a frightening prospect for the villages and their
residents, especially as in the last 2 years the villages have already been effected by several
major developments in the area, namely The West Suffolk Operational Hub, Marham Park
and Fornham Park (now ASPEN). All of which have had their own impact on the
infrastructure and environment within the villages. We feel that the two villages and the
surrounding area have already made a significant contribution to large scale development
and housing provision. Supporting infrastructure (roads, schools, healthcare provision)
should all be taken into account and considered fully before the plans are finalised and
agreed. The Parish Council would like to reiterate that we strongly object to the
declassification of our villages to “Type A” status and we are opposed to the following sites
being made available for development, due to the risk of further coalescence with the town
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of Bury St Edmunds. The sites are WS570, WS081, WS216, WS552, WS543 and WS035.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Zoe Le Poidevin

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin

Comment ID

1074

Summary

WS216. This is a very large scale proposal of 295 houses which would overwhelm the village
and change it into part of Bury St Edmunds. The road in the village would be constantly built
up with traffic and change the village into an over spill , loosing its identity. This type of
large scale development should only be used to extend a town or be the start of a new
purpose built village/town.

Comment

This is a very large scale proposal of 295 houses which would overwhelm the village and
change it into part of Bury St Edmunds. The road in the village would be constantly built up
with traffic and change the village into an over spill , loosing its identity. This type of large
scale development should only be used to extend a town or be the start of a new purpose
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built village/town. At the moment we cannot walk or cycle safely to Bury St Edmunds as the
path and road are too narrow, this is without the addition of another 500+ houses impact.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss J West

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve
settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

817

Summary

These areas should not be developed on, it would completely ruin the character of the area
and be detrimental to wildlife.

Comment

WS216 is a large field which floods in winter. It is currently home to hundreds of waterfowl,
particularly canada goose. The loss of this field would be devastating to wildlife. If required I
can supply photos of the wildlife currently relying on this field being available to them.
WS082 is home to deer, foxes, several varieties of owl and other birds of prey as well as
some protected trees. This is an area which provides a wildlife corridor within the village
and contributes to the character of the village. WS081 is the same as the above. WS570
and WS552 are fields which contribute to the beauty of the area. Using these as infill is
unthinkable!!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss J West

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve
settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

821

Summary

WS082 Important habitat for wildlife and huge loss of amenity. WS216 - This is a large field
that floods in winter which is then home to 100s of water fowl namely Canada geese

Comment

Relating to WS082 - This is a tiny field which provides an important wildlife corridor within
Fornham St Martin. It is home to a large variety of owls, birds of prey, bats, deer and foxes,
all heard and seen on a regular basis. There are also several trees with preservation orders.
The field also provides a feeding ground for the wildlife already mentioned. This is also next
to a beautiful grade 2 listed cottage, the old parsonage which dates back to the 14th century,
and any development of this area would lead to a significant loss of amenity and character of
the village. The B1106 is already a busy road and an increase in residential traffic would
exacerbate current traffic issues not to mention increase noise and pollution. WS081 Same
as above WS216 - This is a large field that floods in winter which is then home to 100s of
water fowl namely cananda geese. As such this provides a vtal habitat to these animals and
should not be lost. Photo evidence can be supplied if required. WS 570 & WS 552 These
provide a break in between FSM and BSE and they are important for wildlife and contribute
to the character and beauty of the area, It cannot be understated the negative impact of
developing these wild areas, with the ensuing habitat loss and loss of bio diversity.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr John Sommerville

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve
settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

654

Summary

Scale of sites inappropriate - smaller scale infill development more appropriate.

Comment

Sites WS570, WS552, WS543 and WS035 are overdevelopment that would result in the
separation between the village and Bury St Edmunds being almost entirely lost. Any
development on WS570 would extend the village on a site that is an important and defined
edge, due to topography, to the village. Development on the sites around the limited housing
on Barton Hill would creat a small village divorced from Fornham St Martin. Any
development here should be on a much smaller scale. Site WS081 is again too extensive in
scale and would remove an attractive landscape adjoining the River Lark. Development
should be restricted to land away from the river, more in keeping with the majority of
development along this river frontage. Site WS082 is appropriate in scale. Site WS216 is
again overdevelopment. More limited development, maintaining separation to the A134
would be appropriate and would also present an opportunity to enhance the B1106 between
Culford Road and the A134 - but with care to ensure this didnt become over used through
the Fornhams. The employment sites north of Fornham St Martin are of signficant scale. Site
WSE02 could provide an appropriate level of development with access from A134. The
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remaining leisure sites could risk significant traffic and should only be considered if
entrances are limited to the A134.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Shea

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve
settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

632

Summary

I would like to object to WS081 being developed. We live directly next to this site and would
be concerned about traffic, views, interference with wildlife, noise and general loss of
countryside feel to the village.

Comment

Having just applied for planning permission ourselves we had to be very careful to ensure
that what we applied for was consistent with the village atmosphere and was subservient to
our existing house. I believe that 117 houses in what is currently Paddocks and farmland
would completely change the feel of the village. It will become an overflow to Bury rather
than a pretty country village with countryside down to the river. We would strongly object to
any development here.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
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preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs M Sayer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve
settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

898

Summary

SITES IN FSM on drop-down menu but not accepted by Council via that option. WS081: This
field is a tremendous asset to the community. It is used by a great many walkers and dog
walkers every day, sometimes twice, who appreciate this open space looking across the river
to the grasslands beyond. It is one of the 'lungs' of the village and vital to mental health and
well-being - as well as that of the dogs!

Comment

WS081: This field is a tremendous asset to the community. It is used by a great many
walkers and dog walkers every day, sometimes twice, who appreciate this open space
looking across the river to the grasslands beyond. It is one of the 'lungs' of the village and
vital to mental health and well-being - as well as that of the dogs! It is partly flood plain and
development further up the slope causes greater run-off and more flooding. WS082: this
small plot on to The Street with a side access(?) is appropriate for some social housing/small
affordable starter homes, especially for people born in the village who cannot afford to live
here. WS520: Same comment as WS081 but this field together with WS552 form the
'green' barrier which defines our village. WS552: This field together with adjacent sites,
forms part of the (complicated) green barrier with BSE. Run-off from this field until recently,
flooded the Thetford Road - but the water must go somewhere? It is echoed by the run-off
down Barton Hill which flows across the B1106 and forms a lake outside BMW on a regular
basis. (PS The above map is inaccurate as the southern strip adjacent to the road has
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already been developed with 2 houses). WS216: This large open field provides a vital
amenity to FSM and helps define its character as a village. This field is vital to the health of
two of the tree avenues on the north and west boundary. These 2 avenues for half of the 4
avenues of trees that meet at the roundabout at the northwest corner of the site and are
quite unique in the area. Indeed, I know of no other such avenues anywhere. Our visitors
always comment appreciatively on the wonderful aspect they give to our village. The road
is already narrow for some of the traffic that uses it and it would be an act of pure vandalism
to use development of this field as an excuse to get rid of them. In addition, this field floods
every winter. A separate flood occurs in the n.w. corner of the site near the roundabout
every year and often spills over on to the road. In conclusion, the geography of our village
centre being lower than the hill to the east means that there is a great deal of run-off water
flowing to the centre of the village. Development to the east will inevitably increase the risk
of excess water flowing in to the village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The sites referred to are adjacent to part of the Bury St Edmunds settlement
boundary and are in this section of the document. However, the sites are also shown on the
Fornham St Martin map. Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered
during the next stage of plan preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the
consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement
sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Zoe Le Poidevin

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve
settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

667
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Summary

Over development. This large scale development seems more appropriate for a large town
than a small village

Comment

This large scale development seems more appropriate for a large town than a small village

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

A Long (Hall Farm)

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Fornham St Martin settlement constraints map

Comment ID

199

Summary

Proposed Amendment to the Settlement Boundary to Include the properties Florican House
and Glebe Paddocks in the settlement. (Please see E550.C1.Rep06)

Comment

This report has been written to propose the modification of the settlement boundary for
Fornham St Martin to include the residential properties, Glebe Paddock and Florican House.
These are existing residential properties within the village and should be included within the
settlement boundary. Please see attached report E550.C1.Rep06 for the full details.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments on a proposed settlement boundary amendment which
will be looked at in more detail when the sites are considered in further detail during the
next stage of plan preparation.
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Respondent Name

M G Buxton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Settlement status

Comment ID

1303

Summary

Objection to the Fornham St Martin "Class A" classification. As a resident and past chairman
of our parish council, I have long supported most strongly the view that own parish should
retain its individuality. I feel that to become "Class A" would result in the fields between us
and the town being built upon and the village would, to all intents and purposes, become
part of the town. Additionally, those fields between the town and village are frequently water
logged and are flood plain.

Comment

I write with regards to the proposal to change Fornham St. Martin's designation from "in fill"
to "Class A". As a resident and past chairman of our parish council, I have long supported
most strongly the view that own parish should retain its individuality. I feel that to become
"Class A" would result in the fields between us and the town being built upon and the village
would, to all intents and purposes, become part of the town. Additionally, those fields
between the town and village are frequently water logged and are flood plain. I voted for
Brexit to escape European federation - this classification, if granted, would result in a similar
situation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss J West
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Settlement status

Comment ID

813

Summary

We oppose the proposal to develop in and around Fornham St Martin. The village and road
network could not cope with the extra people and traffic and the beauty of the area would be
lost, not to mention the negative impact this would have on wildlife.

Comment

Fornham St Martin is a small rural village which is its charm and character. The village has
some green areas and several large surrounding fields. These are full of wildlife and using
these for large housing developments would be negative for both the village and its
residents (human and wildlife). Also, there are no services within the village to support many
more residents not to mention that the road would become even busier which would again
negatively impact the village and life within. The villages should retain their character and
be kept separate from the town which provides vital wildlife corridors and protects the
essence of what it is to be a village. This also maintains the natural beauty of the area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss J West

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Settlement status

Comment ID

825
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Summary

Fornham St Martin should remain designated as an infill village.

Comment

The identity, beauty and feel of the village should be protected and as such it should not
change its categorisation. Also, the limited services and roads could not support an increase
in residents. We must also protect the wildlife which inhabits the area and protect the
environment. Fornham St Martin should not be put at risk of being overspill for Bury St
Edmunds.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The settlement hierarchy categories are a
factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Emma Curwen

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Settlement status

Comment ID

911

Summary

Strongly disagree with settlement status re-categorisation.

Comment

Fornham St Martin should not be re-categorised as a Type A village as it has no services
such as a post office, shop or school. It may be in close proximity to Bury St Edmunds but
services are in reality much further away than the stated 2km. For example, the nearest GP
surgery is 2.8 km away and there is no direct bus. In fact the bus will take you to the bus
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station and you have to walk from there; this is not feasible if you are elderly, disabled or
have young children. When looking at sustainability indicators it is not reasonable to give as
much weight to a playing field as a shop, school or GP surgery as this does not reflect the
needs of residents. In addition, the access into town for cyclists and pedestrians is poor and
along a section of de-regulated road with a speed limit of 60mph.There is no cycle path at all
and the footpath is narrow. The road floods frequently resulting in pedestrians and cyclists
getting soaked by passing traffic. Therefore although the village is proximal to Bury St
Edmunds there is not good access to services and most residents will need to use a car for
their day to day needs meaning that the village should be retain its category as a Type B
settlement. (Infill village)
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services
and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All
parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019
and this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to
account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs M Sayer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Settlement status

Comment ID

874

Summary

CLASSIFICATION. A great many villagers are retired and, even for those that are not, that
means most of us have to travel to access any amenity whatsoever. FSM should remain an
Infill village (or Type B as it is now classified).

Comment

Fornham St Martin was classified an Infill village when this was last considered. Then it
was on the cusp of being a Type A village or Infill. It became Infill. Since then a number
of facilities have been lost and there is not one facility which can be regarded as satisfying
the day to day needs of villagers. A great many villagers are retired and, even for those that
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are not, that means most of us have to travel to access any amenity whatsoever.
should remain an Infill village (or Type B as it is now classified).

FSM

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services
and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. It
is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us
which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a
particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mark Aston

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Site options

Comment ID

203

Summary

Inconsistency between Type A village classification and included SHELAA sites. Section
5.5.2 talks of "the opportunity for allocating small sites in or adjacent to the village" (my
emphasis). Sites WS216, WS081 and WS570 show an indicative capacity of 295, 117 and 95
homes respectively - these are not small sites by any reasonable definition.

Comment

Section 5.5.2 talks of "the opportunity for allocating small sites in or adjacent to the village"
(my emphasis). Sites WS216, WS081 and WS570 show an indicative capacity of 295, 117 and
95 homes respectively - these are not small sites by any reasonable definition.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mrs Michelle Pearce

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Site options

Comment ID

400

Summary

Traffic. This is far to many houses in a small area.. this would have a knock on effect for all
the villages esp Fornham All saints this could mean over 1000 cars coming through the
village. i oppose this

Comment

this is far to many houses in a small area.. this would have a knock on effect for all the
villages esp Fornham All saints this could mean over 1000 cars coming through the village. i
oppose this

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Zoe Le Poidevin

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Fornham St Martin > Site options

Comment ID

666

Summary

Objection to proposed developments. The proposed developments for Fornham st Martin are
totally out of proportion to the size of the village , a total of over 500 houses are proposed in
a small village, this will basically double the size of the village. This would be over whelming
and change the village into part of Bury St Edmunds.

Comment

The proposed developments for Fornham st Martin are totally out of proportion to the size of
the village , a total of over 500 houses are proposed in a small village , this will basically
double the size of the village . This would be over whelming and change the village into part
of Bury St Edmunds . We have sizeable and lengthy delays travelling into Bury St Edmunds
at peak times already and there are no amenities to support this size of development . The
extensive leisure proposal would also result in a vast increase in traffic through the village

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Freckenham > Freckenham

Comment ID

970

Summary

Objection to the site WS083. The site abuts the Freckenham Conservation Area on North
Street. It contains a number of mature trees across the site, as noted on the conservation
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area appraisal map. It is also in close proximity to designated heritage assets, Lavrock
House and Street Farmhouse (both grade II listed), and forms an important part of their
original rural setting which would be lost if this site was developed. Accordingly, this site
should be removed.
Comment

The site abuts the Freckenham Conservation Area on North Street. It contains a number of
mature trees across the site, as noted on the conservation area appraisal map. It is also in
close proximity to designated heritage assets, Lavrock House and Street Farmhouse (both
grade II listed), and forms an important part of their original rural setting which would be
lost if this site was developed. Accordingly, this site should be removed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the constraints
you have highlighted, other consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Freckenham > Freckenham

Comment ID

977

Summary

Objection to the site WS084. his is a prominent site within the village. It is partly within the
Freckenham Conservation Area and is immediately adjacent to The Dell (grade II listed). The
conservation area appraisal suggests it might have been the site of the former village pound.
It is currently wooded and forms part of more extensive woodland which is characteristic of
the immediate area and we therefore consider that this site should be removed.

Comment

this is a prominent site within the village. It is partly within the Freckenham Conservation
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Area and is immediately adjacent to The Dell (grade II listed). The conservation area
appraisal suggests it might have been the site of the former village pound. It is currently
wooded and forms part of more extensive woodland which is characteristic of the immediate
area and we therefore consider that this site should be removed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the constraints
you have highlighted, other consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Freckenham > Freckenham

Comment ID

1124

Summary

WS083: We recommend that development should not be considered on this site due to the
loss of a Priority habitat and fragmentation of an ecological network. Notwithstanding the
above, this site may support protected/Priority species, so any development proposals must
be supported by detailed surveys.
WS084: This site may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also
required to inform the suitability of the site for development.

Comment

WS083: This site is shown as Woodpasture and Parkland Priority habitat on the DEFRA
website ‘MAGIC’. It is also well connected to the wider ecological network with woodland
blocks to the north and south. Therefore, we recommend that development should not be
considered on this site due to the loss of a Priority habitat and fragmentation of an
ecological network. Notwithstanding the above, this site may support protected/Priority
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species, so any development proposals must be supported by detailed surveys. WS084: The
western part of the site includes woodland which should be retained and buffered from
development. This site may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also
required to inform the suitability of the site for development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the constraints
you have highlighted, other consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Rob Hancock (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Freckenham > Freckenham

Comment ID

278

Summary

Freckenham WS085 and WS683. Land is available to bring forward. We look forward to
working with the District and Parish with regards to any future allocation.

Comment

In common with previous SHELAA processes, Suffolk County Council have a good number of
sites included in your Reg 18 Issues and Options consultation which is currently under way.
For ease of review, I’ve compiled in the attached a summary of each site that is included, and
the headline points from our perspective. Note – my response is on behalf of SCC as the land
owner and developer. You will receive further responses from SCC departments in their
capacity as statutory consultees (Highways etc). please see attached for site specific
comments Land is available to bring forward. We look forward to working with the District
and Parish with regards to any future allocation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr R Tuke (Freckenham Estate)

Agent Name

Miss Ellie Drozdowska (Strutt & Parker)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Freckenham > Freckenham

Comment ID

1262

Summary

Further information on the site WS083 Land East of North Street, Freckenham. Our client
supports the inclusion of this site within the emerging local plan, as development at this site
would represent a logical extension to the existing settlement of Freckenham and enable
future growth by the provision of access to the site.

Comment

WS083 Land East of North Street, Freckenham The site at Freckenham comprises
approximately 2.2 hectares of an open field, which containing a number of mature trees. The
site is located immediately to the east of North Street, Freckenham, and to the north of the
B1102 Mildenhall Road, for which makes up a small section of the south-east boundary. The
remaining southern boundary borders the rear gardens of residential properties along
Mildenhall Road and North Street. At the northern boundary of the site there is a paddock
and several storage buildings; this area adjoins a narrow track and wooded area. The
eastern boundary of the site adjoins the rear gardens of houses in East View, a residential
cul-de-sac containing 14 houses. North Street adjoins the western boundary of the site,
which at this point includes several detached houses and converted former farm buildings.
The site adjoins existing residential properties on three side – east, south and west. The site
is generally level, however the site does slope gently upwards from around 10 metres AOD in
the north of the site, to around 13 metres AOD at the southern boundary with Mildenhall
Road. The site adjoins, but is not within the boundary of the designated Conservation Area,
and while there are also listed buildings in the wider vicinity of the site, it is not anticipated
that development of the site would significantly affect the setting of any designated heritage
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assets. Our client supports the inclusion of this site within the emerging local plan, as
development at this site would represent a logical extension to the existing settlement of
Freckenham and enable future growth by the provision of access to the site. As the site is in
a single ownership, it is achievable as there are no complex land ownerships or legal issues
to compromise its ability to come forward for development. It was confirmed within the Call
for Sites submission (2018) that it is available now and deliverable within the next 5 years.
Freckenham contains several key services, enabling the Village A categorisation. The local
services include The Golden Boar Inn, St Andrews Church, the Village Hall and independent
shops. Despite being a category A Village, the Draft Local Plan suggests a development limit
of 10 dwellings only per site, it is considered that there should be some flexibility in this
policy. To support the original call for sites, exercise in 2018, an arboriculture assessment
was undertaken on the site, which informed an indicative masterplan prepared by RFD. The
indicative masterplan and arboricultural assessment clearly demonstrated how a scheme for
14 dwellings could be developed on the site, which retains the TPO’s and category A trees on
the site. It is considered that a scheme of 14 dwellings on this site would be appropriate. A
site of this site with capacity for up to 14 dwellings can be categorised as a medium sized
development, recognised in paragraph 68 of the NPPF for their ability to “make an
important contribution to meeting the housing requirement of an area, and are often builtout relatively quickly”. Allocation of the site could deliver a landscape led, high quality,
accessible, low density development and may be well-suited to the inclusion of a high
proportion of units suited to the family market, for both general needs housing and
affordable units. Within the consultation document, four potential sites for Frekenham are
being consulted on. Of the four sites, site WS084 is in the heart of the Conservation Area and
it would involve substantial tree removal within the middle of the Conservation Area to be
developed for housing. WS085 is situated to the far west of the village and is significantly
more visually exposed to the surrounding countryside than land to the east of North Street
(site WS083). It is clear that site WS083 and WS683 have a significantly better relationship
with the existing settlement boundary when considered against the other two sites. WS083
is particularly well contained and would not result in any form of visual intrusion into the
countryside. It is therefore considered that site WS083 (Land adjacent to North Street) is the
most appropriate site to allocate when considered against the alternatives. It is considered
that Frekenham is however, also a settlement that could accommodate more than one
allocation. It is considered to be important that there is consistency between the emerging
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Local Plan and the emerging Neighbourhood Plan and that the same sites are consulted
upon for both documents. Conclusion Paragraph 16 of the NPPF requires plans to be
prepared positively in a way that is aspirational but deliverable. Paragraph 59 reminds Local
Planning Authorities that the Government’s objective is to significantly boost the supply of
homes and that it is therefore important that a sufficient amount and verity of land comes
forward where it is needed. Paragraph 78 of the NPPF indicates that plans should identify
the opportunities for villages to grow and thrive. Our clients are firmly of the opinion the
allocation of site WS083 is capable of contributing to local housing supply in a sustainable
area, with the benefit of a relatively quick build out rate. In summary, we consider site
WS083 is suitable for residential development, available within the next 5 years and
achievable due to being of a modest scale and in one ownership. Our client fully supports its
inclusion as housing allocations in the emerging local plan. The allocation of our clients ’ site
within the emerging local plan would provide the opportunity to deliver a range of housing
typologies well-suited to meeting particular local needs and demand. Accordingly, we would
recommend the inclusion of our client’s site as an allocation in the emerging local plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Jacqueline Burke

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Freckenham > Freckenham settlement map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

232

Summary

Sites supported by Neighbourhood Plan. WS085 and WS683 are considered suitable in our
Neighbourhood Plan. The others would be opposed by residents.
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Comment

WS085 and WS683 are considered suitable in our Neighbourhood Plan. The others would be
opposed by residents.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Jacqueline Burke

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Freckenham > Settlement status

Comment ID

231

Summary

Neighbourhood Plan to be respected. The Neighbourhood Plan being produced should be a
key reference point for any decisions about site allocation as it has been produced with
extensive local consultation with residents.

Comment

The Neighbourhood Plan being produced should be a key reference point for any decisions
about site allocation as it has been produced with extensive local consultation with
residents.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council will continue to work closely with the parish council during its
preparation of the neighbourhood plan to ensure it can be aligned with the local plan as
closley as possible.

Respondent Name

Mrs Jadi Coe (Freckenham Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Freckenham > Settlement status

Comment ID

754

Summary

Settlement Status

Comment

Although you state Freckenham Parish Council have three of the sustainability indicators,
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public house, play area and early education provision, the Parish Council believe
Freckenham should remain a type B village. There is a complete lack of other services which
would be required by residents. A very poor non- commutable bus service which does not
give satisfactory time in the nearest town or indeed for further afield. No consolidation at all
in respects of this or other services. Poor accessibility by public or no sustainable methods of
transport available. Therefore, villagers have to use their own transport, or other means of
help i.e. from neighbours.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the local plan
and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mandy Whitlock (Little Thurlow Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Great and Little Thurlow > Great and Little Thurlow

Comment ID

1052

Summary

The omission of Little Thurlow Green is flawed and must be included in the local plan. It is
not a remote hamlet and is very much part of the village in all local events and decisions.
The large number of dwellings and population, c.75, significantly undervalues its
contribution to Little Thurlow as a parish and village.
The proposal that the Thurlows is a Type 2 Village is accepted.

Comment

* The omission of Little Thurlow Green is flawed and must be included in the local plan. It is
not a remote hamlet and is very much part of the village in all local events and decisions.
The large number of dwellings and population, c.75, significantly undervalues its
contribution to Little Thurlow as a parish and village. * The proposal that the Thurlows is a
Type 2 Village is accepted. Whilst Great & Little Thurlow have separate parish councils all
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local events are combined and the school and recreation/sports ground are a very important
to the parishes, attracting many children and families from surrounding areas. * Residential
Development - We would welcome the provision for new affordable and social housing for
young families for sale. Note: the major local landowner has a number of properties for rent
but not all are affordable. * The primary school is an important village facility with
capability of a nursery adjacent. * The provision of safe cycling routes to Haverhill via Great
Wratting and/or Withersfield will be an important and essential feature in the near future.
The village hosts a number of annual cycling events, proving the importance of this mode of
transport. * The improved accessibility and improvements to the Stour Valley Path, which
passes through the village and is very well used, is important, including careful
environmental management of the river.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Blenkiron (Euston Estate)

Agent Name

Ms Claire Shannon (Cheffins)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Honington and Sapiston > Settlement status

Comment ID

1381

Summary

The sustainability indicators listed warrants the categorisation as a "Local Service Centre"
rather than a Type A Village, therefore we strongly suggest Honington and Sapiston is
upgraded accordingly.

Comment

The sustainability indicators listed warrants the categorisation as a "Local Service Centre"
rather than a Type A Village, therefore we strongly suggest Honington and Sapiston is
upgraded accordingly. We have submitted sites in Honington and Sapiston on behalf our
client, Euston Estate for residential use under the "Call for Sites" stage. The sites are
immediately adjacent and very well related to settlement boundaries of Honington and
Sapiston and can provide a modest level of housing, in keeping with the area. Due to the
position of the site, it can be easily incorporated into the settlement boundary

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lynn Plampin (Honington & Sapiston Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Honington and Sapiston > Site options

Comment ID

221

Summary

PC dismissed 2 and 4, as development of such large areas would not only change the
character of the villages but also the PC believe the villages do not have the road structures
to support such developments.

Comment

Honington and Sapiston Parish Council was kindly offered four plots of land by Euston
Estate to consider for future development. The plots are: * Top Meadow, Troston Road
Honington 7.18 acre * Land at Manor Farm Honington 7.37 acre * Land on Bardwell Road,
between IP31 1RL and IP31 1RU 1.61 acre * Land between Coney Weston Road and
Bardwell Road 6.17 acre At the Parish Council meeting on the 9th of November 2020, the
members of the PC dismissed 2 and 4, as development of such large areas would not only
change the character of the villages but also the PC believe the villages do not have the road
structures to support such developments. Furthermore, they would be contrary to The West
Suffolk Plan, Part 3.5.8 page 151 para 5.8.3, where the villages are designated as “infill,
where only five houses would be allowed”. In view of this constraint and our concern at
oversized developments in the villages, the PC would be happy to consider applications for
five houses on part of plots 1 and 3, adjacent to the respective roads.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered in the next stage of plan
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preparation.
Respondent Name

Dr Ian Frost

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

820

Summary

Heavy Traffic. eavy traffic blights Horringer, with the heaviest lorries allowed on UK roads
travelling at speed running 24/7 down the The Street. Many of the houses are close to the
road, some just a matter of feet, and the sound of empty clattering trucks passing through
Horringer at 3am is a normal. This may have been a quiet village once, but that is no longer
the case. Traffic is continuous, heavy with little regard to local speed limits.

Comment

Heavy traffic blights Horringer, with the heaviest lorries allowed on UK roads travelling at
speed running 24/7 down the The Street. Many of the houses are close to the road, some just
a matter of feet, and the sound of empty clattering trucks passing through Horringer at 3am
is a normal. This may have been a quiet village once, but that is no longer the case. Traffic is
continuous, heavy with little regard to local speed limits.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The A143 is highlighted as an important road link within West Suffolk with the
sustainability appraisal (or SA) identifying that there are opportunities to maximise
sustainable access along these key routes. However the Local Plan also acknowledges the
need to enhance local and strategic infrastructure where necessary to avoid over-loading the
existing infrastructure. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure
that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided
at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing
dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Gordon Hughes (Horringer Community Council)
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

629

Summary

National Trust Ickworth Park. We are lucky to have access to Ickworth Park for a village
residents permit (in the past free of charge!) for exercise, running, cycling, dog walking etc.
However the pre booking and Walk in visitor policy with charging structure for cars in
particular is discouraging visitors who are not living close to the park main entrance from
using their designated car parking near the main house. Instead , to avoid any charges they
choose to park in the Community Centre.

Comment

We are lucky to have access to Ickworth Park for a village residents permit (in the past free
of charge!) for exercise, running, cycling, dog walking etc. However the pre booking and
Walk in visitor policy with charging structure for cars in particular is discouraging visitors
who are not living close to the park main entrance from using their designated car parking
near the main house. Instead , to avoid any charges they choose to park in the Community
Centre car park thus preventing hirers of the centre capacity to park for legitimate
purposes. Off late this has led to complaints from hirers as well as local residents down
Manor Lane and Meadow Drive, both narrow access roads anyway and of course
considerable loss of revenue to the National Trust.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lawrence

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

124

Summary

Preservation orders placed on trees. Several trees within the proposed development area
have preservation orders applied. Have these been considered as part of the planning? What
steps are to be under-taken to manage the preservation of the protected trees?
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Comment

Several trees within the proposed development area have preservation orders applied. Have
these been considered as part of the planning? What steps are to be under-taken to manage
the preservation of the protected trees?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues, including TPOs.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lawrence

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

125

Summary

Access. The A134 (The Street), the main road through the village has recently seen an
increase in traffic due to housing expansion in Haverhill. The road already sees heavy traffic
on a daily basis despite the fact that we are in the midst of a nationwide lockdown. How does
the council propose to support vehicles travelling to 345 additional homes (an additional 414
vehicles based on the UK average of 1.2 vehicles per household)?

Comment

The A134 (The Street), the main road through the village has recently seen an increase in
traffic due to housing expansion in Haverhill. The road already sees heavy traffic on a daily
basis despite the fact that we are in the midst of a nationwide lockdown. How does the
council propose to support vehicles travelling to 345 additional homes (an additional 414
vehicles based on the UK average of 1.2 vehicles per household)?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.
Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lawrence

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

130

Summary

Footpaths and cycle lanes. There are currently inadequate footpaths in Horringer village.
The existing paths are very narrow and not navigable by pushchairs or wheelchairs. Many of
these are along the A134 which is a very busy road, already over-subscribed with traffic,
making use of the paths highly dangerous. The village cannot support an increase in
population without significant investment in footpaths and cycle lanes. Has this been
considered as part of the planning?

Comment

There are currently inadequate footpaths in Horringer village. The existing paths are very
narrow and not navigable by pushchairs or wheelchairs. Many of these are along the A134
which is a very busy road, already over-subscribed with traffic, making use of the paths
highly dangerous. The village cannot support an increase in population without significant
investment in footpaths and cycle lanes. Has this been considered as part of the planning?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.
Respondent Name

Mrs Nicola Payne

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

104

Summary

Constraint: The A143 is an extremely busy and dangerous road. The 30mph speed limit
through the village is not always observed. Footpaths are very narrow. Sharp's Lane (a minor
road single lane for the most part with passing places) that joins A143 to B1066 is
increasingly busy and very dangerous. There are already red triangle horse warning signs on
Sharp's Lane warning drivers of the frequent use of the road by horses and their riders.

Comment

Constraint: The A143 is an extremely busy and dangerous road. The 30mph speed limit
through the village is not always observed. Footpaths are very narrow, the numerous HGV's
and buses pose a threat to pedestrians. There is already a heavy flow of traffic from Bury St
Edmunds to Haverhill and vice versa. Further development of this village will adversely
impact the residents in a number of ways, not least the additional congestion on the A143.
The minor road Sharp's Lane that joins the A143 to the B1066 (Whepstead Road - another
dangerous road!) is increasingly being used. It is two lane at the A143 end but parked cars
usually mean in practice it is single lane! 2/3rds of the road is single track with passing
places leading on to the B1066. Waiting times from Sharp's Lane on to the A143 at peak
times is increasing, impacting on the amenity of local residents. There are already red
triangle horse warning signs on Sharp's Lane warning drivers of the frequent use of the road
by horses and their riders. I have first had experience of increased waiting times to turn
onto the A143 from Sharp's Lane. Please do not push any more traffic onto Sharp's Lane!
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the highways
authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rachel Davies

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

176

Summary

I would not describe the bus service as "good". There is not more than one bus per hour
except occasionally with school buses, not all of which stop for the general public. The
service is unreliable and would not be adequate for reaching employment.

Comment

I would not describe the bus service as "good". There is not more than one bus per hour
except occasionally with school buses, not all of which stop for the general public. The
service is unreliable and would not be adequate for reaching employment. Fairly important.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The public transport opportunities have been assessed across the district and 'good'
reflects the current service provision, however this will be reviewed and updated if
necessary in the next draft of the plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Tom Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

561
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Summary

Distinct and divided residential areas, busy main road, and consequences on access.

Comment

Horringer is a village with two, distinct residential areas, seperated by fields (as can be seen
on the map below). All village ammenities (the school, community centre, pubs) are in the
northernmost residential area. There is no access route from the southern residential area
(Sharp's Lane and surround) other than the main road, the A143, which is the main road
between West Suffolk's two bigest towns (Bury St Emunds and Haverhill). The footpath
along the A143 is unfit for purpose, being uneven and too narrow, and the traffic using the
A143 is considerable both in quantity and the physical size of the vehicles. This means that
the vast majority of journeys from the southern end of the village to access village
ammenities is made by car, rather than by walking or cycling.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comments. We will be reviewing the level of facilities within Horringer
and updating the Sustainable Settlements Study and the summary of facilities and services
accordingly The A143 is highlighted as an important road link within West Suffolk with the
sustainability appraisal (or SA) identifying that there are opportunities to maximise
sustainable access along these key routes. However the Local Plan also acknowledges the
need to enhance local and strategic infrastructure where necessary to avoid over-loading the
existing infrastructure. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure
that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided
at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing
dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district

Respondent Name

Neil Middleton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

636

Summary

Bus service. If having the last bus run at 5pm is someone's idea of a good service, then I'm
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confused. Its suitable for retired people, or people not working accessing town. It would be
difficult to work 8-5 in town and rely on public transport. Public transport is not cost
effective and its often cheaper for 2 or more people to take a taxi into town.
Comment

If having the last bus run at 5pm is someone's idea of a good service, then I'm confused. Its
suitable for retired people, or people not working accessing town. It would be difficult to
work 8-5 in town and rely on public transport. Public treansport is not cost effective and its
often cheaper for 2 or more people to take a taxi into town.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The sustainable settlements study defined a
commutable bus service as an hourly bus service that also operates during commuter times
to allow commuters rely on public transport to travel to at least one of the Towns within
West Suffolk. The council will be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that
at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at
the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue
will assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will
accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure
delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Tom Kingsnorth

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

490

Summary

Vehicle access to any planned development in Horringer needs very careful consideration
and significant road safety improvements for pedestrians would need to be a minimum
requirement before giving any plans the go ahead.

Comment

The A143 road running through Horringer already has a high volume of traffic throughout
the day, exacerbated by a significant proportion being HGVs who use it as it is the main
trunk road between Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill. The plans would dramatically increase
the volume of traffic using this road. There is currently no designated safe crossing
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anywhere in the village for the pedestrians notably no safe crossing to the bus stop for
children and elderly as the main users of the bus service, there are no traffic calming
measures and, to make matters worse, only a pavement on one side which is level with the
road and narrows for a section on a bend in the road. This makes pedestrians feel very
vulnerable as they are in such close proximity to road traffic and with no kerbside.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

. . (St John's College Oxford)

Agent Name

Miss Rosanna Metcalfe (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1033

Summary

Further information regarding the site WS111. As a greenfield site, there are no known
significant constraints which could prohibit or delay development of the site and, subject to
planning, the site could start delivering new homes in the next 1-5 years.

Comment

We support the inclusion of WS111 (Land north east of Horringer) as an included site in the
SHELAA. We are the view that the site would form a logical extension to the village of
Horringer, and we would support its allocation in the Plan. Located in the north east of the
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village, the site is located within 2km of Bury St Edmunds. The proposed new Bury to
Horringer cycle route will also start just to the south of the site ensuring there will be safe
and direct cycle opportunities between the site and the town. The site extends to
approximately 1.9 hectares. It is noted in the ‘Horringer included SHELAA sites’ table the
site has an indicative capacity of 57 dwellings. We assume this is based on a calculation of
30 dwellings per hectare. However, this indicative capacity has not taken into account of the
requirement for on-site infrastructure (roads, open space etc.) and consequently, it is our
view the site would more capable of accommodating 40 dwellings based on 30 dwellings per
hectare and allowing for a third of the site to be delivered for infrastructure. The site is
bound by Westley Lane to the west, two small paddocks to the south and east beyond which
is the A143, and a single residential property to the north. Access to the site can be taken
from Westley Lane. The two small paddocks to the south have also been included in the
SHELAA as site WS595. Whilst our clients site can be delivered independently of this site,
our client would be open to discussions with the adjoining landowner at the request of the
Council. The site is greenfield and is currently used for agricultural purposes. In accordance
with the Environment Agency Flood Map it is located in Flood Zone 1 and there are no listed
buildings on or immediately adjacent to the site. The Grade II listed ‘The Cottage’ is located
to the south west of the site on the other side of Westley Road. Any proposal will carefully
consider its setting, and provide appropriate landscaping to ensure no harm to the building.
The site is outside Horringer Conservation Area. The site is within a locally designated
Special Landscape Area (SLA) which encloses the village and land to the south and west of
Bury St Edmunds. However, due to the size of the site and its proximity to the village, it is
considered that any development will have a limited impact on the landscape. The site is
within the sole ownership of St John’s College Oxford and there are no ownership or other
known legal issues associated with developing this part of the site. As a greenfield site, there
are no known significant constraints which could prohibit or delay development of the site
and, subject to planning, the site could start delivering new homes in the next 1-5 years.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for submitting further details regarding the site which will be
considered during the next stage of plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
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distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

. . (St John's College Oxford)

Agent Name

Miss Rosanna Metcalfe (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1034

Summary

Supporting information regarding the site WS112. As a greenfield site, there are no known
significant constraints which could prohibit or delay development of the site and, subject to
planning, the site could start delivering new homes in the next 1-5 years.

Comment

We support the inclusion of WS112 (Land north west of Horringer) as an included site in the
SHELAA. We are the view that the site would form a logical extension to the village of
Horringer, and we would support its allocation in the Plan. Located in the north west of the
village, the site is located within 2km of Bury St Edmunds. The proposed new Bury to
Horringer cycle route is proposed to start to the south east of the site ensuring there will be
safe and direct cycle opportunities between the site and the town. Extending to
approximately 5.6 hectares, it is considered the site could deliver in the region of 100
dwellings based on 30 dwellings per hectare and inclusion for infrastructure as indicated in
the SHELAA table. The site extends north from Horringer along Westley Lane, which forms
the site boundary to the east. Properties which front Westley Lane bound the site to the
south and south east. West of the site the Ickworth Estate which is a County Wildlife Site.
Directly to the south of the site is the Horringer Conservation Area. It is considered that
sensitive and high quality design of this site will ensure there is limited to no impact on the
adjacent Wildlife Site and Conservation Area. Vehicular access could be taken from Westley
Lane. The site is greenfield and is currently used for agricultural purposes. In accordance
with the Environment Agency Flood Map it is located in Flood Zone 1 and there are no listed
buildings on the site. The Grade II listed ‘The Cottage’ is located to the south the site. Again,
it is considered through careful design any potential impact on the listed building can be
carefully mitigated. The site is within a locally designated Special Landscape Area (SLA)
which encloses the village and land to the south and west of Bury St Edmunds. However, due
to the size of the site and its proximity to the village, it is considered that any development
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will have a limited impact on the landscape. The site is within the sole ownership of St John’s
College Oxford and there are no ownership or other known legal issues associated with
developing this part of the site. As a greenfield site, there are no known significant
constraints which could prohibit or delay development of the site and, subject to planning,
the site could start delivering new homes in the next 1-5 years.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for submitting further details regarding the site which will be
considered during the next stage of plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (St John's College Oxford)

Agent Name

Miss Rosanna Metcalfe (Savills (UK) Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1035

Summary

WS113. We support the inclusion of WS111 (Land between Glebe Close and Chevington
Road) as an included site in the SHELAA, and we would support its allocation in the Plan.
Extending to approximately 1 hectare, it is considered the site could deliver in the region of
20 dwellings based on 30 dwellings per hectare and inclusion for infrastructure.

Comment

We support the inclusion of WS111 (Land between Glebe Close and Chevington Road) as an
included site in the SHELAA, and we would support its allocation in the Plan. Extending to
approximately 1 hectare, it is considered the site could deliver in the region of 20 dwellings
based on 30 dwellings per hectare and inclusion for infrastructure. In accordance with
paragraph 68 of the NPPF (2019), small and medium sized sites can make an important
contribution to meeting the housing req uirement of an area, and Development Plans should
look to meet 10% of their housing requirements on sites no larger than 10 hectares. It is
noted in the ‘Horringer included SHELAA sites’ table the site has an indicative capacity of
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30 dwellings. We assume this is based on a calculation of 30 dwellings per hectare. However,
this indicative capacity has not taken into account of the requirement for on-site
infrastructure (roads, open space etc.) and consequently, it is our view the site would more
capable of accommodating 20 dwellings based on 30 dwellings per hectare and allowing for
a third of the site to be delivered for infrastructure. If allocated in the next stage of the plan,
further capacity work would be undertaken as part of a masterplanning exercise to
determine the appropriate amount of housing for the site. The site lies in the south of the
village, south of Sharpes Lane. It is positioned between the A143 (Chevington Road) to the
west and Glebe Close to the east. A dense tree belt forms the southern boundary of the site.
South of the site is the Grade II listed Horringer House. However, this is well screened and it
is considered that with careful design development of this site will result in no impact on the
property. The site is not located in close proximity to the village Conservation Area. The site
is greenfield and is currently used as a paddock. In accordance with the Environment
Agency Flood Map it is located in Flood Zone 1 and there are no listed buildings on the site.
Vehicular access into the site could be taken from Chevington Road or Glebe Road. The site
is within a locally designated Special Landscape Area (SLA) which encloses the village and
land to the south and west of Bury St Edmunds. However, due to the size of the site and its
proximity to the village, it is considered that any development will have a limited impact on
the landscape. The site is within the sole ownership of St John’s College Oxford and there
are no ownership or other known legal issues associated with developing this part of the
site. As a greenfield site, there are no known significant constraints which could prohibit or
delay development of the site and, subject to planning, the site could start delivering new
homes in the next 1-5 years.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (St John's College Oxford)

Agent Name

Miss Rosanna Metcalfe (Savills (UK) Ltd)
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1036

Summary

WS042. Various supporting documents. Provision of 1,200-1,300 new homes with
opportunities to incorporate employment and community facilities subject to further
discussions with the local planning authority and surrounding local communities;

Comment

We support the inclusion of this site, and its assessment as suitable, available and
achievable. Located on the western edge of Bury St Edmunds, it is considered that this site
will provide a logical and sustainable extension to the town. The site presents an exciting
opportunity for a sustainable, healthy and environmentally friendly development. Through
careful vision setting and planning, its location can be exploited to deliver a new community
where quality of place is of utmost importance, where it is easy to access services and
facilities and where the health and well-being of residents is paramount. A suite of technical
studies have been undertaken to assess the initial potential of this site, and these have found
there are no technical reasons why this site cannot be delivered. In support of this response,
please therefore find enclosed: * Vision Document which includes a Framework Masterplan
for the site; * Access and Movement Strategy; * Landscape and Visual Appraisal; *
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal; * Flood Risk and Drainage Appraisal; and * Historic
Environment Desk Based Assessment. A summary of the reports is provided below. Vision
Document including Framework Masterplan This document sets out an early vision for the
proposal, and the benefits this could bring for the wider community. A Framework
Masterplan has been prepared which has been informed by the sites constraints, as well as
the findings of the technical evidence reports. Key features and benefits of the proposals
include: * Provision of 1,200-1,300 new homes with opportunities to incorporate employment
and community facilities subject to further discussions with the local planning authority and
surrounding local communities; * A riverside meadow for habitat creation and ecology
enhancements; * 30% open green space offering extensive opportunities for new habitat
creation, natural play and recreational spaces; * 3km exercise routes around the periphery
of the site; * Sustainable drainage systems and improvements to existing surface water
control; * Multiple schools and West Suffolk College within walking and cycling distance of
the site; * The opportunity to link into existing pedestrian and cycle connections ensuring
the site is well connected to its surrounding environment; * Numerous shops and services
within walking and cycling distance, including Bury St Edmunds town centre which is within
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3km. Access and Movement Strategy This report provides the existing site and policy
context in respect of transport, and presents a high level transport strategy. This strategy
seeks to guide the delivery of a sustainable development for which efficient, attractive and
reliable means of non-car travel are available and preferred over the use of the private car.
The site is immediately south of Westley Road, along which runs National Cycle Route 51.
This provides a good quality cycle route towards Bury St Edmunds town centre and
consequently access to other key services and facilities in the town. There is also an existing
pedestrian/cycle connection between the site and the existing residential area immediately
east of the site near Bednell Close. This link will enhance the permeability of the site with
the existing built up area of Bury, and further enhance pedestrian and cycle connectivity
with the town. Suffolk County Council are proposing that the connection forms part of a new
pedestrian/cycle route between Horringer and Bury St Edmunds. This indicative route is
shown on the plan attached to Appendix D of the Access and Movement Strategy. It is worth
noting that the majority of the route is over land within the ownership of St John’s College. It
is anticipated that the site could include a range of local services and facilities, maximising
the opportunities for access to these day-to-day activities by walking and cycling. The site
can include a comprehensive network of foot and cycle paths to provide safe, logical,
convenient and attractive links to the facilities and services within the site. The site has a
significant frontage onto Westley Road, from which the proposed main access into be taken
into the site is proposed to be taken (this is shown on the indicative masterplan located in
the Vision Document). A planning application has been submitted on land off Newmarket
Road immediately to the north of the site for up to 485 dwellings (reference DC/19/0469/
HYB). This application proposes a new relief road between Westley Lane and Newmarket
Road. It is anticipated the detailed access arrangements for this site will take into account
this road should planning permission be forthcoming. Historic Environment Desk-Based
Assessment This report assesses the impact development of this site could have on buried
heritage assets (archaeological remains) and above ground heritage assets (buildings,
structures and areas of heritage interest) within or immediately around the study site. It also
considers the impact of the proposals on the historic character and setting of designated
assets within and beyond the study site (e.g. views to and from listed buildings and
conservation areas). The assessment has established that the study site does not contain any
nationally designated heritage assets. As a result, the potential level of effect on the
significance of any designated assets will be limited to a change in the contribution of
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setting to their significance. There are a number of heritage assets within 2km of the
development site, however, the vast majority of these are either well screened or are at such
a distance from the site as to have no sensitivity to development. A small number of
designated heritage assets (the Grade II Ickworth House Park and Garden, the Grade II*
Church of St Mary and associated Churchyard walls, Westley, and the Grade II Church of
Thomas a Becket, Westley) are in closer proximity to the site and have been assessed in
more detail within the report. However, it is concluded that whilst development of the site
would represent a change in the wider setting of these assets that change would not present
any harm to their significance. There is no evidence to suggest that the site contains, or has
the potential to contain, any archaeological remains of sufficient importance to preclude or
constrain development. The assessment concludes that should the site be allocated, and a
planning application be submitted for development of the site in due course, further work is
likely to be required to inform the archaeological mitigation strategy for the development. In
light of the above it is considered there are no heritage or archaeological reasons why this
site cannot be allocated for residential led development. Flood Risk and Drainage Appraisal
The site is located predominately in Flood Zone 1 (low probability from fluvial (river)
flooding), with areas bordering the River Linnet located within Flood Zones 2 and 3 (medium
and high probability from fluvial flooding). The area of the site located within Flood Zones 2
and 3 and minimal and are not essential to the development of the site. As shown on
Illustrate Masterplan, it is anticipated this area will form an extensive area of open space
with opportunities to enhance the biodiversity on the site. Most of the site is shown to be at
very low risk from surface water flooding, with areas of higher risk in the northern part of
the site and along the centre from the south west to north east corners. These areas relate to
the likely overtopping of the existing River Linnet, and an existing overland flow route that
drains the surrounding higher topography within the southern parts of the site and flows
from offsite areas to the south west. This site has been assessed to not be vulnerable to
groundwater flood risk or inundation from a registered reservoir. As part of the delivery for
this site it is proposed to include a fully integrated sustainable surface water management
system, designed to not only manage flood risk and avoid detriment to offsite areas, but to
also provide betterment to water quality and provide ecological enhancement. The site will
accommodate a range of sustainable measures to manage and control surface water run-off
such as wetlands, basins, ponds, swales, porous paving and bioretention features, with the
view to deliver integrated SuDS. The site location and topography provide great
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opportunities for catchment betterment. The proposal for integrated wetlands, attenuation
basins and/ or pond areas will be developed as part of a boarder habitat creation in
proximity to the River Linnet. Blue and/or Green corridors with integrated SuDS features
will also be explored throughout the site. The report concludes that, overall, by embracing
the opportunities and ensuring principles of this appraisal are incorporated within a future
masterplan and drainage strategy, the site is well positioned to deliver the housing needs
without increasing flood risk to offsite areas. It offers the prospect for a sustainable
development with multi-functional environmental enhancement through the introduction of a
variety of SuDS and natural flood management measures. Meeting the requirements of both
national and regional policy. Landscape and Visual Appraisal The report provides an
overview of the site’s visibility within the wider landscape and has been used to inform the
Vision Document and Framework Masterplan. The site falls within the Undulating Estate
Farmlands Landscape Character Area within a non-statutory locally designated Special
Landscape Area. It does not form part of any statutory landscape designation albeit it is
located in the locally designated Special Protection Area. The report concludes that the site
is of medium sensitivity to change. It is anticipated that the proposed development would not
have any major effects on landscape character within the wider study area, since it is an
‘edge of town’ site and consequently is already affected by the intrusion of made-made
infrastructure, noise and light. The report concludes that the site is most highly visible in
short range views (under 500m from the site boundary) from Westley Lane, Westley Road
and the informal footpaths around the eastern periphery of the Site. Beyond a range of 500m
from the site boundary the site was found not to be visible within the wider landscape from
the selected viewpoints. This suggests that visibility within the wider landscape is well
contained and that the visual impact of low-rise development could be contained within a
localised area by incorporating the identified landscape screening into a landscape-led
masterplan. Preliminary Ecological Appraisal The report has been prepared to identify
potential ecological constraints and opportunities. The findings of the extended Phase 1
habitat survey indicate that habitats within the site have the potential to support roosting
and foraging bats, otter, water vole, badger, breeding birds, reptiles, hedgehog,
invertebrates, and notable plants. Based upon the potential for the site to support large
number of residential properties, it is anticipated that a Habitat Regulations Assessment
should be undertaken to determine the impacts to international sites. St John’s College is
willing to support and assist the Council, if required, in the preparation of this. The report
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recommends a series of mitigation measures all of which have been considered and
incorporated into the Illustrative Masterplan. Where possible, trees, hedgerows and
woodlands have been retained and an extensive green corridor is proposed along the River
Linnet. Further survey work has been recommended to further determine the ecological
baseline, and these can be undertaken at the request of the Council. Ecological measures
taken and features incorporated into the Framework Masterplan include the reinforcement
of existing hedgerows and trees, provision of a range of open spaces including pocket parks,
linear SuDS and an informal park along the River Linnet, and the opportunity to reinforce a
management plan to maximise the ecological value of the site overtime. In summary, it
considered there are no ecological reasons why the site cannot support residential led
development. Summary Land to the south of Westley Road and east of Westley Lane provides
an exciting opportunity to deliver up to 1,300 new homes on land to the west of Bury St
Edmunds. The site has excellent cycle and pedestrian links into the town and surrounding
residential areas ensuring it can be well integrated. Its position on the edge of Bury St
Edmunds means key services and facilities including shops, schools and employment areas
are all within walking and cycling distance. A landscape-led approach has informed a
Framework Masterplan which proposes 30% open space. This includes an informal park
along the River Linnet and a 3km route around the edge of the site. The technical studies
undertaken confirm there are no technical reasons why the site cannot be developed. The
site, and adjacent land to the south, are within the sole ownership of St John’s College
Oxford. There are therefore no known legal reasons why this site cannot come forward.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

971

Summary

WS112. the scale of this site is excessive; it is not well related to the village and its
development would be incongruous to the prevailing single dwelling depth development
pattern. Accordingly, this site should be reduced.

Comment

the scale of this site is excessive; it is not well related to the village and its development
would be incongruous to the prevailing single dwelling depth development pattern.
Accordingly, this site should be reduced.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

978

Summary

WS593. this site is within the Horringer Conservation Area and next to Horringer Manor and
The Gables (both grade II listed). There is the potential that development of the site could
impact the setting of these assets. Moreover, any development should be in line with the
surrounding context of very low density detached housing in order to protect the character
of the conservation area.

Comment

this site is within the Horringer Conservation Area and next to Horringer Manor and The
Gables (both grade II listed). There is the potential that development of the site could impact
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the setting of these assets. Moreover, any development should be in line with the
surrounding context of very low density detached housing in order to protect the character
of the conservation area.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

990

Summary

WS595 and WS111 – these adjacent sites are opposite The Cottage (grade II listed) and abut
the Horringer Conservation Area. There is therefore potential for these heritage assets to be
impacted and any proposals for development should take their setting into account.

Comment

and WS111 – these adjacent sites are opposite The Cottage (grade II listed) and abut the
Horringer Conservation Area. There is therefore potential for these heritage assets to be
impacted and any proposals for development should take their setting into account.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Dr Catherine Molloy

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1229

Summary

WS595 The safety of road users (both pedestrian and vehicular) is a major concern for this
site (WS111), and others (WS112, WS595) on Westley Lane.

Comment

The safety of road users (both pedestrian and vehicular) is a major concern for this site
(WS595), and others (WS112, WS111) on Westley Lane. The site is at a difficult bend in the
road, with poor visibility of oncoming traffic from both directions. Speed limits are commonly
not adhered to when entering or leaving Horringer village along Westley Lane, despite this
being crossing point for pedestrians including children to get to and from school and access
other village amenities. There are no traffic calming measures in place, and speed
monitoring is unsuitable due to not having a clear line of sight. There are no suitable safe
access points for a new development on WS595. Large parts of the village sit on heavy clay
soil. Drainage of surface water is already poor, leading to local road flooding along both
Westley Lane and the A143, despite highway's attempts to rectify. If WS595 and other sites
in the village were to be developed, new built up areas would hinder surface drainage
further. The village's sewerage pipes will need improvement if it were to cope with a
significant number of new homes. The proposed level of development would lead to
increased traffic on two already busy roads. For an average of 2 vehicles per household, for
sites WS111, WS112 and WS595 alone, this would mean 362 additional vehicles accessing
Westley Lane. Residents on the east side of Westley Lane will become cut off from the village
by an increasingly fast and busy road. The junction at Wesley Lane and the A143/The Street
is already congested during rush hour, with queues and poor visibility for turning vehicles
and frequent accidents. What improvements would be made to this junction, the one at the
Westley end of Westley Lane, and along the Lane itself, to cope with the additional traffic
from these and other proposed sites? Two multiple car pile-ups, one fatality and numerous
other accidents along Westley Lane over recent years lead to concern over increased
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volumes of traffic that proposed developments would bring about. There are frequent
accidents along the A143 with vehicles ending up in the hedgerow and ditches. Horringer
does not have a village shop. Despite being only approx. 2 miles from Bury St Edmunds, the
village does not benefit from an accessible pedestrian route into the town. Although partly
pavemented, the rest of the route is through a field or a muddy track, largely inaccessible
when wet, and at all times to pushchairs and wheelchairs. There is no cycle path to separate
cyclists from the A143 traffic - a narrow road with 50mph speed limit, used by heavy farm
vehicles, freight lorries and other vehicles. Buses are infrequent. Together, these mean that
residents of new housing developments will rely on vehicle transport, increasing traffic
levels through the village. Sewerage system upgrade Traffic calming along Westley Lane
Junction improvements (Westley Lane & A143, and Westley crossroads) Cycle lane and
pavemented pedestrian route into Bury St Edmunds Extended pavement and street lighting
in Westley Lane Surface water drainage Pedestrian crossing on The Street Village shop
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Dr Ian Frost

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1022
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Summary

This is hardly a village, ready for substantial expansion.
WS594. This is not a small addition, but a huge redevelopment and should not be allowed in
a type A village.

Comment

5.9.3 Settlement Status Although it is true that Horringer has two public houses, these are
only open on certain days, and have both had changes of ownership in recent years. The bus
service is not good as stated. There is no service on Sunday, very little on Saturday, and the
service is infrequent not as stated. There is no service in the evenings, making it hard for
people to work in Bury. There is no cycle path to Bury, and attempting to cycle to Bury is
dangerous given the 60mph speed limit on the narrow road. Horringer is blighted with high
levels of traffic, which now occur 24/7. Those of us who live on the main road, hear heavy
trucks all day and all night, and there is a continuous stream of fast heavy traffic virtually all
of the time now. 2-3 years ago it was just peak hours, but it is now busy all the time. Most of
these trucks are the heaviest vehicles allowed on British roads and the road is at places only
just wide enough to accommodate a truck’s width. These vehicles rarely slow for the village,
and seem to rattle through at the highest possible speed. Many of the old properties on The
Street are just feet from the road, and with no traffic calming at all, traffic moves very fast,
with our local speed checks reporting 40-50 and beyond. Horringer is served by a single file
path along this road, and at points it requires stepping into the road to pass people. We have
little street lighting, overhead power cables, and at times flooding on the west side of the
village. This is hardly a village, ready for substantial expansion. 5.9.8 Sites The WS594
development concerns me most, as this fundamentally changes the village, adding around 1/
3 to its size. This is not a small addition, but a huge redevelopment and should not be
allowed in a type A village. The area is also part of a small gap between the main village and
Sharpes Lane area, where there is a pond and a much used public footpath. Developing here
would join these two settlements, and would no doubt have a negative impact on the wildlife
associated with this area. The development is also outside the current village boundary, and
removes from use valuable Grade 2 agricultural land. Previous attempts to get this land
allocated for development has always been refused. Any access to this site by road is also
awkward. The Street has bends close to the juncture, and traffic moves quickly here as
people accelerate coming out of Horringer, or down the incline into the village on the other
side. If access is placed at the other end of the site, it will need to pass through the main
estate, past the primary school, and then have to join the main road at the junction mid way
along The Street.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Dr Ian Frost

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1170

Summary

I would like to see a bypass created for Horringer, or some means of managing the
overwhelming levels of high speed traffic through the village. The single path alongside the
road is also very narrow at points, requiring people to walk in the road to pass.

Comment

I would like to see a bypass created for Horringer, or some means of managing the
overwhelming levels of high speed traffic through the village. The single path alongside the
road is also very narrow at points, requiring people to walk in the road to pass.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic
and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate
level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with
the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next
draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the
district.

Respondent Name

Eileen Crosbit and Mrs H Stork
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1285

Summary

WS593. My daughter and I object to the proposal of 14 houses on Manor Lane because it will
increase traffic which is already causing safety issues. We are also in a conservation area
why should this change. We believe it will diminish the character of that village and the
peace of the land which is used by many locals for walking.

Comment

My daughter and I object to the proposal of 14 houses on Manor Lane because it will
increase traffic which is already causing safety issues. We are also in a conservation area
why should this change. We believe it will diminish the character of that village and the
peace of the land which is used by many locals for walking.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Francis Milne

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1278

Summary

Object to housing development in Horringer. Whilst I appreciate we may need to build new
homes, I urge you to think again in respect of the number planned and the placement of
these homes.
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Comment

I have read the review of the West Suffolk Plan and housing developments in Horringer and
wish to object on the following grounds. * The proposed number of 345 across 6 sites in
Horringer is far too large and detrimental to the villages. Building this many homes would
change the character of the village and necessitate a loss of green fields which will have a
huge impact on our environment. * The proposed number of homes on WS594 (120) would
necessitate traffic entering this section via Meadow Drive or via a separate access off the
A143. Meadow Drive houses Ickworth Park Primary School and is heavily congested at peak
hours whilst parents drop off and collect children. During this period emergency vehicles
have had difficulty getting through. To allow the potential of another 240 vehicles (2 per
household) access to this road would mean that at peak times traffic would be at a standstill
let alone be able to join the already busy A143. Should a separate access be the preferred
route, then this would require substantial engineering works on what is an already busy
A143. * The proposed number of homes on WS593 (14) is vastly out of proportion with the
other houses in Manor Lane which consists of substantial houses on reasonably sized plots.
Manor Lane is very narrow and would need substantially improvements if additional homes
were to be built here. * The proposed development on WS111 and WS595 (81) would breach
the settlement boundary and inevitably open the door for further development towards Bury
St Edmunds. Furthermore, substantial works would need to be done to the corner junction
from the A143 into Westley Lane and possibly the stagged junction at the end of Westley
Lane into Hill Road, Westley. * The proposed number of houses WS112 (100) is far too many.
This would involve taking prime green field land which would have a huge impact on the
environment. * Ickworth Park Primary School would not be big enough to support the
additional numbers and parking, which is difficult already, and as mentioned above, would
become a real problem. * The village does not have the amenities to support such an
increase in housing should these proposed developments go ahead. Whilst I appreciate we
may need to build new homes, I urge you to think again in respect of the number planned
and the placement of these homes for the reasons stated above.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Gill Drury

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1286

Summary

Objection to site WS593. I cannot see how this could go ahead without destroying the
environment around the proposed site. The road is not wide enough for the extra traffic and
also a pathway. The trees and the verges would be affected and as for traffic entering or
exiting would be a nightmare.

Comment

I would like to state my objection to this proposed plan, as I cannot see how this could go
ahead without destroying the environment around the proposed site. The road is not wide
enough for the extra traffic and also a pathway. The trees and the verges would be affected
and as for traffic entering or exiting would be a nightmare. Please re-consider.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1126

Summary

SWT's comments on sites WS111, WS595, WS112, WS113, WS594. Sites may support
protected/Priority species associated with the boundary features, so detailed surveys are
also required to inform the suitability of the sites for development.

Comment

WS111 and WS595: These sites are adjacent to each other and contain hedgerows that
provide connection between each other. There is also a pond on the northern boundary of
WS595 which is the southern boundary of WS111. Development at this site should retain
Priority habitat with enhancement measures proposed. This site may support protected/
Priority species so detailed surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for
development. The small play area in the middle of the village is attractive to young children
up to primary school age but offers limited use for older adolescents as wet ball area
unsuitable in winter months. WS112: Ickworth Park CWS borders the site to the west with
connectivity via the hedgerow network. Any development of this site must demonstrate that
there will be no negative impacts upon the CWS, with buffering measures proposed.
Hedgerows on site should also be retained and enhanced and a wildlife sensitive lighting
scheme to ensure dark corridors are retained. This site may support protected/Priority
species associated with the boundary features, so detailed surveys are also required to
inform the suitability of the site for development WS113: Whilst the site is small, the
adjacent area to the south of the site is identified at Woodpasture and Parkland Priority
habitat on the DEFRA website ‘MAGIC’ and the hedgerows on site provide connectivity with
the surrounding area. Hedgerows on site should also be retained and enhanced and a
wildlife sensitive lighting scheme to ensure dark corridors are retained. This site may
support protected/Priority species associated with the boundary features, so detailed
surveys are also required to inform the suitability of the site for development WS594:
Although an arable field, the site includes a number of hedgerows and also a pond in
the south western corner. The site has connectivity to the surrounding network through the
hedgerows which also connect the site to areas of woodland in both the north and south.
Development at this site should retain Priority habitat with enhancement measures
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proposed. This site may support protected/Priority species so detailed surveys are also
required to inform the suitability of the site for development.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Joyce Pellant

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1302

Summary

Objection to proposed new housing estate, Meadow Lane, Horringer.1) This site lies within
the Horringer Conservation Area.2) Further housing will disrupt the tranquillity and wildlife
which can be observed, deer, foxes, and birds. 3) The number of houses planned is far too
high for the area (1.2 acre approx). In this world of Coronavirus people need more space and
gardens.

Comment

I list below my objections to the above for the following reasons. 1) This site lies within the
Horringer Conservation Area. 2) Further housing will disrupt the tranquillity and wildlife
which can be observed, deer, foxes, and birds. 3) The number of houses planned is far too
high for the area (1.2 acre approx). In this world of Coronavirus people need more space and
gardens. Please take into account my views on the proposed development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Keith Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

569

Summary

WS111 and WS112. The key issues facing the future of our civilization are Climate Change
and the permanent consequences of the Pandemic. It is time for these life changing events to
be fully recognized at all levels and in consequence the Local Plan should be paused and a
new major strategy worked on to reflect these topics.

Comment

You asked for any comments to be made on the draft plan circulated recently to Local
residents. I have attended and contributed to meetings with the Local Parish Council on
the matter and have little to add to their detailed comments to you except to add my name as
a concerned individual resident to their submissions. But I want to make some additional
comments which are specifically addressed to Infrastructure, Environmental aspects and
Road congestion. The key issues facing the future of our civilization are Climate Change and
the permanent consequences of the Pandemic. It is time for these life changing events to be
fully recognized at all levels and in consequence the Local Plan should be paused and a new
major strategy worked on to reflect these topics. This will inevitably lead to reconfiguring
housing needs. Urban regeneration will be possible in the recognition that vacant retail sites
in our towns are never going to be re-occupied enabling replacement with new residential
occupancy prospects. Likewise, as a priority you should be identifying sites relevant and
necessary in and around urban communities for arresting climate change and providing
decarbonizing initiatives. Only then can housing needs be addressed. I recognize that a
decision in consequence of these events may lie outside your remit but if there is a forum
within the Council where these grave issues can be considered, perhaps you could forward
my comments. Additional comments submitted on 17 December 2020 On December 15th, I
communicated to you my support of the local Council’s response to the West Suffolk local
plan. I have since had my attention drawn to a report from a local professional on the
consequences of a new vehicle and pedestrian access installation in Westley Lane should
house building take place on sites WS111 and WS112. The report is clear that the water
course on the north side would compel a major reconstruction of the carriage way. This
would, in my view, significantly alter the character and identity of the village and bring about
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a inappropriate urbanisation of the village boundaries. I must therefore revise my previous
support to the Parish Council response by stating my objection to the suggested
development of the sites mentioned.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Laura and Graham Parley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

574

Summary

Various comments. We reject any urban density of development.
5.2. We reject completely the proposed developments to extend the boundaries of Horringer.
5.3. Any and all new developments must have low-density housing, and preserve or extend
the environmental distinctiveness of Horringer.
5.4. The footpaths along the main road must be made safe, and maintained this way.
5.5. The cycleway between Horringer and Bury St Edmunds needs to be secured.

Comment

1.1. “Ill-conceived” “undermining local democracy” Theresa May called the Government’s
plans for housebuilding “ill-conceived”. Jeremy Hunt stated that they “undermine local
democracy”. 1.2. Government’s updated planning announcement on 16.12.2020 1.2.1. On
16.12.2020, the Government announced an update on planning. Mark Easton, BBC Home
Editor, explained that the Government’s proposed plan had received a backlash from many
Conservative peers over fears it would 'concrete over’ non-urban areas. The revised position
is that the 300,000 annual target for house building stands, but that the shift is to be away
from rural and semi-rural areas, now to prioritise the development of brownfield sites in 20
key cities and urban areas in the North of England. This is also to ensure that the £7 billion
in future funding is not concentrated in the most prosperous areas in London and the S/East.
1.2.3. Robert Jenrick told the BBC Radio 4 Today programme that a major consultation
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showed that people do want significant house building, but that they want this to be in urban
areas as this is the most environmentally sustainable approach. 1.3. In the WSLP, we reject
entirely the proposed new sites to the north of the village and along the Low Way. These are
greenfield sites which if developed would extend the boundaries of Horringer significantly,
thereby removing altogether Horringer’s status as an infill village, leaving it vulnerable to
further extended developments. 1.4. We reject entirely the proposed density of housing in
the area between Glebe Close and the main road, of 30 per hectare. This density of housing
is what is found in towns, viz., in urban areas, and would alter the course of the village
towards this end, once again threatening its status as an infill village of special landscape
significance. * What Horringer does well 2.1. If you walk round Horringer, and visit all of the
developments that have taken place, there is always : the feature of the green off the main
road into the new houses on the roads, evoking the grass paths that fronted the original
houses along the green; greens with feature trees; areas of copses within the housing
developments; lines of trees retained throughout; the greens retained along with the the
pond where the bungalows are along the boundary with Ickworth, with the retention of the
herbaceous landscape there along. 2.2. Any and all new developments must continue with
this distinctive lay-out of Horringer. * Climate change and the environment 3.1. With climate
change, the importance of trees is now unequivocally recognised; trees are also clearly
recognised in terms of the vital importance of wildlife corridors. 3.1.1. The lines of trees in
Horringer are wildlife corridors which are essential to maintain : these must not be
jeopardised in any development, and indeed should be extended, with the mixed understorey. 3.1.2. We are extremely concerned indeed that the proposed development along the
Low Way would threaten the ancient oaks between the footpath and the permissive path. If
they do not have TPOs on them it is imperative that all of the ancient oaks there, and
anywhere else, receive the protection of TPOs. 3.1.3. We are extremely concerned that the
permissive way along the Low Way would be threatened. 3.1.4. We are extremely concerned
that the copse at the Manor Lane end of the Low Way would be threatened. 3.2. Any and all
developments within Horringer should fulfil the 20% allocated for wildlife that the Wild East
project is asking for. 3.3. Presumably any and all new housing will be ecologically secure,
viz., solar panels, electric charging points with the requisite enhanced power supplies;
water-wise measures such as permeable driveways. * Lack of Safety 4.1. The footpaths along
the main road are dangerous. Mr Parley was walking along the road opposite the Beehive
Pub when his hand was bashed by a passing van so hard that the wing mirror came off, and
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we know of another person whose hand was also bashed in this way. Mrs Parley was walking
along the section proposed for houses on the main road (to Glebe Close) and two large
lorries passed together, easily faster than 30mph and there was nowhere to stand back from
the edge, and all she could do was stand stock still. It is dangerous to walk from Sharps
Green to the school for example, or vice versa. 4.1.2. All and any footpaths must be safe
enough to walk along. 4.1.3. At the pinch points within the village where the footpath
cannot be extended, traffic calming measures need to be researched properly and
implemented. 4.1.4. Any additional housing would of course mean an increase in population,
and a highly likely increase in young children who could not safely walk up/down the
pavement adjacent to the A143 (The Street), as it is simply too dangerous due to the volume
and speed of traffic particularly the articulated lorries - speeding is a big problem in the
village. 4.2. The road between Horringer and Bury St Edmunds is so dangerous. We
regularly see cyclists along there : and lorries passing at speed as it is the main road from
Haverhill. 4.2.1. Work is still underway by the Parish Council to secure a cycle way from
Horringer to Bury St Edmunds. It is essential that this is secured. 4.3. The infrastructure of
the village is not designed to cope with the proposed increase of houses; traffic movements
would of course increase and of particular problem would be the access and egress of traffic
on to and off the A143 (The Street) which is already an overly busy road for the size of the
village. * In sum 5.1. We reject any urban density of development. 5.2. We reject completely
the proposed developments to extend the boundaries of Horringer. 5.3. Any and all new
developments must have low-density housing, and preserve or extend the environmental
distinctiveness of Horringer. 5.4. The footpaths along the main road must be made safe, and
maintained this way. 5.5. The cycleway between Horringer and Bury St Edmunds needs to be
secured. * Conclusion 6.1. Horringer must not become an urbanised dormer village to Bury
St Edmunds/Haverhill/Cambridge. 6.2. Horringer’s historical and contemporary
distinctiveness must be respected and developed into the future.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Miranda Rigby

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1016

Summary

A better bike and bus connection to Bury St. Edmunds if we are to adhere to the
sustainability aims that are outlined in the report. If the development goes ahead as
proposed in the scale of these plans there will need to be a huge increase in infrastructure in
all areas and public facilities such as shops and schools not to mention jobs for all the people
who will be moving into the houses.

Comment

A better bike and bus connection to Bury St. Edmunds if we are to adhere to the
sustainability aims that are outlined in the report. If the development goes ahead as
proposed in the scale of these plans there will need to be a huge increase in infrastructure in
all areas and public facilities such as shops and schools not to mention jobs for all the people
who will be moving into the houses.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miranda Rigby

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1017

Summary

WS594. The proposal to develop the site with 120 units is completely out of keeping with the
nature of the village and would, in one go, turn it into a town

Comment

The proposal to develop the site with 120 units is completely out of keeping with the nature
of the village and would, in one go, turn it into a town. The amount of infrastructure required
in the rest of the village to support such a population increase would be very significant. The
high density of housing is more suited for a town rather than a village. The increased vehicle
traffic and development of the area would completely destroy the nature of a village that
borders a national trust park and is itself mostly in a conservation area. The proposed site
currently acts as a haven for dog walkers and villagers from the adjacent estate and while
the public rite of way will understandably be retained the quality of the landscape that draws
people to the path will be completely destroyed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Colin Knight

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1183

Summary

I would like to make the following points Issues specific to Horringer – regarding the
addition of 340 new houses. I general terms this would be an increase of about 30% with no
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additional amenity improvements which cannot be sensible. It would increase traffic on
routes that are already very busy and create junctions and access points that would be in
dangerous areas. It would seem to me that some smaller infill type of development could go
unnoticed, as has happened recently.
Comment
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I would like to make the following points Issues specific to Horringer – regarding the
addition of 340 new houses. I general terms this would be an increase of about 30% with no
additional amenity improvements which cannot be sensible. It would increase traffic on
routes that are already very busy and create junctions and access points that would be in
dangerous areas. Given the pressure on WS to build more houses, this large addition to
Horringer would completely destroy the nature of the village. It would seem to me that some
smaller infill type of development could go unnoticed, as has happened recently, and avoid
any serious traffic problems and avoid further strain on local facilities eg the school. While
I appreciate that the categorisation of villages has changed, Horringer once an “infill”
village has now become a “Type A” village, the amenities in the village have not changed. So
the prospect of additional 340 houses being built seems a little strange. Although there are 2
public houses – neither of them are are open full time. The local school is already full to
capacity. The community centre hall which caters for many village clubs, societies, and
functions, is in need of serious refurbishment. The village suffers from speed issues and
general traffic problems being on the main route from Haverhill to Bury St Edmunds. These
points will not be improved by the addition of so many new houses. With say an average of 2
to 3 residents per house, the village could grow by over 50%. RE WS112 – this site backs on
to National Trust property and would detract from the look of the location. It is located on
the Westley Lane road, which is already known locally as a “rat run” through to the A14 –
this will only make the road more dangerous. It has been the site of many accidents. Any
junction here is likely to be dangerous. Additional 100 houses would swamp the village
unless more facilities are added. RE WS111 – as above this is located off the Westley Lane
roadway. Adding 57 houses would a significant increase to the village population. Access
would create a dangerous junction onto a bendy road. RE WS595 – the site is located on a
very busy junction on the A143. I assume access would be onto the A143, where there is a
major bend in the road, this would be dangerous. There have been issues with Hornings Park
on the other side of the road, which led to the “suggested speed limit of 30 mph” being
introduced on the double bends at this point. While 24 homes is not a great amount the
access would create a potentially dangerous issue. RE WS593 – an additional 14 houses. This

is a small area, off a very small lane, close to a protected property. The junction to the A143
would need significant improvement to cope with the additional traffic. The narrow Manor
Lane is already an issue for oil tanker deliveries. There is also a drainage issues in this area.
This seems far too many houses for the site. RE WS594 – potential of 120 houses, the largest
site proposed. If access were to be via Meadow Drive then again traffic issues will arise. This
would lead to much more traffic passing the school which is already an issue with many local
residents. More traffic and children does not seem a good mix. Should access be via the
A143 then again the junction would be problematic and lead to queues at peak times which
could lead to rash decisions about joining the main road. There may also be footpath issues
on this site as a footpath has been in use for many years. There could also be water issues as
there is a small stream here too. The number of houses suggested would also have an major
impact on the nature of the village. WS113 – this area backs leads off from Glebe Close. The
current access is not great and would need improvement. Should access be via the A143,
then as already mentioned this could create a dangerous junction and would also very close
to the existing Sharps Lane junction. I appreciate many of the above points are more of a
planning nature, and the Plan is not a planning application, but I believe they are worth
bringing to your attention. I hope these thoughts are of some use to the Planning
Department and I look forward to the next draft for further consultation in due course.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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Respondent Name

Mr David Walton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1075

Summary

WS113. This site would seem to be the most suitable in terms of scale and access of those
proposed for the village.

Comment

This site would seem to be the most suitable in terms of scale and access of those proposed
for the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr David Walton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1039

Summary

WS594.
village.
WS111.
WS112.
views.
WS593.
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Size and scale of this site would not seem to fit with the Type A classification of the
Smaller development with carefully thought-out access could work,
unsuitable and would have a negative visual impact on Ickworth Park's setting and
any development here should be small-scale and the unique visual character of the

Lane protected.
WS595. Hard to see how access could be safely accommodated
Comment

WS594: The size and scale of this site would not seem to fit with the Type A classification of
the village. It would add a significant chunk of housing in between the two parts of the
village, which the villagers have always sought to retain as a landscape feature. It is very
hard to see how access to the site from the A143 could satisfactorily be achieved. Meadow
Drive serves the entire St Leonard's estate and is already significantly congested twice a day
on the school run. 120 houses-worth of additional traffic could not be sustainably
accommodated by it - there would be a significant risk of air quality impacts from increased
congestion / vehicle idling and given the location of the pre-school and primary school
alongside it this should not be countenanced. If access were to be opposite the entrance to
Street Farm I'm not sure how this could be made safe. There would also be a negative visual
impact from filling up the space between the two parts of the village. The footpath running
along the bottom of Hornbeam Drive has significant amenity value to villagers which would
be compromised by this development, particularly if the trees and bushes lining it were
affected. Can I also add: WS111: The scale of this proposed development is too big for the
village, but a smaller development with carefully thought-out access could work, as long as
the existing trees were retained. WS112: The scale and location of this proposed site is
unsuitable and would have a negative visual impact on Ickworth Park's setting and views.
Given the historical and economic significance of this National Trust property this should be
carefully thought-through. WS593: Manor Lane has significant amenity and landscape value
to villagers, so any development here should be small-scale and the unique visual character
of the Lane protected. WS595: This is an extremely busy junction already so it is hard to see
how access could be safely accommodated, particularly if the proposed cycle path comes
forward. I suggest any development here is tied to current AND FUTURE access
considerations.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Edward Welikala

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

439

Summary

I have now been able to fully review West Suffolk's 2020 Strategic Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA), specifically with reference to site WS112, which lies
to the North of Horringer
1.the site is too big for Horringer's 'Type A Village' status
2.it's in the wrong place given Horringer's existing settlement pattern
3.the impact on heritage assets and the SLA will be significant
4.the land is grade 2 BMV agricultural land and other sites should be considered ahead of it

Comment
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I would make the following observations: * Horringer was previously designated by the 2010
Core Strategy as an 'Infill Village', where new development was limited to small-scale infill
developments of up to 5 homes. This designation was based on the existing level of services
available to residents at the time. During the development of the new Local Plan the Local
Authority has suggested Horringer's designation be updated to a 'Type A Village'. According
to the draft consultation this would mean, 'that the opportunity for allocating small sites in
or adjacent to the village could be explored through the preparation of the local plan.'The
NPPF definition of 'small site' is that of up to 0.5 hectares for 10 homes or less. The
'indicative capacity' of site WS112, with an area of almost 6 hectares, is 100 homes. This
appears to conflict with Horringer's future 'Type A Village' status. * Whilst sites WS111,
WS113, WS595, WS593, and WS594 appear to fit comfortably within the existing settlement

pattern of Horringer and, if realised, might encourage well considered pedestrian links
through the village, the position of WS112 appears to be contrived and, if included in the
new Local Plan, will encourage the spread of the village form along Westley Lane in a
seemingly illogical and unplanned way. The 2015 Local Plan places a great deal of value on
the landscape setting of, and gaps between, settlements as they are essential components of
their character and local distinctiveness, and states that it is, 'important that the significance
of these gaps is recognised and that new development does not dilute their contribution to
maintaining the distinct form of these settlements, their landscape setting and separation
from other settlements.' * The matter of local distinctiveness and character has even greater
weight when one considers that WS112 bounds the Horringer Conservation Area to the
south, and the grade 2* listed Ickworth Park and Gardens to the west. Furthermore, WS112
lies within a highly visible part of a designated Special Landscape Area where development
must take account of the requirements of 2015 Local Plan policy DM13 that currently states,
'development will be permitted where it will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the
character of the landscape.' As one travels south along Westley Lane towards Horringer the
existing open character of WS112 allows the densely wooded edge 'Horringer Park' (as the
north-east quarter of Ickworth Park is known) to be fully appreciated before one enters the
built-up village edge, where the existing housing then makes the Parkland behind less
legible. The view across WS112, therefore, constitutes a key view of a designated heritage
asset, and any development within WS112 will impact upon the significance of the Parkland
as appreciated on the approach into Horringer. This impact needs to be fully assessed by the
LPA before WS112 is included in the new Local Plan. * Almost 75% of WS112 comprises
grade 2 'Best and Most Versatile' (BMV) agricultural land, and although the site area is less
than 20 hectares the NPPF requires that the LPA avoid its unnecessary loss. If Horringer is
considered suitable for extension with large scale housing development (albeit that it would
conflict with its 'Type A Village' status), there are clearly more suitable land parcels
available to the southwest of the village that are not graded BMV, and that would better
integrate into the existing settlement pattern, and avoid impacting dramatically on the
Horringer Conservation Area, nearby Heritage Assets, and the Special Landscape Area,
which all combine to give Horringer its distinct form, character and landscape setting.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Edward Welikala

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

446

Summary

We have now been able to fully review West Suffolk's 2020 Strategic Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA), specifically with reference to site WS112, which lies
to the North of Horringer village. Given all the compelling and pertinent points raised above,
we strongly object to the selection of site WS112 for inclusion as a preferred site for any
form of development. To be honest we think the only suitable sites here are WS595, WS594
and WS113 - the other 3 are too big.

Comment

We have now been able to fully review West Suffolk's 2020 Strategic Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA), specifically with reference to site WS112, which lies
to the North of Horringer village. Summary of Points: - the WS112 site is too big for
Horringer's 'Type A Village' status - it's in the wrong place given Horringer's existing
settlement pattern - the impact on heritage assets and the SLA will be significant - the land
is grade 2 BMV agricultural land and other sites should be considered ahead of it We would
make the following observations expanding on the above points: * Horringer was previously
designated by the 2010 Core Strategy as an 'Infill Village', where new development was
limited to small-scale infill developments of up to 5 homes. This designation was based on
the existing level of services available to residents at the time. During the development of
the new Local Plan the Local Authority has suggested Horringer's designation be updated to
a 'Type A Village'. According to the draft consulation this would mean, 'that the opportunity
for allocating small sites in or adjacent to the village could be explored through the
preparation of the local plan.'The NPPF definition of 'small site' is that of up to 0.5 hectares
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for 10 homes or less. The 'indicative capacity' of site WS112, with an area of almost 6
hectares, is 100 homes. This appears to conflict with Horringer's future 'Type A Village'
status. * Whilst sites WS111, WS113, WS595, WS593, and WS594 appear to fit comfortably
within the existing settlement pattern of Horringer and, if realised, might encourage well
considered pedestrian links through the village, the position of WS112 appears to be
contrived and, if included in the new Local Plan, will encourage the spread of the village
form along Westley Lane in a seemingly illogical and unplanned way. The 2015 Local Plan
places a great deal of value on the landscape setting of, and gaps between, settlements as
they are essential components of their character and local distinctiveness, and states that it
is, 'important that the significance of these gaps is recognised and that new development
does not dilute their contribution to maintaining the distinct form of these settlements, their
landscape setting and separation from other settlements.' * The matter of local
distinctiveness and character has even greater weight when one considers that WS112
bounds the Horringer Conservation Area to the south, and the grade 2* listed Ickworth Park
and Gardens to the west. Furthermore, WS112 lies within a highly visible part of a
designated Special Landscape Area where development must take account of the
requirements of 2015 Local Plan policy DM13 that currently states, 'development will be
permitted where it will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the character of the
landscape.' As one travels south along Westley Lane towards Horringer the existing open
character of WS112 allows the densely wooded edge 'Horringer Park' (as the north-east
quarter of Ickworth Park is known) to be fully appreciated before one enters the built-up
village edge, where the existing housing then makes the Parkland behind less legible. The
view across WS112, therefore, constitutes a key view of a designated heritage asset, and any
development within WS112 will impact upon the significance of the Parkland as appreciated
on the approach into Horringer. This impact needs to be fully assessed by the LPA before
WS112 is included in the new Local Plan. * Almost 75% of WS112 comprises grade 2 'Best
and Most Versatile' (BMV) agricultural land, and although the site area is less than 20
hectares the NPPF requires that the LPA avoid its unnecessary loss. If Horringer is
considered suitable for extension with large scale housing development (albeit that it would
conflict with its 'Type A Village' status), there are clearly more suitable land parcels
available to the southwest of the village that are not graded BMV, and that would better
integrate into the existing settlement pattern, and avoid impacting dramatically on the
Horringer Conservation Area, nearby Heritage Assets, and the Special Landscape Area,
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which all combine to give Horringer its distinct form, character and landscape setting.
Therefore, given all the compelling and pertinent points raised above, we strongly object to
the selection of site WS112 for inclusion as a preferred site for any form of development. To
be honest we think the only suitable sites here are WS595, WS594 and WS113 - the other 3
are too big.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Gordon Hughes (Horringer Community Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

628

Summary

Education and Recreation deficit. The primary school is overflowing with no further room for
expansion on the current site. Parents dropping children off by car block the main access
road down Meadow Drive to the estate properties already three times daily. The small play
area in the middle of the village is attractive to young children up to primary school age but
offers limited use for older adolescents as wet ball area unsuitable in winter months.

Comment

The primary school is overflowing with no further room for expansion on the current site.
Parents dropping children off by car block the main access road down Meadow Drive to the
estate properties already three times daily. The catchment has been extended from
neighbouring villages as small state education primary schools were closed down. However
the County Education Authorities could prohibit children whose parents live in Bury St
Edmunds being allowed to enter the village school so creating capacity for a few more
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children access from Horringer should a few more affordable houses be built. The pre
school (a commercial venture afforded charity status) also has limited capacity with again a
wider catchment outside state education influence. However we are pleased to have both
schools in our village thus ensuring a mix of population ages to support village organisations
and community live in general. The small play area in the middle of the village is attractive
to young children up to primary school age but offers limited use for older adolescents as
wet ball area unsuitable in winter months. There is no other sports facilities for children or
adults in our village and no activities for youth aged residents other than once 18 joining the
membership of the social club.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr John Keith

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1020

Summary

WS594. The fact that site WS593 is within the Horringer Conservation Area indicates that it
is protected from development. The site is on Manor Lane which is the closest that
Horringer has to compare with a traditional country walk. It is, and has been for a long time,
a meadow, which is usually kept tidy by sheep. It has woodland on one side and a listed Y
shaped Victorian building with mock Tudor chimneys, The Gables, on the other.

Comment

The fact that site WS593 is within the Horringer Conservation Area indicates that it is
protected from development. The site is on Manor Lane which is the closest that Horringer
has to compare with a traditional country walk. It is, and has been for a long time, a
meadow, which is usually kept tidy by sheep. It has woodland on one side and a listed Y
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shaped Victorian building with mock Tudor chimneys, The Gables, on the other.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr J P White

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1336

Summary

Concerns identified with development in Horringer - traffic, drainage and school traffic on
Meadow Drive.

Comment

See attachment

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Roger Smith

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1012

Summary

WS594. I would like to log my strong objection to a new housing development on the land
South-East of Hornbeam drive, Horringer.
I believe that development of 120 houses on this site will create serious vehicle and
pedestrian access problem and significantly damage the character of the area.
Local convenience shop would be very welcome in the village.

Comment

I would like to log my strong objection to a new housing development on the land South-East
of Hornbeam drive, Horringer. I believe that development of 120 houses on this site will
create serious vehicle and pedestrian access problem and significantly damage the character
of the area. Local convenience shop would be very welcome in the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Ami-Rose Hindley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

413

Summary

WS113. As residents of Sharpe’s Lane my garden back onto one of your proposed
development sites. This site will also run adjacent to Glebe close and Chevington Road in
Horringer. I would like to express our objections to this proposal. My great grandfather
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obtained the land that we live on back in 1947. Therefore, I am now the third generation
here and have a lot of historical knowledge of why development of this land has always been
refused.
Comment
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As residents of Sharpe’s Lane my garden back onto one of your proposed development sites.
This site will also run adjacent to Glebe close and Chevington Road in Horringer. I would like
to express our objections to this proposal. My great grandfather obtained the land that we
live on back in 1947. Therefore, I am now the third generation here and have a lot of
historical knowledge of why development of this land has always been refused. * I have
mentioned my concerns with regards to the dangerous and extremely busy A143. But along
with the increase of traffic on this road if any large-scale development were to happen in
Horringer. There would be an extreme amount of pressure to the already very dangerous
and struggling crossroad junction in-between Horringer and Westley village. This is the main
route for 80% of the through traffic that comes along the A143 as is the most direct route to
the A14. * We have recently knocked down the existing property here and built a house for
ourselves and another smaller property next door. Our designs are very sympathetic and in
keeping with Sharpe’s Lane and we already had an existing large property on our land.
However, we came up against a very long list of reasons from the council and the parish as
to why building two reasonable sized properties was not acceptable. It took 9 months of back
and forward and a lot of money spent to eventually get acceptance.. Yet 18 months down the
line there is a suggestion of up to 30 properties on the meadow directly behind and up to
120 houses in a field opposite! It is very conflicting and confusing as to why it was so
difficult to get permission for 2 in keeping properties on land of an existing dwelling yet it is
seeming to be possible to get not shy of 200 houses within yards of us? * In the 1960’s I
believe that an application was made for a telephone exchange onto the land. I would have
to double check, but I am sure this was again refused due to unsafe access. As mentioned
previously the traffic has increased a lot since the 1960’s. So I am not sure how one could
argue that this is no longer a relevant hazard?! * The access onto the meadow would have to
be along the A143. Which is an extremely busy road. As highlighted by our neighbour at the
recent parish meeting, this road is currently already capacity due to the recent large
developments in Haverhill. Historically the planning was refused on the basis having another
double entrance so close to Sharpe’s Lane would be extremely unsafe. This was a long time
before the recent influx of increased traffic; therefore I can assume that this is even more
relevant now?! * The top entrance onto the meadow is accessed through Glebe Close. This is

not an official entrance and was created only to serve agricultural purpose. On the edge of
this entrance is a large tree with a tree preservation order on it. The tree also has roots that
appear to be growing under the unofficial entrance, so I am to assume that they are not able
to be disturbed. Aside from the issues with the tree, this entrance is not a viable double
carriageway. If hypothetically you were able to disturb the tree with a TPO and create an
adequate double in and out entrance. The junction from Glebe Close onto Sharpe’s Lane is
very narrow and would not safely be able to take a large influx of vehicles. * As a resident
with a garden backing onto the meadow, we take great pleasure in watching the numerous
species of wildlife that come over form the National Trust park. There is a Fox and his family
that are currently residents in the meadow. Within the last year we have also seen a badger,
lots of snakes and newts and many birds and rabbits. * The village primary school is also
extremely popular and already near capacity. I would like to know what is going to happen
the children that will require a school place if large scale development is accepted in
Horringer? Are the council going to provide more bus routes and traffic assistance for all the
extra families that will have to commute to available schools? Or is there plans to also
extend the existing school? * Finally, the beauty of Horringer is that it is surrounded by such
a stunning National Trust estate. I was of the understanding that this made Horringer a
conservation village therefore not acceptable for large development. However if we are to
increase the population of the village by a significant amount. Surely this would in turn have
an impact on the outstanding natural beauty of the National Trust Park. Please take all of
our above objection into consideration, when you are considering Horringer and in
particular the meadow off Chevington Road as potential for development. I would like to
receive all further information and progress with this application please.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Anne Bishop

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

445

Summary

We attended the Parish Council meeting via Zoom last week and feel incensed at the lack of
opportunity to discuss the Parish Councils report on these sites.

Comment

We attended the Parish Council meeting via Zoom last week and feel incensed at the lack of
opportunity to discuss the Parish Councils report on these sites. We have been given very
limited time to discuss The West Suffolk Planning proposals during this period of Covid
restrictions. Also, no opportunity to discuss our own Parish Councils report of the proposals.
We strongly disagree and object to the proposals of our Parish Council report on future
development in our village. The report has no thought to the devastation and destruction of
the nature of our 'unique village'. There is no consideration of the number of listed buildings,
the destruction of our Conservation areas, the land boarding on National Trust land.
Consideration for the constraints of land still owned by Lord Bristol. The settlement
boundaries have been ignored too. We have serious concerns over additional traffic
congestion, particularly Westley Lane. The lack of footpaths , no cycle paths and roads that
are not fit for purpose. Let alone the increased flooding risk in all areas of development. We
strongly object to all development, it would destroy our 'unique village'. We do not support
our Parish Council report.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs Elizabeth Peck

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

565

Summary

WS594. Sadly, Horringer like many of our local villages does not have the infrastructure and
transport links, to support this scale of development. To introduce it would seriously damage
the integrity of the village. I mention the infrastructure changes, that would have to be
carried out in Manor Lane if all the houses suggested for that site were built, as an example
of how a tranquil country lane could be ruined for ever.

Comment

I attended the Zoom Meeting of our Parish Council at which you spoke earlier this month. As
a resident of the above address in Horringer, I am writing to you regarding the West Suffolk
local plan and how I envisage that the proposed new housing will detrimentally affect our
village. Firstly I am concerned about where vehicular access to site WS 594 would be sited
and the resulting impact of extra traffic in our village. We already have problems in Meadow
Drive, which is the only access road , from the main A143 into the St Leonards Park Estate,
particularly at school dropping off and collecting times. Emergency vehicles can be held up
when so many cars are parked. This is, a worrying and potentially dangerous problem for
residents and would be even worse with further housing development. I understand that for
sites for over 100 dwellings 40% of the land would be set aside for infrastructure which
would include roads. 120 houses may own more than 200 cars leading to parking problems
and a higher carbon footprint. This site has been proposed and turned down for development
before and was rejected. At that time it was in agricultural use but has now been planted as
a wild flower meadow to attract bees, butterflies and other wildlife. I have certainly noticed
a marked increase of these insects in my garden and on walks around the area. This use of
these fields is very much in keeping with improving our environment which is vitally
important at this time. It would not seem appropriate to replace this with a concrete
environment. We also have a public footpath at the bottom of the field. This is bordered on
one side by an old established hedge which is a haven for wildlife. I understand that the
drainage from St Leonards Park is already under strain at present. The proposed
development of more than 100 houses with considerable additional infrastructure on the
other side of the ‘valley’ would surely exacerbate this problem and could well lead to
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flooding in times of heavy rainfall. At present there is no designated safe cycle path into
Bury. The A143 is busier than ever particularly since the house building programme in
Haverhill in recent years. The road is also used by many large commercial vehicles
There is a daily but infrequent bus service which unless improved would mean most people
would continue to use cars. I accept that this country will have to build more houses to meet
the needs of our growing population particularly of the type that younger working families
can afford. Sadly, Horringer like many of our local villages does not have the infrastructure
and transport links, to support this scale of development. To introduce it would seriously
damage the integrity of the village. I mention the infrastructure changes, that would have to
be carried out in Manor Lane if all the houses suggested for that site were built, as an
example of how a tranquil country lane could be ruined for ever. In addition the junction of
Manor Lane where it joins the A143 would add to traffic problems with the access to
Ickworth Park. As I finish this letter, I see and hear in the news today, that the government is
to make a u-turn regarding this concentrated village house building in the south east, so
hopefully it will not now happen.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lawrence

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

123

Summary

Services to support growth. Horringer village has a pre and primary school, both of which
are regularly over-subscribed. It's unlikely that either schools could support additional pupils
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without large-scale extension development. Has this been considered?
Comment

Horringer village has a pre and primary school, both of which are regularly over-subscribed.
It's unlikely that either schools could support additional pupils without large-scale extension
development. Has this been considered?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the education
authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lawrence

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

435

Summary

The village cannot currently support the growth of 345 homes, 414 vehicles and 700+
people.

Comment

The village cannot currently support the growth of 345 homes, 414 vehicles and 700+
people. There is no shop, and amenities are limited to 2 pubs for a society that is
increasingly rejecting drinking and embracing diverse hobbies, fitness and well-being. The
village is poorly served with existing footpaths - many are far too small for pushchairs and
the disabled. There isn't a single cycle path in the entire village despite numerous
applications and the proximity to Bury St Edmunds. The provision of a cycle path could make
a significant positive impact to the environment especially with regard to air quality. Several
children travel to Horringer Court Middle School via bicycle, and the absence of a cycle path
makes travel risky along such busy roads..

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Janice Frost

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1045

Summary

Objections to all sites in Horringer. In the last 3 years, the village has seen a huge rise in the
amount of traffic on the A143, due to the new housing developments in Haverhill etc. This
has led to increases in the no. of HGVs passing through the village. The main road is narrow,
so that HGVs drive very close to the footpaths. cycle route and continuous footpath to Bury
St Edmunds also need to be provided.

Comment

Constraints and opportunities The statement that there is a good bus service is incorrect.
The village does not benefit from a good bus service. The service is very limited and not
good enough for anyone who has to use it to get to and from work. Buses are infrequent, and
stop early in the evening, there is a very limited service on Saturday and no service on a
Sunday. The A143 is already very busy and difficult to cross. Any new development will
cause an increase in traffic as residents will require a car to go to work/shop etc. as
alternatives are not available. The footpath to Bury St Edmunds is not continuous and
cycling on the A143 is extremely dangerous due to the narrow road and high levels of traffic,
including many HGVs. Site WS112 Land West of Westley Lane This site is outside the current
footprint of the village. The size (1.91ha) and scale (57 dwellings) of this site is inconsistent
with Type A status and should not be progressed, it should be removed from the plan. This
site is outside the current village boundary. It is valuable Grade 2 agricultural land which
should be kept for agricultural use. The development of this site will also lead to the loss of
mature deciduous trees and old, established hedgerows leading to a reduction in
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biodiversity. It should not be developed as a housing development on this site will impact on
the setting and long views enjoyed of the adjoining National Trust property, Ickworth House.
Due to the poor public transport and lack of any safe cycling/walking routes to Bury St
Edmunds and surrounds, residents are likely to need to use cars to go to work/shop/access
healthcare and other services. The development would also greatly increase the amount of
traffic on Westley Lane - 57 homes equivalent to estimated 100+ additional cars. This goes
against the national targets for reducing carbon emissions due to transport to help combat
climate change. The junction of A143/Westley Lane is already very busy with traffic
frequently queuing on Westley Lane. Any increase in traffic so close to this junction will
increase congestion, impact on the lives of existing residents. It will also increase the
difficulty of school children and other residents trying to cross the A143 to reach the main
village bus stop opposite Meadow Drive. Similarly traffic is already queuing at the northern
end of Westley Lane at its staggered junction with Westley Road and Hill Road with repeated
car accidents already occurring there so the inevitable increase in traffic caused by the
development of this site would make this situation much worse. Development of this site
would encourage further development on the opposite site of Wesley Lane, and encourage
additional ribbon development towards Westley Road, and in the longer-term housing infill
towards Horringer Court estate so that Horringer is no longer separated from Bury St
Edmunds. Any new access to the site would need to cross the existing stream that runs in
the drainage ditch that run alongside Wesley Lane. If culverted this would increase the
likelihood of local flooding due to blockage of culvert by fallen trees, branches etc. Site
WS111 Land east of Westley Lane This site is outside the current footprint of the village. The
size (5.57ha) and scale (100 dwellings) of this site is inconsistent with Type A status and
should not be progressed, it should be removed from the plan. This site is outside the
current village boundary. It is valuable Grade 2 agricultural land which should be kept for
agricultural use. The development of this site will also lead to the loss of mature deciduous
trees and old, established hedgerows leading to a reduction in biodiversity. Due to the poor
public transport and lack of any safe cycling/walking routes to Bury St Edmunds and
surrounds, new residents are likely to need to use cars to go to work/shop/access healthcare
and other services. The development would greatly increase the amount of traffic on Westley
Lane (100 dwellings estimated to be equivalent to 200 additional vehicles). This goes
against the national targets for reducing carbon emissions due to transport to help combat
climate change. The junction of A143/Westley Lane is already very busy with traffic
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frequently queuing on Westley Lane. Any increase in traffic so close to this junction will
increase congestion, impact on the lives of existing residents. It will increase the difficulty of
school children and older residents trying to cross the A143 to reach the main village bus
stop opposite Meadow Drive. Similarly traffic is already queuing at the northern end of
Westley Lane at its staggered junction with Westley Road and Hill Road with repeated car
accidents already occurring there so the inevitable increase in traffic caused by the
development of this site would make this situation much worse. Development of this site
would create a precedent and encourage further ribbon development to the south towards
the busy junction with A143, and also north on Wesley Lane, towards Westley Road, and in
the longer-term housing infill towards Horringer Court estate so Horringer is no longer
separated from Bury St Edmunds. Any new access to the site would need to cross the
existing stream that runs in the drainage ditch that run alongside Wesley Lane. If culverted
this would increase the likelihood of local flooding due to blockage of culvert by fallen trees,
branches etc. Site WS595 Land at the corner of Westley Lane & A143 This site is outside the
current footprint of the village. The size (0.79ha) and scale (24 dwellings) of this site is
inconsistent with Type A status and should not be progressed, it should be removed from the
plan. The development of this site will lead to the loss of mature deciduous trees and old,
established hedgerows, and an existing pond within the site leading to a reduction in
biodiversity. The presence of the pond indicates the water table is low in this area and the
site may be liable to flooding. Due to the poor public transport and lack of any safe cycling/
walking routes to Bury St Edmunds and surrounds, new residents are likely to need to use
cars to go to work/shop/access healthcare and other services. The development would
greatly increase the amount of traffic on Westley Lane (24 dwellings estimated to be
equivalent to 40 additional vehicles). This goes against the national targets for reducing
carbon emissions due to transport to help combat climate change. The junction of A143/
Westley Lane is already very busy with traffic frequently queuing on Westley Lane. This
development is so close to the junction, that access is likely to severely impact safety in this
area. Any increase in traffic so close to this junction will increase congestion, impact on the
lives of existing residents, and increase the difficulty for school children and older residents
trying to cross the A143 to reach the main village bus stop opposite Meadow Drive. Similarly
traffic if already queuing at the northern end of Westley Lane at its staggered junction with
Westley Road and Hill Road with repeated car accidents already occurring there so the
inevitable increase in traffic caused by the development of this site would make this situation
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much worse. Development of this site would create a precedent and encourage further
ribbon development to the north on Wesley Lane (site WS111), towards Westley Road, and in
the longer-term housing infill towards Horringer Court estate so that Horringer is no longer
separated from Bury St Edmunds. Site 593 Land off Manor Lane This site is outside the
current footprint of the village, and inside the conservation area. The size (0.48ha) and scale
(14 dwellings) of this site is inconsistent with the site location on a single track narrow lane.
it should be removed from the plan. The development of this site will lead to the loss of
mature deciduous trees protected by TPO, and removal of old, established hedgerows
leading to a reduction in biodiversity. Due to the poor public transport and lack of any safe
cycling/walking routes to Bury St Edmunds and surrounds, new residents are likely to need
to use cars to go to work/shop/access healthcare and other services. The development would
greatly increase the amount of traffic on Manor Lane (14 dwellings estimated to be
equivalent to 25 additional vehicles) which is a small narrow single track lane where service
vehicles already struggle to gain access. This goes against the national targets for reducing
carbon emissions due to transport to help combat climate change. Widening of the road
would cause significant local degradation of the natural environment. The junction of Manor
Lane/A143 is in close proximity of the already very busy Westley Lane/A143 junction. The
additional traffic generated on the new development would severely impact safety in this
area. Any increase in traffic so close to this junction will increase road accidents,
congestion, impact on the lives of existing residents, and increase the difficulty of school
children and older residents trying to cross the A143 to reach the main village bus stop
opposite Meadow Drive. The development site is immediately adjacent to a Grade 2 listed
building, the Gables, and a development of up to 14 properties would be in stark contrast to
the existing single properties on large plots of land. Drainage issues already exist in this
area with may prevent this site being developed. Site WS594 Land south-east of Hornbeam
Drive This site is outside the current footprint of the village. The size (6.69ha) and scale (120
dwellings) of this site is huge and totally inconsistent with Type A status and should not be
progressed, it should be removed from the plan. This site is outside the current village
settlement boundary and would represent a major extension to the village, whereby a valued
open space adjacent to a very popular and attractive footpath (the Low Way) would be lost.
This would cause severe and irreparable damage to the environs of the footpath removing
the mental and physical health benefits currently offered by the existing pleasant walk in an
open and green environment. This popular route has been even more heavily used and
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appreciated by the village community during the pandemic lockdown and needs to be
retained. The infill of this site with housing would also join the two distinct parts of the
village and remove the open fields which contribute to the attractive semi-rural aspect of the
village. The site is also within the Special Landscape Area. Despite repeated attempts by the
landowner to get the site allocated for development in previous development plans, this site
has been protected by the Village Plan and successfully defended on appeal. The land is
currently valuable Grade 2 agricultural land which should be kept for agricultural use. Any
development of this site will lead to the loss of a boundary of mature deciduous trees and
old, established hedgerows leading to a reduction in biodiversity. The area near the A143 is
meadow and attracts a wide range of wildlife; badgers, deer, foxes, birdlife. The adjacent
pond and its associated wildlife would also be adversely affected by any development in the
areas as any resulting disturbances in drainage and groundwater levels will affect the ponds
viability. The development would also greatly increase the amount of traffic on the A143 (120
homes equivalent to estimated 200+ additional cars). Due to the poor public transport and
lack of any safe cycling/walking routes to Bury St Edmunds and surrounds, new residents
are likely to need to use cars to go to work/shop/access healthcare and other services. This
goes against the national targets for reducing carbon emissions due to transport to help
combat climate change. Access to and from the site via the A143 (The Street) would also be
challenging due to the nearby bends on the A143 in each direction and the narrow nature of
this busy main road that has a lot of HGV and delivery vehicle traffic. Any road connection
to Hornbeam Drive and Meadow Drive would result in very high levels of traffic going past
the Horringer Primary School and pre-school. This road is already subject to high levels of
congestion as parent drop off and collect their children on schooldays. Any increase in traffic
would have a serious impact on road safety in the area, impact on the lives of existing
residents, and increase the difficulty for school children and older residents trying to cross
the A143 to reach the main village bus stop opposite Meadow Drive. WS113 Land between
Glebe Close and Chevington Road This site is outside the current footprint of the village. The
size (0.99ha) and scale (30 dwellings) of this site is inconsistent with Type A status and
should not be progressed, it should be removed from the plan. This would be a significant
expansion of the Sharpe’s Lane part of the village, causing significant disruption and
disturbance to existing residents from noise and light due to any new development. Infill of
this site with housing would remove the pleasant open fields which contribute to the
attractive semi-rural aspect of the village. The development would also greatly increase the
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amount of traffic on the A143 (30 homes equivalent to estimated 50+ additional cars). Due
to the poor public transport and lack of any safe cycling/walking routes to Bury St Edmunds
and surrounds, new residents are likely to need to use cars to go to work/shop/access
healthcare and other services. This goes against the national targets for reducing carbon
emissions due to transport to help combat climate change. Access via Glebe Close would be
difficult due to the narrow nature of the lane. Any access via Chevington Lane (A143) would
be difficult due to the close proximity of bends on the road reducing visibility and the narrow
nature of the main road at this point. Improvement to infrastructure required. In the last 3
years, the village has seen a huge rise in the amount of traffic on the A143, due to the new
housing developments in Haverhill etc. This has led to increases in the no. of HGVs passing
through the village. The main road is narrow, so that HGVs drive very close to the footpaths.
This means that the extended wing mirrors of HGVs overhang the footpaths. As the
footpaths are often extremely narrow, causing pedestrians to be very close to the road, they
are at risk of being hit by the extended wing mirrors of HGVs which are at about head
height. The footpaths need to be improved and widened asap. so pedestrians can avoid this
danger. A cycle route and continuous footpath to Bury St Edmunds also need to be provided
to allow residents to change their behaviour from car to cycling/walking. The footpath to
BSE is current incomplete, and it is very dangerous to cycle on the A143 due to the high
levels of traffic, the high nos of HGVs and the narrow winding nature of the road. Many
visitors to Ickworth Park now come by bicycle due to the new bike trails and they need a safe
route to access the village. Automatic speed alerts are required at each end of the village on
the A143 to encourage drivers to reduce their speed coming through the village, especially
before the corner near the duck pond (going east) as the main village bus stop is a short
distance beyond. The community regularly monitors the speed and the 30mph limit is
frequently exceeded. This is a particular concern due to the large number of school children
that cross the A143 each day to catch their school bus at rush hour when the A143 is at its
most busy. A pedestrian crossing would assist this. The bus service needs to be improved to
allow residents to move to using public transport and reduce the amount of car use. Buses
are infrequent and stop running early in the evening during the week, with a greatly reduced
service on a Saturday and no service at all on a Sunday. The current service is not good
enough to use for the journey to and from work.
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View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Martin Milnes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

207

Summary

* The school facilities referred to would not be able to accommodate significant increased
capacity that the plan under consideration would create and not without potential loss of
amenity in the form of open space through conseqential expansion.
* The two Pubs within the village are presently borderline sustainable…
* The Playground referred to is underutilised

Comment

* The school facilities referred to would not be able to accommodate significant increased
capacity that the plan under consideration would create and not without potential loss of
amenity in the form of open space through conseqential expansion. * The two Pubs within
the village are presently borderline sustainable… * The Playground referred to is
underutilised
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the education
authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Martin Milnes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

585

Summary

Improved (wider) foot paths with cycleways that would allow safer access to the schools and
public houses with the village and with safer links to Bury St Edmunds town would be a
major benfit.

Comment

Improved (wider) foot paths with cycleways that would allow safer access to the schools and
public houses with the village and with safer links to Bury St Edmunds town would be a
major benfit.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Mrs Nicola Payne

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

103

Summary

My understanding is that the school is already full to capacity.
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Comment

My understanding is that the school is already full to capacity.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the education
authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Penelope Turner

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1059

Summary

The prospect of a potential 345 additional houses to be built in Horringer is alarming.
Already there are problems with the sheer volume and speed of busy traffic through the
village on the A143 and particularly on Westley Lane, a road not originally designed to be a
major cut through both to the A14 and other side of Bury St Edmunds, where all the senior
schools reside and several industrial and business parks.

Comment

The prospect of a potential 345 additional houses to be built in Horringer is alarming.
Already there are problems with the sheer volume and speed of busy traffic through the
village on the A143 and particularly on Westley Lane, a road not originally designed to be a
major cut through both to the A14 and other side of Bury St Edmunds, where all the senior
schools reside and several industrial and business parks. Living on Westley Lane I wish to
address the planning proposals which directly affect Westley Lane but that is not to say that
I don’t object to the other planned sites WS593, WS594 and WS113 totalling a potential 164
houses, I do. However the plots WS111, WS112 and WS595, totalling a potential 181
houses, which would all presumably enter and exit to and from Westley Lane, are the focus
of my objections. Plot WS112: At present this is an agricultural field of high quality soil that
has been worked consistently for many years producing a variety of grains and food stuffs.
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The field abuts Ickworth Park and any development for housing would impact on Ickworth
Park blighting its beauty, views and natural habitat. You will note that on the map supplied
by West Suffolk Council over 50% of this field is marked in Flood Zone 2. The suggestion of
100 more houses accessing onto Westley Lane (in addition to those suggested in plots
WS111 and WS595) is unthinkable (see general note regarding Westley Lane below). Surely
this field should have been included in the Conservation Area given its proximity to National
Trust House and Parkland? Plot WS111 and WS595: At present WS111 is deemed
agricultural land and WS595 is deemed grazing land. Since the government have stated that
as we are leaving the EU they require farmers to use their land to produce more foods for
domestic consumption surely both these plots should be put to the use for which they are
intended and assist this country in further food production? I also note that a good part of
plot 111 is in Flood Zone 2 as marked on the map. My objection to building a potential 81
houses on these two plots again relates to the fact that they will presumably access the
houses from Westley Lane (see general note below regarding Westley Lane). Westley Lane:
This road already carries more traffic than can have ever been envisaged when this Lane
was constructed. The existing pavement on the south side is narrow and on dustbin days
when the dustbins are emptied and then left on the pavement, only a single pedestrian can
pass and certainly not a wheelchair user or person with a buggy, single or double! The speed
at which traffic comes off the A143 and down, or indeed up, Westley Lane is frightening. To
exit one’s driveway on Westley Lane is already difficult due to the speed of the drivers who
seeing a straight road accelerate on exiting A143. At peak travel times there is often a long
queue of traffic trying to enter the A143 at the T junction so that sometimes it is extremely
difficult to turn right to join Wesley Lane and the A143! I am sure the Council will be aware
that there have been several traffic accidents on this section of Westley Lane nearing or on
the junction with A143. Without one additional house being built, let alone a potential 181,
traffic calming measures need to be put in place to make this part of Westley Lane safer for
the existing occupants of the houses already built on Westley Lane. I believe there is a
significant and important watercourse/ditch on the north side of Westley Lane running
alongside plots WS111 and WS595. How do the Council plan to ensure that this
watercourse continues unimpeded when building all these planned houses along with the
necessity of building a wide and safe pavement on the north side of Westley Lane and also
prevent flooding occurring further down the hill on Westley Lane? General Note: The village
of Horringer rather than needing more housing which will put more traffic on the A143 and
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the lanes around the village, is in great need of a cycle lane through the village and on to
Bury St Edmunds with a proper safe wide pavement to be able to walk to Bury St Edmunds.
The government wants people to drive less and looking to the future and environmental
concerns surely right now West Suffolk Council should be planning and constructing ways of
travelling to and from Bury St Edmunds without the need to jump into a car. Can the
infrastructure surrounding Horringer support even more homes with cars and people who
will need to commute to work whether part time or full time. The parking at Bury St.
Edmunds railway station is insufficient now for the volume of commuters who work in
Cambridge and Ipswich let alone when all these thousands of houses are to be built in and
around Bury St Edmunds! I hope West Suffolk Council will re-consider their proposals for the
village of Horringer especially in the light of the latest government thinking of changes to
the planning system in favor of focusing to build more homes in and around cities and towns
using ‘brownfield’ land and regeneration of city and town centres rather than open
countryside and valuable agricultural land
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Peta Cook

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

233

Summary

Horringer should not be classed as type A village since we lost our post office and we have
just 1 school and 2 pubs- hardly a large enough village to be a type A for supporting
additional development. There is insufficient services for the existing village.
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Comment

Horringer is a small village with 1 school and 2 pubs. We have infill development before on
the old Cecil and Larter site which worked well as this did not overwhelm the village.
However, adding additional sites proposed (especially the 120 houses- site WS594 ) will have
a significant adverse impact on the residents, drainage, traffic flow and vista. The current
road- Meadow Drive- is already very busy/overwhelmed with traffic so cannot support
additional vehicles from this site.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rachel Davies

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

431

Summary

WS594. Development would remove a peaceful area full of wildlife and popular with walkers.
Access to the A143 would be highly problematic, however it was achieved. In any case the A
143 is now so busy it is at times extremely difficult to cross it, eg to get to a bus stop or the
Community Centre. More cars would make it virtually impossible.

Comment

Development would remove a peaceful area full of wildlife and popular with walkers. Access
to the A143 would be highly problematic, however it was achieved. In any case the A 143 is
now so busy it is at times extremely difficult to cross it, eg to get to a bus stop or the
Community Centre. More cars would make it virtually impossible.
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Walsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

566

Summary

WS593. I have since had the plans for WS 593 brought to my attention and wish to express
my concerns regarding proposals for up to 14 houses on the meadow in Manor Lane,
Horringer. It is my opinion that any such development would have a material and adverse
impact on the character of the area and would represent an urbanisation of what are
currently important land features in the countryside that contribute to the character of the
area.

Comment

I have since had the plans for WS 593 brought to my attention and wish to express my
concerns regarding proposals for up to 14 houses on the meadow in Manor Lane, Horringer.
It is my opinion that any such development would have a material and adverse impact on the
character of the area and would represent an urbanisation of what are currently important
land features in the countryside that contribute to the character of the area. I use this lane
regularly. It’s the route I would walk to the main road, Ickworth Park or the Community
Centre. Likewise it is commonly used by others such as walkers, dog-walkers and cyclist. It
is a pretty and tranquil lane and I have often taken photographs along it and it is a favourite
subject for drawing and sketching. What is being suggested is the urbanisation, destruction
and devastation of our local heritage. The meadow itself often has sheep of various breeds
on it making it a nice place to pause and reflect. Other wild mammals and birds can be seen
in this area too. The meadow itself is not all that big and the idea of squeezing ten to
fourteen houses on it indicates that it is planned to render the most money possible for the
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current single owner of the land. I expect the proposed houses will be the usual 3 and 4
bedroom houses and I would expect that each house could own two to four cars as seems to
be standard nowadays. By my reckoning that’s between 28 to 56 cars for 14 houses. This
would make it a busy street and no longer a picturesque bucolic byway. If other recent
developments are anything to go by the proposed houses would be the characterless type
that totally lack imagination and would not suit the countryside setting that they would be
in. Apparently the proposals would involve digging up the existing grass verges on both
sides of the lane. It would also involve taking up the roots of hedges and ancient trees that
line the lane. This clearly puts these trees at risk. The site is ‘partially adjacent’ to the
longstanding Horringer Settlement Boundary which again suggests the loss of something
that has been previously recognised as precious and worthy of preservation and the start of
wholesale blandness that can be found anywhere. I am very surprised that Horringer Parish
Council has approved this. I doubt they have actually spoken to any of the residents or users
of the lane about it. Just this morning several people who were walking on the lane voiced
their disapproval to me.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

800

Summary

Six SHELAA sites are listed as potential for future residential development & all have their
merits. Four of these sites are located at the northern end of the village ( WS111,112,593 &
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595) & my main observation & concern relates to traffic & safety. The junction of the main
A143 & Westley Lane is already overly busy particularly during travel to work/home times &
the potential of 200 additional dwellings will cause too great a burden upon the existing road
layout.
Comment
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I’m a Horringer resident having first moved into the village in 1965 & wish to engage in the
consultation process in the making of our local plan. From the outset may I make clear I am
not anti development, fully recognising that Horringer is an attractive settlement & with an
expanding population in West Suffolk there is bound to be pressure to increase the amount
of developable land supply. Horringer is fortunate in being naturally protected by the
presence of Ickworth Park to the west & it’s original ribbon development along the main
route into Bury St Edmunds. Since the development of Leonards Park in the early 1970s
there has been no large scale development, with merely construction of Hornings Park on
brownfield land to replace the former garage. Six SHELAA sites are listed as potential for
future residential development & all have their merits. Four of these sites are located at the
northern end of the village ( WS111,112,593 & 595) & my main observation & concern
relates to traffic & safety. The junction of the main A143 & Westley Lane is already overly
busy particularly during travel to work/home times & the potential of 200 additional
dwellings will cause too great a burden upon the existing road layout. The construction of a
roundabout to replace the junction is surely a minimum with some form of traffic calming up
to the junction with Manor Lane. WS594 seems a natural expansion from Leonards Park with
less concerns regarding traffic- presumably utilising the junction of Meadow Way with the
A143. The Lower Way will need to be preserved as a pedestrian route ( enjoyed for
centuries) & effective screening along its SW to NE axis. WS113 also causes some traffic
concerns as the junction of Glebe Close with Sharpes Lane sits opposite one of the entrances
into Sharps Green. Visibility is already poor & a good scheme for traffic management will be
essential. On a broader front I feel the village community should derive benefit from the
enhanced value the varied land owners will enjoy. Section 106 Agreements when coupled to
individual planning consents will in my view need to make financial provision for- improved
street lighting , improvements to footpaths along the A143, & support for maintenance of the
community centre & social club. Finally & disclosing my interest as chairman of the village
cricket club may I call for financial support towards sports & leisure facilities- which I feel
are sadly lacking in a village with a population already exceeding 1,000.

Link to comment (for Users)
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Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
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WS113. Situated adjoining the southernmost of the two distinct and separate residential
areas in Horringer, any development here would be exposed to the problem raised above,
namely that access to all the village amenities (i.e. the school, community centre,
playground, pub) would unavoidably be via the A143.

Comment

Situated adjoining the southernmost of the two distinct and separate residential areas in
Horringer, any development here would be exposed to the problem raised above, namely
that access to all the village ammenities (i.e. the school, community centre, playground, pub)
would unavoidably be via the A143. Due to the quantity, physical size and speed of traffic on
using the A143, and the poor quality of footpaths, the vast majority of journeys would
therefore be made by car, rather than on foot or by cycle, directly contrary to objectives
within the local plan. Furthermore, constraints on road infrasructure make a potential entry
to this site via Glebe Close totally inappropriate, meaning entry would have to be onto the
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A143. If resolution of these two issues could be achieved, then this site might have the
potential for a small number of residential units. As raised above, accessing the village
ammenities via walking and cycling for those living in the southernmost residential area
feels unsafe, and is definitely unpleasant, due to the quantity, size and speed of traffic on the
A143. Given this is the main road between West Suffolk's two largest towns (Bury St Emunds
and Haverhill), and that there was mention in these dcuments that the majority of
development would take place between these two towns, the traffic usage of this road may
reasonably be expected to grow considerably. Therefore, alternative walking and cycling
access routes between the two residential areas of Horringer is essential. This would
facilitate accessiblity, for example children walking to school and older people walking to
events at the community centre and could stimulate growth via increased use of village
ammenities (and bussinesses locating in the southernmost residential area). Beyond the
village too, improved access via walking or cycling to other villages (e.g. Whepstead) and
into Bury St Edmunds would encourage and facilitate usage of local businesses, e.g to
hospitality, theatres etc.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Tom Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

957

Summary

WS593. This site, situated close to the heart of the village, would have potential for a small
number of residential units, if they were sympathetically designed. This location offers easy
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walking access to village amenities. A small number of residential units would not drastically
alter access usage via the road.
Comment

This site, situated close to the heart of the village, would have potential for a small number
of residential units, if they were sympathetically designed. This location offers easy walking
access to village amenities. A small number of residential units would not drastically alter
access usage via the road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Trevor Wells (The Hartog Hutton Pension Scheme)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

994

Summary

WS594 provides the opportunity to deliver a significant number of affordable dwellings and
also provides the opportunity to add to the existing facilities in the village of Horringer. If
the Parish wish to further improve community facilities this site is capable of
accommodating:
• New designated public Footpaths and Bridleways (cycle paths)
• Facilities for additional recreation and sports areas
• Replacement of allotments lost to earlier village housing development
• Additional parking

Comment

West Suffolk Local Plan - Issues & Options Consultation 2020 We wish to comment on the
two sites submitted for potential inclusion in the Local Plan by the Trustees of the Hartog
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Hutton Pension Scheme that are situated adjacent to the existing settlement boundary of
Horringer. Site Reference WS594 (Land South East of Hornbeam Drive, Horringer) Six sites
were submitted by land owners and included as SHELAA sites adjacent to the existing
settlement boundary of Horringer. Site WS594 provides the opportunity to deliver a
significant number of affordable dwellings and also provides the opportunity to add to the
existing facilities in the village of Horringer. The public footpath FP3 (Low Way) runs partly
alongside this land and extends for 220 metres from the A143 and then follows mainly a
route on the adopted highway of Hornbeam Drive until it reaches Manor Lane Whilst the site
extends into open countryside it provides the opportunity of extending the present
Permissive Path provided under the Highways Act 1980 S.31 (6) that links with FP3 at its
junction with Manor Lane. The Covid -19 lockdown experience placed pressure on extending
access in the open countryside and site WS594 and the adjacent land owned by the Trustees
is capable of providing facilities to the residents of Horringer eliminating for many any need
to cross the A143 road. If the Parish wish to further improve community facilities this site is
capable of accommodating: • New designated public Footpaths and Bridleways (cycle paths)
• Facilities for additional recreation and sports areas • Replacement of allotments lost to
earlier village housing development • Additional parking to ease present pressures within
the village Any allocation of dwellings for the site should be designed to meet local needs.
However, the decision to build a new £500m+ Hospital serving West Suffolk on the boundary
of the Parish of Horringer will add to the pressures and opportunities within the structure of
the new West Suffolk Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Trevor Wells (The Hartog Hutton Pension Scheme)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

996

Summary

WS593. This land has an approximate area of 0.48ha and is stated to have a capacity of 14
dwellings. The site is adjacent to the Listed Building of The Gables and is situated in the
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Horringer Conservation Area. We would not be prepared to see development of this site
beyond 3 (three) dwellings of sensitive design to complement the neighbouring Listed
Building and to meet the existing pattern of development previously allowed in Manor Lane.
Comment

Site Reference WS593 (Land off Manor Lane, Horringer) This land has an approximate area
of 0.48ha and is stated to have a capacity of 14 dwellings. The site is adjacent to the Listed
Building of The Gables and is situated in the Horringer Conseravtion Area. We would not be
prerpared to see development of this nsite beyond 3 (three) dwellings of sensitive design to
complement the neighbouring Listed Building and to meet the existing pattern of
development previously allowed in Manor Lane.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Ms Lisa Gair

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

819

Summary

My understanding is that the village school is full to capacity with no opportunity for
expansion so any young families who move into the village have to either transport their
children by car or by public transport to a local school.
The two pubs only provide services for those who want to drink and eat in the pubs.
The play ground is based on the housing estate which does not support the residents at the
far end of the village.

Comment

My understanding is that the village school is full to capacity with no opportunity for
expansion so any young families who move into the village have to either transport their
children by car or by public transport to a local school. The two pubs only provide services
for those who want to drink and eat in the pubs. Other village pubs have diversified to
include post offices etc. The play ground is based on the housing estate which does not
support the residents at the opposite end of the village.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Ms Lisa Gair

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1171

Summary

WS113. The proposed application for 30 houses for WS113 would require access for 60 cars
(two per household) on a very busy road. Currently there is only single carriage agricultural
access which has not been used for years due to safety and volume of traffic on the A143.
There is an unofficial access through Glebe Close which the current tenant uses for access to
graze his horses.

Comment

There has been a significant development of housing within Haverhill which has led to an
increase in volume of traffic passing through Horringer to Bury St Edmunds and the A14 as
access to major routes and employment within the region. This expansion of Haverhill has
not been completed and therefore traffic volumes will contine within Horringer village which
will impact on village life . Any increase to local/village traffic will impact on safety within
the village. The proposed application for 30 houses for WS113 would require access for 60
cars (two per household) on a very busy road. Currently there is only single carriage
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agricultural access which has not been used for years due to safety and volume of traffic on
the A143. There is an unofficial access through Glebe Close which the current tenant uses
for access to graze his horses. There is no drop down official entrance to the single carriage
close. There would also need to be access for service and emergency vehicles to the land to
support that number of house. Has there been consideration for access to education as my
understanding is that the local school is full. Any young families who would move onto the
proposed would have to travel out of the village for education Any building would impact on
the environmental quality of air etc as there would be an increase in vehicle to the village.
The impact on ancient trees on the far side of the proposed development would be
significant. There is the consideration of the impact to local wildlife as there is a deer safety
zone close by as the deer access Ickworth park which is opposite. An adder also recently
being seen in our garden coming from the meadow where the application is proposed.
Adequate maintenance of pedestrian access across the whole of the village not just the
housing estate. A By Pass due to the increased volume of both domestic and business traffic
and transport through the village. There has been a large increase in the size and volume of
commercial vehicles travelling through he village throughout the day and night. High
volumes of emergency vehicles pass through the village also to reach the rural communities
and the local prison as local depots have been shut to become centralised. Traffic calming
throughout the village as residents already have to wait significant periods of time to leave
their properties at peak periods of the day. At meadow drive traffic lights are required for
residents ie children to reach the bus stop on the far side of the road to access school
transport again due to safety and traffic volume especially at busy times of the day. Any
development at Westley lane would require a round about due to the above point regarding
the A143 risk of accidents etc. The development of Marham Park and further developments
within Bury St Edmunds also leads to increased Traffic volume. There is a lack of affordable
shop/ post office in the village. The last substantial village shop shut in the 1970's and is now
a domestic dwelling. Increased need of this service due to the numbers of older residents
as it is an expensive village to purchase property in.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
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out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Ms Susan Marsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

437

Summary

WS594. Building upto 120 houses in this area would have an adverse effect on the
residential amenity of neighbours, by reason of increased noise, traffic and loss of existing
views over rural fields and farm land.

Comment

Building upto 120 houses in this area would have an adverse effect on the residential
amenity of neighbours, by reason of increased noise, traffic and loss of existing views over
rural fields and farm land Ickworth Park school is often oversubscribed already, additional
housing would only increase pressures There is not a frequent enough bus service during
rush hours to enable residents to commute to and from Bury St Edmunds for work, an
increase in the number of houses in the area would have a direct increase in the amount of
traffic. The A143 through Horringer village is already very busy during rush hours to the
detriment of villagers living on The Street and the detriment of wild life in the area. There
would also an increased risk to older school children who have to cross the road to get the
school bus to Bury St Edmunds should the traffic flow increase. No public transport in the
evenings means anyone who works during the day can not go out to purchase groceries by
any means other than their own car.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Neil Middleton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

635

Summary

Limited range of services. he primary school is shared with 5 other villages and is frequently
over subscribed. The outdoor facilities (like most primary schools) are limited. Last season
the football pitch was unusable from about November onwards until the spring. In the last
couple of years both the village pubs at one time or the other have been closed due a lack of
custom.The playground has limited facilities for older children. The village is missing a large
area for playing football

Comment

The primary school is shared with 5 other villages and is frequently over subscribed. The
outdoor facilities (like most primary schools) are limited. Last season the football pitch was
unusable from about November onwards until the spring. In the last couple of years both the
village pubs at one time or the other have been closed due a lack of custom. The playground
has limited facilities for older children. The village is missing a large area for playing
football etc. Because the roads are quiet the children often play in the roads, due to a lack
of other facilities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
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settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Neil Middleton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1006

Summary

WS594. Meadow Drive has existing parking issues especially at school drop off and pick up
times. If an emergency vehicle needed to access areas past the school during drop off and
pick up times it is already very difficult. Leaving Meadow drive to join the Street heading
towards town can be difficult during busy times. The investment and infrastructure required
in Horringer would be too large to support larger scale developments.

Comment

Access to the hornbeam drive site would need to be from the street and not Meadow Drive.
Meadow Drive has existing parking issues especially at school drop off and pick up times
with parents cars frequently parking in front of householder drives. If an emergency vehicle
needed to access areas past the school during drop off and pick up times it is already very
difficult. Leaving Meadow drive to join the Street heading towards town can be difficult
during busy times. The investment and infrastructure required in Horringer would be too
large to support larger scale developments. Investment and infrastructure would probably
be required in neighbouring villages to reduce the burden on Horringer. e.g. Chevington
might need to have a primary school.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Horringer cum Ickworth Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

272

Summary

Parish Council objections to sites WS112, WS594, WS595 with some potential for
development on WS111, WS113, WS593.

Comment

As a Type A village, the potential of Horringer to accommodate substantial growth in the
plan period is extremely limited in environmental and sustainability terms. SHELAA sites put
forward by landowners are in many cases unrealistic and do not recognise the intrinsic
quality and character of the village. We have nonetheless considered all of the sites put
forward in detail and propose an appropriate, modest level of development which would
potentially allow growth consistent with the strategic objectives set out in the plan. WS111
Land north-east of Horringer. The size and scale of this site is inconsistent with Type A
status and, if developed in its entirety, would introduce a major urban element into this semirural area. Although the site itself is much larger than would be appropriate, there may be
some scope in considering a small scale development of about 0.5 Hect. An appropriately
well besigned development at this location on the edge of the village and its conservation
area could also realise an affordable housing element of 30% -40%. The housing settlement
boundary at this point is marked by a substantial screen of trees and hedges which would
need to be protected as much as possible. WS112 Land north-west of Horringer. This site is
not supported. Its size and scale would be totally inconsistent with the character and nature
of the Type A village. It would represent a major and arbitrary incursion into the
open countryside poorly related to the rest of the village. Such development would also be
seriously harmful to the setting of the adjacent Ickworth Estate to the west of the site.
WS113 Land between Glebe Close and Chevington Road This site is considered to have
potential for residential development. It is quite well related to the southern part of the
village and is partially screened by existing vegetation. Access would need to be from the
A143 Chevington Road however as Glebe Close is of sub standard design and construction to
accept significant new development. It is considered that around 15 dwellings could be
accommodated on no more than half of the site, at least 30% being affordable housing.
WS593 Land off Manor Lane This site is considered to have potential for residential
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development. The site is within a conservation area and adjacent to a listed building and
would require a high standard of design and layout. At 0.48 Hect., the site could provide a
modest number of units, say 10, including at least two affordable housing units. Manor Lane
and its junction with the A143 would require significant improvement in terms of width and
layout. There are also drainage and flooding issues. WS594 Land south east of Hornbeam
Drive, Horringer This development would represent a major extension of the village into the
open countryside which would be contrary to Horringer’s Type A designation. The site’s size
and scale would cause great landscape harm to the village which has, at present, a strong
attractive defensible boundary at this point comprised of substantial trees, hedging and
a public right of way, - the Low Way. The Low Way itself is an extremely attractive and well
used footpath which would be irreparably damaged by adjacent development. It is within the
Special Landscape Area and would also substantially erode the green wedge between the
two parts of the village which form an attractive semi rural feature of this part of Horringer.
This strategic gap between the two parts of Horringer has been protected by our Village
Plan and successfully defended on appeal. Access to this site is extremely problematic as
the existing estate to the north west has just one access point to the A143, Meadow Drive.
Any additional traffic using Meadow Drive, which can be very congested in the vicinity of the
pre- school and primary school, would be unacceptable. Access to the A143 to the south west
of this site would also be impractical. It would occupy most of the green wedge and urbanise
this pleasant and open part of the village. WS595 The corner of Westley Lane & A143
Horringer This small site is very poorly located at this very busy road junction. Access could
only be achieved via the adjoining WS111 site which itself is considered to have very limited
potential. In isolation it is considered to be detrimental to highway safety as well as
necessitating the loss of existing trees and hedges which mark the settlement boundary.
Adjacent to conservation area boundary.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

P G Hotchkin

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

1349

Summary

Objection to the site WS593. The development of this site is not compatible with being in a
conservation area. Manor Lane is an attractive country lane used by many walkers, cyclists
and horse riders. The proposed development together with road and drainage works will
adversely change the character of this semi rural area.

Comment

I would like to register my objection to the Horringer Parish Council's decision to allow the
development of new houses on land in Manor Lane. (Ref: WS593) The development of this
site is not compatible with being in a conservation area. Manor Lane is an attractive country
lane used by many walkers, cyclists and horse riders. The proposed development together
with road and drainage works will adversely change the character of this semi rural area.
Manor Lane will need major works to take the additional traffic and provide necessary
drainage. Works will also be required at the junction of Manor Lane with The Street to
accommodate the extra traffic generated by any development and to protect children
crossing Manor Lane, walking to and from the village school. I am firmly of the opinion that
the proposal will destroy the established rural aspect of this conservation area and further
change the character of this historic village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

R, C and M Collins

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

571

Summary

We are writing to register our vehement objections to all the proposed building sites within
our beautiful village of Horringer. If all sites were to be approved this would see an
additional 345 houses being built in Horringer, almost doubling the current number of
properties in the village. Horringer does not have the infrastructure or amenities to
accommodate this additional number of residents.

Comment

After reading your article in our local village magazine, ‘The Horringer Diary’, we have
followed your advice and have reviewed in depth the online planning proposals for
Horringer. We are writing to register our vehement objections to all the proposed building
sites within our beautiful village of Horringer. If all sites were to be approved this would see
an additional 345 houses being built in Horringer, almost doubling the current number of
properties in the village. Horringer does not have the infrastructure or amenities to
accommodate this additional number of residents. In sites such as WS593 in Manor Lane
and WS113 in Sharpes Lane, the existing lanes would need widening by several feet to
accommodate the additional traffic and access for emergency vehicles; as well as allowing
for the addition of a pedestrian footpath. In doing this most of the grass verges would be
dug up, roots of some hedges would be damaged and the roots of dozens of protected forest
trees on the side of the roads would be damaged or removed to make way for tarmac and
surface water drains. Furthermore the site on Manor Lane lies within the Horringer
Conservation Area which was established to protect the environment. With reference to site
WS594, this is a beautiful area of countryside adjacent to village that is used by many local
residents to walk and exercise. The proposed 120 houses will destroy this beautiful
countryside and the diverse wildlife within it. Expanding our beautiful village with this huge
number of properties will increased traffic volume and create congestion exiting and
entering the village, via the A143. It is one single road that is going to bearing the burden of
this increased traffic flow. The proposed sites WS112, WS111 and WS595 are all located in
close proximity to the oblique junction of the Westley Road and the A143. The additional
housing will have a huge impact, particularly at this junction, but also within the village. It
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will create bottlenecks and potentially dangerous situations at an already very busy and
dangerous junction. If any development is approved and allowed through these proposed
plans it would have a material and adverse impact on the character of the area and
represent an urbanisation of what are currently important landscape features in the
countryside that contribute to the character of the area, changing the integral nature and
character of this historic and beautiful village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Robin Davies

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer

Comment ID

497

Summary

All the sites which have been identified, if built on, will change the character of the village.
Sites WS111 and WS595 are outside of its natural boundary of the A143. Site WS112 is a
gross extension of the built up area on Westley Lane. Sites WS593 and WS113 would destroy
one of the features of villages, namely meadows in between dwellings creating a relaxed
vista and a village feel. Site W594 has been proposed by the land owner before and the
grounds for rejection have not changed.

Comment

* Landscape impact and loss of green fields. Suffolk is a mix of towns and villages. In order
to keep the shape and feel of the county it is important to safeguard villages from
development. Horringer is not the most picturesque village in Suffolk but if such villages
have additional housing squeezed in the pressure will come on other villages in the county
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and we will lose the beauty of Suffolk. All the sites which have been identified, if built on,
will change the character of the village. Sites WS111 and WS595 are outside of its natural
boundary of the A143. Site WS112 is a gross extension of the built up area on Westley Lane.
Sites WS593 and WS113 would destroy one of the features of villages, namely meadows in
between dwellings creating a relaxed vista and a village feel. Site W594 has been proposed
by the land owner before and the grounds for rejection have not changed. This area if
developed would have a serious detrimental effect on the village. * Environmental aspects
There would clearly be a loss of green areas if they are covered in buildings. On
environmental grounds it is essential that brown field land is used first, indeed as was done
in Horringer on the old garage site and which was very successful. Additional people do have
an environment footprint, especially due to extra vehicles. The WS plan is for 20 years and
by then the UK should be close to the low carbon targets already set. These potential
developments are not compatible with the carbon target set by the Climate Change
Committee (itself founded by the Climate Change Act 2008). Note that the target now is a
reduction of 78% by 2035. It will need leadership and determination by the planning
department to achieve targets. Anyone living in the village needs a car, either for work,
shopping etc. or both. Even only 40 houses would likely have at least 60 cars. Electric
vehicles will not save us in the 20 year cycle; petrol and diesel vehicles will be around for a
while yet. The WSC Planning department no doubt will take note of this issue. * Congestion
on the roads -The A143 is now heavily congested due to additional housing in Haverhill and
the villages through to Bury St Edmunds. The junction with Westley Lane is already difficult
and would need some engineering development to cope. -The junction with Manor Lane
would also require engineering works in the construction of a new vehicle access in the
conservation area. A new junction or alteration to an existing vehicular access to the site
would require the consent of the Suffolk County Highways Department or its agent and the
details of construction are clearly set down in order to ensure the safety of the public.
-Children from Ickworth Park School come down Meadow Drive to the Low Way and then
have to walk on the narrow pavement or cross the A143 to reach their houses. -Presumably
the access to site WS113 would be to Glebe Close which is not suitable for extra traffic being
a narrow and quiet road. A new junction onto the A143 seems unlikely due to traffic
volumes. This issue could be costly and would need to be covered by the developers which
would almost certainly make developments financially inviable. * Conflict with established
Policy. Many of the proposed sites have been rejected in the past. Planning records will have
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the details but it is difficult to see anything that has changed which would change the
previous decisions. Horringer is classed as a Type A village where there might be an
opportunity for allocating small sites in or adjacent to the village. This immediately excludes
sites WS112 (Westley Lane adjoining Ickworth) and WS594 (at the bottom of Meadow Drive).
At the projected density of 30 houses per hectare, there would be 160+ and 200+ houses
respectively. Development of either WS111 or WS595 would inevitably be used as a
precedent and lead to development of the other. Both sites breach the settlement boundary
and the natural boundary of Westley Lane and would open the door to further development
towards Bury. Development of WS594 would be a major extension into open countryside and
would need a new access onto the A143, eroding the green wedge between the 2 distinct
parts of the village. If there was an access from the Meadow Drive/Hornbeam Drive junction
(or elsewhere on Hornbeam Drive) a substantial portion of the traffic from the new
development would use Meadow Drive as a short cut towards Bury. Meadow Drive is already
very busy with traffic generated from the existing estate, particularly in the morning and
evening rush hours and the school also generates a significant amount of traffic. There have
been occasions when emergency vehicles have had difficulty getting down Meadow Drive
and further traffic would greatly enhance this risk. Development on WS593 in Manor Lane,
the smallest of the sites put forward, may seem superficially attractive, but an estate of 14
houses on 0.48 hectares would be totally out of keeping with the rest of Manor Lane which
consists of substantial houses on large plots. It is an iconic part of the village, mostly in
shade with the green meadow giving a burst of light. I am afraid I do think one must be a
philistine to think of developing this area; I am aware that such sentiment do not counted in
planning decisions. Manor Lane is a narrow country lane, about 3 metres wide, with no
footpaths and only one street light which is well down the lane past this site. Two cars
cannot pass without one pulling into a driveway and it is difficult, if not impossible, for large
delivery vehicles to turn into some of the existing driveways without churning up the verges.
An additional 28 cars (at 2 per new household) would make the traffic situation much worse.
Creation of a new access to highways standards would not be easy and would result in the
loss of a significant part of the existing hedge of the site. The development would also have a
detrimental effect on the setting of the adjoining Grade 2 listed house, The Gables. WS113
proposes another 30 houses which would be a significant expansion of the Sharpe’s Lane
section of the village. There would have to be either new access onto the busy A143 where
traffic tends to speed up as it leaves the village or an access off the narrow Glebe Close
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which might not be practical.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Tom Lewis

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement constraints map

Comment ID

562

Summary

Depiction of the 'split' residential areas in Horringer. This map clearly shows the divide
between the northern and southern residential areas raised previously, and that the main
road, the A143, is the only access route, by foot, cycle, or car.

Comment

This map clearly shows the divide between the northern and southern residential areas
raised previously, and that the main road, the A143, is the only access route, by foot, cycle,
or car.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted.

Respondent Name

Tom Kingsnorth

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement constraints map

Comment ID

491
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Summary

Vehicle access to any planned development in Horringer needs very careful consideration
and significant road safety improvements for pedestrians would need to be a minimum
requirement before giving any plans the go ahead.

Comment

The A143 road running through Horringer already has a high volume of traffic throughout
the day, exacerbated by a significant proportion being HGVs who use it as it is the main
trunk road between Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill. The plans would dramatically increase
the volume of traffic using this road. There is currently no designated safe crossing
anywhere in the village for the pedestrians notably no safe crossing to the bus stop for
children and elderly as the main users of the bus service, there are no traffic calming
measures and, to make matters worse, only a pavement on one side which is level with the
road and narrows for a section on a bend in the road. This makes pedestrians feel very
vulnerable as they are in such close proximity to road traffic and with no kerbside.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

David and Carolyn Brown

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

144
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Summary

WS593, Loss of greenfield land and landscape impact, conflict with established policy, lack of
need for increase in allocated housing numbers, impact on listed buildings, impact of
engineering work in construction of new access to conservation area.

Comment

As residents of Manor Lane we object to the inclusion of this omission site as a housing
development site for five reasons as follows: * loss of greenfield land and landscape impact *
conflict with established policy * lack of need for increase in allocated housing numbers *
severe impact on two separate listed building abutting this site * severe impact of
engineering work in the construction of a new vehicle access in the conservation area. The
reasoning behind these objections is summarised below: 1. loss of greenfield land and
landscape impact This omission site lies outside the Horringer housing settlement
boundary. Residential development on this site would have a material adverse impact on the
character of the area and would represent urbanisation of what is currently an important
green meadow. The loss of this space would represent the loss of a landscape feature that
contributes to the character of the area. Accordingly the proposal would not therefore
comply with the appropriate policies of the joint development management plan of the core
strategy which require development proposals to reinforce local character and
distinctiveness. The site has been deservedly identified as a special landscape area in the
local plan, within the Horringer Conservation Area. The visual qualities of this area should
be protected from unnecessary and intrusive urban encroachment. 2. conflict with
established policy Established national planning policy states that there shall be a sequential
approach to the identification of housing development opportunities starting with the re-use
of previously developed land and building within urban areas identified by the urban housing
capacity study, then urban extension and finally new development around nodes in good
transport corridors. They should seek only to identify sufficient land to meet the housing
requirement set as a result of strategic planning processes. There are several sustainable
opportunities for new housing within and on the edge of the Bury St Edmunds urban area.
This proposed site is totally at odds with the Government's objective of limiting the
development of greenfield sites. 3. lack of need for increase in allocated housing numbers
West Suffolk Council should plan for additional homes per year in accordance with structure
plan and regional plan requirements. The major greenfield urban extension on the western
edge of Bury St Edmunds and major redevelopment of brownfield sites within the town
centre are now nearing completion on site, clearly indicating that more home have already
been build than required. An over-supply of new housing provided in the local plan has in
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fact been exceeded. 4. severe impact on two separate listed building abutting this site The
existing dwelling - THE GABLES, Manor Lane - is a fine Grade 2 listed building built in 1840
as a estate cottage with 'Y' plan form with splendid three shaft chimney and its south eastern
gales lies less that FOUR metres from the western boundary of this omission site. THE
MANOR, Manor Lane is a splendid early 19th century gault brick elegant house with flat
pilasters, slate roof with modillion bracketed eaves, axial chimneys and entrance porch with
Corinthian columns and open segmental pediment. The parkland surrounding The Manor
abuts the northern and eastern boundaries of this omission site and The Manor's western
elevation is 40 metres or so to the east. Any residential development of this omission site
will, by its close proximity, adversely impact on the setting of The Gables as well as the
parkland setting. The essential paraphernalia associated with the urbanisation of the site
would fail to preserve the setting of the buildings and parkland contrary to planning policy.
5. severe impact of engineering work in the construction of a new vehicle access in the
conservation area. A new or alteration to an existing vehicular access to the site would
require the consent of the Suffolk County Highways Department or its agent and the details
of construction are clearly set down in order to ensure the safety of the public. The existing
metalled surfaces of Manor Lane vary in width from three to four metres and a little over 2.9
metres close to the omissions sites. There are no passing places in the length of Manor Lane
(one quarter of a mile). The lane's tarmac surface abuts the grass verges on each side of the
lane. The surface area of the new tarmac/concrete drive to be complaint would necessitate
the removal of sections of existing historic estate hedging fronting the site. The work would
require a variation to the construction details because of the narrow width of the lane and a
substandard access is likely to be refused. There are no footpaths for the length of the lane.
During the COVID crisis Manor Lane has become the preferred walk for most of Horringer
residents enjoying their exercise - we cannot over-emphasise the oasis of calm and
tranquility which is experienced in this special place. Three are thousands of more
sustainable opportunities for a group of five or six houses on the edge of the 50 or more
villages in West Suffolk (excluding old Forest Heath) where damage to listed buildings, to
the conservation area, to what was a special landscape area and to the charm of Manor Lane
will not be caused. The landowner/developer of a number of omission sites now under
consideration in Horringer has been engaged in farming and feeding the nation, having
established a 'farm' on their acreage, but recently have set down the land to wildflower
meadow to encourage birdlife, wildlife and insects. We are curious (as are many Horringer
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residents) to know why they now wish to see soil and vegetation removed to make way for
concrete foundations, tarmac roads and foul water sewers. This letter has the support of
other Horringer residents who would be pleased to appear at the local plan public enquiry in
support of maintaining the plan without the inclusion of this omission site.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

David John Chaplin

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

164

Summary

WS113 Since the 1970's, at least three applications for housing on site WS113 have been
submitted to the Planning Authority all of which were refused. In this current applications it
is reasonable to presume that past rejections still apply and will be considered in future
decisions. Site WS113 has an agricultural access on to Chevington Road (A143) and was
ineligable to be converted into a two lane carriageway necessary for a housing development.

Comment

As a resident of Horringer for eighty years and have knowledge of numerous attempts to
build houses on the site WS113; all of which have been refused on legitimate planning
grounds by Thingoe Rural District Council and St Edmundsbury/West Suffolk. Further to
this, the current local plan states that WS113 has no significant restraints for development.
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This is misleading and speculative and ignores previous failed applications for development.
I wish to contribute the following observations: Reasons given in the past for refusal to build
on site WS113. * In the 1960's, The Post Office applied to have a telephone exchange to be
built on site WS113. This was refused on the grounds that it would be too close to Sharpe's
Lane junction and had inadequate vehicular provision and therefore would present a hazard
to passing traffic. (In the event the telephone exchange was sited close to the village green).
* Since the 1970's, at least three applications for housing on site WS113 have been
submitted to the Planning Authority all of which were refused. In this current applications it
is reasonable to presume that past rejections still apply and will be considered in future
decisions. * Site WS113 has an agricultural access on to Chevington Road (A143) and was
ineligable to be converted into a two lane carriageway necessary for a housing development.
Also, a carriageway at this point would present a significant hazard to road traffic being in
close proximity to Sharpe's Lane junction. * Site WS113 is within a special landscape area
and is designated for conservation. Also, restrictions are in place which maintains the
curtilage of the village and does not permit 'back filling' as it would be in this case. Further
information regarding site WS113 * Site WS113 was in agricultural use until it was sold by
the Bristol Estate after which it became a paddock for horse. The tenant has allowed the
field gate on the A143 (Chevington Road) to fall into disuse and it is now consumed within
the hedge. Another unofficial entrance was created for convenience for the tenant in Glebe
Close. This is an undesignated access because there is no vehicle curbing on the road at this
point. * To create a carriageway to site WS113 via Glebe Close sufficiently wide enough to
service a housing development is not a viable option on the following grounds. * The
carriageway from Sharpe's Lane into Glebe Close is a single lane. To meet traffic regulations
it would require two lanes for the number of dwellings proposed. this cannot be achieved
because of the position of three properties which will not allow Glebe Close to be widened
for access of emergency vehicles. Traffic Impact Assessment related to proposed housing
developments in Horringer * Future housing development in Horringer should be considered
in conjunction with the planned expansion of Westley village and proposed road construction
in the parish connecting it to the A14 and Bury St Edmunds. Traffic from Horringer will have
an influence on this. * To alleviate the impact of heavy transport vehicles passing through
Horringer on route to and from the A14 via Bury St Edmunds. This matter should be taken
into account regarding any expansion of the village. * The weight limit places on the road in
Westley village prevents heavy commercial vehicles from by-passing Bury St Edmunds. * Any
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housing developments on sites WS111, WS112, WS595 on Westly Lane and A143 will cause
additional traffic congestion at the main road junction. Long queues of vehicles accumulate
at regular intervals throughout the day. * First hand experience of accessing the A143 in
Chevington Road has to be taken with extreme caution with long streams of traffic passing
at peak periods. Added to this, the non-adherence by many motorists to the speed limit
coming from Bury St Edmunds especially. This stretch of Chevington Road gives drivers the
opportunity for speeding to exit the village. Over the years numerous minor accidents have
occurred here due to 'bunching' vehicles stopping when a vehicle turns to enter Sharpe's
Lane. * To add a carriageway to access site WS113 with 100 yards of Sharpe's Lane will
exacerbate the hazard to motorists on this stretch of road. With a projected thirty dwellings
proposed for this site could mean in the region of sixty cars accessing the A143 at point of
the day. * The Meadow Drive junction on the A143 is a 'pinch point' for traffic especially at
peak times. An expansion of the estate with a proposed 335 dwellings on site WS594 will
significantly increase the number of vehicles using this road. Further to this, Meadow Drive
becomes highly congested with school buses and parents using their cars to convey children
to and from school. Community repercussions * The housing developments envisaged for
Horringer in the local plan will through the 'laws of the market place' increase the number
of high value properties which are amply catered for today. * There is a need for affordable
homes for local young people. The price of houses in the village is beyond the means of most
young people. * Second home ownership is becoming an issue in the village. * Currently,
Ickworth Park School which serves other villages is full to capacity and there is no room for
expansion. Further housing in the village will bring pressure to meet educational needs in
the area. * As the geography of the village exists today there is no case for extensive housing
development particularly because of a major A road passing though it. A case may have been
made if the proposed by-pass made some years ago had been constructed.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.
Respondent Name

Dr Rakesh Raja

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

136

Summary

Traffic and infrastructure. The proposals, if approved, would lead to the development of
circa 350 houses. I am concerned that we do not have safe infrastructure in Horringer to
accommodate this increase in residents and associated road traffic. The A143/Westley Lane
junction is a very busy and hazardous junction with ever increasing traffic volumes. The
30mph speed limit is frequently ignored and cars turning into Westley Lane are often in
excess of this speed.

Comment

The proposals, if approved, would lead to the development of circa 350 houses. I am
concerned that we do not have safe infrastructure in Horringer to accommodate this
increase in residents and associated road traffic. The A143/Westley Lane junction is a very
busy and hazardous junction with ever increasing traffic volumes. The 30mph speed limit is
frequently ignored and cars turning into Westley Lane are often in excess of this speed. This
has resulted in numerous collisions. One recent incident involved a car driving onto the
pavement and into my front hedge causing considerable damage (Suffolk Highways Incident
no: 0028454 ). If there had been anyone walking along the pavement at the same time there
would have been a fatality. If any housing developments were approved for Westley Lane
then consideration would need to be made for safe crossing for children and families as
currently there is no safe crossing area and the pavements are narrow and unsafe for
families to use. We have no safe walking or cycle route to Bury St Edmunds for residents
use. This must be looked into and included in any expansion of the village to allow residents
to choose a greener travel option. I hope your consultation will take these points into
consideration as they are safety issues that should not be ignored.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Heather Corbell

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

111

Summary

I understand that there is a plan to develop land for building/housing in Horringer. I am
opposed to this for the following reasons:

Comment

I understand that there is a plan to develop land for building/housing in Horringer. I am
opposed to this for the following reasons: * We should not be building at all on farming/
pasture/wild land. This is because the land is our most precious resource. It's precious
because we need our country and by that we mean our actual land. We lose a little over time
to erosion and flooding, to just wilfully concrete more of it is utterly foolhardy. * We need
our land to sustain us by production of food, we should be much more self-sufficient and
local in growing fruit and vegetables. Thai is so all the time, but especially in the light of
recent 'lockdown' and on-going 'Brexit'. * We need our land for wildlife, not just for
themselves but also for insects and the whole ecosystem to sustain us as well as wildlife. *
We need our land for our mental, emotional, physical and spiritual recreation, health and
well-being. * We need our land so that everyone, including children and those who come
after us can learn and appreciate our place in nature. * Those of us who chose to live in the
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countryside made that choice (and have paid, or are paying for it). The reasons for our
choice may be slightly varied but are largely for the reasons given above. We chose not to
live where there is a vast array of city advantages because we chose the countryside. Our
choice should not be overruled. WARNING This is not a decision and plan which once carried
out can be easily changed - once land is concreted over and built on it will likely never be
recovered. Our island is already crowded and is finite in size. We surely cannot want to lose
more of it. There are still 'brownfield' sites which can be used for housing. Also after the
recent Covid epidemic there will, sadly, be a lot more empty workplaces, shops, offices which
could be used, in already suburban areas. The land within Horringer should be allowed to
remain for wildlife, for walkers, for use as pasture, food production, community orchards, or
even allotments for people from town, if not from Horringer. I believe the reasons for my
opinion would apply to other places too, not just Horringer.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Miranda Rigby

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

641

Summary

Objection to the scale and speed of proposed development in a village community with a
currently relatively low housing density. Lack of understanding regarding how so many units
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could be delivered in such a small area and still maintain a good standard of living and
spatial quality for the new inhabitants, not to mention the changes it would bring to the
nature of the village (not town) and the subsequent new infrastructure it would require.
Comment

The planned developments in this proposal are completely ridiculous. The density of housing
is completely out of tune with the rest of the village and is clearly going to be a money
making scheme that will cram as many sub standard units into a small area, thus
sacrificing the quality of living for the new inhabitants and the living standards for
Horringer's current residents. I fail to see how some of the aims outlined in the report (such
as section SO8) can be achieved through these high density plans. The village is home to 24
listed buildings, some of which border the proposed development sites, and the historic
nature of the village should be preserved. As a member of the architectural profession I
don't see how such development could be proposed for a village. It's not a town and its
nature should be preserved as much as possible so it doesn't just become an extension of
Bury St. Edmunds. I am not against development and understand there is a need for more
housing in the area but this is far to much, too fast and is not in keeping with the nature of
the village. There is no indication regarding how many of the proposed sites may be
developed and what density of housing they will ultimately contain. I would also like to know
how the sustainability aims will be followed and delivered through the building design and
material choices as well as what measures will be taken to ensure cycle paths and improved
bus connections are implemented as we move towards a more sustainable future.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
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which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mr Brian Thaxter OBE

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

137

Summary

Horringer WS111, WS593 and WS113. I believe Horringer’s green footprint is threatened.
The Village itself offers no employment apart from those found in the 2 pubs, the school and
preschool. The school is already full. We have no health, retail or sports facilities and little
prospect of economic growth. Most housing these days brings two cars on to the driveway. I
contend our roads are unfit for purpose now with particular pressure on unclassified Westley
Lane and its junction with the A143.

Comment

The first intimation most Horringer residents had of the Local Plan was your article in The
Horringer Diary published on the 9th November. Already then some 27 days into the
consultation period. Your address to the Parish Council’s Zoom meeting on the 16th was
appreciated and gave a much needed context. The virtual exhibition you promoted is indeed
helpful. The prospect of 375 additional houses in Horringer is, however, alarming. Potentially
doubling the size of the village and without any indication of infrastructure improvement. In
particular I comment that as a homeowner in Westley Lane, we are only 9 properties and
sites WS111, WS112, and WS 595 = 181 dwellings, under consideration would together, if
developed, completely swamp and engulf the existing houses. I believe Horringer’s green
footprint is threatened. The Village itself offers no employment apart from those found in the
2 pubs, the school and preschool. The school is already full. We have no health, retail or
sports facilities and little prospect of economic growth. Most housing these days brings two
cars on to the driveway. I contend our roads are unfit for purpose now with particular
pressure on unclassified Westley Lane and its junction with the A143. It is gaining a local
reputation as an accident black spot. Meadow Drive is overwhelmed at school delivery and
collection times. Furthermore, the large scale development in Haverhill now coming on
steam, is already resulting in increasing rush hour pressure as our village offers the shortest
conduit to J42 on the A!4. Those of us living in Westley Lane are fearful of constant speeding
infringement. We have no safe pedestrian crossings nor cycle lanes anywhere in the village.
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The footpath to Bury St Edmunds peters out forcing pedestrians onto muddy fields rather
than run the gauntlet of speeding traffic on the A143 in the narrow blind corner section. It is
hard to see how any housing development would be welcome in the village without drastic
infrastructure improvement. However, I readily concede WS593 in Manor Lane would make
little additional impact on the present picture. In my view the dynamics of residency has
seen the ground shift considerably this year. A new phenomena. Working from home has
taken centre stage as has on-line shopping. Combined, these are affecting transport, city
centres, shops and offices. I would hope that studies are underway to see what long term use
the increasing portfolio of vacant premises could be put to. The flat developments around
the station are a good example of brown field sites being brought back to life. Once
dormitory housing comes in a big way to Horringer, taking over farmland and open space
there will be no going back and we certainly do not want to end up with ghost towns. No
opportunity has been given to residents to discuss the the response from Horringer-cumIckworth Parish Council. We saw it in draft form and I am told voting was not unanimous,
but my understanding is that there were no amendments passed at the PC’s meeting on the
7th December.. As I understand it the PC has emphasised the rural nature of Horringer
village and its infrastructure problems have been well articulated. I stand by my comments
expressed in my own submission of the 18th November. I will, however, comment on the PC’s
acknowledgment of development potential. WS 111 Land North East of Horringer - Surely an
extension to the Village footprint? The PC would support partial development. In traffic
terms Westley Lane is not fit for purpose now, let alone adding more 2 car households. We
are seeing increasing traffic volumes, especially in the rush hour, as a result of Haverhill
development which is now only partially completed. Queues to exit Westley Lane on to the
A143 have never before reached today’s intensity. Furthermore, a part development of the
site would inevitably bring future pressure from the owner / developer “ to close the circle”.
I cannot support this proposal by the PC WS 593 Manor Lane - I agree , a thoughtful
sympathetic development in keeping with existing properties is acceptable. But subject to a
an upgrade of the A143 junction. WS 113 between Glebe Close and Chevington Road - Again
a significant extension to the village footprint. Access would need to be from the A143 which
has become a quasi trunk road linking 2 major West Suffolk towns. Again partial
development as advocated by the PC would lead to future overtures by the developer / owner
for more planning gain. I cannot support this proposal by the PC I would urge West Suffolk
Council to commission a study into post covid effects on our city centre. Dramatic headlines
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daily record Retail is under stress - empty shops are appearing and major names
disappearing. Office space above is emptying as IT has facilitated working from home. It
seems to me most town centres are experiencing similar desertion of activity potentially
yielding more brown field sites. It goes without saying that transport infrastructure also is
changing. Let’s not fill the villages and empty the towns. It is a golden opportunity to
recognise the demographics of change
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Mr Ian Lambert

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

421

Summary

Please think extremely carefully regarding planning consent for WS593, Manor Lane,
Horringer. such a development will create potential physical dangers from increased traffic
both along a very quiet lane and at the junction with The Street, especially with regards to
traffic coming from Bury St Edmunds around an obscured bend; Manor Lane is used by
many as part of a walking route and has a special atmosphere.

Comment

I am a past resident of Horringer and still own a property on The Street so I hope you will
see my following comments in the context of a limited direct personal interest. I have two
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concerns regarding the proposal for up to 14 dwellings in the sheep grazing field on Manor
Lane (WS593): 1. The more fixable: such a development will create potential physical
dangers from increased traffic both along a very quiet lane and at the junction with The
Street, especially with regards to traffic coming from Bury St Edmunds around an obscured
bend; 2. The more challenging: The current atmosphere of Manor Lane, of which the sheep
grazing field is a significant contributor, is a considerable amenity for all living in Horringer.
Manor Lane is used by many as part of a walking route and has a special atmosphere. The
addition of so many houses and the urbanisation of such a pastoral space is likely to destroy
a significant amenity for current and future residents of Horringer and surrounding. The
other areas earmarked for development make good sense to me. Also, I can see why WS593
might be considered for development. However, when viewed holistically I suspect the
degradation of the amenity to Horringer residents and visitors would outweigh the benefits
to whoever occupied such housing.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Melvyn Sheard

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

288

Summary

I object to such developments in Horringer WS111,WS112,WS113,WS593,WS594
The A143 which runs through the village has become very busy over the years leading to
more pollution, noise and making things difficult for walkers and cyclists to get about.
The village school in Meadow Drive already brings in lots of traffic into the area creating
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congestion when children are taken to school in the morning and collected in the afternoon.
For all these reasons I am totally opposed to any major building.
Comment
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Horringer Settlement – Issues and Options Horringer is one of West Suffolk’s most desirable
villages. With a beautiful Village Green and Ickworth Park adjacent it provides lots of open
space for people to walk, relax and enjoy. As Ellie Harrison on a recent Countryfile
programme said “It is important for people to get outdoors to relieve stress and strain of
everyday life especially for those with mental health issues”. There has already been quite a
number of building developments in the village with Hornings Park on the site of the old
Volvo garage and Brook Close off Manor Lane. The A143 which runs through the village has
become very busy over the years leading to more pollution, noise and making things difficult
for walkers and cyclists to get about. The village school in Meadow Drive already brings in
lots of traffic into the area creating congestion when children are taken to school in the
morning and collected in the afternoon. For all these reasons I am totally opposed to any
major building in the village. Although Horringer has been reclassified from an infill only
area to a Type A Village I would still prefer to restrict any new housing developments to no
more than 5 per year as infill properties. My comments on the six SHELAA Sites are as
follows :- WS111 I object to the development on this land. The size and scale of this site is
inconsistent with Type A status and, if developed in its entirety, would introduce a major
urban element into this semi-rural area. WS112 I object to the development on this land. Its
size and scale would be totally inconsistent with the character and nature of the Type A
village. It would represent a major and arbitrary incursion into the open countryside poorly
related to the rest of the village. Such development would also be seriously harmful to the
setting of the adjacent Ickworth Estate to the west of the site. WS 113 I object to the
development on this land Presumably the access to site WS113 would be to Glebe Close
which is not suitable for extra traffic being a narrow and quiet road. A new junction onto the
A143 seems unlikely due to traffic volumes. This issue could be costly and would need to be
covered by the developers which would almost certainly make developments financially
inviable. WS 593 I object to the development on this land. Development on WS593 in Manor
Lane, the smallest of the sites put forward, may seem superficially attractive, but an estate
of 14 houses on 0.48 hectares would be totally out of keeping with the rest of Manor Lane
which consists of substantial houses on large plots. Manor Lane is a narrow country lane,
about 3 metres wide, with no footpaths and only one street light which is well down the lane
past this site. Two cars cannot pass without one pulling into a driveway and it is difficult, if

not impossible, for large delivery vehicles to turn into some of the existing driveways without
churning up the verges. An additional 28 cars (at 2 per new household) would make the
traffic situation much worse. Creation of a new access to highways standards would not be
easy and would result in the loss of a significant part of the existing hedge of the site. The
development would also have a detrimental effect on the setting of the adjoining Grade 2
listed house, The Gables. WS594 I object to the development of this land This development
would represent a major extension of the village into the open countryside which would be
contrary to Horringer’s Type A designation. The site’s size and scale would cause great
landscape harm to the village which has, at present, a strong attractive defensible boundary
at this point comprised of substantial trees, hedging and a public right of way, - the Low Way.
The Low Way itself is an extremely attractive and well used footpath (part public and part
permissive) which would be irreparably damaged by adjacent development. It is within the
Special Landscape Area and would also substantially erode the green wedge between the
two parts of the village which form an attractive semi rural feature of this part of Horringer.
The adjoining land is rich in wildlife and I have carried several surveys there. During them I
have found several species that are in decline such as Yellow Hammers, Sky Larks and
Brown Hares. The landowner, with help from a number of people who live in the village has
planted several thousand trees in the area which are a local asset and would be obscured
from view by such a development. This strategic gap between the two parts of Horringer has
been protected by our Village Plan and successfully defended on appeal. Access to this site is
extremely problematic as the existing estate to the north west has just one access point to
the A143, Meadow Drive. Any additional traffic using Meadow Drive, which can be very
congested in the vicinity of the pre- school and primary school, would be unacceptable.
Access to the A143 to the south west of this site would also be impractical. It would occupy
most of the green wedge and urbanise this pleasant and open part of the village. WS 595 I
object to development on this land. This small site is very poorly located at this very busy
road junction. Access could only be achieved via the adjoining WS111 site which itself is
considered to have very limited potential. In isolation it is considered to be detrimental to
highway safety as well as necessitating the loss of existing trees and hedges which mark the
settlement boundary adjacent to conservation area boundary.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Michael Burrows

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

198

Summary

WS113. The extra 30 houses can equate to 60 plus cars coming in and out on a daily basis.
The original access to that field came onto Chevington Road; this has long since been
impassable and grown over. The Chevington Road is a busy through way, the access is a
partially blind area, and further blind from the junction with Sharpes Lane. The ability to
turn safely in and out of the new housing area and Sharpes Lane is in serious dispute.

Comment

I am writing to you in reference to the above proposed site that has been submitted to the
local council, part of the SHELAA. I wish to put forward my comments and conclude that the
site should not become a preferred site in the next draft of the West Suffolk Local Plan for
Consultation 2021. I was born on Sharpes Lane Horringer, and I still have connections to the
land and house which remains a family plot. As such, the paddock/field is a long standing
part of my time and I feel compelled to comment. Firstly, I would wish to address the issue
of further traffic that would be created by the building of 30 houses. The extra 30 houses
can equate to 60 plus cars coming in and out on a daily basis. The original access to that
field came onto Chevington Road; this has long since been impassable and grown over. The
Chevington Road is a busy through way, the access is a partially blind area, and further blind
from the junction with Sharpes Lane. The ability to turn safely in and out of the new housing
area and Sharpes Lane is in serious dispute. If the entrance was to be cut into Glebe Close,
then the single lane road of Sharpes Lane would become even more unsafe than it already
is. This road is not able to be widened due to the properties there. This single lane road
would be a major safety issue in relation to emergency vehicle access Further I would state
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that the increased housing in the Haverhill area should be considered in regards to the
traffic levels. The planned expansion of Westley village needs to be considered in the same
regard. Secondly, the idea of planning/housing/building on the site is not a new one.
Previous applications have all been refused. These grounds have been as I have stated
above, traffic and access concerns, but also Horringer, it has historically been stated in
planning refusals, (and is still relevant), is in a conservation zone and therefore certain
rights remain to the village and the dwellings within it. The curtilage rights afforded seem
very relevant in regards to this plot. The paddock is placed in the middle of existing homes
which back onto it directly on two sides. It could not be described as an open field, and as
such to shoe horn 30 houses onto such an area can only be described as an infringement of
these conservation rights and would in turn, without doubt destroy the essence of the village
to the residents and the large variety of wildlife that inhabit that land. I would hope that the
matters raised here are seriously considered. I would like to thank those involved for their
time in dealing with this matter.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be looked at in more detail when the sites
are considered in further detail during the next stage of plan preparation. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the
highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services
can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed.

Respondent Name

Mr Richard Whitehead

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

197

Summary

Not in favour of housing development to the south of Hornbeam Drive, without the provision
of an additional access road serving the site.

Comment

My comments are in respect of site WS594, 'Land to the south of Hornbeam Drive'.
Accepting that there is a need for additional housing in West Suffolk I would have no
objection to the this area of land as a potential site. However, that acceptance is, and must
be, conditional upon the improvement on the infrastructure serving the proposed site.
Meadow Drive is currently the sole vehicular access to the properties on the existing
housing estate to the west of the A143. This road, particularly during peak school hours,
becomes dangerously congested due to the volume of traffic accessing and leaving the area.
It is my belief that this would be exacerbated if the proposal was granted without a second
access route onto the A143 serving the new housing. Ideally, the proposal might provide an
opportunity to construct a road from the south of the village to the north-east allowing the
conservation area to be by-passed. Furthermore, I trust that the West Suffolk Council
ensures compliance with its stated policy of 30% provision of 'affordable housing' on any
future development in the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be looked at in more detail when the sites
are considered in further detail during the next stage of plan preparation. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the
highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services
can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed.

Respondent Name

Mrs Angela Pringle
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

150

Summary

I wish to give my views on the suggested site WS113 which is the one between A143 and
Glebe Close. I feel it not suitable for development as the access is poor / dangerous from
Glebe Close and dangerous onto the A143.The paddock acts as a green lung for the
neighbourhood and is a haven for wildlife. I chose to live in a village and wish it to remain a
village and not a suburb of Bury St Edmunds.

Comment

I wish to give my views on the suggested site WS113 which is the one between A143 and
Glebe Close. I feel it not suitable for development as the access is poor / dangerous from
Glebe Close and dangerous onto the A143. The paddock acts as a green lung for the
neighbourhood and is a haven for wildlife. I chose to live in a village and wish it to remain a
village and not a suburb of Bury St Edmunds. People should have a choice to live in a village
if they so wish and with the villages growing more than just the odd infill, they will become
small towns. If development has to take place in the area then after reading through the
planning policy think that option two is the better option for the area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Mrs Anne Bishop
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

85

Summary

Sites WS111, WS112 and WS595. Westley lane is a country road already used as a 'rat run'
through to the A14, making it difficult and dangerous to get out of our drive at certain times
of the day. Increased traffic would make this impossible without the right infrastructure. The
number of houses being proposed would change the nature of our village. The school is
already full and there is considerable traffic chaos at certain times of the day.

Comment

We have recently had our attention drawn to the site options in the West Suffolk Local Plan
for consultation in 2021. We live in Westley Lane and these proposed sites affect us directly.
We have several concerns. Sites WS111, WS112 and WS595 all boarder on Westley Lane. *
Westley lane is a country road already used as a 'rat run' through to the A14, making it
difficult and dangerous to get out of our drive at certain times of the day. Increased traffic
would make this impossible without the right infrastructure. * The number of houses being
proposed would change the nature of our village. * The school is already full and there is
considerable traffic chaos at certain times of the day. * What other provisions would the
council give us with , potentially, another 600 people or more living in our village. * We have
concerns with the site WS112 that's being used as valuable agricultural land at present and
boarding onto an area of natural beauty (National Trust) 7. WS111 being an important Green
Belt between Horringer and Bury St Edmunds. Whilst we see the need for more housing,
these proposals are not sustainable.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be looked at in more detail when the sites
are considered in further detail during the next stage of plan preparation. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
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capacity issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the
highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services
can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed.
Respondent Name

Mrs Anne Bishop

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

135

Summary

Infrastructure. In our last email we mentioned that Westley Lane has become an extremely
busy country road that is 'not fit for purpose 'in its current state, let alone more traffic which
would come with any development. We have first hand experience of this when two double
decker buses tried to pass each other at speed outside our property and mounted the
pavement and knocked our front wall down. Also, two other properties in the lane have had
damage to their fences.

Comment

Our thanks for the informative presentation last night, also for answering some of the many
questions the residents have. We have already emailed previously with no acknowledgment,
giving you our opinion of the proposals for Westley Lane. It was evident last night that you
were keen to gather as much information as possible. In our last email we mentioned that
Westley Lane has become an extremely busy country road that is 'not fit for purpose 'in its
current state, let alone more traffic which would come with any development . We have first
hand experience of this when two double decker buses tried to pass each other at speed
outside our property and mounted the pavement and knocked our front wall down. Also, two
other properties in the lane have had damage to their fences and one , had a car in their
front garden. There are numerous incidences at the junction often with injuries. The
footpath is continually mounted and has been damaged. Your Consultations on the proposed
development must therefore look at the infrastructure . We as residents of Westley Lane
have grave concerns over safety.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the highways
authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mrs Martin Milnes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

208

Summary

The sites shown in blue colour have an Indicative Capacity of 345 dwellings which in
pushing out the boundaries, would have the potential to double the size of the village.
Therefore, considered development of this nature would not be compatible with ‘a large
conservation area’, ‘a special landscape area’, bordered by the historic park of Ickworth.

Comment

The sites shown in blue colour have an Indicative Capacity of 345 dwellings which in
pushing out the boundaries, would have the potential to double the size of the village.
Therefore, considered development of this nature would not be compatible with ‘a large
conservation area’, ‘a special landscape area’, bordered by the historic park of Ickworth.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be looked at in more detail when the sites
are considered in further detail during the next stage of plan preparation. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the
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highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services
can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed.
Respondent Name

Mrs Nicola Payne

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

106

Summary

At least one of these sites has been submitted time & again & turned down. I don't
understand why it is then included again & residents have to go through the stress, worry
and anguish of putting the same objections forward. Have the parameters changed? Are
traffic issues, access issues and residential amenity still significant constraints? None of
these issues are mentioned as a constraint on any of the Horringer site SHELLA pro formas.
The SHELLA proformas on website were helpful, thanks.

Comment

At least one of these sites has been submitted time & again & turned down. I don't
understand why it is then included again & residents have to go through the stress, worry
and anguish of putting the same objections forward. Have the parameters changed? Are
traffic issues, access issues and residential amenity still significant constraints? None of
these issues are mentioned as a constraint on any of the Horringer site SHELLA pro formas.
The SHELLA proformas on website were helpful, thanks.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
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local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.
Respondent Name

Mrs Nina Crabb (National Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

475

Summary

The National Trust objects to Site WS112 due its proximity to Ickworth Park and the impact
development would have on its setting, the character of the area, the Conservation Area and
nature conservation.

Comment

Site WS112: Land north-west of Horringer The National Trust objects to the inclusion of site
WS112 (Land north-west of Horringer) as a site for residential development within the Local
Plan Review. The site is adjacent to part of the northeastern boundary of the Ickworth Park,
which is owned and managed by the National Trust. Ickworth Park lies at the heart of the
formerly extensive rural Ickworth estate. It comprises a Grade I listed 18th Century
Italianate palace, gardens and pleasure grounds set within a designed landscape park. These
grounds are a Grade II* Registered Park and Garden in the National Heritage List for
England. Ickworth was passed to the National Trust in 1956 following the death of the 4th
Marquess of Bristol. The Italianate palace and garden are the earliest surviving example of
their kind. The site also contains a number of other listed buildings and features. Ickworth
Park has a rural setting of mainly agricultural land, punctuated by woods and small villages.
The parkland today continues to thrive as a working estate and pleasure ground. Site WS112
abuts the north eastern boundary of Ickworth Park, sitting between this and Westley Lane.
The site also abuts the Horringer Conservation Area (which includes the paddock and a
buffer strip (of woodland) within the eastern edge of Ickworth Park). It also abuts a County
Wildlife site which covers much of Ickworth Park. The Trust considers it extremely important
to protect the setting of this important site at Ickworth and its heritage assets. We object to
the allocation of this site for the following reasons: 1. Impact upon the setting of Ickworth
Park (including views out of the Park from within it) The development of site WS112 would
introduce a (likely) suburban form of development right at the edge of the park, abutting its
boundary. The site is fairly flat, sited on the same plateau as Horringer village and Ickworth
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House. The view outward from Ickworth Park towards the site is currently over the
agricultural land that provides the buffer that distinguishes the landscaped park from its
rural hinterland. The introduction of built development at any point alongside the boundary
to the park would certainly detract from this important sense of the “remoteness” of
Ickworth within its countryside setting. This particular 2 site maintains a “breathing space”
that separates the edge of the park from the ribbon of C20th houses that has grown out of
the historic core of the village. The Ickworth Conservation Management Plan states “The
secluded rural setting forms a key element of the historic character as a buffer from the
public roads encircling the estate. This reflects the history and connection with the extensive
parkland, and plays a key part in maintaining the apparently remote character of the
designed landscape. This survives intact”. The Plan also references key historic views.
Amongst these views is one from the main drive in the direction towards Bury St Edmunds.
It states, “The wider setting, particularly beyond NT ownership, is vulnerable to
inappropriate changes which will damage key views, particularly the view to the north-east
towards Bury”. Developing this site for housing would remove the “breathing space”,
compromising the appreciation of the design and setting of the park, detracting from its
historic character and significance. In these terms there would be clear conflict with both
local and national planning policy. 2. Access to the site & impact upon the character of the
area The site is identified, indicatively, as able to accommodate 100 dwellings, representing
a density of around 20 dwellings/ha. Given its location behind existing houses, there would
seem to be only one option for accessing the site which would be direct from Westley Lane.
There would need to be lengthy visibility splays provided and this would require the removal
of a significant length of the existing hedgerow boundary along Westley Lane. The creation
of such an access would expose the new housing in views towards the boundary of the
historic park. Currently the woodland edge of the park is appreciable beyond the small
ribbon of houses on Westley Lane. Introducing new housing at site WS112 would completely
change this relationship with housing development becoming the dominant feature within
the landscape rather than the existing dispersed and low-key development just beyond the
boundary to the park. 3. Impact upon the character of the Conservation Area It is of note
that the boundary to the Horringer Conservation Area takes in land beyond the built
development in the village, including the paddock behind the Community Centre and a deep
margin of woodland within the park. It is likely that this was designed to add protection to
the woodland that provides the backdrop to the historic core of the village in views towards
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the Ickworth estate. The introduction of a housing development at WS112 would
compromise views into and from the Conservation Area and change the character of existing
development which is predominantly one dwelling in depth on this side of the A143. It would
also change the character of the settlement by intensifying development on its northern
boundary where it currently peters out along Westley Lane. 4. Impact upon nature
conservation The development of this site would also have an impact upon the nature
conservation value of the historic park. The Ickworth Conservation Management Plan (CMP)
states that groups of tree planting at the north eastern edge of the park may date back to
the mid to late C18th. The wildlife significance of the park is also set out in the CMP. It
indicates that although not designated as of national value for nature conservation, the park
would meet the threshold for SSSI designations. The ancient and veteran trees are notable
for their habitat value for invertebrates, bats and birds. The introduction of a significant new
housing development, with its associated activity (noise and artificial lighting) has the
potential to be detrimental to the habitat value of this part of the park and its contribution to
the mosaic of habitats within the park. 3 5. Loss of high-quality agricultural land The
majority of the site is identified as Grade 2 (Best and Most Versatile Agricultural Land) in the
agricultural land classification. The Trust objects to the loss of high-quality land and
considers that sites of lower grade or previously developed land should be considered in
preference to Grade 2 agricultural land.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for comments which will be taken into account during the next stage of
plan preparation.

Respondent Name

Mrs Pauline Davison

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

538

Summary

Objection to development of site WS113 Horringer. Development of this site would be totally
inappropriate, now and at any time in the future. I have lived at XXX, which is a Grade two
listed building, since 1992. The volume of traffic has increased substantially, with scant
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regard to the 30m.p.h. speed limit. The number of heavy good vehicles has also increased
enormously, which has, no doubt, caused an increase in the number of external and internal
cracks, I have seen appear over the years.
Comment

Development of this site would be totally inappropriate, now and at any time in the future. I
have lived at XXX, which is a Grade two listed building, since 1992. The volume of traffic
has increased substantially, with scant regard to the 30m.p.h. speed limit. The number of
heavy good vehicles has also increased enormously, which has, no doubt, caused an increase
in the number of external and internal cracks, I have seen appear over the years. Any access
to site WS113 would have to be from the A143, thereby, causing a huge problem with the
volume of traffic and also increasing pollution dramatically, as control would have to be in
the direct vicinity of Godfrey's cottages and Godfrey's Close, which would affect the health of
residents, most of whom are elderly, but there are also a number of children. There is also
the fact that each property would potentially have two or more vehicles, thereby adding to
the problem of pollution at this end of the village, let alone the safety aspect for entry and
exit. If there were to be any families with children on the proposed development , the local
village school may not be able to accommodate them, but even if it were able to, the footpath
down to the school is very narrow and not safe considering the volume of heavy traffic. I
trust these objections will be taken into account.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rachel Davies

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

116

Summary

Public transport. I am not able to drive for medical reasons and use the buses frequently.
Apart from the odd school bus which often don't not stop in the village there is never to my
knowledge more that one bus per hour. The service is roughly hourly and less that hourly in
the afternoons. The timetable shows both termtime and holiday buses side by side but of
course you don't get both of them. On Saturdays the service is not as good.

Comment

I have read with interest your helpful illustrated article on the West Suffolk Local Plan as
published in our village magazine. There is one point which I would like to query. Under
'constraints and opportunities' there is the following statement "There is a good bus service
(more that one bus per hour) with services to Bury St Edmunds." I am not able to drive for
medical reasons and use the buses frequently. Apart from the odd school bus which often
don't not stop in the village there is never to my knowledge more that one bus per hour. The
service is roughly hourly and less that hourly in the afternoons. The timetable shows both
termtime and holiday buses side by side but of course you don't get both of them. On
Saturdays the service is not as good. Occasionally buses do not turn up at all and they are
often late. In my opinion they would not constitute a reliable means fo getting to and from
employment. I am extremely grateful to have a bus service and am not using this as an
opportunity to moan. I also appreciate the fact that we are being kept fully informed of the
planning process.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The public transport opportunities have been assessed across the district and 'good'
reflects the current service provision, however this will be reviewed and updated if
necessary in the next draft of the plan.

Respondent Name

Mrs Rachel Davies

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

177

Summary

How development would change the village. Currently the village is big enough to support
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thriving local groups but not so big that it becomes impersonal. There is a strong community
spirit which would be lost if villagers no longer recognized each other and this would be
extremely sad. Village life is special and Horringer residents offer each other a great deal of
care and support.
Comment

Currently the village is big enough to support thriving local groups but not so big that it
becomes impersonal. There is a strong community spirit which would be lost if villagers no
longer recognized each other and this would be extremely sad. Village life is special and
Horringer residents offer each other a great deal of care and support.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sally Bretherton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

163

Summary

Hornbeam Drive. Hornbeam Drive - I am very concerned about possibility of having a new
housing development at this location. The traffic is horrific due to the primary school and
now the opening of the new prep school. Plus the amount of delivery Van's and food Van's
has increased. This creates a lot of noise and I am finding it more difficult to enjoy my
garden.

Comment

Hornbeam Drive - I am very concerned about possibility of having a new housing
development at this location. The traffic is horrific due to the primary school and now the
opening of the new prep school. Plus the amount of delivery Van's and food Van's has
increased. This creates a lot of noise and I am finding it more difficult to enjoy my garden.
This large housing estate only has one access. The school area gets blocked up and when
emergency services, refuse vehicles, oil deliveries need to gain access its impossible at
times. New development would only increase more traffic problems and the local residents
not able to enjoy environment. There should be a second access from the Street into Hazel
Drive.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Ms Alison Collins

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

321

Summary

Objection to WS594. The site listed as WS594 will not be sustainable. New housing in this
area would generate a significant increase in surface water runoff and would also generate a
significant increase in sewerage/waste water. Development on the rising ground would block
light from existing houses, particularly those in The Beeches. At present, the local systems
for dealing with surface water runoff and waste water are just about coping.

Comment

The site listed as WS594 will not be sustainable. New housing in this area would generate a
significant increase in surface water runoff and would also generate a significant increase in
sewerage/waste water. Development on the rising ground would block light from existing
houses, particularly those in The Beeches. At present, the local systems for dealing with
surface water runoff and waste water are just about coping. However, in times of even
moderate rainfall, surface water runs off the site and down the lane by Garden House
and enters a small stream along the Low Way. Flooding can occur in heavy rainfall.
Increasing the surface water entering the system may cause increased frequency and extent
of flooding locally and may increase flooding further downstream. At times of heavy rainfall,
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waste water is forced out of drain covers at the bottom of Orchard Way and along the bottom
of Manor Lane; it seems likely that the system would not be able to cope with even a
small increase in the amount of sewerage. Climate change is predicted to make rainfall
heavier and increase storminess which would further exacerbate the above issues and this
should be taken into consideration at the outset.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Paul and Harrison

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

290

Summary

Objections to all sites in Horringer. Access and landscape issues.

Comment

Horringer Settlement Map – SHELAA A general comment relating to the development of
sites other than WS593 – development should comprise a variety of housing types and styles
and include affordable and social housing. A safe cycle/pedestrian route from Horringer to
Bury St Edmunds is required. WS113 (Off Chevington Road) Landscape This is currently
meadow and is well defined by lines of trees and hedging along the Chevington Road.
Although it provides a visible ‘green space’ within the village, development of this area
would not have a major detrimental impact if the existing tree lines were maintained. The
housing layout, density and building style needs to be sympathetic to the occupants of
houses in Sharps Lane which back onto the development. Otherwise this area has diverse
building types, ranging from large houses on large plots to terraced housing. A mix of
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housing types, including ‘affordable’ would be in keeping with this. Vehicle access The most
obvious route in to this area is directly off the A143. With careful planning this could have
good visibility in both directions for vehicles leaving WS113. The nearby existing junction
from Sharps Lane is very poor in this respect with poor visibility for vehicles leaving or
entering Sharps Lane. A new junction at WS113 would be detrimental to road safety. There
are laybys on the opposite side of the A143 to a potential junction which need to be taken
into consideration when planning the road layout. The A143 traffic in this part of the village
tends to be fast in both directions. Access to this area off Glebe Close would be possible and
give an alternative for vehicles approaching WS113 from Whepstead (B1066). This would
give two means of access for emergency vehicles, bin lorries, oil tankers etc. but would
require improvements to widen and align the Glebe Close junction with Sharps Lane. Access
to the existing houses in Glebe Close is already difficult for large vehicles and such an
improvement could be beneficial. Pedestrian Access to village centre (School, Pre-school,
pubs, Community Centre) This is very poor indeed from WS113 and also from existing
housing in Chevington Road, Sharpes Lane, Sharps Green, Glebe Close and The Street. The
roadside path is very narrow and it is unpleasant to have to walk within 1 metre of heavy
traffic including container trucks travelling at 30 mph or higher. This is a significant
discouragement to walkers. As a minimum a safe pathway for parent+buggy+child in hand
and cycles, routed away from the A143 is highly desirable. Without this, cars will be used (as
they are now) for trips within the village rather than on foot. General Comments Some
thought is required on how to capture, retain and dispose rainwater falling on the new
development and avoid it worsening the existing situation. Drainage in the Sharps Lane and
Sharps Green areas is very poor and in heavy rain there is much puddle formation. Runoff
resulting from gully overflow passes to the low point in the Green and comes dangerously
near to flooding the houses there. WS594 (Off The Street) Landscape This area is currently
meadow/uncultivated and defined by a hedge along The Street and by lines of trees on most
of the other boundaries. The ditch/hedge/trees along the north-west edge are a significant
visual feature and should be retained to break up what would otherwise be a large expanse
of housing in combination with the 1970’s St. Leonards Park housing estate. There is a
footpath along this edge, part of which is a public right of way - from the finger-post opposite
Street Farm with the last part towards the finger-post at Manor Lane. Between these two
ends the footpath follows part of Hornbeam Drive (perhaps a result of the 1970’s
development?). However, on the field side there is a presumed permissive path (not signed
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as such) parallel to the footpath on Hornbeam Drive which is the route mostly used by
walkers. This footpath route is known locally as the “Low Way” and probably once linked up
with other footpaths and roads to form a direct route from Chevington to Bury St Edmunds.
Although there are walking routes within the Ickworth estate these are not public rights of
way (except for one linear route) and the Low Way forms part of the only ‘countryside’
circular walk for Horringer residents and others. This walkers’ route should be maintained
for historical and amenity reasons. There would be some loss of visible ‘green space’ where
WS594 abuts the A 143. It is thought by some that this is an important separation between
the core of the village and the southern ‘suburb’. It would also result in the loss of
countryside views for residents of both sections of the village. Vehicle Access The 1970’s St
Leonard’s Park estate is only accessible from one junction with The Street. With the school
and pre-school close to this entrance the access is already a pinch point and restricts access
at times – important for emergency vehicles etc. This would be exacerbated if WS594 were
to also use this access route. Hence another access to the A143 would be required – opposite
Street Farm. A connection between the two estates would give alternative access routes and
would be required in any case to permit vehicles and pedestrians to travel between the
estates (e.g. school, delivery vehicles, bin lorries) without having to go via The Street.
Access to WS594 from A143 could be designed to give reasonable visibility in both
directions, although it would be at a low point in the A143. Traffic tends to be fast in both
directions here and the road drains poorly in heavy rain. Pedestrian Access to village centre
(school, pre-school, pubs, Community Centre) Safe routes from WS594 to the village centre
via the St Leonard’s estate seem obvious. The path from the Street Farm area to the village
centre along The Street is very poor (refer to WS113 notes). General Comments The housing
style and density should not be generally much different from those in the St Leonard’s
estate, although there is a case for some distributed, higher density affordable housing. The
natural route for rainwater runoff is towards the ditch on the north-west edge of the site. If
this is used for to accommodate rainwater runoff from WS594 improvements and continued
maintenance will be required for the ditch. WS593 (Manor Lane) Landscape This is currently
meadow off a secluded lane and enclosed mostly by trees. It is conveniently located for
access to the village amenities and is an obvious candidate for ‘infill’ development. Other
housing in Manor Lane tends to be larger than is generally the case for the village. Unless
the new housing in WS593 is in character and spatially in harmony with other housing in the
Lane it will degrade the attraction of this quiet lane. Vehicle Access The junction between
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Manor Lane and The Street is currently a narrow, triangular type. It is difficult to see
oncoming cars from the Bury direction when leaving Manor Lane and this unusual
arrangement on a small lane might be an attempt at improving this. However, this, and the
general narrow width of the Lane, already presents difficulties for large vehicles (bin lorries,
oil tankers etc.) entering/leaving the Lane. The existing junction and others in close
proximity (from the Community Centre/Church car park and Hornings Close) suffer from
poor visibility of approaching traffic. These junctions are also close to the A143/Westley Lane
junction discussed elsewhere. Pedestrian Access There is no footpath along Manor Lane,
which is barely adequate for the current traffic and usage of the Lane at present. Doubling
the number of houses (and hence cars) would require a footpath to the Green and village
centre. General The existing rainwater drainage in Manor Lane is limited and confused. The
lower end of the Lane (north-east) is usually wet with some ‘spring’ water emerging.
Development of WS593 must include provision for rainwater management. WS111 & WS595
The only major road junction in the village is that between the A143 and Westley Lane. The
A143 is the principle route from Bury St Edmunds and the A14 to Haverhill and carries
heavy good vehicles, local, farm traffic, commuter and bus services as well as being an
emergency vehicle route. Westley Lane has busy periods (commuter, school run, shopping)
and some heavy vehicle traffic (off the A14 and the west side of Bury St Edmunds). The
junction is a “Y” with the A143 on one arm of the Y and Westley Lane on the other. The
approach from Westley Lane is rising and visibility in both directions is poor at a location
where main road traffic is likely to be fast moving as it enters and leaves the village. Vehicles
passing from the A143 to Westley Lane may be tempted to take the junction at speed. The
access to Hornings Park, Manor Lane and the Community Centre are also in the vicinity of
the junction with poor visibility towards the junction. Pedestrian facilities for safe road
crossing near the junction are non-existent and the visibility of approaching vehicles is poor
in all directions. Since both of these areas will require vehicle access near to the junction
and safe pedestrian routes to the village centre (school, pre-school, pubs, Community
Centre), a major revision of the junction will be required which would take up space for
housing. Even with this, these areas would be environmentally unattractive areas to live
because of the traffic levels. WS112 Landscape This area is currently under cultivation and
is Grade 1 agricultural land. It is a large area and, although close to the village core, is
outside the ‘natural’ village outline and intrudes into open countryside. Part of the site abuts
the open parkland of the Ickworth Estate. Approval of housing on this site might encourage
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the future extension of the site into the field immediately to the north. Vehicular Access The
area will require access from Westley Lane at a location where the road has bends and
visibility is poor and where traffic entering/leaving the village moves at speed (extension to
the 30 mph limit area would be required, although history shows that traffic tends to overspeed within 30 mph limits on the approach to villages.). See also WS111 & WS595 since
WS112 will add yet more traffic to Westley Lane and the unsatisfactory junction at the A143.
Pedestrian Access Although close to the village centre, a safe pedestrian route will be
required (other than along Westley Lane), through neighbouring properties (e.g. Ickworth
Estates) to reach the village centre. Given the expected number of houses on this site at
whatever housing density and the heavy traffic the route via Westley Lane is unacceptable.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Tom Kingsnorth

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Horringer settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

492

Summary

SHELAA ref WS594: road access issue and need for alternative access, not via Meadow
Drive. Meadow Drive absolutely should not be considered as a possible access road to site
WS594. It already has a significant volume of traffic for residents living on roads off Meadow
Drive, as well as on street parking for residents living on that road making it single file
traffic in some places and also the significant additional volume of traffic every morning and
mid-afternoon accessing the primary school.
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Comment

Meadow Drive absolutely should not be considered as a possible access road to site WS594.
It already has a significant volume of traffic for residents living on roads off Meadow Drive,
as well as on street parking for residents living on that road making it single file traffic in
some places and also the significant additional volume of traffic every morning and midafternoon accessing the primary school. As mentioned in another of my comments, the A143
already has a high volume of traffic including HGVs. By contrast, the B1066 running past
Horringer to the south has very little traffic, in terms of consideration of an alternative
access point to any development in the area.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lawrence

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Settlement status

Comment ID

126

Summary

Change in designation. The same number of service described above (two public houses, a
village hall, primary school, play area, bus service and its close proximity to Bury St
Edmunds) were all existant in 2010. Why has the designation changed from 'infill' to 'Type A'
between 2010 and 2020? When did the re-designation take place and what consultation was
performed or information given to parish councillors or villagers? Was the re-designation
carried out to meet the criteria for development?

Comment

The same number of service described above (two public houses, a village hall, primary
school, play area, bus service and its close proximity to Bury St Edmunds) were all existant
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in 2010. Why has the designation changed from 'infill' to 'Type A' between 2010 and 2020?
When did the re-designation take place and what consultation was performed or information
given to parish councillors or villagers? Was the re-designation carried out to meet the
criteria for development?
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the local plan
and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.

Respondent Name

Mrs Nicola Payne

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Settlement status

Comment ID

105

Summary

Horringer is an extremely attractive village and already noted as a special landscape area.
The open nature of the village especially along the A143 is a long term characteristic of the
village that we would like to preserve. "in filling" of these open spaces would destroy the
character of the village, and additional traffic on the A143 or via Sharp's Lane will impede
the free flow of traffic through the village. There are not traffic lights, no zebra crossings
and no school crossing patrol.

Comment

Horringer is an extremely attractive village and already noted as a special landscape area.
The open nature of the village especially along the A143 is a long term characteristic of the
village that we would like to preserve. "in filling" of these open spaces would destroy the
character of the village, and additional traffic on the A143 or via Sharp's Lane will impede
the free flow of traffic through the village. There are not traffic lights, no zebra crossings
and no school crossing patrol. Some of the SHELLA sites identified in the consultation have
been previously discounted (yet have appeared again? what changed?) and are green field
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open sites that provide a vital green lung for the village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Mrs Peta Cook

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Settlement status

Comment ID

234

Summary

Westley road sites. The sites proposed WS112 and WS111 are both situated on a very, very
busy and potentially trecherous road. This road comes off the A14 and if there are to be
additional houses in Westley and again in Horringer this will impact negatively with regards
to safety of road users. We already have problems with speeding and density of traffic
coming from Westley into Horringer, and coming to and from Haverhill and Bury, so any
additional housing will worsen this considerably.

Comment

The sites proposed WS112 and WS111 are both situated on a very, very busy and potentially
trecherous road. This road comes off the A14 and if there are to be additional houses in
Westley and again in Horringer this will impact negatively with regards to safety of road
users. We already have problems with speeding and density of traffic coming from Westley
into Horringer, and coming to and from Haverhill and Bury, so any additional housing will
worsen this considerably.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Neil Middleton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Settlement status

Comment ID

637

Summary

Horringer facilities. While some small scale infill might be appropriate, anything larger than
that would put strains on existing facilities.

Comment

The over the last 5 years both public houses at one time or the other has been closed and
threatened with conversion into housing. The village school is shared with 5 other villages.
Is often oversubscribed, and has outgrown its current footprint, with very limited outdoor
facilities. The play area doesn't offer anything to the older children, with children often
playing in the streets. The bus service would be very difficult if you were reliant on it for a
8-5pm job in town. Its also expensive. Its often cheaper to take a taxi. While some small
scale infill might be appropriate, anything larger than that would put strains on existing
facilities.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
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any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and
services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing
growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan
which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Julie Hull

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Site options

Comment ID

760

Summary

Comment on number of proposed houses in Horringer. Whilst I understand the need for
housing, having seen the development in Fornham All Saints, with a huge number of houses,
do we really need to cram hundreds of houses into Horringer and basically turn it into an
extension of Bury St Edmunds itself.
I strongly object to the plans as put forward presently.

Comment
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Having looked at the proposal for increasing the number of houses in Horringer it appears
that this will more or less double the size of the village. This would increase hugely the
volume of traffic along the A143 which is already extremely busy. Increasing the number of
houses at the back of the village again would double the size and cause much more traffic
and pollution. The actual building process will also be extremely disruptive. I think everyone
in the village appreciated the ability to walk along the footpaths at the back of the village
during lockdown this year, particularly as the village is cut in half by the A143 making this
the safest area to walk in with no traffic. Your proposal will mean losing this valuable asset
to Horringer. Will there be issues with capacity at the Primary School - doubling the
number of dwellings will surely put a strain on the school numbers. The site in Manor Lane

is of particular concern as this is a very peaceful small lane currently and the use of the
Meadow for so many houses will cause massive disruption. The number of houses proposed
for this site as with all the sites would indicate that they will all be crammed in together with
very little garden space. Will there be any loss of trees or hedges? Is it not in our best
interests to try and keep trees and hedges for our wildlife? I understand this is within the
Conservation Area of Horringer and I am surprised this has even been suggested as a site
for housing development. What exactly are we conserving then! The other area of concern is
the proposed site on the corner of Westley and the A143. This is an extremely busy road and
access to this on a bend in the road would be very dangerous. Whilst I understand the
need for housing, having seen the development in Fornham All Saints, with a huge number
of houses, do we really need to cram hundreds of houses into Horringer and basically turn it
into an extension of Bury St Edmunds itself. I strongly object to the plans as put forward
presently.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Philip Colton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Site options

Comment ID

624

Summary

There is a danger of too much development for the available facilities of road, drainage,
sewerage and safety.

Comment

WS113 This development would be a possibility as traffic could exit via Glebe Close and
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Sharpes Lane onto The Street without causing too many problems and there should be
sufficient water and drainage facilities. WS593 I am particularly concerned about the
development of 14 proposed houses in Manor Lane, Horringer as the road is so narrow and
will need considerable work on the road system and the drainage systems to service the
houses. Also it will present considerable difficulty for traffic to exit onto The Street. It will
also cause great disturbance to a conservation area. WS111, WS112 and WS595 The traffic
situation in the area of the junction between Westley Lane and The Street, Horringer is
already serious and the exit from Westley Lane difficult. It is already complicated by the
entrance to Hornings Park and any more junctions and housing in the area would cause even
more danger and congestion. WS594 This large development in a village the size of
Horringer is far too large. The school would be over-run and cannot be expanded any
further. We have no facilities in the village such as shops or post office to support such a
large population increase. I also doubt that the water and sewage drainage are suitable. It
would also mean yet another road junction on the A143 causing more danger on a winding
main road.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lawrence

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Site options

Comment ID

128

Summary

Proposal for 345 homes. The addition of 345 homes would result in an additional 793 people
(based on the average household size of 2.3 people), an increase of 72%. Horringer is a small
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village, served by a small, already over-subscribed road and with limited services. Access
into the St Leonards estate (Meadow Drive) is frequently over-subscribed due to traffic into
the school.
Comment

The village currently consists of around 1091 people. The addition of 345 homes would
result in an additional 793 people (based on the average household size of 2.3 people), an
increase of 72%. Horringer is a small village, served by a small, already over-subscribed
road and with limited services. Access into the St Leonards estate (Meadow Drive) is
frequently over-subscribed due to traffic into the school. It is unlikely that the main A134,
the roads currently serving the estate or the schools could support an increase in population
of this kind. Horringer village includes a National Trust property, listed buildings, preserved
trees and a special landscape area. Housing development has been rejected several times
due to these and other constraints and it does not reflect the wishes or preferences of the
local community that building development takes place. The area surrounding Bury St
Edmunds has other available t land which could accept development without impact to
preserved architecture, wildlife and local habitats and the local community

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Mr Simon Lawrence

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Type A Villages > Horringer > Site options

Comment ID

129

Summary

Flooded lands. The area designated WS594 regularly sees flooding and has a high water
table due to poor drainage and the presence of several natural springs in the area - you can
currently see flooding on Orchard Way due to natural springs. the land is unsuitable for
building.

Comment

The area designated WS594 regularly sees flooding and has a high water table due to poor
drainage and the presence of several natural springs in the area - you can currently see
flooding on Orchard Way due to natural springs. the land is unsuitable for building.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be looked at in more detail when the sites
are considered in further detail during the next stage of plan preparation. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the
highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services
can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed.

Respondent Name

Mrs Martin Milnes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Site options

Comment ID

209

Summary

WS112 would impact severely the setting of National Trust owned Ickworth Park.
WS111 and WS595 breaches the settlement boundary and the natural boundary of Westley
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Lane and would act as a precident for future development towards Bury St Edmunds. These
sites would impact a critical road junciton with the A143 used as a commuting route
between Haverhill and Bury St Edmunds.
WS594 would be a major extension into open countryside with additional issues of access,
drainage and traffic generation.
Comment

WS112 would impact severely the setting of National Trust owned Ickworth Park. WS111
and WS595 breaches the settlement boundary and the natural boundary of Westley Lane and
would act as a precident for future development towards Bury St Edmunds. These sites
would impact a critical road junciton with the A143 used as a commuting route between
Haverhill and Bury St Edmunds. WS594 would be a major extension into open countryside
with additional issues of access, drainage and traffic generation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be looked at in more detail when the sites
are considered in further detail during the next stage of plan preparation. It is important to
seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues. The council works closely with infrastructure providers, such as the
highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services
can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed.

Respondent Name

Mrs Nicola Payne

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Site options

Comment ID

107
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Summary

WS113 objection. I understand that at least three applications have been made previously
for this horse paddock all of which have been refused - what has changed? I strongly object
to the inclusion of WS113 and respectfully ask that WS113 is removed from any further
consideration for the following reasons: Would highways allow another access onto the main
road (Chevington Road)? A very busy and dangerous road.

Comment

I understand that at least three applications have been made previously for this horse
paddock all of which have been refused - what has changed? I strongly object to the
inclusion of WS113 and respectfully ask that WS113 is removed from any further
consideration for the following reasons: Would highways allow another access onto the main
road (Chevington Road)? A very busy and dangerous road. The agricultural access to the
paddock evidenced by the dropped curb is no longer used - are you suggesting this be
reinstated? I have already highlighted earlier in the consultation document concerns about
any increase in traffic on the A143 and anything that encourages that traffic to also cut
through to the B1066 via Sharp's Lane. Two red triangle horse warning signs, warning
traffic to slow down, as Sharp's Lane is in very frequent use by horses and their riders are
largely ignored, please do not push any further traffic down Sharp's Lane! Another
undesignated access for agricultural purposes (there is a raised curve evidencing this
undesignated access - no vehicle access) has been made via Glebe Close. This undesignated
access falls between two veteran oak trees (with preservation orders) along the boundary on
to Glebe Close. The oak trees have delicate roots that are likely to be entwined with each
other adding to the already problematic access questions from the Glebe Close side. Trees
like these and the bio diversity/wildlife they support are important. It is our responsibility to
protect and sustain them for future generations to enjoy. In addition to the oak trees the
substandard nature of Glebe Close rules out access to the horse paddock for development
reasons. Glebe Close is a narrow close with only a couple of places where two cars can pass
side by side. There is no turning circle at the end of the close, any lorries have to back out of
Glebe Close - on to Sharp's Lane. Glebe Close is a sleepy, quiet close that cannot cope with
any further development. Any further development would be detrimental to the character of
the close. Currently children can play relatively safely on bikes in Glebe Close (with a stern
warning not to go onto Sharp's Lane - which is not a safe road!), it is extremely quiet and
there is no light pollution. Any development of this site at all would have a large impact on
residential amenity. Six properties in Sharp's Lane back on to the paddock and at least two
properties in Glebe Close, have what could be argued to be primary windows (almost floor to
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ceiling French Doors in fact) on the second floor facing directly on to the paddock. There
would be a large impact on the privacy of these residents. NPPF highlights that development
sites should not impact the residential amenity of neighbouring properties. The previous
description that this horse paddock is a vital green lung for the west side of the village
would appear to be very apt. In my opinion, there is limited if any scope for growth within
Horringer. It is a special landscape area and a beautiful village that is just about coping with
the volume of traffic ploughing through it. In particular the HGV's make you have a sharp
intact of breath as they pass you as a pedestrian on the very narrow pathways. I have on
occasion seen HGV's on the pathway momentarily. If there is any investment available to
widen and make safe the pathways that join the east and west side of Horringer village that
would help make it safer for the current residents, before even considering making the
problem worse by adding more houses!
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sally Bretherton

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Site options

Comment ID

39

Summary

Hornbeam Drive,Horringer. I am very concerned for possible new housing development
along Hornbeam Drive, Horringer. I live at the bottom of Meadow Drive/Hornbeam Drive.
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The amount of traffic which goes passed this area has increased incredibly due to the
School/pre school and plenty of deliver vehicles every day. There is only one entry road into
this large housing estate and if you are considering a new housing development, more
vehicles will be increased.
Comment

I am very concerned for possible new housing development along Hornbeam Drive,
Horringer. I live at the bottom of Meadow Drive/Hornbeam Drive. The amount of traffic
which goes passed this area has increased incredibly due to the School/pre school and plenty
of deliver vehicles every day. There is only one entry road into this large housing estate and
if you are considering a new housing development, more vehicles will be increased. This is
not very pleasant to hear vehicles up and down this road especially in the summer when you
want to enjoy your garden. This is not a suitable choice!

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Walsh

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Horringer > Site options

Comment ID

572

Summary

Option four is unacceptable. Option One is best. Options two and three are less good but
have some merits. WS594. In my opinion Horringer is foremost among the city’s villages and
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would be ruined by future development. Of particular concern to me is SHELLA site WS594
‘land south-east of Hornbeam Drive’ where an indicative capacity of 120 dwellings is given.
Comment
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I wish to express my concerns regarding the West Suffolk Local Plan that was recently
published. Of the four options I could only approve of Option One, to build a new settlement
in Suffolk. With a suitable site not only could the current housing needs be met but also
provision could also be made for the inevitable future housing requirements that could be
built into the plan and give the minimum of disruption to the lives of existing Suffolk
residents. Options Two and Three are less attractive but I can see some merits in both. I
have very real concerns about Option Four and am strongly against it for the reasons given
below. I was born and raised in Salford, Manchester and as such am fully conversant with
the dissatisfactions of living in built up areas. What makes Suffolk so special are its villages.
If Bury St Edmunds is the ‘Jewel in the Crown of Suffolk’ then its villages are its setting. Yet
it seems that Option Four would throw this away and make the villages as mundane as a
caravan site. The adage that you don’t know what you have until you lose it comes to mind.
In my opinion Horringer is foremost among the city’s villages and would be ruined by future
development. Of particular concern to me is SHELLA site WS594 ‘land south-east of
Hornbeam Drive’ where an indicative capacity of 120 dwellings is given. This is not a small
development by any stretch of the imagination. There will also be a requirement for
infrastructure that will significantly change the unique character of the village. Many of the
houses on Hornbeam Drive are bungalows and are occupied by retired people who, like me,
planned to live out their lives in a green and pleasant area. I for example served as a teacher
for 25 years in 4 West Suffolk schools. Now it seems we face having our homes being
swallowed up surrounded with the ubiquitous soulless family houses that all such
developments seem to throw up. Not that all residents of Horringer are retired; we enjoy a
good healthy demographic of families, young couples and the elderly. This balance is in
danger of being tipped in an undesirable direction. Currently one side of Hornbeam Drive
has a belt of woodland along one side. When I corresponded with the Assistant Arboreal
Officer of West Suffolk Council a couple of years ago he informed me that ‘this section of
tree belt is an unusual and very special place. This is an ancient landscape feature, with a
number of veteran pollarded oak along the line of woodland, with veteran ash and hazel
coppice stools surrounding them…and the topographical features, all conform this is an
ancient landscape feature that has been managed through coppice and pollarding over many
centuries’. This particular email goes on to give a lot more detail regarding its ‘exceptional

wildlife value’. Indeed it is not unusual to see or hear owls, buzzards, kites, and tree
creepers etc. as well as pheasant and quail. There are also deer, bats and other small
mammals that live in this tree belt and the fields beyond. In fact the periphery of those fields
has only recently been planted by the land owner with trees to create new woodlands and a
long beetle-bank. I expect a grant was given for this but any new building work here render
it worthless. Surely this should be conserved as referred to in Part Two of the Local Plan
document ‘to protect the ecology and history’ of any proposals. In front of the tree belt a
channel carries water along the full length of the road where it becomes a stream. In an
‘Envirosearch’ conducted by Landmark Information group in 2013 this stream and
Hornbeam Drive was identified as a ‘Flood Risk’. The run-off water from the aforementioned
fields feeds into this channel and the fields absorb some of the rainwater. These fields are
elevated above Hornbeam Drive starting at a height of about 5 feet and increasing to about
25-30 feet as it recedes away from the road. Potentially any new hard surfaces such as
roads, pavements and housing will prevent water run-off and water and risk making flooding
more likely. Then, of course, there are the additional water and sewerage services that will
naturally make their way downhill. My home has already experienced flooding in the garden
from ‘hydraulic overload’ which has had to be attended by Anglia Water. In addition from the
top of the field one can look down on the rooves of the existing houses. This would mean that
that new houses would be much higher than the existing ones potentially looming over the
existing bungalows and denying them privacy as well as not being much to look if they are
anything like those recently built at Fornham, Chedburgh and Haverhill. If the Hornbeam
Drive fields were to be built on then a separate, new access road or roads for them would
need to be provided. Access to the entire existing 1970’s estate is only made via Meadow
Drive, which is already a bottleneck. This is exacerbated and made quite dangerous at
certain times of day by the presence of a primary and a pre-school at the top of the road. The
local police have occasionally been present to witness the dangerous activities of drivers
during pick up and drop off times for pupils. Parking and access off the main A143 road is
farcical at these times. Both of the above schools have expanded in recent years since other
village schools were closed. This has made traffic and parking problems even worse. Sadly it
seems that some people will not walk the shortest distances. Any new housing will inevitably
add to current traffic problems as they bring new families and add to the requirement for
capacity at these schools. As identified there are buses that serve the village; generally one
an hour. The buses are impractical for commuting to work or shopping. Any new housing in
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Horringer will add to road traffic. The A143 that passes through Horringer from Bury to
Haverhill is not a good road. From long experience I can advise you that there are only three
stretches of this road where it is possible to pass slower traffic and they are very hazardous.
This often leads to driver frustration and some questionable driving. To recap and finish; it is
my opinion that Option One of the proposals is the most acceptable. It would meet the
county’s requirements up to 2040 and with forethought future provision beyond that time
could be built in. Option Two and Three are less attractive but have some merits. Option
Four is by far the worst of the four. It would destroy the uniqueness of Suffolk villages,
especially historic Horringer, and transform it into what is commonplace and mundane. It
would damage the community and the wellbeing of the village as well as spoil the villages’
natural and historic environment.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Elveden Farms Ltd)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Icklingham > Icklingham

Comment ID

1090

Summary

We support the Council’s categorisation of Icklingham as a Type A village. However, it is
important to point out that additional growth is important to sustain current services in the
longer term. There is additional land, currently in our client’s ownership, at the western end
of the village, which is available for development and therefore would ask the Council to
consider exploring the opportunity for allocating this land through the local plan.
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Comment

We support the Council’s categorisation of Icklingham as a Type A village within the
settlement hierarchy and agree that is has a number of services and facilities that can meet
the day to day needs of its residents. However, it is important to point out that additional
growth is important to sustain current services in the longer term. There is additional land,
currently in our client’s ownership, at the western end of the village, which is available for
development and therefore would ask the Council to consider exploring the opportunity for
allocating this land through the local plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

. . (Elveden Farms Ltd)

Agent Name

Chelsea Johnston (RPS Group Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Icklingham > Settlement status

Comment ID

703

Summary

Support settlement status. We support the Council’s categorisation of Icklingham as a Type
A village within the settlement hierarchy. We agree that is has a number of services and
facilities that can meet the day to day needs of its residents.

Comment

We support the Council’s categorisation of Icklingham as a Type A village within the
settlement hierarchy. We agree that is has a number of services and facilities that can meet
the day to day needs of its residents.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
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settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Thomas Blackwood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

28

Summary

Unsafe location. Village access to the area currently designated as recreational open space
has been effectively denied to residents for nearly 20 years, due to a long and, at times,
acrimonious dispute between the Parish Council and the landowner following the expiry of
the Play meadow lease agreement. The location of this area is some distance from the
proposed new housing developments and would involve crossing an extremely busy major
road.

Comment

Village access to the area currently designated as recreational open space has been
effectively denied to residents for nearly 20 years, due to a long and, at times, accrimonious
dispute between the Parish Council and the landowner.following the expiry of the
Playmeadow lease agreement. The location of this area is some distance from the proposed
new housing developements and would involve crossing an extremely busy major road.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Parish Clerk (Ingham Parish Council)

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

215

Summary

WS118 and WS120. As part of this consultation the Parish Council has contacted every
single house within the village and asked for feedback. To date 100% of those giving
feedback have been totally opposed to any large-scale development and would oppose the
excessive development proposed by the landowners on the included sites WS118 and
WS120, except limited development that did not impact the overall identity of the village.

Comment

We are not sure that under constraints and opportunities that the land being relatively flat
and that any development on the landscape would have minimal effect is correct and we
would dispute that point. It is noted that other villages of similar landscape do not have this
sentence which is suggestive of any development in Ingham as being a minimal impact to
residents, which could not be further from the truth. We would like this sentence removed.
As part of this consultation the Parish Council has contacted every single house within the
village and asked for feedback. To date 100% of those giving feedback have been totally
opposed to any large-scale development and would oppose the excessive development
proposed by the landowners on the included sites WS118 and WS120, except limited
development that did not impact the overall identity of the village. The current included land
with nearly 700 homes potentially would dwarf the current village and is not what the
residents want. Any development on that scale would mean extra infrastructure being
required to service the number of homes and although some villages may see that as
an opportunity the residents of this village do not. There has not been a single comment or
communication from anyone in the village that supports the large-scale potential
development. Several residents within the village work on the land in question that has been
identified as being included. Development of this large area would be a loss of agricultural
land and potentially their jobs and go against some of the proposed core strategies i.e. The
strategic policies SO9 - Support agriculture and SO10 - Growth of agricultural sector.
People who live in a village like Ingham do so because they wish for open countryside views
away from the towns with large numbers of people. The village is not against limited
development, and in the past, we have supported the development of 19 homes within the
village plus a solar farm that is discreetly located, as well as the largest greenhouse in
Suffolk that is currently under construction. The greenhouse and solar farm have already
taken over a large area of agricultural land that has been previously farmed locally so we
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feel that to take any further large area for housing will be unfair to residents and the village
as a whole. The strategic strategy SO11- Meet the housing needs of rural areas appropriate
to the requirements of individual settlements. We believe that for Ingham a limited
development until 2040 of around 30 to 50 houses as a maximum would be achievable in the
right areas. This would be roughly in line with the number of homes built over the past 30
years. We totally object to the sites WS118 and WS120 being developed as put forward by
the owners of the land. Proposed areas for development within the village: We have attached
as part of this consultation a map showing where we believe the limited development within
the village could be achieved. There may be a concern over road safety on the A134 as part
of any development, but the new Griffin Gardens has seen no issues and it should be noted
that that land we have marked out at the top of the map is near the old Suffolk County
Council waste recycling site and the Cardy sand and gravel operation that ran for years.
There were no issues with traffic access and egress even with lorries having to turn. In
addition to what we have suggested on the map there is an opportunity to potentially
develop the old Hydrex business site that is currently used for storing vehicles on the main
road. At present this site is an eyesore and could enhance the look as well as providing
housing needs. We believe that the areas we have highlighted would be sufficient growth for
this small village that will not adversely alter the character of the village. New opportunity
for larger build in the area. In addition, and although just outside our parish boundary we
have a further suggestion for another site. West Suffolk Council has requested that we
provide any other alternative sites for development. The Local plan has always prioritized
the use of brown field sites before good agricultural land is utilized for housing. There is a
site towards Fornham St. Martin St, (St. Genevieve lakes.) This is the site of an old sand and
gravel quarry (brown field site) that was quarried by Tarmac Ltd. We are aware the owner
of the site is keen to develop. The site has three large lakes and already has large screening
with mature trees and banking thus creating no visual adverse impact on neighbours. This
site is close to good road links A134 and importantly could, due to close proximity to Bury,
have a cycle/pedestrian link which would hit several of the strategic objectives in regard
reducing travel and climate change issues. The site would be ideal for a quality low to
medium density development set around the lakes and could look stunning if developed
sympathetically with the landscape. This may be a good site to fulfill a portion of the
requirement for new homes for the District.
Link to comment (for Users)
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View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. This sentence will be reviewed in the next draft of the plan. It is important to seek
the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be
suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village
or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites
to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of
issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth,
where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental
capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Veronica Brayshaw

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

31

Summary

Traffic through village. There is already a huge amount of traffic through the village which
frequently speeds, both along the A134 and also along Culford Road. Potentially adding over
600 houses will add a huge strain to these roads through the village.

Comment

There is already a huge amount of traffic through the village which frequently speeds, both
along the A134 and also along Culford Road. Potentially adding over 600 houses will add a
huge strain to these roads through the village. Additionally, the junction from Culford
Road turning onto A134 is very dangerous due to the angle of Culford Road opening onto
A134 and the poor visibility due to house boundaries on the corner. When turning from
Culford Road across traffic in order to head towards Bury St Edmunds, it is often necessary
to pull the vehicle into the A134 in order to see if any traffic is coming the Bury St Edmunds
directions which is risks collision with oncoming A134 traffic. Substantially increasing the
traffic on Culford Road will increase the risks further. Finally, the volume of A134 traffic is
already a risk to pedestrians who need to cross the road from the majority of homes to reach
the post office/shop, playground etc. The village has been calling for some time for proper
crossings. Huge increases in housing in the area will only increase the risk to life unless
substantial improvements are made.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

B Cobbold

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

633

Summary

Objection to the plans for housing development in Ingham. I object strongly to the plans for
more housing in Ingham as our village already has to contend with the very busy A134 with
numerous HGVs making it an extremely unpleasant and dangerous road to walk to our local
shop and church. Also the loss of yet more agricultural land to housing will be detrimental to
our need for increasing food production.

Comment

I object strongly to the plans for more housing in Ingham as our village already has to
contend with the very busy A134 with numerous HGVs making it an extremely unpleasant
and dangerous road to walk to our local shop and church. Also the loss of yet more
agricultural land to housing will be detrimental to our need for increasing food production.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Francesca Hawley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1140

Summary

WS118. The suggested addition of 465 homes is more than double the existing size of the
village and completely destroy the character. When the previous development was approved
in 2016, it was stated that there would be no more further expansion to the village.

Comment

The suggested addition of 465 homes is more than double the existing size of the village and
completely destroy the character. When the previous development was approved in 2016, it
was stated that there would be no more further expansion to the village. Ingham has
extremely limited facilities and residents would be commuting to nearby towns for work,
school, shopping and leisure leading to an increase of traffic on the A134. This will be in
addition to the increased traffic in the area caused when the new tomato plant is in
operation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Francesca Hawley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1141

Summary

WS120. The suggested addition of 219 homes is more than double the existing size of the
village and completely destroy the character. When the previous development was approved
in 2016, it was stated that there would be no more further expansion to the village.

Comment

The suggested addition of 219 homes is more than double the existing size of the village and
completely destroy the character. When the previous development was approved in 2016, it
was stated that there would be no more further expansion to the village. Ingham has
extremely limited facilities and residents would be commuting to nearby towns for work,
school, shopping and leisure leading to an increase of traffic on the A134. This will be in
addition to the increased traffic in the area caused when the new tomato plant is in
operation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Martin Hawley

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1108

Summary

WS120. The proposed addition of 219 houses would more than double the size of the existing
village and would completely change its character. When the previous development was
approved in 2016 it was stated that there would be no further expansion of the village.

Comment

The proposed addition of 219 houses would more than double the size of the existing village
and would completely change its character. When the previous development was approved in
2016 it was stated that there would be no further expansion of the village. Ingham has very
limited facilities and residents would be commuting to nearby towns for work, school, leisure
and shopping, leading to an increase of traffic on the A134. This will be in addition to the
increase in the area caused when the new tomato plant comes into operation

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Martin Hawley

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1125

Summary

WS118. The proposed addition of 465 houses is more than double the existing size of the
village and would completely change its character. When the previous development was
approved in 2016 it was stated that there would be no further expansion of the village.
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Comment

The proposed addition of 465 houses is more than double the existing size of the village and
would completely change its character. When the previous development was approved in
2016 it was stated that there would be no further expansion of the village. Ingham has very
limited facilities and residents would be commuting to nearby towns for work, school, leisure
and shopping, leading to an increase of traffic on the A134. This will be in addition to the
increase in the area caused when the new tomato plant comes into operation

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr and Mrs G Woollard

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1280

Summary

Objection to development within Ingham. To build this amount of new propertys would have
a huge impact on our infrastructure it would not cope. A project of this size would have no
thought for it's inhabitants and all the problems this would cause, not to mention the
inconvenience to everyday life.

Comment

I write this letter with my objections and reason's against any new builds in Ingham village,
now or in the future. Some weeks ago I received information from my parish council
informing us of a proposed new building of 1000 new houses in total. We were assured after
the last new build (22) houses in total that no more new developments would be planned
until 2031! The village has a population of 451 residents. To build this amount of new
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propertys would have a huge impact on our infrastructure it would not cope. A project of this
size would have no thought for it's inhabitants and all the problems this would cause, not to
mention the inconveince to everyday life. And our lastest information came last night via
(Look East) we are told the conservative MP's would like a vote to block all these builds to
save our greenbelts and rural communitys. As you can see I have sent this correspondence
recorded delivery instead of email. Any so I look forward to a response from you in the near
future.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Frank Stennett (Stennetts)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1260

Summary

Sites WS118 and WS120.
After just talking online with an officer who stated ‘If a response is on behalf of a trust we
would need confirmation that all parties are in agreement with the comments submitted’ I
can confirm that all parties for WS118 and WS120 are not in agreement.
Sites WS375, WS374
S.K. Spittle’s land (Malcolm’s sister) and our own land behind the Church, (WS375, WS374)
which was submitted to West Suffolk Council, and this land is all available
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Comment
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Sites WS118 and WS120. After just talking online with an officer who stated ‘If a response is
on behalf of a trust we would need confirmation that all parties are in agreement with the
comments submitted’ I can confirm that all parties for WS118 and WS120 are not in
agreement. As you can see from the attached letter Malcom Stennett who has ¼ share does
not agree to the extent of the land put in for consultation, I myself don’t agree with the land
that has been put in and have 1/8 share i.e. half of Malcom’s share. Employment at Place
farm is also of great concern to my brother and I, we now employ well over 100 people from
Place Farm, and with the new Glasshouses there’s going to be nearly another 135, so in total
your looking around about 300 jobs, this does not included the Brewshed, Manchetts
recovery, Engrave cut and copy, and many more who run their business from his location.
Many movements are carried out throughout the day and night. Allowing development next
to such a busy operating centre will course many problems with the companies working here
and potentially Complaints that could lead to restrictions and lead to a risk to employment.
Also keep In mind that we control all the land around these two sites so it is my belief that
development of sites WS118 and WS120 would be difficult without our agreement and we
are opposed to it as currently proposed. This risk to employment must really be looked at by
the Councillors and offers when they review the consultation. I kindly ask that you look at
different sites or a much reduced site after seeking full consultation from the Parish Council
and ourselves. A much smaller development would seem more in keeping with the village
say at the other end of the village (Thetford end) or indeed on WS373 the site does adjoin
the settle limit, the space which was left was a roadway, which we have legal title over so
could have been included in the red line plan, but because it was left out West Suffolk
Council said it was not adjoined, this is not the case as the land is a road way and could be
included in the red line plan. It is noteworthy to also state that this land is Brown Field land
and should be entered on the West Suffolk Brown field list, and should be considered before
using important farm land. Sites WS375, WS374 S.K. Spittle’s land (Malcolm’s sister) and
our own land behind the Church, (WS375, WS374) which was submitted to West Suffolk
Council, and this land is all available and could meet all of the villages needs, there are two
access from the A134, and one from Maltings lane, this land adjoins to the settlement limit
and also adjoin the play area, public foot paths, and open space. Both parties SK Spittle and
ourselves have offered this land and I am of the option that West Suffolk Council should look
on this land as being in one ownership as its in one family’s ownership and can come
forward very quickly. WS374 & WS375 should be seen as part of the solution for the

housing need for Ingham and should be combined as one site in the family’s name (or SK
Spittle & Stennett).
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Hugo Greer-Walker

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1151

Summary

WS118 WS120 taken together the total could be 700 which is completely out of proportion
with the existing settlement and will cause a high volume of traffic through surrounding
villages to the A14. WS118 must be reduced substantially and it should be clear on the face
of it that the two plots are alternatives. It should not be possible to develop both.

Comment

WS118 WS120 taken together the total could be 700 which is completely out of proportion
with the existing settlement and will cause a high volume of traffic through surrounding
villages to the A14. WS118 must be reduced substantially and it should be clear on the face
of it that the two plots are alternatives. It should not be possible to develop both.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
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be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr J Fildes

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

427

Summary

Ingham is not suited to growth because the A134 and Culford Road are not suited to growth.
The A134 is too busy and too dangerous, and Culford Road is too narrow.

Comment

Ingham is not suited to growth because the A134 and Culford Road are not suited to growth.
The A134 is too busy and too dangerous, and Culford Road is too narrow. As it is, Ingham
needs a footpath and cycleway to Culford and onto Fornham. This needs to be separate from
existing roads and built on compulsorily purchased farmland. Ingham should be by-passed. If
the A134 Formhan Bypass dual carriageway was extended in a NE direction, to bypass
Ingham, to the East, and Great Barton to the West, then many new possibilities for safe
development and vastly improved quality of life could be attained. It high time WSC thought
strategically in this kind of way.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Peter Turner
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1337

Summary

Concerns regarding development to the north and south of Ingham. It seems the proposed
development would increase the size of the village by well over double its original size.
Another dozen or so houses is possible but to do more is harmful and very bad planning.

Comment

This is a letter of extreme concern regarding potential over development of agricultural land
to the north and south of the village (Hamlet) of Ingham. It seems the proposed development
would increase the size of the village by well over double its original size. This cannot be
normal housing policy? This is a village with very little housing and a small P.O/stores and
Pub. There is already a small new estate to the north of about a dozen houses which
balances out the village. The one cross roads that exists will not be able to cope with excess
traffic as this abuts a very busy main road no more junctions will need to be added.
Unfortunately this will not stop vehicles using country lanes and using villages such as
Culford as rat runs. Another dozen or so houses is possible but to do more is harmful and
very bad planning. Busy outlets can sustain this type of overdevelopment with its
infrastructure the small village of Ingham cannot.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Barbara Young

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

240

Summary

Objections to proposed development at Ingham WS118 and WS120. The village of Ingham
has a population of less than 450. The proposed expansion of the village by 600 homes would
overwhelm the local population and render the already limited amenities totally inadequate.
The village has few amenities: no primary or secondary school, no doctor’s surgery, no
supermarket, no community centre.

Comment

AMENITIES AND POPULATION The village of Ingham has a population of less than 450.
The proposed expansion of the village by 600 homes would overwhelm the local population
and render the already limited amenities totally inadequate. The village has few amenities:
no primary or secondary school, no doctor’s surgery, no supermarket, no community centre.
ROAD TRAFFIC AND PROPOSED LOCATION OF HOUSING The proposed sites for
development are located to the west of the busy A134. The village’s only amenities (a pub
and small post office/general store) are located on the eastern side of this extremely busy
road. The high volume of HGV traffic using the A134 through the village makes walking,
cycling or even crossing the road on foot unpleasant and dangerous. Turning onto the road
by car is difficult and dangerous for the small number of current residents. Swelling the
number of new home occupants by more than 100% would add to the traffic on the A134,
would increase the frequency of car and van access to the A134 and would increase the
overall danger of these manoeuvres. ALTERNATIVE SITES: VACANT BURY ST EDMUNDS
SHOPPING CENTRE Many shops within the business centre of Bury St Edmunds are likely
to become vacant during the next 10 years. Many cities in the UK are preparing to change
their empty shops into city centre housing. The purpose of this is to maintain rent revenue,
and to bring life to otherwise derelict city centres. Rather than taking agricultural land
(WS118 and WS120 ) out of food production for ever by smothering it with housing and
roads, I think it would be preferable to develop city centre sites to supply more of the
needed housing. Unlike Ingham, Bury St Edmunds is well supplied with amenities such as
schools, shops, doctor and dentist surgeries, train and bus stations. Because these services
are close to the city centre, car use could be minimised. Building 600 new homes in Ingham
would force a huge increase in the number of car journeys. Environmentally, this would be a
very damaging retrograde step. ENVIRONMENT There is likely to be an increased emphasis
on improving the environment during the next 10 years. Replacing well maintained
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agricultural land with concrete and tarmac would be a retrograde step. The alarming
decrease in wild birds and insects is well documented. Suffolk can play its part in improving
the environment by maintaining its stock of agricultural land which in future is likely to be
farmed with increased emphasis on preserving soil structure and the longevity of both food
production and wildlife. FOOD PRODUCTION The UK is not self sufficient in food production
at present. The proposal to remove yet more agricultural land from food production is
reckless for the wellbeing of present and future generations.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Sally Hayhoe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

316

Summary

Concerns about the amount of traffic on the A134. Adding a possible 600 houses to this small
village would have a detrimental effect on all those living here, as I live on the main A134 I
struggle most days to pull out to travel to Bury, with the possibility of those 600 houses
being two car owners does not bear thinking about. The pollution alone would quadruple,
ruining the villagers health.

Comment

Adding a possible 600 houses to this small village would have a detrimental effect on all
those living here, as I live on the main A134 I struggle most days to pull out to travel to Bury,
with the possibility of those 600 houses being two car owners does not bear thinking about.
The pollution alone would quadruple, ruining the villagers health. The junction from Culford
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road is so hazardous a lot of my neighbours who live on the Beaufort RD side already go to
Bury via Culford, adding more traffic there.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Thomas Blackwood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

27

Summary

Clarification of the Settlements criteria for Ingham. As a resident of Ingham, I am somewhat
perplexed at the inclusion of Thetford's role being recognised as providing services and
facilities for village residents. Thetford is over 8 miles from Ingham. Surely it would be more
appropriate to refer to Bury St Edmunds in this context, as it only 4.4 miles from the village
(and at least is in the same county!).

Comment

As a resident of Ingham, I am somewhat perplexed at the inclusion of Thetford's role being
recognised as providing services and facilities for village residents. Thetford is over 8 miles
from Ingham. Surely it would be more appropriate to refer to Bury St Edmunds in this
context, as it only 4.4 miles from the village (and at least is in the same county!)

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The role of the town of Thetford is also recognised in terms of the services and
facilities it provides for residents of Ingham and other villages in the northern part of the
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district.
Respondent Name

Rev Tony Redman (St Bartholomews church Ingham)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

944

Summary

WS118. The proposed development, with WS120 would be DEVASTATING for the local
community without significant improvements to the current infrastructure. This might
include traffic calming, pedestrian crossings, a roundabout with the Culford Road. But above
all, significantly improved community facilities such as a fully serviced village hall, green
spaces, and an electric vehicle charging hub for those unable to recharge at home, and
better broadband.

Comment

The proposed development, with WS120, would effectively triple the current population,
which would be DEVASTATING for the local community without significant improvements to
the current infrastructure. This might include traffic calming, pedestrian crossings, a
roundabout with the Culford Road. But above all, significantly improved community facilities
such as a fully serviced village hall, green spaces, and an electric vehicle charging hub for
those unable to recharge at home, and better broadband. better traffic calming, a new
community hub with a fully serviced village hall, car parking and an electric vehicle charging
station, pedestrian crossings, a roundabout at Culford Road junction with Thetford Road.
green spaces to divide up the massive housing blocks better broadband a primary school

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Rev Tony Redman (St Bartholomews church Ingham)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

494

Summary

Facilities do not include the parish chruch. The church building has been modernised for use
by the wider community, and uses include parish council meetings, poling station,. keep fit,
wellness sessions, coffee mornings etc. outreach to the lonely in the community and pop up
cafes. It is the only enclosed, heated, public open space community facility within the village.

Comment

The church building has been modernised for use by the wider community, and uses include
parish council meetings, poling station,. keep fit, wellness sessions, coffee mornings etc.
outreach to the lonely in the community and pop up cafes. It is the only enclosed, heated,
public open space community facility within the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

The Stennett Trustees (The Stennett Trustees)

Agent Name

Mr Simon Tindle (Brown & Co)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham

Comment ID

1259

Summary

The village is well positioned for a significant level of growth.

Comment

See attached. The village is well positioned for a significant level of growth.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Lucy Snowdon

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham settlement map showing included SHELAA sites

Comment ID

30

Summary

The new plans will swamp the village and limited amenities with no benefit to the village

Comment

To double the size of the village without any additional playgrounds or amenities such as a
planned primary school will swamp this small village and it's limited amenities. The village
has a good playground now, but the road to it is poorly (never) maintained by the Stennets
already. To add tens of new families to the village and the village amenities is irresponsible. I
would support the planning if there was also additional amenities included in this proposal,
namely a new playground, additional roads that do not solely rely on Culford Road and a
primary school.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
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for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Mrs Sally Hayhoe

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham settlement map showing included SHELAA sites

Comment ID

317

Summary

Building on agriculture land. The residents that live in Beauford and Culford road will loose
the beautiful views of the country side which is one of the many reasons we all live in a
Village, please don’t turn our little Village in to a small town/suberb.

Comment

Ingham has already been subjected to a huge greenhouse complex where one end of the site
has been built up by 6 metres making it an eye sore and adding to the lorries coming in and
out of the village. A solar farm is about to be built and now the possibility of building an
extreme amount of houses on very good fertile farming land at a time when leaving Europe
we should be concentrating on growing our own food just seems ludicrous. The residents
that live in Beauford and Culford road will loose the beautiful views of the country side
which is one of the many reasons we all live in a Village, please don’t turn our little Village in
to a small town/suberb.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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Respondent Name

Mrs S Spittle

Agent Name

Mrs Lydia Pravin (Brown & Co Barfords)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham settlement map showing included SHELAA sites

Comment ID

120

Summary

WS374 is very well-related to the existing Settlement Boundary of Ingham which runs along
the site’s northern and western boundaries. As such, residential development of the site
would be a natural extension to the village. The site’s relationship with the built-up area has
been further consolidated by the new play area to south of the site which also provides
separation to the listed buildings.

Comment

Brown & Co Barfords have been instructed to submit the following representation on behalf
of Mrs S Spittle in respect of Land at the Street, Ingham (site WS374) in light of the current
Issues & Options consultation. We previously set out in a response on behalf of our client to
the SHELLA consultation that the site is not going to come forward as Recreational Open
Space (ROS) and should be reallocated for housing which we reiterate. We also set out the
site can be developed, is deliverable and housing can be achieved at the site and should have
been set out on the Ingham settlement map in the Issues and Options consultation which
shows included SHELAA sites. Background In June 1972, Ingham Parish Council entered into
a 30-year lease agreement with our clients for the site. After the lease ended, the Parish
Council held over but did not properly maintain the land. Consequently, our clients ended
the lease. The Parish Council have not had an interest in the land for several years, save for
a small portion to the south, which has been let to them under licence to enable existing play
equipment to be retained and utilised. In 2017, a new lease agreement was reached for this
smaller portion of the land towards the rear of St Bartholomew’s Church. This has since
been developed by the Parish Council to create new play facilities for local children.
Consequently, the Parish Council only have use of the land identified pink on the attached
map (Appendix 1) and have no access or rights to the remainder of WS374. Furthermore, the
landowner has no intention to bring the rest of the site forward as ROS and seeks deletion of
this allocation. Without the cooperation of the landowner, it is difficult to see how this site
can be delivered as ROS. In determining which sites should be included in the SHELAA, the
Council removed sites which were not considered to be policy compliant. As such, WS374
was deemed not to be policy compliant due to its allocation in the Policies Map as ROS and
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was subsequently deferred. However, Paragraph 021 of the NPPG states that where
constraints have been identified as part of a housing and economic land availability
assessment, the assessment will need to consider what action could be taken to overcome
them. Evidently, the Council has given no consideration to the unsuitability of this land as
ROS, nor have they contemplated reallocating the site. This approach is not consistent with
the NPPG. Furthermore, no consideration has been given to the specific merits of the site for
residential development. Therefore, WS374 has not been subject to a robust assessment.
Merits of the Site WS374 is very well-related to the existing Settlement Boundary of Ingham
which runs along the site’s northern and western boundaries. As such, residential
development of the site would be a natural extension to the village. The site’s relationship
with the built-up area has been further consolidated bythe new play area to south of the site
which also provides separation to the listed buildings. Given the dense vegetation on the
eastern boundary, the site is clearly more related to the settlement than the adjacent
countryside. Furthermore, the site benefits from services and facilities within close
proximity and the site is in a sustainable location for development in accordance with
paragraph 8 of the NPPF 2019. In the Issues and Options consultation Part 3 – Settlements
Introduction paragraph 1.5 sets out “ It is important to note that no decisions have been
made on whether the sites in this document will necessarily be taken forward to the next
stage of the local plan as a preferred allocation to meet the district’s housing requirement.
We are seeking your views at this stage to assist with making these decisions.” However, this
site has not been shown at all on the Ingham settlement map Issues and
Options consultation. Therefore, the mapping does not show an accurate representation of
the sites that could be considered for housing. If no decisions have been made there is no
justification for not showing site WS374 which we argue should be an ‘included’ site for
residential development. Paragraph 5.11.1 sets out “the village of Ingham has a population
of 444 (ONS 2018 mid-year estimate). Ingham is eight kilometres north of Bury St Edmunds
and 19 kilometres south of Brandon. The village lacks a primary school but its facilities
include a public house and post office and stores. The role of the town of Thetford is also
recognised in terms of the services and facilities it provides for residents of Ingham and
other villages in the northern part of the district.” Paragraph 5.11.1 recognises the services
and facilities in Ingham along with two bus stops, all of which can be easily reached on foot
from the clients site to the town of Thetford along with good travel to and from work bus
links to Bury St Edmunds from Ingham. Paragraph 78 of the NPPF 2019 sets out to promote
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sustainable development in rural areas, housing should be located where it will enhance
or maintain the vitality of rural communities. Planning policies should identify opportunities
for villages to grow and thrive, especially where this will support local services. Where there
are groups of smaller settlements, development in one village may support services in a
village nearby. Therefore, there is no basis for section 5.11.3 which seeks to redesignate
Ingham as a Type A village in the new West Suffolk settlement hierarchy. Our clients site is
immediately available and deliverable as well as being economically viable, thus complying
with the National Planning Policy Framework 2019. We would be grateful if you could keep
us updated as to the progress of the emerging Local Plan.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for the information which will be considered in the next stage of plan
preparation.

Respondent Name

Rev Tony Redman (St Bartholomews church Ingham)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham settlement map showing included SHELAA sites

Comment ID

495

Summary

"Place of Worship" definition. Map simply shows the parish church as a "place of Worship".
Whilst this is its primary function, it is also a community facility, and plays its part in the
development of local identity as a treasure of memories, depositor of the remains of loved
ones, and a focus for local identity. It is the oldest heritage building within the community,
and a focal point from a landscape point of view. it is far more than simply a place of
worship, and this should be credited.

Comment

The map simply shows the parish church as a "place of Worship". Whilst this is its primary
function, it is also a community facility, and plays its part in the development of local identity
as a treasure of memories, depositor of the remains of loved ones, and a focus for local
identity. It is the oldest heritage building within the community, and a focal point from a
landscape point of view. it is far more than simply a place of worship, and this should be
credited.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Veronica Brayshaw

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham settlement map showing included SHELAA sites

Comment ID

32

Summary

Entry points and volume of housing. With regards to entry point to the proposed sites, I
believe that these would have to be from A134 as entry from Culford Road will be both
dangerous due to it's narrow nature and also put unacceptable strain on the Culford Road/
A134 junction. With regards to the proposed housing quantity, the current village has 444
residents per your report. Adding potentially 600+ houses could add at least 1,200+
residents to the area.

Comment

With regards to entry point to the proposed sites, I believe that these would have to be from
A134 as entry from Culford Road will be both dangerous due to it's narrow nature and also
put unacceptable strain on the Culford Road/A134 junction. With regards to the proposed
housing quantity, the current village has 444 residents per your report. Adding potentially
600+ houses could add at least 1,200+ residents to the area (assuming 2 per household
when we know some houses will be families and therefore more individuals). This is at least
quadrupling the village which is a huge burden. Much smaller developments should be
considered.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
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overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.
Respondent Name

Veronica Savage

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Ingham settlement map showing included SHELAA sites

Comment ID

151

Summary

WS118 and WS120. I totally object to the building of a huge amount of houses for a number
of reasons. The A134 is an ordinary A road & is already one of the most dangerous roads in
the county. More traffic is a ludicrous idea & will encourage more people to get to the A14 or
Bury St Edmunds by cutting through using narrow country lanes to Culford which has far
more traffic than it ever had before due to traffic heading towards Brandon and Thetford and
simply doesn't need more.

Comment

Ingham parish council have sent out a flyer asking residents to comment on the proposal to
build 600 homes in the village. Unfortunately the link doesn't work but a lady in Planning
suggested that I call your team directly. She also have me two reference numbers that
probably relate to the proposal. WS118 and WS120. I totally object to the building of a huge
amount of houses for a number of reasons. The A134 is an ordinary A road & is already one
of the most dangerous roads in the county. More traffic is a ludicrous idea & will encourage
more people to get to the A14 or Bury St Edmunds by cutting through using narrow country
lanes to Culford which has far more traffic than it ever had before due to traffic heading
towards Brandon and Thetford and simply doesn't need more. The village has no
infrastructure and the pub church & shop lie on the opposite side of the road to most of the
houses There isn't a school nearby so more congestion getting children to a primary school.
Ingham is a village and has been for centuries, pretty soon it will join up with Culford as
houses get built all along the Culford Road if this idea goes ahead. I live just outside the
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village at Dairy lane and because the council's will not increase the 40mph restriction to
beyond the Timworth crossroads & Highways will not force landowners to keep their
hedges & weed ridden verges trimmed back it is a nightmare getting out onto the A134 from
the lane , it will be impossible to do this at all will at least 600 more vehicles coming down
from Ingham to get to town of the A14. I choose to live in the countryside and have fewer
amenities on my doorstep or a police presence so I could enjoy leave & space this proposal
will wreck both & leave this area an overrdeveloped under resourced boring mass of
brickwork
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues. The council works closely with
infrastructure providers, such as the highways authority, to ensure that at the strategic and
local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level
for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Thomas Blackwood

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Ingham > Settlement status

Comment ID

29

Summary

Status Change does not support proposed development. The village has been designated as
suitable for small development/in-fill for some considerable time. This proposed change to
"Type A Village" seems incongruous if the intention is to build another 600+ homes as this
represents a more than 300% increase on the current dwellings. The current village
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amenities could not support this level of urbanisation.
Comment

The village has been designated as suitable for small development/in-fill for some
considerable time. This proposed change to "Type A Village" seems incongruous if the
intention is to build another 600+ homes as this represents a more than 300% increase on
the current dwellings. The current village amenities could not support this level of
urbanisation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Kentford > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

559

Summary

Kentford is a sustainable settlement capable of accommodating further growth.

Comment

Kentford is a sustainable settlement capable of accommodating further growth.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments

Respondent Name

Mr Andrew Fillmore (Pigeon Invement Management Ltd)

Agent Name

Ms Jenny Page (Turley)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Kentford > Kentford
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Comment ID

1169

Summary

WS127. These representations relate to
both Land at Kentford Lodge, Herringswell Road, Kentford (the ‘Site’) and Kentford
Lodge. Pigeon (and the Landowner) fully support the inclusion of the Site for housing
within the emerging Local Plan. They further support the inclusion of Kentford Lodge
within the village settlement boundary.

Comment

See Delivery Statement. These representations have been prepared by Turley on behalf of
Pigeon Investment Management Ltd and the Landowner, R.G. Boyce Esq. These
representations relate to both Land at Kentford Lodge, Herringswell Road, Kentford (the
‘Site’) and Kentford Lodge. Pigeon (and the Landowner) fully support the inclusion of the
Site for housing within the emerging Local Plan. They further support the inclusion of
Kentford Lodge within the village settlement boundary.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a distribution to meet the overall district
housing need in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and
environmental constraints within each settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered
but it is important to note that not all the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites
may be selected. The next draft of the plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and
the preferred sites selected to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance with
the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Kentford > Kentford

Comment ID

558

Summary

Kennett Railway Station is within walking distance of the majority of the village.

Comment

Kennett Railway Station is within walking distance of the majority of the village.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Kentford > Kentford

Comment ID

955

Summary

As previously outlined and acknowledged, the delivery of a new Primary School to serve the
village would facilitate additional residential growth in an otherwise wholly sustainable
location.

Comment

As previously outlined and acknowledged, the delivery of a new Primary School to serve the
village would facilitate additional residential growth in an otherwise wholly sustainable
location.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The council will be working closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the
strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the
appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will
assist with the development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany
the next draft of the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure delivery
across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Christopher Carter (Kentford Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Kentford > Kentford

Comment ID

1276

Summary

KPC response in Part 3, 5.11:
We think that Kentford has had more than enough development to date. In 5.11.4 (p. 165)
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the SHEELA sites identified (WS127 - 21 dwellings; WS 128 - 30 dwellings and WS201 - 63
dwellings) total 114 houses, greater than the 97 allocated for Kentford in the draft Plan
period. We consider that these sites are more than adequate to cover local housing needs for
the period of the Plan.
Comment

KPC response in Part 3, 5.11: We think that Kentford has had more than enough
development to date. In 5.11.4 (p. 165) the SHEELA sites identified (WS127 - 21 dwellings;
WS 128 - 30 dwellings and WS201 - 63 dwellings) total 114 houses, greater than the 97
allocated for Kentford in the draft Plan period. We consider that these sites are more than
adequate to cover local housing needs for the period of the Plan.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. The next draft of the plan, to be consulted on in early 2022, will set out a
housing distribution strategy to deliver the district’s housing requirement in accordance
with the spatial objectives and settlement hierarchy.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Kentford > Settlement status

Comment ID

560

Summary

Kentford should be designated as a Key Service Centre Village. Kentford benefits from a
good range of facilities and services, together with employment opportunities.
It would be wholly appropriate to seek to utilise these sustainability credentials, via the
designation of the village as a Key Service Centre to accommodate additional residential
growth, which in-turn could deliver the missing element of a Primary School.

Comment

Kentford benefits from a good range of facilities and services, together with employment
opportunities. It would be wholly appropriate to seek to utilise these sustainability
credentials, via the designation of the village as a Key Service Centre to accommodate
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additional residential growth, which in-turn could deliver the missing element of a Primary
School.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Mr Chris Smith (Hopkins Homes Limited)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Kentford > Site options

Comment ID

564

Summary

Site WS382 - Land East of Gazeley Road, should be allocated for residential development.

Comment

As per the attached documents, Site WS382 - Land East of Gazeley Road, is considered
wholly appropriate to Allocated for Residential Development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for submitting further details and Masterplan for the site WS382 which will be
considered during the next stage of plan preparation. The next stage of the plan will set out
the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Pakenham > Pakenham

Comment ID

972

Summary

Comment on WS151. Development of this site to the south of The Street would be
incongruous, not relating well to the development pattern of the village Accordingly this site
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should be removed.
Comment

Development of this site to the south of The Street would be incongruous, not relating well
to the development pattern of the village Accordingly this site should be removed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment.

Respondent Name

Mr R Ballard

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Pakenham > Pakenham settlements map showing SHELAA included
sites

Comment ID

1099

Summary

These representations seek a housing allocation for site WS151 which is approximately 0.89
hectares of land on the western edge of Pakenham. The site is sustainably located with no
constraints to development. The site can provide a development of between 20-25 homes
comprising market and affordable homes.

Comment

Please see the attached Report (E671.C1.Rep03) for full comments relating to this
representation. These representations seek a housing allocation for site WS151 which is
approximately 0.89 hectares of land on the western edge of Pakenham. The site is
sustainably located with no constraints to development. The site can provide: • A
development of between 20-25 homes comprising market and affordable homes. The
development would include housing that the village needs such as homes for local first-time
buyers, market rental, affordable homes or bungalows for older people. Alms House type
homes or homes where care can be provided for the elderly can be considered if there is
demand. If a larger site is required by the Local Planning Authority then more land can be
made available. • Affordable housing to meet local policy requirements. • A development
that is well related to the existing built up area of the village and its services and facilities,
and which will support local services. • Good access to the public highway with pedestrian
footpath links into the village. • Local highways improvements that will improve the existing
highway infrastructure with a new footway along the site frontage and improvements to
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visibility at the adjacent crossroads. • A development that retains and protects the trees on
the site frontage and on the site boundaries. • Facilities such as open space to meet local
needs. • A site that is free from constraints to development. The Issues and Options
Consultation asks if improvements to services, infrastructure and facilities are needed to
facilitate growth. We do not consider that improvements to infrastructure, services and
facilities are needed to support appropriate growth of 20-25 homes which could be provided
for on Site WS151. The development of the site can provide for localized footpath and
junction improvements. The development will support existing services and facilities.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments and supporting information on the site WS151. The
council works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local
level infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the
development of an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of
the local plan which will set out further detail on infrastructure requirements and delivery
across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr David Reece

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Pakenham > Settlement status

Comment ID

265

Summary

New housing in Pakenham. I am concerned that this plan may be similar to that in
neighbouring Mid-Suffolk, where a plan was agreed and within weeks was disregarded and a
massive new housing project outside the plan was agreed. Please assure me this will not
happen here. Secondly, with Mid-Suffolk only half a mile away we are only too aware that
Thurston currently has 5 new house developments under way with more now approved.

Comment

I am concerned that this plan may be similar to that in neighbouring Mid-Suffolk, where a
plan was agreed and within weeks was disregarded and a massive new housing project
outside the plan was agreed. Please assure me this will not happen here. Secondly, with Mid-
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Suffolk only half a mile away we are only too aware that Thurston currently has 5 new house
developments under way with more now approved. This is going to cause great overheads on
the roads systems in and out of Thurston and will particularly affect Great Barton and
Pakenham. This being the case, we are loathe here to have more homes foisted upon us. I
believe the government has seriously miscalculated its need for new homes. Currently the
UK population is rising at 0.6pc and that rate is falling steadily. Furthermore, Covid had
caused many business premises to close or have workers operate from home meaning that
much office space is now available for residential restructuring. Thirdly, the huge number of
second homes which lie empty half the year should be addressed by government before
building new homes, plus the huge number of 1 person households. There is a manic drive
on the part of successive governments to build indiscriminately at the cost of our
countryside. Thus habitat loss is extraordinary in this country and we are 189th in the world
in terms of retaining habitat and wildlife. We are a tiny island yet punch far beyond our
weight. We are one of the most beautiful and diverse countries in the world and all our
governments need to do is protect it, but every successive one fails us. I look to you for some
signs of hope, and believe that our future is with the campaign to rewild Suffolk and keep it
as one of England's most beautiful
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The plan must be prepared in line with the aims of
sustainable development which is summarised in the NPPF as 'meeting the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs'.
Three overarching objectives are set out in the NPPF which are interdependent and need to
be pursued in mutually supportive ways. These can be summarised as: economic - ensuring
sufficient land is available to support growth; social - supporting strong, vibrant and healthy
communities, including ensuring sufficient numbers of homes are provided; and
environmental - protecting and enhancing the natural, built and historic environment. The
council is seeking the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us
which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a
particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the
council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be
dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Paul Marriage

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

273

Summary

We object to the strategy for Risby which concludes that no sites should be allocated to the
village because of the Stone Curlew.

Comment

Please see the attached letter for full details of this objection (E600.C1.Let08) Records of
confirmed Stone Curlew sightings show that the area near Risby is used irregularly for
nesting and numbers of Stone Curlew involved are small. Before ruling out new housing
allocations in Risby, Natural England should be consulted on a range of options for housing
allocation and the response should be made publicly available. It is clear from planning
permissions granted that development within the Stone Curlew 1500m buffer is permissible
subject to appropriate mitigation being provided in the form of habitat enhancement/
creation.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

734

Summary

Constraints to be taken into consideration. The Risby Sewage system is already at capacity.
It is very smelly in hot months. The SPA buffers need to remain.
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Any development will impact on the local road surfaces, always in need of repair.
Comment

The Risby Sewage system is already at capacity. It is very smelly in hot months. The SPA
buffers need to remain. Any development will impact on the local road surfaces, always in
need of repair.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

736

Summary

Opportunites. A safe Cycle route into Bury St Edmunds would reduce some traffic.

Comment

A safe Cycle route into Bury st Edmunds would reduce some traffic

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Deborah Spencer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Risby

Comment ID

814

Summary

Whilst I welcome a downgrade to village status, I think that it would be far more appropriate
for Risby to be a Type B village.
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Comment

It is being suggested that Risby move from being a Local Service Centre to a Type A village
within the settlement hierarchy. Whilst I welcome a downgrade to village status, I think that
it would be far more appropriate for Risby to be a Type B village. You define these as
settlements that “have a very limited range or no services and poor accessibility to public
transport. It is likely that residents will rely on the private car to meet their day to day
needs....”. You acknowledge that Risby has no convenience shop and no commutable bus
service; nor do we have a safe walking route or cycle route to Bury. In the circumstances,
everyone has to rely on their car for everyday living.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your comment. The background to the new settlement hierarchy is explained
in part three of the local plan and the sustainable settlements study which supports it. The
settlement hierarchy categories are a factual representation of the services and facilities
within a settlement and does not automatically mean growth will take place. All parish
councils were consulted on a matrix identifying services and services in October 2019 and
this exercise will be repeated before the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account
for any changes.

Respondent Name

M E Adams

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Risby

Comment ID

1064

Summary

I just wanted to let you know that I have no objection to infill building and I think Risby
needs affordable housing and perhaps bungalows. We certainly don’t need a Mariam Park.

Comment

I just wanted to let you know that I have no objection to infill building and I think Risby
needs affordable housing and perhaps bungalows. We certainly don’t need a Mariam Park.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment.
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Respondent Name

Mr Abrey

Agent Name

Mr Simon Tindle (Brown & Co)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Risby

Comment ID

1058

Summary

The SAC buffer zone in relation to development within Risby. Our client would like to submit
the following sites to the Council as part of the call for sites process.
Relevant plans and information is enclosed;
• Land North of School Road, Risby
• Land west of Hall Lane, Risby
• Land east of Hall Lane, Risby

Comment

see attached

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Risby

Comment ID

733

Summary

Public House. If Risby looses its' Pub there will only be 3 sustainability factors in the village.
Therefore future development consideration needs to be taken into account that it could
become a Type B village.

Comment

If Risby looses its' Pub there will only be 3 sustainability factors in the village.Therefore
future development consideration needs to be taken into account that it could become a
Type B village.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

The council will be undertaking a review of services and facilities before finalising the
settlement hierarchy to account for any changes within Risby.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Risby

Comment ID

1118

Summary

Sewage needs attention. More bus services needed. Safe Cycle route to Bury St Edmunds.

Comment

Sewage needs attention. More bus services needed. Safe Cycle route to Bury St Edmunds

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comment. The council works closely with infrastructure
providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level infrastructure and services can be
maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the distribution of housing growth
proposed. This ongoing dialogue will assist with the development of an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which will accompany the next draft of the local plan which will set out
further detail on infrastructure delivery across the district.

Respondent Name

Mr Stephen Spencer

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Risby

Comment ID

382

Summary

Risby. To summarise, I would like Risby treated as a Category B village and I believe that the
provision of new housing would be best located in or around existing larger, sustainable
towns, with their superior facilities and public transport networks.

Comment

Provision of housing I do not feel that your adopted strategic plan vision places sufficient
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emphasis on the environment in this predominantly rural authority. For example, a small
development of 25 houses in a community of 800 residents will have a disproportionate
impact on the quality of life in that community compared to a similar development in a large
town or as part of a completely new “garden village”, such as at Kennett in East Cambs.
Resilient families and communities that are healthy and active Growth in small villages
merely deposits more car commuters in areas with poor provision of public transport. The
most recent development in Risby, Fishers Drive, for example, has attracted commuters from
as far afield as Cambridge and RAF Marham and RAF Lakenheath. Increased road traffic
places more strain on the weak infrastructure, and the lack of a continuous pavement along
the principal road, South Street, means that pedestrians must now contend with more
hazards. Further increases in car commuters will further reduce the quality of life of all
residents. The local plan process The considerable effort expended on the last plan by all
concerned was frustrated by a change in policy by central government and it looks like the
same may happen again. This hardly encourages contributions. The layout and format of the
portal through which responses are to be made is hopelessly complex and inaccessible to
any but the computer literate. Evidence base In categorising Risby as a Type A village
insufficient attention has been paid to sustainability criteria. In terms of NPPF guidance,
village facilities have actually been in decline for the past 10 years, for example closure of
the Post Office, loss of a small general store and one public house/hotel. A visit to the
Doctor’s surgery, pharmacy, post office, shops and sports facilities all involve a car journey. I
feel that Risby shares more characteristics of a Type B village, suitable for infill housing, and
I also believe this to be the opinion of a majority of residents. Environmental Much work has
been put in by volunteers in conjunction with the Wildlife Friendly Villages scheme,
including planting schemes and areas to be allowed to return to nature. New development
within the village would be a retrograde step by further adding to the built environment. A
corollary of new building and associated roads is that it will further exacerbate the longstanding problem of road flooding from surface water in the area of the Lower Green as
evidenced in this picture from 16.8.20. Thank you for providing this opportunity for me to
express my views. Current Corona virus restrictions have impacted public access to this
process, naturally. As I understand it, as a village our opportunity to make representations
publicly is limited to a 15 minute discussion prior to a Zoom Parish Council meeting two days
before the deadline for submissions, hence my personal submission. To summarise, I would
like Risby treated as a Category B village and I believe that the provision of new housing
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would be best located in or around existing larger, sustainable towns, with their superior
facilities and public transport networks. If not feasible then I would next prefer a completely
greenfield site, in the style of a garden village (Kennett/Cambourne). The advantage of green
field sites is that the complex panoply of local, national and international planning and
environmental rules and regulations can be written into the planning process ab initio,
rather than bolted on.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. There is a balance to be achieved in deciding on a
distribution to meet the overall district housing need in accordance with the settlement
hierarchy, as well as the infrastructure and environmental constraints within each
settlement. All sites in Part Three will be considered but it is important to note that not all
the sites and, in some settlements, none of the sites may be selected. The next draft of the
plan will set out a housing distribution strategy and the preferred sites selected to deliver
the district’s housing requirement in accordance with the spatial objectives and settlement
hierarchy. The council will be undertaking a review of services and facilities before finalising
the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes in the levels of services and facilities
within Risby. Chapter eight within Part two of the Issues and Options draft seeks to outlines
the Local Plan's desire to protect and enhance biodiversity within future developments in
line with the NPPF.

Respondent Name

Mrs Melanie Shuttler

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Risby > Settlement status

Comment ID

735

Summary

Risk of losing facilities in Risby and becoming a Type B village. Risby could lose its' pub and
therefore would need to be downgraded to a Type B village.

Comment

Risby could lose its' pub and therefore would need to be downgraded to a Type B village

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment
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Council Comments (plain text)

The council will be undertaking a review of services and facilities before finalising the
settlement hierarchy to account for any changes in the levels of services and facilities within
Risby.

Respondent Name

Mr Aj Ellahi (Grosvenor Capital)

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Stoke by Clare > Settlement status

Comment ID

715

Summary

These comments support Paragraph 5.15.2 of the Council's regulation 18 Consultation
Document and the Categorisation of Stoke by Clare as a Type A Village.

Comment

Please see the submitted report (E781.C1.Rep02A) for full details of this representation.
These representations set out support for Part 3.5.15 Stoke by Clare and the categorisation
of Stoke by Clare as a Type A Village. This will allow for more opportunities for site
allocations to be explored through the Local Plan. By Categorising Stoke by Clare as a Type
A Village within the draft Settlement Hierarchy, this will inform the level of site allocation
the settlement may receive. As a Type A Village, the opportunity for a small allocation of
sites in or adjacent to the village can be looked at during preparation of the Local Plan. The
movement of Stoke by Clare from an ‘Infill’ Village to a Type A Village is a very positive
approach for the village which we support. Being closely located to Clare and Haverhill,
Stoke by Clare can accommodate more than one small site for residential development.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Bethany Philbedge (Suffolk Preservation Society)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Stoke by Clare > Stoke by Clare

Comment ID

973
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Summary

WS174. This is a very sensitive site, lying wholly within the Stour Valley Project Area, a
valued landscape, and adjacent to the Stoke by Clare Conservation Area and listed buildings.
Any development of this site is likely to harm the significance of these designated heritage
assets through development within their setting.

Comment

this is a very sensitive site, lying wholly within the Stour Valley Project Area, a valued
landscape, and adjacent to the Stoke by Clare Conservation Area and listed buildings (The
Vicarage, 7, 8, 9 School Green - all grade II listed - to the NW and Church of St John the
Baptist - grade I listed - and Stoke Collage - grade II* listed - to the south). Any development
of this site is likely to harm the significance of these designated heritage assets through
development within their setting. Accordingly, this site should be removed.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. It is important to seek the views on all included
SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but
this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The
next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall
housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues, including the potential
impacts to the heritage assets mentioned in your comments, consultation comments
received, the overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as
well as infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Jacob Devenney (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Stoke by Clare > Stoke by Clare

Comment ID

1127

Summary

WS174. The River Stour and associated woodland habitats are present on the southern and
eastern boundaries. The river and its associated habitats should be buffered from
development and additional enhancement measures proposed. In addition, a wildlife
sensitive lighting scheme should be designed to ensure dark corridors are maintained in
these areas. This large site may support protected/Priority species, so further detailed
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surveys are required.
Comment

WS174: The River Stour and associated woodland habitats are present on the southern and
eastern boundaries. The river and its associated habitats should be buffered from
development and additional enhancement measures proposed. In addition, a wildlife
sensitive lighting scheme should be designed to ensure dark corridors are maintained in
these areas. This large site may support protected/Priority species, so further detailed
surveys are required.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments

Respondent Name

John Thake

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Stoke by Clare > Stoke by Clare

Comment ID

1019

Summary

WS209. This is an ideal site for a small development of different sized housing (including low
cost affordable homes) without changing the size of Stoke by Clare significantly. There is
easy access to the A1092 and any new development could link the houses at the eastern
edge of the village to the centre of Stoke by Clare with footpaths and street lighting.

Comment

This is an ideal site for a small development of different sized housing (including low cost
affordable homes) without changing the size of Stoke by Clare significantly. There is easy
access to the A1092 and any new development could link the houses at the eastern edge of
the village to the centre of Stoke by Clare with footpaths and street lighting. This part of
Stoke by Clare could be greatly enhanced with houses in keeping with the area instead of
the present unused site that includes an ugly 1970 s barn and other dilapidated buildings.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.
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Respondent Name

Ms Georgina King (Stoke College)

Agent Name

Miss Samantha Hazell (Lawson Planning Partnership Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Stoke by Clare > Stoke by Clare

Comment ID

1193

Summary

WS174. An 8.26 ha area of land at the southern end of the site is considered to be suitable
for allocation for sport and recreation purposes. Please see Call for Sites form and
accompanying letter based Statement, both dated 22nd December 2020.

Comment

An 8.26 ha area of land at the southern end of the site is considered to be suitable for
allocation for sport and recreation purposes. Please see Call for Sites form and
accompanying letter based Statement, both dated 22nd December 2020.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Thank you for your site submission. Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All
responses will be carefully considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of
the plan, the Preferred Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs S Collier

Agent Name

Phil Cobbold (Phil Cobbold Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Stradishall > Settlement status

Comment ID

484

Summary

There is a need to allocate land in the village for residential development. The Council has
designated Stradishall as an 'infill village' however, the proposed settlement boundary as
shown provides no scope for any infill development. Furthermore, if development is limited
to schemes of just 5 dwellings, then no affordable housing would be provided in the village
as schemes for 5 dwellings would be below the relevant policy threshold.

Comment

The Council has designated Stradishall as an 'infill village' however, the proposed settlement
boundary as shown provides no scope for any infill development. Furthermore, if
development is limited to schemes of just 5 dwellings, then no affordable housing would be
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provided in the village as schemes for 5 dwellings would be below the relevant policy
threshold.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues when considering the capacity for development.

Respondent Name

Philip Rous

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Stradishall > Stradishall settlement constraints map

Comment ID

251

Summary

Categorised as a village A which I think is incorrect and it should be a B village. he
categorisation is assessed on the basis of the facilities that exist. There appears to be some
inconsistences in the information contained in the Sustainable Settlement Study in 2019,
compared to Settlement Study of 2020.

Comment

General The plan envisages a framework of how the area will change up to 2040. While it
concentrates on employment and residential development there is no detail about the
infrastructure needed to support these proposals which I think is a major flaw of the plan. it
is no good allowing development for say housing, without considering the requirements to
support this development such as improved road network, water and drainage, education
and medical provision. Stradishall Categorised as a village A which I think is incorrect and it
should be a B village. The categorisation is assessed on the basis of the facilities that exist.
There appears to be some inconsistences in the information contained in the Sustainable
Settlement Study in 2019, compared to Settlement Study of 2020. What does concern me is
there is no recognition that for Stradishall there are two separate communities, one is the
established village where there are no facilities, and the other the housing around Highpoint
where there are facilities. These are actually 3km (2 miles) away from the centre of the
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village - not 2 km and most villagers use Wickhambrook for local needs which is more or less
the same distance. The plan of the village as shown excludes "the Highpoint" settlement, so
if it continues to be assessed on the basis of an A village, development would be permitted in
an area ie the village where there are no services which is completely against the stated
principles of the plan. If it was to be retained as an A village, then it could be argued that
development should take place where the facilities are located i.e. Highpoint area, or at least
have it shown on the plan. From what I can see, it is the only village in the surveys
conducted which doesn't have a village hall of some description which I believe is the most
basic facility needed for any village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. Social and community infrastructure is important
in delivering sustainable communities and this is expected to follow national and local
design, access, climate change, environmental, and other relevant policies. The council
works closely with infrastructure providers to ensure that at the strategic and local level
infrastructure and services can be maintained/ provided at the appropriate level for the
distribution of housing growth proposed.

Respondent Name

Dr Graeme Norris

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Site options

Comment ID

55

Summary

The Settlement Boundary seems arbitrary - why does it not one, include the houses down
Hammer Lane and two, reach out to include Sun Ray Cottage? Perhaps some consultation
with the Parish Council in the near future?

Comment

The settlement Boundary seems arbitrary and perhaps could be updated with the help of the
Parish Council?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. The current settlement boundaries were created to define the main boundaries of the
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settlement where the principle of new development is considered acceptable, subject to the
policies within the Local Plan. The council will be undertaking a review of existing
settlement boundary to reflect any changes and will be consulted on as part of the preferred
options consultation.
Respondent Name

Dr Graeme Norris

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston

Comment ID

53

Summary

I would like to see the development on the edge of Troston's playing field WS176 as it would
both improve the entrance to the village and increase the security of the field. Also I would
like to see the development of the Piggery on site WS175. However, site WS175 includes the
Piggery and the Meadow. The meadow is one of the great views across untouched
meadowland to Great Livermere. So I am not happy to see any dwellings on the meadow why
not on the opposite side of the road?

Comment

I believe the field opposite the meadow which has a very derelict Slaughter House should be
included as a development site. It lies between Lower Farm House and Sun Ray Cottage at
the end of the village. A development here would visually connect the village and the Piggery
site, remove an unsightly shambles of a derelict building and preserve the meadow. Indeed,
the meadow would be integrated into the village and be a most desirable feature of a rural
community.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted with thanks. We will consider your comments as part of reviewing potential areas for
growth within Troston.

Respondent Name

Dr Graeme Norris

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston

Comment ID

54

Summary

From the 1st November 2020 the Bull Public House is now under new ownership and to be
opened mid December!

Comment

The Bull Public House has been a social centre of the village since 1800 and is a popular
venue for local villagers and the Honington Airbase.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comment. A further review of services and facilities will be
undertaken in spring 2021 and the document updated to reflect any changes.

Respondent Name

Troston Farms Ltd (Troston Farms Ltd)

Agent Name

Mr Sam Stonehouse (Evolution Town Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston

Comment ID

584

Summary

WS175. These representations propose a housing allocation in the new Local Plan. The site
is an ‘included’ site in the SHELAA that has been found suitable for housing development.

Comment

These representations respond to the West Suffolk Local Plan consultation and support the
allocation of site WS175 for housing. These representations propose a housing allocation in
the new Local Plan. The site is an ‘included’ site in the SHELAA that has been found suitable
for housing development. Please see the attached report for full detail

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments and submission of further details on the site WS75.

Respondent Name

Dr Graeme Norris

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

56
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Summary

Development on Site WS176 would be good but reservations about Site WS175. WS175
contains the Piggery and the Meadow and redevelopment of the Piggery would be welcome
but the loss of the Meadow would be a great shame.

Comment

The Parish Council were keen on the development of houses on the edge of their playing
field (site WS176) since it was given to Burgess Homes by Greene King. Dwellings here
would improve the entrance to the village and give a sense of security against unwanted
caravans camping on the field. The Parish are also keen to see the old increasingly smelly
Piggery developed (site 175). We are told this development must be "adjoined" to the village
to meet West Suffolk Planning strictures - so houses must be built on the Meadow between
the Piggery and the Bungalows of Cross Dykes et al. It would seem a regrettable act to lose
a picturesque view across the meadow all the way to Great Livermere - a cinematic pastoral
view that has been with the village since the beginning of time! On the opposite side of the
road to the Meadow are the fallen remains of the old Slaughter House, surrounded with
buckled Harris fencing and flapping black-and-yellow safety tape. Why not build here
instead? A plan for such a development has been discussed with Troston Farms see
Attachment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This list of sites will
consider a range of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Miss Vicki Gay (Troston Parish Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

159

Summary

Troston Parish Council supports the inclusion of WS175 and WS176 taking the following
comments in to consideration. Welcomes the inclusion of site WS175 in the draft Strategic
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Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment because, in principle, we strongly
support the concept of housing development on the site of the Lower Farm Piggery. Would
also like to see the development on the edge of Troston's playing field WS176 as it would
both improve the entrance to the village.
Comment

WS175 Comments: Troston Parish Council welcomes the inclusion of site WS175 in the draft
Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment because, in principle, we
strongly support the concept of housing development on the site of the Lower Farm Piggery.
This industrial unit, which houses 3,000 pigs, is situated far too close to the current housing
development boundary and it is a blight on the village because of the obnoxious smells it
produces throughout the year. There have been many complaints, the latest being by the
Parish Council to West Suffolk Council in October, 2020. Even so, WS175, if built upon in its
entirety, would create an unsustainable increase in the size of the village. However, with a
sympathetic development on only part of the site, the village could benefit from an increase
in population: sustaining the newly reopened pub along with the provision of other services.
Therefore, Troston Parish Council would like to see the piggery part of site WS175 included
in the next stage of the consultation process – with the necessary link to the current housing
development boundary comprising a row of houses along either a) the South West side of
The Street or b) the North East side of The Street. If such a strip of housing along the road
is acceptable as a link to the main development, the Parish Council’s preference would be for
this to be created on the North East side of The Street, leaving a view from the road across
the meadow. If development of site WS175 is restricted to the existing piggery, there would
be an opportunity to allow the remaining part of the site (known locally as The Meadow) to
become an additional village asset in the form of a nature reserve or some other kind of
amenity. The landowners have indicated that they would prepared to make the meadow
available to the village in this way. WS176 Comments: The Parish Council would also like to
see the development on the edge of Troston's playing field WS176 as it would both improve
the entrance to the village and increase the security of the field

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This list of sites will
consider a range of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
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infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

Mr Peter Mathews

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

64

Summary

Development of the meadow. From a personal NIMBY point of view, I would be happy for no
housing development of the meadow between the piggery and existing housing. As a regular
hunting ground for Barn Owls and other varied wildlife we enjoy these sightings throughout
the year. I believe the piggery should be developed, particularly as whilst I enjoy the aromas
of the countryside, the smell is overpowering at times.

Comment

From a personal NIMBY point of view, I would be happy for no housing development of the
meadow between the piggery and existing housing. As a regular hunting ground for Barn
Owls and other varied wildlife we enjoy these sightings throughout the year. I believe the
piggery should be developed, particularly as whilst I enjoy the aromas of the countryside,
the smell is overpowering at times. Personally, I would prefer a linear development on both
sides of The Street to include the old slaughter house site; a structure that is sadly failing
rapidly now. Although I understand new housing must adjoin the Village, which would be
achieved with linear development, an access to the meadow would be a natural feature seen
in countless villages countrywide.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This list of sites will
consider a range of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mr Roger Anderson

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

357

Summary

Site WS175 should be included in the local plan but excluding the meadow. The village
would benefit from limited additional local housing to ensure future sustainability while at
the same time removing an environmental nuisance.

Comment

The inclusion of site WS175 in the West Suffolk Local Plan would be a potential win, win, win
scenario for West Suffolk Council, Troston Parish Council and Troston Farms. But only
subject to certain conditions. Part of the site is currently occupied by a very smelly pig farm
and a noisy grain drying facility. The days when a farm could sit comfortably within, or on
the immediate outskirts of, a village are long gone: agricultural complexes now comprise
large-scale industrial units which are better sited well away from residential housing. The
replacement of the Lower Farm Piggery site by a housing development would be a win for
the village not only because it would remove a nuisance, but also because it would bring
more population into the village helping to maintain the sustainability of the newly reopened
local pub and existing shops in the parish. However, the inclusion of the entire site WS175
for development would open up the possibility of excessive development in Troston. The link
road to the nearest “service centre” (ie Ixworth) is a single track road unable to take much
increase in traffic. The site also includes an attractive meadow currently the haunt of barn
owls and other wildlife. Therefore it would make sense for only the pig farm part of site
WS175 to be included as a potential site for development, leaving the existing meadow
untouched. The necessary link to the current village housing development boundary should
be along the north-east side of the street, running from the thatched Farm House, through
the derelict and collapsed old slaughterhouse to the land on the opposite side of the road to
the existing piggery. In exchange for planning permission on the piggery site, the meadow
could be transferred to the Parish Council as a wildlife haven with permissive paths around
the edge, thus becoming an environmental asset to the village. Such a development along
the lines outlined above would (a) help West Suffolk Council meet its housing responsibilities
with the support of a village that, on the whole, would welcome limited housing growth; (b)
enable a village to become more sustainable; (c) remove a serious odour and noise pollution
nuisance; and (d) support a local farm enterprise which clearly wants a dilapidated site to be
developed to finance a more efficient agricultural unit located further away from residential
housing.
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Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on
a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of
growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and
environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Carol Mathews

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

65

Summary

Meadow development. From a personal NIMBY point of view, I would be happy for no
housing development of the meadow between the piggery and existing housing. As a regular
hunting ground for Barn Owls and other varied wildlife we enjoy these sightings throughout
the year. I believe the piggery should be developed, particularly as whilst I enjoy the aromas
of the countryside, the smell is overpowering at times.

Comment

From a personal NIMBY point of view, I would be happy for no housing development of the
meadow between the piggery and existing housing. As a regular hunting ground for Barn
Owls and other varied wildlife we enjoy these sightings throughout the year. I believe the
piggery should be developed, particularly as whilst I enjoy the aromas of the countryside,
the smell is overpowering at times. Personally, I would prefer a linear development on both
sides of The Street to include the old slaughter house site; a structure that is sadly failing
rapidly now. Although I understand new housing must adjoin the Village, which would be
achieved with linear development, an access to the meadow would be a natural feature seen
in countless villages countrywide.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s
preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This list of sites will
consider a range of issues, including the consultation comments received, the overall
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distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
Respondent Name

S Burgess (Burgess Homes Ltd)

Agent Name

Phil Cobbold (Phil Cobbold Planning Ltd)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Troston > Troston settlement map showing SHELAA included sites

Comment ID

472

Summary

Support for SHEELA site WS176. The erection of 4 or 5 dwellings on the site would
represent a small scale expansion of the village, continuing the existing pattern of linear
development on the south side of Livermere Road and would be consistent with the existing
pattern and spacing of development in the locality.

Comment

The erection of 4 or 5 dwellings on the site would represent a small scale expansion of the
village, continuing the existing pattern of linear development on the south side of Livermere
Road and would be consistent with the existing pattern and spacing of development in the
locality. The new entrance to the playing fields to the West of the site and the western
boundaries of the gardens in Paddock Way (to the North) define the physical edge of the
village. Therefore the development of the site would not represent an intrusion into open
countryside. A proposal based on the attached indicative layout plan, with cottages facing
west, would reinforce that the site is the end of the built-up part of the village. The
development of the site would also fulfil the three objectives of sustainable development. It
would fulfill the economic objective as future residents of the dwellings would help to sustain
local services in Troston, such as the public house, and it would also help to sustain local
services in nearby Ixworth and Honington. The development of the site as proposed would
also fulfil the social objective of sustainable development by providing family homes,
including bungalows, and will help to maintain a range of property types and sizes in the
village. The development of the site would also fulfil the environmental objective of
sustainable development as future residents would not be wholly reliant on the use of the
private car. The site is within a short walk of bus stops in the village which provide 6
services per day to Bury St Edmunds and Thetford. There are no environmental constraints
affecting the land and the site could be developed without causing any material harm to
residential amenity, highway safety, landscape quality or any interest of acknowledged
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importance.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted and thank you for your comments.

Respondent Name

Cllr Karen Soons (Suffolk County Council)

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Tuddenham > Tuddenham

Comment ID

1369

Summary

New proposed settlement boundary. Here are a few photos of there area that I am proposing
in filling. It is all within the 30mph area and with in the village signage.
It could take quite a few homes, it could go from the High St down Higham Rd to Old Hall to
Maxton to The Old Rectory and Rectory Cottage. On the opposite side of Higham Rd it could
go from Bristol to Abbey Cottage.Tuddenham needs growth to thrive.

Comment

Here are a few photos of there area that I am proposing in filling. It is all within the 30mph
area and with in the village signage. It could take quite a few homes, it could go from the
High St down Higham Rd to Old Hall to Maxton to The Old Rectory and Rectory Cottage. On
the opposite side of Higham Rd it could go from Bristol to Abbey Cottage. Tuddenham needs
growth to thrive it has permission for a new village hall and has 4 licenced alcohol venues
and 4 places serving food.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Josie Jennings

Agent Name
Document Section Path
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> Type A Villages > Worlington > Constraints and opportunities

Comment ID

691

Summary

Whilst Worlington does not have a conservation area the area south of the cricket pitch is
clearly of importance to the village. The extremely large areas identified to the west of the
village represents an unplanned site with no defensible boundaries and is an example of
poorly planned opportunist ribbon development. This site is also very close to recognised
stone curlew nesting sites to the south of Freckenham Road.

Comment

See above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Josie Jennings

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Settlement status

Comment ID

692

Summary

This is a deliberately misleading statement- facilities meeting day-to-day needs would be a
school, employment and a shop. Worlington has none of these. It appears that the council is
trying to create a case for development which is not backed up by evidence, i.e. their
assertions are unsound.

Comment

See above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.The background to the new
settlement hierarchy is explained in part three of the local plan and the sustainable
settlements study which supports it. The settlement hierarchy categories are a factual
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representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not automatically
mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix identifying
services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before the
finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.
Respondent Name

Mrs Josie Jennings

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Settlement status

Comment ID

693

Summary

It is interesting that the emerging local plan talks about small sites. Whilst the 2 sites
proposed in the centre of the village could possibly be construed as small this not the case
with the site west of Old Bridge Close. This is identified for 70 dwellings which represents a
20 or 25% increase in the number of houses in the village. This is not a small site. Again the
status and attributes of Worlington are being exaggerated.

Comment

See above. A plan should be positively prepared and not formulated on the basis of what
appears to be a hidden agenda .

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Josie Jennings

Agent Name
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Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Site options

Comment ID

694

Summary

Whilst the sites may be claimed by the landowner and his representatives as being available
and deliverable as detailed below they are not suitable.The question firstly has to be raised
as to why Worlington has all of a sudden become a settlement suitable for development when
previous local plans took a contrary view

Comment

See above

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. It is important to seek the views on
all included SHELAA sites that have been submitted to us which could be suitable for
development, but this does not mean that all or any sites in a particular village or town will
be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set out the council’s preferred sites to meet the
district’s overall housing requirement. This will be dependent on a variety of issues,
including the consultation comments received, the overall distribution of growth, where the
settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as infrastructure and environmental capacity
issues.

Respondent Name

Ms H Durrant

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Site options

Comment ID

16

Summary

Worlington. I have no one objections to small housing developments I do however feel the
proposed solar farm will be detrimental to all housing people wildlife, environment our
farming land in Worlington is growing food for an ever increasing population. Solar farms
are a danger to life with the possibility of catching fire as many other solar battery storage
container have, some countries are halting things while they investigate there safety.
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Comment

i have no one objections to small housing developments i do however feel the proposed solar
farm will be detrimental to all housing people wildlife, environment our farming land in
Worlington is growing food for an ever increasing population. Solar farms are a danger to
life with the possibility of catching fire as many other solar battery storage container have,
some countries are halting things while they investigate there safety. The fire on the
Liverpool solar farm was extensive with explosions shaking houses giving off toxic fumes
that one is 20 kw and the one planned here is 500 kw perhaps you would consider trying to
get this farm moved to brownfield sites please "sunnica east, action group yes to solar, no
to live no in a power plant " will be able to give you more information Thank for reading
this

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments. The Sunnica solar farm is a national infrastructure
project and therefore outside of the council's jurisdiction and this local plan.

Respondent Name

Mr Mortlock

Agent Name

Mr Simon Tindle (Brown & Co)

Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Worlington

Comment ID

1268

Summary

WS196, WS197, WS198. The aforementioned sites are all well related to the core of
Worlington and can provide new housing for local people, including a proportion of
affordable housing to address the specific rural housing need. As such, residential
development of these sites will be a logical advancement of the village.

Comment

See attached. Worlington is a large village with a range of services facilities. In addition to
those set out in the document, we highlight the facilities provided by Worlington Hall Hotel
and lively sports clubs in Worlington Cricket Club and Royal Worlington and Newmarket Golf
Club. Whilst it is accepted that the village itself does not boast a primary school or GP
surgery, there are several options in both Mildenhall and Red Lodge, which lie within two
miles of Worlington and are relatively accessible for a rural settlement. The aforementioned
sites are all well related to the core of Worlington and can provide new housing for local
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people, including a proportion of affordable housing to address the specific rural housing
need. As such, residential development of these sites will be a logical advancement of the
village. The sustainability of Worlington is stressed and hence the village is a suitable
location for an appropriate level of growth. The sites are currently available and achievable
in the early part of the plan. In terms of delivery, the landowner has in the past worked with
the Parish Council to provide affordable housing on a site in Freckenham Road and would
welcome the opportunity to do so again. Mr Mortlock is particularly keen to support the
delivery of market and affordable housing to provide local people the prospect of acquiring a
home in the village.
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022.

Respondent Name

Mrs Josie Jennings

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Worlington

Comment ID

689

Summary

Worlington is not dissimilar to many other settlements excluded from the list e.g. Gazeley
which is larger than Worlington and has arguably the same facilities and is more accessible
to higher tier settlements i.e Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket. It is also closer to Moulton
primary school than Worlington is to Mildenhall. The facilities listed above are accurate. E.g.
the bus service does not cover both ends of the village and the play area is inadequate. Is
this deliberately misleading?

Comment

See above summary

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Your comments are welcomed and have been noted. All responses will be carefully
considered and will assist in the production of the next draft of the plan, the Preferred
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Options draft, which will be consulted on in early 2022. The settlement hierarchy categories
are a factual representation of the services and facilities within a settlement and does not
automatically mean growth will take place. All parish councils were consulted on a matrix
identifying services and services in October 2019 and this exercise will be repeated before
the finalisation of the settlement hierarchy to account for any changes.
Respondent Name

Mrs Josie Jennings

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Worlington

Comment ID

1086

Summary

WS196 As stated in my earlier comment, this site and the scale of development is out of
proportion, representing a 20-25% increase in the size of a village which has virtually no
facilities. It is not sufficient to consider that a site which is more than 2 1/2 miles from
Mildenhall is a sustainable location. The site does not form part of the settlement but will be
seen as a housing estate unrelated to the existing built form of the village.

Comment

As stated in my earlier comment, this site and the scale of development is out of proportion,
representing a 20-25% increase in the size of a village which has virtually no facilities. It is
not sufficient to consider that a site which is more than 2 1/2 miles from Mildenhall is a
sustainable location. The site does not form part of the settlement but will be seen as a
housing estate unrelated to the existing built form of the village. The Isleham Road/
Freckenham junction is unsuitable for further traffic and therefore access will need to be
onto the Freckenham Road which has a history of fatal accidents. The Old Bridge Close
development was provided as a rural exception site. This development clearly runs contrary
to such an approach. There are also questions as to the demand for such a development with
the ongoing consultation for the major urban extension to Mildenhall including c. 1400
dwellings. At present there are significant capacity constraints for both primary and
secondary schools and how is the pupil yield from this site going to be accommodated before
the Mildenhall Hub is completed bearing in mind local schools are at capacity? The proposal
offers nothing towards communal facilities within Worlington. It must be born in mind that
the Sunnica proposal, is on land in the same ownership, and how can an approach for
housing be made before the result of the National Infrastructure planning inquiry are
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known? Sunnica will clearly impact on the residential and visual amenity of this site. As
stated previously, this site has no defensible boundaries and there is nothing to prevent this
extending further to the west or the site on the southern side of Freckenham Road being
developed- part of which has conveniently been excluded from the Sunnica scheme. It is also
of note that this site is the most distant location from Mildenhall of any of the proposed sites.
It would be interesting to know what is the actual demand for affordable housing in
Worlington, and is this proposal in reality be designed to meet the needs of Mildenhall? If
the demand in Worlington is not that large, this will provide an opportunity for the land
promoter to seek to reduce the affordable housing level. As stated previously, there is
recorded evidence of stone curlews nesting on the opposite side of Freckenham Road and
this site clearly falls within the 1500m buffer which should be provided around such sites.
This site has been lightly managed for the las few years and has become an important source
of seeds and undisturbed ground for nesting and feeding birds. This is a loaded question and
pre-supposes that Worlington is suitable for growth. This question alone renders this part of
the plan unsound
Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Josie Jennings

Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Worlington

Comment ID

1087

Summary

WS198. This is a Greenfield site that forms an integral part of the character of the village.
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There are important views through the site towards the cricket pitch and open farmland
beyond. The land slopes away from Freckenham Road, and any view of the High Street from
the cricket pitch would be destroyed. It is likely that development would impede the
operation of the cricket pitch, the village hall and the play area.
Comment

This is a Greenfield site that forms an integral part of the character of the village. There are
important views through the site towards the cricket pitch and open farmland beyond. The
land slopes away from Freckenham Road, and any view of the High Street from the cricket
pitch would be destroyed. It is likely that development would impede the operation of the
cricket pitch, the village hall and the play area. In fact this site would make a more suitable
extension to the play area and recreation land for the village. Provision of access and
visibility splay would be result in further deterioration of character arising from the removal
of the hedgerow. This is a difficult road to access on to, as users of the village hall and
cricket pitch parking area will testify. Whilst it would be hoped that the scale of development
would be low-rise, in reality this site would be occupied by executive style homes such as
those at Elevenways. The site would not provide any benefits to the village and is of too
small a scale to provide affordable housing. It is not justified as to why Worlington is now
being chosen for development when compared to larger settlements which have none. As
part of the local plan it is assumed that some sort of settlement character appraisal will be
undertaken. How is the local plan seeking to reconcile the identification of this site with
such as assessment?

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.

Respondent Name

Mrs Susan French
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Agent Name
Document Section Path

> Type A Villages > Worlington > Worlington

Comment ID

276

Summary

1. It will damage the open aspect and character of the centre of the village. The green space
around Worlington is already under threat from the proposed Sunnica Solar Farm
development so loss of internal open space would be to the detriment of the whole village.
2. It will increase traffic movements in a village with narrow roads. Traffic in the village
already poses a threat to safety as regularly noted in many Parish Council meeting minutes.

Comment

Worlington is a small village with few facilities for residents. Any need has to be met by a car
or bus journey. The main road through Worlington to Mildenhall is extremely busy and
narrow. There have been many accidents on the route, with one fatality in the last year.
Large vehicle movements make it very dangerous for pedestrians to use the narrow
pavement or for cyclists. The junction in the centre of the village has been the site of many
collisions as the road narrows to single file. Any increase in housing stock will inevitably
lead to an increase in traffic movements. This would seem to be at odds with the green vision
of the council and government. Alternative modes of transport would be very difficult to use
safely given the dangerous nature of the road layout. The local primary schools in Mildenhall
are between two and four miles away, therefore any parent would need to travel by car to
safely transport young children. The identified areas for possible development on the plan
are outside of the settlement boundary. The Retail, Leisure and Wellbeing section of the plan
states that 'planning can help protect the landscape and safeguard settlement identities'.
Building on these green areas would be to the detriment of the green spaces available to
residents and ultimately change the character of the village. In section 2.4 - it is noted that
'coalescence of surrounding settlements should be avoided'. The village is already facing the
potential loss of surrounding farm land with the proposed development of an enormous solar
plant. The further threat of loss of green space would be devastating to those who cherish
the landscape and want to protect the natural environment.

Link to comment (for Users)

View Comment

Council Comments (plain text)

Noted. Thank you for your comments which will be considered during the next stage of plan
preparation. It is important to seek the views on all included SHELAA sites that have been
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submitted to us which could be suitable for development, but this does not mean that all or
any sites in a particular village or town will be allocated. The next stage of the plan will set
out the council’s preferred sites to meet the district’s overall housing requirement. This will
be dependent on a variety of issues, including the consultation comments received, the
overall distribution of growth, where the settlement sits within the hierarchy as well as
infrastructure and environmental capacity issues.
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